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PREFACE 

TO 

See MET RD EDPerON: 

N the present Edition the following alterations occur: 

Essay I. has been rewritten, chiefly in reference 

to the Authorship of the Hudemian Ethics, and of 

Books V. VI. VII. of the Nicomachean Treatise. 

Essay II. has received additions and modifications, 

especially in reference to Grote’s paradox—that the 

Sophists were not sophistical. 

The account of Plato’s Ethical system in Essay IIT. 

has been somewhat expanded. 

The beginning and the latter part of Essay IV. have 

been slightly changed. 

Several additions have been made to Essay V. 

The Author’s theory of the Semitic origin of Stoic- 

ism has been more fully drawn out in Essay VI. 

Essay VIL. has been rewritten, and some reference 

made in it to contemporaneous speculations in Ethies. 



Vi PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION. 

Appendix B has been written anew, in answer to 

the monograph of Dr. Bernays on ‘The Dialogues of 

Aristotle.’ 

The Notes to the Nicomachean Ethics have been 

completely revised. 

The Second Edition of this work was under con- 

siderable obligation to Jonn Purves, Esq., Fellow of 

Balliol College, Oxford, who, in the Author’s absence, 

carried it through the press, introduced some minor 

improvements into the Notes, and added Indexes II. 

and ITI. 

It may be mentioned here that the Index Verborum 

to the Nicomachean Ethics given in Vol. IL. is the 

work of Joun Kesie (author of the Christian Year), 

having been made by him for Cardwell’s Edition (Ox- 

ford, 1828). 

EDINBURGH: 

November 16, 1874. 
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ESSAY I. 
i eeenatia ae 

On the Nicomachean Ethics, in relation to the other 

Ethical Writings included among the Works of 

Aristotle. 

HE question of the genuineness and of the literary cha- 

racter of each of the several works which have come 

down to us under the name of Aristotle, has been mooted 

and discussed with increasing earnestness during the last 

half century. By the diligence of modern critics, for the 

most part Germans, the whole field of Classical, Patristic, 

Alexandrian, Byzantine, Arabian, Jewish, and Scholastic 

literature has been searched, and every fragment, reference, 

allusion, or mention, however incidental, everything in short 

bearing even remotely on the question, has been carefully 

collected and brought to light. Of all this labour we may 

say, in brief, that the general outcome and result has been to 

show: first, that external authorities are seldom in them- 

selves decisive, but require to be checked in comparison with 

each other, and to be weighed against internal evidence ; 

secondly, that many of the problems which have been started 

about Aristotle and the Aristotelian writings cannot be re- 

solved with certainty, and must be left in the region of the 

indeterminate; thirdly, that these problems are for the most 

part comparatively unimportant, as for instance those relating 

to the character of the ‘lost writings’ of Aristotle, or to the 

VOL. I. B 



2 ESSAY I. 

genuineness of some of the smaller treatises or of particular 

portions of works otherwise acknowledged to be genuine ; 

fourthly, that a general consensus ratifies, and nothing 

seriously impugns, the belief, that in the leading portions of - 

the great treatises which make up ‘ our edition’ of Aristotle 

we possess the thought of the philosopher pretty nearly in 

the form under which it came from his own mind and was — 

given originally either to his own disciples or to the world. 

The several ethical treatises which we find included 

among ‘the works of Aristotle’ exemplify in a remarkable 

way the above-stated conclusions, and an examination of 

them, with the assistance of all available clues whether 

internal or external, serves to throw an interesting light 

upon the philosophical history of the Peripatetic School. 

But, in order to the due conducting of such an examination, 

it will be necessary beforehand to briefly sum up and set 

forth the results of such parts of the controversy upon the 

writings of Aristotle in general as bear upon the special 

questions, with reference to the ethical treatises, which we 

shall find before us. 

With regard to the personal life of Aristotle, it is enough 

for present purposes to observe that we know with tolerable 

certainty two points,—namely, that Aristotle died Ol. 114. 3 

(B.c. 322), being about 63 years old, and that for 13 years 

previous to that date he had held a school in the Lyceum at 

Athens.! Holding to these points we may for the present 

leave in abeyance the various questions which have been 

* See an extract from the Chrono- _ Valentine Rose, who treats all the 

logy (Xporuxa) of Apollodorus, given dates given by him, except those 

by Diogenes Laertius (v.i.9). This above mentioned, as the mythical 
Apollodorus has been generally con- filling in of what was really blank. 

sidered a trustworthy authority, but (V. Rose de Aristotelis librorum ordine 

of late doubt has been thrown upon  ¢é aucioritate. Berlin, 1854.) 

his statements regarding Aristotle by 



THE WORKS OF ARISTOTLE. 3 

mooted about other parts of the life of Aristotle, as for 

instance whether he passed an irregular or a steady youth ; 

whether he began the study of philosophy early or late ; 

whether he was really a disciple in the school of Plato for 

twenty years, or for a shorter period, or was only a reader and 

eritie of Plato’s writings and an occasional hearer and per- 

sonal friend of Plato himself; whether he ‘ tried his ’pren- 

tice hand’ in philosophy by writing dialogues? in somewhat 

weak imitation of Plato’s manner of writing, and whether 

the dialogues of this kind which Cicero read and admired 

were really written by Aristotle, or were all forgeries. These 

and other questions of the kind might all be answered 

either one way or the other without affecting our judgment 

on the ethical treatises which have borne the name of 

Aristotle. 

With regard to the literary career of Aristotle we may 

admit that we have no certain information. But the 

general opinion has been that those of his works which have 

been preserved were all composed during the last 13 years of 

his life, when he was holding his philosophical school in the 

Lyceum. And, with regard to the great majority of the 

extant writings of Aristotle, internal evidence is not opposed 

to this view. Fer these books may be stated broadly to be 

quite homogeneous. They belong to one period of the 

philosopher’s mind. Though most of them have all the 

freshness of original speculations and enquiries, still they 

are expressed in a settled and peculiar terminology, 

which must have been beforehand gradually formed and 

adopted by their author during a long life of thought. It 

is only in minute points that a development of ideas or of 

_modes of expression can be traced by comparing different 

2 On this point a word or two will be said in Appendix B. 

B2 



4 ESSAY I. 

parts of these works with each other. And another argu- 

ment for the same hypothesis is to be found in the un- 

finished character of so much that bears the name of 

Aristotle. 

If we could fancy that Thucydides, instead of writing the 

history of the Peloponnesian War alone, had undertaken to 

narrate a dozen different periods in a dozen totally separate 

works, and had left these at his death almost all unpublished 

and in different stages of completion, but all indicating by 

their several openings the grasp which their writer had at- 

tained over each of the periods to be treated, we should 

conceive of such a result in history as would have been 

analogous to the actual result in philosophy exhibited by the 

works of Aristotle. We see here vastness of conception, 

organic distribution of human knowledge into its various 

departments, the ground plan laid for the complete exposi- 

tion of each of these several departments, and then the 

indications of premature arrest stamped upon many of these 

great designs. But in one point our imagined parallel would 

fail. For Aristotle must not be represented as a man of 

letters, composing books within his own study; rather we 

must picture him as a teacher, all whose multifarious 

activity, all whose enquiries and conclusions, original and 

tentative as they often were, all whose summings up of the 

results of knowledge and thought, were in relation with the 

daily life of a school engaged in prosecuting under their 

master’s guidance the same lines of philosophical speculation. 

To remember that Aristotle, during his great period of pro- 

ductiveness, was not only writing but teaching, and that his 

school was probably meant to be associated, and actually to 

some extent took part, in the composition of his works, will 

be an important element towards estimating the character 

of his remains. We shall return to this consideration, but 



THE STORY OF STRABO. 5 

in the meantime certain data of external evidence have to 

be examined. 

The first of these is the celebrated story of the fate of 

the writings of Aristotle, given first by Strabo,’ and after- 

wards repeated by Plutarch.* This story is as follows :—The 

library and MSS. of Aristotle came, at his death, into the 

possession of Theophrastus (who continued for 35 years chief 

of the Peripatetic School at Athens), and when Theophrastus 

died, the whole joint collection containing the original 

works of both philosophers, and all the books of others they 

had respectively bought, went by bequest to Neleus, a philo- 

sophical friend and pupil of Theophrastus, and were by him 

carried off to his own home at Scepsis. A generation after 

this occurrence, the kings of Pergamus began collecting” 

books for their royal library, and the heirs of Neleus, in 

order to save the precious collection which was in their pos- 

session, but of which they themselves could make no use, 

from being seized and carried off to Pergamus, concealed it 

in a cellar, where it remained, a prey to worms and damp, 

for nearly 150 years. At the end of that time, the Attalid 

dynasty at Pergamus was at an end (the last of these kings, 

Attalus, having died in 133 B.c., bequeathing his kingdom 

to the Romans). The then possessors of the Aristotelian 

and Theophrastean libraries, having no longer anything to 

fear from royal requisitions, brought out the MSS. from 

their hiding place, and sold them for a large sum to Apel- 

licon of Teos, a wealthy man, resident at Athens, and at- 

tached to the Peripatetic sect. The precious rolls were now 

transferred, about the year 100 B.c., to Athens, after having 

been lost to the world for 187 years. They were found to 

_ be in very bad condition, and Apellicon caused copies of 

3 Strabo, xm, i. 418. ‘ Plutarch, Vit, Sulle, ec. 26. 
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them to be taken, himself filling up on conjecture the gaps 

which now existed in the worm-eaten text. His conjectures, 

however, were infelicitous, as he was more of a bibliophilist 

than a philosopher. Soon after his death, Athens was taken 

by Sylla (86 B.c.), and the library of Apellicon was seized 

by him and brought to Rome. It was there preserved under 

the custody of a librarian, and various literary Greeks 

resident at Rome gained access to it. Tyrannion, the 

learned friend of Cicero, got permission to arrange the 

MSS.; and Andronicus of Rhodes, applying himself with 

earnestness to the task of obtaining a correct text and fur- 

nishing a complete edition of the philosophical works of 

Aristotle, arranged the different treatises and scattered frag- 

ments under their proper heads, and getting numerous tran- 

scripts made, gave publicity to a generally-received text of 

Aristotle. 

The above story comes mainly from Strabo, who gives it 

in his geographical book as a local fact in connection with 

the town of Scepsis; he however mentions only Tyrannion 

as having taken the MSS. in hand. Plutarch repeats the 

tale in his life of Sylla, and adds the important fact of the 

recension made by Andronicus. Porphyry, in his life of 

Plotinus, carries this information still further by stating 

that Andronicus had ‘divided® the works of Aristotle and 

Theophrastus into systems (zpayyare/as), bringing together 

under common heads the speculations that properly belonged 

to the respective subjects.’ 

These various statements seem in their origin to start 

from the very fountain-head of contemporary authority. For 

5 “O de 7a *ApiorotéAous kal @co- | of Plotinus, and that he thus with 
gpdorov eis mporywarelas dietke tas | regard to them substituted a logical 

oikelas brobeces cis TaUTOY Cuvayayer. | for a chronological arrangement of 

Porphyry says that he himself copied | the writings. 
this procedure, in editing the works | 



THE STORY OF STRABO. if 

Strabo was a pupil of the learned Tyrannion, in Rome, about 

the year 70 B.c., or a little later. There must then, beyond 

all doubt, be an element of historical truth in the account 

which he gives of the library of Apellicon, and which he 

must originally have got from Tyrannion himself. But still 

the exact accuracy of all which Strabo says on this subject 

cannot be depended on. In the first place, even Tyrannion 

only knew the relations of Apellicon to the MSS. which he 

had bought in Scepsis, or the amount of alteration intro- 

duced by Apellicon into them, by a hearsay tradition going 

back for a period of at least 30 years. Secondly, Strabo 

probably wrote his account of all these matters many years 

later, without any notes of what he had heard in his youth, 

and his memory may in some poiuts have played him false. 

Thirdly, it seems a striking instance either of this kind of 

forgetfulness, or else of a want of thorough knowledge as to 

what had been done for the Aristotelian text, that Strabo 

should have omitted all mention of the recension of Andro- 

nicus, of which such striking affirmation was afterwards 

made. 

Tyrannion was the friend of Cicero, and it is remarkable 

that Cicero should never in his works have referred to so 

curious a literary anecdote as that of the finding of the 

Aristotelian MSS., and their ultimately being brought to 

Rome. But Cicero evidently knew very little of Aristotle. 

He had in the library of his Tusculan Villa® some of the 

works of Aristotle as we at present possess them, probably 

copies of the recension of Andronicus, but he had not really 

studied them. When his friend Trebatius asks him what 

the Topics of Aristotle were about, he advises him ‘ for his 

own interest’ to study the book for himself, or else consult 

® Cicero, Topicat. i. De Finibus, v. v. (written 45 and 44 B.C.) 
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a certain learned rhetorician. Trebatius, however, is re- 

pelled by the obscurity of the writing, and the rhetorician, 

when consulted, confesses his total ignorance of Aristotle. 

Cicero thinks this no wonder, since even the philosophers know ~ 

hardly anything about him, though they ‘ ought to have been 

attracted by the incredible flow and sweetness of the diction.’ 

He then proceeds to give Trebatius a summary of a few pages 

out of the Topics of Aristotle, which he had apparently read 

up for the occasion. Cicero’s remark about the ‘sweetness’ 

of Aristotle’s diction entirely refers to the rhetorical Dialogues 

which existed in considerable numbers under the name of 

Aristotle, and which Cicero often quotes. Whether all or 

any of these were genuine, may be a question; but at all 

events they bore no relation whatever to the real philosophy 

of Aristotle. Cicero referred to by name, and probably 

possessed, the Nicomachean Ethics;—he doubted whether 

they were by the father or the son; but he misquotes them, 

and has only superficially studied them, for he praises them 

as making happiness independent of good fortune. When a 

man, accomplished in Greek literature, and to a certain 

extent in philosophy, as Cicero was, could write in this way, 

it becomes evident that the Aristotelian writings, on being 

brought to light, had to win their own way afresh in an un- 

appreciative world. 

The testimony which Plutarch gives as to the earnestness 

with which Andronicus had laboured in obtaining a correct 

text of Aristotle, dates at about the end of the first century 

of our era, perhaps 150 years after the recension was actually 

made. Then Porphyry, nearly 200 years later than Plutarch, 

records the method which Andronicus had adopted in his 

editorial work, and professes to imitate that method. Bée- 

thius, born 470 A.D., speaks of Andronicus as ‘ exactum 

diligeatemque Aristotelis librorum et judicem et repertorem.’ 
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But none of the great Greek commentators or scholiasts 

betray any knowledge of the story about the library of 

Apellicon, or of the recension of Andronicus. This, then, is 

the sum of the external evidence which we possess for the 

hypothesis that about 50 years B.c. Andronicus produced the 

first edition of the collective works of Aristotle. Nothing, 

however, contradicts this hypothesis, and all internal evi- 

dence leads to the belief that ‘our Aristotle, as Grote’ 

expressed it, is the Aristotle of the recension of Andronicus. 

‘Our Aristotle’ stands in contrast with ‘the Aristotle of 

the Catalogue ’—namely, the catalogue of the Aristotelian 

writings given by Diogenes Laertius in his Lives of the Phi- 

losophers (v.1. 12). Of the age of Diogenes Laertius nothing 

certain is known; he was at least as late as the end of the 

second century A.D., and may have been considerably later. 

But internal examination of his work shows him to have been 

a mere thoughtless compiler from the works of others, without 

criticism or sufficient knowledge for his task. His ‘Life of 

Aristotle’ consists of a farrago of gossiping statements ; of 

some dates from the Chronology of Apollodorus (which are 

really valuable); of fragments of verse attributed to Aristotle ; 

of a chapter of Aristoteliana or pithy sayings of the philoso- 

pher, which have nothing Aristotelian about them; of the 

celebrated Catalogue ; and of an attempt at a sketch of the 

philosophy of Aristotle—full of the most ludicrous misrepre- 

sentations. Diogenes says that Aristotle composed an extra- 

ordinary number of books, the titles of which he has determined 

to transcribe, on account of their author’s excellence in every 

subject. He then gives his catalogue, enumerating 146 

distinct titles of works, divided into about 400 ‘books’ or 

sections. The ‘Aristotle’ with which we are acquainted 

’ Aristotle, by George Grote, &c., 1872., vol. i. p. 45. 
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consists of about 40 works, and these are not only fewer in 

number than, but also apparently different in kind from, the 

works specified in the catalogue. We only know Aristotle 

as the author of systematic treatises (7payyatelwv) on the — 

great branches of philosophy—logic, physics, metaphysics, 

politics, ethics, natural history, &e. These are massed to- 

gether in continuous systems, just as we are told by Porphyry ~ 

they came forth from the editorial hand of Andronicus. But 

the ‘ Aristotle of the Catalogue’ appears as the author of a 

great number of smaller works discussing special questions, 

rather than as the composer of great philosophical systems. 

Again, a large nuimber of the works in the catalogue are 

evidently quite different in form from the writings which 

we are accustomed to attribute to Aristotle. For instance, 

such names as ‘Nerinthus;’ ‘Gryllus, or on Rhetoric;’ 

‘Sophist;’ ‘Menexenus;’ ‘Symposium;’ ‘The Lover;’ 

« Alexander, or on Colonies,’ &c., remind us at once of the 

dialogues of Plato, and we see that here are enumerated. 

some of those half-rhetorical writings, which—whether they 

were forgeries, or were really the crude philosophic essays of 

Aristotle written in popular and dialogic form—were cer- 

tainly read and admired under the name of Aristotle by some 

not very discriminating generations of antiquity. 

When we ask, what is the origin and authority of the 

catalogue of Diogenes? it seems not unwarrantable to 

believe, with Grote, that this catalogue contains the titles 

of the books existing under the name of Aristotle in the 

Alexandrian Library during the third century B.c.; that it 

was originally made by Callimachus, the chief librarian at 

Alexandria, or by his pupil Hermippus, between the years 

240-210 B.c.; that it found its way into some biography of 

Aristotle, and was thence mechanically copied by Diogenes, 

in ignorance or disregard of the edition of Andronicus. If 
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this hypothesis be sound, the catalogue becomes very in- 

teresting as indicating the sort of works which passed 

current as the writings of Aristotle just a century after his 

death. 

Applicable to this very period is the story of Strabo, who 

relates, as we have seen, that 35 years after the death of 

Aristotle all his works, except a few of the more popular 

treatises (OAws—tTa Pia TAIV OMYywV Kai WadLoTA TOY eEw- 

Tepik@v), were lost to the world, being buried in a cellar in 

Asia Minor, until they were brought back to Athens about 

100 B.C. 

What then were all these rolls with 146 separate titles, 

in the Alexandrian Library, if all the works of Aristotle, 

except a few, written in more popular style, were at the 

time shut up out of sight? Only conjecture can answer this 

question, and towards forming, or judging of, any conjecture 

on the point, some consideration of the character and for- 

dunes of the Peripatetic School after the death of Aristotle 

will be in the first place necessary. Strabo adds to his 

narrative a statement, which must be considered as an 

inference from it, drawn either by himself or by his in- 

formant. ‘Hence,’ he says, ‘it came about that the earlier 

Peripatetics, being deprived of all the really philosophic 

works of Aristotle, were reduced to rhetorical essay-making ; 

and the later ones, when the books came again to light, 

were generally compelled to resort to a conjectural inter- 

pretation of them, owing to their corrupt condition.’ 

Plutarch, in repeating the story, gives this corollary in an 

emphasised form, saying expressly that it was from no 

want of personal zeal or ability, but from the want of the 

original writings, that the Peripatetic School had previously 

declined. 

In these statements, however, cause and effect appear to 
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be transposed. It was rather the apathy of the Peripatetics — 

which caused the great works of Aristotle to be forgotten, 

than that the loss of those works caused the paralysis of the 

school. It must be remembered that for 35 years after the 

death of Aristotle all his works are acknowledged to have — 

been accessible to his pupils, many of whom, such as Theo- 3 

phrastus, Eudemus, Phanias, and Straton, were engaged — 

partly in editing some of them (as for instance the Meta- 

physics), partly in making these works the basis for fresh 

treatises of their own. In this considerable period, added to 

the 13 years of Aristotle’s own oral teaching, surely, if there 

had been any vitality in the school, it would have so grasped 

the leading and organic ideas of the Aristotelian system as 

to render it impossible that they should fall into oblivion. 

The school had, at all events nominally, a continuous life, 

Andronicus himself reckoning as the eleventh scholarch 

from Aristotle, and it ought to have had a continuous 

tradition. Can we fancy them, even after the loss of their 

school-library, forgetting the syllogism, and the categories, 

and the principles of logical division, and the four causes, 

and the distinction of the potential from the actual—and 

relapsing into mere smooth moral platitudes, so as to be 

contrasted, as they were by Cicero, with the logical severity 

of the Stoics—unless they had dwindled down and degene- 

rated through the utter want of personal ability among 

themselves, so as really to have no pretence to be Aristo- 

telians except in name? 

Had the earlier Peripatetics sufficiently cared for and 

cherished the great works of Aristotle, they would doubtless 

have multiplied and retained copies of these among them- 

selves. But the Peripatetics showed from the very outset a 

tendency to abandon what was deepest, most systematic, and 

most philosophical in the thought of Aristotle, and to go off 
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in various directions of more popular and easy modes’ of 

thinking. Thus they followed out Aristotle’s inductive 

impulse into many fields of enquiry, without much reference 

to a central philosophical point of view. They collected 

‘problems’ with their answers, such as could be given; and 

they contributed monographs on special questions. The 

Characteres of Theophrastus himself, Aristotle’s first suc- 

cessor, are an instance of observation without philosophy. 

Some of the school were content with producing compendia 

of Aristotle’s treatises. Others resorted to the rhetorical 

sermonizing attributed generally to the sect by Cicero and by 

Strabo. There seems every reason to believe that after the 

death of Theophrastus the Peripatetic School had compara- 

tively poor and unworthy adherents, while in the meantime 

all the philosophic ability round the A/gean Sea was throw- 

ing itself into following the fresh impulse of either the 

Stoic or the Epicurean tenets. The later Peripatetics can- 

not be justified by the theory of Strabo any more than the 

earlier ones. In the first place, the greater works of Aris- 

totle, as we know them, do not exhibit any decided traces of 

those lacunw caused by worms and damp which Strabo 

attributed to the MSS. rescued by Apellicon. In the second 

place, if the Peripatetics at Athens were unable to restore, 

or properly understand, the text when brought to light, how 

was it that Andronicus some 50 years later was able to bring 

out a lucid and trustworthy recension? Either he must have 

had other copies of the Aristotelian writings at his command 

(which the Peripatetic School might equally have obtained) 

to collate with the MSS. of Apellicon; or else, he was an 

able man competent to edit a system of philosophy, the 

other professed adherents of which had lost all hold of it 

and all power of understanding it. 

The latter seems the more probable hypothesis. In 
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accordance with the narrative of Strabo (which we may 

accept as distinguished from the deduction which he endea- 

voured to draw from it), it may be believed that the pur- 

chase made by Apellicon in Asia Minor was indeed the 

means of bringing back to the world unique copies of, at all 

events, several of the great works of Aristotle. The cata- 

logue of Diogenes seems to bear out this view; it indicates” 

the tendencies followed by the Peripatetic School after the — 

death of their master. We need not go so far as to say, 

with Valentine Rose, that all the works enumerated in this 

catalogue and all the so-called ‘lost works’ of Aristotle — 

were forgeries. Many of them were probably monographs 

executed during his lifetime by his disciples; others may 

even have been earlier and more popular philosophical 

essays by himself; still more probable is it that a large 

proportion were smail works, either epitomizing separate 

parts of his system, or stating separate ideas belonging to 

his system in rhetorical and sometimes in dialogic form, 

which were composed after his death, and which in good 

faith, or at all events in unconsciousness of fraud, were 

inscribed with the name of Aristotle by his well-meaning 

followers. It seems to be indicated by the catalogue that 

such as these were the kind of writings which the Peripa- 

tetic School, before Aristotle had been dead for 40 years, 

had come almost exclusively to care for. Thus copies of 

them were multiplied and became available for the Alexan- 

drian Library; and as they were a class of literature com- 

paratively easy of imitation, a considerable crop of pure 

forgeries may very likely have grown up and have gone to 

swell their number. Hence Aristotle’s reputation with the 

ancients as a most voluminous writer,—the author of 400 

books! And if these suppositions be well-grounded, we see 

how nearly, in the case of Aristotle, the favourite dictum of 
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Lord Bacon came to pass :—That ‘ Time, like a river, bring- 

ing down to us things which are lighter and more inflated, 

lets what is more weighty and solid sink.’ If it be true, as 

it well may have been, that Apellicon’s library contained 

unique copies of all that we know as the works of Aristotle, 

it is clear that the merest chapter of accidents led to their 

coming under the appreciative and competent hands of 

Tyrannion and Andronicus, and thus being brought back to 

the cognisance of the world. Almost any change in the 

actual circumstances might have consigned them to perpetual 

oblivion. In which case much of the history of the middle 

ages and of modern civilisation would have been altered, 

and many of the modes in which we habitually think and 

speak would have been different from what they are. 

But the tables have been completely turned ; Lord 

Bacon’s aphorism has, in this case, been directly belied. 

For, if there ever was anything ‘lighter or more inflated’ 

among the genuine productions of Aristotle, it has all sunk 

out of sight, while what was ‘ more weighty and solid’ among 

his works has alone come down the stream of Time. Not a 

single one of the dialogues and exoteric works mentioned in 

the catalogue and often quoted by the ancients, now remains. 

The specimens of these writings which exist in quotation 

seem to show that in losing them we have lost what was 

of comparatively little worth. One question of interest is, 

what were the causes that produced their complete extinc- | 

tion? And, in answer to this, it seems a highly probable 

conjecture to attribute that result in the first place to the 

entire exclusion of the whole class of exoteric writings by 

Andronicus from his edition’ of the works of Aristotle. If 

our edition of Aristotle corresponds with that made by 

“Andronicus, it is clear that these writings were excluded, 

and it isa remarkable fact that this should have been the 
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case. Plenty of the so-called ‘Dialogues of Aristotle’ ex-_ 

isted in the time of Andronicus and long after him. Cicero, 

the friend of Tyrannion, speaks of them with enthusiasm and 

quotes them. And yet Andronicus, when endeavonring to 

form a complete edition of the works of Aristotle, appears ; 

sternly to have excluded them all. If it was the fact 

that he did so, his motive for doing so must have been — 

one of two things: either his critical judgment led him 

to set down these writings as forgeries, or else, his — 

philosophic taste condemned such merely rhetorical pro- . 

ductions, even if by Aristotle himself, as unsuitable to — 

form part of an edition which was to comprise only syste- — 

matic treatises. However this may have been, it seems 

credible that the edition of Andronicus had a great deal to 

do with the preservation of all the works that were included 

in it, and with the loss of all those that were not so included. 

Perhaps copies of the entire recension of Andronicus, stamped 

with his authority, were placed not only in the libraries of 

the Peripatetic schools, but also in great public libraries and 

in the private collections of rich men. A cohesive perma- 

nence would thus be given to this edition as a whole, it would 

come to be identified with Aristotle, while the outlying and 

scattered copies of the dialogues and other smaller works 

inscribed with his name, would be left exposed to diverse and 

uncertain fate, without sufficient prestige and guarantee to 

keep them in existence. 

Even if the hypothesis be admitted as probable that 

unique copies of the great treatises of Aristotle, found in 

the library of Apellicon, formed the basis of the edition of 

Andronicus, still it does not follow that Andronicus was 

confined to the use of the MSS. which had belonged to 

Theophrastus and which had been for so long shut up at 

Scepsis. To admit this might lead to the inference that 
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nothing appears in ‘our edition’ of Aristotle, which was not 

written within 35 years at most after the date of Aristotle’s 

death. Internal considerations are, however, too much op- 

posed to such a view. And it must be remembered that 

among the contents of the library of Apellicon the ‘ book- 

collector’ there were not only the Theophrastean MSS., but 

also, doubtless, a mass of other Peripatetic and miscellaneous 

writings, got together from various sources. Such of these as 

were rhetorical, or not in strictly expository form, Andronicus 

seems to have rejected. But there is reason to believe that 

he admitted and incorporated with the genuine works others 

which, though composed long after the death of Aristotle, 

were yet written in close approximation to his philosophical 

style and manner. We have, of course, no means of knowing 

whether Andronicus, by including in his edition such works 

as that On the Universe and the Great Ethics, meant to 

stamp them, under the guarantee of his own critical autho- 

rity, as genuine writings of Aristotle,—or whether he admitted 

these and many other books and portions of books merely as 

containing Aristotelian thought and as suitable complements 

of a system which in its exposition had been left incomplete. 

If we take up the former supposition, we have then to make 

allowance for a considerable element of conjectural criticism 

in the procedure of Andronicus, and we must admit that his 

authority on such questions is not decisive. But the latter 

seems the most credible of the two alternatives. We know 

from Porphyry that Andronicus dealt somewhat freely with 

the Aristotelian writings, re-arranging them and bringing 

together under their proper heads discussions which before 

existed separately. In several of the important treatises 

probably no such treatment as this was required. But still 

we must be prepared to find traces of the editorial hand 

almost everywhere. For instance, it is a question how far 

VOL. I. C 
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the references from one part of the works to another which 

appear ever and anon, are to be attributed to the editorship of 

Andronicus, and to his desire to give solidarity to the system 

asa whole. And at all events, such works as the Problems 

seem to exhibit decisively signs of having been put together 

editorially out of partly Aristotelian and partly un-Aristo- 

telian materials. In short, it appears most probable that 

Andronicus in his edition aimed at giving the system of 

Aristotle set forth in a clear recension of the genuine syste- 

matic writings of Aristotle himself, slightly re-arranged and 

perhaps interpolated with references, but also complemented— 

with some of the more valuable remains of the earlier Peri- 

patetic School. 

From these more general considerations we now turn to 

the ethical treatises which are found placed among the 

‘Works of Aristotle.’ These are 4 in number: the Nicoma- 

chean Ethics, the Eudemian Ethics, the Great Ethics, and 

the treatise On Virtues and Vices. It may perhaps be 

most convenient to state at once the literary conclusions 

which have been arrived at with regard to these several 

works, and afterwards to show the grounds for them. The 

conclusions then are, first, that the Vicomachean Ethics are, 

as a whole, the genuine and original work of Aristotle him- 

self, though some special parts of them are open to doubt. 

Second, that the Hudemian Ethics are the work of Eude- 

mus, the pupil of Aristotle, written either during his master’s 

lifetime or shortly after his death; that they are based 

entirely on the Nicomachean Ethics, being a re-writing of 

the system contained in the former treatise with some modi- 

fications and additions. Third, that the Great Ethics are 

the compilation of some considerably later Peripatetic, who 

had before him the Ethics both of Aristotle and of Eudemus, 

and who gives a sort of abstract of the results of both, but 
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on the whole follows Eudemus more closely than Aristotle. 

Fourth, that the little tract On Virtues and Vices is a spe- 

cimen of those lighter Peripatetic productions, which pro- 

bably formed the great bulk of that collection which went 

under the name of the ‘ Writings of Aristotle’ in the 

Alexandrian Library. 

The first point to be established is one on which general 

external consent entirely coincides with internal probability 

—namely, that the Nicomachean treatise is to be preferred 

above the Eudemian, as well as above that called the Great 

Ethics. Neither by the Greek scholiasts, nor by Thomas 

Aquinas, nor by any of the succeeding host of Latin com- 

mentators has either of the two latter treatises been deemed 

worthy of illustration, while the Nicomachean Ethics have 

been incessantly commented on. This tacit distinction 

between the three works was the only one drawn till the 

days of Schleiermacher, who mooted the question of their 

relation to each other. He at once pronounced that they 

could not all belong to Aristotle, but by the irregularities 

which were plain enough in the Nicomacheans and Eude- 

mians he was unfortunately led to consider the Great Ethics 

to have been the original work and the source of the other 

two. This conclusion, however, was set aside by the deeper 

criticism of Spengel,? who, by arguments drawn from in- 

ternal comparison of the three treatises, vindicated for the 

Nicomachean Ethics the place of honour, as having been 

the direct production of Aristotle, while the other two works 

he showed to be respectively a copy, and a copy of a copy, of 

the Ethics of Aristotle. The question is not one of a mere 

difference of style; indeed, the Peripatetic School had been 

' § Ueber die unter dem Namen des | philol. Klasse der K. Bay. Akad, 1841). 

Aristoteles —_ erhalienen ethischen | Spengel’s theory is now universally 

Schriften (in den Abhandl, der Philos. | accepted in Germany, 

c2 
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so thoroughly imbued with the peculiar mannerisms of their 

master that it would be hazardous to pronounce upon 

erounds of style alone whether any particular paragraph or 

section of all that appears in our edition of Aristotle came 

from his pen or not. But in comparing the three Ethical 

treatises with each other, we consider the organic structure 

of each work as a whole; we see the radical difference 

between them in structure and aims, and then there comes 

to light a number of minor characteristics attaching to each, 

and reasonably to be connected with what we are led to con- 

ceive must have been the original character of each, of the 

three works in question. 

The Nicomachean Ethies naturally take their place 

beside the great philosophical treatises of Aristotle. This 

work at its outset shows the true Aristotelian note in the 

shape of a proem. The Peripatetic writers in composing 

their monographs, or their compilations from Aristotle with 

a foregone conelusion, were accustomed to plunge at once in 

medias res, without preface, and without any general state- 

ment of what it was which they were about to discuss, and 

without any gradual leading up to their subject. But with 

Aristotle it was different ; we see in him a tendency, more 

or less carried out in all his undoubted writings, to com- 

mence each exposition of a fresh branch of philosophy with 

the announcement of some pregnant universal principle, 

appropriate to the speculations which are to follow, and con- 

taining the germ of many of them within itself. See, for 

instance, the first sentence of the Metaphysics, ¢ All men in- 

stinctively desire knowledge ;’ or of the Later Analytics, 

‘ All teaching and learning by way of inference proceed from 

pre-existent knowledge.’ The same manner appears in the _ 

pregnant opening of the Micomachean Ethics: ‘Every art 

and science, each action and purpose, seems to have some — 
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good as its object.’ This universal proposition is the first 

step in an elaborate argument which resolves everything 

practical into means or ends and identifies the Chief Good, 

or Happiness, with the end, or final cause, of life. This all- 

important conception of the final cause of life is then pro- 

posed for consideration, and the question arises—What 

science is to treat of it? The answer is given tentatively 

that it must be treated of by ‘a sort of Politics’ since the 

end for the individual and for the state are iden- 

tical. This answer belongs to the Platonic point of view, 

and shows that ethics had as yet not acquired an indepen- 

dent position as separate from politics. The qualification 

however here introduced by the words ‘a sort of politics, 

shows Aristotle in the act of working his way towards the 

conception of a separate science of ethics. Having posited 

his main question and the science which is to treat of it, he 

now proceeds to discuss to some extent the method to be 

employed, the amount of exactness to be expected, the kind 

of evidence to be addueed—in short, the logic of quasi- 

political, or ethical, science. And in so doing he follows the 

course elsewhere practised by him, in commencing his trea- 

tises by remarks on the logic of the different sciences ; as, for” 

instance, see especially the introduction to his work On the 

Parts of Animals. All then in the commencement of the 

Nicomachean Ethics is systematic, original, and thoroughly 

Aristotelian in character. By regular and methodical 

development the ground plan of the whole of the rest of the 

treatise is prepared in Book I. How that plan was actually 

filled up we shall come back to consider more particularly 

hereafter. In the meantime we turn from the great Aris- 

totelian prelude of the Nicomachean KHthics to examine in 

comparison with it the characteristics of the other two Peri- 

patetic systems of ethical philosophy. 
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The Eudemian Ethics commence, without any scientific 

preface, but rather in the form of a literary essay, with the 

sentence: ‘In the temple of the God at Delos, some one, 

to show his own opinion respecting the good, the beautiful, 

and the sweet,—that these are not predicates of the same 

subject,—has inscribed the following verses on the vestibule 

of the shrine of Latona : 

‘ Beautiful ‘tis to be just; and best of all things to be healthy ; 

‘Yes, but the sweetest for man is to obtain his desires. 

‘But we cannot agree with this person; for Happinessis not 

only the most beautiful and the best, but also the sweetest of 

all things.’ The Eudemian writer then goes on to say, 

‘Some questions are practical, others are merely speculative. 

The latter must be reserved for their own proper occasion. 

This is the essential principle of our method. The great 

question for us at present is, In what Good Living consists, 

and how it is to be obtained, whether by nature, learning, 

or chance?’ Very evidently in this exordium there is the 

beginning, not of any original philosophical investigation, 

but of the exposition of foregone conclusions derived from 

the Ethics of Aristotle. The idea of Happiness, as the chief 

good for man, and as the leading topie for ethical enquiry, 

its identification with Good Living, and the predicates to be 

attached to it,—are here simply taken over, as established 

results, from Aristotle who had worked them all out sepa- 

rately by argument. We recognise the quotation which is 

here put so pompously in the fore-front, as having occurred 

in Eth. Nic. I. viii. 14. There, however, ‘the Delian inscrip- 

tion’ is only mentioned in passing as one of the common say- 

ings with which Aristotle compares his definition of the chief 

good. But here the writer, using the couplet with more — 

circumstance, seems pleased to be able to add particulars — 
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about the place where it was inscribed. This kind of ampli- 

fication is very characteristic of the Hudemian Ethics, which 

often play a useful part in furnishing learned references and 

more explicit quotations for the Vicomacheans. For instance, 

they give in amplified form the saying of Anaxagoras on 

Happiness, and of Heraclitus on Anger; and a corrected 

statement of the doctrine of Socrates on Courage.? What 

was of little moment to Aristotle, carelessly introducing a 

quotation to illustrate some argument, became of importance 

to a writer who was reproducing in slightly altered arrange- 

ment the contents of an Aristotelian treatise. 

For this is in effect the nature of the Hudemian Ethics ; 

they are essentially a re-writing of the Vicomachean work, so 

that— 

Books I. and II. correspond with Eth. Nic. 1.—111. v. 

Book III. corresponds with Hth. Nic. 11. vi.—iv. 

Books IV. V. VI. are word for word identical with Eth. 

Nie. Y. VI. Vu. (a circumstance to be considered here- 

after). 

Book VII. contains in a compressed form Eth. Nic. vu. 

and Ix. 

Book VIII. is a mere fragment, of which both the be- 

ginning and the end are apparently lost. It contains entirely 

new matter, namely some difficult. questions (azrepiav) on the 

possibility of misusing virtue, and as to the nature of good 

fortune; and a discussion upon the highest state of human 

excellence, which is here styled xadoxayaOia, or the union of 

internal and external well-being. 

®On Anaxagoras cf. Hth. Nic. | Eth. Nic. m1. viii. 6 with Eth, Eud. 

- X. ix. 12 with Eth, Eud.1.iv.4. On | m1. i. 13; and seo notes on Eth. 

Heraclitus ef. Eth, Nic. u.iii. 10 with | Nie. Ul, ce, infra, 

Eth, Eud. u. vii. 9. On Socrates ef. 
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Books I.-VII. of the Hudemian treatise generally coin~ 

ciding with Books I.-[X. of the Vicomachean (or as we may 

say, the Aristotelian) treatise, and only the last fragmentary 

Eudemian book showing a decided divergence from its proto- 

type,—it remains to be seen (leaving aside for the moment the | 

three books common to both) what internal variations and 

differences between the two treatises can be pointed out. In 

the first place, then, the point of view is different ; the Eude- 

mian writer is not so much an investigator and discoverer, 

proceeding analytically, as an expositor, synthetically stating 

conclusions previously arrived at. His subject is Happiness,and 

he discusses this by meansof materials collected from Aristotle’s 

Ethics, but in so doing he deserts the Aristotelian, or scien- 

tific point of view; he does not regard “ Happiness’ as a 

mere word to be explained by arriving at a conception of the 

TeXeLoTatoy TéAos or ultimate final cause of human life,—by 

which alone life can be explained, just as every other exist- 

ence must be explained by its final cause. Nor does he 

remain true to the Aristotelian conception of évépyea, by 

which Happiness or the chief good is to be explained as the 

development into actuality of what is potential in man. He 

indeed uses these formule (Hth. Hud. 1. viii. 17-19. I. i. 

2-9.), borrowing them from Aristotle, but the conceptions do 

not influence his work throughout, as they do that of Aris- 

totle. Hence he is not led, like Aristotle, to identify theo- 

retic thought with the highest good for man. 

In the second place, the Eudemian writer having separated 

his subject from the metaphysical and logical grounds on 

which it had been based by Aristotle, separates it also from 

that wider view under which it had been placed, as belonging 

to politics, or the science which treats of man not as isolated, 

but as by nature the member of a community. Thus, in 

A 
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borrowing from Aristotle the saying that the chief good * falls 

under politics’ he modifies this (th. Hud. 1. viii. 17.) by 

adding ‘and economics and practical thought,’ calling these 

‘states of mind, and thus showing that he had a quite 

different conception from that entertained by Aristotle —of 

politics as the master-science for things practical. In fact, 

with this writer 7rodutix7) appears rather as the art of govern- 

ment, than as a science in the proper sense of the term. 

With all the borrowed plumes of philosophy which he so 

often displays, this writer evidently treats of Happi- 

ness not in a strictly philosophical or scientific, but in an 

empirical, spirit. He represents in fact the first step of that 

course of decadence which led the Peripatetic School ulti- 

mately, as Strabo says, to mere moral essay-making devoid of 

all philosophy. This writer has indeed taken merely the first 

step, he is himself far from being devoid of philosophy, only 

he is not able to keep up to the level of Aristotle. He is a 

very keen and penetrating man, and the author, as we shall 

see, of many curious investigations, so that he carries many 

matters in ethical enquiry farther than they had been carried 

by Aristotle; yet still he represents the commencement of 

decline. The next thing to be remarked about him, which 

is all in accordance with the preceding, is, that while less 

philosophical, he is more moral and more religious in tone 

than Aristotle. An instance of the manifestation of that 

tone may be found Lith. Hud. 1. v. 10, where in discussing 

(after Aristotle) the different lives that men lead, he says 

‘the political man, truly so called, aims at noble actions 

for their own sake.’ This moral connotation given to the 

term zroAtixos does not seem to be based on anything Aristo- 

telian. But the most striking feature of the Hudemian 

system occurs in Hih. Hud, u. vy. 1. as compared with the 
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conclusion of the fragmentary Book VIII. The writer appears 

dissatisfied with the vagueness of Aristotle’s formula for the 

mean ‘according to the right law and as the thoughtful 

man would define.’ He says, ‘this is not explicit enough, 

‘we require something definitory (épov) to which to look.’ 

And he announces this in the last sentences which have been 

preserved of his work, ‘ Whatever choice and possession of 

the natural goods, whether bodily goods, or riches, or friends, 

or whatever else, best promotes the contemplation of God, 

this is best ; and by no nobler standard can goods be judged. 

But if any choice or possession, either through deficiency-or 

excess, hinders us from serving and contemplating God, it is 

bad. The same rule holds for the soul, and this is the best 

standard for the soul, that she should as little as possible be 

cognisant of her animal half, in its animality. So far then | 

for the standard of perfection, and the object of this world’s 

goods. This elevated passage, which brings religion into con- 

tact with human life, and identifies it with morality, enters 

upon a subject not discussed by Aristotle. 

The words ‘ serving God’ (@eparrevew tov Oedv) imply a 

different conception of the Deity from what we are accus- 

tomed to find in Aristotle, and the connection here made 

between moral virtue and theological contemplation is op- 

posed to the broad distinction set up by Aristotle between 

speculation and practical life, and is more like Platonism. 

The writer elsewhere entertains the conception of the per- 

sonality of God more unreservedly than Aristotle. See Eth. 

Eud. vil. x. 23, where it is said that ‘God is content if he 

receives sacrifices according to our means.’ 

It may have been one object in re-writing the Hthics of 

Aristotle—to bring them rather more into harmony with 

popular religious views; but another object certainly was 

that the writer might graft on to them additions and im- 
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provements of his own. ‘In several points these additions 

are very evident and we see a distinct advance beyond the 

theory of Aristotle. The most conspicuous instance of this 

kind is to be found in all that relates to the moral will, 

which is evidently a favourite subject with the Hudemian 

writer, and the questions relating to which he had worked 

out further than the point arrived at in at all events the 

earlier books of the Nicomachean Ethics. This writer’s 

forte is psychological observation, which is quite in accord- 

ance with the known tendencies of the Peripatetic School. 

The study of the phenomena of incontinence, or the 

wavering of the will, has great attractions for him. Even 

leaving in abeyance the question of the authorship of what 

stands as Eth. Nic. Book VII., we find the subject of incon- 

tinence constantly brought in throughout the Hudemian 

Ethics in connection with other matters, from which it is 

kept separate by Aristotle. In Hth. Hud. 1. xi. 1-6 we 

find characteristic remarks on the distinction to be made 

between virtue and continence, and, on the province of the 

former to give or preserve a conception of the end to be 

aimed at in action, of the latter, to give or preserve a con- 

ception of the means towards that end. In 11. i. there is 

an excellent re-statement of the doctrine of Courage, with 

- some interesting after thoughts, e.g. ‘If the brave man does 

not feel the danger there is nothing very grand in his en- 

during it.’ III. ii. improves the discussion on Temperance 

(1) by indicating two separate meanings of the word 

akoXaotos, ‘uncorrected’ and ‘incorrigible;’ (2) by con- 

necting the subject with the discussion which appears in 

Eth. Nic. vit., and thus not leaving the dxodXac7os of the 

table of the virtues quite cut off from the dxddaatos of 

the moral will; (3) by the remark that among the pleasures 

not leading to intemperance may be reckoned Platonic love 
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(rHv Sia THs dYews 7Sovnv TOV Kadov avev émOvpias adpo- 

d:ctwv). III. v. describes Great-souledness (weyadouyia) as 

a correct judgment about the great and small in all matters, 

whether of danger, or expense, or what not, so that it im- 

plies all the virtues. This is to the effect that independence 

of character includes all kinds of goodness—a view similar to 

that contained in Emerson’s essay on Self-reliance. Besides 

Great-souledness and its two extremes a fourth character is 

here added,—that of the plain man, who, not having much 

merit, neither underrates nor overrates the merit which he 

has. VII. v. 5 introduces a refinement on Aristotle’s doc- | 

trine of Friendship. Here it is said that in friendship the 

opposite qualities to one’s own are sometimes loved for the 

sake of the mean. In which case men love the opposite 

per accidens, the mean essentially. Book VIII. gives some 

interesting remarks on Good-luck, which it divides into two 

kinds: In the one case the man is unconsciously inspired 

by God, and thus acts on a right intuition; in the other 

case he blunders into success and succeeds against reason. 

Finally, however, chance is eliminated, and all choice of the 

right in us is attributed to God. How, it is asked, can we 

begin to think or resolve? thought or resolution cannot 

furnish the beginning to itself,—this must come from God. 

The whole of this last book is very religious. We have 

seen above how the writer describes his culminating quality 

of xaXoxayabia, or human perfection, as the sum of internal 

and external well-being, all tending to the service and con- 

templation of God, 

These are some specimens of the sort of variations from 

and additions to the Hthics of Aristotle, which were intro- 

duced by the Eudemian writer. With regard to his style 

and manner, we notice in the first place a very close ap- 

proximation to the writing of Aristotle. And this is easily 
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explainable; a strongly mannered style like that of Aris- 

totle, in which there was no attempt at elegance of form, 

and which was full of his own peculiar terminology, was 

certain to take hold of the minds of his school, and was 

much more likely to be exactly reproduced by them than a 

style of lucid beauty, like that of Plato, would have been. 

For the sake of illustration, if we imagine a set of thinkers 

and writers to have been trained to think and express them- 

selves after the manner of Mr. Carlyle, it is very easy to 

believe that the writings of such a school would only have 

been distinguishable from those of their master by a dif- 

ference in the intrinsic force and value of the thoughts ex- 

pressed by them. And so it was with the Peripatetic School. 

The Eudemian writer is more distinguishable from Aristotle 

by the contents and character of his thoughts, than by 

his mode of expressing them. He shows indeed a pro- 

elivity to indulge in abundance of literary quotations, and he 

quotes more fully and explicitly than Aristotle; and he is 

remarkable, throughout his work, for the constant intro- 

duction of logical formule. The term épos to denote de- 

finition, differentia, or standard of reference is a peculiar 

favourite with him. The terms dfAov dva THs éraywyhs to 

denote an appeal to observation, and the phrase aAnOés ev 

ovbev 52 cages (‘this may be true, but it is not explicit’) are 

of frequent recurrence. But these are small marks. The 

writing is certainly less clear than that of Aristotle; in 

many places the compression is excessive and goes 

beyond the compression of Aristotle. And looking 

at each book, or section of the subject, as a whole, we 

miss anything like clear plan and lucid arrangement. 

Aristotle was remarkable for the separate treatment he gave 

to each particular topic, working out each head, such as 

Virtue, the Voluntary, Friendship, Pleasure, and Happiness, 
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by itself, almost without reference to the rest. But his 

follower very naturally brings together results that Aristotle 

had left separate. This would have been a considerable 

merit had the writer possessed the power of creating a clear 

impression. But this he had not, and therefore we cannot 

wonder that this second-hand and touched-up system of 

‘Aristotelian ethics should never have shown any tendency to 

supersede the original work. 

We have hitherto seen the sort of grounds which there are 

for believing that the Hudemian Ethics were at all events 

not written by Aristotle himself, who, indeed, with all that 

he had upon his hands, was very unlikely to have rewritten 

his own treatise in this way. We shall now see that there is 

a certain amount of external authority, as well as of general 

probability, in favour of the hypothesis that this work was, 

as its name would imply, actually written by Eudemus of 

Rhodes, the chief disciple of Aristotle after Theophrastus. 

Of the particulars of the life of Eudemus little is known, but 

Simplicius !° has preserved an important notice of him in the 

shape of a passage from the work of Andronicus Rhodius 

(the great editor) on Aristotle and his writings, which con- 

tains a fragment of a letter from Theophrastus to Eudemus, 

in answer to a request for an accurate copy of a MS. of the 

5th Book of Aristotle's Physics. This MS. was probably re- 

quired by Eudemus in course of writing his own book on the 

same subject. Asclepius'! records that Aristotle himself 

had committed his Metwphysics in an incomplete state to 

Eudemus, who was dissatisfied with the form of the work, by 

which its publication was delayed, and it was ultimately 

completed out of the other works of Aristotle by his sur- 

10 Brandis, Scholia in Aristot., p. 404, b. 9. 

It Tbip 519 bas9s 
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vivors. Ammonius!* says that ‘the disciples of Aristotle, 

Eudemus and Phanias and Theophrastus, in rivalry with 

their master, wrote Categories, and On Interpretation, and 

Analytics.’ Simplicius !? on the Physics says that ‘ Eudemus, 

almost paraphrasing the words of Aristotle, lays it down, &c.’ 

Of the writings of Eudemus the following are mentioned by 

ancient Greek authorities: On the Angle, A History of 

Geometry, A History of Arithmetic, A History of Astrology, 

Analytics, On Diction, On Physics, and perhaps a work On 

Natural History..4 We have abundant traces, then, of 

Eudemus working both as an editor of Aristotle and asa 

quasi-original author, partly paraphrasing Aristotle, and 

partly writing in contravention of Aristotle’s views. As to 

the authorship of the Hudemian Ethics the testimony of the 

ancients is divided. Some authorities, perhaps misled by 

this work having been placed by Andronicus in his edition 

of Aristotle, speak of it simply as ‘ Aristotle’s.’ Thus Atticus 

Platonicus (who lived in the 2nd century), adversus Aristot. 

apud Eusebium Prepar. Evang. xv. 4, says, ‘The treatises 

of Aristotle on these subjects—the Hudemians and Nicoma- 

cheans, and those entitled the Great Ethics—all contain a 

petty, a mean, and a vulgar conception of virtue.’ Por- 

| phyry, in his Prolegomena, enumerates the ethical writings 

_ of Aristotle as ‘ those addressed to Eudemus his disciple, those 

| addressed to Nicomachus his father (the Great Nicoma- 

cheans), and those addressed to Nicomachus his son (the 

| Inttle Nicomacheans). This view, that "H@uda Eddie 

” Brandis, Scholia in Aristot., p. 28, “are given by Fritsche in his edition 

| note. of Eth. Hud, (Ratisbon, 1851). Prol. 
is Ib. p. 431, a. On the other | p. xv. 

_ hand, Simplicius, on the Posterior 18 Simplicius (on the Categories, 

Analytics, often quotes Eudemus as | fol. 43, b.) in just the same way re- 
differing from Aristotle. fers to what ‘ Aristotle says in the 

4 The authorities for these works | Hudemian Ethics, 
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(or Evéyjta) meant ethics addressed to Eudemus, has been 

sometimes followed in later times; thus Casirius, in his 

Bibliotheca Arab. Hist. 1. p. 306, mentions ‘ethicorum — 

questiones minores Eudemo inscripte ;’ and Samuel Petit — 

thought that this Eudemus was probably not the disciple — 

of Aristotle, but one of the Archons of Athens. Porphyry’s 

explanation of the name ‘Great Ethics’ as ‘the Ethics 

addressed to Nicomachus the greater, that is, to the father 3 

of Aristotle, as opposed to the ethics inscribed to Nicoma- 

chus the son, was probably a mere conjecture, based on the _ | 

assumption that ‘ Eudemian’ and ‘ Nicomachean’ meant ‘to 

Eudemus’ and ‘to Nicomachus.’ There is however no 

good instance to justify this interpretation of such adjectives. 

And it need hardly be said that there is nothing in the books 

themselves which at all bears out the idea of their having 

been so addressed or inseribed. Such dedication was alien 

from the mode of writing which we find in Aristotle. And 

he would hardly have inscribed to his son a book upon a 

subject of which he says (Lith. Nie. 1. iii. 5) that a young man 

is not a fit student. 

On the other hand, Aspasius (On Eth. Nic. fol. 141, a.) 

speaks of Eudemus as an original writer on ethics. He says, 

* Both Eudemus and Theophrastus tell us that unequal, as 

well as equal, friendships are contracted for the sake of 

either pleasure, utility, or virtue.’ The reference, so far as 

Eudemus is concerned, is, to Hth. Hud. vu. x. 9. And a 

notable Scholium discovered by Brandis in the Vatican (see 

infra note on Eth. vu. iii. 2) conjecturally attributes the 

discussion on Pleasure which follows that on Incontinence to 

Eudemus, as differing essentially from the doctrine of Aris- 

totle. These are, it must be confessed, meagre testimonies 

in favour of assigning to Eudemus the Ethics which bear his 

name. But, after all, there is no one else to whom they 
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can with any probability be assigned. To have any external 

authority whatever in favour of an hypothesis so strongly 

supported, as this is, by internal evidence, is a great matter, 

since it is clear that the world in general, during the first 

centuries of our era, accepted whatever they found in the 

edition of Andronicus as being the work of Aristotle. 

We will now glance at the treatise entitled "H@ixa 

Méyara—Magna Moralia, or Great Ethics. The exordium 

of this work does not give a high expectation of what is to 

follow; the writer says: ‘Since we purpose to speak on 

ethics (dep 7Oixov), we must first consider of what the 

moral character (700s) is a part. In a word, then, it seems 

to be a part of naught else but politics. For it is not pos- 

sible to act in political matters without exhibiting some 

moral quality, as, for instance, goodness. Now goodness 

consists in possessing the different virtues. And one ought, 

if one is to act in political matters, to be good in character. 

Therefore the scientific consideration of human character (1 

méept Ta 70n tpaypateta) would seem to be a part, and in 

fact the beginning, of politics.’ This passage exhibits what 

may be called the etymological fallacy, for the writer, taking 

up the etymology of the word 7@uxd, goes on to misapply it, 

and to speak as if first the moral character, and secondly 

the scientific consideration of character, were identical with 

ethics.'° Passing this over, we see that the intention is, 

_ though feebly executed, to reproduce the Aristotelian idea 

of the hierarchy of the practical sciences, which EKudemus 

had endeavoured to modify by giving to ethics a more inde- 

pendent position. But the statement here is both shallow 

| and confused ; no real reason is adduced to prove that ethics 

16 His argument seems also to confound political matters (7& moAiTixd) with 

the sciences of polities (moArtikh), 

VOL. I. D 
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is a subordinate branch of polities; and we do not find any 

further carrying out of this idea in subsequent parts of the 

work. 

This writer frequently employs formule which would 

imply a claim to independence of thinking, such as doxet dé 

por, &c. At other times he speaks as if representing the 

Peripatetic School, as, for instance, I. xxxv. 26, dAXa BEdtLov 

@s tyusts apopifouev. But on examination his work presents 

uniformly the appearance of a réswmé of foregone conclu- 

sions drawn from both the Nicomachean and the Eudemian 

Ethics. The writer, however, appears to have had not only 

these two treatises before him, but also some of the ethical 

writings of Theophrastus.’ At least it seems reasonable to 

suppose that there was some such source for the not unfre- 

quent novelties which occur ever and anon throughout the 

work, and which we shall now specify, together with a few 

other points which strike one as characteristic in reading 

through the Great Ethics. In 1.i. 4-8 we find a jejune 

summary of the previous history of moral science; in 

I. i. 10, ii. 7-11, an expanded statement of the import of 

the word taya0ér, which in its arid logical clearness forms a 

sort of scholium upon Aristotle. In 1. iv. 9-11 a restricted 

moral meaning is put upon the term & gpyea, as if implying 

self-determination and will (épuH). It is said, that a fire 

will burn if supplied with fuel, but has no power of taking 

fuel for itself; therefore it has no évgpyeva, and the same is 

the case with the nutritive part of the soul. From the 

same restrictive point of view it is said, 1. v. 3, that no one 

is praised for being wise or philosophic, in short, that the 

” Referred to by Aspasius, see | to the time of Andronicus, were not 

above p. 32, and also by Cicero, De | included by him in his edition of the 
Finibus, y. 5. Why these writings, | Aristotelian works, we have no means 

if, as seems probable, they survived | of knowing. 
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intellectual qualities are not virtues (which is in direct 

opposition to Hih. Nic. 1. xiii. 20). I. ix. 8-xi. 5 asserts 

free will against the doctrine of Socrates, and argues that 

though you cannot will to be best, you can always will to be 

better than you otherwise would have been. I. xxi. 12, 

following Eudemus, lays it down that a man is not coura- 

geous unless he fears while enduring. I. xxxy. 26 gives a 

_ formula slightly different from that found in the two former 

) treatises, adda Berriov ws mets aopifouev, TO wETA OryoU 

| dlvat THY Opunv Tpos To KaXdv. This shows that the Peripa- 

| tetie School had by this time adopted the word 6épu, 

| denoting ‘impulse,’ ‘inclination,’ ‘act of the will,’ and we 

_ find this word in constant and characteristic use throughout. 

| the Great Ethics. II. iii. 3-20 moots some new difficulties 

(a7ropiav) on the nature of Justice and Virtue, namely: Does 

the just man award his due to every one in society (7H 

évrevEe)? This is rather the part of the flatterer. If the 

unjust man injures others knowingly, he must know the 

good, and therefore must be thoughtful (¢pdvimos), which he 

sli, Sian ta censor lpg 
isnot. Can we be unjust towards a bad man, in depriving 

| him of rule and authority, since he is not fit to possess 

| 
them? If we cannot be just and brave at the same time, 

| which should we select? Answer, dpovyors will tell you, 

| arbitrating between the guva.xal dpuai. Can we have too 

jmuch virtue? Answer, virtue is wecotrns, we cannot have 

‘§\too much moderation. The account of pleasure in II. vii. 

is taken from the treatise in Book VII. of Hth. Nie. but 

improved from the treatise in Book X. Some of the argu- 

ments on pleasure are verbal, e.g., worms and beetles are 

gavrka (lower creatures); pleasure is a return to one’s 

nature; therefore their pleasure must be a return to davAn 

!" \dvous and therefore bad. The argument here turns on the 

word gaddos, used equivocally. To say that pleasure is a 

D 2 
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return or restoration (katdotacus) was Aristotle’s earlier and 

less scientific view. IL. vii. 21 contains a novel illustration: — 

Those who do not know nectar think wine the sweetest of — 

all things; so also those who have only known sensual plea- 

sure. IL, vii. 23 says that it is jealousy to wish to keep a 

thing all to oneself, therefore we must not argue against 

pleasure on account of its being shared by all. The account 

of good-luck in I. viii. is taken from Eudemus, but is less 

theological than his view. The author here distinguishes 

objective from subjective good-luck; making the first an 

unexpected turn in external things, the latter a blind épyy 

within the soul to take the course which will turn out best. 

Arguing against what Eudemus had said, he excludes the 

idea of Providential interference from good-luck as being 

beneath the notice of the Deity. In 1. ix. he borrows the 

summing up of the virtues in kadoxayabla from Eudemus, 

adding the definition that the xados Kxal ayafos is he to 

whom the goods of the world (ta dmA@s ayaOa) are really 

goods and whom they do not corrupt. In um. xv. 3-5 he 

takes (against Eudemus) a positive view of theology, dis- 

missing as beyond solution the question whether God con- 

templates Himself. 

In all this and in the Great Ethics generally we see, with 

some exceptions, a nearer affinity to the point of view of 

Eudemus than to that of Aristotle. In detail, that is to 

say in the order and manner of treating the different sub- 

jects, the writer follows the lead of Eudemus, from whom he 

draws most of his conclusions, appearing to use Aristotle 

rather as an authority of appeal and a source from which to 

correct Eudemus. At the beginning of Book I. indeed he 

seems about to follow Aristotle, but afterwards he changes 

and adheres closely to Eudemus. He certainly exercises his 

own judgment throughout in selecting between these two, 
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and also in drawing from that other third source which it 

appears probable that he had before him. He is, as we have 

seen, less religious than Eudemus, but, like Eudemus, he is 

more practically moral and less philosophical than Aristotle. 

A striking instance of this is in 1. i. 4-8, where he wishes to 

confine the term évgpye.a to functions implying moral con- 

sciousness and an act of the will. He uses new psychological 

terms to express the phenomena of volition, and asserts free 

These 

characteristics reflect the position of the Peripatetic School : 

will more dogmatically than Eudemus had done. 

at the time when the work was written. The evidences of 

decline in philosophy are manifold, but in this respect it 

must be remembered that the Peripatetic School of this 

period shared in a general change which was passing over 

the mind of Greece (see infra, Essay VI.). The transition 

to the modern point of view, in which the moral ego was to 

be made the central consideration, was now taking place. 

Zeno arrived at Athens not long after the death of Aristotle, 

and it is not impossible that by the time when the Great 

ithics were written, even the Peripatetics had to some 

extent felt the influence of his spirit. In fact, Spengel 

points out that in the Great Ethics, 1. xi. 7 we find a dis- 

| tinction which was unknown to Aristotle and first introduced 

| by the Stoics, namely, that between d:Antov and giArnréor, 

| Bovdrnrov and BovrAntéov, &e.!8 This leads to the considera- 

| tion of the time when the work was written, but for even an 

| approximate answer to this question there are no data. The 

18 Cf. Stobeus, Eelog. Eth. ut. 7, 

| Pp. 140. Siapépew Se Aeyovot (i.e. the 

|| Stoies) 7d aiperdy kal 1d aiperéov— 

aiperoy pev yap elvar ayabdy Td Tay, 

Gipereov SE wpeAmov wav—éduoiws Se 

| Kal Te Mev &yabd maya eorly STomevera 

| Kal €upevera—ta Se wpéeriua mdvra 

broueveréa kal eumeveréa, The aboye is 

given on the authority of Spengel, but 

it does not seem certain that Aristotle 

may not have been aware of this un- 

important distinction. See Hh. m1. i. 10. 

viv b€ Kad dvt) rdvde aipetd,—moia 9 

avr) rolwv aiperéov, ov padiov drododvat. 
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general structure and manner of the whole shows that the 

work is a compendium later than the time of Aristotle, to i 

which small points of usage, such as t7rép 7A:xa@v instead of 

mept nOixa, bear witness; but, so far as the writing goes, it 

need not have been much later than Theophrastus. Spengel, — 

however, thinks that the Great Ethics stand on the same 

level of data and manner as the treatise On the Universe, — 

One 

final remark must be made about the Great Ethics, namely, 

which was probably a comparatively late composition. 

that if they were written more than 35 years after the death 

of Aristotle, that is, after the carrying off of the library of 

Theophrastus to Asia Minor, copies both of the Vicomachean 

and the Hudemzan treatise must have been still available to 

the Peripatetics, else this dry compilation, based on the two, 

could never have been written.!® 

Besides the three treatises on Ethics, we find also among 

the ‘ Works of Aristotle’ a little tract On Virtues and Vices. 

Whether this was included by Andronicus in his edition, and 

if so, why? we cannot tell. It is a pleasing but decidedly 

un-Aristotelian produetion. In it the names of the chief 

virtues and vices are borrowed from Aristotle’s list (Eth. Nie. 

II. vil.), but they are not explained as mean states and 

excesses; there is nothing said about their formation; they 

are regarded externally, and their chief marks are noted in 

an inductive or observant spirit. 

aims and manner a good deal similar to the Characters of | 

Theophrastus, and shows the same tendency of the Peri- 

The whole traet is in its — 

19 Tt used to be fancied that in one 

place (1. v. 4) the Great Ethics quoted 

the Nicomacheans. “Ori 5€ 7 Evdera ror 

7 brepBody POeiper, TodT ideiy €or ex 

TaviOKav, Spengel, however, acutely 

conjectures that the true reading 

must be ék trav aid@jcewr, which is 

confirmed by Stobzeus, who says, with 

regard to the Peripatetic ethics, mpds 

dé thy evdetw toitwy Tots ek TOY 

This 
writer then in the above passage is 

only paraphrasing, not quoting, ih. 

Nic. 11. ii. 6, 

aid@joewy paptuplois xpayrat. 
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patetic School to desert philosophy for physiognomical 

observation. 

Plato’s division of the soul into reason, spirit, and desire 

being accepted, it is here said that Thought (dpovnacs) is 

the virtue of the first ; Mildness and Courage of the second ; 

Temperance and Continence of the third. Other virtues are 

then enumerated without reference to this classification. It 

is said that of various kinds of Justice the first is towards 

the gods, the next towards demons, the next towards father- 

land and parents, the next towards the dead. The Liberal 

man is described as clean in his garments and his house, 

given to collect curiosities and to keep animals which have 

something peculiar or remarkable about them. Small- 

souledness (uixpowuyia) is well characterised as easily elated, 

as well as easily depressed; as petty, complaining, despon- 

dent, and abject. Virtue in general is said to create a good 

disposition of the soul, which feels quiet and orderly emotions, 

is in harmony with itself, and is the type of a well-ordered 

State. Such are the most noticeable features of this little 

essay, which gives a specimen of the aftermath of Aristotelian 

ethics, not necessarily later than the time of Theophrastus. 

From these inferior Peripatetic works we may now turn 

back to examine the structure of that great treatise, which is 

our immediate concern, and which comes to us entitled 

Nicomachean Ethics, or Ethics of Nicomachus. Of Nico- 

machus himself scarcely anything is known. Eusebius 

(Prep. Evang. xv. 2) quotes the following notice from 

Aristocles”° the Peripatetic: ‘ After the death of Pythias, 

20 This Aristocles is reputedto have | have written a History of Philosophy. 

been the teacher of Alexander Aphro- | But his authority for facts about 

disias, in which ease he lived at the | Aristotle and his son must be con- 

beginning of the 3rd century a.p. | sidered very slight, 
Among other works he appears to 
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the daughter of Hermeias, Aristotle married Herpyllis of 

Stageira, by whom was born to him a son—Nicomachus. 

This son is said, when left an orphan, to have been brought: 

up by Theophrastus, and while still a youth to have died in 

war. The tradition, however, of the early death of Nico- 

machus, ‘in war,’ is not consistent with the notice of him 

by Suidas (swb voce), which speaks of him as a philosopher, 

the scholar of Theophrastus, and the author of six books of 

Ethics, and of a commentary on his father’s physical philo- 

sophy. These ‘six books of Ethics’ may in all probability 

be a confused reference to our Vicomachean treatise. In 

Diogenes Laertius also the title of this work seems to have 

caused a confusion with regard to the authorship. See 

Diog. Laert. vit. viii. 2. ‘ Nicomachus, the son of Aristotle, 

says that he (Eudoxus) considered Pleasure to be the chief 

good, where the reference is to the mention of Eudoxus, 

Eth. Nic. x. ii. 1. Cicero (De Fimibus, v. 5) says, ‘Let us 

hold fast to Aristotle and his son Nicomachus, whose scientific 

treatise on morals is said indeed to have been the work of 

Aristotle, but I do not see why the son should not have been 

a match for the father.’*! This passage is very valuable, not 

for the opinion of Cicero, which is worthless, but for the 

evidence which it affords that during or just after the process — 

of recension by Andronicus, Cicero had heard the Ethies ‘ of 

Nicomachus’ talked of by name, and also attributed to 

Aristotle. This one fact seems sufficient to dispel the notion 

which was apparently started at a far later and less well- 

informed period (see above, page 31) that the Nicomachean 

Ethics were ‘addressed to Nicomachus.’ In this matter we 

21 «Quare teneamus Aristotelem et | is not based on critical examination, 

ejus filium Nicomachum; cujus ac- | for he here is referring to the Nico- 

curate scripti de moribus libri dicuntur | machean Ethics for a doctrine not to 

illi quidem esse Aristotelis; sed non | be found in them, so that it is pro- 

bable he only knew the character of 

| the work by hearsay. 

video cur non potuerit patri similis 

esse filius,’ This judgment of Cicero’s 
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may safely go hack to the belief entertained in the age, and 

we may even say in the circle, of Tyrannion and Andronicus, 

that the title of the work indicated that it was written by 

Nicomachus, but that it was really by Aristotle. We may 

safely adopt this belief of a particular period of antiquity, 

because it is so thoroughly borne out by internal evidence. 

None among all the works of Aristotle is more definitely 

marked with all the signs of genuineness than the greater 

part of this treatise. We have here all the qualities of an 

_ original work, the merits and faults of a fresh enquiry ; style, 

_ manner, the philosophy, the relation to Plato, all bespeak for 

this book the actual composition of Aristotle himself, except 

in certain disputed portions. The question then arises, why 

it was entitled Ethics of Nicomachus ? to which only a con- 

 jectural answer can be offered. The simplest explanation is 

- that this was originally a mere name of contradistinction. 

_ The Ethics of Eudemus were probably so called because they 

| were actually written by Eudemus, either during the life- 

| time of Aristotle, or soon after his death. The Great Ethics 

i may have been so entitled from the vanity of their author,” 

who fancied that he had achieved a combination which 

_ united all the merits of the other two treatises. The genuine 

work of Aristotle may have been placed by Theophrastus into 

_ the hands of Nicomachus for such amount of editing and 

arrangement as may have been required for a probably not 

altogether finished and complete treatise ; and then to dis- 

tinguish it from the Hudemian Ethics, perhaps by this time 

already written, the name of the son who edited the book 

| may have been used to designate it, while the name of the 

| father, who had written it, was superseded. In short, it 

may not improbably have been the exigencies of the Peri- 

patetic school-library, and the necessity of distinguishing by 

#2 Tn the list of Diogenes we find enumerated ‘Great Posterior Analytics’ 

Gvadurikay borépwv peyddwy a’, B’.). 
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some external mark first two and afterwards three rolls on 

the same subject, and not much differing in size, that led 

to the particular naming of the three treatises. This, how- 

ever, is mere conjecture. We shall now endeavour to see 

what traces of an editorial hand the Nicomachean treatise 

exhibits. 

Leading straight on with this object in view, we arrive 

at the end of Book IV. without having our suspicions 

aroused, or our attention arrested, by any symptoms of inter- 

polation. All might very fairly be considered to have been 

written consecutively by the same hand. But in the last 

chapter of Book IV. we come to a check. This chapter 

ought to have treated of the two virtuous feelings, Modesty 

and Indignation. But the latter of these is left out, and the 

discussion on the former is unfinished. What is apparently 

an-ingenious editorial interpolation of two lines and a half 

serves here to wind up Book IV. and to connect it with 

Books V. and VII. After the statement that Modesty can- 

not be considered, strictly speaking, a virtue, it is here added: 

‘Neither is Continence a virtue, but a sort of mixed quality. 

We shall treat of it subsequently ; at present let us speak of 

Justice.” And then Book V. opens with the sentence: 

‘But about Justice and Injustice we must consider with 

what sort of actions they are concerned, and what sort of a 

mean state is Justice, and between what extremes the Just 

is a mean.’ 

The three books, V., VI., VIT., which follow are common 

to both the Nicomachean and the Eudemian treatise, and 

their authorship is a question to be discussed presently ; but 

looking at the composition of the three books externally 

there is nothing prima facie to prevent us believing that 

they were written consecutively, though it is true that a piece 

either of mal-arrangement or of unskilful editorship shows 
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itself in the last chapter of Book V., which appears to be 

superfluous. 

Book VII. ends with a piece of editorial joining: ‘We 

have treated of Continence and Incontinence, Pleasure and 

Book VIII. 

begins: ‘Next in order after the foregoing would come 

And then Books VIIT. and 

IX. are consecutively written down to the last line of the 

latter book, which looks as if it had been interpolated by the 

editor :—‘ On Friendship, then, we have said our say; the 

For Book X., which 

is consecutive and complete in itself, ignores the previous 

Pain ; it remains for us to speak of Friendship.’ 

the investigation of Friendship.’ 

next point to discuss will be Pleasure.’ 

ending and commences with the words: ‘ Perhaps it follows 

next to treat of Pleasure.’ 

These collisions, or repetitions, where the last sentence 

of one book is ignored or repeated by the first sentence of 

| the succeeding book, are not only in themselves highly in- 

‘| artistic, but they are not in the manner of Aristotle. In 

the Eudemian Ethics the same sort of collision occurs be- 

tween Books I. and II., Books III. and IV., and Books VI. 

and VII. 

quite so glaring as in the transition between Books VII.-VIIL., 

But in none of these cases is the awkwardness 

IX.-X. of the Nicomacheans. 

23 No instance of this sort of thing 

occurs all through the Organon, the 

Physics; the treatise On the Heavens, 

that On the Soul,that On the Genera- 

tion of Animals, or the History of 

Animals,—-that is to say, all through 

the more finished of Aristotle’s com- 

positions. In the Metaphysics, which 

are known to have been left incom- 

plete, there is a repetition in the be- 

ginning of Book VI. of the words at 

the end of Book V. In the Politics 

(also unfinished) the beginning of 

It seems, however, allowable 

Book II. repeats to some extent the 

end of Book I. And in the Rhetoric, 

the third book of which seems incom- 

plete, the opening of that third book 

repeats a long sentence from the end 

of Book Il. We cannot say that in 

either of these cases the writing had 

received the last hand of Aristotle. 

He probably, in each case, began the 

latter book in forgetfulness of the end 

of the former one, and never revised 

the writing as a whole. 
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of writing, according to which each book or section of a trea= 

tise takes, as it were, a fresh start, and recapitulates in its 

opening sentence the point in the discussion which had been 

arrived at. This looks very like a reminiscence of oral lec- 

tures. Supposing a book to coincide in matter and in length 

with an oral lecture on the same subject, it is easy to suppose 

the lecturer concluding his address for the day by saying: 

‘I have now given you my views on Friendship, the next 

subject in our course will be Pleasure ;’ and then the follow- 

ing day he would quite naturally open his lecture with the 

words, ‘ The next subject in our course is Pleasure. And 

it is comprehensible that the disciples of Aristotle, accus- 

tomed to oral endings and beginnings of this kind, should 

have inappropriately applied them to the divisions of literary 

composition. Eudemus having exhibited this practice, Nico- 

machus (or the unknown editor, whoever he was) appears to 

have adopted it with the view of giving unity to the different 

parts of the treatise put together by him, or arranged, or 

revised. . 

If these joinings at the ends respectively of Book IV., 

Book VII., and Book IX. be considered to be editorial inter- 

polations, they would appear to indicate that the Nicoma- 

chean Ethics are made up of four separate portions, written 

at different times from each other, and yet having all a 

common scope and a reference to a common ground plan 

previously sketched out for a system of morals in which each 

portion was (more or less roughly) adapted to find its place. 

At one time, indeed, there was a theory—but this has been 

now abandoned—that the work was resolvable into small 

isolated tracts, whose names appear in the Catalogue of 

Diogenes, and which had been amalgamated by an editor into 

the treatise as we now possess it. Such names as the follow- 
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ing suggested this hypothesis: Iept dimavoovvns 8. epi 

noovns a’. Tepl Tayabov x’. epi pirids a’. nOiKav &’. Trepl 

ndovns a’ (repeated). mept éxovglova’. Oéces pursxai B'. trepi 

Sixalwv 8’. Some colour was given to the notion that these 

separate works, or opuscula, were the materials out of which 

the Nicomachean Ethics were afterwards put together, by 

the peculiar separate treatment which Aristotle gave to the 

Voluntary, Friendship, and Pleasure, when dealing with these 

subjects in the course of his system. But the impression of 

organic unity which the work leaves upon the mind, dispels 

the idea that the parts can have been, in the way suggested, 

| prior to the whole. We see that the plan of the whole was 

present to the author’s mind at starting, and was carried out 

to the end, and that all the parts were worked out in sub- 

ordination to this general plan. Of the works mentioned in 

the Catalogue we know nothing certain, but we have en- 

deavoured (above, page 14) to form a probable conception of 

| their nature. And it seems, on the whole, highly doubtful 

_ whether any of them correspond with any part of the writings 

which have come down to us under the name of Aristotle. 

We give up, then, the attempt to resolve the Nicomachean 

Ethics into a congeries of minor works. But, at the same 

time, we may allow that there are internal reasons for believ- 

ing that the work, though conceived as a whole, was not 

executed all together at one time. We have already seen 

traces of an editor putting together four separate portions : 

let us‘now examine these. The first portion (Books I-IV.) 

starts the question, What is the End-in-itself or Practical 

chief good? gets an answer involving the term Virtue; then 

by the analytical process is led on to a theory of the function 

and nature of Virtue; then, as its definition brings in a term 

indicating deliberate action of the Will, this is analytically 

followed up, and a little treatise on the Voluntary in its 
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various forms (probably written for the place which it oceu- 

pies) is introduced, and then the law of Virtue, as a state of 

balance, is exemplified in application to all the separate vir- 

tues, recognised as such by the Greeks. Thus far we see 

Aristotle to have written ; if he wrote further his MS. at this 

point was mutilated, and something was lost. Or, he may, 

from some cause, have put aside his writing at this point, 

while, in the meantime, he took up the working out of his 

ethical system from another starting place. This first por- 

tion (Books I-IV.) remained, at all events, analytically con- 

secutive, and almost complete in itself—with the exception | 

that in four places it postponed certain matters for future | 

enquiry ; namely, 1. v. 7 defers the consideration of the phi- 

losophic life in respect of its capacity for producing happi- 

ness; I. vii. 7 promises a renewed discussion on the question | 

within what limits a man’s independent happiness is affected | 

by social relationships; Il. vil. 16 indicates that a separate 

disquisition is to be expected on Justice, divided into two 

species; Il. li. 2 promises an account of the Right Law as 

given by the Intellect (dpds Aoyos) and its relation to the 

different virtues. | 

The unfinished last few lines of Book IV. are eked out by | 

an editorial allusion, and then follow Books V., VI., and 

VIL., of which we may say at once that they were either. 

written at a later period, and in a different vein, by Aristotle ; | 

or else they were the work of Eudemus, in whose Ethics, | 

verbatim, they reappear. | 

Leaving this question, for the moment, in abeyance, we’ 

proceed to the third portion of the Wicomachean Ethics, 

namely, the treatise on Friendship contained in Books VIII. | 

and IX. The only evidence for this having been composed 

quite separately—that is to say, that Book X., commencing’ 

with the treatise on Pleasure, was not a consecutive part of 
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the same composition—is found in that little line which 

_ finishes Book IX., and which makes the beginning of Book 

X. read so awkwardly (see above, p. 43). But this by itself 

would not be sufficient to establish such an hypothesis, for 

the editor might have introduced this, out of mere false taste, 

into a perfectly consecutive writing of Aristotle’s, through 

unwillingness to see a Book concluded™ with a fragment of 

poetical quotation, thus :—-*‘ Whence the saying, 

“Good you will learn from the good.”’ 

And it seems not unlikely that the same editor introduced a 

similarly unnecessary tag to wind up Book VIII. (see vm. xiv. 

4and note). There is, however, an appearance of separateness 

about the treatise on Friendship, for in three places (vim. 

ix. I, VIII. xiii. I, IX. ili. 1) it uses the phrase év apyj, ‘at 

the outset,’ in reference to the earlier chapters of Book VIIL., 

which shows that Aristotle in these passages only carried 

back his mind to the beginning of the present piece of 

_ writing. Again, when he commences by describing Friend- 

ship as ‘a sort of virtue, or implying virtue,’ he ignores 

Liipettier that more superficial quality which he had men- 

tioned in his list of the virtues (Hth. Nic. m1. vii. 13) under 

| the name—Friendship. This would suggest that Aristotle 

"had taken up the present subject at some little interval after 

/ writing his first ethical book, and indeed, while writing these 

‘ pages, seems to have had his mind very much concentrated 

" upon an effort to solve the problems which occur in the Lysis 

of Plato, and to the solutions of which he brought his own 

a method and philosophical forms. At the same time, 

‘ while writing this treatise to some extent in a separate way, 

4 That Aristotle was not averse to | T& 5€ dvra od BobAETar ToAiTeverbat 
_ such endings we see from the con- Kak@s 

~ slusion of Book XI. of the Meta- | ovx dyabby rodvKoipavin: fs xolpavos 
| physies, eoTw, 
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he evidently wrote it to form part of his ethical system. The 

very first words of Book VIII. show this, for he says, ‘ After 

this, it would follow to treat of Friendship, for it is a sort of 

virtue, or implies virtue. And besides general expressions 

of the author’s purpose to confine himself to an ethical point 

of view (see VIII. i. 7, IX. ii. 2), we find two direct references 

to the earlier books of the Hthics (compare Ix. ix. 5 with 

Eth. Nic. i. viii. 13, and 1x. iv. 2 with 11. iv. 5). 

A reference forward to Book X., which occurs in Ix. ix. 8, 

cannot be with absolute certainty pronounced to be an inter- 

polation. And there is a reference back from x. ix. I to 

these books. Book IX. is written in Aristotle’s best manner 

and in the same tone as Book X. So, on the whole, it seems 

likely that the awkward joining between Books IX. and X. 

does not indicate a break in the MS., but is merely the re- 

sult of editorial officiousness in dealing with a continuous 

piece. 

If so, the Nicomachean Ethics are resolved not into four, 

but into three portions—namely, the earlier books, the dis- 

puted middle books, and the three concluding books taken as 

a whole. Book X. rounds off the treatise ; it answers in the 

most decisive way the question started at the commencement 

of Book I., and Aristotle then says (xX. 1x. 1), that ‘ having 

sufficiently treated in outline of Happiness, the Virtues, 

Friendship, and Pleasure, his design might be considere 

to have been completed,’ but that for the realisation of a 

which he has indicated social institutions, both private and 

public, will be required ; and he thus ends his Hthies with 

transition to the Politics. 

That Aristotle, in summing up what he thought migh 

be considered a complete ethical system, should have sp 

cified the leading topics of Books I-IV. and VIIL-X. of 
his treatise, and should have omitted any mention of th 
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subjects dealt with in Books V.-VII., seems a strong argu- 

ment to prove that, at all events when he was writing Book 

X., he had not written the disputed middle books. Another 

argument in the same direction is, that while the three 

concluding books of the Ethics refer abundantly to Books 

I.-IV., they never make a single reference to Books V.-VII., 

though there was much opportunity for their doing so. For 

instance it seems peculiar that in all which is said about 

Justice in Book VIII., there should be no allusion to the 

discussions of Book V., and that contemplation (@zwpia) 

should be treated of in Book X., without any recapitulation 

of what was said of the nature of Philosophic Wisdom 

(copia) in Book VI. That the treatise on Pleasure could 

have been written as it stands at the beginning of Book X., 

if Aristotle had previously written that other treatise on the 

same subject for what was to form Book VII. of the same 

work, is utterly impossible. 

These observations are the first which strike us with 

reference to that middle portion of the Nicomachean Ethics 

which we have hitherto left unconsidered. Aristotle had 

not written it, at the time when he wrote what were to be 

the concluding paragraphs of his treatise. Yet while he 

wrote these, he cannot have considered his work, from a 

| literary point of view, to have been finished. For he had 

given promises in the earlier part of it, which were as yet 

unfulfilled. We have seen how (th. 11. vii. 16) he had 

| promised a separate discussion ‘on the two kinds of Justice, 

and in what sense each of these might be considered to be 

a mean state. Now we might conjecture what actually 

| occurred to have been this :—Aristotle went on writing about 

the different virtues until he came to the place where it 

would have been natural to fulfil his promise and discuss the 

jnature of Justice. But here the thought entered his mind 

VOL. I. E 
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to what an extent Justice was externally determined, that is 

to say, was dependent on social and political conceptions. 

He perhaps felt, like Plato, that to treat of Justice was to 

treat of Society. At all events, it is easy to understand that 

he resolved to defer the special consideration of Justice, till 

he could give his mind to it in connection with the more 

purely political part of the investigations before him. For 

he does not separate ethics from politics, but calls ethics 

from the outset ‘a sort of politics.” Laying aside, then, his 

discussion of the Virtues before he had completed it by a 

discussion on Justice, he went on with his ethical system at 

a point where he could see his way beforehand, and proceeded 

to analyse Friendship, and afterwards Pleasure, and the Su- 

preme Good, as identified with Contemplation. When these 

matters were worked out, he probably still deferred the 

ethical investigation of Justice, and went on, after an in- 

terval, to the composition of his Politics. In the meantime 

he had thrown out, in Book VIII., many thoughts and sug- 

gestions on Justice and Political Constitutions, which were 

afterwards matured in the Politics. 

The Politics of Aristotle have come down to us as quite 

an unfinished work, and the question then arises, Did he ever 

go back to finish his Zthics by supplying the middle part ? 

We may fairly conjecture that he had not only settled in his 

own mind pretty much what this middle part should consist 

of, but had also orally imparted this to his school, to whom 

he may even have entrusted to some extent the working out 

of his views. But the question is, Did Aristotle himself ever 

fill up by his own writing the lacuna which he had left in 

his Ethics? Some think that this point is settled at once by 

apparent references to Hth. Nic. v. vi. vii. to be found in 

the Politics and Metaphysics of Aristotle. The passages 

aLe =—— 
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(1) Pol. u. ii. 4. Avorep to icov to avturetovOos cate 

Tas TONES, WoTEp ev TOLs NOLKOIS EipnTaL TPOTEpOV. 

(2) Pol. 111. ix. 3. aot’ ere TO Sikasov Tiow, Kat Sunpytar 

TOV aUTOV TpOTTOY ei TE THY TPAyuUaTwY Kal ois, KaCdTEp Elpn- 

Tat TpoTEpov ev T ols HOuKois. 

(3) Pol. 11. xii. 1. Soxet 53 maow icov te 7 Sixatov eivar 

Kal expt yé Twos Omoroyodas Tois KaTa pirocodiay Aédryous, ev 

ois Suwpictar Tept TOV Ouav* TL yap Kal TLCl TO SikaLov Kal 

Seiv Tots icots icov cival hacw. 

(4) Metaphys. 1. i. 17. Elonras psv ovv ev tots "H@ckoits 

tis Suapopa téxvns Kal érictins Kal TAY GARWY TOV OMoryEsvav * 

ov & evexa viv trovovpeba Tov Noyov, TOUT éaTly. K.T.Ar. 

At first sight these four passages might seem to furnish 

powerful evidence in favour of the disputed books having 

been written by Aristotle himself, but a closer examination 

of them greatly diminishes the force of their testimony. 

No. (1) is supposed to refer to Eth. Nic. v. v. 6, but it does 

not even agree with it. For while Pol. 1. ii. 4 says that 

‘equal retaliation preserves the State,’ Hth. Nic. v. v. 6 says 

that ‘ Retaliation is a bond of union provided that it be on 

principles not of equality, but of proportion.’ In fact the 

remarks on Retaliation in the Hthics have all the appearance 

of being a development and improvement of those in the 

\Politics. And the same impression is produced by com- 

paring No. (2) with Eth. Nic. v. iii. 4, which it is supposed to 

| quote. ‘The latter passage discusses the law of Distribution 

in States (though a purely political question) with additional 

refinements beyond what we find in the Politics. But if in- 

vernal evidence of this kind leads us to think that Book V. 

as it stands) of the Lthics was written later than the Politics 

md was partly based on them, what becomes of these sup- 

vosed references in the Politics to that Book? In a question 

f the kind internal evidence, resting on the character of the 

8 '2 
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the thought in one treatise as compared with that in another 

treatise must always prevail over evidence consisting in a few 

isolated words, which might most naturally have been inter- 

polated. And against this as a canon of Aristotelian criticism 

it is of no use to point to a consensus of MSS. For it must 

be remembered that the works of Aristotle not only shared 

with other ancient writings all the risks of corruption from 

the vagaries of successive copyists, from the Christian era till 

the invention of printing,—but also had in many cases pre- 

viously gone through two distinct processes of editing, first 

by the disciples of Aristotle, soon after his death, and secondly 

by Andronicus of Rhodes about 50 B.c. Appeal to MSS. 

therefore, unless we could get MSS. of the fourth century 

B.C., can never, in such a question, be final. Applying these 

considerations to the passages before us, we do not hesitate to — 

pronounce a belief that the words ‘ as has before been said in 

the Ethics’ in Nos. (1) and (2) are, in each case, the inter- 

polated addition of either an editor or a copyist. Looking 

to passage No. (3) we find that it contains no reference to any 

particular part of the Hthics, but only an assertion that, with 

regard to justice, people in general” agree to a certain extent 

with those theories which have been formed by philosophers 

upon ethical subjects. 

Passage No. (4) undoubtedly refers either to Eth. Nie. 

Book VI., or else—supposing that book to have been written 

by Eudemus—to some lost book which bore the same rela- 

tion to that book which the Nicomachean Ethics generally 

bear to the Hudemian. The passage refers to a comparison 

between Wisdom, Art, and Science, as having been made ‘in 

2 This passage might be compared _ tical goods.’ *Ovéuari wey ody oxebo 

with Eth. Nic. 1. 4. 2, ‘where it is said | bad ray wAciotwv duoroyeira* Thy yap 

that ‘refined thinkers and the many | evdaimovlay kad of moAAo) Kal of xaplevTe 

are both agreed in giving the name | Aéyouvow, 

of Happiness to the highest of prac- 
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the Ethics, but this does not necessarily identify Book VI. 

as we now have it. The words might equally well apply to 

the original section of the Hthics, now lost, of which Book 

VI. was a sort of paraphrase. Weare left to internal evi- 

dence in deciding which of the two cases seems the more 

probable. The passage itself even if written by Aristotle 

would only prove that something answering to Book VI. had 

been composed by him for his Lthics. But there is another 

hypothesis possible with regard to this passage, which we 

cannot forbear suggesting, even though we should be charged 

with temerity for so doing. It is this:—-We have seen above 

(page 30) that a tradition is recorded by Asclepius to the 

effect that Eudemus had the MS. of the Metaphysics en- 

trusted to him, and that he was dissatisfied with the form of 

the work, and kept it back, and finally edited it, after the 

death of Aristotle, completing parts of it by introducing 

extracts from other of Aristotle’s writings. This tradition 

suggests the idea of considerable lberty of editorship ; and 

if this was the case, it seems not impossible that Eudemus 

may have introduced the whole of this passage from Eipnrae 

 peév odv down to tromtix@y wadrov, in express reference to his 

- own account of codgia (written originally for his own Ethics, 

but afterwards incorporated also with the Hthics of Aristotle), 

and with the object of reconciling the differences between 

that account and the description of codia to be given in the 

Metaphysics, and of indicating that the point of view in 

_ the two accounts was different, since in the Metaphysics the 

term copia was to be taken in a restricted sense, merely as 

the science of causes.”° The passage contains the words, 

‘the reason for our at present treating of the subject, is, &e.,’ 

and these are naturally thought to be the words of Aristotle, 

26 See note on Eth, vi, vii. 3. 
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speaking in his own person. But they may, quite possibly, 

have been the words of Eudemus, speaking in the person of © 

the Peripatetic School. The work of that school seems to 

have been a good deal co-operative, and the results of it to 

have been treated as common property. 

(5) There is yet another passage in the Polttics (Iv. xi. 

3) which is thought by some to guarantee the Aristotelian — 

genuineness of the most disputed part in the Disputed Books, 

—the treatise on Pleasure at the end of Hth. Nic. Book VIL. 

It runs thus:—E? yap xar@s év Tots nOiKots eipntar To TOV 

evdaiwova Biov eivat Tov KaT apeTiy avewTrodioTOV, pmEcOTHTA 

dé T2)v apeTnv, TOV pésov avayKaiov Biov eivat BéXticTov. This 

place is triumphantly claimed as referring to Eth. Nic. vu. 

xii. 3, and vil. xiii. 2, since in no other part of the Nico- 

machean Ethics does the word avewrdédictos occur. It may 

not occur—yet still a further examination of the passage 

above quoted will show that it does not necessarily refer to 

Eth. Nic. Book VII., and does not relieve us from the task of 

trying the whole case by internal evidence. ‘The premiss of — 

the argument in the Politics consists in a summary of con- 

clusions drawn from Books I., Il., and X. of Hth. Nic. By 

a comparison of the way in which Aristotle elsewhere in the 

Politics uses the results arrived at in his Ethics, we learn 

with what a free hand, and in what a large manner he deals 

with them, often summing up in a word or two, and stating — 

in a better way, conclusions which he had before laboriously 

attained. The same has been done here, and by the word 

aveuTrod.otos he sums up all that he had said about Happiness 

being ré\swos, and all the subsidiary discussions about the 

Bios tédevos, and the necessity for favourable cireumstances, 

because the want of these (Hth. Nic. 1. x. 12) gumodite. tod-= 

Aais évepysiats. (See also Hth. Nic. 1. viii. 15.) In one 

word he here expresses all this, and says that ‘the Happy 
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Life is an unimpeded life in accordance with virtue.’ He is 

not referring at all to Book VII., but is stating with a new 

formula the conclusions of Book I. On the other hand, the 

writer of the Disputed Books, who is throughout much in- 

fluenced by the Politics of Aristotle, seizes on this new word, 

aveyTroductos, and uses it in the places mentioned, giving 

evépyeia aveytrodiotos as his definition of Pleasure. 

This seems a far more probable account of the relation 

between Pol. rv. xi. 3 and Eth. Nic. vil. xii. 3, xiii. 2 than it 

would be to suppose that the former passage was written in 

reference to the latter ones, which were only concerned with 

Pleasure, and not with ‘the Happy Life’ at all. 

It appears, then, so far as we have seen, that there is not 

sufficient external evidence in the shape of undoubted re- 

ferences to Books V., VI., VIL. of Hth. Nic. made by Aristotle 

himself in other parts of his writings, to establish their 

genuineness. Let us endeavour to see what can be gathered 

as to this point from an examination of the books them- 

selves. They are found in both the Nicomachean and the 

Eudemian treatise. The question is, to which treatise they 

originally belonged? And the first thing that strikes us is, 

that if these Disputed Books be read as Iy., v., vi. of the 

Eudemian Ethics, there is nothing in them which interferes 

with the continuity of that work ; the books appear as if in 

their natural place. On the other hand, if read as V., VI., VII. 

of the Nicomachean Ethics, that treatise is at once marred by 

many irregularities: first, by the appearance of two separate 

discussions on Pleasure, quite irrespective of each other ; 

secondly, by a system of forced joinings of which the result 

is, that Aristotle is made to say (VII. xiv. 9), ‘ Having treated 

of Pleasure, we may now treat of Friendship ;’ and a few 

pages later (1x. xii. 4), ‘Having treated of Friendship, it 

follows for us to treat of Pleasure ;’ thirdly, by a strange 
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ignoring in Books VIII.-X. of matters discussed in Books 

V. and VI., to which it would have seemed natural to refer. 

We next proceed to note the references backwards made 

in these three books, and an examination of these shows 

that they correspond more closely with places in the earlier 

books of the Hudemian Ethics, than to similar places in 

the earlier books of the Vicomachean treatise (compare Eth, 

Nic.”" vy. i. 2 with Eth. Eud. 11. v. 1-3; Eth. Nie. v. viii. 3 

with Hih. Hud. i. viii. 10, and I. ix. 1; th, Nie. wise 

with Eth. Hud. u. v. 1; Eth. Nic. vi. i. 4 with Eth. Hud. 11. 

iv. 1; Hth. Nic. vi. viii. 1 with Eth. Eud. 1. viii. 18; Eth. 

Nic. vi. xii. 10 with Hth. Hud. u. xi. 4; Eth. Nic. vu. iv. 

2 and VII. vii. I with Eth. Hud. m1. ii. 6; Eth. Nic. vit. xi. 

1 with Hith. Fud.1.v. 113; Hth. Nie. vil. xi. 2 with Eth. 

Eud. u. iv. 2-4; Eth. Nic. vu. xiv. 1 with Eth. Eud. 1. v. 

1). 

We have seen above (page 46) that Aristotle promised 

(Eth. Nic. 11. vii. 16) to treat ‘of the two kinds of Justice, 

and in what sense each of these is a mean state,’ and (iI. ii. 

2) to treat ‘ of the Right Law, and its relation to the different 

virtues.’ These, however, are general promises, and are only 

to a certain extent fulfilled in Books V. and VI. Much more 

particular promises are to be found in the Hudemian Ethics. 

See 1. x. 19, where after speaking of the legal distinction 

between voluntary and deliberate acts, the writer says, a\da 

TEpl Mev TOUT@Y Epodmev ev TH Tept TOV Sixalwy eTrioKeret, and 

this promise is exactly carried out in Eth. Nic. v. viii. 6-12. 

Again, in Eth. Eud. 1. v. 8 it is said, tis & 6 dpbos royos, 
\ \ ! an > / / \ / ed 

Kal Tpos Twa Set Opov atroBdérrovtas AéeyElV TO eooV, UoTEpOV 

27 The words Hth. Nic. are used, | in the Nicomachean treatise, not as 

here and subsequently, merely for the | giving an opinion that they originally 

sake of conyenience, to indicate those | so stood; for, of course, the contrary 

books which now stand as v., vi., vil, conclusion is being pointed at. 
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emvoxentéov, Which minutely and verbally corresponds with 

Eth. Nie. vi. i. 1-3. Again, Eth. Fud. 1. viii. 17-18 gives 

a very precise anticipation of Hth. Nic. vi. viii. 1-4; the 

words are,“Qote tov7 dy gin avTo TO ayabov To TédOS TOV 

avOpere tpaxtav. Todto 8 éott 10 7d Thy Kuplay Tacdv. 

Abrn 8 goti TodutiKH Kal oixovomiKy Kal Ppovnats. Aadégpovor 

yap avtat ai E£es pds Tas adAas TO ToLadTa eivar' Tpos 8 

‘ddpras ei te Siadepovow, torepov rextéov. Eth. Eud. ut. 

‘vii. 10, by the words gots yap, @oTep AeyOnoeTar VoTEpov, 

) EKdOTH THS ApET?) Kal HioEe Kal GAXws ETA Hpovrjcews, anti- 

) cipates that doctrine about the raw material of virtue being 

completed by conjunction with Thought, which is given in 

‘Eth, Nie. vi. xiii., but of which no trace appears in 

the earlier Vicomachean books. Inu. xi. 1 the Eudemian 

writer after starting the question whether it is the province 

of Virtue to keep the Will straight, or the Reason straight, 

says that the latter is the province of Continence. "Eors & 

‘dpetn Kal eyxpdtea Erepov. Aextéov 8 tatepov rept aitov, 
3 \o@ na \ + > \ / £, > , fa) emel Goous ye Soxet Tov AGyov OpHdv Tapéxyey % apeTH, TovTO 

vaituov. He says that people confound Continence with Virtue, 

and that he must show the distinction between them. The 

jdiscussion is taken up again in Eth. Nic. vu.i. 4. That 

Virtue keeps straight the Will and the conception of the End 

to be aimed at, is a characteristic Eudemian doctrine, which 

reappears in Eth, Nic. vi. xii. 8, but this is a refinement in 

psychology not to be met with in Aristotle’s undoubted 

ethical books. There is no promise of a discussion upon 

‘Continence or Incontinence in Eth. Nic. 1. iv. - The inter- 

jpolated words (1v. ix. 8) Ov« gore 8 ot8 4 2yxpdteva dpern, 

Ora Tus punt? SevyOnoetar O& mepl adtis év Tols UaTepoy are 

apparently an editorial attempt to weld together Aristotle’s 

original conclusions with subsequent Peripatetic develop- 

| 
ments. On the other hand, Hth. Eud. ut. ii. 3 gives 

\ 
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valuable indication of the ambiguity of the term daxoXaci 

(which has a different meaning in the table of the Virtues and 

in Eth. Nic. viu.), and then m1. ii. 15 promises a more exact 

discussion on the class of pleasures with which Intemperance 

is concerned: ’AxpiBéotepov 88 mept tod yévous tov HSovav 

Zotar Svaipetéov ev Tois Neyouevors VaTEpov Tepl eyxpatelas Kab 

axpasias. This is fulfilled in Hih. Nic. vu. iv. Finally, 

there is in Hih. Hud. 1. v. 11 a passage which refers us 

forward to the treatise on Pleasure at the end of Hth. Nie. 

vil., and at the same time sketches out the intermediate 

subjects to be treated of. After discussing the Three Lives 

(political, philosophical, and voluptuary), the writer says, 

Tovtap 8 4 ev mept Ta c@pata Kal Tas amodavoels HdOVI, 

kal Tis Kal Tota Tis yiweTar Kal Sia Tivwr, ovK Adndov, Bor’ 

ov Tives iow Ost Gntetv avtas (i.e. bodily pleasures) GAN et 

cuvteivoval TL pos evdaipoviav 7) fun), Kal THs cuvTEivovar, Kab 

moTEpov, i Sel Tpoodrtew TO Chv Kadas Hdovas TwWas, TavTas 

Se mpoodntew, 7) TovTwY fev Gov TWA TpoOTOY avdyKH 

Kowevelv, Etepar & eioiv ndovat ou’ as EvAdyws olovTaL Tov 

evoaimova Chv ndews Kal uy povov advTr@s. “ANAA crepl psp 

TovTwy voTEspov éemioKenTéov, Epi 8 apeths Kal Poovncews 

mpatov Gewprjcwpev. The question here started is one not 

touched upon in the undoubted Aristotelian books, namely: 

Assuming that there are higher pleasures, and that pleasure 

of the highest kind is identical with Happiness and the chief 

good, is there no place left in a moral system for the lower, 

or bodily, pleasures,—are not these to be admitted as con- 

tributories to Happiness, or are they to be stigmatised as 

absolutely evil? This question is taken up, and to some 

extent answered, in “th. Nic. vu. xiv. 

The Disputed Books are not afterwards alluded to in the 

Nicomachean Ethics, but their contents are not without 

recognition in subsequent books of the Hudemian treatise. 
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For instance, see Hth. Hud. vu. x. 10, where proportion in 

Friendship is illustrated by the joining of the diagonal of a 

square. This illustration is worked out with some detail in 

) Eth. Nic. v. v. 8; it is here cursorily mentioned, the under- 

, standing of what is meant being assumed : ‘O 62 brrepeydpevos 

| rovwvaytiov otpéper TO avadoyov, Kai Kata SidpeTpov cutevyvu- 

' ow. And the same chapter, § 26, asks, Il@s yap Kowwvyoet 

; YEWPYO TKUTOTOWOS, EL ui) TH avddoyov icacOjcETaL TA Epya; 

} which takes us back to the disctissions on value and price in 

Eth. Nic. v. v. Eth. Eud. vu. iii. 1. says, Kai zepi 7dovijs 
> alr \ a ? , Loo , € n eos 

& elpntat Troidv Te Kal THs ayabov, Kat Ott Ta TE ATAGS HOEa 

Kal KaNa, Kal Ta TE ATAMS Ayaba 7déa. This is a reference 

| iy sivat Gyabov pnde TO diptatov, éx TaVdE SHov. 

| The system of references backward and forward, above 

. quoted, seems to show a very close connection between the 

| Disputed Books and the other books of the Hudemian Ethics. 

| But, beside this, there is also a remarkable coincidence 

between the style and manner of these Books, and that which 

\we find consistently employed by the Hudemzan writer. 

We have already (above, page 29) remarked on his peculiarly 

explicit mode of introducing literary quotations, and this 

| peculiarity is found in the Disputed Books (See Lith. Nic. 

ivy ix 1, ‘As Euripides strangely wrote;’ v. ix. 7, ‘As 

| Homer says that Glaucus gave to Diomede ;’ vr. ii. 6, ‘Where- 

fore rightly Agathon;’ vi. iv. 5, ‘As also Agathon says;’ 

VI. vii. 2, ‘As Homer says in the Margites;’ vi. ix. I, 

‘Wherefore Euripides;’ vit. i. 1, ‘As Homer has described 
? | Priam saying of Hector;’ vil. vi. 3,‘ As Homer says of 

Aphrodite ;’ vir. x. 3, ‘As Anaxandrides jested ;’ vil. x. 4, 

“As Evenus also says.’ Throughout these Books there are 

only three verses given without their author’s name ; one is 

| mentioned as ‘a proverb,’ v. i. 15 ; one is called ‘the prin- 
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ciple of Rhadamanthus,’ y. v. 1; one alone is given without 

name or note, VII. xiii. 5. Even where there is no quotation 

this literary explicitness sometimes exhibits itself, as in 

vil. ii. 7, ‘ Neoptolemus in the Philoctetes of Sophocles ;’ 

and vit. vil. 6, ‘The Philoctetes of Theodectes when bitten by 

the snake, or Cercyon in the Alope of Carcinus.’ On the 

other hand, in the seven undoubted ethical books of Aristotle 

there are altogether sixteen places where verses are quoted, 

of these twelve are without any indication of authorship or 

source ; in two places the name of Homer is mentioned ; in 

one the name of Hesiod, and one couplet is given as ‘the 

Delian inscription.) Taken by itself this would be not 

worth mentioning, but when taken with a number of other 

things which all testify in the same direction, it may be 

allowed consideration among the mass of cumulative eyi- 

dence. 

But far more important than this is the agreement of 

philosophical phraseology between the Disputed Books and 

the Eudemian Ethics, of which a striking instance is to be 

found in the use of the word dpos, to express a ‘ standard, 

‘ definition,’ or ‘ differentiating mark.’ This formula does not 

once occur in the undoubted ethical books of Aristotle, but 

apparently some time after he had written these he began 

to write his Politics, and in the meantime he had found out 

its convenience for the discussions which he had in hand; 

so, accordingly, in the Politics épos, in this logical sense, 

very frequently occurs.” 

The Eudemian Ethics were clearly written subsequently 

to the Politics of Aristotle, and the writer of them takes up 

28 See Pol. 11. vi. 9: "AAAG BeATiwy | apiotoKparlas wey yap Spos aperh, 

bpos Td cwppdvws Kal eAevbepws, II. vil. | oAvyapxlas 5e mAodTOS, Shuou 8 eAeo- 

16: Yows obv Upiotos pos 7d wy | Oepia. And so on in about sixteen 

AvotreAciv Tois Kpelttoot, tv. vill. 7: | similar places. 
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the formula as being by this time in vogue in the Peripatetic 

School. We have seen howin Eth. Fud. u. v. 8 he starts 

the question wpos tiva dei Spov atoBdérovtas Néyew TO [LEVOY, 

‘to what ultimate standard we ought to look in fixing the 

mean.’ And we have seen, too, how in the last remaining 

paragraph of the work (th. Hud. vit. xii.) the phrase occurs : 

kai ovTos 6 dpos xaddXoTOs ... Tis psy odv Opos Kadoxayablas, 

Kal Tis 0 oKOTOS TAY ATMS ayabav, toTw eipnuévov. The word 

dpos, then, in the sense of ‘ ultimate standard’ had taken an 

important place in the Hudemian philosophy. But in the 

Disputed Books it is also noticeable (see vi. i. 1, ts gotiv dpos 

TOV METOTHTWY. VI.i. 3, Tis T ZoTIY O OpGds NOYOS Kal TOUTOU 

Tis Opos. VII. Xili. 4, mpos yap THY evdaipoviay 6 Spos avTis). 

The doctrine of the Practical Syllogism (see Essay IV.) 

does not appear in Eth. Nic. 1.-1v., vit1.—x., but in Aristotle’s 

treatise On the Soul, written probably later, the syllogistic 

form is used to express the process gone through by the 

mind in forming a practical resolution (see De An. II. xi. 4). 

This application of the syllogism was worked out a good ~ 

deal among the Peripatetics, as may be inferred from the 

treatise On the Motion of Animals, placed among Aristotle’s 

works, but probably not genuine. The Hudemian writer 

had evidently become familiarised with the application of 

the syllogism to the theory of moral action, and had perhaps 

himself helped to develope the doctrine. At all events, he 

makes considerable use of it. See Hth. Hud. 1. xi. 4: 

| @oTEp yap Tais Oewpyntixais ai bTrobcEs apyal, oT Kal Tals 

Tomtixats TO Té\os apyn Kal brdGecis. 'Emedy Set ode 

vytaivew, dvayxn Todt brdpEat, ei Zotar exsivo, WoTEp exel, Et 

 €0TL TO Tplyevov Svo dpOai, avayKn Todi eivat. The Practical 

- Syllogism appears in the Disputed Books, and, indeed, it is 

used as the great analytical instrument for resolving the 

phenomena of Incontinence in Book VII. But it is worthy 

a 
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of notice how strikingly similar some of the phrases used in 

these Books are to the passage above quoted from the Hu- 

demian Ethics. See Eth. Nic. vu. iii. 9: avaryxn 10 cuptrepay- 

ev evOa piv pavar thy \uyny, ev 68 Tais TounTiKals mpaTrEw 

evOus (where mrountixais is used in the same peculiar way as 

above); VII. vili. 4: 2) yap apeT) Kal 7) woxOnpia Thy apynv } 

pev POcipet, 1) 58 cole, ev Oe Tals mpakece TO ov EvEKA ApynN, 

@oTsp &v Tots uaOnuatixols ai vTrobEces. 

There is another minor formula in the use of which the 

Disputed Books show an agreement with the Hudemian 

Ethics, but not with the Nicomachean Ethics in which it 

does not appear; namely, the formula ta amA@s dyad. 

This occurs, as before quoted, in the winding up of the last 

remaining part of the Hudemian work, tls 0 oxomds TeV 

aTAOS ayalav, ErTw eipnuévov. It is introducedin Hih. Nie. 

vy. i. 9, where the ‘goods of fortune’ are specified, ‘which 

are always goods absolutely, but not always so” to the in- | 

dividual” In vy. v. 18 7d dwA@s @férAuov is mentioned. In 

v. vi. 6 the just ruler, od véuer wAgov TOD aTA@S ayabed avdTE. 

In v. ix. 17 Justice is said to exist among those ois péteote 

Tov aTA@s ayabav. In VII. vi. I, Ta aTAMS HSga are Men- 

tioned (cf. Hih. Hud. vu. ili. 1, above quoted), and in 

v. i. 10, VII. xiii. 1, we find a mention of ta dmA@s Kaka. 

It is observable that even in the Politics of Aristotle this | 

formula does not appear to exist. . | 

That the Disputed Books contain a later development | 

of several points in ethical and psychological philosophy than | 

can be found in other parts of the Nicomachean Ethics, 

*9 It is added that ‘men pray for | This isin the same style with Hth. | 

these and seek after them, but they | Hud. vi. xii. 17: 7d nteiv kad ed | 

should not; they should pray that the | xeo@a: woAdAovs pidovs. But to say | 

absolute goods may be goods to them | what men ‘ought to pray for’ is not 

individually, and that they should | after the manner of Aristotle. 

choose what is good for themselves.’ 
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and that in this respect they perfectly agree with the Eu- 

demian Ethics will be shown in detail in the notes to the 

Books themselves. And it will be shown also that they ex- 

hibit in common with the latter a certain indistinctness of 

exposition and certain departures from the Aristotelian point 

of view. Perhaps enough has been said for the present to 

justify the conclusion to which we come that Books V., VI, 

VIL., of the Nicomachean Hthics were written by the author 

from which they were taken and transferred verbatim into 

the Ethics of Aristotle,®° either to fill up a gap caused by 

the loss of corresponding Aristotelian books, or else to sup- 

plement or complete a work which Aristotle himself had 

never finished. Which of the two alternatives is more cre- 

dible, there are hardly grounds sufficient to enable us to 

pronounce. In either case we must assume that Aristotle 

had, in his oral teaching, led the way to almost all the con- 

clusions contained in the books in question. The appear- 

of the Eudemian treatise as an integral part of that work, 

from other works of Aristotle’s, such as the Politics and the 

Organon, would rather favour the supposition that the 

compiler of these books had not before him any written ex- 

position of this part of Aristotle’s ethical system. 

With regard to previous opinions upon the subject of 

| the Disputed Books, it may be mentioned that Casaubon threw 

_ out the suggestion that the treatise on Pleasure in Book VII. 

was written by Eudemus. This suggestion means that all 

the rest of the Nicomachean Ethics is by Aristotle, but that 

ance which we find in Books V. and VI. of direct borrowing 

| 
| this treatise on Pleasure has been imported into its present 

place. This is, in short, an attempt to save the credit of the 

8 We do not undertake to say | editor, or long afterwards by An- 

whether this transference was made | dronicus. 

by Nicomachus, or some other early 
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Nicomachean work by removing from it an obvious excre- 

scence. But the hypothesis is untenable, for though we can 

understand Book VII. as a whole being for some reason or 

other imported from the Eudemian Ethics, and bringing 

with it a superfluous disquisition, *! it is impossible to believe 

that any of Aristotle’s editors would have brought into his 

ethical work this superfluous disquisition out of the writings | 

of a disciple—by itself, to confuse and spoil the rest. 

Some have entertained the view that this treatise on 

Pleasure may have been an earlier essay by Aristotle himself, 

found among his MSS., and introduced, in order to preserve _ 

it, into its present place. But close examination of the 

treatise shows that it is not earlier, but later, than the treatise 

on the same subject in Book X., on which it is based in the 

same way as other parts of the Hudemian Ethics are 

based on Aristotle’s writing. It chiefly follows Book X., but 

also to some slight extent it tries to improve upon the con- | 

clusions of Aristotle. ey 

Fritzsche, the learned editor of the Hudemian Zthics, — 

while conceding that VI. and VII. of the Disputed Books — 

were the work of Eudemus, maintains that Book V. is the | 

writing of Aristotle, with the exception of the last chapter, 

which he considers to be a fragment from a corresponding 

book on Justice by Eudemus, now lost. This theory would — 

imply a system of mutual accommodation,—it would imply 

that the Eudemian Ethics had lost a book on Justice, which 

was supplied out of the Vicomacheans, and that the latter 

treatise had lost, or wanted, a book on the Intellect in rela- 

“| It is, however, surprising that | the Book bodily, he marred the sym- 

the editor, whoever he was, in trans- | metry of the Nicomachean work, but 

ferring Book VII. should not have | at the same time furnished an im- 

stopped short at the end of the dis- | portant piece of evidence towards 
cussion on Incontinence. By going | deciding the authorship of the Dis- 

mechanically to work and transferring | puted Books, 
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tion to morals, and a book on Continence and Incontinence, 

both which books were supplied out of the Hudemians. 

This seems a rather too elaborate hypothesis, but we cannot 

altogether deny its possibility. The genuineness, or otherwise, 

of th. Nic. vy. must be considered on the reasons which can 

be urged either for or against it. Fritzsche’s arguments are 

a little far-fetched. In the first place he goes to the Great 

Ethics, which are allowed to follow the Hudemian treatise 

very closely, and looking at the string of difficult questions 

-on Justice (Mag. Mor. 11. iii. 3-30) which we have already 

mentioned (page 35), he asks—Whence can these difficulties 

have been derived ?—and concludes that they must have 

originally been started in the Hudemian Book on Justice, 

now lost. This reasoning, however, seems very unsatisfactory ; 

for the difficulties referred to are not exclusively connected 

with Justice, some of them are general questions of casuistry : 

again, the writer of the Great Hthics does not introduce them 

while discussing the subject of Justice, but after his discus- 

sion upon the Intellectual Virtues; and furthermore we have 

jabove seen reason to believe that this writer had a third 

jsource besides the Nicomachean and Ludemian Ethics 

from which he drew his matter (see page 34), and from 

) which he may, very likely, have drawn the special matter in 

question. This first argument then may surely be discarded. 

| Fritzsche in the second place points to the last existing chap- 

| 
| 

ter of Hih. Hud. (vil. iii. 1), where mention is made of 

‘that culmination-of the Virtues’ jy éxadoduev 76n Kadoxa- 

|yabiav. No prior place in the Zudemian treatise answers to 

this, and so he at once concludes that the passage referred to 

must have existed in the (supposed) lost book on Justice. 

But there is no obvious connection between «adoxayabla and 

Justice; on the other hand there are doubtless several lacuna 

VOL. I. F 
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in the Hudemian Ethics,*2 even the beginning of Book VIII. — 

is wanting, and the passage referred to may very well have 
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existed there. If Book VIII. was originally of the same 

length as the other Hudemian books, a considerable number 

of chapters at its commencement must have dropped out, and 

it seems extremely probable that some of these were devoted 

to the consideration of a Virtue which was the result of all 

the other Virtues, and which the writer called caXoxayabia. 

Fritzsche’s third argument is derived from Book V. itself 

(ii. 11) where there occurs a promise of a subsequent discus- 

sion on the question whether the moral education of the 

individual belongs to Politics or not (7p 62 Tis Kal” exacTov 

mavdeias, Kal” iv aTAMs avnp ayabos éoT1, TOTEPOY THS TToN-— 

TIKHS got 7) ETEpas, VoTEpov Stopiatgov* ov yap tows TavTOV 

avopi T ayae sivat Kal modltn Tavti). This, says Fritzsche, | 

is fulfilled in Eth. Nic. x. ix. 9, sqq. and Pol. 111. iv. and m1. 

xviii., which proves that the above passage was written by 

Aristotle and not by Eudemus. When, however, we examine 

the places referred to we do not find that they answer to the | 

promise given, and so far from establishing that the passage 

in question was written by Aristotle, they induce a contrary | 

conclusion. In Eth. Nic. x. ix. 9, sqq. Aristotle lays it} 

down as strongly as possible that all education must be dic- 

tated by the state; he admits that there must be a special 

treatment of individuals, in education as in medicine, but in 

each case he considers that the special treatment is only the 

skilful application of general laws belonging to the general, 

science, whether of Medicine or of Politics. There is not a 

word about the moral education of the individual standing’ — 

apart from Politics and belonging to some separate science. 

®” As for instance, Eth. Hud. ut. 3, | Steypdbauey 5€ mpdrepov mas TH 

refers back to something lost from the | akoAactay dvoudovTes merapépomer. 
preliminary catalogue of the Virtues: 
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This in fact was the Hudemian view, which, as we have seen 

(page 24), tried to separate Ethics from the more general 

science of Politics. Aristotle afterwards, Pol. v1. i.3, de- 

cisively pronounces that education should all be public, under 

state-control, and reduced to one standard. In the passages 

of the same work to which Fritzsche refers us we find—not 

a fulfilment of the above promise, but rather the source 

which suggested to the Hudemian writer to attempt a refine- 

ment upon Aristotle. In Pol. 11. iv., m1. xviii. the question 

is started whether the virtue of the Man and of the Citizen 

is identical? It is answered that States vary, but in the 

Best City the same education and habits produce the good 

man and the citizen with constitutional qualities. The writer 

of Hth. Nic. Book V. gets a suggestion from this discussion 

and promises to investigate, as a part of his ethical treatise, 

| whether the moral education of the individual does not belong 

/ to a sphere separate from Politics. The Hudemian Ethics 

| were mutilated or unfinished; the part answering to the 

| latter half of Eth. Nic. x. is lost, or was never written ; so 

we cannot tell whether this promise was ever fulfilled in the 

EKudemian treatise,—it certainly never was in the JNico- 

_machean. Fritzsche is doubtless right in saying that the 
{ | last chapter in Book V. is out of its proper place, but there 

_ is nothing to show that it is written by a different hand from 

|- the rest of the book. Nor have we thus far seen anything 

_ to invalidate the opinion that the three Disputed Books must 

go together and that they originally formed part of the 

| Eudemian Ethics. 

| Those, therefore, who hold that these books were written 

_ by Aristotle, must be prepared also to maintain that Aristotle 

wrote the whole of the Hudemian treatise :—that is to say, 

that at a time when he had several great works, unfinished, 

on his hands, such as certainly the Politics, the Meta- 

F 2 
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physics, and the Poetics ; and was engaged in carrying 

on the most multifarious researches in natural history and 

other sciences of observation ; and had promised works* On 

the Physiology of Plants, and On Disease and Health, so 

far as belongs to Physical Philosophy, which had never 

been executed, he set himself to re-write his own work 

on Morals, serving up his old materials again in a sort 

of paraphrase. One peculiarity of this would be that 

Aristotle, if he did this thing, made the statement of his 

ethical system so much worse, instead of better, than it 

was originally. In the Politics he frequently re-states con-— 

clusions arrived at in the Nicomachean Ethies ; whenever 

he does so we are struck by the breadth, the freedom, and 

the firmness of his handling. But in the Hudemian treatise 

the opposite qualities are discernible; the writer of this 

treatise, even when stating Aristotle’s conclusions without 

variation, seems to cloud them over, so that we require to 

go back to Aristotle to get a clear impression. And when 

he treats, as in the Disputed Books, of subjects otherwise 

unexpounded, we do not feel that we know exactly what the 

views of Aristotle on these subjects really were. This argu-| 

ment against the Hudemian Ethics having been written by 

Aristotle, based on their obvious inferiority in point of) 

execution, is not answered, as some appear to think, by 

pointing to the Laws of Plato, which are now accepted as a 

genuine re-writing of the Republic, though far inferior to 

that work in dramatic force, and in philosophic power. The, 

cases are not parallel; for the Laws are considered to have 

been a senile production, written when Plato was between 

80 and go years of age, whereas Aristotle did not live to be 

* Seo De Scensu, tv. 14. De Gen. | th Ocwpia tH wept Tay puTar, is pro 

An.1. 31.1. De Long. Vit. 1. 4, vi.8. | bably a mis-reading for eiphoerat, 

In Hist, An. y. i. 4. omep elpnrau ev 
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more than 63 years old, and the works on which he was 

apparently engaged at the very end of his life are in his most 

vigorous and best manner. The Hudemian Ethies are un- 

equal to these later writings in power and clearness, and they 

are unlike them not only in style, but also in matter, for the 

theology of the Hudemian Ethics is clearly different from 

that of Metaphysics, Book XI. But there is not only ground 

for believing that Aristotle did not write the Hudemian 

| Kihies, but also much reason to believe that Eudemus did. 

We have positive testimony (above, page 31) that Eudemus 

wrote paraphrases of the works of Aristotle ; we see that it 

was the custom of the Peripatetic School to do this, and that 

a second paraphrase called the Great Hthics was constructed 

on the top of the Hudemians; even those who defend the 

genuineness of the Disputed Books will hardly go the length 

.of saying that this third treatise was also written by Aristotle. 

And furthermore, all the variations and divergences from 

| Aristotle’s views as before expressed by him, which occur in 

| the Ludemian Ethics, in theology, in psychology, in a ten- 

dency to physical explanations of moral phenomena, and at 

\ the same time in a tendency towards a peculiarly practical 

morality, are such as are in accordance with the direction 

known to have been followed by the Peripatetic School, and 

_ therefore would have been natural for Eudemus to exhibit. 

| These are the considerations which have to be met by those 

who still think that Books V., VI., and VII. of the Nicoma- 

chean Ethics are the genuine work of Aristotle. 

It would be tedious to sum up or repeat the conclusions 

arrived at in the foregoing pages. As we said at first, many 

questions must be left undeterminate or with a merely con- 

jectural answer. We have before us in Hth. Nic. I.-IV., 

VIII.—X., an unfinished, or mutilated, treatise, which so far 

as we possess it came straight from the hand of Aristotle. 
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What is wanting in this treatise is supplied from other works — 

on the same subject written by members of the Peripatetic ; 

School. These works claim, with slight variations, to express 

the ideas of Aristotle himself, and for this reason probably 

they were included among the writings of Aristotle. With- 

out considering these works to be entitled, on the ground of 

genuineness, to the position which they thus hold, we may be 

glad that they have been preserved. On the one hand they 

furnish a general conception of Aristotle’s views on several 

particular points; on the other hand they testify to a 

system of co-operation among the Peripatetic scholars, which 

Aristotle probably encouraged during his lifetime, and which 

the school continued to practise after his death.*4 

34 In justification of some of the 

opinions and conjectures put forward 

in the foregoing Essay, we will subjoin 

here a few particulars as to the order 

and sequence of some of Aristotle’s 

extant writings, so far as can be deter- 

mined from internal evidence. This 

internal evidence does not consist 

merely in references from one book to 

another (for these are not always re- 

liable—in some cases they are almost 

certainly interpolated), but still more 

in comparison of the thought in dif- 

ferent books and the various degrees 

of maturity exhibited by the same 

conception occurring in different books, 

For instance, in the first chapter of 

the Prior Analytics, the Topics are 

referred to; therefore, either the To- 

pics were written first, or else this 

reference is spurious. But—the doe- 

trine of the syllogism is worked out 

with far more precision in the Analy- 

ties than in the Topics, therefore the 

former hypothesis must be accepted. 

A similar combination of verbal and 

real internal evidence is used by Mr. 

Poste (in Aristotle on Fallacies, or the 

* to show that the Topics, with the ex- « 

Sophistict Elenchi, with a Translation 

and Notes, London, 1866, p. 204, sq.) 

ception of the eighth book, were first 

written of all the extant works of 

Aristotle; next the Analytics (Prior 

and Posterior) ; next the eighth book of 

the Topics; next the Rhetoric, Books 

J. and II.; and then the Sophistical Re- 

Jutations—After this Aristotle ap- 

pears to have gone on to write his 

Ethics (which later obtained the name 

of Nicomachean); and then the Poli- 

tics ; and next the treatise On Poetry ; 

from which he went back to add on 

the third book to his Rhetoric. Now, 

this sequence, if it be accepted, greatly 

strengthens the hypothesis which was 

submitted above (pp. 49-50), that 

Aristotle when he came in the course 

of his Ethics to the consideration of 

Justice, deferred this till a more con- 

venient season. We can now see how 
he did what was similar on other 

occasions ;—how, for some reason or 

other, he left the eighth book of the 

Topics unwritten till he had finished 

the Analytics; how he went on to 
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compose his Rhetoric before writing 

the Sophistical Refutations, which 

properly belong to the Topics; how 

he deferred writing the third book of 

his Rhetoric (on Style), and went on 

to his Ethics; how from the Ethics 

he proceeded to the Politics, but broke 

off writing them in the middle of his 

treatise on Education, in order to 

write a treatise on Poetry, which was 

a cognate subject ; how the treatise 

on Poetry was left a mere fragment, 

while Aristotle went back to write his 

book on Style for the completion of 

his Rhetoric. All this shows a certain 

mode of procedure in writing. There 

is no reason to believe that the Podi- 

tics or the Art of Poetry were ever 

completed. In the meantime Aris- 

totle went on to the series of his 

Physical works, two of which (On the 

Physiology of Plants and On Disease 

and Health so far as belongs to Phy- 

sical Philosophy) were promised by 

him, but, so far as we know, never 

executed, Other works, such as the 

Meteorologics, do not appear to have 

received the last hand. And to the 

list of Aristotle’s unfinished produc- 

tions we are inclined to add the 

Nicomachean Ethics. 
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On the History of Moral Philosophy in Greece 

previous to Aristotle. 

N the Ethics of Aristotle there are but few direct allusions 

to moral theories of other philosophers. Plato’s theory 

of the idea of good, viewed in its relation to Ethies (1. vi.); 

Socrates’ definition of Courage (111. viii. 6); Eudoxus’ theory 

of Pleasure (x. ii.1); and Solon’s paradox (1. x.), are perhaps 

the only ones which are by name commented on.!_ There are 

constant impersonal allusions to various opinions (the Aeyo- 

#eva on the subject in hand); some of these Aristotle attri- 

butes to ‘the few,’ that is, the philosophers ; others he speaks 

of as stamped with the consent of ‘the many and of ancient 

times.’ (1. vill. 7.) But there is no connected history of 

ethical opinions or ethical systems to be found in this work. 

The reason for this is partly to be found in the fact that 

Aristotle appears to have only grown gradually into the 

habit (if so we may call it) of prefacing each science or 

branch of philosophy with a history of what had been 

accomplished previously towards the solution of its pro- 

blems. Thus in the Organon there is no history of previous 

logic, only a brief remark in conclusion that nothing had 

" In the ELudemian books we find | his opinion on Incontinence; and (vy. 

references (VI. xili, 3) to Socrates’ | y. 1) to the Pythagorean definition of | 

definition of Courage; (vu. ii. 1) to | Justice. 
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| been done, before Aristotle to explain the syllogistic 

| process. In the Rhetoric, it is merely said generally that 

previous writers had too exclusively devoted themselves to 

treating of appeals to the passions. After these works the 

_ Ethics were probably written. Then came the Politics, 

which contain an important review of some previous leading 

systems of political philosophy, but not exactly a luistory 

of these. The Physical Discourse and treatise On the Soul 

| each commence with a collective statement of the opinions 

of previous philosophers; and Book I. of the Metaphysics 

‘(which were probably Aristotle’s latest work) consists of a 

history of metaphysical philosophy from Thales to Plato, 

in which it is endeavoured to be shown how each system 

was occasioned by its predecessor. 

_ When Aristotle commenced his Ethics he had apparently 

not accustomed himself to taking that sweeping historical 

point of view, which more and more became characteristic 

of him. Else a sketch of the development of moral ideas 

in Greece, analogous to his sketch of the development 

of metaphysics, might have been essayed by him, and would 

have been of the highest interest. But there was another 

- eause to prevent this, namely, the fact that morals had never 

‘yet been clearly separated from politics. Aristotle himself 

-ealls his ethical system ‘a sort of politics,’ and it was only 

by writing his own Hthics that he, tentatively and yet 

surely, established the limits separating the one science from 

the other. With this tentative attitude, he was not likely 

to attempt following out the thread of previous moral theory, 

“as separate from the concrete of politics, duty to the state, 

and the like. And, at all events, he did not do so. 

But the Peripatetic School gradually laid hold of the 

distinct nature of ethics, and the author of the Great 

_ Ethics prefixes to his book the following brief outline of the 
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previous progress of the science. ‘The first to attempt this 

subject was Pythagoras. His method was faulty, for he 

made virtue a number, justice a cube, &c. To him sue- 

ceeded Socrates, who effected a great advance, but who 

erred in calling virtue a science, and in thus ignoring the 

distinction between the moral nature (7dOos kat 700s) and 

the intellect. Afterwards came Plato, who made the right 

psychological distinctions, but who mixed up and confused | 

ethical discussions with ontological enquiries as to the nature | 

of the chief good.’ In a shadowy way this passage repre- | 

sents the truth; for it is true that in the pre-Socratie | 

philosophy, of which the Pythagorean system may stand as | 

as a type, ethical ideas had no distinctness, they were 

confused with physical or mathematical notions. Also the - 

faults in the ethical systems of Socrates and Plato are | 

here rightly stated. But it is a confusion to speak of) 

Pythagoras as a moral philosopher, in the same sense that | 

Socrates and Plato were so, or to speak of Socrates succeeding 

Pythagoras in the same way that Plato succeeded Socrates. 

And even were the account more accurate, everyone will 

| 
In the following pages, then, we shall endeavour to carry 

acknowledge that it is too barren to be in itself very useful. 

considerations of this kind a little further, and to indicate, 

to some extent, the steps by which pre-Aristotelian moral 

theory developed itself in Greece. To do this is indeed, 

necessary, since the views of Aristotle himself, as of any 

other philosopher, can only be rightly understood in relation, 

to their antecedents. F 

Moral philosophy is a comparatively late product o 

national life. It presupposes the long, gradual, silent forma- 

tion of Morals, which are the conerete of the nation’s prac- 

tical habits and ideas of life. Morals, like language, nail 
anonymous in their origin (ovdels oidey 2& drov *hdvn); 
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except in the case of one or two legislators, who by their 

laws may to some extent have moulded the life of the 

nation, or in the case of the founders of religions, who 

_ by the force of their intuitions may have expounded some 

| new and organising principles of action,—no individual 

names are connected with the building-up of morality. 

| Moral philosophy does not create; it only explains, and 

| perhaps criticises, moral ideas. Moral philosophy itself 

| dawns gradually into existence out of reflection upon the 

' generally-accepted morality. In its first form it is the or- 

dinary morality codified and formulated. Afterwards, it 

becomes more critical, and finally it may re-act upon and 

change morality itself. 

Renouncing any attempt to trace a succession of systems 

of moral philosophy (which indeed did not exist), until we 

come to the limited period of development between Socrates 

and Aristotle, let us take a broader view of the subject, and 

divide morality into three eras; first, the era of popular or . 

| unconscious morals; second, the transitional, sceptical, or 

i sophistic era ; third, the conscious or philosophic era. These 

different stages appear to succeed each other in the national 

and equally in the individual mind. The simplicity and 

_ trust of childhood is succeeded by the unsettled and undi- 

rected force of youth, and the wisdom of matured life. First, 

we believe because others do so; then, in order to obtain 

personal convictions, we pass through a stage of doubt; 

then we believe the more deeply and in a somewhat dif- 

ferent way from what we did at the outset. On these three 

distinct periods or aspects of thought about moral subjects, 

Much might be said. The first thing to remark is, that 

_ they are not only successive to each other if you regard the 

mind of the most cultivated and advanced thinkers of suc- 

_ cessive epochs, but also they are contemporaneous and in 
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juxtaposition to each other, if you regard the different de- 

grees of cultivation and advancement among persons of the 

same epoch. In Plato’s Republic we find the three points — 

of view represented by different persons in the dialogue. 

The question, What is justice? being started, an answer to 

it is first given from the point of view of popular morality 

in the persons of Cephalus and of his son Polemarchus, who— | 

define it to be, in the words of Simonides, ‘ paying to every 

one what you owe them.’ To this definition captious diffi- — 

culties are started,—difficulties which the popular morality, 

owing to its unphilosophical tenure of all conceptions, is 

quite unable to meet. Then comes an answer from the — 

sophistical point of view, in the person of Thrasymachus, 

that ‘justice is the advantage of the stronger’ This 

having been overthrown, partly by an able sophistical 

skirmish, partly by the assertion of a deeper moral convic- 4 

tion,—the field is left open for a philosophical answer 

to the question. And this accordingly occupies the re-— 

mainder of Plato’s Republic, the different sides of the 

answer being represented by different personages; Glaucon 

and Adeimantus personifying the practical understanding 

which is only gradually brought into harmony with philo- 

sophy, Socrates the higher reason and the most purely” 

philosophical conception. Almost all the dialogues of Plato, 

which touch on moral questions, may be said to illustrate — 

the collision between the above-mentioned different periods 

or points of view, though none so fully as the Republie 

Some dialogues, which are merely tentative, as the Luthy- 

phro, Lysis, Charmides, Laches, &c., content themselves 

with showing the unsatisfactoriness of the popular concep= 

tions; common definitions are overthrown; the difficulty 

of the subject is exposed; a deeper method is suggested 5 

but the question is left at last without an answer. In ee 
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as in the Hippias Major, Protagoras, Gorgias, and Huthy- 

demus, various aspects of the sophistical point of view are 

exposed ; (on which we shall find much material for discus- 

sion hereafter); in all the dialogues a glimpse, at all events, 

of true philosophy is suggested; in a few only, as in the 

Philebus, is there anything like a proportion of constructive 

to the destructive dialectic. 

Plato’s wonderful dramatic pictures hold up a mirror to 

the different phases of error and truth in the human mind, 

so that we turn to his dialogues as to real life. But all 

reasonings on morality must exhibit the distinction existing 

between the popular, the sophistic, and the philosophical 

points of view. This distinction will be found marked in the 

Ethics of Aristotle, only Aristotle is less hostile than Plato to 

the popular conceptions, and rather considers them as the 

exponents of a true instinct with which his own theories must 

be brought into harmony. Also, being more concerned with 

the attainment and enunciation of truth than with recording 

its genesis, he does not dwell on the relation of the sophistical 

spirit to morality. He touches on certain sceptical and arbi- 

trary opinions concerning morals which may be considered as 

the remnants of sophistry. But among these we must not 

reckon philosophical opinions with which he disagrees, since 

philosophy may be mistaken and yet be philosophy, if its 

spirit be pure. 

Without laying too much stress on our three divisions, we 

may at all events regard them as convenient chronological 

heads. And let us now proceed to make some remarks on 

the characteristics of the first period of Grecian Ethics. 

I. It has been said that ‘before Socrates there was no 

morality in Greece, but only propriety of conduct.’? This 

* Hegel, Geschichte der Philosophie, | waren sittliche, nicht moralische Men- 

ii, 43: ‘Die Athener vor Socrates | schen.’ 
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sentence conveys the same meaning as the argument in 

Plato’s Phado (p. 68 D), that ‘without philosophy there is 

no morality, for the popular courage is a sort of fear, and the 

popular temperance a sort of intemperance.’ It rightly 

asserts that the highest kind of goodness is inseparable from. 

wisdom, from a distinct consciousness of the meaning of acts— 

from a sense of the absoluteness of right in itself. ‘ Morality’ 

according to this view only exists when the individual can 

say, ‘I am a law to myself, the edicts of the state and of 

society are valid to me because they are my edicts—because 

they are pronounced by the voice of reason and of right that 

isin me.’ It however puts perhaps too great a restriction 

upon the term ‘morality,’ as if nothing but the highest moral 

goodness were ‘morality’ at all. It seems absurd to charac- 

terise as mere ‘ propriety of conduct’ the acts of generosity, 

patriotism, endurance, and devotion, which were done, and the 

blameless lives that were led, long before there was any 

philosophy of right and wrong. Indeed there is something 

that seems more attractive about instinctive acts of noble- 

ness, than about a reasoned goodness. To some the innocent 

obedience of the child appears more lovely than the virtue 

of the man. Still instinct is inferior to reason, the child is 

less than the man; and if God makes us what we are in 

childhood, we must re-make ourselves in maturer age; and 

it is the law of our nature that what was at first only 

potential in us, and only dimly felt as an instinct, should 

become realised by us and present to our consciousness. The 

very word ‘conscience, on which right so much depends, is 

only another term to express ‘consciousness,’ and a man 

differs from a machine in this, that the one has a law in 

itself,—is moved, as Aristotle would say, cata Aoyov; the 

other is moved peta doyov, has the law both in and for 

himself. 
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Without entering into speculations on the origin of society, 

we may safely assert that, as far as historical evidence goes, 

the broad distinctions between crime and virtue seem always 

to have been marked. National temperament, organisation, 

climate, and a certain latent national idea that has to be 

gradually developed —these go some way to mould the 

general human instincts of right and wrong, and these pro- 

duce whatever is special in the national life and customs and 

code of laws (for occasion calls forth legislation, and so a code 

of laws grows up); and thus men live and do well or ill, and 

obtain praise or blame, are punished and rewarded. But as 

yet there is no rationale of all this. It is an age of action 

rather than of reflection—of poetry rather than analysis. To 

this succeeds a time when the first generalisations about life, 

in the shape of proverbs and maxims, begin to spring up. 

These are wise, but they do not constitute philosophy. They 

seldom rise above the level of prudential considerations, or 

| empirical remarks on life, but they serve the requirements 

| of those for whom they are made. Later, however, poetry 

and proverbs cease to satisfy the minds of thinkers; the 

thoroughly-awakened intellect now calls in question the old 

Saws and maxims, the authority of the poets, and even the 

validity of the institutions of society itself. After this has 

| come to pass, the age of unconscious morality, for cultivated 

men at least, has ceased for ever. In the quickly ripening 

mind of Greece, the different stages of the progress we have 

described succeed each other in distinct and rapid succession. 

In Christendom, from a variety of causes, it was impossible 

that the phenomenon should be re-enacted with the same 

simplicity. 

To give an adequate account of morality in Greece, 

_| before the birth of moral philosophy, would be nothing less 

| than giving as far as possible an entire picture of Hellenic 
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life. Customs, institutions, and laws, whether local cr uni- 

versal; recorded actions of states or individuals; remains of 

song or oratory; sentiments of writers; and the works of 

art,—would all have to be put in evidence. One would have, 

in short, to do for the Grecian states from the beginning 

of history what Mr. Lecky* has done for the Roman Em- 

pire. But to do this is not necessary for a comprehension 

of Aristotle, and it is not our present purpose,—which is 

only to show how moral philosophy in Greece took its rise 

out of the general morality. Still, we have to remember 

that Aristotle takes for granted the general Hellenic 

morality, and that this is always in the back ground of all 

that he says. We have therefore to take account of it, and 

if possible do it justice. 

It has been well said* that ‘to suppose that the Greeks 

were not a highly moralised race is perhaps the strangest 

misconception to which religious prejudice has ever given 

rise. If their morality was esthetic and not theocratic, it 

was none the less on that account humane and real.’ ‘ As a 

necessary condition of artistic freedom, the soul of man in 

Greece was implicit with God or nature in what may be 

called an animal unity. Mankind, as sinless and simple as 

any other race that lives and dies upon the globe, formed a 

part of the natural order of the world. The sensual impulses, 

like the intellectual and moral, were then held void of crime 

and harmless. Health and good taste controlled the phy- 

sical appetites of man, just as the appetites of animals are 

regulated by an unerring instinct. In the same way a 

standard of moderation determined moral virtue and intel- 

lectual excellence. But beyond this merely protective check 

% History of European Morals from 4 Studies of the Greek Poets, by 

Augustus to Charlemagne, by W. E. | Joha Addington Symonds. (London, 

H. Lecky. (London, 1868.) 1873) p. 417-419. 
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upon the passions, a noble sense of the beautiful, as that 

which is balanced and restrained within limits, prevented 

the Greeks of the best period from diverging into Asiatic 

extravagance of pleasure. Licence was reckoned barbarous, 

and the barbarians were slaves by nature, dice dovdo: 

Hellenes, born to be free men, took pride in temperance. 

Their cw¢ poovyn, co-extensive as a protective virtue with the 

whole of their 76 xadXov, was essentially Greek—the quality 

beloved by Phoebus, in whom was no dark place nor any flaw.’ 

To these remarks we may add that the Greeks did not leave 

Temperance to stand alone as the guide of life, but to Tem- 

perance they added Courage, and to Courage Justice, and 

to Justice Wisdom. Under Courage was summed up much 

of what we call ‘ duty,’ 7.e. duty to the state, a feeling which 

pervaded Hellenic life. The death of the heroes of Ther- 

- mopyle was a typical instance of duty under the name of 

Courage. Justice again was the Greek summary of ‘ duty 

to one’s neighbour,’ afterwards supplemented by the concep- 

| tion of Equity, in which a fine and tender charity was in- 

herent (see note on Hth. v. x. 1). And Wisdom, even accord- 

_ ing to popular notions, implied calmness and elevation of 

soul (see Hth. 1. iv. 3). It is obvious that such a code as 

_ this could only arise among an essentially moral and noble 

_ people. 

But a popular morality arising out of noble instincts, 

_ whatever be its substantial merits, must still have the defect 

» that it can give no account of itself, and that, if asked for 

such an account, it tends to base itself on inadequate 

grounds. This displeases the philosophers, and hence in the 

| dialogues of Plato we find a disparaging picture of the 

| popular morality of Greece. The following are the chief 

| characteristics attributed to it: (1) It is shown to be based 

- upon the authority of texts and maxims, and these maxims 

VOL. I. G 
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appear to be merely prudential. (2) It is shown to be apt 

to connect itself with a superstitious and unworthy idea of 

religion, such as was set forth in the mysteries, and which 

constituted the trade of juggling hierophants. 

With regard to the former point, nothing is more marked 

than the unbounded reverence of the Greeks for the old 

national literature. Homer, Hesiod, and the Gnomic 

poets, constituted the educational course. Add to these 

the saws of the Seven Wise Men and a set of aphorisms 

of the same calibre, which sprang up in the sixth century, 

and we have before us one of the main sources of Greek 

views of life. It was perhaps in the age of the Pisistratidee 

that the formation and promulgation of this system of texts 

took place most actively. In the little dialogue called Hip- 

parchus, attributed to Plato, but of uncertain authorship, 

we find an episode (from which the dialogue is named) 

recounting a fact, if not literally, at all events symbolically 

true. It relates that Hipparchus, the wisest of the sons of 

Pisistratus, wishing to educate the citizens, introduced the 

poems of Homer, and made Rhapsodes recite them at the 

Panathenea. Also, that he kept Simonides near him, and 

sent to fetch Anacreon of Teos. Also, that he set up obelisks 

along the streets and the roads, carved with sentences of 

wisdom, selected from various sources, or invented by himself, 

some of which even rivalled the ‘ Know thyself, and other 

famous inscriptions at Delphi. 

It is obvious how much the various influences here 

specified worked on the Athenian mind. The mouths of the 

people were full of these maxims, and when Socrates asked 

for the definition of any moral term, he was answered by a 

quotation from Simonides, Hesiod, or Homer. The same 

tendency was not confined to Athens, but was doubtless, with 

modifications, prevalent throughout Greece. With regard 
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to the worth of the authorities above specified, a few words 

may be said, taking each separately. The morality in Homer 

is what you would expect. It is concrete, not abstract; it 

expresses the conception of a heroic life rather than a philo- 

sophical theory. It is mixed up with a religion which really 

consists in a celebration of the beauty of the world, and in 

a deification of the strong, bright, and brilliant qualities of 

human nature. It is a morality uninfluenced by a regard to 

a future life. It clings with intense enjoyment and love to 

the present world, and the state after death looms in the 

distance as a cold and repugnant shadow. And yet it would 

often hold death preferable to disgrace. The distinction 

between a noble and an ignoble nature is strongly marked in 

Homer, and yet the sense of right and wrong about particular 

actions seems very fluctuating. A sensuous conception of 

happiness and the chief good is often apparent, and there is 

great indistinctness about all psychological terms and con- 

ceptions. Life and mind, breath and soul, thought and sen- 

sation, seem blended or confused together. Plato’s opinion 

of Homer was a reaction against the popular enthusiasm, and 

we must take Plato’s expressions not as an absolute verdict, 

but as relative to the unthinking reverence of his countrymen. 

1 He speaks as if irritated at the wide influence exercised by a 

_ book in which there was so little philosophy. 

If we consider Homer in his true light, as the product and 

| exponent, rather than as the producer of the national modes 

of thought, Plato’s criticisms will then appear merely as 

directed against the earliest and most instinctive conceptions 

of morality, as a protest against perpetuating these and 

| treating them as if they were adequate for a more advanced 

age. Socrates says (Repub. p. 606 E), ‘You will find the 

praisers of Homer maintaining that this poet has educated all 

oe SR er ee Greece, and that with a view to the direction and cultivation 

a 2 
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of human nature he is worthy to be taken up and learnt 

by heart; that in short one should frame one’s whole life 

according to this poet. To these gentlemen,’ continues 

Socrates, ‘you should pay all respect, and concede to them 

that Homer was a great poet and first of the tragie writers 

(qrountixwTatop sivas Kai TpaTOV TOY Tpaywdorralay) ; but you 

should hold to the conviction that poetry is only to be ad- 

mitted into a state in the shape of hymns to the Gods and 

encomia on the good.’ The point of view from which this is 

said is evidently that, in comparison with the vast importance 

of a philosophic morality, everything else is to be considered 

of little value and to be set aside. The faults that Plato 

finds with Homer in detail are, that he recommends justice 

by the inducements of temporal rewards (Repub. pp. 363 A, 

612 B), thus turning morality into prudence; that he makes 

God the source of evil as well as of good (Repub. p. 379 C) 5 

that he makes God changeable (p. 381 D); that he represents 

the gods as capable of being bribed with offerings (p. 364 D); 

that he gives a gloomy picture of the soul after death, 

describing the future world in a way which is calculated 

to depress the mind and fill it with unmanly forebodings 

(p. 387); that he represents his heroes as yielding to ex- 

cessive and ungoverned emotion, and that even his gods give 

way to immoderate laughter (pp. 388-9); and that instances 

of intemperance, both in language, and in the indulgence of 

the appetites, often form a part of his narrative (p. 390). 

In the Lthies of Aristotle the poems of Homer are frequently 

referred to for the sake of illustration as being a perfectly 

well-known literature. Thus the warning of Calypso—or, 

as it should have been, Circe (Zth. 11. ix. 3); the dangerous 

charms of Helen (11. ix. 6); and the procedure of the Homeri¢ 

Kings (in. iii. 18); are used as figures to illustrate moral 

or psychological truths. Again, instances of any particular 
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phenomenon are hence cited; as for example, Diomede’* and 

Hector are cited as an instance of political courage (111. 

vili. 2). In other places Aristotle® appeals to the words of 

Homer, in the same way that he does to the popular lan- 

guage, namely, as containing a latent philosophy in itself, 

and as bearing witness to the conclusions of philosophy. 

Thus Homer’s calling Agamemnon ‘shepherd of the people’ 

(vyuI. xi. 1), and his physical descriptions of courage (11. 

Vili. 10), are appealed to as containing, or testifying to, 

philosophical truths. 

Turning from Homer to Hesiod, we discover at once a 

certain change or difference in spirit, and in the views that 

are taken of human life. In the Works and Days those that 

fought at Troy are represented as ‘a race of demi-gods and 

beatified heroes,’ dwelling in the ‘ happy isles’ free from care 

or sorrow; whereas with Homer, these personages are merely 

illustrious mortals, subject to the same passions and suffer- 

ings as their descendants, and condemned at their death to 

the same dismal after life of Hades, so gloomily depicted in 

the Odyssey.’ Not only does this difference point to a de- 

velopment in the Grecian mythology, indicating the matured 

growth of the popular hero-worship; it also shows a feeling 

which characterises other parts of Hesiod, a sense that a 

bright period is lost, and ‘that there had passed away a 

glory from the earth.’ 

The poet is no longer carried out of himself in thinking 

of the deeds of Achilles and Hector. He laments that he 

has fallen on evil days, that he lives in the last and worst of 

the Five Ages of the World.§ He finds ‘all things full of 

5 So ia the Eudemian book (v. ix. 7) 7 Mure’s Literature of Greece, Vol. 

Glaueus and Diomede are referred | II. p. 402. 

to. Se Wer 72)sqq. 

6 Cf. also the Eudemian books, vit. | mnkér’ Emett’ SpPeiroy eye méumroise 

Vil. 2, VII. i. 1, and vii. vi. 3. Mereivat 
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labour. He is conscious of a Fall of Man, and accounts for 

this by two inconsistent episodes, the one® representing man- 

kind, through the fatal gift of Pandora, blighted at the very 

outset; the other! describing a gradual decadence from the 

primeval Golden Age. Once the gods dwelt upon earth, but — 

now even Honour that does no wrong, and Retribution that 

suffers no wrong (Adda@s xat Néweous), the last of the Im- 

mortals, have gone and left us.!! Mixed up with this sad 

and gloomy view of the state of the world, we find indi- 

cations of a religious belief which is in some respects more 

elevated than the theology of Homer. Hesiod represents 

the messengers of Zeus, thirty thousand daemons, as always 

pervading the earth, and watching on deeds of justice and 

injustice.!2 A belief in the moral government of God is 

here indicated, though it is expressed in a polytheistic 

manner, and there is a want of confidence and trust in the 

divine benevolence. The gods are only just, and not benign. 

Hesiod’s book of the Works and Days is apparently a cento, 

containing the elements of at least two separate poems, the 

one an address to the poet’s brother Perses, with an appeal 

against his injustice; the other perhaps by a different hand, 

containing maxims of agriculture, and an account of the 

operations at different seasons. Into this part different 

sententious rules of conduct are interwoven, which may 

be rather national and Beeotian than belonging to any one 

avipaow, Grd’  mpdobe Oaveiv, 2 1 Vy. 195-199. 

emreita yeverOau 2 V. 250 sq. 
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particular author. The morality of Hesiod, whatever its 

origin, contains a fine practical view of life. It enjoins 

justice, energy, and above all, temperance and simplicity 

of living. Nothing can be finer than the saying!’ quoted 

by Plato (cf. Repub. p. 466 C; Laws, p. 690 E), ‘How 

much is the half greater than the whole! how great a 

blessing is there in mallows and asphodelus!’ Plato finds 

fault with Hesiod that his is a merely prudential Ethics, or 

eudemonism, that he recommends justice by the promise 

of temporal advantage (Repub. p. 363 A). Many of his 

maxims are indeed not above the level of a yeoman’s 

morality, consisting in advice about the treatment of 

neighbours, servants, &c. One of these Aristotle alludes 

to (Hth. 1x. i. 6). It is the recommendation that, even 

between friends, wages should be stipulated and the bar- 

gain kept. Of a different stamp, however, is that passage 

of Hesiod, which has been so repeatedly quoted.'* It con- 

tains the same figure to represent virtue and vice, which 

was afterwards consecrated in the mouth of Christ: ‘The 

road to vice may easily be travelled by crowds, for it is 

smooth, and she dwells close at hand. But the path of 

virtue is steep and difficult, and the gods have ordained 

that only by toil can she be reached.’ And this truth is 

rendered still deeper, by the addition, that ‘He is best 

who acts on his own convictions, while he is second-best 

who acts in obedience to the counsel of others.’ Aristotle 

cites this latter saying (Hth. 1. iv. 7), which contains more 

than, in all probability, its author was conscious of. He 

eV. 40 5q. | M™ Xen. Memorah. mm. 1. 20. Plato, 
A > ¢ ©) 

vio, ovde toacw bom mA€oy Huiov | Repub. p. 3640. Laws, p.718 E. Pro- 
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also quotes from Hesiod another most acute remark,’ 

which is to the effect that society is constructed upon a 

basis of competition,—that a principle of strife which 

makes ‘potter foe to potter’ (Eth. vu. i. 6), produces all 

honourable enterprises. It may truly be said that if — 

Hesiod was no moral philosopher, he was a very great 

moralist. 

Passing on now to the ‘Seven Wise Men,’ the heroes of 

the sixth century B.c., who are separated from Hesiod by we 

cannot tell how wide a chronological interval, we do not 

find any great advance made beyond him in their moral 

point of view, but rather a following out of the same direc- 

tion. We find still a prudential Ethics dealing in a dis- 

jointed, but often a forcible and pregnant manner, with 

the various parts of life. Of the ‘Seven,’ it was well said 

by Diczarchus (ap. Diog. Laert. 1. 40) that ‘they were 

neither speculators nor philosophers (o}te copods ovte gido- 

aogous, N.B. codovs is here used in a, restricted and Ari- 

stotelian sense), but men of insight, with a turn for 

legislation (ouvetovs 6€ Twas Kal vopobetixovs). They 

belonged to an era of political change, which was caleu- 

lated to teach experience and to call forth worldly wisdom, 

the era of the overthrow of hereditary monarchs in Greece. 

All the sages were either tyrants, or legislators, or the 

advisers of those in power. The number seven is of later 

date, and probably a mere attempt at completeness. There 

is no agreement as to the list, but the names most gene- 

rally specified are Thales, Solon, Periander, Cleobulus, 

“gees ‘ 
LEN BOUL (eF 71 8 emipmwunrh, 1.7.2. 
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Chilon, Bias, Pittacus. Of these Thales ought to be ex- 

empted from the criticism of Dicearchus, for though many 

adages are attributed to him, he was no mere politician, 

but a deep thinker, and the first speculative philosopher of 

Greece. What was most distinctive in Thales does not 

belong to the level of thought which we are now con- 

sidering. Of the rest of the Sages it was said by Anaxi- 

menes (ap. Diog. Laert. l.¢.), that they ‘all tried their 

hand at poetry.’ ‘his is characteristic of a period ante- 

cedent to the formation of anything like a prose style. Of 

the poems of Solon, considerable passages are preserved to 

us; they consist of elegies, in which the political circum- 

stances of Solon’s lifetime are recorded, and into which 

sufficient general reflections on human nature are inter- 

woven to entitle him to be called a Gnomic poet. Solon’s 

views of life, as far as they appear in his poetry, are cha- 

| racterised by a manliness which contrasts them with the 

soft Lydian effeminacy of Mimnermus, to one of whose 

sentiments Solon made answer. Mimnermus having ex- 

pressed a wish for a painless life and a death at the age 

of sixty, Solon answers: ‘Bear me no ill will for having 

thought on this subject better than you—alter the words 

and sing, “* May the fate of death reach me in my eightieth 

year.”’ In one passage of his works Solon divides human 

life into periods of seven years, and assigns to each its 

proper physical and mental occupations (frag. 14); in 

another the multifarious pursuits of men are described, 

and their inability to command success, because fate brings 

good and ill to mortals, and man cannot escape from the 

destiny allotted to him by the gods (Fr. 5). Let us now 

‘compare these two last sentiments with that saying 

which is always connected with the name of Solon, and 

which was thought worthy of a careful examination by 

> 
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Aristotle (Eth. 1. x.-xi.), the saying, that ‘One must look 

to the end, or that ‘No one can be called happy while he 

lives.’ The story of Solon’s conversation with Croesus, as 

given by Herodotus, is in all probability totally without 

historical foundation. It has the aspect of a rhetorical 

érlosiévs dressed up by some Sophist to illustrate the gnome 

of Solon. However, the beauty of the story as related by 

Herodotus, no one can deny. The gnome itself in its present 

form has this merit, that it is perhaps the first attempt 

to regard life as a whole. It denies the name of happi- 

ness to the pleasure or prosperity of a moment. But its 

fault is, as Aristotle points out, that it makes happiness 

purely to consist in external fortune, it implies too little 

faith in, and too little regard for, the internal conscious- 

ness, Which after all is far the most essential element of 

happiness. Moreover, there is a sort of superstition mani-— 

fested in this view, and in the above-quoted verses of Solon. 

It represents the Deity as ‘envious’ of human happiness, 

This view is elsewhere reprobated by Aristotle (Metuphys. 

I. li. 13); 1t was a view, perhaps, natural in a period of 

political change and personal vicissitude, previous to the 

development of any philosophy which could read the per- 

manent behind the changeable.!® 

The remainder of the ‘Seven’ hardly need a mention in 

detail. The sayings attributed to them are too little con- 

nected to merit a criticism from a scientific point of view. 

‘The uncertainty of human things, the brevity of life, the 

® Mr. Symonds attributes an un- | beliefina jealous God, and the doe- 
Greek origin to this and other ideas. | trine of hereditary guilt in Theognis, 
He says (Studies of the Greek Poets, | Herodotus, and Solon, are fragments’ 

p- 417): ‘The blood-justice of the | of primitive or Asiatic super 

Eumenides, the asceticism of Pytha- | unharmonised with the serene element 
goras, the purificatory rites of Empe- | of the Hellenic spirit,’ | 
docles and Epimenides, the fetichistie 

t 
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unhappiness of the poor, the blessing of friendship, the 

sanctity of an oath, the force of necessity, the power of 

time, such are the most ordinary subjects of their gnomes, 

when they do not reduce themselves to the simple rules of 

prudence.’!’ However, some of the utterances of this era 

of proverbial philosophy stand conspicuous among the rest, 

containing a depth of meaning of which their authors could 

have been only half conscious. This meaning was drawn 

out and developed by later philosophers. The My&iv dyav 

of Solon, and the Mérpov dpiorov of Cleobulus passed almost 

into something new in the werpuorTns of Plato; and the Tyvade 

geavtov (of uncertain authorship), which was inscribed on 

the front of the temple at Delphi, became in the hands of 

Socrates in a measure the foundation of philosophy. In 

the Kthics of Aristotle, proverbs of this epoch, as, for in- 

stance, modAas 6 didias ampoonyopia Sighvoev (VIII. v. 1), 

| ecOdot piv yap arAds, K.7.A. (IL. vi. 14), KdAALCTOV TO 
Sikauotarov «.7.A, (I. viii. 14), are occasionally quoted, 
without any author’s name.!8 

Two more poets may be mentioned who will serve to 

complete our specimens of the sixth century thought on 

moral subjects. These are Theognis and Simonides. They 

both were great authorities, as is evinced by their being 

so frequently cited in the writings of the ancients. They 

both have this in common that their verse betrays a constant 

reflectiveness on human life. But the tone is to some 

extent different. Theognis draws a darker picture than 
Simonides. Theognis exhibits traces of a harassed and 
unfortunate life, and the pressure of circumstances. Simon- 
ides, who lived through the Persian wars, writes in a more 

* Renouvier, Manuel de Phil, Ane, 1S Eudemus (vy. i. 16) attributes the 
I, ps 127, saying, ‘ Office shows the man,’ to Bias, 
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manly strain, as if inspired by the times and the glorious 

deeds of his countrymen, which he celebrated in his poetry. 

Theognis appears to have lived during the latter half of the 

sixth century. His writings are chiefly autobiographical, 

and consist of reflections caused by the political events of 

his life and of his native city Megara. He seems to have 

belonged to the aristocratic party and to have suffered exile, 

losing all his property and barely escaping with his life. 

His feelings of indignation are constantly expressed in his 

poems—in which perhaps the greatest peculiarity is, that 

in them the terms aya@o/ and éc@doi are used to designate 

his own party, the nobles, while the commons are called 

kaxol and dzAo% It must not be supposed that these 

terms had hitherto no ethical meaning, though of course 

scientific ethical definitions had as yet never been attempted. 

But the words é¢@Ads and xaxos occur in Hesiod in quite 

as distinctive a sense, as the terms ‘good man,’ and ‘ bad 

man,’ are used in general now. It is the extreme of political 

partisanship expressing itself in a naive and unconscious 

manner which causes Theognis to identify goodness with 

the aristocratic classes, and badness with the commonalty 

of his city. We find in his writings a strange intermix- 

ture and confusion of political and ethical thoughts. In 

the celebrated passage which dwells on the influence of as- 

sociates, he begins by saying ‘You should eat and drink 

with those who have great power’ (7.e. the nobles), ‘for from 

the good you will learn what is good, but by mixing with 

the bad you will lose what reason you have.’ Here an 
undeniable moral axiom is made to assume a political aspect, 

which indeed impairs its force. Plato, in the Meno,}° quotes 
| 
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this passage and shows that it is contradicted by another 

passage of Theognis, which declares education to be of no 

effect. Theognis appears to have felt at different times 

with equal force the two points of view about education. 

At one time education appears to be everything, at another 

time, nothing. 

All the expressions of Theognis, as indeed of the other 

Gnomic poets, seem characterised by perfect naturalness, if 

such a word might be used. They contain no attempt to 

reduce life to a theory; they flow from the heart of the 

individual according as he feels joy or sorrow. They ex- 

hibit no striving to be above circumstances,—rather the 

full, unrestrained wail of one who bitterly feels the might 

of circumstances. They do not seek to be logical; on the 

contrary, they are full of inconsistencies. In one place 

Theognis says (173-182), ‘if one is poor it is better to die 

than live; one should cast oneself from some high cliff into 

the sea.’ In another place (315-318), ‘Many of the bad 

are rich, and the good poor, yet one would not exchange 

one’s virtue for riches.’ In the views of Theognis, as we 

saw before in those of Solon, there may be traced a super- 

stitious feeling of the resistless power, and at the same time 

kal mapa Totow mive Kal oe Kal meta | moddobs bv pucbobs Kal peyddous 

ToL Epepov 

We kad Gvdave tots Gv pmeydan Sbva- | of Suvdwevor rovTo Torety Kar 

pus. o wor’ ay e& aya800 marpos EyevTO 

CoOAGY piv yap tm ecOAG BiSdEEou, Hv | Kakds, 

dé Kakotow meOduevos mvOoiTr Tadppootv, GAM Ou- 

Tumuloyns, awodets Kal toy edyTa | SaoKkwy 

voy. ov Tore Toinoes Tov Kakdy wy5p’ 

ola® rt év robros wey ds SidaxToo | ayaddy, 

ovens Tis apetis Néyer; M. dalveral — ervoets bri adros aStG maddy wep) TOY 

Ys. %.’Ev dAdos 5€ ye dAlyor peta- | adtay tavaytia rA€yer; 95 C sqq. 

Rds, ci 8 iv wointdy, prot, cat MGeroy | Both of these passages of Theognis 

avdp) vdnua A€yet tws Bre | are alluded to by Aristotle in the 
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the arbitrary will of the gods. As to the standard of duty 

in ‘his poems, such a conception must needs be held to 

have been very wavering in him who could write (363 sq.), 

‘Flatter your enemy, and when you have got him into 

your power, wreak your vengeance, and do not spare him,’ 

It is obvious that the elegiac form adopted by Theognis 

gave an air of universality to maxims which were only 

suitable to his own troubled times, and his own angry spirit. 

To accept the cynicism and the complaints of Byron as if 

of universal applicability, would be almost a parallel to 

what actually took place in Greece, when the verses of 

Theognis were quoted as an authority in morals. That 

this could ever have been the case, shows how great was 

the want of a more fixed standard, and almost justifies the 

sweeping attacks made by Plato upon the poets. 

In the verses of Simonides of Ceos there is, as we have 

said, a more healthy spirit. His life (B.c. 556-467) was 

prosperous, and was spent in different courts, especially 

those of Hipparchus at Athens, of the Aleuads and Scopads 

in Thessaly, of Hiero at Syracuse. If Theognis be com- 

pared to Byron among the moderns, Simonides may, in 

some respects, be compared to Goethe, though Goethe 

exhibits no parallel to his spirited and even impassioned 

songs on the heroic incidents of the war. But the courtly 

demeanour of Simonides, to which he seems to have some- 

what sacrificed his independence, his worldly wisdom, his. 

moderation of views, his realistic tendencies with regard to. 

life, and his efforts for a calm and unruffled enjoyment, 

remind one a little of the great German. Beyond heroism) 

in war, Simonides does not appear to have held any exalted 

notions of the possibilities of virtue. There is a very inter- 

esting discussion in the Protagoras of Plato (pp. 339-346), 

on the meaning of some strophes in one of the Epinician 
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odes of Simonides. This discussion has the effect of ex- 

hibiting the critical ability of Socrates as superior to that 

of Protagoras. The import of the passage criticised appears 

to be, that, ‘while absolute perfection (tetpdywvov dwev 

yroyou yevéo@ar) is well-nigh impossible, yet Simonides will 

not accept the saying of Pittacus, “it is hard to be good,” 

—for misfortune makes a man bad and prosperity good; 

good is mixed with evil, and Simonides will be satisfied 

if a man be not utterly evil and useless ;—he will give up 

vain and impracticable hopes, and praise and love all who 

do not voluntarily commit base actions.’ These expressions 

are very characteristic of Simonides. We may remark in 

them (1) the criticism upon Pittacus, which shows the 

advance of reflective morality; (2) the point of view taken, 

namely, a sort of worldly moderation. Simonides complains 

that Pittacus has set up too high an ideal of virtue, and 

then proclaimed the difficulty of attaining it. Simonides 

_ proposes to substitute a more practical standard. 

In thus discussing one of the gnomes of the Seven Sages, 

_ Simonides approaches in some degree to the mode of thought 

of the Sophists, but in later times he was taken as the re- 

| presentative of the old school, in contradistinction to ¢ young 

Athens, with its sophistical ideas. Thus in the Clouds of 

| Aristophanes (1355-1362), Strepsiades calls for one of the 

| Scolia of Simonides, while his son treats them with con- 

tempt. A sort of sententious wisdom appears to have been 
aimed at by this courtly poet ; a specimen of this is given in 
the Republic of Plato (p. 331 E), where justice is defined, 
according to Simonides, to consist in ‘ paying one’s debts.’ 
be is easy to show this definition inadequate, and yet it was 
(* beginning. The quickly developing mind of Greece could 
not long remain in that stage to which Simonides had at- 
tained; it was imperatively necessary that it should break 
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away, and by force of questioning, obtain a more scientific 

view. We might say of the aphoristic morality of the poets 

and sages of the sixth century B.c. what Aristotle says of 

the early philosophers, namely, that ‘without being skilled — 

boxers, they sometimes give a good blow’ (Metaphysics, 

TSW 4) 

During the fifth century B.c. poetry in Greece continued 

to represent, or contribute to, the popular beliefs in morals, 

while as yet moral philosophy was not. The great poetical 

figures of this time were of course Pindar (522-443, B.c.), 

and the Attic Tragedians, who succeeded each other at brief 

intervals, since A‘schylus gained his first prize in 484, B.C., 

Sophocles his first in 468, B.c., Euripides his first in 441, B.C. 

Of Pindar, Mr. Symonds well says: ‘ The whole of his poetry 

is impregnated with a lively sense of the divine in the world. 

Accepting the religious traditions of his ancestors with 

simple faith, he adds more of spiritual severity and of 

mystical morality than we find in Homer. Yet he is not 

superstitious or credulous. He can afford to criticise the 

mvths like Xenophanes and Plato, refusing to believe that a 

blessed god could be a glutton.?? In Pindar indeed we see 

the fine flower of Hellenic religion, free from subservience 

to creeds and ceremonies, capable of extracting sublime 

morality from mythical legends, and adding to the old 

joyousness of the Homeric faith a deeper and more awful 

perception of superhuman mysteries. The philosophical 

scepticism which in Greece, after the age of Pericles, cor- 

roded both the fabric of mythology and the indistinct doe- 

trines of theological monotheism, had not yet begun to act.’ 

Pindar held indeed to the Hellenic religion, but he vivified 

and eleyated it by the introduction of an element drawn 

*0 The reference here is to Olymp. 1. 
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from Orphie or Pythagorean sources. His pictures of the 

rewards and punishments beyond the grave form a great 

The 

Hades of Homer was a gloomy negation, and the ‘ happy 

advance upon the creed of both Homer and Hesiod. 

isles’ of Hesiod were peopled by the heroes of Troy. But 

Pindar connects the torments or blessings of the soul ina 

future state with its moral actions upon earth; and (intro- 

ducing the oriental conception of Metempsychosis) he opens 

Paradise to those souls which during three successive lives 

~have kept themselves pure from crime. It can hardly be 

doubted that the lyric strains of Pindar, embodying this 

doctrine, did much to influence the thought of Plato and to 

produce his sublime conceptions (set forth in Phado, Gorgias, 

and Republic) of a future life of the soul dependent on the 

moral purity and the philosophic wisdom attained by it in 

this world. And if so, Pindar has played an important part 

in the history of Eschatology”! in Europe. His views of the 

present life are distinguished by a certain God-fearing 

| sobriety. While celebrating the wealth, the strenuous effort, 

and the good fortune (dASos, apet7, evtvyia) of the Victors 

of the games, he does not fail to admonish them of the 

woe on which no eye can bear to 

look. Those who have thrice endured 

on either side the grave to keep their 

spirits wholly free from crime journey 

on the road of Zeus to the tower of 

where round the 

blow breezes ocean-borne ; and flowers 

of gold burn—some on the land from 

radiant trees, and others the wave 

feeds; with necklaces whereof they 

*1 The following is Mr. Symonds’ 
prosetranslation of Pindar Olymp. ii.: 

‘Among the dead, sinful souls at 

onee pay penalty, and the crimes done 

jin this realm of Zeus are judged 

% beneath the earth by one who gives 

j jsentence under dire necessity. But 

the good, enjoying perpetual sunlight 
2qually by night and day, receive a 

ife more free from woe than this of 

es 

Cronos: islands 

murs; they trouble not the earth with 

itrength of hand, nor the water of the 

ea for scanty sustenance ; but, with 

_ jhe honoured of the gods, all they who 

elighted in the keeping of their oath 
ass a tearless age; the others suffer 

VOL. I. 

| twine their heads and brows, in the 

just decrees of Rhadamanthus, whose 

father Cronos has for a perpetual 

colleague he who is spouse of Rhea 

throned above all gods,’ 
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fleeting character of life and prosperity, and to preach 

moderation and continence (evkoopla, cwdpocvvn, pnoev — | 

dyav). He chooses for himself a middle status in society 

and deprecates the lot of kings (Pyth. xi. 50). The follow- — 

ing is his conception of a summum bonwm upon earth 

(Pyth. x. 22): ‘That man is happy and song-worthy by the g ‘ 

skilled, who, victorious by might of hand or vigour of foot, = 

achieves the greatest prizes with daring and with strengila 

and who in lifetime sees his son, while yet a boy, crowned | 

happily with Pythian wreaths. The brazen heaven, it is” 

true, is inaccessible to him; but whatsoever joys we race of 

mortals touch, he reaches to the farthest voyage.’ = 

The Attic Dramatists are the exponents of the spirit of — 

the Athenian people quickened by the sense of their trium~- 

phant delivery from the great ‘national peril of the Persian” 

invasions. They represent successively the rapidly sueceed= 

ing phases of the Athenian mind. Their great theme, the 

fundamental idea of their tragedies, as indeed of the Greek 

legends on which they were based, was Nemesis— Retribution 

either for crime committed, or for insolent prosperity and 

pride of life. ; 

Mr. Symonds (Studies of the Greek Poets, pp. 190-205) 

has well analysed the different forms of this idea as it 

appears in ZEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. In Aéschylus 

Retribution (épacarts tabeiv tpvygp@v pos) is the revelation 

of an offended Deity ; in Sophocles it is rather the exhibition 

of a moral law: our attention is drawn to the human cha- 

racter of the guilty man, and we see how he brings terrible 

consequences on himself. ‘In Euripides it degenerates into 

something more akin to a sense of vicissitudes; it becomes 

more sentimental—less a religious or moral principle than 

phenomenon inspiring fear and pity.’ A similar progres 

with regard to all moral questions may be traced in th 
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dramatists: —in A®schylus morality is identified with reli- 

gion; in Sophocles it is a noble intuitive sense of right and 

wrong; in Euripides it is a casuistical and sophisticated 

reasoning upon all moral questions. Euripides does not 

belong to the unconscious period of morals; the influence of 

law-courts, rhetoricians, and sophists upon the Athenian 

mind has been too rapidly disentegrating to admit of this. 

Even in Sophocles we see the beginnings of casuistry in the 

collision brought out in the Antigone between a decree of 

the state and the eternal sense of right and wrong (ov yap Te 

vov Te KaxOzs GAN adel mote GH TadTa) in the human mind. 

But this collision is not worked out by Sophocles, as it 

would have been by Euripides, in a sophistical spirit, so as 

to produce scepticism in the validity of both the conflicting 

authorities. The impression which is left is rather that that 

most tragical position of all has been produced, where both 

parties are justifiable and are in the right. But, doubtless, 

the Antigone of Sophocles was partly a result of, and partly 

| a contribution to, these discussions of the opposition between 

| Law and Nature which played so conspicuous a part in the 

j sophistical period of Hellenic thought. 

_ Besides adherence to proverbs and saws from the poets, 

there was another element specified by Plato in his picture 

of the popular morality of Greece, which we have hitherto 

| left unnoticed, namely, the tendency to accept unworthy 

| conceptions of religion, such as would essentially interfere 

with the purity and absoluteness of any ideas of right and 

| wrong. Not only was there prevalent a belief in the envious- 

' j) ness and Nemesis of the Deity, such as forms the constant 

theme of the reflections of Herodotus; not only was there a 

Superstitions hankering after signs and oracles, which tended 

_ \to disturb the manly calmness of the mind; not only was 

. | there a mean and anthropomorphic conception of God, which 

H 2 
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reduced religion to hero-worship, and really stood quite 

beside, and distinct from, all morality; but also there was a 

direct tampering with morality itself on the part of certain 

religious hierophants. These were the professors of mysteries, 

respecting whom Adeimantus is made to say in the Republic — 

of Plato (p. 364 B sq.), ‘The most astonishing theories of 

all are those which you shall hear about the gods and about 

virtue—that the gods themselves have actually allotted to 

many good men misfortunes and an evil life, and to the bad 

a directly opposite lot. On the other hand, seers and jugglers _ 

come to the doors of the rich, and persuade them that they 

have a power given them by the gods of expiating by offerings 

and charms all offences, whether committed by a man’s self 

or his ancestors, and this quite pleasantly—merely by holding — 

a feast; and if any one wants to be revenged on an enemy, 

they will, for a trifling cost, do the fellow a harm (they say) 

whether he be a good man or a bad man—by forcing the 

gods with their incantations and spells to serve them. They 

cite the poets as authorities for their assertions, to prove that 

the path of vice is easy, and that of virtue rugged and difficult. 

They prove from Homer that the gods are not inexorable, 

but may be turned by the prayers and offerings of men. 

And they adduce a whole swarm of the books of Muszeus and 

Orpheus, the kinsmen (as they say) of Selene and of the 

Muses, according to which they perform their rites, and per- 

suade not only individuals, but whole states, that actually by 

means of feastings and pleasure, expiations and releases may 

be provided both for the living and also for the dead, which 

will free men from all the penalties of the future life; but 

that for any one not using their rites a most horrible fate 

remains.’ 

Of the Orphie mysteries here alluded to, and of the other 

mysteries in general, it will not be necessary for our present 
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purpose to say much. They appear to have originally pos- 

sessed an oriental character, and to have been in themselves 

not without a deep meaning. They were a protest against 

Grecian anthropomorphism. They seem to have contained 

the assertion of two deep ideas, the immortality of the soul, 

and the impurity of sin, which required expiation. That 

they had become debased before becoming popular, we learn 

from this account of Plato. A perverted religion that offered 

‘masses for the soul,’ and a preference to the rich over the 

poor—joined with the traditional, unreflecting, and pruden- 

tial morality that was rife in Greece—produced u state of 

feeling that made Plato say in the person of Adeimantus— 

‘The only hope is, either if a person have a sort of inspira- 

tion of natural goodness, or obtain a scientific apprehension 

of the absolute difference between right and wrong.’ (anv ef 

tus Osia pio dvoxyepaivwv 7O abiceiv 7) émiotHunv AaBav 

améxeTat avtov. Repub. p. 366 C.) 

The relation of the Hthies of Aristotle to the popular 

morality was, as we have said, rather different from that 

of Plato. Aristotle considers the opinion of the many worth 

consideration, as well as that of the philosophers. He con- 

stantly appeals to common language in support of his theories, 

and common tenets he thinks worthy of either refutation or 

establishment. There are certain points of view with regard 

to morals, which are not exactly philosophical in Plato’s sense 

of the word, but which have a sort of philosophical character, 

while, at the same time, they were common property ; and 

these are made use of by Aristotle. Such are especially the 

lists and divisions of good, which seem to have been much 

discussed in Greece; as, for instance, the threefold division 

into goods of the mind, the body, and external ( Eth. 1. viii. 2); 

again, the division into the admirable (réu:a) and the praise- 

worthy (Eth. 1. xii. 1). One list of goods, not mentioned by 
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Aristotle, pretended to give them in their order of excellence, 

thus,—wisdom, health, beauty, wealth. The conception of a 

chief good seems to have been vaguely present before people’s 

minds, and this no doubt determined primarily the form of 

the question of Aristotle’s Hthics. This was the natural ques- 

tion for a Greek system of Ethics; both Plato and Aristotle 

tell us how wavering and inconsistent were the answers that 

common minds were able to give to it, when in an utterly 

unsystematic way it was presented to them (Repub. p. 505 B; 

Ethics, 1. iv. 2). 

Before taking leave of this period of unphilosophic morals, 

we must ask—How fared the philosophers in it? The author 

of the Magna Moralia, as we have seen, attributed to 

Pythagoras certain mathematical formule for expressing 

That the Pythagoreans adopted these 

we know from other sources, but at how late a date it seems 

ethical conceptions. 

difficult to say,”—~-perhaps not before the time of Philolaus. 

Of the other philosophers it may be said generally that ethical 

subjects did not form part of their philosophy, they made no 

attempt to systematise the phenomena of human society and 

human action. And yet they had deep thoughts on life and 

stood apart from other men. This standing apart was indeed 

their characteristic attitude. Philosophie isolation was the 

2 A quantity of spurious Pythago- 

rean fragments have come down to us. 

work of Patricius is, it labours under 

the disadvantages of his era, criticism 
Patricius, in his Discussiones Peripa- 

tetice (Vol. II. Book VII.), quotes 

these to prove that Aristotle plagia- 

rised from the Pythagoreans. If the 

fragments were genuine, they would 

indeed prove wholesale plagiarism. 

But they are plainly mere translations 

of Aristotle into Doric Greek. The 

following is attributed to Archytas. 

ovdey Erepdy eotw evdaimovia GAN 7H 

| and the Egyptians! 

| lus, &e. 
xpaots apeTas ev evtuxla, Able asthe | 

having as yet hardly an existence. 

As a specimen of his judgment—he 

calls it ‘a lie’ on the part of Aristotle 

to attribute the authorship of the 

Ideas to Plato, since this doctrine had 

been known before Plato, to the Py- 

thagoreans, Orpheus, the Chaldeans, 

His authorities 
are such works as Jamblichus, Psel- 
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chief result of their reflections upon the world. The same 

thing, as M. Renouvier says, expresses itself in the symbolic 

tears of Heraclitus and the symbolic laughter of Democritus 

—a doctrine of despair and of contempt. A deep feeling 

pervades the utterances of Heraclitus, but it is a feeling of 

the insignificance of man. ‘The wisest man,’ he says, ‘is to 

Zeus as an ape is to man.’ In the ceaseless eddy of the 

ereation and destruction of worlds, which he pictured to 

himself, individual life must have seemed as the motes in 

the sunbeam. He was called 6yodo/Sopos, from his philo- 

sophie exclusiveness. Democritus, though a pre-Socratic 

philosopher, yet lived into and was influenced by the thought 

of the Sophistic era. He seems to have considered the human 

will as something apart in the world, and thus while subject- 

ing the atoms to the power of necessity, he is reported to 

have said, ‘ Man is only a half-slave of necessity.’ The chief 

good he considered to be ’Atapa&éa or an unruffled serenity 

of mind. In a similar spirit Anaxagoras affirmed that ‘he 

considered happiness something different from what most 

men supposed, and that they would be astonished to hear his 

conception of it’ (ef. Hth. x. viii.11), meaning that it consisted 

not in material advantages, but in wisdom and philosophy. 

The moral doctrines of these early philosophers come before 

us in general in the form of aphorisms, they seem to belong 

rather to the personal character of the men than to the result 

of their systems. 

II. The unconscious period of morality in Greece was 

succeeded by an interval of sceptical thought upon moral 

subjects. This was the era (commencing about 450 B.c.) in 

connection with which the word ‘ sophistical’ was first used ; 

it was, in short, the era of the famous ¢ Sophists’ of the fifth 

and fourth centuries. Who and what were these ‘ Sophists ’ 

(whose name became a byword, and was converted into an 
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adjective with so invidious a connotation)? is a question of 

much interest in itself; and the interest has been increased 

since Grote, 24 years ago, in the 67th chapter of his History 

of Greece, undertook to vindicate the Sophists from the asper- 

sions which had up to that date rested upon them, and to 

show that the word ‘sophistical’ in its modern sense is a 

fossilised injustice, being merely the expression of Plato’s 

prejudice against a respectable set of men. Grote’s bold 

paradox naturally excited opposition in various quarters, and 

the first edition of the present Essay (1857) contained a sort 

of protest against it. Time and reflection and the remarks 

of various scholars who have taken part in the controversy, 

would seem to necessitate the modification of that protest,— 

not to the extent of acknowledging that ‘ the main substance 

of Grote’s conclusions’ are ‘as clear and certain *8 as anything 

of the kind can possibly be,—but to the extent of acknow- 

ledging that Grote has done valuable service in mooting his 

views, supported as they are by his usual rich learning and 

his strong manly sense. The ‘main substance of Grote’s con- 

clusions’ would surely be this:—that Plato was unjust in 

attributing ‘sophistry’ to the Greek Sophists. This plea, as 

urged in favour of the Sophists and against Plato, we are still 

unable to accept. Grote’s other and, as we should call them, 

secondary conclusions, e.g. that’ the Sophists were not a sect 

but a profession; that among their ranks honourable men 

were included ; that, as the educators of youth, they did much 

to promote the civilisation of Greece and the development 

of certain arts and sciences; and that many of the German 

commentators and historians of philosophy have been too — 

hasty and sweeping in their condemnation of them,—we 

willingly accept as capable of absolute demonstration. But 

*8 This is the opinion of Mr. H. Sidgwick, expressed in the Journal of — 
Philology, vol. iv. p. 288. 
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the question is whether Grote, after justly exposing and 

refuting certain ill-considered statements of modern writers, 

has not gone too far, in his zeal of advocacy, in attempt- 

ing to completely turn the tables on some of the greatest of 

the ancients. If there was no sophistry (in the now accepted 

sense of the word) properly chargeable on the Sophists, then 

one of the chief lessons which Plato thought that he had to 

teach the world—a lesson which, if it be a true one, is appli- 

eable not only to the popular teachers of the fifth century in 

Greece, but also to the analogous teachers of all ages—would 

fall to the ground as unmeaning. What we have to do is to 

see what Plato and Aristotle and others of the ancients really 

said, and to endeavour to interpret and criticise their sayings 

rightly. 

The question begins with the history of a word. At first 

_ the word cogict js was used in an indeterminate sense to 

denote any one ‘who by profession practised or exhibited 

some kind of wisdom or cleverness ;’ thus it was applicable to 

| philosopher, artist, musician, and even poet.4 schylus 

_makes Hermes apply the term with sarcasm to Prometheus 

| (P. V. 944), but the sneer consists in addressing Prometheus 

as oe tov oodiotnv—‘ you the craftsman’—when in so 

helpless a situation. In the same play, v. 62, it occurs with- 

out any such irony :— , 
: va 

abn cogictis dv Atos vwbzoTEpos, 

—‘ duller in his art than Zeus.’ In one of the fragments of 

Eschylus cofictys is applied to Orpheus, denoting ¢ musi- 

cian,’ or ‘ master.’ 

; | Herodotus (1. 29) mentions that Solon a@Aou te of waves 

* Cf. Diogenes Laertius, 1.12: Of | Ka@& Kal Kparivos ev *ApxiAdyw Tobs 

 B€ Gogol kad copicral exadodvTo. Kat mep.” Ounpoy kat “Holodov emaivay ottws 

0b pdvov, GAAG Kad of moinTal copioral, | Karel. 
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éx ths “EXdddos codictai, of TovToY TOV xXpdvoY éTUryyavoV 

govtes, visited Sardis when at the zenith of its prosperity. 

This probably means ‘all others who at that time in Greece 

were noted for or professed any kind of intellectual ability,’ 

—‘all the wits of Greece.’ Philosophers, artists, poets, and 

statesmen, might equally be included. In 1. 49, he speaks 

of of érruyevopuevor TOUT@ (Melampus) codiota, and in Iy. 95, 

he calls Pythagoras “EXAyjvev ov TO acbevertaTw copioTH,— 

in both passages the term merely means ‘ philosopher.’ 

In the Clouds of Aristophanes (acted 423 B.c.), the word 

copictns appears for the first time in an invidious sense, 

and the invidiousness consists in an association attached to it 

partly of over-subtle, vapourish, speculation, partly of charla- 

tanery. Thus (v. 331) the clouds are said to be ‘the main- 

tainers of many such professors ?”—soothsayers from Thurium, 

quacksalvers, idle fellows with long hair and rings to their 

finger-tips,—where it is clear that the term ‘Sophist,’ though 

now bearing a shade of contempt, has not yet reached the 

limited Platonic sense of ‘ paid instructor in rhetoric and 

philosophy. In vy. 361, Socrates and Prodicus are spoken of a 

as the chief amongst the crew of ‘transcendental Sophists 

(av viv petewpocogicTav). In Y. IIII sq. we see expressed a 

popular opinion of the Sophist, as a pale and attenuated stu- 

dent (copioTnv—w@ypov—xai kaxodaiwova). And in vy. 1306 sq. 

the term is applied to Strepsiades, in the sense of ¢ trickster,’ 

in allusion to his cheating of his creditors. In Aristophanes, 

then, the word ‘ Sophist’ is still indeterminate ; it has become 

uncomplimentary, but only as conveying the popular feeling — 

about the profession of out-of-the-way accomplishments, just 

25 ob yap ua AC olo® dt: rhetoTovs | These splendid impostors must have 

avtat BdoKovct codirras, been the Caglostros of Greece. 

Oouptomayrets, iatpotexvas, rppa- | 

yidovuXapyoKountas. 
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as the term ‘professor’ is sometimes used in a slightly 

sneering way in modern times. Aristophanes has evidently 

no consciousness of any particular class of Sophists who 

were the philosophical antagonists of Socrates. He couples 

| Socrates and Prodicus together as among the most ‘ specula- 

| tive sophists’ of the day. He speaks quite ab extra, knowing 

nothing of the interior of philosophical circles, and only 

represents a general popular suspicion of all philosophers or 

‘ professors,’ not troubling himself to make distinctions be- 

| tween them. 

Thucydides writing at the end of the fifth century B.c. uses 

the word cogiocrai in a sense nearer to that of Plato than 

Aristophanes had done, to denote those professional orators 

who made displays of rhetoric (éiée/Ees) before a set au- 

dience.”° 

By Xenophon (born about 431 B.c.) the word is used both 

in its indeterminate and in its limited sense. In Memora- 

bilia, Iv. ii. 1, he speaks of ypdumata TodAa ToInTeyY TE Kal 

copiotay THY EvdoKimw@Tatwv (‘the most famous sages’), in 

the same sense in which (/b., 1. vi. 14) he speaks of tovs 

Oncatpous tév Tadar copay avSpav, ods éexeivor Katédurov év 

BiBrLo1s yparpavtes. In Cyropeedia he speaks of a ¢ sophist’ 

to whom he attributes the most elevated and noble cha- 

racter. Cyrus is represented in the fiction as asking Tigranes, 

son of the chief of Armenia, what had become of ‘the 

sophist,’ with whom on former occasions he had seen him 

associating ? ‘He is no more,’ said Tigranes, ‘for my father 

here put him to death.’ ‘ What crime,’ asked Cyrus, ‘ did he 

find him committing?’ ‘He said that he corrupted me,’ 

answered Tigranes; ‘and yet, Cyrus, so noble and excellent 

a man was he, that when he was going to die, he sent for me 

26 Bell. Pelop. mi. 38: ama@s tre | Oearats eoixdtes Kabnuévors aAdov 7) 

dkojs dovh Aoodmevor Kal copictay | wept wérAcws Bovdcvomevais, 
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and told me not to bear my father the least ill-will for put-_ . 

ting him to death, because he was not doing it out of malice, - 

but out of ignorance, and whatever faults men commit 

through ignorance ought to be considered involuntary.” 

Whether ‘ sophist’ here is to be taken in the limited sense 

of paid instructor, or merely in the more general sense of 

‘philosopher, this remarkable passage shows that at the 

time when Xenophon wrote his Cyropeedia, he knew nothing 

of an absolute antagonism and contrast between Socrates and 

‘the Sophists,’ else he would not have drawn a picture of 

‘a sophist’ suffering the same fate as Socrates, martyr of the — 

same ignorant prejudice, and expressing sentiments worthy 

of the most noble mood of Socrates. In Mem. 1. vi. 1, 

Xenophon speaks of ’Avtipa@vta tov cogiatnv. It is uncer- 

tain whether Autiphon of Rhamnus, the master of Thucy- 

dides, is here meant. Whoever is the person alluded to, 

he is described as taunting Socrates on his bare feet and 

scant clothing—the same in winter as in summer—on his 

spare diet and on the general wretchedness of his mode of 

life. ‘If philosophy,’ he proceeded, ‘ be your mistress, you 

get from her a worse maintenance than any slave would put 

up with from his master. It is all because you will not take 

money—money that cheers the recipient, and enables him to 

live in a more pleasant and gentlemanlike way. You act as 

if your instructions had no value, else why should you give 

them for nothing.’ Socrates replies that there are two things, 

which to sell is prostitution—namely, personal beauty and 

wisdom. ‘Those who sell their wisdom for money to any 

that will buy, men call ‘ Sophists,” or, as it were, a sort of 

male deni-moncde ;*" whereas whoso, by imparting knowledge 

to another whom he sees well qualified to learn, binds that 

7 Thy gopiav woavtws Tovs wey | copitas domep mépyouvs damoKxadov- 
} 

apyupiov te Bovdouevp mwAodvtas, | ow, K.7.A., § 13. 
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other to himself as a friend, does what is befitting to a good 

citizen and a gentleman.’ Here the name ‘ sophist’ is used 

in its distinctly limited sense to denote a teacher who takes 

pay, and it is also implied that, on this very account, the 

name is considered to convey a certain amount of reproach 

with it. 

At the end of Xenophon’s treatise on Hunting (Cynegeticus, 

¢. Xiil.), there appears a moral peroration, in which the writer 

preaches a sermon on the excellence of the practice of hunting 

as preparing a man to serve his country. Then he goes on 

to the worth of toilsome pursuits in general, and though vir- 

tue is toilsome, says that mankind would not shun the pur- 

suit of her if they could only sce in bodily form how beautiful 

she is. This train of thought reminds him of ‘the so-called 

| Sophists’ of his time. He says, ‘They pretend to teach 

| virtue, but their teaching is a mere pretence.’?> He has 

. never seen any one made a good man by the teaching of 

a Sophist. He says, ‘Many beside me find fault with 

_the Sophists, and not with the philosophers, because the 

former are subtle in words and not in thoughts. ‘They 

seek only reputation and gain, and do not, like the philo- 

sophers, teach with a disinterested spirit.’ 

This passage, if it could be accepted as independent 
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testimony, would go far to prove that the strongest terms 

of censure ever used by either Plato or Aristotle, were 

only a reflection of the general opinion of enlightened men 

in Greece, when contrasting ‘Sophists’ with ‘ philosophers.’ 

But the passage is out of harmony with that quoted above 

from the Cyropedia; and again it is like an afterthought 

unnecessarily appended to the treatise On Hunting. We 

know that Xenophon, who was not born much before Plato, 

lived to a great age; and it seems reasonable to conjecture 

that, at some time or other—after reading Plato’s Sophistes, 

in which the sophist is defined as one who hunts after rich 

young men—he added on this frigid peroration to his lively 

and technical discourse on hunting. If so, it is merely a 

coarse echo of Plato, just as the Symposiwm of Xenophon 

looks like a poor copy of Plato’s Symposium. All that can 

be said, in that case, is that Xenophon, who is not in the least 

a discriminating or trustworthy authority on philosophical 

matters, endorses the charge, by whomsoever made, against 

the Sophists (as a recognised class of teachers)—that their 

ethical teaching was hollow and rhetorical, and their whole’ 

spirit mercenary and self-seeking. And he appears also 

to indicate that enlightened public opinion was in the same 

direction. 

The next testimony we have to cite is that of Isocrates, . 

who was born 436 8.c., and was thus seven years older than’ 

Plato. He seems to have been to some extent the pupil o | 

Socrates, but he maintained himself afterwards by keeping a 

school of rhetoric, which was attended by the most distin | 

guished pupils. His direction was entirely practical, as is 

evinced by frequent passages of his works, in which he | 

presses contempt or dislike of the speculative spirit. On the 

one hand he uses the term ‘ Sophist’ in its received meaning 

of professional teacher, and on the other hand he is in th 
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habit of employing it loosely and vaguely to apply to literati 

or philosophers in general. Isocrates was totally incapable 

of appreciating the philosophic spirit, and from his point 

of view, which regarded practical success as alone worth 

having, he ignored altogether any distinction between the 

philosopher and the Sophist. His aversion to speculation 

vents itself in a confused and indiscriminate carping at the 

literary profession and the philosophers. His oration «ard 

Tav Lopictav, which is fragmentary, contains an attack on 

‘those who undertake to teach.’ He ridicules the magnitude 

of their promises,—their imposture in offering to impart to 

youths virtue and the art of attaining happiness; and the 

absurdity of their demanding, in return for those inestimable 

advantages, the paltry sum of three or four mine. This 

class of teachers he calls the disputants (of rept tas Zoidas 

SvatpiBovres); from them he passes on to censure those that 

offer to impart political discourses, being all the while them- 

selves incompetent, and speaking as if such discourses had 

no relation to particular occasions, but could, like the art of 

writing, be acquired once for all. The reproaches he makes 

use of are some of them identical with those to be found in 

the dialogues of Plato, as, for instance, that the Sophists 

cannot trust those very pupils to whom they are undertaking 

| to teach justice. He laughs at their affecting to despise 

, wealth, and says that their mean condition, and adherence 

to mere verbal distinctions, has made many prefer to remain 

unscientific, as despising such a kind of exercise. 

What Isocrates upholds, however, in contrast to this is 

not a deeper philosophy, but a more polished rhetoric, and 

| he names mental qualifications for it, which are precisely 

such as Plato thought most undesirable. Tatra 8&2 sroddjs 

émyeneias SeiaOar Kal vuxis avdpixhs Kat So€aotexfs Zpyov 

cat. In another passage (Philippus, § 12), Isocrates uses 
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the term Sophist with what seems to be an undeniable 

allusion to Plato’s Republic and Laws. Speaking of the 

futility of abstract political speculations, he says, @AN dpolws 

of ToLodTOL TOV AOyov aKUpOL TUYYavoVaW dvTES Tols VopoLS Kal 

tais crodteiats Tals bTo TOV codioTav yeypaupevars. In 

his oration, De Permutatione (§ 235), he says that Solon, 

through his attention to rhetoric, ‘came to be called one of 

the Seven Sophists, and took the appellation now dis- 

honoured and censured by you,’ and in § 313, he affirms that 

Solon was the first of the Athenians to be called a Sophist.*! 

This last statement is at variance with that of Plato, who 

makes Protagoras to have been the first who accepted the 

appellation ‘Sophist.’ The discrepancy depends on the 

ambiguity and change of meaning in the term. Solon may 

have been the first Athenian who was called Sophist, in 

the old sense of the word, 7.e. philosopher.” Protagoras— 

was the first who adopted the name in its later sense, 7.¢. 

professional teacher of philosophy. 

We see, then, that the word ‘ Sophist,’ having first had 

a merely general signification, denoting ‘ philosopher,’ ‘ man 

of letters,’ ‘ artist,’ &c., acquired a special meaning after the 

middle of the fifth century, as the designation of a par- 

ticular class of teachers. And then men began to talk of 

‘ the Sophists,—referring to this class. But the word retained 

both its significations, even in the pages of the same author. 

The word in its earlier sense might be applied in a neutral, 

or in a sneering, way. Thus Xenophon describes ‘a Sophist, 

who was a most exalted character; and on the other hand, 

31 O¥Kour exl ye Tay mpoydsvwv ottws | elvat, 
; | 2 . elyev, GAAG Tos KaAoULEVOUS Sopioras | 8? The allusion here may be merely 

ebaiualoy Kal tovs cuvdytas abrots | to that passage of Herodotus (1. 29) 

| e(nrovy. Xdbrwva ev yap, Toy mpHroy | quoted above, where it was said that 

Tay TwokitGy AaBdyvta Thy erwyuuiay | ‘Solon and all the other sophists of 

Tabtyy mpooTaTyy Htiwoay THs wéAews | the day’ came to Sardis. 
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Isocrates sneers at ‘the Republics and Laws composed by 

Sophists, thus applying the name in a general but uncom- 

plimentary sense to Plato himself. But it may safely be 

said that for 150 years after 450 B.c. it is rare to find the 

word ‘Sophist’ used without some shade of disparagement. 

Aristophanes satirises philosophers generally under this 

name; Thucydides opposes Sophists, as deliverers of rhetori- 

eal discourses, to statesmen in earnest about some question ; 

Xenophon perhaps copies Plato, but also as a soldier and a 

gentleman he expresses his contempt for a class of paid 

teachers, who had nothing but verbiage to impart; Isocrates 

speaks of the class with the bitterness of a rival teacher. 

If the ‘ Sophists’ of the fifth century made money out of their 

contemporaries, they seem, on the other hand, to have been 

| hardly used by them (whether deservedly or not) in respect 

) of reputation. We have hitherto looked at ‘the Sophists’ 

from their external side, as they appeared to contemporary 

writers. Passing on now to Plato, we shall first be able to 

gain much additional information from him as to this same 

external side of the Grecian Sophists; afterwards we shall 

learn from him to appreciate the inner essence of that spirit 

which he calls 1) cogiotixy, and which may undoubtedly 

be looked upon as an actual phase of human thought, by no 

means confined to the age of Socrates. 

It has been a common mistake to understand, under the 

name of ‘ the Sophists,’ certain particular individuals, Prota- 

goras, Gorgias, Prodicus, Hippias, Polus, Thrasymachus, and 

| one or two others, who figure in the dialogues of Plato. 

| Enough has been said to show that in earlier writers the 

name is never used to indicate a sect in philosophy, and it is 

equally true that in Plato it is the name of a profession, not 

) of a sect; nor is it ever restricted by him to the above- 

) mentioned individuals, who are merely eminent members of 
{ 
) VOL. 1. I 
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what was indeed a very wide-spread profession. In the Meno, 

p- 91 E, Socrates is made to speak as if Protagoras was not 

by any means even the first of the Sophists, cai ov povov 

IIpwrayopas, adda Kal dddoe TapTOANOL, of MEY TPOTEPOV 

yeyoveres éxeivou, of d3 Kal vov ze ovtes. And by a still more 

remarkable mode of speaking, in the Ethics of Aristotle 

IX. i. 5-7, Protagoras appears to be in a sort of way con- 

trasted with the Sophists.*% 

Protagoras to have been the first to assume openly the name 

It is true that Plato represents 

of Sophist (cf. Protag. p. 317), but he also gives a humorous 

picture in the same dialogue, p. 314 D, of the crowds of 

Sophists flocking to the house of Callias, so that the porter, 

mistaking Socrates and Hippocrates for members of the pro- 

Within 

the house they find a conclave of persons, ‘most of them 

fession, would scarcely open the door to them.*4 

foreigners whom Protagoras, like another Orpheus, had drawn 

after him from their own cities—amongst others, ‘ Anti- 

moerus the Mendan, the most famous of the pupils of Pro- 

tagoras, who was learning with professional objects, meaning 

to be a Sophist’ (ét téyvn pavOave, as codittns zcopevos). 

Protagoras takes great merit to himself for openly declaring 

his art, for he confesses ‘that a certain amount of envy 

attaches to it; that, going about drawing away youths from 

their kindred and connexions under the promise of making 

them better if they associated with him—he was likely 

to be assailed with hostility; old as he is, however, no 

%S "O yap mpoteuevos Cok emitpemew | ey eykANuaot ylyovTat’ ov yap emrE- 
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harm has ever come to him on account of his candour,’ 

(pp- 316-317.) 
It is interesting to trace in Plato the indications of 

general opinion about the Sophists. In spite of their great 

success he represents them to have been held in dislike and 

suspicion by persons of honour, who at the same time made 

no pretensions to philosophy. This feeling is instinctively 

expressed by the young Hippocrates (Protag. p. 312 A), who 

being asked whether he is going to Protagoras in order 

himself to become a Sophist, confesses that he should con- 

sider this a great disgrace.*? By Callicles, in the Gorgias 

(p. 519 E), a sweeping contempt is expressed for ‘those who 

profess to teach virtue ;’ Socrates asks, ‘Is it not absurd in 

them to find fault with the conduct of those whom they 

have undertaken to make virtuous?’ Callicles replies, ‘ Of 

course it is; but why should you speak about a set of men 

who are absolutely worthless?’ Socrates answers, ‘ Because 

I find the procedure of the Sophist and the Rhetorician 

identically the same.’ In the Jeno the question being, Is 

virtue teachable? Socrates argues that if it be so, there 

must be teachers of it, and inquires of Anytus, ‘To whom 

shall we send Meno to learn virtue from? Whether to the 

Sophists?’ Anytus repudiates the idea, since ‘ these corrupt 

all who come near them.’*® Socrates, in reply to this, 

3 Sb dé, iv F eyd, mpds Oedv, om | % P.or B, oxdwer mapa rivas by 
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urges, ‘How is it possible this should be true of the Sophists ; 

—a cobbler who professed to mend shoes but made them 

worse, would be found out in less than thirty days, how then 

could Protagoras have remained undetected and maintained 

so great a reputation and made so great a fortune, deceiving 

the whole of Greece for more than forty years? At all 

events, must we not concede that if they do harm to others, 

they do so unconsciously, and are like men insane?’ To 

this Anytus answers, ‘that they are insane who give money 

to the Sophists, and still more so the states who allow them 

to practise their art.’ Socrates says, ‘Some one of the 

Sophists must have wronged you, Anytus, or you would not 

be so bitter.” Anytus says, ‘No, I never had anything to do 

with them.’ Socrates asks, ‘ How then can you know what 

they are like?’ Anytus says, ‘Oh, I know well enough what 

they are like without having had anything to do with 

them.’ Socrates implies that Anytus is speaking not from 

knowledge but prejudice. He dismisses the subject by 

adding, ‘ After all, there is perhaps something in what you 

say’ (kal lows Tu déyers, Meno, p. 92 D). 

In this discussion it is observable that the abuse of the 

Sophists is put into the mouth of Anytus, the accuser of 

Socrates, who may be looked at as the representative of con- 

servative feeling in Athens. Full justice is done in the 

dialogue (Meno, p. go A) to the eminence of his position, 

his wealth, and political influence. But afterwards, drama- — 

tically, his arbitrary, narrow, and unfair turn of mind comes | 

out. Evidently we cannot say that in the Meno Plato | 

calumniates the Sophists, or vilifies them as opponents and i 

| 
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rivals of Socrates. Rather he makes it appear that there is 

something hasty and inconsidered in the popular feeling 

against them (which is a true, but blundering instinct), and 

that the philosopher must consider their claims, their ten- 

dencies, and the phenomena of their success from a deeper 

point of view. 

To a similar purport Socrates is made to speak in the 

Republic (p. 492 A), where he says to Adeimantus, ¢‘ Perhaps 

you think with the multitude that youths are corrupted by 

Sophists, and do not perceive that Society is itself the great- 

est Sophist, educating and moulding young and old. What 

Sophist or private instructor could withstand the powerful 

voice of the world? Don’t you see that the so-called Sophists 

do nothing else but follow public opinion? They teach 

nothing else but the popular dogmas. They are like the 

keepers of a wild beast, who, when they have studied his 

moods and learned to understand his noises, call this a sys- 

tem and a philosophy.’ The common accusation had been 

that the Sophists unsettled young men’s opinions, and turned 

them away from the established beliefs. Socrates implies, 

‘IT am willing to exonerate them from this. Rather I have 

to complain that the Sophists are too unsophisticated, that 

they are too much merely echoes of the popular voice; that 

they have “plus que personne Vesprit que tout le 

monde a.” ’ 

Viewed externally the Sophists presented the appearance 

of a set of teachers, such as first appeared in Greece towards 

the middle of the fifth century B.c. (Protagoras was born 

about B.c. 480, and began to practise his art in his thirtieth 

year, but there were others before him). They were for the 

most part itinerant teachers, going from city to city. They 

‘ _ would make displays of their rhetoric (évéei€es), and then 

invite the youths of their audience to come and receive 
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instruction with a view to becoming able men in the state 

(Sevol, habiles hommes, &e.). Their instructions were 

various, rhetoric and dialectic, ethics, music, and physical 

science. Some, such as Hippias, professed a pantological 

knowledge; others, as Gorgias, confined themselves to rhe- 

toric. Their profits no doubt varied with their success ; 

some must have been ill-paid and wretched, as is represented 

by Aristophanes and Isocrates. The leading members of the 

profession seem to have made large sums of money. On this 

point, however, Isocrates is at direct issue with Plato. 

Socrates says in the Meno, p. g1 D, that ‘he knew of Pro- 

tagoras gaining greater wealth by his profession than Phidias 

and ten other sculptors put together.’ And in the Hippias 

Major (pp. 282-283) Prodicus is said to have made immense 

sums ;°” Hippias is made to boast that ‘when quite a young 

man he made in Sicily, in a short space of time, more than 

150 mine (600/.), and that in one little village, Inyeus, he 

made more than 20 mine’ (80l.). He adds, however, ‘ that 

he supposes he has made more than any two Sophists put 

together.’ In contradiction to this picture, Isocrates gives 

a much more limited account of the pecuniary success of the 

Sophists. He says (De Permutatione, 155-156), * Not one 

of the so-called Sophists will be found to have amassed much 

money. Some of them lived in small, others in very mode- 

rate circumstances. Gorgias of Leontium made*the most 

on record. He lived in Thessaly, where people were very 

rich, attained a great age, was long given up to his business, 

had no settled habitation in any state, paid no taxes nor con- 

tribution, had no wife nor children, and so was free from 

this the most continual tax of all—and with these advan- 

tages beyond others for acquiring a fortune, he only left 

*! Tots veos owvdv xphuara tAaBe Cavuarra boa. Of. Xon. Symp. t. 5, rv. 62. 
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behind him at the last 1000 staters’ (125/.?). This oration 

was written in the eighty-second year of Isocrates’ life, and 

probably much later than the above-mentioned dialogues of 

Plato; the fame of the achievements of the Sophists was 

therefore less fresh. Isocrates, being himself a paid teacher, 

was complaining of the difficulty of making enough, he was 

therefore not likely to take a sanguine view of success in this 

department ; also, it is credible that the Sophists did, as is 

usually the case with persons whose gains are irregular, not 

save much or leave much behind them. Hence we need not 

find a great difficulty in the discrepancy of the two state- 

ments. Plato represents popular rumours and_ external 

surprise at the success of a new profession ; Isocrates, taking 

the other side, goes into details and shows that in the long 

run there was nothing so very wonderful effected after all. 

With regard to the reproach against the Sophists, that 

their teaching for money at all was something discreditable 

—an argument has been raised, that this is really no re- 

proach, as the practice of so many respectable men among 

the moderns may serve to testify. But we should endeavour 

to put ourselves into the position of the ancients, and the 

following considerations may help us to do so. (1) The 

practice of the Sophists was an innovation, and jarred on 

men’s feelings. There was something that to the natural 

prejudices of the mind seemed more beautiful in the old 

simple times, when wisdom, if imparted, was given as a gift. 

As soon as the Sophists began their career, the fine and free 

_ spirit of the old philosophers seemed gone. When Hippias 

boasts of his gains, Socrates ironically replies, ‘ Dear me, 

how much wiser men of the present day are than those of old 

time. You seem to be just the reverse of Anaxagoras. For 

he is said to have had a fortune left him and to have lost it 

all, such a poor Sophist was he (otrws adrov dvonta codi- 
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fav), and other such stories are told of the ancients.’ 

(Hipp. Major, p. 283 A.) (2) With the Sophists systematic 

education began for the first time. Undoubtedly this was 

a necessity. But it is equally true that about the adminis- 

tration of systematic education there is something that 

appears at first sight slavish and mechanical. The Greeks 

had not yet learned those principles according to which a 

sense of duty will dignify the meanest tasks. They tested 

things too exclusively in reference to the standard of the 

fine and the noble (cadov). (3) But it was not simply the 

office of the paid schoolmaster that was disliked in the 

Sophist. We do not find that the teachers of gymnastics or of 

harp-playing were held in disrepute. Those who kept schools 

for boys were looked down upon, it is true,°° but were not 

identified with the Sophists. The latter taught not boys, but 

youths ; again, they taught not the necessary rudiments, but 

something more pretentious—wisdom, philosophy, political 

skill, virtue, and the conduct of life. To make a market of 

the highest subjects and of divine philosophy seemed to men 

like Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, little less than a sort of 

simony.®? There was a charlatanism in the offer to teach 

these things to all comers, which was from different causes 

equaliy offensive to ordinary men and to the philosophers. Men 

like Anytus and Aristophanes complained that the Sophists 

corrupted youth by teaching them subtleties and unsettling 

their opinions. In this complaint there was a part of the 

truth. The philosophers added the other side, by complain- 

** Cf. Demosthenes de Corond, p. | him into a sort of revolt against 
313. | Socrates, his master, taught as a 

* The severity of this principle | Sophist (Diog. Laert. ii. 62), and ap- 
appears not to have been long main- | pears to have lived upon his gains. 
tained in the post-Socratic, or at all | Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus, 
events the post-Aristotelian schools. | according to Quintilian, mercedes ac- 

Aristippus, whose worldly spirit puts | ceptaverunt. 

i 
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ing that the Sophists were shallow and rhetorical, that they 

flattered popular prejudices instead of displacing them. 

The Sophists were vilipended by the philosophers not merely 

as paid teachers, but as paid charlatans.‘° 

The most characteristic and prominent creation of the 

early Sophistic era was, in one word, rhetoric. But as rhe- 

toricians, the Sophists were themselves the creatures of their 

times. Circumstances were ripe in the Greek states for the 

development of this new direction of the human mind, and 

it came. Cicero (Brutus, c. 12) quoting from Aristotle’s 

lost work, the Zvvaywy) teyrav, tells us that Rhetoric took 

its rise in Sicily, ‘when after the expulsion of the tyrants 

(z.e. Thrasybulus, B.c. 467), many lawsuits arose with regard 

to the claims of citizens now returning from banishment 

and who had been dispossessed of their property. The in- 

cessant litigation which this led to, caused Corax and Tisias 

to draw up systems of the art of speaking; (for before this 

time there had been careful speaking and even written 

speeches, but no fixed method or rationale). Hence also 

Protagoras came to write his commonplaces of oratory and 

Gorgias his encomia.’ Everywhere in Greece circumstances 

were analogous to those in Sicily. Personal freedom gave 

rise to the contests of the law courts. Nothing was more 

necessary than that a citizen should be able to defend his 

own cause. The demand for instruction in rhetoric, and for 

the development of all its arts, means, and appliances, was 

met everywhere by the Sophists. 

Hence the impression they produced on the national 

_ the technical changes and advances in the various systems 

from Corax to Isocrates belongs to the history of rhetoric. 

© Kal 6 copioriys xpnuatiotys and pavouerns coplas, GAN odk ovens. Aristotle, 

Soph, Elench, ii. 6. 
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It will suffice for the present purpose to make a few remarks 

on the Sophistical rhetoric in its relation to life and modes 

of thought. Two separate tendencies seem to have mani- 

fested themselves from the very outset among the masters of 

composition. On the one hand, the Sicilian school, repre- 

sented by Gorgias of Leontium, Polus of Agrigentum, and 

their follower, Alcidamas of Eleea, in Asia Minor, aimed at 

evéreia, ‘fine speaking.” On the other hand, the Greek 

school, led by Protagoras, Prodicus, and Hippias, devoted 

themselves more especially to op@odrea, ‘ correct speaking.’ 

From these opposite but coneurrent tendencies arose that 

which may be called ‘style’ in Greece, and which did not 

exist before the middle of the fifth century. 

The achievements of Protagoras and the ‘ Greek’ rheto- 

ricians seem to have amounted to no less than the foundation 

of grammar, etymology, philology, the distinction of terms, 

prosody, and literary criticism. In judging of the so-called 

verbal quibbles of the Sophists, we have to transport our- 

selves to a time anterior to the commonest abstractions of 

grammar and logic. Protagoras was the first to introduce 

that thinking upon words which was one manifestation of — 

the subjective tendencies of the day. His work, entitled | 

’OpOo¢grea (which is mentioned by Plato, Phedrus, p. 267 | 

©), most probably contained a variety of speculations, as well | 

philological as grammatical. And even his ’Ad7@eva appears 

from Plato’s Cratylus (p. 391 C) to have touched upon | 

etymological questions. From Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 11. Vy _ 

we learn that Protagoras was the first to classify the genders i 

of nouns, calling them éppeva, Ondea, and oxen. From , 

Soph. Elench. xiv. § 1, we learn that he considered the ter- 

minations -1s and -n& ought to be appropriated to the mas- 

culine gender, so that to say piri oddAouévnv would be a | 

solecism. In the Clouds of Aristophanes (v. 668-692), 
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Soerates is ludicrously introduced as following out these 

ideas, and wishing to alter the termination of xapdo7os and 

a@dextpvev to suit the feminine gender. Another of the 

grammatical performances of Protagoras was the classifica- 

tion of the Aeyos or ‘form of speech,’ into question, answer, 

command, and prayer (Diogenes Laert. 1x. 53), a classification 

which seems to have had some affinity with that of the 

moods of verbs. The allusions in the Clouds to the art of 

metres, versification, and rhythms, seem to imply the prac- 

tice of similar studies in the school of Protagoras. Lastly, 

his speculations in etymology and language seem to have 

been made in support of his philosophical doctrine of ¢‘ know- 

ing and being, —rdvtwv pétpov dvOpwros (cf. Plato’s Craty- 

| lus, L.c.). 

| Prodicus, who is said to have been the master of Socrates 

; (cf. Protagoras, p. 341 A, Hippias Major, p. 282 C), was 

famous for his distinctions between words of cognate signifi- 

cation and apparently synonymous. He is reported to have 

: said ‘that a right use of words is the beginning of knowledge” 

(mp@tov yap, ds dnote Ipddicos, mepl dvoudtov dpOdrntos 

pabeiv det, Huthydem. p. 277 FE). In Plato’s Protagoras, 

iB 337, a speech is put into his mouth, which exhibits an 

amusing caricature of his style. Every sentence contains a 

_ verbal refinement, and is thrown back on itself, in order to 

furnish out some antithetical distinction in language. ‘We 

must be impartial, but not indifferent listeners (xowods pév 
19 \ 

; swat, igovs 62 wy). The speakers should dispute, not 

wrangle (audio Byrteiy wav, épitew 8: prj). So they will gain 
our esteem, rather than our applause (edSoxupotre Kal od« 
aoe): and we shall feel rather joy than pleasure («- 

Poawoiueba, ovy d0iue0a).’ 

) In themselves, many of the distinctions drawn by Pro- 
dicus were probably of little value—many were overstrained, 

. 
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and even false ; ef. Charmides, p. 163, where a distinction is 

given which is said to be after the manner of Prodicus :—it 

is between zoinois and mpakis—mpakis is defined to be 

moinots Tav ayabov. But we must acknowledge the merit of 

this first attempt at separating the different shades of lan- 

guage, and fixing a nomenclature. The powerful influence 

of this example (not always a healthy one) may be traced 

in the style of Thucydides. And its full development was 

attained in the accurate terminology of Aristotle. 

The short speech assigned to Hippias in the Protagoras 

of Plato (p. 337), and that in Hipp. Maj. p. 282, being 

obvious caricatures, give us still a conception of his manner. 

He appears to have united some of the splendour of the Sici- 

lian school to the self-conscious and introverted writing of 

the Greek rhetoricians. This combination gives the sentences | 

attributed to him a shadowy resemblance to the style of Thu- 

cydides, as, for instance, the following :—juds obdv aiaypov 

Tv pev plow TOV TpaypaTwv eidevar, co¢wrdtovs 52 dvtas 

tov ‘EXAnv@v Kal Kat avTd TOUTO vUY cuUVEAXnAVOOTAS THS TE 

‘EAAdoos eis adtTo TO TpuTavetoy THs copias Kal avTHS THS 

TOAEwS Els TOV peyloToOV Kal OASWWTAaTOY oiKxov TOveE, pNdeD 

TovTouv Tov akiwpatos akwv arodnvacba (Protag. 337 D). 

Of course here the pomp of the words covers vapidity of 

thought, but one can see the outward husk and hollow shell - 

of style. 

The influence of Gorgias upon the writers of Greece 

probably exceeded that of any other Sophist. After his | 

first essays in speculation, he appears to have renounced | 

philosophy, and to have proclaimed himself a teacher of 

rhetoric. He was chosen by his countrymen, the Leontines, 

to come as ambassador to Athens in the year 427 B.¢., asking 
. . 4 ° . . ’ 

aid against Syracuse. Thucydides (11. 86), with his usual 

reserve on all matters the least extraneous, makes no men- 
) 
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tion of his name. Diodorus (x11. 53) has the following 

remarks on this event :—-‘ At the head of the envoys was 

Gorgias the rhetorician,a man who far surpassed all his 

contemporaries in oratorical skill; he also was the first 

inventor of the art of rhetoric. He amazed the Athenians, 

quick-witted and fond of oratory as they were (dvtas eddueis 

kat pirodoyous), by the strangeness (7 Eevifovts) of his lan- 

guage, by his extraordinary avtiOeta, and icoxwAa, and 

madpica, and omovotédevta, and other figures of the same 

kind, which at that time from the novelty of their style 

were deemed worthy of adoption, but are now looked upon 

as affected and ridiculous when used in such nauseous super- 

abundance.’ The speeches of Gorgias were thus most ela- 

borately constructed, and, in addition to their almost metrical 

character, bordered upon poetry also in their use of meta- 

phors and of compound words. Aristotle comments upon 

the fault of writing prose as if it were poetry, and he 

| severely says that this was done by the first prose writers 

because they observed how great was the success of poets in 

covering by their diction the emptiness of their thoughts.*! 

Aristotle in another place quotes from Gorgias and from 

Alcidamas, his follower, several instances of what he calls 

‘frigidity’ (xruyporns, Rhet. ui. iii. 1), produced by pom- 

pous or poetical words and compounds. He also mentions 

two of the rhetorical tricks of Gorgias. One was that 

Gorgias boasted he could never be at a loss in speaking, 

‘for if he is speaking of Achilles, he praises Peleus,’ 2.¢. he 

will go off from his subject into something collateral (het. 
| 
‘Ul. XVil. 2). The other device was one full of shrewdness: 

| 
| 
he said, ‘You should silence your adversary’s earnestness 

|  Rhet. ML.1.9. °Emel 8 of moral | momrikh mporn eyéveto Aékis, oiov 7 

Aéyoutes ebhOn Sid thy Ack eBdKovy Topytov. 

Topicacba tTHyde Thy Sdtav, dice TodTO 
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with jest, and his jest with earnest.’ 4? Among the imitators — 

of Gorgias were Agathon and Isocrates. The speech of 

Agathon in the Symposium of Plato is an example of the 

extreme of the flowery style. Socrates remarks at its con- 

clusion, that he has been almost petrified by the speaking 

Gorgias (7. @. Gorgon’s) head which Agathon has presented 

to him. The influence of Gorgias may also be extensively 

detected in the antitheses (often forced), the balance of 

sentences, and the occasionally poetical diction of Thucy- 

dides. 

Rhetoric, viewed historically, considered as a thinking 

about words and the possibilities of language, was by no 

means, as we have seen, coeval with the origin of states and 

of human thought. It was a somewhat late product of 

civilisation. But it was a path which there was an inherent 

necessity for opening and exploring. From this point of 

view, thanks are due to the more eminent Sophists for their 

contributions towards the formation of Grecian prose style, 

for developing the idea of the period, and bringing under 

the domain of art that which before was left uncultivated. 

If in their own writing ornament was overdone, they may be 

considered in this, as in other things, to occupy a transition 

place, and to have served as pioneers to others. 

But there is yet another aspect in which rhetoric must 

be regarded, and that is, not merely as an affair of words 

and sentences, but as a direction and phase of thought itself. 

It consists in attention to form, producing neglect of matter 

—in striving for the brilliant and the plausible, instead of 

for the trmue—in decking out stale thoughts with a fresh 

outer garment of words—in enforcing a conclusion without 

_ | 

| 

© Phet, wt. xviii. 7. Kai dey &pn | tev evaytiay yéAwti, Tov SE yeAwta 

Popyias Thy mev omovdiy Siapbel pen | omroudi}. 
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_ having tested the premises. This takes up the arts of the 

lawyer into the philosopher’s or the teacher’s chair; it 

covers its ignorance with a cloak of verbosity; it will never 

confess there is anything it does not know. This most 

truly keeps the key of knowledge, and will neither enter 

in itself nor let other men come in. It speaks things 

which it does not feel; its utterances come from the fancy, 

and not from the heart; its pictures are not taken from 

nature ; its metaphors are unnecessary ; its pathos is hollow. 

If language be looked on as not separate from thought, but 

identical with it, then is rhetoric false thought, as opposed 

to true. There are, no doubt, various degrees and stages of 

rhetorical falsehood. The lightest kind is that which con- 

sists in some slight exaggeration in a word or an expression. 

This often takes place in cases where a speaker or writer fully 

and sincerely believes the general import of what he is 

) asserting; but in setting forth the separate parts he allows 

himself to quit the stern simplicity of what he actually feels. 

| Again, when a foregone conclusion has lost its freshness, 

rhetoric is called in in the hope of enlivening it. The most 

flagrant rhetorical falsity would, of course, consist in the 

advocacy of propositions which the speaker not only did not 

believe (in the sense of not feeling or realising them), but 

absolutely disbelieved. As men are not fiends, this is ex- 

tremely rare. Rhetoric usually juggles the mind of the 

speaker as well as of his audience. It takes off the atten- 

|tion of both from examining the truth. It is, for the most 

| part, well-meaning, and is much rather a defender than an 

Impugner of the common orthodox opinions. Hence it was 

that Plato defined rhetoric to be a trick of flattering the 

| populace. Hence, also, he said that the Sophists studied 

the humours of society, as one might study the temper of a 

wild beast. In the practice of the Sophists, Plato saw Rhe- 
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toric and Sophistry‘? identical. Sophistry consisted in sub- 

stituting rhetoric for philosophy, words for thoughts (év tots 

dvopact copifovtar Kal ov« 2v Tots vonact, Xen. Cyneget. l.c.) 

With Plato, philosophy was a higher kind of poetry, in 

which reason and imagination both found their scope. With 

the Sophists, it was a harangue (é7ideEs) upon any given 

subject, with figures and periods to catch applause. Ari- 

stotle, indeed, was enabled afterwards to look at rhetoric in 

a mere abstract way, as the art of composition, and so to 

separate the Rhetorician from the Sophist, since it was not 

necessary that Rhetoric should be used in a Sophistical 

spirit. But Plato always regards Rhetoric as a false impulse 

in human thought; he always considers it in the concrete, 

and never as a mere instrument to be used and abused. 

And that the rhetorical spirit is a reality, attaching itself 

above all to the highest subjects, to philosophy and religion, 
ee pease pyar ec eee oe eee 

and, like the ‘ bloom of decay, luxuriantly overgrowing them, | 

—this the experience of all ages and of every thinking man 

can testify. 

But hollow rhetoric is not the only feature of Sophistry, 

either according to modern acceptation, or in the pictures — 

drawn by Plato. An even more prominent association con- 

nected with it is—fallacious reasoning. From the original | 

‘sophism’ naturally stands fora trick in language or thought, — 

meaning of the word ocofifcOar, ‘to devise cleverly, — 

and Sophistry becomes identical with paralogism used for a 

dishonest purpose. But this is not merely an association | 
| 

derived from etymology. Plato and Aristotle both directly 

accuse the Greek ‘ Sophists,’ or professional teachers, of the’ 

practice of consciously using fallacious arguments to suit — 

their own purposes. It has of late been ingeniously dis- — 

| 
| 

" Cf. Gorgias, ». 520 A. tadrov, & paxdpr’, ear copirrhs kad pitwp. 
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covered and pointed out“ that at a particular point a 

change comes oyer the spirit of Plato’s treatment of Sophists, 

that the dialogues in which the Sophists are mentioned 

fall into two groups, ‘ and that in each of these the being 

ealled Sophist exhibits a strongly marked character, so diffe- 

rent from that of his homonym in the other group, that if 

they had not been called by the same name, no reader would 

have dreamt of identifying them.’ 

The earlier group of dialogues consists of Protagoras, 

Gorgias, and Republic, in which the great characteristics 

attributed to the leading Sophists, who are introduced as 

dramatis persone (Protagoras, Polus, Hippias, Gorgias, 

Thrasymachus ), are—their wordiness, their habit of declaim- 

ing and making long speeches, their ignorance of the art of 

argumentation, their inability to discuss a subject by means 

of short questions and answers. These personages, widely 

differing in many important points, both of doctrine and 

attitude, are represented as having one thing in common, 

which may be represented positively as a rhetorical and 

declamatory tendency, and negatively as an incapacity for 

close reasoning. In Meno, in which the Sophisits are men- 

tioned and half-defended against Anytus, Socrates alludes to 

the Eristies (p. 75, D) as if a distinct class from the Sophists 

and by no means identical with them. But when we come 

to the second group of dialogues, consisting of Huthydemus, 

| Sophistes, and Thectetus, a great change is observable, for 

the Sophists are now represented as the practitioners of 

perverse dialectic, as putting captious questions to people 

and inveigling them into contradictions by means of verbal 

‘quibbles, as professors of the art of gp.otixy. In Huthydemus 

two Sophists are represented as practising this art on an in- 

“ By Mr. H. Sidgwick in the Journal of Philology, vol. iv. p. 294, 84q- 

YOL. I. K 
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genuous youth, who is rescued from their clutches by So- 

erates. In Sophistes the Sophist, with his shart questions and 

answers, is expressly contrasted with both the statesman and 

the Rhetorician. In Theetetus (p. 154, E) the adverb go- 

diotixas* is used summarily to designate the method of 

captious Eristic, which has no regard to truth, but only to 

victory, as opposed to honest Dialectic, whose object is the 

discovery of truth. 

There appears, then, to have been a strongly marked 

change of front in Plato’s attack on the Sophists. The 

only difficulty in explaining this arises from the doubt 

whether Huthydemus was not one of the earlier dialogues 

of Plato (as indeed it is generally supposed to have been). 

Mr. Sidgwick, however, thinks that from the nature of its 

contents it may be placed in chronological juxtaposition 

with Sophistes. | 

However this may be, the difference in view between 

Protagoras, Gorgias, and Republic, on the one hand, and 

Euthydemus and Sophistes, on the other hand, seems to 

point to a historical change that’ occurred in the character- 

istics of the Greek Sophists. While the early and greater 

Sophists were mainly rhetoricians and declaimers, the later 

Sophists, those of the fourth century B.c., were mainly eristies, 

or perverse dialecticians. Mr. Sidgwick is of opinion that 

this arose from the example of the Socratie mode of dis- 

putation—that Socrates, by showing his triumphant elenchus, 

or refutation of opinions and conclusions which he consi- 

dered unsound, is responsible for the sophistici elenchi, or 

fallacies, those unfair arguments which Aristotle tells us 

were used with the view of astounding the listener, in order 

that out of this triumph reputation, and out of reputation 
| 
| 
| 

* EvvenOdyTes copiorikGs eis utxny Toabtyy, AAAHAwY TOUS Ad-yous Tois AOVOIS 

expovouer, 
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gain, might accrue; *° in short, that Socrates was the father 

of Eristic in all its forms. This is an interesting suggestion, 

and a certain amount of acceptance must be accorded to it. 

Doubtless in the half-century which succeeded the death of 

Socrates a very great impulse was given in Athens to the 

practice of Dialectic, and thence of Eristic. This appears 

in the post-Socratic philosophical schools; in the captious 

arguments invented by the Megarians; in the Platonic 

dialogues themselves, which are composed throughout on 

a dialectical, often on an eristical, basis. But still more 

this tendency must have manifested itself in Athenian 

society, as we learn from the Zopics of Aristotle, which 

work was written in order to give rules for the intellectual 

game of Dialectic, as practised at Athens.*7 Socrates may 

have given the start to this sort of thing; but it just suited 

the lively and intellectual Athenians, and we may conceive 

| of them at this period as a society possessed by an insatiate 

appetite for discussion and controversy, whether with a view 

to truth or to mere victory over an opponent. The Sophists 

were always rather the creatures than the creators of their 

age ; and as in the fifth century they followed the impulse of 

the times, and became rhetoricians, and in some cases made 

contributions to Rhetoric and its subsidiary arts, so in the 

| fourth century they appear merrily swimming with the tide 

of Dialectic, and drawing profit to themselves out of it,— 

working out the possibilities of Eristic, and inventing their 

own fallacious refutations to match the elenchus of Socrates. 

Their procedure was caricatured by Plato in the Huthy- 

demus, but Aristotle gravely assures us as a matter of fact 

© Soph. El. xi, 5. Of pév oby THs | copiotiKol, 
vikns abtis xdpiw TowdTo epiorixor 47 See Grotes Aristotle, vol. i. 

tvOpwror Kal pir€pides Soxodow clvat, | p. 386. 

BE Bins xdpw THs cis Xpnuariopdy 

kK 2 
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that the kind of fallacies therein represented were habitually 

employed by the Sophists.“% As collected and analysed by 

Aristotle, these Sophistical Refutations may claim the 

honour of having well-nigh exhausted the possibilities of 

error in human reasoning. Modern logicians have hardly 

been able to add any new failacies to the list. 

Aristotle says that ‘Plato gave no bad definition of 

Sophistry in making it to be concerned with the non-exist- 

ent. For the arguments of almost all the Sophists may be 

said to be concerned with the accidental (7.e. that which 

has no absolute existence) ; as, for instance, their question 

whether Coriscus, the musician, is the same as plain Coris- 

cus; whether, by becoming musical, one absolutely comes 

into being, &e. (Metaphys. v. ii. 4). Plato had said (So- 

phist, p. 254 A), that ‘while the philosopher is ever de- 

voted to the idea of the absolutely existent, and thus lives » 

in a region which is dark from excess of light, the Sophist, 

on the other hand, takes refuge in the murky region of the 

non-existent.’ This ‘non-existent’ was, as Aristotle ex- 

plained it, the sphere of the accidental, the conditional, the 

relative, as contrasted with absolute being. Elsewhere we 

find that it was a trick of the Sophists to avail themselves 

of a traditional piece of dialectic ‘older than Protagoras,’ 

and to argue that to speak falsely was impossible, for that 

would be no less than uttering the non-existent, whereas the 

non-existent has no existence in any sense whatever, and 

therefore to conceive or utter it is impossible (Huthydem. 

pp- 284-286). Plato maintains against this argument, and 

against the doctrines of the Eleatics, that in some sense 
~ So} er =. 5 Ve ‘not-being’ has an existence. We see then that to set the 

is @ ny “4 ° > 7 \ > ; I 

Soph. Elench.i. 8. “Ort wey ody | To.auTyns eplevTar Suvduews ods Kadov- 
oo = 7 ; a 
€oTt TL THOUTOY AOYwY yEevos, Kal STL | wey Gopiotds, dHAOV. 
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relative meaning of a word against its absolute significa- 

tion, to play off the accidental against the essential, formed 

a main part of the ‘ Eristic’ art. 

The view here taken, then, is that while it is true that 

Eristic was only fully developed by the post-Socratic Sophists, 

it was not derived by them at first hand from Socrates him- 

self, but came to them through the active dialectic tenden- 

cies now spread throughout society, which tendencies they, 

as professors of the art of disputation, restless in intellect 

and without earnestness about consequences, appear certainly 

to have perverted. The birth and prevalence of fallacy no 

doubt gave birth to a sounder logic, which was necessary as 

a counteraction to the Sophists, and which their clever ma- 

nipulation of language suggested. ‘Thus, historically, their 

vicious practice was advantageous, though this can hardly be 

reckoned to them as a merit. Independently of the valuable 

distinction drawn by Mr. Sidgwick between the character- 

istics of the first and second generation of Sophists, we may 

still ask whether a certain bias towards fallacy did not ex- 

hibit itself even in the first and most eminent members of 

this profession. Mr. Sidgwick argues justly that Protagoras 

ean hardly have been, as Diogenes Laertius suggests, the 

| inventor of Eristic, else Plato would never have represented 

him as a perfect child in anything like close dialectic argu- 

ment. But on the other hand, when we read of the boast of 

Protagoras (70 Hpwtayopou émayyedua) that ‘he could make 

the worse cause the better, which Aristotle says that men 

were indignant at, and when we read of the devices of 

Gorgias (mentioned above, p. 125), we can hardly exonerate 

_ the rhetoric even of these worthies from being too facile in 

the direction of not unconscious fallacy. 

Grote repeatedly, and rightly, argues that the Sophists 

were not a philosophical sect, and had no common philo- 
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sophical doctrines. Yet the two most eminent among those 

who first consented to espouse the profession and to accept the 

name of Sophists, had been beforehand not inconsiderable 

philosophers, and as such had each their respective connec- 

tion with previous schools of philosophy. Thus Sophistry 

may be said to have had a philosophical pedigree of its own. 

As represented in the persons of the two most eminent 

Sophists, it sprang almost simultaneously from the north and 

the south. Also it may be said to have derived its origin more 

or less immediately from two directly opposite schools of 

previous thinkers. Protagoras of Abdera starts from the 

principle of Heraclitus that all is becoming; Gorgias of 

Leontium took up the Eleatic principle of absolute unity. 

Both Protagoras and Gorgias may be considered to have held 

their character as philosophers in some measure distinct 

from their professional character as rhetoricians and teachers, 

and yet the results of their philosophising coloured their 

teaching. The philosophy of the two can never be said to 

have amalgamated, and yet it exhibits a common element. 

An accurate statement of the doctrine of Protagoras appears 

in the Vheetetus of Plato, which is intended to refute 

it, but which at the same time treats its author with 

all respect. We see at once that it was a profound doctrine, 

and of the greatest importance as a ‘moment’ in philosophy. 

Heraclitus had said that all is motion, or becoming,—-Pro- 

tagoras analyses this becoming into its two sides, the active 

and the passive, in other words the objective and subjective. 

Nothing exists absolutely, things attain an existence by 

coming in contact with and acting on an organ of sensation, 

that is, a subject. Thus all existence is merely relative, and 

depends in each case on a relation to the individual pereipi- 

ent; and therefore ‘ man is the measure of all things, of the 

existent that they exist, and of things non-existent that they 
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do not exist.’ This proposition on the one hand contains 

the germ of all philosophy, on the other hand it renders phi- 

losophy impossible by reducing all knowledge and existence 

to mere sensation. It contains the germ of all philosophy 

by asserting that all knowledge, and therefore all existence, 

as far as we can conceive it, consists in the relation between 

an object and a subject, that’ every object implies a subject 

and every subject an object. This cannot be gainsaid, and 

it is in short one of the main purposes of philosophy to lift 

men out of their common unreflecting belief in the absolute 

existence of external objects into so much idealism as this. 

But the principle of Protagoras falls short in its misconcep- 

tion and too great limiting of the subjective side of exist- 

ence. Objects exist only in relation to a subject, but not 

necessarily in relation to individual perceptions. If indivi- 

dual perception is the measure of all things, the same object 

will be capable of contradictory qualities at the same moment 

according as it appears different to different individuals ; 

a thing can then be and not be at the same time; the dis- 

tinction between true and false will be done away; even 

denial (avriéyevv) must cease. Protagoras acknowledged 

these results ; he said, ‘What appears true to a person is 

true tohim. I cannot call it false, I can only endeavour to 

make his perceptions, not truer but better, i.e. such as are 

more expedient for him to entertain.’ 

Man is indeed the measure of all things, not the in- 

dividual man with his changeable and erring perceptions, 

but the universal reason of man, manifesting itself more or 

less distinctly in the deepest intuitions of those who are pure 

and wise, and who attain most nearly to the truth. The 

principle of Protagoras, by calling attention to the subject- 

ive side of knowledge, led the way to what has been called 

‘critical’ philosophy, to a critic of cognition itself; and this 
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was a great advance upon former systems, which regarded 

knowledge and existence too much as if absolutely objective. 

But Protagoras himself rested in sensationalism, and becom- 

ing from his own system sceptical about truth altogether, he 

seems to have returned (as above mentioned) to mere prin- 

ciples of expediency. His sensational theory and his scep- 

ticism about knowledge are not to be regarded as Sophistical, 

in the Platonic sense of the word. But with this sceptical 

foundation to all theories, to commence teaching virtue; to 

have thus reduced virtue to a matter of expediency for daily 

life—to have combined such acute penetration with so little 

moral or scientific earnestness—after exploding philosophy 

to have fallen back upon popular and prudential Ethics— 

this indeed was to exhibit many of the essential features of 

that Sophistry against which Plato directed all his strength. 

We see traces of the same spirit—of acute and active intel- 

lect combined with a certain trifling and unreality upon the 

gravest subjects—in the well-known sentence of Protagoras 

on the gods: ‘ Respecting the gods, I neither know whether 

they exist or do not exist; for there is much that hinders 

this knowledge, namely, the obscurity of the subject, and the 

shortness of human life.“* This scepticism, as far as we can 

conjecture its tendency, does not consist in denying the 

Grecian Polytheism in order to substitute in its place some 

deeper conception. It cannot, therefore, be considered pa- 

rallel to the philosophical contempt of Xenophanes and 

others for the fables of Paganism. Protagoras despairs of a 

theology, and proclaims his despair, and falls back upon 

practical success. 

The celebrated thesis of Gorgias, which formed the sub- 

© Diog. Laert. 1x. 51, Sext. Emp. adv. Math. 1x. 56. 
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ject of his book ‘On Nature, or the Non-existent,’ and of 

which a sketch is preserved in the Peripatetic treatise, called 

Aristotle’s, De Xenophane, Zenone, et Gorgid, and also in 

Sextus Empiricus (ad Math. vu. 65), is one of the most 

startling utterances of antiquity. It consists of three propo- 

sitions. (1) Nothing exists. (2) If it does exist, it cannot 

| be known. (3) If it can be known, it cannot be communi- 

cated.” The extravagant character of this position was de- 

) nounced by Isocrates in the opening of his Helen. He is 

speaking of the inveterate habit of defending paradoxes 

which had so long prevailed, and he asks,‘ Who is so behind- 

hand (oyupa6ys) as not to know that Protagoras and the 

Sophists of that time left us compositions of the kind I have 

named, and even more vexatious? for how could anyone 

| surpass the audacity of Gorgias, who dared to say that 

| nothing of existing things exists?’ Isocrates adds to the 

name of Gorgias, those of Zeno and Melissus; he had before 

specified as ridiculous paradoxes the theses that ‘it is im- 

possible to speak falsehood ’—that ‘ it is impossible to deny ’ 

—that ‘all virtue is one —that ‘virtue is a science.’ Else- 

where (De Permutat. § 268), he mentions as the ‘ theories of 

the old Sophists,’ that ‘the number of existences was, accord- 

ing to Empedocles, four ; according to Ion, three; according 

to Alemzon, two; according to Parmenides and Melissus, 

one; according to Gorgias, absolutely none.’ We see then 

that the point of view which Isocrates takes is that of so- 

called common sense and practical life—that he declines to 

teal upon philosophical questions at all. He regards the 

absolute Nihilism of Gorgias as belonging to the same sphere 

lof thought, only a more flagrant development of it, as the 

doctrine, ‘all virtue is a science.’ It is always easy to set 

®° ObvK elvat pnow obdév* ei8’ Zorw, | ordv, GAN’ od Snrwrdy HAAoS. Arist. 
> | = 

byvworoy clvar* ci dt kad fort Kad -yrw- | De Xenophane, &e. ¢. v. 4 2 
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aside philosophical views as repugnant to common sense, as 

mere subtleties and useless paradoxes. But if we enter on 

philosophy at all, we must accept the dialectic of the reason. 

The difficulties into which it may lead us must not be rejected 

as subtleties, but acknowledged, and if possible reconciled 

with the views of common sense. 

Philosophy, before Gorgias, had been occupied with an 

abstract conception of Being, whether as One or Many. The 

dialectic of the Eleatics had been directed to establish, against 

all testimony of the senses, that the only existence possible is 

one immutable Being. On the other hand, the Ionics main- 

tained the plurality of existences; and Heraclitus especially 

held the exact contrary to the Eleatic view, that there was 

no permanence or unity, but all was plurality and becoming. 

The dialectic of Gorgias coming in here explodes all philo- — 

sophy by a demonstration that ‘ nothing exists.’ This part 

of his position he appears to have maintained by bringing 

Eleatic arguments against the Ionic hypothesis, and Ionie¢ 

arguments against the Eleatic hypothesis.*! ‘If there is 

existence (e/ 6 go7v), it must be either Not-being or Being. 

It cannot be Not-being, else Being will be identical with 

Not-being. It cannot be Being, for then it must be either 

One or Many, either created or uncreate. It cannot be One, 

for One implies divisibility, 7.e. plurality. It cannot be 

Many, for the Many is based upon the unit of which it is 

only the repetition, and is so essentially One. Again, it can- 

not be created, for it must either be created out of the 

existent or the non-existent. It cannot be the former, else 

it would have existed already. It cannot be the latter, for 

51 Kal Ort wey ode @or1, cuvOels Ta | moAAR* of BE ad, Sri TOAAG Kad ovX ey 

erepois cipnucva, Boor wep Tay byTwy Kad of pey Bre ayevynTa of BE ds yevb- 
A€yovtes, Tavayvtia, ws doKodow, &ro- eva, emideckviyTes, TAUTA TUAAOYICETaL 
gaivovra: abrots* of wev, drt ey Kal od | Kar’ aupotépwy. Arist. De Xen, &e. 1. es 
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nothing can come from the non-existent. Nor can it be 

Uncreate, for that implies its being Infinite, and the Infinite 

can have no existence in space.’ These arguments are not 

to be looked at as a mere wanton sporting with words. 

Rather they contain a very penetrating insight into some of 

the difficulties which beset the most abstract view of exist- 

ence. The same difficulties have been felt by other philo- 

sophers ; thus, in the Parmenides of Plato, great obstacles 

have been set forth to considering existence either as One or 

as Many. And Kant represents it as one of the antinomies 

of the reason, that the world can neither be conceived of as 

without a beginning, nor as having had a beginning. No 

blame can possibly attach to Gorgias for these speculations, 

nor for the conclusions to which they led. Plato himself, in 

the Parmenides (p. 135 D), urges and exhorts the young 

philosopher to follow out this sort of dialectic. ‘ You should 

| exercise yourself while yet young,’ says Parmenides to 

Socrates, ‘in that which the world calls waste of time (ris 

Soxovons aypnotouv sivat Kal Kadoupéevns bToO TOV TOAAOV 

adorecyias), else truth will escape you.’ What, then, is this 

method? It consists in the following out of contrary hypo- 

theses, the one and the many, the like and the unlike, 

motion, rest, creation, destruction ; not only supposing the 

existence of each of these separate ideas, but afterwards also 

their non-existence; follow out the consequences in each 

case, and see what comes of the antinomy. All praise, then, 

is due to Gorgias, from Plato’s point of view, for his strin- 

gent dialectic. To the popular mind, such reasonings appear 

} absurd or repugnant. But the philosopher is only stimu- 

| lated by them to seek for a higher ground of vision, whence 

these seeming contradictions and difficulties may be seen to 

be reconciled. We can only regret that we do not possess 

the entire work of Gorgias, in order to know more accurately 
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its exact purpose; whether his arguments were meant to 

have a universal validity, or whether they were only relative 

to the Ionic and Eleatic philosophies. The latter would 

seem to be actually the case, whatever was meant by the 

author himself; for the destructive arguments of Gorgias, 

while they are of force against previous philosophy, do not 

touch the universe of Plato, in which there was a synthesis 

of the one and the many, of being and not-being. 

The two remaining theses of Gorgias, that being if exist- 

ent could not be known, and if known could not be com- 

municated,—contain the strongest form of that subjective 

idealism afterwards repeated by Kant. They place an im- 

passable gulf between things in themselves and the human 

mind. We can never know things in themselves; all we 

know is our thought, and the thought is not the thing. Still 

less could we communicate them to others, for by what 

organs could we communicate things in themselves? How 

by speech could we convey even the visible ? In this part of 

the dialectic of Gorgias we trace an affinity to the doctrines 

of Protagoras. They each exhibit a tendency to a disbelief 

in the possibility of attaining truth. The scepticism, how- 

ever, does not constitute Sophistry. It was not peculiar to 

the Sophists, but is a characteristic universally of the close 

of the Pre-Socratic era of philosophy. Aristotle speaks 

against it very strongly, but he does not call it Sophistry, he 

attributes it to several great names (Metaphys. mt. ¢. iv.—v.). 

After arguing against the saying of Protagoras, he mentions 

that Democritus said ‘ there is no truth, or it is beyond our 

finding ’ (Anyoxputos yé dnow Arou ovOev eivar adnOes 7) Hyutv 

y adndov); that Empedocles said ‘ thought changes accord- 
9 ing as men change ;’ that Parmenides said in the same way, b 

‘thought depends on our physical state;’ that Anaxagoras © 

said ‘things are according as men conceive them.’ Aristotle | 

: 

} 
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remarks, ‘It is surely an evil case, if those who have 

attained truth most, as loving it best, and seeking it most 

ardently, hold these opinions. It is enough to make one 

despair of attempting philosophy. It makes the search after 

truth a mere wild-goose chase. The cause of these opinions 

is that men, while speculating on existence, have considered 

the sensible world to be the only real existence. And this 

latter is full of what is uncertain and merely conditional ’ 

(Metaphys. 11. v. 15, 16). Sophistry then is not constituted 

by any theories of cognition or existence. It consists in a 

certain spirit, in a particular purpose with which philosophy, 

or the pretence of philosophy, is followed. ‘ Sophistry and 

dialectic, says Aristotle, ‘are conversant with the same 

matter as philosophy, but it differs from them both; from 

the one in the manner of its procedure, the other in the pur- 

pose which guides its life. Dialectic is tentative about those 

| subjects on which philosophy is conclusive, and Sophistry is 

a pretence, and not a reality.’ *? 

| No other members of the Sophistic profession, so far as 

we know, dealt with metaphysical questions. They were 

rhetoricians, grammarians, teachers of mathematics and of 

what was then known of physical science, teachers of music, 

teachers of virtue and of politics, and of the art of success in 

| citizen-life, dialecticians, disputants, and experimenters in 

logic. But it was one of Plato’s chief grounds of complaint 

against them that, while they were by their professional 

procedure brought into contaet with so many of the higher 

| subjects,—they were not philosophers. 

We now come to that which is, for our present purpose, 
| 
| 

| 
| °° Tlept wév yap Td adrd yevos orpé- 

Peta H Topicrixh Kai} SiadreKtiKh TH 

Pirovopia, AAAM Siahéper THs ev TH 

| Tpdmw Tis duvduews, TAS Be rod Blou TA 

Tpoaperet, ~Eor. 5€ 7 SiaAeKTIKY TeEL- 
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® of. Metaphys. m1. ii, 20. 
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the most important question with regard to the Sophists,— 

What was their influence upon ethical thought? In the 

first place, then, they obviously must have affected moral 

ideas in Greece simply by talking very much about them. 

Socrates is commonly spoken of as the first moral philosopher, 

and in the pages of Xenophon we find him constantly dis- 

coursing on moral topics. But as in nature, so in the pro- 

eress of the human mind, nothing is done per saltwm; that 

which is great and conspicuous in any line is often called 

‘the first,’ while its precursors are left out of sight, but with- 

out those precursors it would not have come into existence. 

This was in all probability the case with regard to the 

ethical philosophy of Socrates; it was suggested by, and to 

some extent may be considered to have arisen out of, the 

manifold lecturings and disputations of the Sophists. We 

do not gather from Xenophon that there was any marked 

antagonism or polemic between the real Socrates and the 

whole profession of the Sophists of his day. It is only the 

dramatic Socrates of Plato’s fancy that is used as the vehicle 

of Plato’s own disapprobation of certain tendencies which he 

considered to have been manifested by the profession. But 

the historical Socrates is represented by Xenophon as adopting 

and using a discourse of Prodicus; and great as may be the — 

differences which to the philosophic eye reveal themselves _ 

‘between the essential spirit of Socrates and that of the — 

Sophists, to the uncritical eyes of most of his contemporaries _ 

Socrates doubtless appeared undistinguishable from the other 

professional talkers on virtue, except by the one cireumstance — 

that he did not accept fees. Thus it was only natural that | 

Aristophanes should, uncritically, include Socrates in what 

was with him a very wide class of persons, and should couple if 

Socrates and Prodicus together as chief ‘in wisdom and Ia 

gnomic thought, of the transcendental Sophists of the day. — 

li 
| 
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The historical Socrates had really much in common with the 

Sophists; he is the leading figure in a new era of conscious 

morality which they had gradually inaugurated. 

The very first characteristic that is predicated of the 

Sophists by Xenophon, Isocrates, and Plato is, that they 

‘undertook to teach virtue.’ To this rule, however, Gorgias 

| was an exception. Meno, in Plato’s dialogue, praises him 

‘because he was never heard to make any pretence of the 

kind, but used to ridicule those who made it,—he himself 

| thought that men ought to be made clever in speaking.’ 

Socrates on this asks Meno, ‘What, don’t you then really 

think that the Sophists can teach virtue?’ to which Meno 

| replies, ‘I know not what to say, Socrates, for I feel like 

most men on this question. Sometimes I think that they 

| can teach it, and sometimes that they cannot.’ (Men. p.g5 C.) 

A nearer definition of what this ‘teaching virtue’ meant is 

| put into the mouth of Protagoras, who boasts (Plato, Protag. 

p- 318 E) that ‘he will not mock those who come to him by 

teaching them mere specialities against their will, as the other 

Sophists do, such as dialectic, astronomy, geometry, and 

music. They shall learn from him nothing except what they 

came to be taught. His teaching will be, good counsel, both 

about a man’s own affairs, how best to govern his own family, 

and also about the affairs of the state, how most ably to 

administer and to speak about state matters.’ Socrates says, 

‘You appear to me to mean the art of Politics, and to 

undertake to make men good citizens.’ ‘ This is just what I 

undertake,’ says Protagoras. To attempt to discover in this 

proposal anything insidious or subversive of morality would 

| be quite absurd. Protagoras is represented by Plato through- 

‘out the dialogue as exhibiting an elevated standard of moral 

feelings, Thus he repudiates with contempt the doctrine 

that injustice can ever be good sense (p. 333 C), and from 

| 
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grounds of cautious morality he declines to admit that the 

pleasant is identical with the good (p. 351 D). There is little 

reason to doubt that Protagoras may have conveyed to those 

who sought his instructions much prudent advice, and many 

shrewd maxims on the conduct of life and on the art of 

dealing with men in public and private relations. Of the 

hortatory morality of the Sophist, we have further means of 

forming a judgment from the celebrated composition (Xvy- 

ypauwa) of Prodicus, commonly called ‘The Choice of 

Hercules.’ It is preserved for us by Xenophon (Memorab. 

1. i. 21-34), who represents it as being quoted by Socrates 

with a view of enforcing the advantages of temperance and - 

virtue. It was the most popular of the declamations of 

Prodicus (é7rep 87) Kat mrslotows éemrde(xvutar), and has since 

constantly found a place in books of elegant extracts and 

moral lessons. It would be easy to criticise and find fault 

with this fable. It does not adequately represent the real 

trial and difficulty of life. If, at the period of transition from 

boyhood to youth (é7réi 2x maldwy eis HBnv wpyaTto), one might 

go forth to a place of retirement (éeA@ovta els novy/av xabj- 

ofa), and there see presented Vice and Virtue, the one 

meretricious in dress and form, the other beautiful, and 

dignified, and noble ; and if, when Vice had opened her allur- 

ing offers, Virtue immediately exposed their hollowness, sub- 

stituting her own far higher and greater promises of good ; 

and if, there and then, one might choose once for all between 

the two, who is there that would hesitate a moment to accept 

the guidance of Virtue? It may be said almost universally 

that all youths aspire after what is good. If it depended on 

a choice made once for all at the opening of life, all men 

would be virtuous. But man’s moral life consists in a 

struggle in detail; and this the figure of Prodicus fails to 

represent. 
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Again, parables of this kind never adequately represent, 

in all its complexity, the moral truth which they are in- 

tended to convey. The ‘Choice of Hercules’ would make it 

appear as if the allurements of vice were exterior to us, as if 

‘Hercules’ had merely to select, to the best of his judg- 

ment, between two external objects offered to him. But this 

leaves out of consideration the enemy within the camp, the 

evOnparov avTov mentioned by Aristotle (Hth. mi. i. 11), the 

fact that temptation is in ourselves, and consists in our own 

nature, which does not leave us free to make cool judgments 

and to act upon them. All such psychological refinements 

had, however, to be developed later. 

Several parts of the exhortation which Prodicus puts into 

the mouth of Virtue are full of merit ; a noble perseverance 

and manliness of character are inculeated; and in the de- 

nunciation of vice the following fine sentence occurs: ‘ You 

never hear that which is the sweetest sound of all, self- 

approbation ; and that which is the fairest of all sights you 

never see, a good deed done by yourself!’ There is some- 

thing rather rhetorical in the complexion of this discourse, 

even as‘it is given by the Socrates of Xenophon, and he con- 

eludes it by saying, ‘ Prodicus dressed up his thoughts in far 

more splendid language than I have used at present.’ But 

against the moral orthodoxy of the piece not a word can be 

said, and we may safely assert, that had all the discourses of 

the Sophists been of this character, they would not have 

fallen into such general bad repute as teachers. 

Plato never represents the Sophists as teaching lax mo- 

rality to their disciples. He does not make sophistry to 

consist in the holding wicked opinions; on the contrary, he 

represents it as only too orthodox in general, but capable 

_ oceasionally of giving utterance to immoral paradoxes for the 

sake of vanity. Sophistry rather tampers and trifles with 

VOL. I. L 
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the moral convictions than directly attacks them. It is 

easy to see how this came about. Greece was now full of 

men professing to ‘teach virtue.’ They were ingenious, ac- 

complished, rivals to each other, above all things desirous of 

attracting attention. ‘Their talk was on a trite subject, on 

which it was necessary to say something new. The proce- 

dure of the Sophists was twofold, either it was rhetorical 

or dialectical. They either (1) tricked out the praises of 

justice and virtue with citations from the old poets, with 

ornaments of language, and with allegories and personifica- 

tions. Of this latter kind of discourse we have a specimen 

in the ‘Choice of Hercules, and again we have the sketch 

or skeleton of a moral declamation which Hippias, in Plato’s 

dialogue (Hipp. Major, p. 286), says he has delivered with 

great success, and is about to deliver again. The framework is 

simple enough. Neoptolemus, after the fall of Troy, is sup- 

posed to have asked Nestor’s advice for his future conduct. 

Nestor replies by suggesting many noble maxims. ‘’Tis a 

fine piece, says Hippias complacently, ‘ well arranged, espe- 

cially in the matter of the language.’ Such like composi- 

tions of the Sophists form a sort of parallel to the popular 

preaching of the present day. Or else (2) they gave an 

idea of their own power and subtlety, by skirmishes of lan- 

guage, by opening up new points of view with regard to 

common every-day duties, and making the old notions 

appear strangely inverted. All the while that they thus 

argued, no doubt they professed to be maintaining a mere 

logomachy. But to an intellectual people like the Greeks 

there would be something irresistibly fascinating in this new 

mental exercitation. Aristophanes represents the conserva- 

tive abhorrence which this new spirit awakened. He depicts 

in a caricature a new kind of education in which everything 

is sophisticated, that is, tampered with by the intellect. A 
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sort of casuistry must have been fostered throughout Greece 

by various concurrent causes; by the drama, which repre- 

sented, as for instance in the Antigone, a conflict of opposing 

duties ; by the law-courts, in which it was constantly endea- 

voured to ‘ make the worse side seem the better ;’ and lastly, 

as we have seen, by the Sophists, who, in discoursing on the 

duties of the citizen, did not refrain from showing that there 

was a point of view from which ‘ the law’ appeared a mere 

convention, while ‘natural right’ might be distinguished 

from it. 

To be able to view a conception from opposite points of 

sight ; to see the unsatisfactoriness of common notions; to 

feel the difficulties which attach to all grave questions—these 

are the first stages preparatory to obtaining a wise, settled, 

and philosophical conviction. Thus far the dialectic of the So- 

phists and that of Socrates coincide. But the Sophists went 

no further than these first steps; the positive side of their 

teaching consisted in returning to the common views for 

the sake of expediency. That there is danger incurred by 

the dialectical process, in its first negative and destructive 

stages, no one has felt more strongly than Plato. He wishes, 

in his Republic, that dialectic, as a part of education, may be 

deferred till after thirty, because ‘so much mischief attaches 

to it,’ because ‘it is infected with lawlessness.’ ‘ As a suppo- 

sititious child having grown up to youth, reverencing those 

whom he thought to be his parents, when he finds out he is 

no child of theirs, ceases his respect for them and gives him- 

self up to his riotous companions; so is it with the young 

mind under the influence of dialectic. There are certain 

dogmas relating to what is just and right, in which we have 

been brought up from childhood—obeying and reverencing 

them. Other opinions recommending pleasure and license 

"we resist, out of respect for the old hereditary maxims. Well, 

L 2 
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then, a question comes before a man; he is asked, what is 

the right ? He gives some such answer as he has been taught, 

but is straightway refuted. He tries again and is again 

refuted. And when this has happened pretty often, he is 

reduced to the opinion, that nothing is more right than 

wrong; and in the same way it happens about the just and 

the good and all that he before held in reverence. On this, 

naturally enough, he abandons his allegiance to the old 

principles and takes up with those that he before resisted, 

and so from a good citizen he becomes lawless’ (Repub. pp. 

537-538). It is obvious that the process of dialectic here 

described consists in nothing more than starting the diffi- 

culties, in other words, stating the question of morals. Plato 

does not here attribute antinomian conclusions to the teachers 

of dialectic ; he speaks of the disciple himself drawing these, 

from a sort of impatience, having become dissatisfied with 

his old moral ideas, and not waiting to substitute deeper 

ones. 

Throughout his dialogues Plato does not attribute lax or 

paradoxical sentiments to the greater Sophists ; he puts these 

in the mouths of their pupils, such as Callicles, the pupil of | 

Gorgias, or of the inferior and less dignified Sophists, as 

Thrasymachus. Sophistry consists for the most part in out-_ 

ward conformity, with a scepticism at the core ; hence it tends | 

to break out and result occasionally in paradoxical morality, 

which it is far from holding consistently as a system. We ; 

shall have quite failed to appreciate the true nature of i) 

Sophistry, if we miss perceiving that the most sophistical 

thing about it is its chameleon-like character. One of the | 

most celebrated ‘points of view’ of the Sophists was the. 

opposition between nature and convention. Aristotle speaks — 

of this opposition in a way which represents it to have been ~_ 

in use among them merely as a mode of arguing, not asa 
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definite opinion about morals. He says (Sophist. Elench. xii. 

6), ‘The topic most in vogue for reducing your adversary to 

admit paradoxes is that which Callicles is described in the 

Gorgias as making use of, and which was a universal mode 

of arguing with the ancients,—namely, the opposition of 

“nature ” and * convention”; for these are maintained to be 

contraries, and thus justice is right according to convention, 

but not according to nature. Hence they say, when a man 

is speaking with reference to nature, you should meet him 

with conventional considerations ; when he means * conven- 

tionally,” you should twist round the point of view to 

“naturally.” In both ways you make him utter paradoxes. 

Now by “naturally” they meant the true, by “ conven- 

tionally ” what seems true to the many.’ Who was the first 

author of this opposition is uncertain. Turning from the 

Sophists to the philosophers, we find the saying attributed to 

Archelaus (Diog. Laert. 11. 16), ‘ That the just and the base 

exist not by nature, but by convention.’*? This Archelaus 

was the last of the Ionic philosophers, said to be the disciple 

of Anaxagoras and the master of Socrates. ‘He was called 

the Physical Philosopher,’ says Diogenes, ‘because Physics 

ended with him, Socrates having introduced Ethics. But he, 

too, seems to have handled Ethics. For he philosophized on 

laws, and on the right and the just ; and Socrates succeeding 

him, because he carried out these investigations, got the 

eredit of having started them.’ About the same period 

Democritus is recorded to have held that ‘the institutions 

of society are human creations, while the void and the atoms 

exist by nature.’*! He also said, that the perceptions of 

| sweet and bitter, warm and cold, were vouw, that is, what we 

. E ~~ I ese 
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should eall ‘subjective.’ These reflections indicate the first 

dawn of Ethics. They show that philosophy has now come 

to recognise a new sphere; beyond and distinct from the 

eternal laws of being there is the phenomenon of human 

society, with its ideas and institutions. The first glance at_ 

these sees in them only the variable as contrasted with the 

permanent, mere convention as opposed to nature. Ethies 

at its outset by no means commences with questions about 

the individual. It separates ‘society’ from ‘nature,’ as its 

first distinction. This was because in Greece the man was 

so much merged into the citizen; even Aristotle says ‘the 

state is prior to the individual ;’ the individual has no mean- 

ing except as a member of the state. It is a subsequent step 

to separate the individual from society: first sophistically, 

for the sake of introducing an arbitrary theory of morals; — 

at last, philosophically, to show that right is only valid when 

acknowledged by the individual consciousness, but at the 

same time that the broad distinctions of right and wrong 

are more objective and permanent than anything else, more 

absolutely to be believed in than even the logic of the in- 

tellect. 

Looking at the Sophists rather as the promulgators than 

as the inventors of this opposition between ious and vopos, 

we see it applied in the person of Callicles, their sup- | 

posed pupil (Gorgias, pp. 483-484), to support crude, para- . 

doxical, and anti-social doctrines; to maintain that nature’s 

right is might, while society’s right (which is unnatural, and | 

forced upon us for the benefit of the weak) is justice and 

obedience to the laws. It is a carrying out of exactly the 

same point of view, to say, as Thrasymachus is made to do in | 

the Republic of Plato (p. 338 C), that justice is ‘the advantage: 

of the stronger.’ This position is there treated as a mere. 

giece of * Eristic.’ It is met by arguments that are themselves 
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partly captious and sophistical. These applications of the 

principle are of course dramatic and imaginary in Plato’s 

pages, but we may fairly conceive them analogous to what 

was occasionally heard uttered in Athenian society. Another 

ethical topic with which the Sophists would be sure to deal 

was the question, What is the chief good? We have before 

observed that this was a leading idea in the early stages of 

Grecian morals. In the discourses of the Sophists various 

accounts would be given of the matter. Sometimes, as in the 

fable of Prodicus, happiness, or the chief good, would be 

represented as inseparable from virtue ; at other times a rash 

and unscrupulous Sophist, like Polus in the Gorgias of Plato 

(p. 471), would be found to assert that the most enviable lot 

consists in arbitrary power, like that of a tyrant, to follow all 

one’s passions and inclinations. This assertion of arbitrary 

freedom for the individual, though, of course, not consistently 

maintained by the Sophists, was yet one of the characteristics 

| of their era. 

We have already incidentally referred to several of Aris- 

totle’s views of the Sophists and Sophistry. He does not, 

any more than Plato, speak of definite doctrines belonging 

to the Sophists, as if they were a school of philosophers 

with their own metaphysical or ethical creed. He speaks 

_ repeatedly of. their practice, of their method, of certain tricks 

| in argument commonly used by them; he says (Hth. x. ix. 

20) that in their teaching they put Rhetoric on a level 

with Politics; (Rhet. 1. i. 14) that the Sophist differs from 

_ the Rhetorician (7H mpoatpéce) in the purpose or aim with 

| which he uses the artifices of Rhetoric ; (Soph. El. xxxiii. 11) 

_ that Sophistry is the near neighbour of Dialectic; (ib. xi. 5) 

_ that it differs from Eristic pure and simple in employing 

| fallacy for the purposes of gain. These utterances, which in 

) different forms are often repeated, have all the air of being 
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based on or confirmed by independent observation. Aristotle 

in all that he says about the sophistical spirit no doubt ac- 

cepts, analyses, and reduces to method much that is to be 

found in the Platonic dialogues. But it would be against 

historical evidence to consider Aristotle’s statements on this 

subject to have been a mere blind repetition of certain calum- 

nies or hostile caricatures. 

On the whole then we must conclude that Grote’s defence 

of the Sophists is good against the too sweeping denuncia- 

tions of them which have often been expressed in modern 

times, and which exaggerate and misrepresent the subtle and 

discriminating pictures drawn by Plato,—but is not good 

against Plato himself, when we read his words aright. Grote 

has made too much of the fact that the word ‘ Sophist ’ had 

a twofold meaning, and that in its more general and indeter- 

minate sense it was often applied by the ancients, with a 

shade of sneering, to those who were philosophers and not 

‘ sophists’ in the limited sense of being professional teachers ; 

and that it was so applied even to Socrates, Plato, and Aris- 

totle themselves. From this it does not follow that there 

was no distinct class of men who were ‘sophists’ in the 

limited sense, or that this class did not exhibit certain com- 

mon characteristics and a certain common spirit. Again, 

because several of the profession were respectable and even 

dignified men, and more like popular preachers than teachers _ 

of antinomianism, it does not follow that they did not sin — 

against philosophy, or that they were worthy of the same ! 

respect as the philosophers, or that there was nothing in the | 

tendencies of their thought against which Plato was right to 

warn his countrymen. The spirit which Plato was the first 

to detect in the professional teachers of Greece, reappears — 

under changed conditions in every cultivated age; it reap- ~ 

pears in literature and in the pulpit. Wherever men set 
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themselves up as teachers of the highest subjects, and in lieu 

of being devoted to truth for its own sake exhibit a tinge of 

worldly self-interest, there is a reappearance of the ‘ Sophistic’ 

spirit. 

In the relation of the Sophists to society in general, the 

question has been raised, Did they impair the morality of 

Greece? The answer must be a mixed one. Owing to the 

influence of the Sophists, and also to other causes, thought 

was less simple in Greece at the end of the fifth century than 

it had been at the beginning. Between the age of Pisistratus 

and that of Alcibiades, the fruit of the tree of knowledge had 

been tasted. Men had passed from an unconscious into a 

conscious era. All that double-sidedness with regard to ques- 

tions, which is found throughout the pages of Thucydides, 

and which could not possibly have been written a hundred 

years before, is a specimen of the results of the Sophistical era. 

The age had now become probably both better and worse. It 

was capable of greater good and of greater evil. A character 

like that of Socrates is far nobler than any that a simple 

stage of society is capable of producing. The political decline 

of the Grecian states alone prevented the full development of 

what must be regarded as a higher civilisation. The era of 

the Sophists then must be looked upon as a transition period 

in thought—as a necessary, though in itself unhappy, step 

in the progress of the human mind. The subjective side of 

knowledge and thought was now opened. Philosophy fell 

into abeyance for a while, under the scepticism of Protagoras 

and Gorgias, but only to find a new method in Socrates and 

Plato. Ethics had never yet existed as a science. Popular 

_ moralising and obedience to their laws, was all the Greeks 

had attained to. But now discussions on virtue, on the laws, 

on justice, on happiness, were heard in every corner ; at times 

rhetorical declamation; and at times subtle difficulties or 
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paradoxical theories. If physical philosophy begins in wonder, 

Ethics may be said to have begun in scepticism. The dialec- 

tical overthrow of popular moral notions, begun by the 

Sophists and characteristic of their times, merged into the 

deeper philosophy and constructive method of Socrates. 

III. The personality of Socrates (to whom we now turn) 

has perhaps made a stronger impression upon the world than 

that of any other of the ancients, and yet, as soon as we wish 

to enquire accurately about him, we find something that is 

indeterminate and difficult to appreciate about his doctrines. 

Socrates, having contributed the greatest impulse that has 

ever been known to philosophy, was himself immediately ab- 

sorbed in the spreading circles of the schools which he had 

caused. Cynic, Cyrenaic, and Platonic doctrines stand out 

each more definitely in themselves than the philosophy of 

Socrates. The causes of this are obvious, for the fact that he 

wrote no philosophical treatises gave rise to a twofold set of 

results. (1) On the one hand, his philosophy, being in the 

form of conversations with all comers, restricted itself for the 

most part to a method—to a way of dealing with questions— 

to an insight into the difficulties of a subject—to a concep- | 

tion of what was attainable, and what ought to be sought for 

in knowledge. It was therefore free from dogmatism, but 

also wanting in systematic result. Taking even the conver- 

sations of Socrates as they are given by Xenophon, we can 

find in them certain inconsistencies of view. (2) From the 

absence of any actual works of Socrates, we are left to the 

accounts of others. And here we are met with the well-known — 

discrepancy between the pictures drawn of him by his different 

followers, a discrepancy which can never be reconciled nor 

exactly estimated. We can never know exactly how far | 

Xenophon has told us too little, and Plato too much. if 

However, by a cautious and inductive mode of examination — 
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we may succeed in establishing a few points at all events 

about Socrates, and in discerning where the doubt lies about 

others. There seems to be no reason whatever against re- 

ceiving in their integrity the graphic personal traits which 

Plato has recorded of his master. The description of him, 

which is put into the mouth of Alcibiades at the end of the 

Symposium, seems to have in view the exhibition, in the 

concrete, of those highest philosophic qualities which had 

before been exhibited in the abstract. Plato does not shrink 

from portraying the living irony which there was in the 

appearance of Socrates, his strange and grotesque exterior 

covering, like the images of Silenus, a figure of pure gold 

within. Other peculiarities of the man have a still deeper 

significance, being more essentially connected with his mental 

qualities. Not only did he excite attention by a robustness 

and versatility of constitution which could bear all extremes, 

but also by another still more strange idiosyncrasy ; he seems 

to have been liable to fall into fits of abstraction, almost 

amounting to trances. During the siege of Potidea, while on 

service in the Athenian camp, he is recorded to have stood 

fixed in one attitude a whole night through, and when the 

sun rose to have roused himself and saluted it, and so re- 

turned to his tent. It has been observed that the peculiar 

nervous constitution which could give rise to this tendency, 

and which seems to have an affinity to the clairvoyance of 

Swedenborg and others among the moderns, was probably 

connected with that which Socrates felt to be unusual in him- 

self, that which he called 76 datuomor, ‘ the supernatural,’ an 

instinctive power of presentiment which warned and deterred 

him from certain actions, apparently both by considerations 

of personal well-being, and the probable issue of things, and 

also by moral intuitions as to right and wrong. This ‘ super- 

natural’ element in Socrates (which he seems to have believed 
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to have been shared, in exceedingly rare instances, by others) 

cannot be resolved into the voice of conscience, nor reason, 

nor into the association of a strong religious feeling with 

moral and rational intuitions, nor again into anything merely 

physical and mesmeric, but it was probably a combination, 

in greater or less degrees, of all. There are other parts of 

the personal character of Socrates which are also parts of his 

philosophical method; for his was no mere abstract system, 

that could be conveyed in a book, but a living play of sense 

and reason; the philosopher could not be separated from the 

man. Of this Xenophon gives us no idea. But in Plato’s 

representation of the irony of Socrates we have surely not 

only a dramatic and imaginative creation, but rather a mar- 

vellous reproduction (perhaps artistically enhanced) of the 

actual truth. To this Aristotle bears witness, in stating as a 

simple fact that ¢ Irony often consists in disclaiming qualities 

that are held in esteem, and this sort of thing Socrates used 

to do’ (Eth. tv. vii. 14). The irony of Socrates, like any 

other living characteristic of a man, presents many aspects 

from which it may be viewed. It has (1) a relative signi- 

ficance, being used to encounter, and tacitly to rebuke, rash 

speaking, and every kind of presumption. It was thus 

relative to a Sophistical and Rhetorical period, but has also 

a universal adaptability under similar circumstances. (2) It — 

indicates a certain moral attitude as being suitable to philo- 

sophy, showing that in weakness there is strength. (3) It 

is a part of good-breeding, which by deference holds its 

own. (4) It is a point of style, a means of avoiding 

dogmatism. (5) It is an artifice of controversy, inducing an 

adversary to expose his weakness, maintaining a negative and 

critical position. (6) It is full of humour ; and this humour — 

consists in an intellectual way of dealing with things, in a F 

contrast between the conscious strength of the wise man and 
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the humility of his pretensions, in a teacher coming to be 

taught, and the learner naively undertaking to teach. Such 

are some of the most striking features in the mien and bear- 

ing of Socrates, not only one of the wisest, but also one of 

the strangest beings that the world has ever seen; who 

moved about among men that knew him not. One man 

alone, Plato, knew him and has handed down to us the idea 

of his life. When now we come to his doctrines, Plato, as is 

acknowledged, ceases to be a trustworthy guide. The sublime 

developments of philosophy made by the disciple are with a 

sort of pious reverence put into the mouth of the master. 

Weare driven then to criticism, in order to assign to Socrates, 

as far as possible in their naked form, his own attainments. 

The statements of Aristotle would seem to furnish a basis 

for an estimate of the Socratic doctrine ; but even these can- 

not be received without a scrutiny, for Aristotle was so imbued 

with the writings of Plato, that he seems at times to regard 

the conversations depicted in them as something that actually 

had taken place. He speaks of the Platonic Socrates as of 

an actual person. A remarkable instance of this occurs in 

his Politics (1. vi. 6), where, having criticised the Republic 

of Plato, he proceeds to criticise the Laws also, and says, 

‘Now, all the discourses of Socrates exhibit genius, grace, 

originality, and depth of research; but to be always right is, 

| perhaps, more than can be expected.’*® ‘The discourses of 

Socrates’ here stand for the dialogues of Plato, which is the 

more peculiar in the present case, since in the Laws of Plato, 

the dialogue under discussion, Socrates does not appear at all 

as an interlocutor. In other places, however, we may judge 

from Aristotle’s manner of speaking that he refers to the 

real Socrates (see note on Eth. vi. xiii. 5), and not to the 

38°'T) ev obv mepittdy EXovot waytes | Td KavoTdmoy Kal TS CyTNTIKdY, KAAGS 
c a } 
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Socrates of literature. The most important passages of this 

kind are where he draws a distinction between Socrates and 

Plato, and states their relation to each other; ef. Metaphys. 

I. vi. 2, X11. iv. 3-5. The second of these passages contains 

a repetition and an expansion of the former; it may, there- 

fore, be quoted alone. Aristotle is relating the history of the 

dectrine of Ideas. He tells us how it sprang from a belief in 

the Heraclitean principle of the flux of sensible things, and 

the necessity of some other and permanent existences, if 

thought and knowledge were to be considered possible. He 

proceeds, that Socrates now entered on the discussion of the 

ethical virtues, and was the first to attempt a universal defi- 

nition of them—definition, except in the immature essays of 

Democritus and the Pythagoreans, having had no existence 

previously. ‘Socrates was quite right in seeking a definite, 

determinate conception of these virtues (edAcyws é&jret TO Th 

éotw), for his object was to obtain a demonstrative reasoning 

(ovdXroyivec Par), and such reasonings must commence with a 

determinate conception. The force of dialectic did not yet 

exist, by means of which, even without a determinate concep- 

tion (ywpls Tod Ti go7L), it is possible to consider contraries, 

and to enquire whether or not there be the same science of 

things contrary to one another. There are two things that 

we may fairly attribute to Socrates, his inductive discourses — 

(rovs 7 émaxtixov’s Aoyous) and his universal definitions. — 

These wniversals, however, Socrates did not make transecen~ 

dental and self-existent (ywpsora), no more did he his defini- 

tions. But the Platonists made them transcendental, and — 

then called such existences Ideas,’ 

This interesting passage assigns to Socrates, first, his | 

subjects of enquiry, namely, the ethical virtues ; second, his 

| 

philosophical method, which was to fix a determinate con- 

ception or universal definition of these, by means of inductive 

| 
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discourses, by an appeal to experience and analogy. His 

definition was an immense advance on anything which had 

gone before, and yet it fell far short of the Platonic point of 

view. The reasoning of Socrates was demonstrative or syllo- 

gistic, and therefore one-sided. His conceptions were defi- 

nitely fixed so as to exclude one another. He knew nothing 

of that higher dialectic, which, setting aside the first limited 

and fixed conception of a thing, from which the contrary of 

that thing is wholly excluded, asks, Is there not the same 

science of things contrary to each other? Is not a thing 

inseparable from, and in a way identical with, its contrary ? 

Is not the one also many, and the many one? In another 

| point also the conceptions formed by Socrates differed from 

the Ideas of Plato—that they had no absolute existence, they 

had no world of their own apart from the world of time and 

space. We see, then, the gulf which is set by this account of 

Aristotle’s between the historic Socrates and the Socrates of 

Plato. The historic Socrates was quite excluded from that 

j sphere of contemplation on which the Platonic philosopher 

| enters (Repub. p. 510), where all hypotheses and all sensible 

objects are left out of sight, and the mind deals with pure 

Ideas alone. According to Aristotle, Socrates had not attained 

to the higher dialectic which Plato attributes to him. No 

doubt, however, Plato discerned in the method which Socrates 

employed in his conversations,—in his enquiring spirit, in 

his effort to connect a variety of phenomena with some gene- 

ral law, in his habit of testing this law by appeals to fresh 

experience and phenomena,—hints and indications of a phi- 

| losophy which could rise above mere empirical generalisations. 

) The method was not so much to be changed as carried further, 

it need only pass on in the same direction out of subordinate 

into higher genera. 

Aristotle always says about Socrates that he confined him- 
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self to ethical enquiries.°° This entirely coincides with the 

saying of Xenophon, that ‘ he never ceased discussing human 

affairs, asking, What is piety? what is impiety ? what is the 

noble? what the base ? what is the just ? what the unjust? 

what is temperance? what is madness? what is a state? 

what constitutes the character of a citizen? what is rule 

over man ? what makes one able to rule ?’ (Memor. I. i. 16.) 

In ali this we see the foundation of moral philosophy as 

a science, and hence Socrates is always called the first moral 

philosopher. But we have already remarked (see above, pp. 

142 and 149) that the way was prepared for Socrates by 

Archelaus, by the Sophists, and by the entire tendencies of - 

the age. There is another saying about Socrates which is a 

still greater departure from the exact historical truth, namely, 

that he divided science into Ethics, Physics, and Logic. It is 

quite a chronological error to attribute to him this distinct 

view of the divisions of science. He never separated his 

method of reasoning from his matter, nor could he ever have 

made the method of reasoning into a separate science. In 

Plato even, Logic has no separate existence; there is only 

a dialectic which is really metaphysics. And we may go 

further, and say that in Aristotle Logic has no one name, and 

does not form a division of philosophy. Again, Socrates pro- 

bably never used the word Ethics to designate his favourite 

study. If he had used any distinctive term, he would have 

said Politics. With regard to Ethics also, we may affirm that 

in Plato they are not as yet a separate science, and in Aristotle 

only becoming so. As to Physics, Socrates appears rather to 

have denied their possibility, than to have established their 

existence as a branch of philosophy. The above-mentioned 

division is probably not older than the Stoies. 

58 Tep) wey Ta HOKA mpayyarevouevov, wept de THs BAns ptaews od0ev. Met. 1, vi. 2. 
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Pursuing our negative and eliminatory process with regard 

to the position of Socrates in the history of thought, we may 

next ask what was his hold upon that tenet which in Plato’s 

dialogues appears not only closely connected with his moral 

and philosophical views in general, but also is made to assume 

the most striking historical significance in connection with 

his submission to the sentence of death—his belief in the 

immortality of the soul. But on this point also we can only 

say that a different kind of impression is left on our minds by 

the records of the last conversations of Socrates, as severally 

furnished by Plato and by Xenophon. In Xenophon’s Memo- 

rabilia and Apologia Socratis*" Socrates is asked whether he 

has prepared his defence. He answers that ‘ His whole life 

has been a preparation, for he has never acted unjustly.’ It 

is possible that this answer might have had a double mean- 

ing: on the one hand a literal meaning—that his conduct 

was the best answer to his accusers ; on the other hand a reli- 

gious meaning—that his life had been a preparatio mortis ; 

but Xenophon, or his imitator, appears only to have under- 

stood the saying in the former and literal sense. When 

reminded that the judges have often condemned those that 

were really innocent, Socrates reples that he has twice been 

stopped by the supernatural sign when thinking of composing 

a defence—that God seems to intimate to him that it was 

best for him to die—that if he is condemned he will meet 

with an easy mode of death—at a time when his faculties are 

still entire —whereas, if he were to live longer, only old age 

and infirmities and loss of his powers would await him—that 

he knows good men and bad are differently estimated by pos- 

terity after their deaths-—and that he leaves his own cause in 

37 The genuineness of this work | But it was at all events some ancient 

has been doubted, and Zeller pro- | writer's view of Socrates. Valeat 

nounces it to be certainly spurious. | guantum. 
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the hands of posterity, being confident they will givea right 

verdict between him and his judges. The only sentence 

recorded by Xenophon (besides the one above mentioned) that 

admits the possibility of being referred to a future life, is 

where Socrates is mentioned to have said in reference to 

Anytus, ‘ What a worthless fellow is this, who seems not to 

know that whichever of us has done best and most profitably 

In this 

saying, Plato might have discovered a reference to immorta- 

for all time (els Tov del ypovor), he is the winner.’ 

lity,’ but Xenophon takes it to mean merely ‘the long 

run, applying it to the bad way in which the son of Anytus 

afterwards turned out. If we separate from the speeches 

recorded by Xenophon the allusion which Socrates makes 

to his ‘supernatural sign,’ which shows a sort of belief in 

a religious sanction to the course he was taking ;—the rest 

resolves itself into a very enlightened calculation and balance 

The Phado 

of Plato has elevated this feeling into something holy; it 

of gain against loss in submitting to die. 

puts out of sight those parts of the calculation which con- 

sisted in a desire to eseape from the pains of age by a pain- 

less death, and in a regard to the opinion of posterity; and 

it makes prominent and all-absorbing the desire for that 

Were it 

not for Plato, we should have had an entirely different im- 

condition on which the soul is to enter after death. 

°S Zeller points out that even in the 

Apology of Plato (whichis probably the 

most historical of all Plato’s delinea- 

tions of Socrates), Socrates expresses 

himself with doubt and caution on the 

subject of the immortality of the soul. 

(p.40C.) Atthe same time Zeller calls 

attention to the discourse on immor- 

tality put into the mouth of the dying 

Cyrus in the Cyropedia of Xenophon, 

as probably representing the mind of 

Socrates, ‘so that we are fain to sup- 

| is admirable and exhaustive. 

| pose that he considered the existence 

_ of the soul after death to be probable, 

although he did not pretend to any 

| certain knowledge on the point.’ (See 

Socrates and the Socratic Schools, 

translated from the German of Dr. 

E. Zellev by O. J. Reichel, &e. London, 

1868.) Zeller’s account of Socrates 

The 

_ above pages, written many years ago, 

only aim at giving a suggestive out- 
line. 
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pression of the death of Socrates, an entirely different kind 

of sublimity would have been attached to it. Instead of the 

almost Christian enthusiasm and faith which we are accus- 

tomed to associate with it, we should only have known of a 

Stoical resignation and firmness,—an act indeed which con- 

tains in itself historically the germ of Stoicism. The narra- 

tive of Xenophon no doubt misses something which Plato 

could appreciate, but it at all events enables us to understand 

how both the Cynic and Cyrenaie morality sprang from the 

teaching and life of Socrates. 

One more point is worth notice in the Xenophontean 

Apology of Socrates. It is the way he answers the charge of 

corrupting youth. Having protested against the notion of 

his teaching vice to any, when Melétus further urges, ‘ Why, 

I have known those whom you have persuaded not to obey 

their parents ;’ Socrates replies, ‘ Yes, about education, for 

this is a subject they know that I have studied. About 

health people obey the doctor and not their parents; in 

state affairs and war you choose as your leaders those that 

are skilled in these matters; is it not absurd, then, if there is 

free trade in other things, that in the most important interest 

of all, education, I should not be allowed to have the credit 

of being better skilled than other men?’ The fallacy of this 

reasoning is obvious, for had Socrates claimed to be chosen 

‘Minister of Education’ by the same persons who voted for 

the Archons and the Generals, or had he succeeded in per- 

suading the fathers that he was the best possible teacher for 

their sons, nothing could have been said against it. But the 

complaint against him was that he constituted youths, who 

were unfit. to judge, the judges of their own education, and 

thus inverted all the natural ideas of family life. One can 

- well understand the invidiousness which would be encountered 

by one undertaking such a position and defending it in the 

M 2 
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words recorded. Viewing this attitude of Socrates merely 

from the outside, one can justify, in a manner, the cari- 

cature of it drawn by Aristophanes. We see from this point 

of view how Socrates was a Sophist, and must have exhibited 

a merely Sophistical appearance to many of his contempo- 

raries. But from another point of view, looking at the in- 

ternal character and motives of the man, his purity and 

nobility of mind, his love of truth, his enthusiasm (Schwar- 

merel, as the Germans would call it), his obedience to some 

mysterious and irresistible impulse, and his genius akin to 

madness,—we must call him the born antagonist and utter 

antipodes of all Sophistry. There is an opposition and a 

contradiction of terms in all great teachers. While they are 

the best men of their times, they seem to many wicked, and 

the corrupters of youth. The flexibility and ardour of youth 

make the young the most ready disciples of a new and elevated 

doctrine. But this goes against the principle that the children 

should honour the parents. Hence a great teacher sets the 

‘children against the fathers’; and the higher morality which 

he expounds, being freer and more independent of positive 

laws; being more based on what is right in itself, and on the 

individual consciousness and apprehension of that right,— 

tends also in weaker natures to assume the form of license, 

This is one application of the truth, that new wine cannot 

safely be put into old bottles. 

The positive results that are known to us of the ethical 

philosophy of Socrates are of course but few. Aristotle’s allu- 

sions restrict themselves virtually to one point—namely, the 

theory that ‘Virtue is a science.’ This doctrine is mentioned 

in its most general form Hth. (Hud.) vi. xiii. 3. Its applica- 

tion to courage is mentioned, Hth. 11. viii. 6—that Socrates 

said courage was a science. And the corollary of the doctrine, 

that incontinence is impossible, for it is impossible to know 
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what is best and not do it—is stated by Eudemus, Hth. vit. 

ii. I. These allusions agree equally with the representations 

of Plato and of Xenophon, we may therefore treat them as 

historical. It remains to ask what was the occasion, the 

meaning, and the importance of this saying that ‘ Virtue is a 

reience. The thought of Socrates was so far from being an 

abstract theory, it was so intimately connected with life and 

reality, that we are enabled to conceive how this proposition 

grew up in his mind, as a result of his age and circumstances. 

(1) It was connected with a sense of the importance of edu- 

cation. This feeling was no doubt caused in part by the pro- 

cedure of the Sophists, which had turned the attention of all 

to general cultivation, and especially to ethical instruction. 

The question began now to be mooted, whether virtue—e.g., 

courage, could be taught? (ef. Xen. Memor. ut. ix. 1.) 

Socrates appears on this question to have taken entirely the 

side of the advocates of education. The difficulties which are 

shown to attach to the subject in the Meno of Plato we may 

consider to be a later development of thought, subsequent 

even in the mind of Plato to Protagoras, Laches, &c. We 

may specify three different stages of opinion as to the 

question, Can virtue be taught? The Sophists said ‘ Yes,’ 

from an over confidence of pretensions, and from not realising 

the question with sufficient depth. Socrates said ‘ Yes,’ giving 

a new meaning to the assertion; wishing to make action into 

a kind of art, to make self-knowledge and wisdom predominate 

over every part of life. Plato said ‘No, from a feeling of 

the deep and spiritual character of the moral impulses. He 

said, ‘ Virtue seems almost to be an inspiration from heaven 

sent to those who are destined to receive it.’*? Aristotle, 

*° cla poipa maparyryromevy dvev vow, | ‘All the cardinal virtues can be 

ois by mapayiyynta. Meno. p. 99 E. | acquired, except Wisdom (ppdvnois) 

Afterwards (Ripub. 518. E) he said | which is innate.’ 
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taking again the human side, would say ‘Yes, implying, 

however, that the formation of habits was an essential part of | 

teaching, and allowing also for some differences in the natural 

disposition of men. (2) This doctrine was connected with 

the inductive and generalising spirit of Socrates, it was an — 

attempt to bring the various virtues, which Gorgias used to 

enumerate separately (ef. Plato, Meno, p. 71, Aristot. Politics, 

I. xiii. 10), under one universal law. Thus the four cardinal 

virtues, justice, temperance, courage, and wisdom, he reduced 

all to wisdom. (3) The doctrine had two sides. It on the 

one hand contained implicitly the theory of ‘ habits,’ but was 

at the same time a sort of empiricism. ‘ Courage consists Im 

being accustomed to danger.’ (This is the expression of the 

doctrine given, Xen. Memorab. 111. ix. 2, and Aristot. Hth. 11. 

viii. 6.) On the other hand, it implied rather self-knowledge, 

and a consciousness of a law; which is quite above all mere 

acquaintance with particulars. This is drawn out in the 

Laches, where courage is shown to consist in the knowledge 

of good and evil; and in the Republic it is described as that 

highest kind of presence of mind, which maintains a hold of 

right principles even amidst danger. (4) We have said that 

Socrates wished to make action into a kind of art. It seems 

to have been a favourite analogy with him to remark that 

the various craftsmen studied systematically their own crafts; 

but that Polities (which would inelude the direction of indi- 

vidual life) was not so learned. Out of this analogy, no 

doubt, sprang the further conclusion that human life must 

have its own proper function (épyov, cf. Repub. p. 353). 

Virtue, then, according to the point of view of Socrates, 

became the science cf living. So expressed, the doctrine 

easily takes a utilitarian and somewhat selfish turn ; as, indeed, 

it does in the Protagoras, where virtue is made the science 

of the good, but ‘ the good’ is identified with pleasure. Under 
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this aspect the doctrine presents an affinity to Benthamism, 

and also to the practical views of Goethe, and at the same 

time enables us to understand how it was possible for the 

Cyrenaic philosophy to spring out of the school of Socrates. 

(5) It lays the foundation for conscious morality, by placing 

the grounds of right and wrong in the individual reason. It 

forms the contradiction to the Sophistical saying, ‘ justice is 

a convention’ (voyw), by asserting that ‘justice is a science,’ 

that is, something not depending on society and external 

authority, but existing in and for the mind of the individual. 

The Peripatetics improved upon this—pointing out that 

Socrates, instead of identifying virtue with the rational 

consciousness, should have said it must coincide with the ra- 

tional consciousness ; in other words, that his formula ignored 

all distinction between the reason and the will. 

This defect in the definition of Socrates exhibits one of 

the characteristics of early Ethics, namely, that they contain 

extremely little psychology. At first men are content with 

the rudest and most elementary mental distinctions ; after- 

wards greater refinements are introduced. Plato’s threefold 

division of the mind into Desire, Anger, and Reason, was the 

first scientific attempt of the kind. But even in Plato, the 

distinction between the moral and the intellectual sides of our 

nature was hardly established. Partly we shall see that this 

was a merit, and consciously admitted in order to elevate 

action into philosophy; partly, it was a defect proceeding from 

the want of a more definite psychology. Socrates identified 

the Will with the Reason. We can understand this better, if 

we remember that the practical question of his day always 

was, not, What is Right? but, What is good? Socrates 

argued that every one would act in accordance with their 

answer to this question ; that they could not help doing what 

they conceived to be good. Hence incontinence was im- 
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possible. The argument, however, is a fallacy because it 

leaves out of sight the ambiguity of the word good. Good 

is either means or end. All men wish for the good as an 

end; that is, good as a whole, as a universal. All wish for 

happiness and a good life. But good as a means does not — 

always recommend itself. The necessary particular steps 

appear irksome or repulsive. Hence, as it is said by Eu- 

demus, Eth. vit. iii. 5, a distinction must be drawn with 

regard to this phrase ‘ knowing the good.’ In one sense a 

man may know it, in another not. Undoubtedly, if a per- 

fectly clear intellectual conviction of the goodness of the end, 

and of the necessity of the means, is present to a man, he 

cannot act otherwise than right. 

There was another paradox connected with the primary 

doctrine of Socrates. It was that injustice, if voluntary, is 

better than ifinvoluntary. This startling proposition appears 

to gainsay all the instincts of the understanding, and its 

contradictory is assumed by Eudemus (th. vi. v. 7). But it 

is stated by Socrates, and supported by arguments (Xen. 

Memorab. iy. ii. 20), and it is again maintained dialectically, 

though confessed to be a paradox, in Plato’s dialogue called 

Hippias Minor. The key to the paradox is to be found 

in this, that the proposition asserts, that if it were possible 

to act with injustice voluntarily, this would be better than if 

the same act were done involuntarily. But by hypothesis it 

is impossible for a man really to do wrong knowingly. It 

would be a contradiction in terms, since wrong is nothing 

else than ignorance. Therefore the wise man can only do 

what is seemingly wrong. His acts are justified to himself 

and are really right. The effect of this proposition is to 

enforce the principle that wisdom and knowledge are the first 

things, and action the second. The same is expressed in the 

Liepublic of Plato (p. 382 B), where it is asserted that 
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the purest and most unmixed lie is not where the mind 

knows what is true and the tongue says what is false, but 

where the mind thinks what is false. Mutatis mutandis, 

we might compare these tendencies in the Socratic teach- 

ing to the elevation of Faith over Works in theological 

controversy. 

The dialectical difficulties of morality characteristic of the 

Sophistical era appear from Xenophon’s account to have fre- 

quently occupied the attention of Socrates. Thus Aristippus 

is recorded to have assailed him with the question whether 

he knew anything good. Whatever he might specify, it would 

have been easy to show that this was, from some points of 

view, an evil. Socrates, being aware of the difficulty, evaded 

the question by declining to answer it directly. He said, 

‘Do you ask if I know anything good for a fever? or for the 

ophthalmia ? or for hunger? For if you ask me if I know 

any good, that is good for nothing, I neither know it, nor 

wish to know it’ (Xen. Memorab. ui. viii. 3). This answer 

implies the relative character of the term good. The puzzle 

of Aristippus was meant to consist in playing off the relative 

against the absolute import of ‘good.’ Other subtleties 

Socrates is mentioned to have urged himself, as for instance 

in the conversation with Euthydemus (Memorah. 1v. 2), whose 

intellectual pride he wished to humble, he shows that all the 

acts (such as deceiving, lying, &c.) which are first specified 

as acts of injustice, can in particular cases appear to be just. 

In fact, the unsatisfactoriness of the common conceptions of 

justice is suggested here just as it is in the Republic of 

Plato. It is probable that the historic Socrates would really 

have advanced in the argument on justice as far as the 

conclusion of the first book of Republic. For the develop- 

| -ment of the later theory he perhaps furnished hints and 

ii a os 

indications which Plato understood and seized, and buried in 
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his mind. Thence by degrees they grew up into something 3 

far different from what Socrates had consciously attained to. — 

The dialectic of Socrates had an element in common with — 

that of the Sophists, namely, it disturbed the popular con- 

ceptions on moral subjects. It had this different from them, ~ | 

and which constituted its claim to be not merely a destructive, 

but also a constructive method—it always implied (1) that 

there was a higher and truer conception to be discovered by : 

thought and research; (2) it seized upon some permanent 

and universal ideas amidst the mass of what was fluctuating 

and relative; (3) it left the impression that the most really 

moral view must after all be the true one. i 

The many-sided life of Socrates gave an impulse, as is well 

known, to a variety of schools of philosophy. It is usual to 

divide these into the imperfect and the perfect Socraticists ; 

the Megarians, who represented only the dialectic element in 

Socrates, and the Cynics and Cyrenaics, who represented each 

a different phase of his ethical tradition, being considered as 

the imperfect Socraticists ; and Plato being esteemed the full 

representative and natural development of all sides of his 

master’s thought. Plato is so near to Aristotle, and is sucha 

world in himself, that we may well leave his ethical system 

in its relation to Aristotle for separate consideration. An 

account of the Megarian school belongs rather to the history 

of Metaphysics. The Cynics and Cyrenaics then alone remain 

to be treated of in the present part of our sketch of the pre- 

Aristotelian morals. 

The Cynical and Cyrenaic philosophies were each, as has 

been remarked, rather a mode of life than an abstract theory 

or system. But as every system may be regarded as the 

development into actuality of some hitherto latent possibility 

of the intellect, so these modes of life may be regarded each 

as the natural development of a peculiar direction of the 
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feelings. Nor do they fail to reproduce themselves. ‘That 

attitude of mind which was exhibited first by Antisthenes and 

Diogenes has since been over and over again exhibited, with 

superficial differences, and in various modifications by different 

individuals. And many a man has essentially in the bias of 

his mind been a follower of Aristippus. Each of these schools 

was an exaggeration of a peculiar aspect of the life of Socrates. 

If we abstract all the Platonic picture of the urbanity, the 

happy humour, and at the same time the sublime thought of 

Socrates, and think only of the barefooted old man, indefatig- 

ably disputing in the open streets, and setting himself against 

society, we recognise in him the first of the Cynics. Again, 

if we think of him to whom all circumstances seemed in- 

different, who spoke of virtue as the science of the conduct of 

life, and seemed at times to identify pleasure with the good, 

we can understand how Aristippus, the follower of Socrates, 

was also founder of the Cyrenaic sect. Several points these 

two opposite schools seem to have had incommon. (1) They 

started from a common principle, namely, the assertion of the 

individual consciousness and will, as being above all outward 

convention and custom, free and self-responsible. (2) They 

agreed in disregarding all the sciences, which was a mistaken 

earrying out of the intentions of Socrates. (3) They stood 

equally aloof from society, from the cares and duties of a 

citizen. (4) They seem both to have upheld the ideal of a 

wise man, as being the exponent of universal reason, and the 

only standard of right and wrong. This ideal was no doubt 

a shadow of the personality of Socrates. We find a sort of 

adaptation of it by Aristotle in his Hthics (11. vi. 15), where 

he makes the ¢povios to be the criterion of all virtue. The 

same conception was afterwards taken up and carried out to 

| exaggeration by the Roman Stoies. 

Cynicism implies sneering and snarling at the ways and o 

So 
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institutions of society; it implies discerning the unreality of 

the shows of the world and angrily despising them ; it implies 

a sort of embittered wisdom, as if the follies of mankind were 

an insult to itself. 

We may ask, How far did the procedure of the early Cynics © 

justify this implication? On the whole, very much. The 

anecdotes of Antisthenes and Diogenes generally describe 

them as being true ‘ Cynics,’ in the modern sense of the word. 

Their whole life was a protest against society : they lived in 

the open air; they slept in the porticos of temples; they 

begged; Diogenes was sold as a slave. They despised the 

feelings of patriotism: war and its glory they held in repug- 

nance ; ‘ Thus freed,’ says M. Renouvier, ‘from all the bonds 

of ancient society, isolated, and masters of themselves, they 

lived immovable, and almost divinised in their own pride.’ 

Their hard and ascetic life set them above all wants. ‘I 

would rather be mad,’ said Antisthenes, ‘ than enjoy pleasure.’ 

They broke through the distinction of ranks by associating 

with slaves. And yet under this self-abasement was greater 

pride than that against which they protested. Socrates is 

reported to have said, ‘ I see the pride of Antisthenes through 

the holes in his mantle. And when Diogenes exclaimed, 

while soiling with his feet the carpet of Plato, ‘Thus I tread 

on Plato’s pride, ‘Yes,’ said Plato, ‘with greater pride of 

your own. The Cynics aimed at a sort of impeccability ; 

they were equally to be above error and above the force of 

circumstances. ‘To the infirmities of age, and even to death 

itself, they thought themselves superior; over-doing the 

example of Socrates, they resorted to a voluntary death when 

they felt weakness coming on, and such an act they regarded 

as the last supreme effort of virtue. As their political theory, 

they appear to have maintained a doctrine of communism. 

This seems to have been extended even to a community of 
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wives, —-a point of interest, as throwing light upon the origin 

of Plato’s ideal Republic. Such notions may really have 

been to some extent entertained by Socrates himself. At 

all events we find them in one branch of his school. A 

life like that of the ancient Cynics presents to us a mournful 

picture, for we cannot but deplore the waste of so much force 

of will, and that individuals should be so self-tormenting. 

The Cynic lives by antagonism ; unless seen and noticed to 

be eccentric, what he does has no meaning. He can never 

hope to found an extended school, though he may be joined 

in his protest by a few disappointed spirits. In the Cynical 

philosophy there was little that was positive, there was hardly 

any contribution to Ethical science. But the whole Cyni- 

eal tone which proclaimed the value of action and the im- 

portance of the individual Will was an indication of the 

practical and moral direction which thought had now taken, 

and prepared the way for the partial discussion of the pro- 

blems of the Will in Aristotle, and for their more full consi- 

deration among the Stoics. Crates, the disciple of Diogenes, 

was the master of Zeno. 

Personally, the Cyrenaics were not nearly so interesting 

as the Cynics. Their position was not to protest against the 

world, but rather to sit loose upon the world. Aristippus, 

who passed part of his time at the court of Dionysius, and 

who lived throughout a gay, serene, and refined life, avowed 

openly that he resided in a foreign land to avoid the irksome- 

ness of mixing in the politics of his native city Cyrene. But 

the Cyrenaic philosophy was much more of a system than the 

Cynic. Like the Hthics of Aristotle, this system started with 

the question, What is happiness? only it gave a different 

answer. Aristotle probably alludes to the philosophy of 

‘Aristippus amongst others, in saying (Hth. 1. viii. 6), ‘ Some 

think happiness to consist in pleasure. But it has been 
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observed that he chooses not Aristippus, but Eudoxus, as the 

representative of the doctrine formally announced, that. 

‘pleasure is the Chief Good’ (Eth. 1. xii. 5, X. ii. 1.) This 

points to the fact that Aristippus did not himself entirely 

systematise his thoughts. He imparted them to his daughter 

Arete, by whom they were handed down to her son, the 

younger Aristippus (hence called wntpodidaxtos), and in his 

hands the doctrines appear first to have been reduced to 

scientific form. If then we briefly specify the leading charae- 

teristics of the Cyrenaic system, as it is recorded by Diogenes 

Laertius, Sextus Empiricus, &e., it must be remembered that 

this is the after growth of the system. But though we can- 

not tell to what perfection Aristippus himself had brought 

his doctrines, there are many traces of their influence in the 

Ethics of Aristotle. 

Cyrenaic morals began with the principle, taken from 

Socrates, that happiness must be man’s aim. Next they start 

a question, which is never exactly started in Aristotle, and 

which remains an unexplained point in his system, namely, 

‘What is the relation of the parts to the whole, of each sue- 

cessive moment to our entire life?’ The Cyrenaics answered 

decisively, ‘We have only to do with the present. Pleasure 

is wovoypovos,°° wepixy, an isolated moment, of this alone we 

have consciousness. Happiness is the sum of a number of 

these moments. We must exclude desire and hope and fear, 

which partake of the nature of pain, and confine ourselves to 

the pleasure of the present moment.’ 

In this theory it must be confessed that there is consider- 

able affinity to Aristotle’s doctrine of the 7é\os; and some 

have thought that Aristotle alludes to Aristippus (Zth. x. Vi. 

* Here we trace something similar | complete in itself, perfect without 

to the doctrine of Aristotle, that relation to time’ (Zth. x. iy. 4). 

‘Pleasure is like a monad, or a point, 

{ 
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3-8), where he argues that amusement cannot be considered 

a tédos (cf. Politics, v1. v. 13). In short, the tédos of 

Aristotle is only distinguished from the povoypovos 7dov7 of 

Aristippus by the moral earnestness which characterises it. 

The Cyrenaics further asking, What is Pleasure? answered 

by making three states of the soul possible; one, a violent 

motion, or tempest, which is pain; another, a dead calm, 

which is the painless, or unconscious state; the third, a 

gentle, equable motion, which is pleasure. Pleasure was no 

negative state, but a motion. This doctrine seems to be 

alluded to in the Philebus of Plato (p. 53 C).°! where Socrates, 

in arguing against the claims of pleasure to be the chief 

good, returns thanks to a certain refined set of gentlemen for 

supplying him with an argument, namely, their own defini- 

tion of pleasure, that it is not a permanent state (ovcia), but 

a state of progress (yéveows). It is generally thought that 

the Cyrenaic school are here meant. In the Hudemian book 

(Eth. vit. xii. 3), there appears to be another allusion to this 

same definition, in a way which, without some explanation, 

it is excessively hard to understand. Eudemus in discuss- 

ing pleasure, says,‘Some argue that pleasure cannot be a 

good, because it is a state of becoming’ (yéveous). He after- 

wards denies that pleasure is a yéveo.s, except in certain 

eases. And then he proceeds to explain how it was that 

pleasure came to be called a yéveous. He says © ‘it was from 

a confusion between the terms yéveous and évépyera,—it was 

thought to be a yéveous, because essentially a good, to express 

which the term évépyeia would have been appropriate.’ At 

'l°Apa mep) jdovas ovK axnkdaper 62 Bth. vit. xii. 3. Aone? 5€ yevecis 
c r - 

@S Gel yeveois corti, ovola 5é ovK eoTL Tis elvat, bTL Kupiws ayabdyv’ Thy yap 
ee / v Le vy 7 
evépyeiay yeveow otoytat elvat, Eori 5 

Ties abd TovTOY Thy Adyov emiXELpodce | ETeEpoy, 
, ~ e n~ 

Mnview juty, ois bet xapw exe. 
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first sight it appears a strange contradiction to say pleasure is 

thought not to be a good, because it is a yéveous ; it is thought | 

to be a yéveous, because it is good. The explanation is, that — 

the two clauses do not refer to the same set of opinions. The 

former part refers to the Platonists, who argued, as in the 

Philebus, against pleasure, because it was not a permanent 

state ; the latter part refers to the definition of the Cyrenaics, — 

that pleasure is.a state of motion, or, as it is here called, a _ 

yeveors. It is obvious that the Cyrenaic definition of pleasure, 

as far as we are aware of it, will not bear a comparison, as a 

scientific account, with the theory of Aristotle. Aristippus 

appears to have made the senses the only criterion of pleasure, 

and pleasure, again, the measure of actions. Ali actions, in 

themselves indifferent, were good or bad according to their 

results, as tending or not tending to pleasure. The Cyrenaics, 

however, adapting themselves to circumstances, allowed that 

their wise man would always maintain an outward decorum 

in obedience to established law and custom. 

The selfishness of this system at once condemns it in our 

eyes. For even acts of generosity and affection, according 

to.such a system, though admitted by it to be excellent, are 

excellent only on this account, because, by a reflex power, they 

occasion pleasure to the doer. What in other systems is only 

concomitant to good acts is here made the primary motive, 

by which all morality is debased. The maintainers of such a 

philosophy are, perhaps, half-conscious to themselves that it 

never can be generally applicable, that they are maintaining 

a paradox. Looked into closely, this is seen to be a philo- 

sophy of despair. Those who cannot put themselves into 

harmony with the world, who cannot find a sphere for any 

noble efforts, nor peace in any round of duties, who have no 

ties and no objects, may easily, like Horace, ‘slip back into 

the doctrines of Aristippus.’ The profound joylessness which 
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there is at the core of the Cyrenaic system showed itself 

openly in the doctrines of Hegesias, the principal successor 

of Aristippus. Hegesias, regarding happiness as impossible, 

reduced the highest good for man to a sort of apathy; thus, 

at the extremest point, coinciding again with the Cynics. It 

is instructive to see the various points of view that it is pos- 

sible to take with regard to life. In the Cyrenaie system we 

find a bold logical following out of a particular view. In this 

respect the system is remarkable, for it is the first of its kind. 

The Sophists had trifled with such views, and not followed 

them out. In the prominence given to the subject of plea- 

sure, in the Ethical systems both of Plato and Aristotle, we 

may trace the effects of the Cyrenaic impulse, 
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On the Relation of Aristotle's Ethies to Plato 

and the Platonists. 

\ E have already traced in outline the characteristics of 

| moral philosophy in Greeee down to the death of 

Socrates, and have made brief mention of two of the schools 

of ‘one-sided Socraticists, as they have been called, the 

Cynics and Cyrenaies. It remains to resume the thread of 

the progress of ethical thought in Plato, compared with whom 

all previous philosophers sink into insignificance. In him all 

antecedent and contemporary Greek speculation is summed 

up and takes its start afresh. Especially in relation to any 

part of the system of Aristotle, a knowledge of Plato is of 

the greatest importance. ‘To explain the relation of any one 

of Aristotle’s treatises to Plato is almost a sufficient account 

of all that it contains. If one were asked what books will 

throw most light upon the Hthics of Aristotle, the answer 

must be undoubtedly, ‘the Dialogues of Plato.’ 

These Dialogues represent the successive phases, during a 

long life, of a mind pre-eminently above all others rich 

in philosophic thought and suggestion. In many respects 

they are totally unlike the works of Aristotle. For, instead 

of being written all together as the mature result of enquiries 

long previously made and of conclusions gradually obtained 

and stored up, they were thrown out from time to time, be- 
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ginning with Plato’s early youth, just as poems are thrown 

out to relieve the mind of the poet. And in another respect 

also they were like poems, for in them form was always con- 

sidered of coequal importance with matter ; not only in style 

were they consummate masterpieces of writing, but also 

they had this note of poetry—that each part of them was 

treated as an end in itself and yet was duly subordinated to 

the whole, and they were thus perfect works of art. Being 

written from time to time they reflected the gradual growth 

and alteration of Plato’s own mind, as well as the different 

influences of philosophy to which he was successively sub- 

jected. The earlier dialogues, such as Charmides, Laches, 

Lysis, &e., exhibit a simple Socratic dialectic, by which the 

ordinary views of moral subjects are shown to be insufficient, 

and more adequate definitions are sought for, but not enun- 

ciated. Afterwards, as in Phedrus and Republic, a Pytha- 

gorean influence manifests itself; a delight in the symbolism 

of numbers appears, and the doctrine of the transmigration 

of souls plays an important part. Then again, as in Par- 

menides, Thecetetus, and Sophistes, a Megarian or Eleatic 

influence is perceptible, and the most abstract conceptions of 

Being are discussed. Thus the dialogues contain many 

varieties of the point of view, and even many inconsistencies. 

These incongruities, however, such as they were, were veiled 

and mitigated, first by the dramatic form into which every- 

thing was thrown, and by which only the views of the speakers 

for the time being seemed to be guaranteed, and secondly 

by the graceful absence of dogmatism in the Platonic Socrates, 

the chief personage in most of the dialogues. A common 

spirit, however, is plainly discernible through the whole; and, 

for the rest, the dialogues of Plato show us the progress of a 

philosophic mind, of an enquiring spirit, of a great original 

N 2 
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genius struggling with unequal conditions of knowledge.' 

If we ask, At what point of his fifty years of authorship was 

Plato most himself? In which of the dialogues can we put 

our finger on the most essential features of his philosophy ? 

—the answer must be, Nowhere and everywhere. Plato is to 

be regarded as a dynamical force, rather than as the setter 

forth of a system; and in modern times we may feel that to 

imbibe, if possible, his spirit, is of more value than to 

garner his conclusions. But the reason why we can now 

afford to be comparatively indifferent to the conclusions of 

Plato upon particular points,—is, that these conclusions have 

become incorporated, so far as they were valid, in the thought 

of Europe. And they became so incorporated through having 

been gathered up and stated afresh by Aristotle, who was 

Plato’s lineal successor in the history of Philosophy, though 

not so in the leadership of the Academie School.? Plato’s 

1 The Dialogues of Plato translated | suspicious appearance. Such reasons 

into English, with Analyses and In- | are quite insufficient. It is consistent 

troductions, by B. Jowett, M.A., | with all known facts to believe that 

Master of Balliol College, &e. (Oxford, | Aristotle was Plato’s pupil, but that 

1871), Preface, p. ix. Prof. Jowett | he gradually asserted the independence 

says of Plato (ib.) ‘We are not con- | of his own mind, and declared a dis- 

cerned to determine what is the resi- | sent from and a polemiic against some 

duum of truth which remains for | of the metaphysical views entertained 

ourselves. His truth may not be our | by Plato’s school, and thus was passed 

truth, and nevertheless may have an | over in the election of a Scholarch for 

extraordinary value and interest for | the Academy, on Plato’s death. This 

us.’ led to Aristotle’s leaving Athens for a 

2 Valentine Rose, De Aristotelis | time, and afterwards setting up in 

Librorum Ordine et Auctoritate (Ber- | the meptrarot, or covered walks, of the 

lin, 1854), p. 112, impugns asa fiction | Lyceum hisown separate school, which 

the statement of Apollodorus (apud | hence got the name of Peripatetic. 

Diog. Lert. see above, page 2) that | These details perhaps cannot be 

Aristotle was the pupil of Plato for | proved; but we know one thing for 

twenty years. The grounds of this | certain,—that almost every page of 

scepticism are(1)that Aristotle would | Aristotle’s Logical, Rhetorical,Ethical, 

have been more thoroughly Platonised | Political, and Metaphysical writings 

had the statement been true ; (2)that | bears traces of a relation to some part 

the roundness of the number has a | or other of Plato’s dialogues. 
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rich and manifold contributions to logic, psychology, meta- 

physics, ethics, politics, and natural religion (so many of 

which have become part of the furniture of our every-day 

thoughts), were too much scattered up and down in his works, 

too much overlaid by conversational prolixity, too much 

coloured by poetry or wit, sometimes too subtlely or slightly 

indicated, to be readily available for the world in general, 

and they thus required a process of codification. Aristotle, 

with the greatest gifts for the analytic systematising of philo- 

sophy that have ever been seen, unconsciously applied him- 

self to the required task. He treated the Platonic dialogues 

as quarries out of which he got the materials wherewith to 

build up in consolidated form all the departments of thought 

and science so far as they could be conceived by an ancient 

Greek. He thus codified Plato, and translated him into the 

prose of dogmatic theory, at the same time that he carried 

further and completed many of his results and suggestions. 

It must be confessed that he did all this somewhat ungra- 

ciously, seeming to dwell by preference on the differences 

of view between Plato and himself; and he did it, as we 

have said, unconsciously—apparently not perceiving howmuch 

the substance of his own thought, in all his non-physical 

enquiries, was derived from Plato and only re-stated and car- 

ried out by himself. Aristotle, however, was the natural com- 

plement of Plato, as Plato was the complement of Socrates ; 

and it is to a considerable extent through Aristotle that ‘ the 

residuum of truth’ in Plato has already become part of the 

thought of the world, The attitude and aims of the two writers 

were, of course, different, for, while Plato was a Dialectician 

and a Poet, Aristotle aimed especially at being a man of 

Science,—at collecting all that could be known on each sub- 

-ject, and stating it in the most precise terminology. Each 

of the two had his own peculiar earnestness: Plato’s was a 
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moral earnestness, he seems never to have left out of sight 

the overwhelming importance of everything by which the 

human soul might be improved or deteriorated ; Aristotle’s 

was a scientific earnestness, showing itself in a desire to sift 

and examine everything and to state the naked truth, as it 

appeared to him, regardless of consequences.* | 

Plato as the successor of Socrates appears to have carried 

forward all the many-sided tendencies of his master. By 

imagining Socrates still on earth, and in perpetual conversa- 

tion on the highest subjects, Plato developed the different 

phases of his own idealistic philosophy. But at present we are 

only concerned with the ethical portion of this; the question 

is, What contribution did Plato make to the growth of moral 

theory in Greece? We must conceive him starting with the 

results at which Socrates had arrived: namely, that in the 

affairs of human life it is absolutely necessary to obtain uni- 

versal conceptions ; that, to arrive at these a suitable dialectic, 

and the refutation of inadequate notions, are requisite; and 

that it is the general outcome of all such enquiries to show 

that ‘ Virtue is ascience.’ Now, the course which Plato seems 

to have followed was, to take up these principles and see how 

they were to be reconciled with the current ideas of Greek 

morality. If there be four cardinal virtues, Wisdom, Tem- 

perance, Courage, and Justice, how do these stand related to 

the doctrine that ‘ Virtue is a science”? Is each of them a 

science, and how? Or, if virtue is one, how are these sepa- 

® Plato’s deep feeling of the im- 

portance of morality cannot be pro- 

perly indicated by a few references, 

but see Prof. Jowett’s Introductions 

to his Translations of the dialogues, 

passim. Aristotle’s keenness for the 

hard and precise truth may be illus- 

trated by Eth. 1. vi. 1, ddtere & by tows 

Bérriov elvai Kad deiv emi cwrnply ye THs 

GAnbelas Kal Ta oikeia dvatpeiv. Eth. x. 

i. 3, where he blames those who from 

moral good intentions have pronounced 

Pleasure to be evil, Polities, m. viii. 1, 

where he says of a particular question 

—€xet Tivas Groplas, TG 5e wep) ExdoT ny 

MéB0d0v pirocopovrt: kat wh wdvoy amo- 

BAérovt. mpos 7d mpdrrew oiketdy eoTt 

Td ur) Tapopay wnd€é Te katarelre, 
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rate names to be accounted for? Again, if Virtue is a 

science, can it be taught? Furthermore, if Virtue is a 

science, then does it not follow that Vice is ignorance ? From 

which, as no one can be blamed for errors committed in igno- 

rance, it would result that no man is willingly bad. These 

are the problems which, arising out of the Socratic principles, 

Plato had to encounter, and he discusses them directly in Pro- 

tagoras, Gorgias, Meno, and Republic ; less directly and inci- 

dentally they are touched upon in many of the other dialogues. 

In order to find an answer to them Plato called in the aid of 

Psychology,and he was thus the first to propose for ethics a psy- 

chological foundation. In Republic, in answer to the question, 

‘What is Justice ?’ he sets himself to construct an elaborate 

system of individual ethics,‘ by means of an analogy drawn 

between the human soul and an ideal city. And the founda- 

tion of this analogy is made to consist in a division of the 

soul into Reason, Spirit (@uyds), and Desire, answering to the 

three ranks of the rulers, the soldiers, and the working 

classes. This pyschological division, rudimentary as it may 

now appear, was an important contribution towards the scien- 

tific theory of morals. One immediate result of the division 

was to lead Plato to distinguish Wisdom from the other 

cardinal virtues, and to put it intoa class by itself. Wisdom, 

or Thought on moral subjects (gpdvycws) evidently enters as 

a guiding principle into all the other virtues; none of them 

can exist without it. And, on the other hand, this quality, 

when looked at more closely, is found to be identical with 

one of the tripartite divisions of the soul; it is Reason itself, 

an intuitive faculty, not admitting of degrees, possessed by 

allmen, but yet capable of misdirection, obscuration, and 

_ * See Essays on the Platonic Ethics, | in these Essays has well discussed the 

by Thomas Maguire, LL.D., &c. | subject of the present pages. 

(Dublin, 1870), p. 36. Dr. Maguire 
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eclipse. Hence comes one answer to the question, Is Virtue 

teachable? The Viitue of Wisdom, or Thought, is not; 

the other Virtues are.’ This conclusion is stated in Republic 

vil. p. 518 C—E. Where ¢povnars is called ‘the eye of the 

soul,’ which only requires to be directed aright. ‘And hence,’ 

it is said,® ‘while the other qualities (2.e. Courage, Temper- 

anee, and Justice) seem to be akin to the body, being 

infused by habit and exercise and not originally innate, the 

virtue of wisdom is part of a divine essence, and has a power 

which is everlasting, and by this conversion is rendered 

useful and profitable, and is also capable of becoming hurtful 

and useless. Did you never observe the narrow intelligence 

flashing from the keen eye of a clever rogue—how eager he 

is, how clearly his paltry soul sees the way to his end; he is 

the reverse of blind, but his keen eyesight is taken into the 

service of evil, and he is dangerous in proportion to his intel- 

ligence ?— Very true he said.—But what if there had been 

a circumcision of such natures in the days of their youth ; 

and they had been severed from the leaden weights, as I may 

call them, with which they are born into the world, which 

hang on to sensual pleasures, such as those of eating and 

drinking, and drag them down and turn the vision of their 

souls about the things that are below—if, I say, they had 

been released from them and turned round to the truth, the 

very same faculty in these very same persons would have seen 

the other as keenly as they now see that on which their eye 

is fixed.’ In this passage is also indicated the relation of at 

least one other of the cardinal virtues, namely Temperance, 

to the virtue of Wisdom or Thought. ‘Had sensual indul- 
gence, says Plato, ‘been checked in many a man when he 

® See Dr. Maguire’s Essays, p. 14. 
6 

Prof. Jowett’s Translation, vol. ii. p. 352. 
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was young, his innate divine power of thought would have 

turned round to the idea of the Good, instead of fastening 

itself upon evil... Thus Temperance conserves Wisdom, and 

is a necessary condition to it. But Courage, according to 

Plato, is steadiness not only in the face of danger, but also in 

the face of pleasure and temptation (Laws, p. 633, D, E), 

therefore this quality also must play a similar part with 

Temperance in preventing the disturbance and misdirection 

of Thought. But these qualities, however, while they are 

means and conditions to the proper functions of Thought, 

derive all their ethical value from Thought itself, and without 

it would be mere blind instincts towards the good, or would 

be the result of worldly and non-moral motives (Phcedo, p. 

68, d). Thus the three cardinal virtues, Wisdom, Temper- 

ance, and Courage, instead of standing apart, as in the 

popular Greek notion of morality, are found mutually to 

imply one another, and to grow together into one whole. 

And this whole may be called Virtue, or, to use the language 

of Plato’s Republic, it may be figured as Justice,—that 

quality which in the individual soul is analogous to a per- 

fectly wise ‘division of labour’ in a state,—in other words 

supreme regularity, good order, and sanity, reigning over all 

the functions of the individual soul. Sueh, im the barest 

_ outline, was Plato’s moral scheme, but, even as thus stated, 

we can see how much deeper it was than anything which had 

preceded it in Greece ; how, following the Socratic direction, 

it discarded as inadequate such definitions of Justice as 

_ ‘giving all men their due,’ or of Courage as ‘ willingness to 

| go forward in: battle ;? how it looked alone to the internal 

| motive of each quality, and in so doing discovered its neces- 

sary relation to all the various parts of the soul, and thus 

_ expanded the conception of Virtue as a scienge into that ot 

Virtue as a harmony of the appetitive and emotional im- 
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pulses under the direction of Reason or Thought, which they 

at once obeyed and supported. 

But yet, according to Plato, Virtue is always coincident 

with Knowledge; it implies the choice of the higher plea- 

sures and of that course to which the balance of advantages 

inclines. To act otherwise than in accordance with the 

balance of advantages, is to act as Ignorance would prompt. 

And no one, except in error and through Ignorance, chooses 

evil in place of good. ‘Ignorance,’ however, does not mean 

the mere negative absence of knowledge; it means, as 

explained by Plato in this context, rather something positive 

—‘the influence of any opinion or impression which is at 

variance with the ultimate reality, 7—any disturbing influence 

which may tend to weaken the force of ulterior interests— 

‘all sentiments, passions, and emotions which lead us to put 

out of sight the consideration of our permanent interest.’ 

With this proviso it is maintained that no wrong action is 

due except through Ignorance; and, as it is emphatically 

stated in Laws, p. 860 C, ¢ All bad men are always involun- 

tarily bad. But this is no fatalistic view of life. Unjust 

men would not have been unjust, as we have already seen, 

if early good habits had given its proper scope to the innate 

vision of their souls. And in succeeding pages of Laws 

it is shown that Legal Punishments must take their course 

with such men, as a reformatory and curative process for 

themselves, and as a vindication of those whom they have 

injured. Plato’s theory of Punishment is essentially the 

corrective theory—that punishment is for the good of the 

person punished. But in his pictures® of the future life, 

drawn under Pythagorean influences and no doubt partly 

7 See Dr. Maguire’s Essays, p. 31, ° See Phedo, pp. 113-114, Gorgias * 

and Protagoras, p. 358, sq. 523-525, and Republic, 614-620. 
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derived from Pindar (see above, page 97), Plato indicates 

three possibilities for the individual soul,—either eternal 

blessedness for those who have been purified by virtue and 

philosophy; or, a state of purgatory, to be followed by 

metempsychosis and a fresh probation on earth ; or, for some, 

final condemnation without further hope of redemption. 

He conceives that the sentence of eternal punishment would 

be the fate of those great malefactors of mankind, such as 

the worst tyrants and other utterly lawless spirits, who should 

have rendered themselves incurable and incapable of improve- 

ment. This belief adds force to the consideration of the 

great importance of habits in the soul, for it supposes that 

the immortal soul by evil habits can become degraded past 

the possibility of improvement. It is then figured that 

eternal retributive punishment, as a warning to others, would 

become its lot. Though Plato does not make the details’ of 

his Eschatology necessary matters of faith, and by no means 

wishes (like a modern divine) to order the whole of life in 

reference to them, yet still the belief in the immortality of 

the soul was deeply rooted in his mind, and was variously 

expressed in different parts of his writings. He connected 

it with the metaphysical priority of Reason to. Matter, and 

also with the grave importance of Morals. He pictured the 

_ whole of life as an education, and sometimes spoke of educa- 

tion as a process only begun in this life and to be carried on 

in a subsequent state of existence (see Republic, p. 498 D—E). 

| All this gave greatness and depth, and a human interest valid 

for all times, to the ethical scheme of Plato. 

® See Phedo (p.114 E). ‘Ido not | soul is shown to be immortal, he may 

mean to affirm that the description | venture to think, not improperly or 

which I haye given of the soul and | unworthily, that something of the 

her mansions is exactly true; aman | kind is true.’ Prof. Jowett’s Trans- 

| of sense hardly ought to say that. | lation, vol. i. p. 465. 

But Ido say that, inasmuch as the 
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The works of Aristotle, that is to say those that we possess, 

were probably all composed between fourteen and twenty-seven 

years after the death of Plato. If Plato could have come to 

life again and seen these works, he would have found philo- 

sophy all mapped out and divided into separate branches, and 

great analytic clearness thus imparted to the whole ; he would 

have found a settled philosophical terminology employed 

throughout,—in many cases words that he had himself been 

in the habit of using in an ordinary way, now restricted and 

limited in their connotation and made technical terms of 

logic or metaphysics'!’—in other cases new and somewhat 

uncouth terms that had been introduced by Aristotle ¢ for the 

sake of precision ;’'! and he would have found manifold sug- 

gestions of his own on all the different subjects of philosophy 

taken up and in many cases made more definite and carried 

out, so that a concentrated essence of many of his own 

thoughts, stated in widely different form from his own, would 

have been presented to his view. If we might go on indulg- 

ing this fancy, it would be not unnatural to conceive that 

Plato, with his great candour and breadth of mind, would 

have acknowledged with admiration the additions to know- 

ledge and thought which in many respects had been made by 

Aristotle, but that he also would have felt (even setting aside 

the somewhat captious antagonism to himself which occa- 

sionally appeared) that something had been lost, as well as 

gained, to Philosophy by the rigidly analytic method of his 

successor. 

Taking now the unfinished (or mutilated) Ethics of Aris- 

totle, with their Peripatetic complement, Books V., VI., and 

10 As for instance, ovAdAoyiopes, "Cf. Eth. 1. vii. 11. metparéoy 

which merely meant ‘computation’ | évouaromoety capnyelas everey, The 

with Plato; mpoaipeots =a ‘prefer- | result was—terms like évreAéxeta, or 

ence’; dvvauis=‘ power,’ &e. | forms like 7d ti Hy evar, 
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VII., we shall find that they abundantly illustrate the con- 

ception just given of the relation of Aristotle’s works in 

general to Plato. In order to see at a glance how much of 

the substance of this treatise is taken from, or suggested by, 

the Platonic dialogues, let us synoptically enumerate, and 

then add a few remarks upon, the following heads: (1) The 

conception of moral science as a whole,—that it is a sort of 

Politics which is the science of human happiness. (2) The 

conception of the practical Chief Good,—that it is téAecov 

and avrapxes and incapable of improvement or addition. (3) 

The conception that man has an Zpyovr or proper funetion, 

that man’s apety perfects this, and that his well-being is in- 

separable from it. (4) The conception of Psychology as a 

basis for Morals. (5) The doctrine of Meodédtns, which is 

only a modification of the Merpiotns of Plato. (6) The 

doctrine of Ppovnats, which is an adaptation, with alterations, 

of the Socratico-Platonic view. (7) The theory of Pleasure, 

its various kinds, and the transcendency of mental pleasures. 

(8) The theory of Friendship, which is suggested by questions 

started, but not answered, in the Lysis of Plato. (9) The 

Agnoiology, or theory of Ignorance, in Book VII.,—to ex- 

plain how men can act against what they know to be best,— 

which appears to have been considerably suggested by Platonic 

discussions. (10) The practical conclusion of Ethies—that 

Philosophy is the highest good and the greatest happiness, 

being an approach to the nature of the Divine Being. On 

these separate heads we may remark :— 

(1) Not only is the general point of view—that the indi- 

vidual is inseparable from the state—taken from the Republic 

of Plato, but also the special description of Politics as the 

science of human happiness appears unmistakably borrowed 

from the Huthydemus. It is interesting to compare the 

~ conception of Politics, and its relation to the sciences, which 
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is expressed in Hth. 1. ii. 5-6, with the following description 

(Euthydem. p. 291B):—émt 8 87 thy Baoiduxnv éOovres TexUNY 

kal SiacKorrobpevor aUTHV, EL AUTH Ein 1) THY EvOAaLoviaY aTEp- 

yatouevn—z0oke yap 81) Hui 1) ToduTiKN Kal 7 Baoidexn TEXVN 7 

avr? eival.—Tavtn TH TEXYN T) TE OTPATHYLKY KaL ai dda Trapa- 

SiSdvar dpyew TOV Zoyov, oY abtat Snutoupyot siow, ws povy 

éristapevn xpncba. capws ody eoxer tiv abtn elvat, iy 

etntodmev, Kal % aitia Tod opOas mparttEew ev TH TOE, Kal 

ateyvas Kata TO Aioyvrovu tapBetov povn ev TH mpvuvn Kabh~ 

cba THs TOAwS, TaVTA KUBEpYOoa Kal TAVTwV dpYovea TAVTA 

xpyojua troeiv. While, however, accepting this conception 

of Politics, Aristotle does so in a wavering way —he says that 

his science will be ‘a sort of Politics’ (aonetixyn tes, Eth. 1. ii. 

9); aselsewhere he had spoken as if it were rather a stretch 

to call the s¢ience of moral subjects Politics.'"2 He treats 

Ethics in such a way as virtually to ‘separate them from 

Polities, a separation which was completed by the Peripa- 

tetic School and by the Stoies. 

(2) In Eth. 1. vii. 3-6, Aristotle, in laying down his own 

conception of the chief good, which is to be the apyn for 

Ethics, says that it must be 7éAgevov and avtapxes. These 

same qualities are attributed to the chief good in the Philebus 

(p. 20 C), a dialogue to which Aristotle seems often to refer, | 

and from which the present doctrine is probably taken. The 

words are as follows:—rtv taya0od potpay rotepov avayKn 

Té\cov 7) pu) TEAEOV ElvaL; TavTwY 8) TroV TENEWTATOV, @ 

Lwxpates. Tl bE; ikavov tayabov ; Tas yap ov; K.T.r. It isto 

be observed, however, that Aristotle analyses the term Té\evor, 

and gives it amore philosophical import than Plato had done. 

Plato probably meant nothing more than ‘the perfect. — 

% Rhett. ii. 7. Tis wept ra On mpayyaretas hy dtkady eore mpocaryopevev 7 

MOAIT KT, 
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Aristotle analyses this into ‘that which was never a means,’ 

‘that which is in and for itself desirable.’ He accepts also 

from the Philebus another doctrine, which is the corollary of 

the former, namely, that the chief good is incapable of addi- 

tion. He directly refers to the Philebus, Eth. x. ii. 3, saying, 

‘Plato used just such an argument as this to prove that 

pleasure is not the chief good—-for that pleasure, with thought 

added to it, is better than pleasure separately ; whereas, if the 

compound of the two is better, pleasure cannot be the chief 

good; for that which is the absolute chief good cannot be 

made more desirable by any addition to it. And it is obvious 

that nothing else can be the chief good, which is made better 

by the addition of any other absolute good.’ The reference 

is to Philebus, pp. 20-22. Aristotle implies the same thing, 

| Eth. 1. vii. 8, by saying that, ‘When we call happiness the 

most desirable of all things, we can only do so on the proviso 

\ that we do not rank it with other goods, and place it in the 

same scale of comparison with them’ (1) cvvapiOuoupevny, 

| see infra, note on this passage); ‘else we should come to 

_ the absurdity of considering it capable of improvement by 

the addition of other goods to it, which, if we consider it as 

_ the ideal good for man, is impossible.’ 

(3) The whole argument by which, from the analogy of 

_ the different trades, of the different animals, and of the sepa- 

rate parts of the body, the existence of an Zpyov or proper 

_ function for man is proved (th. I. vii. 11) comes almost ver- 

\batim from the Repudlic (p. 352-3); as also does the 

account of the connection between the apetn of anything 

/with its proper function, which is given Hth. m. vi. 2. The 

| object selected as an illustration is in each case the same— 

) namely, the eye.'® 

. 
| or, Repub. p. 353 B. *Ap’ ty mote | caro wr) exovta tiv abr&y vikelav 

| Oppara 7) aitay epyov Karas amepyd- | aperhy; «7A. 
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(4) The psychology of Aristotle’s Ethics is based on th 

of Plato, but it is also a development of it, and contains on 

essential difference, in the greater prominence, namely, th 

is given to the will. This, it is true, is virtual rather tha 

expressed, but it lies at the root of the separation of ‘ pra 

tical virtues’ from philosophy, and from ‘ excellences of the 

reason. Plato divides the mind into the following elements 

—10 hoypiotixoy, 70 emiBupntixoy, 70 Ovpoebés (Repub. p 

440). Aristotle givesa more physical account of the intern 

principle (see below, Essay V.), and divides the mind int 

that which possesses reason and that which partakes of reason. 

This answers at first sight to the division of Plato, since thi 

_. heyou petéyov includes both @vpos and zxBupia. Bu 

\ Aristotle pushes the analysis farther, dividing the reason i at 

| practical and speculative (which is a great discrepancy fro 

Plato), and not attributing the same separate and importani 

character to 6vpos as it has in the Republic, where it i 

made to stand for something like the instinct of honour, of 

the spirited and manly will, which, as Plato says, is generall 

on the side of the reason in any mental conflict. In Aris 

totle’s discussions upon PovAnau, Povrevois, &., we see 

attempt to found a psychology of the will, thus supp 

what was a deficiency in Plato, but the theory does 

appear to be by any means complete. 

(5) The principle of Mecorys,s0 prominent in Aristotle 

theory of moral virtue, is a modification of Plato’s principl 

of Mezpuotns or Zupperpia. As, however, the history of thi 

doctrine of Mecdérns will form part of the subject of th 

following essay, no more need at present be said upon it. 
(6) Aristotle’s doctrine of dpdvnets, as far as we can une 

stand it in the Eudemian exposition, which alone remains | 

 Adryor Exov and Abryou peréxov. Eth. i xiii. 
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us, seems to be partly an adoption and partly a correction 

This 

doctrine, beginning with the form that ‘ Virtue is Know- 

ledge (érsotnun), or Thought (dpdvnors), and being 

afterwards developed by Plato into the form that ‘ Virtue 

of a Socratico-Platonic doctrine of similar import. 

is, or implies, Philosophy,’ is accepted, with two cor- 

rections, by Aristotle. He denies the identification of 

‘Thought’ with Virtue, saying instead—Virtue must ‘be 

accompanied by’ Thought; and he distinguishes and divides 

Thought or Wisdom (¢porycis) from Philosophy (co¢ia). 

The former of these corrections was directed more against 

Socrates than against Plato; the latter, we shall see, is an 

important correction of the system of Plato, one that is con- 

nected with differences as to the whole view of Ethics. 

Plato speaks quite decisively of the necessity of dpdvnais to 

make moral action of any worth. In a celebrated passage 

of Thecctetus (p. 176 A), he says, ‘We should strive to fly 

from the evil of the world; the flight consists in as far as 

possible being made like to God; and this “being made 

like” consists in becoming just and holy with thought 

accompanying’ (ouolwors $2 Sixawv Kal Govov peta pporr= 

gews yevecOar). In Pheedo (p. 69 B), he descants upon the 

worthlessness of moral acts if performed without dpovqocs : 

he says, ‘Such virtue is a mere shadow and in reality a 

} slavish quality, with nothing sound or true about it. But 

a little further on (p. 79 D) he defines ¢pdvyous to be the 

contemplation of the absolute.'!® We see then that Plato 
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requires that every act should be accompanied by an absolute 

consciousness—and this absolute consciousness he does not 

separate from that which takes place in speculation and phi- Pf 

losophy. The Peripatetic account is that a moral conscious- 

ness must accompany every act, a sort of wisdom which is the 5 | 

centre to all the moral virtues (Eth. vi. xiii. 6), but this kind _ 

of consciousness is quite distinct from the philosophic reason, 

it deals with the contingent and not with the absolute. The 

doctrine that Temperance preserves Thought (owes tv 4 

dpovnow, Eth. vi. v. 5) and that Thought without Virtuous td 

habits may degenerate into cunning, is taken from Republic, — 

p- 518 D, E (quoted above, p. 184). 3 ; 

(7) Of the two treatises on Pleasure contained in the Ethics 

of Aristotle, we may assume (see above, p. 64), that the one 

which appears in Book VII. is the work of Eudemus. It has 

then a totally different kind of interest from that in Book X. 

It illustrates, not so much Aristotle’s relation to Plato, as 

rather the growth of the Peripatetic school. It is in its 

main outline borrowed from the treatise in Book X., but it 

also contains some peculiarities belonging to the views of 

Eudemus, of which the chief are a practical, and at the same 

time a materialistic tendency. It is antagonistic to the views of 

‘some’ who argued that no pleasure could be a good, because 

it is a state of becoming (yéveors). This argument is refuted 

by Aristotle himself in Book X. Eudemus criticises and — 

overthrows other arguments for the same position, not men- | 

tioned in Book X. None of these, however, are to be found | 

in Philebus, or in any dialogue of Plato. They are, in all 

probability, to be attributed to the Platonic school. There 

is a direct mention, in connection with one of the arguments, 

of the name of Speusippus (Zh. vil. xiii. 1). Turning now to 

Book X., we find the question as to the nature of pleasure | 

opened by the statement of two extreme views on the subject ; 
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one, that of the Cynics—that pleasure was ‘entirely evil’ 

(xou67 daddror)—the other, that of Eudoxus, that pleasure 

was the chief good. The first view Aristotle sets aside as 

having rather a moral and practical than a speculative cha- 

racter ; and as being, though well-intentioned, at all events an 

over-statement of the truth. He specifies four arguments of 

Eudoxus to prove that pleasure is the chief good. (a) All crea- 

tures seek it. (b) It is contrary to pain. (c) It is sought for its 

ownsake. (d) Added to any good, it makes that good better. 

He then mentions the objections (évotdaeis) made to each of 

these four, and shows that none of the objections is valid, 

except that brought against the last of the arguments. He 

shows from Plato (see above, p. 191), that the fact that 

pleasure can be added to other goods disproves, instead of 

proving, its claim to be considered the chief good. Aristotle 

now mentions other general arguments that have been brought 

against pleasure—namely, that it is not a quality: that it is 

indefinite (aopictov); that it is a motion, a becoming, or a 

replenishment (xivyows, yéveous, avaTAynpwous); again, that 

there are many disgraceful pleasures. He answers all these 

objections, and having accepted the Platonic position that 

pleasure is, at all events, not the chief good, he proceeds to 

give his own theory of its nature, considering it to be, except 

in certain cases, a good, and analysing its character more 

accurately than had hitherto been done. In all this we can- 

not trace anything like a direct antagonism to the Philebus 

or to any other part of Plato’s works. Far rather, as we 

shall have an opportunity of seeing more distinctly in the 

next Essay, Aristotle, while perfectly coinciding with and 

accepting Plato’s general theory of pleasure, the division of 

its different kinds, the distinction between bodily pleasures 

-which are preceded by desire and a sense of pain, and the 

mental pleasures which are free from this; while accepting, 

92 
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that is, the whole theory in its moral and practical bearing, 

refines and improves upon it as a speculative question, sub- 

stituting a more accurate and appropriate definition of 

pleasure than is to be found in Plato. 

(8) We cannot doubt that Aristotle’s attention was 

turned to the consideration of the subject of friendship by 

the importance that Plato attributed to it, and the inter- 

esting part which he makes it play in his system. Both 

Lysis and Phedrus are devoted to the discussion of friend- 

ship. In the former dialogue little more is done than 

starting the difficulties, some of which are taken up and re- z 

stated in the beginning of Aristotle’s treatise (Zth. vi. i. 6) ; 

‘Whether does friendship arise from similarity, or from dis- 

similarity ? Does it consist in sympathy, or in the harmony 

of opposites?” In Phedrus a passionate and enthusiastic 

picture of friendship is given, which renders it not distin- 

guishable from love ; its connection with the highest kind of 

imagination, and with the philosophic spirit, is dwelt upon at 

length. In Aristotle nothing of this kind is to be discovered. ; 

The picture is colder, but at the same time more natural and 

human. In the ninth chapter of Book [X.a fine philosophic 

account of the true value of friendship is to be found, on 

which more will be said in the succeeding Essay. The whole 

of this subject is treated with depth and also with moral 

earnestness, which renders it one of the most attractive parts 

of Aristotle’s Kthics. We see throughout that on every point 

of the question the analysis has been pushed farther than 

Plato carried it. 

(9) The position that ‘ Virtue is a science’ and that it is 

only through ignorance that a man could choose other than 

the Good, naturally gave importance to the question as to the 

nature of Ignorance itself, and the problem, How does it 

happen that knowledge of the Good is sometimes in abey- 
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ance? These questions which were suggested in Protugoras 

(pp. 358 sqq.) appear to have been worked at in the Peri- 

' patetic school, and, with the help of the Practical Syllogism 

(see Essay IV.) an answer was given to them in the Hudemian 

Book VII. A cognate discussion, far less mature in character, 

on the voluntariness or involuntariness of Vice, entirely sug- 

gested by Plato, appears in Book III. of Aristotle’s Hthics. 

(10) The burden of all the Platonic dialogues is the same, 

the excellence of philosophy, and its extreme felicity. Most 

completely does Aristotle reproduce this feeling when (Zh. x. 

vii.) having, as it were, satisfied the claims of common life by 

his analysis of the ‘ practical virtues,’ he indulges in his own 

description of that which is the highest happiness,—when he 

says, ‘ Philosophy seems to afford wonderful pleasures both in 

purity and duration’ (th. x. vii. 3), and ‘ We need not listen 

to the saying, “ Men should think humanly,” rather as far as 

possible one should aspire after what is immortal, and do all 

things so as to live according to what is highest in oneself’ 

(Eth. x. vii. 8). We are reminded generally of the enthusiastic 

deseriptions of philosophy in the Republic, the Phodo, and 

the Symposium of Plato. One particular passage of the 

last-named dialogue seems probably to have suggested to 

Aristotle the saying (Hth. x. vill. 13), that ‘ The philosopher 

will surely be most under the protection of heaven (@eod¢u- 

Aéotatos), because honouring and cherishing that which is 

highest and most akin to God— namely, the reason.’ 

Such are the leading ethical conceptions and topics for 

which Aristotle’s treatise is manifestly indebted to the dia- 

logues of Plato, and they go far towards furnishing its entire 

skeleton. But besides these there was many a minor sugges- 

tion of Plato’s, which has been taken up into this work, as 

- the notes in subsequent pages will testify. The very meta- 

phors used by Aristotle seem often to have been inherited. 
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That of the ‘bowmen’ (Zth. 1. ii. 2) occurs in Republic, 

p-519 C. That of the ‘ Aristeia for pleasure’ (Hth. 1. xii. 5) 

eomes from Philebus, p. 22 E. The analogy between the 

political philosopher and an oculist (th. 1. xiii. 7) is from 

Charmides, p. 155 B. The comparison of mental extremes 

to excesses in gymnastie training (4th. 11. ii. 6) oceurs in 

Liraste, p. 134. The metaphor of ¢ straightening bent wood ’ 

(Eth. i. ix. 5) is from Protagoras, p. 325 D. The com- 

parison of those who have made their own fortune to poets 

and mothers, who love their offspring (th. Iv. i. 20, IX. vii. 

7), is from Republic, p. 330 C. This list of examples might 

doubtless be increased. 

We have now seen the close connection of succession, in- 

heritance, and development between the Ethics of Aristotle 

and the writings of Plato. It remains to point out the di-— 

versities of doctrine, as well as of tone and manner, which 

are also manifest between the moral systems of the two 

philosophers. At the very outset of his treatise, having started 

the question, What is the Good for man? Aristotle stops 

himself with the logical consideration that it will be neces- 

sary to enquire first the nature of this universal term—Good 

—and to state in what sense it is predicated, and what is its — 

relation to the particulars which fall under it,!” ‘although, 

as he adds, ‘an enquiry of this kind is rendered disagreeable 

owing to those who are our friends having introduced their 

doctrine of Ideas.’ Adopting, however, a saying which Plato 

had himself employed in reference to judging of Homer,'® he 

decides that ‘personal considerations must be sacrificed to 
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the interests of truth ;’ and accordingly he proceeds to detail 

a set of arguments against the logical or metaphysical validity 

of the Platonic ‘Idea of Good.’ We may admit the general 

necessity for the logic of ethics of this discussion as to the 

realistic or nominalistic import to be attributed to the term 

—Good, and we may admit also the courteous terms in which 

it is introduced. But yet we shall find something unsatis- 

factory, and requiring explanation, in the arguments them- 

selves which Aristotle proceeds to adduce. In form the con 

troversy appears rather to be with the Platonists, with the 

rival school in the Academia, than with Plato himself; but 

yet so much prominence is given to the ‘Idea of Good’ in 

Plato’s Republic, a work which was, beyond doubt, constantly 

present to the mind of Aristotle when he was writing his 

Ethics, that we cannot but think that the present passage has 

reference not only to the logic of the Academy generally, but 

also to the ethical applications of the ‘Idea of Good’ made 

by Plato himself. 

The doctrine of ‘ Ideas’ is much less settled and constant 

in Plato’s writings than may be ordinarily supposed. In 

regard to this, as to many other questions, Plato may be said 

to have had no system, but to have been constantly enquiring. 

We find that the transcendental existence of the ‘Ideas,’ that 

is, their existence apart from the human mind, is only 

asserted, together with the doctrine of our ‘recollecting’ 

them (avduvnots), in mythical and imaginative passages of 

Meno, Pheedrus, and Pheedo; that in later dialogues, as 

Republic, and Philebus, they are treated in a more sober 

spirit; that in Thecetetus, Sophist, Politicus, and Laws, the 

‘Ideas’ are mentioned much as Universals would be spoken 

of in modern books; lastly, what is most remarkable of all, 

-we find in Parmenides a criticism on the doctrine of Ideas, 
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in which the weak points of the doctrine and the difficulties — | 

attendant on it are pointed out. Socrates, who is represented 

in the dialogue as a promising young man, defends the sup- 

posed orthodox view of the Ideas, but he is refuted by the 

venerable Parmenides, who lectures him on his want of prac- | 

(ioe in dialectic. And it is a curious fact that the argu- 

ments here put by Plato into the mouth of Parmenides are 

‘nearly if not quite’!® those used by Aristotle in attacking 

Plato, or at all events that which he enunciates as the Pla- 

tonic system. It appears then that Plato, at one period of 

his life, when deeply plunged in the study of Eleatic philo- - 

sophy, saw that his own doctrine of Ideas required revision, 

and in the dialogue of Parmenides he at once put out what 

he had arrived at. These considerations open to.us a differ- 

ent view of Plato’s relation to the doctrine of Ideas from 

what we should have gathered from Aristotle in the not un- 

frequent places”? in which he criticises this doctrine. Yet, 

since Plato did at all events sometimes put forward the doe- 

trine in strong and enthusiastic terms, it may be as well to — 

endeavour to trace its general meaning, even if in so doing — 

we incur the same charge that Aristotle has incurred,—of 

turning poetry into prose and making dogmatic that which 

was never meant to be such. 

Aristotle tells us?! that Plato’s doctrine of Ideas rose from 

a union between the universal definitions of Socrates and the 

Heraclitean doctrine of the fleeting character of all objects , 

of sense. To put this a little more clearly, the position isas 

follows: we desire some permanent and certain knowledge. 

Let us take some object and try to know it, e.g. ‘this man.’ 

See Prof. Jowett’s Introduction | iv.--v. Post Analyt. 1. xi., &e. 

to Parmenides (vol. ili. pp. 227 sqq.), | 7 Metaphys.1. vi. 2, xu. iv. 2—3 

where the arguments are analysed. and see above, page 158. 
20 Metaphys. 1, Vi., VI. xili., xu. | 
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Looking closely into it we find at once that, in ‘this man,’ 

we are in possession of a conception made up of two ele- 

ments, a universal and a particular. ‘Man’ is universal, 

‘this’ is particular. Now ‘this’ may be infinitely various. 

It is purely relative, entirely changeable. It baffles all 

attempts at knowledge. The more we analyse ‘this,’ the 

more it escapes us, and comes to actually nothing. What 

constitutes ‘this’man? Particular time and place, particular 

qualities, such as form, colour, size, and the like. But time 

and place, form, colour, and size are all in themselves uni- 

versals. ‘This’ man is determined by ‘this’ time, place, 

form, &c. But, again, what is ‘this time’? The particular 

element in ‘this time’ is equally unknowable and unex- 

pressible with the particular element in ‘ this man.’ Hence 

Heraclitus said, ov« gotw érictnun ToV aicOntav. Let us 

now take the other side, and look at the universal element, 

‘man. This is something permanent and stable; this con- 

stitutes a unity in the midst of plurality ; this the mind can 

rest in contemplating. We give to this universal element 

the name of form or idea (edos, idéa), a name borrowed 

probably from Democritus, who spoke of the ‘ forms’ of 

things being emanations from things themselves, and consti- 

tuting our knowledge of the things. And now another step 

has to be taken; we must throw out all distinction between 

knowledge and existence. Since things exist for us solely 

through our knowledge of them, and we cannot conceive 

them existing at all, except as either for our minds or for 

some other minds, we must give up entirely that dualism 

which would suppose two terms standing opposite each other, 

namely, the object and the mind, and we must speak now of 

one term alone. Nothing exists except what we know. 

Knowledge and existence are identical, since, as Protagoras 

said (only in an altered sense), the mind is ‘the measure of 
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all things ; of existing things that they exist, of non-existent 

things that they do not exist.’ Taking as established the — 

identity of knowledge and existence, we may use one term 

to express this identity, namely, ‘truth’ (ad70ea), which 

equally implies reality of existence in things, and the rightan 

apprehension of them in the mind. 

What is it that possesses truth, or reality? Not particu- 

lars, which, as we saw before, are (in so far as they are par-— 

ticulars) unknowable, but the universal, the idea. The ~ 

universal element, or idea, may hence be said to be the only 

real existence, while the particulars have only a sort of illu-— 

sory, or mock existence ; when we look closely into them we 

find they are mere shadows of reality. Hence Plato, follow- 

ing out this train of thought, said, by a forcible metaphor, — 

that common persons who fancy the particulars to be real 

existences are like men in a dimly-lighted cave, taking the 

shadows on the wall to be realities. By an equally strong 

metaphor, which Aristotle speaks of as mere poetry ( Meta- 

phys. I. ix. 12), Plato called the Ideas archetypes (aapadety- 

para) of sensible things. In this metaphor several points 

are expressed. (1) That knowledge is rather prior to expe- 

rience than derived from it. Experience is the occasion, 

and not the cause of knowledge. This Plato expressed by 

saying that all our knowledge is ‘reminiscence. Things in 

the world are constantly reminding us of, and calling up, the 

reminiscence of the Ideas which we saw in their pure state, 

before we were born. (2) That the forms of the mind are 

permanent, while the material world is fleeting. The mind 

is always prior to, and greater than, the world. This 

points, as Plato argued in Pheedo, to the immortality of the 

soul. (3) The Eleaties had denied the existence of motion, 

plurality, change; in short, the whole sensible creation. 
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Plato does not go so far as this; though infinitely less real 

than the Ideas, he allows that it has some share of reality. 

Metaphorically, he says, ‘it partakes of the Ideas. The 

‘Ideas are archetypes of things; in other words, in the midst 

of the unknowable, the fleeting, the chaotic, the movable 

_—there is law, unity, form, order, symmetry, the permanent, 

and the absolute, existing not materially, but as ideas, dimly 

seen by the mind, because it is not pure enough ; seen more 

distinctly, according to the purity and elevation of the mind, 

and always more or less suggested. 

We are now brought to that part of Plato’s doctrine 

where he spoke of the ‘ Idea of good.’ Of this he says (Re- 

pub. p. 509 B), that * As the sun affords to all visible objects 

not only the power of being seen, but also growth, increase, 

and nourishment; so is there afforded to all objects of know- 

ledge by the good not only the being known, but also their 

very being and existence. The good is not existence, but 

is above and beyond existence (é7u éméxewa Ths ovtolas) in 

dignity and power.’ In Philebus (p. 65 A), it is said that 

‘the good cannot be comprehended in one idea alone, but it 

may be taken in three manifestations ; beauty, symmetry, and 

truth. We see what a metaphysical world we have now to 

deal with. It is not the material world immediately, but 

the world of pure cognitions (Ta y.wwoxdpeva), that depend 

on the good for their existence. Every cognition must have 

the Idea of good present in it. We cannot conceive anything 

existing except as being good. Evil, in the shape of disease, 

crime, pain, &c., Plato, from this point of view, would call 

the non-existent ; it is the negation of existence, the want of 

existence in some way or other; it is the chaotic, the form- 

less, that which has no universality or absoluteness, that 

Which the mind cannot deal with. The Idea of good in the 
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world of thought Plato compared to the sun in the material — 

world; following out this metaphor, evil would be as the 

shadows which are the mere negation of light, and yet they 

are necessary to relieve the light, for were all light, nothin 7 

would be visible; and so too evil, as the negation of good, 

may be said to be necessary to its existence. ‘ Good,’ says 

Magri © 

Plato, ‘is the cause of existence and knowledge.’ This opens” 

a sublime conception, on the one hand, of a world in which ) 

all things are very good; on the other hand, of a philosophy 

whose method of the deepest knowledge consists in no mere 

abstract investigations, nor any mere accumulation of expe-_ 

rience, but in apprehending with enthusiasm and joy the all- 

pervading idea of Good, as it manifests itself under the 

three forms of beauty, symmetry, and truth. The Idea of 

Good Plato would by no means confine to metaphysics, as if 

it had no application to the other sciences. On the contrary, 

his great object was to raise Morals and Politics above all 

mere empiricism into Philosophy properly so called. Hence 

he says that ‘States will never prosper till philosophers are 

kings’; again, he says, ‘ The guardian of the state must know 

with certainty that which all vaguely seek and aspire after 

namely, what is the Good’ (Repub. p. 505-6). The Idea 

of Good, then, according to Plato, is to be a principle influ- 

encing human action, and necessarily forming a part of any 

system of Politics or Morals worthy of being called so. 

With this position Aristotle joins issue. After stating 

the theory in the following words (th. 1. iv. 3), ‘Some have | 

thought that besides all these manifold goods upon earth, 

there is some other absolute good, which is the cause to all 

these of their being good’; he proceeds to eriticise the tena- | 

bility of such a conception, and concludes his argument by 

saying, ‘ But we may dismiss the Idea at present, for if there | 

is any one good, universal and generic, or transcendental 
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(ywpiorov) and absolute, it obviously can neither be realised 

nor possessed by man, whereas something of this latter kind 

is what we are enquiring after’ (Hth. 1. vi. 13). He follows 

up those remarks by saying that ‘Perhaps some may think 

the knowledge of the idea may be useful as a pattern 

(mapadevypa) by which to judge of relative good.’ Against 

this he argues that ‘ There is no trace of the arts making any 

‘use of such a conception; the cobbler, the carpenter, the 

physician, and the general, all pursue their vocations without 

respect to the Absolute Good, nor is it easy to see how they 

could be advantaged by apprehending it.’ 

This criticism is a direct denial of Plato’s point of view. 

Plato, who had expressed himself utterly dissatisfied with the 

empirical and prudential morality of his countrymen, and 

who wished to raise morality and Polities (which with him 

was but morality on an extended scale) into something wise, 

philosophical, and absolute—made certain requisitions for 

this. He demanded that a full philosophic consciousness 

should govern everything. He required that a knowledge of 

_ the good-in-itself should be present to the mind. He ac- 

| knowledges, it is true, that the philosopher, after dealing with 

| sublime speculations, may seem dazzled and confused when 

| he is suddenly confronted with the petty details of life, the 

quibbles of law-courts, &c. But on the other hand he seems 

| to have considered, not only that philosophy was indispen- 

sable to morality, but also that the mind, by contemplating 

| the Idea of good, would be conformed to it. This Idea, 

then, was not merely an object for the abstract reason ; it 

was an object for the imagination also, and an attraction for 

the highest kind of desires. It was not only an idea, but 

also an ideal. Aristotle, in a clearer and more analytic way, 

regards the Idea as something out of all relation to action 

(ov mpaxtdr), asa metaphysical conception simply, if, indeed, 
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it could be entertained at all. He then entirely separates it 

from Ethics. He considers that the guidig principle (apyn) - 

for Ethics must be not this absolute transcendental good, but~ 

a practical good, which he envisaged as Happiness, or the end — 

for man. These two views must stand for ever apart, and on 

each side there seems to be some degree of merit and some 

degree of fault. Fine as is Plato’s conception of science, ite 

must be confessed that there is some degree of vagueness — 

about it. We need not put ourselves in the position of Plato’s 

contemporaries, those of whom the story is related that 

‘They went to him expecting to hear about the chief good 

for man, but they were disappointed, for he put them off with 

a quantity of remarks about numbers and things they could 

not understand.’ But even taking Plato as ‘a philosopher 

for philosophers,’ there seems to be something not quite 

explained in his system. Infinitely rich as he was in invention 

and suggestion, we might almost say that he required an 

Aristotle as his suecessor to give definiteness to his concep- 

tions. When then we turn to Aristotle, we find the power 

that is gained by a division of the sciences. We find no 

longer an effort to attain to that highest point of union for 

all knowledge and all existence, which is far above the ordi- 

nary ken, and which can hardly be viewed otherwise than by 

occasional glimpses—but rather an effort after clearness and 

completeness, after the arrangement of all experience under 

appropriate and separate leading conceptions. It is easy to 

see what an immense field is at once laid open. Rapid 

indeed and wonderful were the achievements of a mind like | 

that of Aristotle. But when all is done, one feels also that 

something has also been lost by this separate treatment of 

different subjects. One desires again to see Ethics not dis- 

severed from Theology and Metaphysics. 

Had Aristotle in the present case contented himself 
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with denying the appropriateness of the ‘ Idea of Good, or, 

in other words, of the vontoy dyaOdv, as an apy for moral 

and Political science, the reasonableness of such a view must 

have been admitted. But he goes further, and undertakes to 

disprove offhand the tenability, even as part of a metaphy- 

sical system, of the ‘ Idea of Good,’ in the sense in which it 

was held by Plato or by the Platonists. And for this pur- 

pose he states his arguments, which are briefly as follows :— 

(1) The Platonists themselves allow that where there is an 

essential succession (76 7pétepov Kal To baTepov) between any 

two conceptions, these could not be brought under a common 

Idea. But this succession oceurs in different kinds of good. 

Good in relation, e.g. the useful, is essentially later than 

good in substance, and therefore cannot fall under the same 

Idea. (2) If all good were one, it ought to be predicated 

under only one category, whereas it can be predicated under 

all. (3) If it were one, it would be treated of by only one 

science. (4) The Idea is only a repetition of phenomena, 

for with these it is really identical. (5) Even the most 

essential and undoubted goods seem incapable of being 

reduced to one Idea.—Everyone has felt the unsatisfactori- 

ness of these arguments; they seem captious, verbal, unreal, 

and not tv touch the point at issue. Let us examine them 

separately. Argument (1) seems to beg the question. It 

refers to the Platonic doctrine of the ideal numbers (referred 

to Metaphys. x11. vi. 7), which they held to stand in absolute 

and immutable succession to each other, and to be incapable 

of being brought themselves under one common Idea. To 

this Aristotle compares the relation between relative and 

absolute goods; he says the one stands in immutable succes- 

sion to the other, therefore there can be no common idea of 

them. A Platonist might reply, that this is a mere assump- 

tion; that in the case of the ideal numbers, Unity and 
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Duality, for instance, stand in such essential contradistinetion 

to each other, that they are Ideas themselves, and therefore 

there cannot be Ideas of them. But with regard to the 

goods, all that is relative in them is merely the particular, 

the non-existent, which the philosophical reason cannot deal 

with. It is absurd to make the relativity of the relative 

good an immutable and permanent quality, which is for ever — 

to distinguish it from the good in itself. (2). The second 

argument is a mere repetition of the first. Aristotle takes _ 

certain categories, namely, substance, quality, quantity, rela~ 

tion, time and place, &c. («ai érepa to.adra), and shows that _ 

there are different modes of the good under these different : 

categories. Now, these categories might all be reduced to 4 

substance and relation, and then the argument is, ‘ You have 

good in substance, and good in different relations; can nal 

be considered the same?’ (3) The argument of the sciences 4 

is a carrying out of the same objection. Aristotle argues 

that the sciences point toa still greater subdivision of good. — 

For good, in relation to time, for instance,—that is, oppor-_ 

tunity, may be treated of by strategies, or by medicine; and “ 

so on with good under the other categories ; the sciences still 

more minutely subdivide it. 

Plato might well complain of this subdivision of the 

sciences being brought as an argument against him, when he 

had so anxiously urged (Repub. p. 534 E) that in dialectic 

all sciences united, and dialectic was the science of the Idea 

of Good. 

The fourth argument, which appears also in the Par- 

menides of Plato, is one of which Aristotle seems fond,— 

that the Idea (avroécacrov) is a mere repetition of phe- 

nomena, exhibiting the same law as the particulars, indis- 

tinguishable from them, and_ therefore perfectly useless. 

This objection is expressed in the Metaphysics (1. ix. 1) by 
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saying that ‘ The Ideas are as if one was unable to count a 

few things, and thought it would be easier to count them 

when they were more.’ It would seem however to be a mis- 

statement of Plato’s view, for it assumes the reality, the 

substantive and absolute existence of the particulars, and 

then speaks of the Idea or the Universal being appended to 

the end of the row, in order to explain them. Whereas 

Plato might surely say the particulars disappear out of sight ; 

on looking into them I find they have no existence, while 

the universal grows more and more in reality, and absorbs 

all the attention of the mind. Instead of ‘ multiplying 

phenomena,’ Plato might say, ‘ The Idea reduces phenomena 

to unity.’ Aristotle’s account represents the universal or 

absolute existence as if it was gained inductively from a set 

of particulars, and added to the end of them; whereas Plato’s 

point of view rather is that the Idea is prior to all the par- 

ticulars; we do not obtain it inductively, we are reminded of 

it, but we saw it before we were born, or, in other words, it 

is innate in the soul and only evoked by experience. Another 

most captious objection, almost unworthy of the gravity of a 

philosopher, Aristotle here adds; it is that ‘ Perhaps the Idea 

of Good may be said to be distinguished from the number of 

phenomenal goods by being eternal. But in short this is no 

difference, the Good is not any more good for this. Length 

of duration does not constitute a distinction between identical 

qualities. A white thing is not more white if it lasts long 

than if it only lasts for a day.’ Perhaps this argument need 

only be stated for its weakness to be seen. Plato would never 

_) have consented to this confusion between length of duration 

1 (moAvxpovioy) and eternity (didvv). It is true, that in 

_ 

popular thinking we picture to ourselves the eternal under 

the form of duration of time, but the philosophical concep- 

tion of the eternal is the necessary (causa sui), the absolute, 

VOL. I. 2 
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“the unconditional, the unereate and indestructible (th. 1m. — 

iil. 3, VI. iii. 2), that which is out of all relation to time. 

aetotles argument, then, consists in setting the popular 

way of thinking against the philosophical. He represents 

the Idea to be a copy taken from the particular and made q 

lasting. Whereas Plato meant—that without which we cannot 

know the particular or conceive it to’ exist; that which is” | 

independent of this or that particular, though the particulars 7 

depend on it; that which is independent of yesterday, or 

to-day, or a thousand years hence. | 

At this point of the diseussion Aristotle seems to have _ 

become conscious to himself (Zth. 1. vi. 8) that the Platonists 

may complain of his attempting to disprove the unity of good. | 

by always setting relative goods in opposition to those that 

are good in themselves. He proposes then to take certain 4 

specimens of things good in themselves, and to make these | 

the test of the theory. The specimens he adduces are — 

‘thought, sight, and some pleasures and honours’; he adds ~ 

that ‘If these be not esteemed good in themselves, noth : 

else but the pure Idea, will remain to be called a good in itself 

thus the Idea as a universal or class will lose all its meaning, — 

having no individuals ranked under it.’®? The question then 

is, Do these goods, which are sought for their own sake, 

exhibit the same, or different laws of good? To answer this 

question would require a very deep and subtle investigation; — 

this Aristotle does not enter upon, but he merely gives | ‘| 

summary assertion that ‘The laws exhibited by honour, 

thought, and pleasure, viewed as goods, are distinct and 

different from one another.’ This appears to be mere dog- 

matism and a trifling with the question. For we might urge 

that honour is not properly speaking a good sought for its 

gon se : oh \ ~ / > 
H ov5' Ado ovdey wAHY THs td€as: bore wdrasov Zora Td Eldos. 
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own sake (cf. Hth. 1. v. 5), and that thought, sight, and plea- 

sure, are all of them évépyevar and therefore do according to 

the Aristotelian views exhibit the same law of good. 

Aristotle winds up his polemic by assuming as concluded, 

that there is no realistic unity in the good.?3 He asks, ‘ What 

is the account then of this one word good? It cannot surely 

have arisen from a mere chance coincidence in language. It 

must be either that all goods proceed from one source or 

tend to one end—or rather that they are analogous to one 

another.’ He substitutes then arbitrarily, without proof or 

discussion (for he says these belong to metaphysics), a nominal- 

istic theory for the realism of Plato. His view is apparently, 

that men inductively from a set of similar particulars formed 

the universal ‘good, and by analogy, where cases were 

analogous, came to extend the same term to dissimilar par- 

ticulars. Plato’s view was that by experience of a particular 

there is awakened in the mind the knowledge of a universal, 

which existed there prior to the particular, and is the law of 

the existence of that particular, and that by many different 

particulars we ‘are reminded’ of this same law or idea, and 

that hence arises sameness of name* by reason of a sameness 

of law under different relative circumstances and modifica- 

tions. Realism makes the universal prior to and more real 

than the particular. Nominalism makes the particulars more 

real than the universal. Aristotle is by no means consistently 

a nominalist, though here he avows a sort of nominalism for 

the time. 

There is a tradition of the ancients that Aristotle, as a 

young man, while his vehicle for philosophising was still the 

dialogue, commenced a pertinacious attack on the doctrine of 

_ 3 OvdK Eat Bpa Td ayabdy Kowdy TL cvvevipwy tos etdeow.—Ar. Meta- 

kare wlay idéay. phys. i. Vi. 3- 
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Ideas. Proclus, quoted by Philoponus (ii. 2) speaks of him” 

as ‘ proclaiming loudly in his dialogues that he was unable to 

sympathise with this doctrine, even though his opposition to 

it should be attribiited to a factious spirit.’ It is thought by 

some that the various places of his extant and maturer works ~ 

which attack the Platonists on this subject, contain rather a 

résumé of arguments which had been before stated by Aris- — 

totle in his early writings, than the results of fresh logical or 

metaphysical thought. This theory, if accepted, would ex- 

plain to some extent the very crude and apparently superficial 

character of the arguments themselves. That such a pro-- 

cedure should have been adopted in a work like the Ethies 

seems not unlikely, when we consider the way which this 

work was, apparently, written. It was part of a great task 

which Aristotle had assigned himself,—no less than that of 

constructing afresh the whole of philosophy (with physical 

science to follow). Setting himself to this task, Aristotle 

constructed his Organon, and then went on in rapid succes- 

sion to grapple with Rhetoric, Ethics, Politics, the Art of 

Poetry, and Metaphysics. All his works on these subjects 

were more or less incomplete, and all must have been com- 

posed under a certain pressure. In these circumstances it is” 

easy to fancy their author repeating his earlier arguments on 

a particular question, in lieu of excogitating the matter 

anew. But it must be observed that one of the arguments - : 

here used is expressed in Aristotle’s maturer terminology, for q 

it appeals to the ‘ categories, or heads of predication. Any-. 

how, we cannot escape the conclusion that these arguments” 

misrepresent the Platonic doctrine of Ideas, so far as we know 

it, and do not contain really valid grounds for its rejection. 

When we compare the moral system of Aristotle in its. 

* Kal ey toils diaAdyos capéorara | tw cuurabeiv, ky Tis abrdy olnrat Oia 
Kexpayas wh ddvacba rg Sbyuatt Tov- | pidroverktay avr iAeyew. 
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general scope with that of Plato, we are at once struck by a 

remarkable difference. Plato’s was a unifying system ; he 

took the four cardinal virtues of Greece and reduced them to 

one quality under different aspects,—to the complete regu- 

larity and harmony of all the faculties and impulses of the 

individual soul, under the guidance of wise and philosophic 

thought. ‘ Justice’ with him was another word for this har- 

mony ; ‘ Temperance’ was the subservience of the passions to 

the reason. ‘Courage’ was remembering the general prin- 

ciples of the reason in the hour of danger or temptation. The 

Reason or thought which was to permeate the moral nature > 

was also, with Plato, the contemplation of the absolute. The 

tendency of Aristotle is in the opposite direction, that of 

analytical division and separation. Philosophy and its organ, 

the scientific reason, he put quite apart from morals. Justice, 

so far as we can learn from the Eudemian book on the sub- 

ject, he treated, not in a general sense as co-extensive with 

Virtue, but as a special quality tending to the fulfilment of 

legal obligations in respect of property. Instead of unifying 

the virtues he rather multiplied them. In his Politics ** (1. 

xill. 10) he approves of the method of Gorgias, in enume- 

rating the virtues in detail, saying that ‘ People deceive them- 

selves by general definitions, as that virtue consists in a good 

condition of the soul, or again in uprightness of action (op@o-_ 

mpayeiv ), or some such thing.’ And in the same spirit he says 

(Hth. 1. vii. 1) that ‘ While general theories are of wider appli- 

cation’ (Kowdtepor, see infra, the note on this passage), * those 

that go into detail have more reality, since action consists in de- 

tail, &c. Accordingly he proceeds to give a list of virtues which 

contain an exemplification of his principle of Meoo7ys. This 

list does not appear to have been formed on any scientific 

26 The allusion is to the Meno of Plato, p. 71. 
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basis, it does not start afresh with any new pyschological 

classification. It seems first to accept, in a way, the list of 

eardinal virtues, placing courage and temperance in the front 

of its ranks, reserving justice as being something peculiar, 

and dividing wisdom into practical and speculative. It then 

adds to these, different qualities, some of them sufficiently 

external, which were held in honour among the Greeks. In 

this procedure there is something which must be called em- 

pirical. Aristotle has two sides, the one speculative and pro- 

foundly penetrating and philosophic; the other side tending 

to the accumulation of details and of experience, regardless 

of a philosophic point of view, content with a shallow system 

of classification. His list, when formed, Aristotle seems to 

have believed in as complete. He had beforehand given the 

same in his Rhetoric (1. ix. 5) with the omission of three of 

the virtues here mentioned. 

We have seen already the separation made by Aristotle — 

between Ethics and Metaphysies. The same of course holds 

good of Theology, this being with Aristotle but another name . 

for Metaphysics. Practical theology was not a conception — 

that Aristotle could have admitted. His great divergence 

from Plato on this head may be seen in the fact that while 

Plato speaks of ‘ being made like to God, through becoming 

just and holy, with thought and consciousness of the same’ 

(loc. cit., see above, p. 193), Aristotle, on the contrary, speaks 

of moral virtue as being impossible of attribution to the 

Gods (Hth. x. viii. 7). With regard to Aristotle’s opinion on 

the question of a future life we shall speak in Essay V., but 

at present we may safely say that Aristotle’s ethical system 

differs from that of Plato in being conceived totally without 

reference to any such consideration. If we compare the 

tone in which the two philosophers write, it will appear that 

while Aristotle is far more scientific, he is on the other hand 
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wanting in the moral earnestness, the tenderness, and the 

enthusiasm of Plato. Such ideas as that ‘the whole of 

life is an education’ are not present with him. But again, 

he is more safe than Plato; he is quite opposed to any- 

thing unnatural (such as communism, for instance) in life 

or institutions. He recognises admiringly the worth and 

beauty of moral virtue, without the incessant demand which 

Plato made, that this should be accompanied by philosophy. 

And on all questions he endeavours to put himself into har- 

mony with the opinions of the multitude, to which he thinks 

that a certain validity must be ascribed. On the other hand, 

Aristotle is less delicate and reverent than Plato in hismode- 

of speaking of human happiness, especially as attained by 

the philosopher. In Plato there seems often, if not always, 

present, a sense of the weakness of the individual as contrasted 

with the eternal and the divine. If Plato requires philosophy 

to make morality, he also always infuses morality into philo- 

sophy ; the philosopher in his pictures does not triumph over 

the world, but rather is glad to seize on ‘some tradition’ 

‘ like a stray plank,’ to prevent his being lost ; he feels that 

his philosophy on earth is but ‘knowing in part. Aris- 

totle, on the contrary, rather over-represents the strength 

of philosophy. And in his picture of the happiness of 

the philosopher we cannot but feel that there is over-much 

elation, and something that requires toning down. In the 

manner of the writing it is obvious that we miss the art, the 

grace, the rich and delicate imagination of Plato. Above all, 

we miss the subtle humour which plays round all the moral 

phenomena. Aristotle does not show any trace of archness. 

There are sayings in the Ethics which might cause a smile, 

but they are apparently given unconsciously, in illustration 

- of the point in question. In Eth. x. v. 8, to show that the 

different creatures have each their different proper pleasures, 
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Aristotle quotes from Heraclitus the saying that ‘An ass 

likes hay better than gold, without any sense of anything 

ludicrous in the illustration.” The same thing occurs in one 

of the Eudemian books (vil. vi. 2), where it is mentioned to 

illustrate the hereditariness of hot temper, that ‘ A father 

being kicked out by his son, begged him to stop at the door, 

for he said he had kicked his father as far as that.’ This is 

mentioned with perfect gravity among a list of arguments. 

Aristotle’s rich and manifold knowledge of human nature 

exhibits itself in his Hthics. It might be doubted whether 

Plato would have written the masterly analytical account of — 

the various virtues in Books III. and IV. These are not 

living dramatic portraits such as Plato would have made, 

there is nothing personal or dramatic about them; but they 

are a wonderful catalogue and analysis of very subtle charac- 

teristics. 

The chief of the schoool of Plato was Speusippus, nephew 

to Plato himself, and successor to him in the leadership of 

the Academy. One of the Pythagoreising opinions of Speu- 

sippus is alluded to by Aristotle, Hih. 1. vi. 7.‘ The Pytha- 

gorean theory on the subject seems more plausible, which places 

unity in the rank of the goods; to which theory Speusippus 

too seems to have given in his adhesion.’ The question 

adverted to is the identity of ‘the One’ with ‘ the Good.’ 

The Pythagoreans appear to have placed ‘the One’ among 

the various exhibitions of good, whether as causes or mani- 

festations. Among the Platonists,as we are told (Metaphys. 

XIII. iv. 8), there arose a difference, a section of them identi- 

fying ‘ the One’ with ‘the Good,’ the others not considering 

unity identical with, but an essential element of, goodness. 

They saw that if ‘the One’ be identified with ‘the Good,’ it 

*” But see notes on Eth. 1. iv. 6. vil. vi. 4. 
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must follow that multeity, or, in other words, matter, must be 

the principle of evil. To avoid making ‘the many’ identical 

with evil, they found themselves forced to abandon the iden- 

tification of ‘the One’ with ‘the Good.’ Of this section 

Speusippus was leader. He seems to have adopted a Pytha- 

gorean formula, saying, that ‘the One must be ranked among 

goods.’ Aristotle gives a sort of provisional preference to 

this theory over the system of Plato. Elsewhere, however 

(Metaphys. xi. vii. 10), he attacks and refutes the view of 

‘the Pythagoreans and Speusippus,’ that ‘Good is rather a 

result of existence than the cause of it, as the flower is the 

result of the plant.’ 

In morals, Speusippus seems to have continued the argu- 

ments begun by Plato, against the Hedonistic theory of 

Aristippus. In the list of his works given by Diogenes** the 

following are mentioned—zrepi 7Sovns a. Apiatimmros ad. His 

polemic appears to have been one-sided, and his views 

extreme. One of his arguments on the subject of Pleasure 

is alluded to by Aristotle, Hth. x. ii. 5, and expressly men- 

tioned with his name by Eudemus, vil. xiii. 1. It seems 

very probable that other arguments against Pleasure, which 

are refuted by Aristotle and Eudemus, may have occurred in 

the treatise on Pleasure written by Speusippus. Another 

Platonist, with exactly opposite views on Pleasure, was 

Eudoxus. Of him hardly anything is known. He appears 

to have been an astronomer, and his personal character is 

highly praised by Aristotle, Hth. x. li. I. 

Out of the school of Plato, Aristotle appears to have hada 

close personal friend, namely, Xenocrates, who accompanied 

him to Atarneus, on the death of Plato. He was a volumi- 

*8 Also he seems to have written on Justice, The Citizen, Legislation, and 

Philosophy. 
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nous writer, and seems to have endeavoured to carry out the 

system of Plato on particular points, and to give it a more : 

practical direction. Besides many treatises on dialectic, the 

Ideas, science, genera\and species, divisions, thought, nature, 

the gods, &e., Diogenes also attributes to him two books on 

Happiness, two on Virtue, one on the State, one on the Power | | 

of the Law, &c. The ancients ascribed to him a high moral 

tone of thought, saying that he considered virtue as alone 

valuable in itself He seems, however, to have allowed the © 

existence of a dvvayus trrnpetixy in external fortune, which is, 

perhaps, alluded to by Aristotle.?® His disciples, Polemo and | 

Crantor, appear to have had almost exclusively an ethical 

direction, We must regret the loss of the writings of these _ 

early Academics, for we should, no doubt, find common to 

them much that is to be found in the system of Aristotle. 

And yet, so far as we can tell, none of the Platonists appears 

individually to have been of sufficient importance to have 

greatly influenced Aristotle either in the way of communica- — 

tion or of antagonism. 

28 “Ereoos St xal tyr exrds evetnplay cuwmapadauBdvovow.—Lth, 1. viii. 6. 
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On the Philosophical Formule in the Ethies of 
Aristotle. 

HE advance which Philosophy made under the hands of 

Aristotle, consisted in its becoming scientific. That is 

to say, it was divided into separate branches, or departments, 

(apayyateias) and each of these was a méodos, or orderly 

setting forth of appropriate principles and the deductions to 

be made for them; and the instrument for this exposition 

was a precise terminology. The dialogues of Plato almost 

invariably exhibited philosophy in the process of being worked 

out in conjunction with unphilosophical personages, so the 

point of departure in them is the ordinary thought of refined 

and cultivated, but not scholastic, circles, and the language 

is as much as possible that of the purest literary Greek. Yet 

even Plato, owing to the nature of his subjects, could not 

keep clear of abstract, highly philosophical, and technical 

terms. In fact he was always tending to create such; the 

¥ Ideas, ‘ Dialectic,’ ‘Thought’ (dpovnais), the ‘ Reason’ and 

the ‘ Understanding,’ (d:avoia), ‘ Being’ and ‘ Not being,’ the 

‘One’ and the ‘ Many,’ ‘ Division,’ and other names for logical 

processes, the names for the constituent parts of the soul, Kc., 

are instances of the kind. But Plato dealt freely with 

‘language, as he did with thought, and never bound himself 

by fixed terms any more than by a fixed system. With 
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Aristotle the case was different ; his object was to be, as far 

as possible, exhaustive and final on all the great questions of 4 

philosophy, and to express his results in precise and perma- 

nent phraseology. Thus, the more general forms of thought 

which he gradually worked out for himself became with him — 

a language which was never laid aside, and which was applied 

to all subjects. In comparing any Aristotelian treatise with — 

the works of Plato, one sees in it the accumulation of experi- . 

ence and the carrying out of analysis, but still more, one sees 

the constant recurrence of these forms of thought, which seem | 

brought in to explain everything. The forms indeed fre- 

quently become modified through their application to special 

branches of enquiry; they no longer remain mere logical or 

metaphysical abstractions, but become concrete ideas. We — 

shall find this abundantly exemplified in the Hthies ; and it 

is the object of the present Essay to isolate and examine the 

formal element of the Aristotelian moral system—to trace the 

origin and full philosophical meaning of some of the leading 

terms used, and to follow them out into their ethical appli- 

cation. The formule to be discussed are: (1) Tédos, or the 

End in-itself, as connected with Aristotle’s doctrine of the 

four causes; (2) ’Kvépyeca, or the Actual, which Aristotle so 

constantly contrasted with the Potential ; (3) Mecor7ns, or the 

Law of Quantity, a term with wide philosophical associations ; 

(4) the Practical Syllogism, a form borrowed from the Aris- 

totelian Logic, and applied by Aristotle himself, and still 

farther by the Peripatetic school, to explain the phenomena 

of the human will. 

I. Aristotle’s doctrine of the four causes arose probably 

from a combination and modification of conceptions which 

oceur separately in Plato, namely, the contrast of matter and 

form, of means and end, of production and existence. Every 

individual object might be said to be the meeting-point of 
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these oppositions; it is what it is by reason of the matter out 

of which it has sprung, the motive cause which gave it birth, 

the idea or form which it realises, the end or object which it 

_ was intended to attain. Thus knowledge of anything implies 

knowing it from these four points of view, or knowing its 

four causes. The End or final cause, however, as is natural, 

rises to an eminence beyond the other conceptions, and though 

it must always stand opposed to matter, it tends to merge 

the other two causes into itself. The end of anything, that 

for the sake of which anything exists, can hardly be separated 

from the perfection of that thing, from its idea and form ; 

thus the formal cause or definition becomes absorbed into the 

final cause (opiferar yap Exactov 7H TédEt, Eth. ut. vii. 6). 

In the same way the End mixes itself up with the 

efficient cause, the desire for the end gives the first impulse 

- of motion, the final cause of anything becomes identical with 

the good of that thing, so that the end and the good become 

synonymous terms. And this is not only the case with re- 

~ gard to individual objects, but all nature and the whole world 

exist for the sake of, and in dependence on, their final cause, 

which is the Good. This, existing as an object: of contempla- 

tion and desire, though itself immovable, moves all things.! 

And so the world is rendered finite, for all nature desiring the 

Good and tending towards an end is harmonised and united. 

In this way is the unity of nature conceived by Aristotle, 

it isa unity of idea. The idea of the Good as final cause 

pervades the world, and the world is suspended from it. In 

the same form his ethical philosophy presents itself. Human 

life and action are rendered finite by being directed to their 

end or final cause, the good attainable in action. The ques- 

a 

' Kwet 6€ @d¢° Td dpexrdy Kal 7d aitns Epa apxis iptntat 6 ovpavds nal 
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tion of the Ethics is, Td gore 70 TOv Tpaxta@v TéX\os; And we © 

might say, altering the words. quoted from the Metaphysics — 

—From this principle, from the End of action, the whole of 

human life is suspended. 

An end or final cause implies intelligence, implies a mind 

to see and desire it. The appearance of ends and means in 

nature isa proof of design in the operations of nature, and 

this Aristotle distinctly recognises (Nat. Ausc. 1. Viii.). 

When we come to Ethics, What is meant by an End of human ~ 

action? For whom is this an end? Is it an end fixed bya 

higher intelligence ? In short, is the principle of Aristotle 

the same as the religious principle, that man is born to work 4 

out the purposes of his Maker? To this it must be answered, a 

that Aristotle is indefinite in his physical theory as to the re- 

lation of God to the design exhibited in creation. And 50, 

too, he is not explicit, in the Ethics, as to God’s moral govern- 4 

ment of the world. On the whole, we may say at present tha . 

‘moral government, in our sense of the words, does not a 

all form part of Aristotle’s system. His point of view rather 

is, that as physical things strive all, though unconsciously, 

after the good attainable by them under their several limita- 

tions, so man may consciously strive after the good attainable 

in life. We do not find in the Ethics the expression téhes” 
tod avOpwrrov, but Tay zpaKxta@v TéXos (I. Vii. 8), TOV avOpw- 

Tivay Tédos (X. Vi. 1), To avOpw@rwov ayaGor (I. xiii. 5). It is 

best, therefore, to exclude religious associations (as being-un= 

Aristotelian) from our conception of the ethical téAos, and 

then we may be free to acknowledge that it is evidently 

meant to have a definite relation to the nature and constitu=- 

tion ef man. Thus Aristotle assumes that the desires of man 

are su framed as to imply the existence of this téA0s, ( Eth. 1. 

ii. 1). And he asserts that man can only realise it im the 

sphere of his own proper functions (2v 7@ Zpyp tov avOpwmoy, | 
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I. vil. 10), and in accordance with the law of his proper 

nature and its harmonious development (xara tHy olxeiav 

GpEeTHV, I. Vii. 15). 

Is man, then, according to this system, to be regarded 

similarly to one of the flowers of the field, which obeying the 

law of its organisation springs and blooms and attains its own 

peculiar perfection? This is no doubt one side, so to speak, 

of Aristotle’s view. But there is also another side. For, 

while each part of the creation realises its proper end, and, 

in the language of the Bible, ‘is very good, this end exists 

not for the inanimate or unconscious creatures themselves, it 

only exists im them. But the ethical tédos not only exists 

im man, but also for man; not only is the good realised in 

him, but it is recognised by him as such; it is the end not 

only of his nature, but also of his desires; it stands before 

his thoughts and wishes and highest consciousness as the ab- 

solutely sufficient, that in which he can rest, that which is 

in and for itself desirable (a47A@s S17) Tédrecov 76 Ka aivto 

aipetov agi, I. vii. 4). The ends of physical things are for 

other minds to contemplate, they are ends objectively. But 

ends of moral beings are ends subjectively, realised by and 

contemplated by those moral beings themsélves. The final 

cause, then, in Lthics, is viewed, so to speak, from the inside. 

Or rather the peculiarity is, that the objective and subjective 

sides of the conception both have their weight in Aristotle’s 

system, and are run into one another. The téd0s Tay Tpax7ar, 

_ or absolute end of action, has two forms, which are not clearly 

Separated ; in the first place it is represented subjectively as 

happiness, and in the second place objectively as the morally 

beautiful. 

It has been said that the ancient Ethical systems were 

_ theories of the Chief Good, rather than theories of Duty. 

And Kant brings against Aristotle the charge that his system 
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is one of mere eudzemonism. We shall have an opportu- 

nity in a future Essay of touching upon the relations of 

this conception ‘duty’ to the ancient systems. At present 

it will suffice to show that there is some unfairness in the 

charge brought by Kant, and that it ignores the true charac- i 

teristics of Aristotle’s Ethical doctrine. It is unfair to charge 

Aristotle with mere ‘ euda#monism’ simply on account of his 

making a definition of ‘ happiness’ the leading principle of 

his Ethics. This word ‘happiness’ is only a popular way of — 

statement; Aristotle tells us that it is the popular word for 

the chief good (Hth. 1. iv. 2). Again, during his whole — 

discussion on the virtues, and on moral actions, there is no 

mention of happiness as connected with these, as if good acts 

were to be done for the sake of happiness. There is only 

one place, and that is in the discussson on happiness itself, 

where he speaks of it as ‘The end and prize of virtue.’ ? 

Elsewhere he speaks of ‘the beautiful’ as being the end of 

virtue. But again the ‘happiness’ which Aristotle defines 

as the chief good does-not seem immediately, but only 

inferentially, to imply pleasure. Pleasure (as we shall see 

hereafter) is rather argued and proved to belong to happiness 

by a sort of after-thought, and is not with Aristotle a primary 

part of the conception. Happiness with Aristotle is something 

different from what we mean by it; so from this point of view, 

above all, the charge of eudemonism falls to the ground. 

Aristotle’s question is, What is the chief good for man? 

But this he resolves into another form, What is the 7éAevoy 

tékos ? What in human life and action is the End-in-itself? 

How deep is the moral significance of this conception—the 

absolute end! Can anything small or frivolous, or anything 

2 Td tis apetais GOdov kal réAXos.— | 8 Tod Kadod Evexa, TOUTO yap TEAO 

Eth. 1. ix. 3. THs apeTns.—LEth. i. vii. 2. 

4 
4 

ane 
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like mere pleasure and enjoyment come up to its require- 

ments, and appear in the deepest depths of the human con- 

sciousness to be something beyond which we cannot go—the 

absolute satisfaction of our nature? Essentially and neces- 

sarily, that only can be called a téXos which has in itself a 

moral worth and goodness. This also Aristotle says ‘has a 

sweetness and pleasure of its own, but one quite different 

from that which springs from any other sources. Men rarely 

attain to it; but desiring the satisfaction it affords, they seize 

in its place the pleasure derived from amusements, on account 

of this latter having some sort of resemblance to the satisfac- 

tion which the mind feels in moral acts which are of the 

nature of an end.’ 4 

The deep moral pleasure which attaches to noble acts, 

Aristotle describes as triumphing even over the physical pain 

and outward horrors which may attend the exercise of 

courage.” And he acknowledges that in many cases this 

may be the only pleasure attending upon virtuous actions.® 

We see in these passages how the objective and subjective 

import of the tédos are blended together. The end and the 

consciousness of the end are not separated. In the pleasure 

which Aristotle speaks of as attaching to the moral ré\os we 

see something that answers to what we should call ‘the 

approval of conscience.’ Only to say that Aristotle meant 

It is 

better to keep before us as clearly as possible his point of 
view, which is; that a good action is an End-in-itself, as being 

this, would be to mix up things modern and ancient. 

* Politics, vit. Vv. 12. *Ev pév 7G 

Tee cuymBalver Tois GvOpmmors dAvyduts 

yiyverOa, . . . SuypBeByne St woreto Oa 

Tas Toudias TeAOS * Exer yap toais HSovhy 

Tiva Kal rd TéAos, GAA’ ob Thy TUXODTAY * 

(nroivres 5& rabtny, AapBavovow ws 
/ “~ ba Ln 

TavTny ékeivny, bia TO ta TEXEL TeV 

VOL. I. 

mpdtewy Exew duolwud tr, Cf. Eth: x. 

Vi. 3. _ 

5 Eth, 111, ix. 2. Ov phy Gdrra ddkerev 

bv elvar Td Kata Thy Gvdpeiay tédos Hdd. 

6 Hth. uy ix. 5. 

Tats GpeTais Td Ndéws evepyeiv imdpxet, 

TI ef booy TO TéAOUS epdmreTas, 

Ov 8h év amrdoas 
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the perfection 7 of our nature, and that for the sake of which 

(ob Zevea) our moral faculties before existed, hence bringing 

a pleasure and inward satisfaction with it ; something in 

which the mind can rest pleased and acquiescent ; something 

which possesses the qualities of being xadov, mpicpévov, and 

évépryeia TEdEla. 

We observe how in the separate parts of life, in the deve- 

lopment of each of the various faculties, Aristotle considers 

an end to be attainable; how he attaches a supreme value to 

particular acts, and idealises the importance of the passing 

moment; how he attributes to each moment a capability of 

being converted out of a mere means, and mere link in the 

chain of life, to be an End-in-itself, something in which life 

is, as it were, summed up. But if in action, and in an 

exercise of the moral faculties, an end is attainable, this 

is, according to the system of Aristotle, only faintly and 

imperfectly an end, compared with what is attainable in 

contemplation by the exercise of the philosophic thought. 

In both senses of the word tédos, both as perfection and 

as happiness, Aristotle seems to have placed virtue below 

Philosophy is in the first place the highest 

human excellence; it is the development of the highest 

philosophy. 

faculty... In the second place, it contains the most absolute 

satisfaction, it is most entirely desirable for its own sake, and 

Mii. se 

7 In another passage (Hth. m1. vii. 

6), Aristotle seems to use the term 

T€Aos in a more purely objective sense 

to denote perfection. He says, ‘ The 

téXos of every individual moral act is 

the same with that of the formed 

moral character’ (TéAos 5& wéons evep- 

yelas éott 1d Kara Thy €w). The 

whole passage is a difficult one; it 

seems to come to this—An individual 

act can only be said to have attained 

perfection when it exhibits the same 

qualities as the formed moral charae- 

ter—e.g. a brave act is only perfectly 

brave when it is done as a brave man 

would do it, consciously for its own 

sake, or for the sake of the beautiful 

(KaAdod €veka), &e. 
8 Eth. x. vii. 1. Ei 8 éorly 7 evdai- 

povia Kar’ aperhy evepyem, ebAoryov 

kata Thy kpatlorny* airy 8 bv etn Tou 
> , 

aploTov, K,T,X, 

—_—_ =| = 
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not as a means to anything else. Whereas the practical 

virtues are all in a sense means to this. Courage is for war, 

which is for the sake of the fruition of peace ; and in what 

does this consist? If the practical side of our nature be 

summed up in the one faculty thought (g¢povyncis), this may 

be regarded after all as subordinate and instrumental to 

Philosophy (codiéa), the perfection of the speculative side.'® 

So too in Politics, the end, or in other words the highest 

perfection and the highest happiness, being identical for the 

state and the individual, in what is this constituted? Not 

in the busy and restless action of war or diplomacy, not in 

means and measures to some ulterior result, but in those 

thoughts and contemplations which find their end and satis- 

faction in themselves. Philosophy, therefore, and specula- 

tion are, according to Aristotle, the end not only of the 

individual, but also of the state."' ‘If it be true to say, that 

happiness consists in doing well, a life of action must be best 

both for the state, and for the individual. But we need not, 

as some do, suppose that a life of action implies relation to 

others, or that those only are active thoughts which are 

concerned with the results of action; but far rather we must 

consider those speculations and thoughts to be so which have 

their end in themselves, and which are for their own sake.’ 

A moment of contemplative thought (Oewpntixn évépyeta) 

is most perfectly and absolutely an end. It is sought for no 

result but for itself. It is a state of peace, which is the 

2 Eth. x. vil. 5.. Adéa 7’ by adh Bios 6 mpaktixés, “AAAG Toy mpaKTiKdy 5 p Pp 
pévn 80 aithy ayaracba. ovK avarykaiov elvat mpos Erépous, Kabd- 

10 Eth, vi. xiii. 8. "Exetvns oby €vera | mep oloytal tives, ov5é Tas Siavolas elvas 
€miTatTTel, GAN’ ovK ékelyp. Kévas TavTas mpakTiKas Tas TOV Gio- 

"Pol. vu. iii. 7. ’AAN ei taita | BuwdéyvTwr xdpw yryvouévas ek Tod mpat- 

Aéyera: Kad@s kal Thy evdamoviay | rev, GAAG TOAD maAAOY Tas avTOTEAELS 

cimpaylay @eréov, Kal Kown mdons Kat Tas abt@y evexev Oewplas Kal dia- 

médews ky eln Kul Kad’ Exaotoy &pictos | voheeis. 

Q 2 
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crown of all exertion (acyorovpeba iva cyorafoper). It is 

the realisation of the divine in man, and constitutes the most 

absolute and all-sufficient happiness,!? being, as far as pos- 

sible in human things, independent of external cireum- 

stances.'% 

This then constitutes the most adequate answer to the 

great question of Ethics, What is the Chief Good ? or Té gore 

70 Tav Tpaxta@v Tédos; as far as a separate and individual 

moment of life is concerned. But a difficulty suggests itself 

with regard to life viewed as a whole. ‘ Philosophic thought,’ 

says Aristotle, ‘will be absolutely perfect happiness if 

extended over a whole life. For in happiness there must 

be no shorteoming.’'* But, as we shall see more clearly 

with regard to évépyea, it cannot actually be so extended. 

What then is the result? If Aristotle accepts the absolute 

satisfaction and worth of a moment as the end of life, his 

principle becomes identical with the povdypovos 7Sovy of the 

Cyrenaics (see above, p. 174). If, again, he requires an 

absolute téXos of permanent duration, his theory of human 

good becomes a mere ideal. Here then isa dilemma between 

the horns of which Aristotle endeavours to steer, on the one 

hand acknowledging (th. I. vii. 16), that ‘ Asingle swallow 

will not make a summer ;’ on the other hand urging ob- 

jections against the saying of Solon (th. r. x.), that ‘No man 

can be called happy as long as he lives.’ He says the chief 

good must be gv Bi@ TeXe/m, not a perfect life, but in a 

perfect life—indicating by this expression that the absolute 

good, as it exists in and for the consciousness, is independent 

2 Hth. x. vill. 7. “H teAela eddai- 4H reAela 5) evdamovla arn by 

povia Oewpnrixh Tis €otw evepyeia. eln avOpdémrov, AoBovoa ujKos Blov Té- 

'§ Eth. X. vil. 4. “H Te Aeyouevn | Acioy: oddity yap aredés dor TaY THS 

altdpKkea wep Thy Oewpntihy wdd.or’ eddaiuovlas. Hih. x. vii. 7. 

&v ein. 
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of time and duration; but still, as we belong to a world of 

time and space, that this inner supreme good must have its 

setting in an adequate complete sphere of external circum- 

stances. About this word teAei@ there is an ambiguity of 

which probably Aristotle, himself, was half conscious ; its 

associations of meaning are twofold, the one popular, convey- 

ing the notion of the ‘ complete,’ the ‘perfect,’ the other 

philosophic, implying that which is in itself desirable, that 

in which the mind finds satisfaction, the absolute. Taking 

a signification between the two, we may conceive Aristotle 

to have meant, that the chief good must be an absolute mode 

of the consciousness, and that this must be attained in a 

sphere of outward circumstances themselves partaking of 

the nature of absolute perfection. Aristotle's conception, 

then, of the chief good has two sides, the one internal, ideal, 

out of all relation to time, which speaks of happiness as the 

absolute good, as that end which is the sum of all means, as 

that which could not possibly be improved by any addition 

(Hth. 1. vii. 8); the other side, which is external and 

practical, goes quite against the Cyrenaic principle of 

regarding the present as all in all, and also against the Cynic 

view which would set the mind above external circumstances 

(Hth. 1. v. 6). This part of the theory considers happiness 

as compounded of various more or less essentia] elements, and 

shows how far the more essential parts (ta cvpia Ths eddar- 

povias) can outbalance the less essential. It requires per- 

manence of duration, but it looks for this in the stability of 

the formed mental state, which is always tending to reproduce 

moments of absolute worth. 

The End-in-itself renders life a rounded whole, likea work 

of art, or a product of nature. The knowledge of it is to give 

definiteness to the aims, ‘So that we shall be now like archers 

knowing what to shoot at’ (Zth. 1. ii. 2). In the realisation 
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of it, we are to feel that there need be no more reaching 

onwards towards infinity, for all the desires and powers will 

have found their satisfaction (Eth. 1. ii. 1). Closely connected 

then is this system with the view that what is finite is good. 

‘Life, says Aristotle, ‘is a good to the good man, because 

it is finite’ (th. 1x. ix. 7). At first sight these sayings 

suggest the idea of a cramped and limited theory of life, as 

if all were made round and artistic, and no room were left for 

the aspirations of the soul. It must be remembered, how- 

ever, that that which is here spoken of as making life finite, 

is itself the absolutely sufficient,—that, above and beyond _ 

the outside of which the mind can conceive nothing. And 

this absolute end is yet further represented as the deepest 

moments either of the moral consciousness, or of that philo- 

sophic reason which is an approach to the nature of the divine 

being. It must be remembered also that ‘the finite’ (70 

@picpevov) does not mean ‘the restricted, as if expressing 

that in which limits have been put upon the possibilities of 

good, but rather the good itself. Good and even existence 

cannot be conceived except under a law, and the finite is 

with Aristotle an essentially positive idea. Only so much 

negation enters into it as is necessary to constitute definite- 

ness and form in contradistinction to the chaotic. Truly we 

cannot in our conceptions pass out of the human mind ; that 

which is absolute and an end for the mind cannot be a mere 

limited and restricted conception ; but rather nothing can be 

conceived beyond it. Something might be said on the rela- 

tion of the Ethical 7éAos to the idea of a future life, but this 

can be better said hereafter. 

II. ‘ Actuality’ is perhaps the nearest philosophical re- 

presentative of the évépyeva of Aristotle. It is derived from it 

through the Latin of the Schoolmen, ‘actus’ being their trans- 

lation of évépyeca, out of which the longer and more abstract 
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form has grown. The word ‘energy,’ which comes more 

directly from évgpyeta, has ceased to convey the philosophical 

meaning of its original, being restricted to the notion of force 

and vigour. The employment of the term ‘energy, as a 

translation of évépyeva, has been a material hindrance to the 

proper understanding of Aristotle. This is especially the case 

with regard to the Ethics, where there is an appearance of 

plausibility, though an utterly fallacious one, in such a trans- 

lation. To substitute ‘actuality’ in the place of ‘energy’ 

would certainly have this advantage, that it would point to 

the metaphysical conception lying at the root of all the 

various applications of érépyea. But ‘actuality’ is a word 

with far too little flexibility to be adapted for expressing all 

these various applications. No conception equally plastic 

with évépyea, and at all answering to it, can be found in 

modern thought. And therefore there is no term which will 

uniformly translate it. Our only course can be, first to en- 

deavour to understand its philosophical meaning as part of 

Aristotle’s system, and secondly to notice its special applica~- 

tions in a book like the Ethics. Any rendering of its import 

in the various places where it occurs must be rather of the 

nature of paraphrase than of translation. 

’Evépyesa is not more accurately defined by Aristotle, than 

as the correlative and opposite of dvvayus. He implies, that 

we must rather feel its meaning than seek to define it. 

‘ Actuality’ may be in various ways opposed to ‘ potentiality,’ 

and the import of the conception depends entirely on their 

relation to each other.!5 ‘Now évépyea is the existence of a 

« 
18 Metaphys. vit. vi. 2. “Eot 8 7 | dy dards 7} Oewpioar* 76 dé evepyeia” 

evepyeia 7d bmdpxew Td Tpayua, wh ob- | SjAovs émltav kal’ Exacta TH ewoywyi, 

Tws domep A€youev Suydmer, Aéyouev 

d€ Suvduet, oiov, ev TS EVA@ “Epmiqy Kat 

€v TH GAN THY Huloeav, ST dpatpEbely 

ay, Kal emiorhuova kal Tov 11) PewpodyTa, 

d BovdAdpedaréyey, kal ov Set mayTds dpov 

(nreiv, GAAG Kal TO avadoyorv Tuvopay 

—8rt &s 7d oikodomody mpos TO oiKodomL- 

dy, Kal Td eypnyopos mpds 7d Kabevdor, 
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The term 

‘ potentially’ we use, for instance, of the statue in the block, 

and of the half in the whole, (since it might be subtracted, ) 

and of a person knowing a thing, even when he is not think- 

thing not in the sense of its potentially existing. 

ing of it, but might do so; whereas evépyeia is the opposite. 

By applying the various instances our meaning will be plain, 

and one must not seek a definition in each case, but rather 

grasp the conception of the analogy as a whole,—that it is 

as that which builds to that which has the capacity for build- 

ing; as the waking to the sleeping; as that which sees to 

that which has sight, but whose eyes are closed; as the 

definite form to the shapeless matter; as the complete to the : 

unaccomplished. In this contrast, let the evépyeva be set off 

as forming the one side, and on the other let the potential 

stand. Things are said to be évepyeia not always in like 

manner, (except so far as there is an analogy, that as this 

thing is in this, or related to this, so is that in that, or re- 

lated to that,) for sometimes it implies motion as opposed to 

the capacity for motion, and sometimes complete existence 

opposed to undeveloped matter.’ 

The word évépysia does not oceur in Plato, though the 

opposition of the ‘virtual’ and the ‘actual’ may be found 

implicitly contained in !® some parts of his writings. Perhaps 

there is no genuine passage !’ now extant of any writer pre- 

kal 7d Spay mpds 7d wtov wiv, Bbw BE 

exov, Kal Td droKexpimevov ex THs BANS 

mpos thy bAnv, kal 7d amreipyaruevoy 

mpos Td avépyacrov. 

16 Cf. Theetetus, p.157 4. Otre yap 

mowovv eat TL, mply by TE TadxoVTL 

tuvér@n, obre maoxor, mply by TE Tot- 
Tavrns 5€ rhs | ovvri, K.7.A. 

Siapopas Odrepov udpioy toTw h evépyera 

ddwpicnévn, Oarépp d& Td duvardy. 

Aéyerat d€ evepyeia ob mdvta duolws, 

GAN 1) Td avadroyov, ws TodTO ev TobTp 

} mpbs rovro, To 8 ev rade F mpos 

Td5€" Ta pev yap ws Klynows mpds dbva- 

by, 70.8 ws ovola mpds Twa bAny. 

7 For the fragment of Philolaus, 

apud Stob. Hel. Phys. 1. xx. 2, is very 

suspicious. It is as follows :—Aw kal 

Kad@s Exe A€yewv Kdo mov Tuer evepyerav 

aidioy Oe Te Ka) yeveotos kara cvvaK- 

Aovdiay Tas meraBAaTiKas piotos. 
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It is the substantive 

form of the adjective évepyns which is to be found in Aristotle’s 

vious to Aristotle in which it occurs. 

Topics, 1. xii. 1. But Aristotle, by a false etymology, seems 

To all 

appearance the idea of its opposition to dvvauis was first sug- 

to connect it immediately with the words !® év gpyo. 

gested by the Megarians, who asserted that ‘ Nothing could 

be said to have a capacity for doing any thing, unless it was 

in the act of doing that thing.’ 

part of the dialectic of the Megarians, by which they endeay- 

This assertion itself was 

oured to establish the Eleatic principles, and to prove by the 

subtleties of the reason, against all evidence of the senses, that, 

the world is absolutely one, immovable, and unchangeable. 

We cannot be exactly certain of the terms employed by the 

Megarians themselves in expressing the above-quoted posi- 

tion, for Aristotle is never very accurate about the exact form 

in which he gives the ?° opinions of earlier philoscphers. We 

cannot be sure whether the Megarians said precisely étav 

évepyn povov dvvacOat. But at all events they said something 

equivalent, and Aristotle taking the suggestion worked out 

the whole theory of the contrast between dvvauss and évépyeva, 

in its almost universal applicability. 

At first these terms were connected, apparently with the 

idea of ?! motion. But since dvvayus has the double meaning 

of ‘ possibility of existence’ as well as ‘capacity of action,’ 

8 Of. Metaphys. vii. viii. 11. Awd 
kal Todvyoua évépyera AeyeTat KaTa TO 

xI. vi. 7 Awd Enor 
a“ > sad . , 

mowovoiw del evepyerav, otoy AevKimmos 

evepyela & ov. 

€pyov Kal cuvtelver mpdos Thy evTeAc- | Kal TlAdrwy. In these passages Ari- 

stotle expresses the ideas of his pre- 

decessors in his own formule. 
21 Metaph. vin. iii. 9. "EAnAvOe 3 

19 Met. vit. iii. 1. Eiod 5€ tues of | 

Paci, oioy vf Meyapikol, btav evepyi 
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29 Of. Metaph, x1. ii. 3. Kal @s An- 
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there arose the double contrast of action opposed to the 

capacity for action; actual existence opposed to possible 

existence or potentiality. To express accurately this latter 

opposition Aristotle seems to have introduced the term 

évtedeyeva, of which the most natural account is, that it is— 

a compound of év téAe Zyew, ‘being in the state of perfec- 

tion, an adjective” evtekeyns being constructed on the 

analogy of vouveyjs. But in fact this distinction between 

évredeyeta and evépyeva is ** not maintained. The former word 

is of comparatively rare occurrence, while we find everywhere 

throughout Aristotle évépyea, as he says, mpos evteddyevav 

ovvTiOeuévn ‘mixed up with the idea of complete existence.’ 

As we saw above, it is contrasted with dv¥vauus, sometimes 

as implying motion, sometimes as ‘ form opposed to matter.’ 

In Physics dvvayus answers to the necessary conditions for 

the existence of anything before that thing exists. It thus 

corresponds to tAn, both to the wpern bArAn, or matter abso- 

lutely devoid of all qualities, which is capable of becoming 

any definite substance, as, for instance, marble ; and also to 

the éoyatn An, or matter capable of receiving form, as 

marble the form of the statue. Marble then exists duvapee 

in the simple elements before it is marble. The statue ex- 

ists duydweu in the marble before it is carved out. All objects 

of thought exist either purely duvadyet, or purely évepyeia, or 

both duvayer and évepysia. This division makes an entire 

chain of all the world. At the one end is matter, the zpaty 

vA, Which has a merely potential existence, which is necessary 

as a condition, but which, having no form and no qualities, 

is totally incapable of being realised by the mind. So it is 

*2 De Gen. et Corr. x. 11. Xuve- | ydp eorw 4 Sivapus Kad h evépyera TOV 
mAhpaae TH Sdrov 5 Beds evTeAexH Torh- | pdvoy Aeyouévwv Kara Klynow, Eth. 

oas Thy yeveot, vil. xiv. 8. Ov yap udvoy Kwhreds eoTW 
| *8 Cf. Metaph. vis.i.2. ’Emn) wAéov evépyeia GAAG Kal dxwnolas. 
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also with the infinitely small or great ; they exist always as 

possibilities, but, as is obvious, they never can be actually 

grasped by the perception. At the other end of the chain is 

God, ovota aidios Kai évépyeia dvev Svvawsews, who cannot be 

thought of as non-existing,™ as otherwise than actual, who 

is the absolute, and the unconditioned. Between these two 

extremes is the whole row of creatures, which out of potenti- 

ality spring into actual being. In this theory we see the 

affinity between dvvayis and matter, évépyera and form. Thus 

Aristotle’s conceptions are made to run into one another. 

Another affinity readily suggests itself, and that is between 

évépyea and tédos. The progress from Svvayts to évépryeca is 

motion or production (xivyots or yéveois). Butthis motion or 

production, aiming at or tending to an end, isin itself imper- 

fect (aTeA7s), it isa mere process not in itself and for its own 

sake desirable. And thus arises a contrast between xivnots 

and évépyea, for the latter, if it-implies motion, is a motion 

desirable for its own sake, having its end in itself. Viewed 

relatively, however, xivnows may sometimes be called 

évépyera. In reference to the capacity of action before ex- 

isting, the action calls out into actuality that which was be- 

fore only potential. Thus, for instance, in the process of 

_ building a house there is an 2épyeva of what was before the 

| Svvapus oixodouixy. Viewed however in reference to the house 

itself, this is a mere process to the end aimed at, a yéveous, 

or if it be called évépyea, it must strictly speaking be 

TéXos is relatively applied to very subordinate ends, so too 

| 

| qualified as évépyeia tus atedns. In short, just as the term 
; 

| 
| évépyeva is relatively applied to what is from another point of 

** It might be said that the being of | existence of God is an évépyeia for His 

_ God cannot be fully grasped or realised | own mind. He is above all, the in 

by our minds; but, according to the and for Himself existing. 

Views of Aristotle, the everlasting 25 Metaph. x. ix. 11. 
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view a mere yéveows or xivnots. This we find in Eth. 1. i. 2, 

Siahopa dé Tis haivetat Tov. TEA@V' TA WEY yap Elow éevEpye.at, 
\ \ b) > \ ” 4 

Ta oe Tap QuTas Epya TiVva. 

Having traced some of the leading features of this distine- 

tion between dvvauss and évépyeia, we may now proceed to 

observe how this form of thought stamped itself upon Ethics. 

We may ask, How is the category of the actual brought to 

bear upon moral questions, and how far is it reacted upon by 

moral associations? At the very outset of Aristotle’s theory it 

appears. As soon as the proposition has been laid down that 

the chief good for man is only attainable in his proper work, 

and that this proper work is a peculiar kind of life, wpaxtixy 

tis (fw) Tov dyov zyovtos, Aristotle proceeds to assume 

(Oergov) that this life must be no mere possession (xa@’ Z&ww) 

of certain powers and latent tendencies, but ‘in actuality, for 

this is the distinctive form of the conception.’ *° He then 

transforms the qualifying term xat’ évépyevay into a substan- 

tive idea, and makes it the chief part of his definition of the 

supreme good,’ Thus the metaphysical category of évépysca, 

which comes first into Ethics merely as a form of thought, 

becomes henceforth material. It is identified with happi- 

ness." In short, it becomes an ethical idea. 

In this connection (like its cognate téAos) évépryeva becomes 

at once something mental. It takes a subjective character, 

as existing now both in and for the mind. Moreover, in an — 

exactly parallel way to the use of téXos, it receives a double 

application, On the one hand it is applied to express moral 

action and the development of the moral powers, on the other 

Py - \ , , —~ J 8 Airta@s 5 Kal rabrns Acyouévns 7) avOpémivov ayabby WuxIs evepyeta 
Thy Kar évepyeiay Oeréov: KUpL@T Epoy ylyera Kar’ aperhy. 1.1. 14, 15. 

yap atirndoxetAdyeobar, Eth. 1. vii. 13. 2 Hth, 1. xiii. 1. "Ewel 8 eorlv 7 

cvdaimovla Wuxis evépyedt Tis Kar’ Gpe- 

viy. Cf. 1.x. 2, IX, 1% 5) eee 

‘7 ELD early epyov avOpdmov wuxijs 

évépyeia ard Adyov, .7.A.—E€i 8 otTw 
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hand to happiness and the fruition of life. It is in its latter 

meaning that évépyeva is most purely subjective. Taken as a 

formula to express Aristotle’s theory of virtue, we may con- 

sider it as applied in its more objective and simpler sense, 

though even here it is mixed up with psychological associa- 

tions. We shall see how, under newly-invented metaphysical 

forms, Aristotle accounts for the moral nature of man. 

Aristotle divides Suvduers into physical and mental.” Of 

these mental dvvapers it is characteristic that they are equally 

capacities of producing contraries, while the physical are 

restricted to one side of two contraries. The capacity of heat, 

for instance, is capable of producing heat alone ; whereas the 

divas tatpixn, as being a mental capacity, and connected 

with the discursive reason, can produce indifferently either 

health or sickness. From this Aristotle deduces the first step 

of the doctrine of free-will, namely, that the mind is not 

bound by any physical necessity. For he argues that, given 

the requisite active and passive conditions, there is a necessity 

for a physical dvvayis to act or suffer in a particular way ; 

but since the mental dvvayus is equally a capacity of éontraries, 

if there were any necessity for its development, it must be 

necessitated to produce contraries at the same time, which is 

impossible. Therefore there must be some other mfluence 

which controls the mental dvvayis, and determines into which 

side of the two contraries it shall be developed, and this is 

either desire or reasonable purpose.*® Connected with this 

point is another of still greater importance for the ethical 

theory. Not only in the use and exercise of a moral dvvapyuis 

29 Metaph, vitt. ii. 1, "Emel ® aiwev | tor &Aovyor, ai 5 peta Ad-yov. 

 &y Tois Gbbyois evumdpxovot apxal Tol- 80 *Aydykn Upa erepdy ti elva Td 

adra, ai 8 ev rots eupixos Kal ey | Kdpiov. Aéyw d€ TovTO dpetw h mpoal- 

Wx, Kal rijs Puxis ev TG Adyov Exovtt, | peow. Metaphys, vit. v. 3. 

_ -OijAov br Kad TOY duvdpewr af wey Eoov- 
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is the individual above the control of mere external or physical 

circumstances, but also the very acquirement of these duvdpeus 

depends on the individual. For the moral capacities are not 

inherent, but acquired. 

In considering how this can be, we may follow the logical 

order of the question according to Aristotle, and ask which 

exists first, the dvvayts or the évépyeca? The answer is, that _ 

as a conception, in point of thought (Aoyw), the évépyeva must | 

necessarily be prior; in short, we know nothing of the dvvapus, 

except from our knowledge of the évépyeva. In point of time 

(ypove@) the case is different; each individual creature exists | 

first duvdwer, afterwards évepyeca. This assertion, however, — 

must be confined to each individual; for, as a necessity of 

thought, we are led to refer to the potential existence of each 

thing to the actual existence of something before (a flower, 

for instance, owes its potential existence in the seed, to the 

actual existence of another flower before it); and so the world | 

is eternal, for an évgpyesa must be supposed as everlastingly _ 

pre-existing. But even in the individual there are some 

things in which the évépyzta seems prior to the dvvayis; there © 

are things which the individual seems to have no ¢ power of 

doing’ until he does them ; he acquires the power, in fact, by 

doing them.*! This phenomenon gives rise to a classification 

of duvdmes into the physical, the passive, and the inherent on 

the one hand, and the mental or acquired on the other.” 

The merely physical capacities of our nature exist indepen- 

*! Metaphys. vut. vill. 6. Awd Kat 

duke adivaroy elva oikoddmoy elvat uh 

oikodounoavra under, 2) KiOaporhy uy- 

Gey Kiaploayvta* 6 yap wavbavwy Ki0a- 

piew Kibapl(wy pavOdver KiBapiCe, 

bpuolws 5& Kad of BAAoL, 

3 Metaphys. vit. vy. 1. ‘Awacay 5é 

Tay Suyduewy ovo@y TOV meV aVYyE- 

v@v, oiov Ta aisO@hoewy TaY SE Ebel, 

Oioy THs Tov avAciv: Tay Se pabhoet, | 

oioy Ths T@Y Texvav, Tas ey avayKn 
mpoevepyhoavras exe Boa er Kal 

Ady: Tas BE wh To.abras kad Tas emt 

TOU TATXELW OVK aYayKn. 
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dent of any act or effort on the part of the individual.*? And 

so, also, is it with the senses.*4 But the contrary is the case 

with regard to moral virtue, which does not exist in us as a 

capacity (Svvauis); in other words, not as a gift of nature 

(gvcet), previous to moral action.* We acquire the capacity 

for virtue by doing virtuous things. It will be seen at once 

that a sort of paradox is here involved. ‘ How can it be said 

that we become just by doing just things? If we do just 

things, we are just already.’ The answer of Aristotle to this 

difficulty would seem to be as follows :— 

I. Virtue follows the analogy of the arts, in which the 

first essays of the learner may by chance, or by the guidance 

of his master (azo tTUyns Kal dAXov UrroPEuevov), attain a sort 

of success and an artistic appearance, but the learner is no 

artist as yet. 

2. These ‘just acts,’ by which we acquire justice, are, on 

nearer inspection, not really just; they want the moral quali- 

fication of that settled internal character in the heart and 

mind of the agent, without which no external act is virtuous 

in the highest sense of the term. They are tendencies 

towards the acquirement of this character, as the first essays 

of the artist are towards the acquirement of an art. But 

they are not to be confounded with those moral acts which 

flow from the character when developed and fixed. 

3. The whole question depends on Aristotle’s theory of the 

$8 Hth, 1. xiii. 11. Thy rowabtny yap | opposed to some of the modern dis- 

Divapiw THs Wuxis (Tod tpéperba kal | coveries of psychology, as, for instance, 

avterOa) ev &ract rots tpepomévors Oeln | Berkeley’s ‘Theory of Vision.’ It is 

Tis by Kal év rois éuBpvois—doxet év | corrected, however, in some degree by 

Tois Urvois evepyeivy wdAioTa Td wdpiov | Aristotle’s doctrine of kowy atoOnors. 

TovTO Kal H Svvauis arn. 33 Ibid. Tas & dperas AauBavowev 

 Hth. 1.1.4. Tas Surdues tovtTwy evepynoaytes Tpdétepov, Somep Kal emt 

Tpdtepov KouiCsueba, torepoy Se Tas | Tov AAwY TEXVaY, 

evepyeias amodidouev, This doctrine is 
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#£.s, as related to S¥vayis and évépyeia. There can be no 

such thing, properly speaking,as a Svvapis ths dpetijs. As 

we have before seen, a Svvayus, except it be merely physical, 

admits of contraries. And therefore in the case of moral 

action there can only be an indefinite capacity of acting 

either this way or that, either well or ill, which is therefore 

equally a d%vagus of virtue and of vice. The évépyea in this — 

case is determined by no intrinsic law of the dvvapis,— 

(avayxn zrepov tt elvar TO KUpLov, Met. vil. v. 3), but by the 

desire or the reason of the agent. The évépyesa, however, is 

no longer indefinite; it has, at all events, some sort of 

definiteness for good or bad. And by the principle of habit 

(200s), which Aristotle seems to assume as an acknowledged 

law of human nature, the évépyesa reacts upon the dvvapss, 

reproducing itself. Thus the dvvauzs loses its indefiniteness, 

and passes into a definite tendency ; it ceases to be a mere 

dvvauis, and becomes an és, that is to say, a formed and 

fixed character, capable only of producing a certain class of | 

évépyetat. Briefly then, by the help of a few metaphysical — 

terms, does Aristotle sum up his theory of the moral 

character. Kai évi 8) Aoyw éx TeV Ouolwv éevepye@v ai EELS 

ylvovtat. And it is quite consistent with his entire view of 

these metaphysical categories; that he defines virtue to be — 

not on the one hand a dvvayis, else it would be merely — 

physical, nor on the other hand a ma6os, (which is here 

equivalent to évépyea,) else it would be an isolated emotion, 

—but a sort of és. The zs, or moral state, is on the | 

farther side, so to speak, of the évépyevat. It is the sum 

and result of them. If és be regarded as a sort of deve- _ 

loped dvvayis, as a ¢apacity acquired indeed and definite, 

but still only a capacity, it may naturally be contrasted 

with évé»yera. Thus in the above-quoted passage, Zth. 1. 
a ; F 

Vil. 13, dutt@s tavTys Aeyouévns means kal? Fw and Kat 
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evépyilav, aS we may see by comparing VII. xii. 2, VIII. v. I. 

From this point of view Aristotle says, that ‘it is possible 

fora #£s to exist, without producing any good. But with 

regard to an évépyeva this is not possible.’ 1. viii. 9. On the 

other hand, however, the £&s is a fixed tendency to a certain 

class of actions, and, if external circumstances do not forbid, 

will certainly produce these. The évépyeva not only results 

in a g&s, but also follows from it, and the test of the forma- 

tion of a #&s is pleasure felt in acts resulting from it. 

(iI. ii. 1.) When Aristotle says, that there is nothing human 

so abiding as the évépyetas nat’ apetnv—Sid TO pddiota Kai 

ouveyéotata Katabny év avtats Tovs waxapious, he implies, of 

course, that these évépyza are bound together by the chain 

of a és, of which in his own phraseology they are the 

efficient, the formal, and the final cause. It is observable, 

that the phrase évgpyzvat THs apes occurs only twice in the 

ethical treatise. (111. v. I, X. iii. 1.) This is in accordance 

with the principle that virtue cannot be regarded as a 

dvvauis. Therefore Aristotle seems to regard moral acts not 

so much as the development of a latent excellence, but rather 

as the development or action of our nature in accordance 

with a law (évépysiae kat’ apetyn). Virtue then comes in as 

a regulative, rather than as a primary idea; it is introduced 

as subordinate, though essential, to happiness. 

When we meet phrases like this just mentioned, we 

translate them, most probably, into our own formule, into 

| words belonging to our own moral and psychological systems. 

We speak of ‘moral acts, or ‘virtuous activities,’ or 

‘moral energies’ Thus we conceive of Aristotle’s doctrine 

as amounting to this, that ‘ good acts produce good habits.’ 

Practically, no doubt, his theory does come to this; 

and if our object in studying his theory be od yv@ous adda 

mpaéis, no better or more useful principle could be deduced 

WO. I. R 
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from it. But in so interpreting him, we really strip 

Aristotle of all his philosophy. When he spoke of évépyea 

kat’ apetjv, a wide range of metaphysical associations ac- 

companied the expression. He was bringing the mind and 

moral powers of man into the entire chain of nature, at one 

end of which was matter, and at the other end God. He 

had in his thoughts, that a moral évépyeva was to the unde- 

veloped capacities as a flower to the seed, as a statue to the 

block, as the waking to the sleeping, as the finite to the un- 

defined. And he yet farther implied that this évépyea was 

no mere process or transition to something else, but con-_ 

tained its end in itself, and was desirable for its own sake. 

The distinctness of modern language, and the separation 

between the various spheres of modern thought, prevent — 

us from reproducing in any one term all the various asso- 

ciations that attach to this formula of ancient philosophy. 

As said before, we must rather feel, than endeavour to 

express them. 

Hitherto we have only alluded to those conceptions which 

évépyéia, as a universal category, imported into Ethics. We 

have now to advert to those which necessarily acerue to it by 

reason of its introduction into this science. It is clear that 

a psychical évépyera must be different from the same cate- 

gory exhibited in any external object. Life, the mind, the 

moral faculties, must have their ‘existence in actuality’ 

distinguished from their mere ‘ potentiality’ by some special 

difference, not common to other existences. What is it that 

distinguishes vitality from the conditions of life, waking 

from sleeping, thought from the dormant faculties, moral 

action from the unevoked moral capacities? In all these 

contrasts there is no conception that approaches nearer 

towards summing up the distinction than that of * conscious- 

ness,’ 

=a Of”, 
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Viewed from without, or objectively, évépyza must mean 

an existence fully developed in itself, or an activity desirable 

for its own sake, so that the mind could contemplate it with- 

out seeing in it a means or a condition to anything beyond. 

But when taken subjectively, as being an évépyea of the 

mind itself, as existing not only for the mind but also in 

the mind, it acquires a new aspect and character. Hence- 

forth it is not only the rounded whole, the self-ending 

activity, the blooming of something perfect, in the contem- 

plation of which the mind could repose; but it is the mind 

itself called out into actuality. It springs out of the mind 

and ends in the mind. It is not only life, but the sense of 

life ; not only waking, but the feeling of the powers; not 

only perception or thought, but a consciousness of one’s own 

faculties as well as of the external object. 

This conscious vitality of the life and the mind is not to 

be considered a permanent condition, but one that arises in 

us.*° Oftenest it is like a thrill of joy, a momentary intui- 

tion. Were it abiding, if our mind were capable of a 

perpetual évgpyeia, we should be as God, who is évépyeta dvew 

duvvduews. But that which we attain to for a brief period 

gives us a glimpse of the divine, and of the life of God.% 

‘The life of God is of a kind with those highest moods which 

with us last a brief space, it being impossible that they 

should be permanent, whereas with Him they are permanent, 

since His ever-present consciousness is pleasure itself. And 

it is because they are vivid states of consciousness that 

36 Hth. 1x. ix. 5. ylvera nal odx | Gddvarov) eel Kal 7dovh % evepyera 

f imdpxer bomep eriud TH, TovTov* Kal 51 TovTO eyphyopais at- 

} 87 Metaph. x1. vii. 6. Ataywyn © | cOnois vdnos Hdiorov, eAmides 5€ Ka} 

cori ola 7 dplotn pixpoy xpdvoy nuiv: | pyjuat dia TadTa, 

odTw yap del exeivd cori (juiv mev yap 

R 2 
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waking and perception and thought are the sweetest of all 

things, and in a secondary degree hope and memory.’ 

This passage seems of itself an almost sufficient answer to 

those who would argue that Aristotle did not mean to imply _ 

consciousness in his definition of happiness. If our happi- 

ness, which is defined as évépysia Wuyis, gives us a conception 

of the blessedness of God,’ which is elsewhere defined as the 

‘thinking upon thought,’ we can hardly escape the conclusion, 

that it is the deepest and most vivid consciousness in us that 

constitutes our happiness. The more this idea is followed 

out, the more completely will it be found applicable to the — 

theory of Aristotle; the more will it justify his philosophy 

and be justified by it. But here it is necessary to confess, 

that in using the term ‘consciousness’ to express the chief 

import of évépyeia, as applied to the mind and to the 

theory of happiness, we are using a distinct modern term, 

whereas the ancient one was indistinct; we are making 

explicit what was only implicit in Aristotle; we are rather 

applying to him a deduction from his principles than exactly 

representing them in their purest form. Aristotle never says 

‘ consciousness, though we see he meant it. But one of the 

peculiarities of his philosophy was the want of subjective 

formule, and a tendency to confuse the subjective and the 

objective together. About évépyeva itself Aristotle is not con- 

sistent ; sometimes he treats it purely as objective, separating 

the consciousness from it; as, for instance, Hth. 1x. ix. 9, 

ZoTt TL TO aicOavousvoy OTL evepyovucv. ‘There is somewhat 

in us that takes cognisance of the exercise of our powers.’ 

Again X. lv. 8, redevo? ray evépyevay 1) HSovi) ws eruywopsvoy Tb 

vé\os. * Pleasure is a sort of superadded perfection, making 

perfect the exercise of our powers.’ But this is at 

variance with his usual custom; for Happiness is umi- 

versally defined by him as évéoy:va, and Eudemus, following 
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this out, defined Pleasure, as Zvépryeva dveutrosuc Tos. And 

if we wish to see the term applied in an undeniably subjective 

way, we may look to Hth. 1x. vii. 6. ‘Hésia & éorl tod paev 

Tapovtos 1) Evépyera, Tod S& weAXovTos 7) EArris, ToD BF yeyery- 

pévov 1) wvjwn, where we can hardly help translating, ‘the 

actual consciousness of the present,’ as contrasted with ‘the 

hope of the future,’ and ‘the memory of the past.’ In a 

similar context, De Memoria, i. 4, we find Tov pév rapdytos 

alaOnots, K.T.). 

In saying that the idea of ‘consciousness’ is implied in, 

and might almost always be taken to represent, Aristotle’s 

Ethical application of évépyea, we need not overshoot the 

mark, and speak as if Aristotle made the Summum Bonum 

to consist in self-consciousness, or self-reflection ; that would 

be giving far too much weight to the subjective side of the 

conception évépyexa. Aristotle’s theory rather comes to this, 

that the chief good for man is to be found in life itself. Life, 

according to his philosophy, is no means to anything ulterior ; 

in the words of Goethe, ‘ Life itself is the end of life. The 

very use of the term évépyea, as part of the definition of 

happiness, shows, as Aristotle tells us, that he regards the 

chief good as nothing external to man, but as existing in 

man and for man,—existing in the evocation, the vividness, 

and the fruition of man’s own powers.?8 Let that be called 

out into ‘ actuality’ which is potential or latent in man, and 

happiness is the result. Avoiding then any overstrained 

application of the term ‘ consciousness,’ and aiming rather at 

paraphrase than translation, it may be useful to notice one or 

two places in which the term évépyea occurs. Eth. 1. x 2. 
3 / \ noe 

Apa ye kai totw ev0aluwv tote éreday atobdvyn ; *H todt6 ye 

8 Eth. 1. viii. 3. “OpOGs 5E Kal bri | TAOS, oftws yap TaY Ep) WuxXhy ayabav 
Tpdgers Twes A€yovrTat Kal evépyea Td | ylverar Kad od Tay exrds. 
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TavTeh@s &ToTOV, AXws TE Kal Tois Agyovow huiy ivépysiay 

Tuva tiv evdatpoviav; ‘Isa man then happy, after he is dead? 

Or is not this altogether absurd, especially for us who call 

happiness a conscious state?’ I. x. Q. Kupiae © etolv ai Kar’ 

dipetiy évépyeiar THs evdapovias. ‘Happiness depends (not on 

fortune, but) on harmonious moods of mind.’ 1. x. 15. Té obv 

K@dvEL Agyew evdaluova Tov KaT apETHnV TEElay éeVEpyoDVTA, 

«.T.A. ‘What hinders us calling him happy whose mind is 

moving in perfect harmony?’ vu. xiv. 8. Aw o eds del 

plav Kai aTdhjy yxaipe jdovnv: ov yap pdvoy KunoEews EoTLV 

évepyéia, GAdka Kab axwnoias. ‘God is in the fruition of_ 

one pure pleasure everlastingly. For deep consciousness 

is possible, not only of motion, but also of repose.’ Ix. ix. 5. 

Movetn piv obv yareTros 0 Bios * od yap padiov Ka&? avtov 

evepysiy ouveyos, wel” Etépwv O& Kal Tpds adXdovs paov. * Now 

to the solitary individual life is grievous; for it is not easy 

to maintain a glow of mind by one’s self, but in company 

with some one else, and in relation to others, this is easier.’ 

The formula we are discussing is applied by Aristotle to 

express the nature both of Pleasure and of Happiness. By 

examining separately these two applications of the term, 

we shall not only gain a clearer conception of the import 

of évépyea itself, but also we shall be in a better position 

for seeing what were Aristotle’s real views about Happiness. 

1. The great point that Aristotle insists upon with regard to 

Pleasure is, that it is not «(vnows or yéveors, but évépyera 

(Eth. x. iii. 4-5, x. iv. 2). What is the meaning of the dis- 

tinction? In Aristotle’s Rhetoric,3? which contains his 

earlier and less scientific view, we find pleasure defined in 

exactly the terms here repudiated, namely, as ‘a certain 

39 ) Ze « / a Phet. 1. xi. 1. ‘Yrokelo Ow 8 Hyeiy eis Thy bmdpxKoveay poo, Admny 5€ 
= ere \ / = = elvar THY ndovhy Kiynoly TwaThs Wuxis | Todvayrioy, 
) i c 4 +. *% \ 

kal Karaorag abpoay Kal aicOnrhy 
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motion of the vital powers, and a settling down perceptibly 

and suddenly into one’s proper nature, while pain is the con- 

trary.’ This definition corresponds with that given in Plato’s 

Timeus.*® It seems to have been originally due to the 

Cyrenaics; for these are said to be referred to by Socrates in 

the Philebus of Plato (p. 53 C,) under the name of ‘a refined 

set of men (xouwot tives), who maintain that pleasure is 

always a state of becoming (yéveo.s), and never a state of 

being (ovcia) (see above, p. 175). Now in all essential 

parts of their views on pleasure Aristotle and Plato were quite 

agreed. Both would have said,‘! pleasure is not the chief 

good; both would have made a distinction between the bodily 

pleasures, which are preceded by desire and a sense of pain— 

and the mental pleasures, which are free from this; both 

would have asserted the pleasure of the philosopher to be 

higher than all other pleasures. The difference between them 

resolves itself into one of formule. Plato has no consistent 

formula to express pleasure, he calls it ‘a return to one’s 

natural state,’ ‘a becoming,’ ‘a filling up, ‘a transition.’ 

But all these terms are only applicable to the bodily 

pleasures, preceded by a sense of want. Plato acknowledges 

that there are pleasures above these, but he seems to have 

no word to express them. Therefore he may be said to leave 

the stigma upon pleasure in general, that it is a mere state 

of transition. Aristotle here steps in with his formula of 

évépyeia, and says, pleasure is not a transition, but a fruition. 

It is not imperfect, but an End-in-itself. It does not arise 

from our coming to our natural state, but from our employ- 

ing it. 

9 Cf. Plato, Timeus,p.64D. Tdméey | x, ili. 13. 
mapa puaww kal Biaoy yiyvduevov abpdsov 42 So Eudemus, Eth. vu. xii. 3. 

rap juiv dos adyewvdv, TOS cis dvow | Ov ywouévwy cupBalvovowy, GAAG Xpw- 

amidy madw abpdoy Hdv. Mevorv, 

“ Cf. Plato, Philebus, p. 22 E, Eth. | 
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Kant‘? defines pleasure to be ‘the sense of that which 

promotes life, pain of that which hinders it. Consequently,’ 

he argues, ‘ every pleasure must be preceded by pain ; pain is 

always the first. For what else would ensue upon a continued 

advancement of vital power, but a speedy death for joy? 

Moreover, no pleasure can follow immediately upon another ; 

but, between the one and the other, some pain must have 

place. It is the slight depressions of vitality, with inter- 

vening expansions of it, which together make up a healthy 

condition, which we erroneously take for a continuously-felt 

state of well-being ; whereas, this condition consists only of 

pleasurable feelings, following each other by reciprocation, 

that is, with continually intervening pain. Pain is the 

stimulus of activity, and in activity we first become conscious 

of life; without it an inanimate state would ensue.’ In these 

words the German philosopher seems almost exactly to have 

coincided with Plato. The ‘sense of that which promotes 

life’ answers to advatAnpwats, and Plato appears to have held, 

with Kant, the reciprocal action of pleasure and pain (cf. 

Pheedo, p. 60). Kant’s formule, like Plato’s, are only applic- 

able to the bodily sensations, and do not express pleasures of 

the mind. 

Aristotle in defining Pleasure as 6 reXevol tH evéepyevar, 

makes it, not ‘the sense of what promotes life,’ but rather 

the sense of life itself; the sense of the vividness of the vital 

powers; the sense that any faculty whatsoever has met its 

proper object. This definition then is equally applicable to 

the highest functions of the mind, as well as to the bodily 

organs. Even in the case of pleasure felt upon the supplying 

of a want, the Aristotelian‘ doctrine with regard to that 

** Kant’s Anthropology, p. 169. | edition of Plato's Philebus. London, 
The above translation is given by 1855. 

Dr. Badham in an Appendix to his 4 Of, Eth. x. iii. 6. Ob8 %orw tpa 
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pleasure was, that it was not identical with the supply, but 

contemporaneous; that it resulted from the play and action 

of vital powers not in a state of depression, while the de- 

pressed organs were receiving sustenance. To account for 

the fact that Pleasure cannot be long maintained, Aristotle 

would not have said, like Kant, that we are unable to bear 

a continuous expansion of the vital powers; but rather, that 

we are unable to maintain the vivid action of the faculties. 4° 

Pleasure then, according to Aristotle, proceeds rather from 

within than from without ; it is the sense of existence; and 

it is so inseparably connected with the idea of life, that we 

cannot tell whether life is desired for the sake of pleasure, or 

pleasure for the sake of life.*® 

2. If Happiness be defined as évépyera Wuyis, and Pleasure 

as 0 TedELol THY evépryevay, what is the relation between them ? 

Perhaps it is unfair to Aristotle to bring the different parts 

of his (probably unfinished) work thus into collision. Probably 

he worked out the treatise on Pleasure in Book X. without 

much regard to the theory of Happiness, but merely availing 

It is 

only in Book VII. (xu. 2)—which we have seen reason to 

consider a later work, and the compilation of Eudemus,—that 

himself of the formulze which seemed most applicable. 

Pleasure and Happiness are brought together on the grounds 

that they both consist in ‘the free play of conscious life’ 

(évépyeva dvewm8ioT0s). This is a carrying out of Aristotle’s 

doctrine beyond what we find in Books I. and X. Aristotle 

avamAnpwois 7 Sov, GAAG ywomerns 

Bev avawAnpdcews jjdoi7 Hy Tis, VIL. 

Xiv. 7. Aéyw d& kata cup BeBynkds ndea 

70 iarpevovta: Sti yap cuuBalver ia- 

TpeverOat Tov bTomevovTos bytovs mpaT- 

TovTds 71, Oia TodTO HOU Boxe? ecivat, i.e. 

that it is the play, in some sort, of 

’ the undepressed vital functions, while 

those that were depressed are being 

recruited, 

4 Ath, X.iv.9. Tavta yap ra av- 

Opdmeia aduvarel cuvex@s evepyeiv. 

AS) Xo UI. 

yap tavTa palverat kal xwpicudy od 

Suve(edxOor pev 

dexeoOa* avev te yap evepyelas ov 

yiverar Wdovn, macdy Te evepyeiay TE- 

AeLot 7 Hd0vN. 
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had prepared the way in these for the identification of Happi- 

ness with the highest kind of Pleasure, but had not himself 

arrived at it. However, we can find no other distinction in 

his theory between Pleasure and Happiness, than that the 

latter is something ideal and essentially moral (TéAos Kat — 

_ téXeuov TavTn TavTws), and extended over an entire life 

(AaBodca whxos Biov tedelov), and implying the highest 

human excellence, the exercise of the highest faculties (uyijs 7 

évépyeia Kata THY Kpatiotny apeTnyv). We have before alluded 

to the ideal character of Happiness as a whole. This is shown 

especially by the fact, that while on the one hand Aristotle 

says that Happiness (évépyeva wuyis) must occupy a whole 

life, on the other hand he speaks of brevity of duration as 

necessarily attaching to every human évépyea. A dvvapss, 

he argues, is not only a dévvayis of being, but also a dvvayus 

of not-being. This contradiction always infects our évégpryevat, 

and, like a law of gravitation, this negative side is always 

tending to bring them to a stop. The heavenly bodies, being 

divine and eternal, move perpetually and unweariedly,*” for 

in them this law of contradiction does not exist. But to 

mortal creatures it is impossible to long maintain an évépyewa, 

—that vividness of the faculties, on which joy and pleasure 

depend. Happiness then, as a permanent condition, is some- 

thing ideal; Aristotle figures it as the whole of life summed 

up into a vivid moment of consciousness; or again, as the 

aggregate of such moments with the intervals omitted ; or 

again, that these moments are its essential part (7d «dpiov 

Hépos Tis evdamovias), constituting the most blessed state 

of the internal life (0 waxapiwtatn), while the framework 

“ Metaph. vi. viii. 18. Awd Get | pve rodTo Spavta: ov yap wep) Thy 

evepyet tAwos Kal torpa Kal bros 6 | Stvauw ris dvtipdoews adTors, olov 

ovpavés, Kal ob poBepdy un mote o7h, d Tos pOaptots,  Klynots. 

poBotyra of rept picews, OvdeE Ka- | 
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for these will be the Bios aiperwratos, or most favourable 

external career (Hth. 1x. ix. 9). In what then do these 

moments consist ? Chiefly in the sense of life and person- 

ality; in the higher kind of consciousness, which is above 

the mere physical sense of life. This is either coupled with 

a sense of the good and noble, as in the consciousness of good 

deeds done (Hth. 1x. vii. 4); or it isawakened by friendship, 

by the sense of love and admiration for the goodness of a 

friend, who is, as it were, one’s selfand yet not one’s self (th. 

Ix. ix. 10) or finally it exists to the highest degree in the 

evocation of the reason, which is not only each man’s proper 

self (Hth. 1x. iv. 4, x. vii. 9), as forming the deepest ground 

of his consciousness, but is also something divine, and more 

than mortal in us.*8 

III. Turning now to the consideration of Meoorns, we 

shall see that it is only one application of this formula, to 

use it in reference to moral subjects; that it is indeed a most 

widely applicable philosophical idea, and has a definite history 

and development previous to Aristotle. It would seem not 

to require a very advanced state of philosophy in order for 

men to discover the maxim, that ‘moderation is best,’ that 

‘excess is to be avoided.’ Thus as far back as Hesiod we 

find the praise of uérpia Zoya. The era of the Seven Sages | 

produced the gnome, afterwards inscribed on the temple of | 

Delphi, Mydév dyav. And one of the few sayings of Pho- 

eylides which remain is IloAAa péocorcw apiota, péoos Gérw 

év woAse civat. Now all that is contained in these popular 

and prudential sayings is of course also contained in the prin- 

ciple of Meootns, which is so conspicuous in the Hthics of 

Aristotle. But Aristotle’s principle contains something 

“8 The Peripatetics seem to have , stricted ethical sense as implying 

refined upon Aristotle’s use of évépyera, | self-determination and will, See 

and to have tried to give it a re- | above, p. 34. 
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more—it is not a mere application of the doctrine of moder- 

ation to the subject-matter of the various separate virtues. 

We see traces of a more profound source of the idea in his 

reference to the verse 2o@Xol wev yap amos, TavTodaTras be 

xaxol. For here we are taken back to associations of the — 

Pythagorean philosophy, and to the principle that evil is of 

the nature of the infinite and good of the finite. 

To say that what is infinite is evil, that what is finite is 

good, may seem an entire contradiction to our own ways of 

thinking. We speak of ‘man’s finite nature,’ or of ‘ the infi- 

nite nature of God, from a contrary point of view. But by — 

‘finite ’ in such sentences we mean to express limitations of 

power, of goodness, of knowledge, each limitation implying 

an inferiority as compared with a nature in which such limi- 

tation does not exist. But the Pythagoreans were not deal- 

ing with this train of thought, when they said ‘the finite is — 

good.’ They were expressing what was in the first place a 

truth of number, but afterwards was applied as a universal 

symbol; they were speaking of goodness in reference to their 

own minds. The ‘finite’ in number is the calculable, that *° 

which the mind can grasp and handle; the ‘infinite’ is the 

incalculable, that which baffles the mind, that which refuses 

to reduce itself to law, and hence remains unknowable. The 

‘infinite’ in this sense remained an object of aversion to the 

Pythagoreans, and hence in drawing out their double row of 

goods and evils, they placed ‘the even’ on the side of the bad, 

‘the odd’ on the side of the good. This itself might seem 

paradoxical, until we learn that with even numbers they 

vidy Te ovdty ode vonOjjmev OTE yrw- 

To 8 ayabdy tod memepacevon, oOjuey avev TtovTw. Whether this 

59 Cf. Philolaus, apud Stob. Eel. | fragment be genuine or not, it ex- 

Phys. 1, X31. 7. Kal wdvta ya wav re | presses the doctrine. 

49 Eth, W. Vie 14. Td yap kardy | yiyvwrKoueva apiduby exovti, ov yap 

Tov amelpou, ws of MuOaydpen etxaoy, 
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associated the idea of infinite subdivision, and that even 

numbers added together fail to produce squares; while the 

series of the odd numbers if added together produce a series 

of squares ; and the square, by reason of its completeness and 

of the law which it exhibits, is evidently of the nature of the 

finite. The opposition of the finite and the infinite took root 

in Greek philosophy, and above all in the system of Plato. 

- Unity and plurality, form and matter, genus and individuals, 

idea and phenomena, are all different modifications of this 

same opposition. The Pythagoreans themselves appear to 

have expressed or symbolised matter under the term 7o 

- dtrewov, and Plato®! seems to have yet more distinctly con- 

ceived of this characteristic of matter or space, saying that it 

was an ‘ undefined duad,’ that is, that it contained in itself 

an infinity in two directions, the infinitely small and the in- 

finitely great. 

Assuming therefore, that the principle of the finite, or the 

limit (arerepacpsvov or wépas), may be considered as identical 

with that of form or law, we may now proceed to notice what 

appears to be the transition from the idea of fixed law or 

form (edos), to that of proportion or the mean (yecdrns),, 

that is, to law or form become relative. It is to be found in | 

the Philebus of Plato, p. 23—27. Socrates there divides all| 

existence into four classes: first, the infinite (dzrepov) ;) 

second the limit (wépas); third, things created and com- 

pounded out of the mixture of these two (é« tovtey puxthy 

Kal yeyevnuévny ovoiav); fourth, the cause of this mixture and 

of the creation of things. The infinite is that class of things 

admitting of degrees, more or less, hotter and colder, quicker 

and slower, and the like, where no fixed notion of quantity 

has as yet come in. The limit is this fixed notion of quan- 

51 Cf. Ar. Metaphys. 1. vi. 6. 
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tity, as, for instance, the equal or the double. The third or 

mixed class exhibits the law of the épas introduced into 

the dewpov. Of this Socrates adduces beautiful manifesta- 

tions. Thus in the human body the infinite is the tendency 

to extremes, to disorder, to disease, but the introduction of — 

the limit here produces a balance of the constitution and 

health. In sounds you have the infinite degrees of deep and 

high, quick and slow; but the limit gives rise to modula- 

tion, and harmony, and all that is delightful in music. In 

climate and temperature, where the limit has been intro- 

duced, excessive heats and violent storms subside, and the © 

mild and genial seasons in their order follow. In the human 

mind, ‘ the goddess of the limit’ checks into submission the 

wild and wanton passions, and gives rise to all that is good. 

Both in things physical and moral these two opposites, 

the finite and the infinite, are thus made to play into one 

another, and to be the joint causes of beauty and excellence. 

Out of their union an entire set of ideas and terms seem to 

spring up, symmetry, proportion, balance, harmony, modera- 

tion, andthe like. And this train of associations seems to have 

been constantly present to the mind of Plato. It suited 

the essentially Greek character of his philosophy to dwell 

upon the goodness of beauty, and the beauty of goodness, 

on the morality of art, and the artistic nature of morality ; 

so that words like petpsotns and cuppetpia became naturally 

appropriated to express excellence in life and action.” 

This Platonic principle, then, Aristotle seems to have 

taken up and adopted, slightly changing the formula, however, 

*° Cf. Republic, p. 400 E, “Eor:5é yé | putav+ év mao yap rovtos eveotw 

Tov TANPNS KEV ypaiKky adtav calraca | ekoxnuootyn ) doxnwoctyn. Kay wey 

n ToLavTn Snutovpyla, rAhpns bE ipav- | aoynuoobyynKad appv0ula cad dvapnooria 

Tikh Kal moiiAla kat oikodoula Kad race kakodoylas kal kakonelas GdeAGd, TAT 

ab 7 Tav UAdwv okevay epyacla, Er: 5E | evayrla rod evaytiov, cmppovds Te Kar 

TAY Twpdrwv plots Kal} Tav UAAwy | Gyabod HOous, &deAdA TE Kal mimhuaTa. 
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and speaking of wecorns instead of wetpidtns. The reason for 

this change may have been, that the formula became thus 

more exact and more capable of a close analytic application 

to a variety of instances, and at the same time gave scope for 

expressing that which is with Aristotle the complement of 

the theory, namely the doctrine of extremes and their relation 

to the mean. Aristotle does not ignore the physical and 

_ artistic meanings of the principle. On the contrary, the whole 

bearing of his use of the term peoodrns is to show that moral 

virtue is only another expression of the same law which we see 

in nature andthe arts. Life has been defined to be ‘ multeity 

in unity,’ in other words, it is the law of the pas exhibited 

in the azespov. The first argument made use of by 

Aristotle to show that virtuous action consists in a balance 

between extremes is drawn from the analogy of physical life ; 

‘For about immaterial things, he says, ‘we must use 

material analogies. ‘Excess and deficiency equally de- 

stroy the health and strength, while what is proportionate 

(Ta cdppetpa) preserves and augments them’ (Eth. 11. ii. 6). 

Again, he points out that all art aims at the mean, and the 

finest works of art are those which seem to have realised a 

subtle grace which the least addition to any part or diminu- 

tion from it would overset (th. 11. vi. 9). ‘And moral 

virtue, he adds, ‘is finer than the finest art.’ But it is by a 

mathematical expression of the formula, by reducing it to an 

- absolutely quantitative conception, that Aristotle’s use of 

Méeoorns is chiefly distinguished. He says, that all quantity, 

whether space or number (év wavrt 81) ovveyet cal SiaipeTa), 

admits of the terms more, less, and equal. On making these 

terms relative, you have excess, deficiency, and the mean. 

The mean, then, is in geometrical proportion what the equal 

isin arithmetical progression. The middle term arithme- 

tically is that which is equidistant from the terms on each 
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side of it. Geometrically, the mean is not an absolutemean, 

but a relative mean, that is, if applied to action, it expresses _ 

the consideration of persons and of circumstances (Hth. 1. vi. | 

4-5). This opposition of the mean to the too much and too 

little becomes henceforward a formula of almost universal — 

application. It is no mere negative principle, not the mere 

avoiding of extremes, but-rather the realisation of a law. 

When Aristotle says that the peodtms must be epiopévn 

Aoyo, he means that our action must correspond to the 

standard which exists in the rightly-ordered mind. What 

is subjectively the Adyos, law or standard, that is objectively 

the ecorns or balance. ‘ Each of our senses,’ says Aristotle, 

‘is a sort of balance (ueodtns) between extremes in the ; 

objects of sensation, and this it is which gives us the power of 

judging.’ * 

Thus again he says of plants, that they have no per- 

ceptions, ‘because they have no standard’ (ésa 76 wun zyew 

psootnta, De An. i. xii. 4). Again, he defines pleasure and 

pain to consist in ‘the consciousness, by means of the dis- 

ecriminating faculty (77 aicOnte x pecornte) of the senses, of 

coming in contact with good or evil.’°* Each of the senses 

then is, or contains, a sort of standard of its proper object. 

And it is clear that Aristotle attributes to us a similar critical 

faculty in regard of morals. He says, that ‘It is peculiar to 

man, as compared with the other animals, that he has a sense 

of good and bad, just and unjust.’*> He seems to have 

regarded this ‘ moral sense’ as analogous to the musical ear,’ 

58 De Anima, Wi. Xi. 17. ‘Qs tis | 7d Gyabdv } Kaxdy, H ToLadTa,—De An, 

aicOjoews olov ueodtynTSs Tivos ovens ie, Vall 2 

Tis ev Tots aigOnrois evayTidcews. Kal | 55 Pol. 1. ii, 12. Todro yap mpds 

5a rovTo Kplyet Ta aigOnrd, Tdyap | TaAAa (Ga Tois avOpdmois Tdt0v, Td 
f na a pécoy KpiTiKdy, | pdvoy ayadod Kal KaKod Kal diucalou Kab 

Kal €ori Td HdecIu Kal AvmetoOa | adixov Kal Tay KAAwY alcOnow Exev. 

Td evepyely TH aicOnriKh meodTyTi mpds | 
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which in some degree is almost natural to all men, but again 

exists in very different degrees in different men, and also may 

be more or less cultivated. Thus (£th. 1x. ix. 6) he speaks of 

the good man being ¢ pleased at good actions, as the musical 

man is at beautiful tunes.’ And in Eth. x. iii. 10 he says 

that ‘It will be impossible to feel the pleasure of a just man 

if one is not just, as it will be to feel the pleasure of a musical 

man if one is not musical.’ In the Lthics, its proper objective 

sense is preserved to Meoorns, which accordingly means a 

‘balance,’ and not the ‘standard’ for determining that balance, 

which is expressed by the term oyos. A moment’s con- 

sideration of this point will give an answer to the somewhat 

superficial question, Why does not Aristotle make the in- 

tellectual virtues mean states? In the original form of the 

principle of Mecorns we have seen that it consisted in the 

introduction of the law of the wépas into the dieipov. The 

passions and desires are the infinite ; moral virtue consists in 

introducing limit (7épas) into them,—in bringing them under 

law (Ady opifuv)—in making them exhibit balance, pro- 

portion, harmony (wecdtnTa), which is the realisation of the 

law. On the other hand, reason is ‘right law’ (dp00s 

Aoyos), 7. €. is another name for the law itself. It is the 

staudard, and therefore does not require to be regulated by 

the standard. The intellectual virtues are not peodtyTEes, 

because they are Adyot. 

The worth and validity of Aristotle’s principle of the 

mean has been much canvassed and questioned. Kant has 

been very severe on Aristotle for making ‘a merely quan- 

titative difference between vice and_virtuee—Some have 

thought the theory practically true, but scientifically un- 

tenable; others, on the contrary, that scientifically and 

abstractedly it is true, but that practically it gives an un- 

worthy picture of morality, that it fails to represent the 

VOL. I. S 
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absolute and awful difference between right and wrong. 

Aristotle himself seems to have anticipated this last objection, 

by remarking ** that ‘It is only according to the most 

abstract and metaphysical conception that virtue is a mean 

between vices, whereas from a moral point of view it is an 

extreme (i. e. utterly and extremely removed from them’). 

Aristotle acknowledges that the formula of the mean does 

not adequately express the good of virtue; that when think- 

ing of virtue under the category of good, and regarding it as 

an object for the moral feelings and desires, as an object to 

be striven after, we should rather seek some other formula to 

express its nature. In the same way it might be said in 

accordance with modern views, that ‘the mean’ does not 

adequately express the right of virtue in relation to the will 

and conscience. 

The objections to Aristotle’s theory arise from a partial 

misconception of what the term Meodrns really conveys. 

Kant for ‘ the mean’ substitutes ‘law.’ But we have already 

traced the identity or correlation of Adéyos and Meadr7ns, and 

we have seen that Meoorns really implies and expresses 

exactly what is meant by ‘law—properly so called. The 

only advantage which the term ‘law’ can have over Mecorns, 

as an ethical principle, comes to it unfairly. For there isa | 

sort of ambiguity between the two meanings of the word | 

law; on the one hand it may denote a general principle, or | 

harmony, or idea in nature; on the other hand an authori- | 

tative command of the state. In applying the word to 

morals the associations of both meanings are blended toge- 

ther, and ‘the law of right’ accordingly expresses not only 

something harmonious, the attainment of an idea in action, 

88 Eth. u. vi. 17, Kara wey thy Aéyovra pecdrns erly 7 aperh, KaTa 
Wey {og > > ovolay Kal toy Adyov Toy + ft jy clya BEd upirtoy Kal Td ed axpdrys. 
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but also there is a sort of association of authority conveyed, 

of the ‘must,’ of something binding on the will. 

Supposing then we take the word ‘ law’ or ‘ idea’ as being 

the real representative of Meodrns, it may still be asked 

whether a quantitative term be a fit and worthy expression 

for so deep a moral conception. The Pythagoreans would 

not have understood this objection. They thought numbers 

the most sublime and the only true expression for all that 

was good in the physical and moral world. They would have 

used in reference to number the exact counterpart of Words- 

worth’s praise of Duty—‘ And the most ancient heavens by 

thee are fresh and strong.’ They would have delighted to say 

that virtue is a square and vice an uneven-sided figure. 

When we look to the arts, following the analogy that Aris- 

totle pointed out, we see clearly how the whole of beauty 

seems from one point of view to depend on the more and the 

less. It does not derogate from a beautiful form, that more 

or less would spoil it. We still think of beauty as something 

positive, and that more or less would be the negations of this. 

By degrees, however, we come to figure to ourselves beauty 

rather as repelling the more and the less, than as being caused 

by them. The capacity for more and less is matter, the a7rezpor, 

the dopiatos duds of Plato. The idea coming in stamps itself 

upon this, we now have the harmonious and the beautiful, 

and all extremes and quantitative possibilities vanish out 

of sight. Matter is totally forgotten in our contemplation of 

form. So is it also with morals. We might fix our view 

upon the negative side of virtue, look at it in contrast to the 

extremes, and say it is constituted virtue by being a little 

more than vice and a little less than vice. But this would 

be to establish a positive idea out of the negation of its 

“negations. 

To look at anything in its elements makes it appear 

s 2 
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inferior to what it seems as a whole. Resolve the statue or 

the building into stone and the laws of proportion, and no 

worthy causes of the former beautiful result seem now left 

behind. So, also, resolve a virtuous act into the passions and 

some quantitative law, and it seems to be rather destroyed 

than analysed; though, after all, what was there else that it 

could be resolved into? An act of bravery seems beautiful 

and noble; when we reduce this to a balance between the 

instincts of fear and self-confidence, the glory of it is gone. 

This is because the form is everything, and the matter 

nothing; and yet the form, without the matter as its ex-_ 

ponent, has no existence. It is, no doubt, true that the 

beauty of that brave act would have been destroyed had the 

boldness of it been pushed into folly; and equally so had it 

been controlled into caution. The act, as it was done, ex- 

hibits the law of life, ‘ multeity in unity ;’ or, in other words, 

the law of beauty. This is, then, what the term Meaorns 

is capable of expressing; it is the law of beauty. If virtue 

is harmony, grace, and beauty in action, Mecodrns perfectly 

expresses this. 

That beauty constituted virtue, was an eminently Greek 

idea. Ifwe run through Aristotle’s list of the virtues, we find 

them all embodying this idea. The law of the Meoorms, as 

exhibited in bravery, temperance, liberality, and magnanimity, 

constitutes a noble, free, and brilliant type of manhood. 

Extend it also, as Aristotle does, to certain qualifications of 

temper, speech, and manners, and you have before you the 

portrait of a graceful Grecian gentleman. The question now 

is, are there other virtues which exhibit some other law than 

this law of beauty, and to which, therefore, the Meadrns 

would be inapplicable? Let us take as instances, truth, 

humility, charity, forgiveness of injuries, and ask what is the 

case with these. ‘Truth’ is treated of in a remarkable way 
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by Aristotle; under this name he describes a certain straight- 

forwardness of manner, which he places as the mean between 

boastfulness and over-modesty. That deeper kind of truth 

which, as he says, is concerned with justice and injustice, he 

omits to treat of. When we come to the Peripatetic theory 

of justice—-taking this as an individual virtue—we find it 

imperfectly developed. Now, truth itself seems expressible 

under the law of the Mecotns; it is a balance of reticence 

with candour, suitable to times and seasons. But the impulse 

to truth—the duty of not deceiving—the relation of the will 

to this virtue, seems something quite beyond the formula of 

the Mean. 

So, also, with the other virtues specified; humility, charity, 

and forgiveness of injuries being Christian qualities, are not 

described by Aristotle; but if we ask if they are ‘mean 

states,’ we find that they are all beautiful; and, in so far 

as that, they all exhibit a certain grace and balance of the 

human feelings. There is a point at which each might be 

overstepped ; humility must not be grovelling, nor charity 

weak; and forgiveness must at times give place to indigna- 

tion. But there seems in them something which is also their 

chief characteristic, and which is beyond and different from 

this quality of the mean. Perhaps this might be expressed 

in all of them as ‘self-abnegation.’ Now, here, we get a 

different point of view from which to regard the virtues ; and 

that is, the relation of Self, of the individual Will, of the 

moral Subject to the objective in the sphere of action. This 

point of view Aristotle’s principle does not touch. Meoo7ns 

expresses the objective law of beauty in action, and, as cor- 

relative with it, the critical moral faculty in our minds, but 

the law of right in action as something binding on the moral 

- subject it leaves unexpressed. To some extent this want is 

supplied by Aristotle’s doctrine of the téAos, which raises a 
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beautiful action into something absolutely desirable, and 

makes it the end of our being. 

But still the theory of ‘ Duty’ cannot be said to exist in 

Aristotle, and all that relates to the moral will is with him 

only in its infancy. Meodrns, we have seen, expresses the 

beauty of good acts, but leaves something in the goodness of 

them unexpressed. In conclusion, we must remember that 

"Apert? with Aristotle did not mean quite the same as ‘virtue’ 

with us; he meant the excellence, or perfection of man, just 

as he spoke elsewhere of the ’Apet) of a horse. It is no 

wonder then that with his Greek views he resolved this into_ 

a sort of moral beauty. 

IV. Aristotle prided himself,>? not unnaturally, on having 

been the first to work out the laws of the Syllogism ; later 

on in his literary career he appears to have seen that the 

sylogistic formula might be useful for expressing other 

psychological phenomena, besides those involved in arriving 

at a deductive conclusion. Accordingly in his treatise On the 

Soul (111. xi.) he applies it to explain the process of arriving 

at a resolution or determination to act. He says that this 

process is only possible in the animals which possess the 

power of calculation (év tots XoysottKots); that it implies a 

power of combining two or more impressions into one (dvvatas 

év 2 TAElvaY havtacudtwy Tov); that this syllogistie 

conviction (1v é ouddoyopov do€av) contains on the one 

hand perception and it may be desire, and on the other hand 

a universal element,—wish for the generally good (SovAnats, 

see note on Hh, 11. iv. 1), or a general intellectual conception 

of the reason (7 «aOodrou brrdA is Kal Royos); that some- 

times the wish for the generally good conquers the particular 

7 Of. Sophist. Elench. xxxiii. 18. 

Kal mepl mev tay pntopiay simipyxe 

~ ~ \ ToU avAdoyiCecOat mavTeA@s ovdev 
vw. v 

etxowev BAO A€yelv, GAN 7) TpIBI 
TOAAG Kal TAAMA TA ACySuEva, Tepl BE | Cytodytes ToAd xpovoy erovodmer. 
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desire of the moment, and sometimes the contrary takes 

place (ved & éviote [% dpeEts] Kal Kuvet tv BovrAnow" ote & 

exsivn Tavtnv); and that, though the general proposition, or 

major premiss, asserts that ‘such or such a person ought to 

do such or such an act,’—it is the minor premiss ‘I am such 

or such a person and this in the present moment is such or 

such an act’ which sets the faculties in motion (769 atrn 

Kwet 9 do€a, ovy 7 KaOddov).°> This passage, which was 

probably written long after the discussions on Wish and 

Deliberation in the third book of the Hthics, comes in, as it 

were incidentally, in treating of the ascending series of souls 

throughout nature. The suggestion which it contains of ex- 

plaining the psychology of the human will by means of the 

formula of the syllogism does not appear to have been 

pursued further by Aristotle in his extant writings, but it 

was evidently taken up by the Peripatetic school, and we 

find it made much use of (1) in the Hudemian Ethics, and 

(2) in the treatise On the Motion of Animals, which is 

placed among the works of Aristotle, but is now generally 

attributed to a later follower of his school.*? For a clear ex- 

position of the doctrine of the Practical Syllogism, as held 

by the Peripatetics, let us refer at once to the summary 

account of it which is given in the last-mentioned treatise. 

The Practical Syllogism depends on this principle, that 

‘No creature moves or acts, except with a view to some end.’ 

What therefore the law of the so-called ‘ sufficient reason ’ is 

58 See note on Hth. vi. xii. 10, Aristotle; and it has all the marks 

where the latter part of the above | of being an able cento and compen- 

passage is quoted. | dium of yarious parts of Aristotle’s 

59 See Valentine Rose, De Arist. | physical and physiological works. 

ib. Ord. ct Auct. pp. 162-174. 60 Tdytare (oa kal xivet Kad KiverTaL 

Rose shows that this little treatise evekd Tivos, boTE TOUT EoTL avTOIS 

contains medical doctrines belonging | mdons Tis Kiwhoews mepas, Td ob Ever. 

to a school of medicine later than —-De Mot. An. vi. 2. 
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to a proposition of the: understanding, that the law of the 

final cause is to an act of the will. ‘ Under what conditions 

of thought is it, ®' asks the writer, ‘that a person at one 

time acts, at another time does not act; at one time is put in 

motion, at another time not? It seems to be much the same 

case as with people thinking and reasoning about abstract 

matter, only there the ultimate thing to be obtained is an 

abstract proposition, for as soon as one has perceived the 

But here the 

conclusion that arises from the two premisses is the action ; as, 

two premisses, one perceives the conclusion. 

for instance, when one has perceived, that Every man ought 

to walk, and J am a man, he walks immediately. Or again, 

that No man ought now to walk, and I am a man, he stops 

still immediately. Both these courses he adopts, provided he 

be neither hindered nor compelled. . . . . That the action is 

the conclusion, is plain; but the premisses of the practical 

syllogism are of two kinds, specifying either that something 

is good, or again, how it is possible. This then may 

shortly be said to be the form of the practical syllogism : 

either (1) Major Premiss. Such and such an action is 

universally good, 

Minor Premiss. This will be an action of the 

kind. 

Conclusion, Performance of the action. 

51 De Mot. An. vii. 1. 
cy \ U pl > > , \ 
OTE MEV TPATTEL OTE ) OU TPaTTel, Kat 

Mas 5€ vody 

Kiveirat, dteé 8 ov Kiveita; ~Eoe 
f a TaparAnriws cuuBalvew Kal wept tov 

dewntwv Siavoovmevois Kal svddoyiCo- 
; mR 

Mevois, "AA xed wey Oedpnua Td 

TeAos (btav yap tas Sve mpordcoes 
; 7 

vonon, T) cuunepacua evdnoe kal cuve- 

OnKev), evrat0a 8 ek trav dvo TpoTa- | 

rewy Th cuumeparua yiyverat 7 mpatis, | 
- “ U ‘4 °. , 

olov Tay vonjon Sri maytTl Badioréoy 

avOpary, avtds & avOpwros, Badice 

ev0ews, ty 8 Gre cvdev! Badioréoy viv 

avOparw, avtos F kvOpwmros, evdvs 

Hpewet’ kal Tadra aupw mpdrrer, Gy 

TLEKwAUN 7) avayKacn. 

62 De Moi. An. vii. 4. 

nN mpakis To cuumépacua, pavepdy* at 

“Ort mev obv 

d€ mpordoes ai TointiKal Sid Sto cidav 
i Uj an «J \ x x yivovtat, did Te TOU ayabod Kal bia TOV 

Suvarod, 
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or (2) Major Premiss. Such and such an end is de- 

sirable. 

Minor. This step will conduce to the end. 

Conclusion. Taking of the step. 

In other words, every action implies a sense of a general 

principle, and the applying of that principle to a particular 

case ; or again, it implies desire for some end, coupled with 

perception of the means necessary for attaining the end. 

These two different ways of stating the practical syllogism 

are in reality coincident ; for assuming that all action is for 

some end, the major premiss may be said always to contain 

the statement of an end.® And again, any particular act, 

which is the application of a moral principle, may be said to 

be the means necessary to the realisation of the principle. 

‘Temperance is good,’ may be called either a general prin- 

ciple, or an expression of a desire for the habit of temper- 

ance. ‘To abstain now will be temperate,’ is an application 

of the principle, or again, it is the absolutely necessary 

means towards the attainment of the habit. For ‘it is absurd,’ 

as Aristotle tells us, ‘when one acts unjustly to talk of not 

wishing to be unjust, or when one acts intemperately of not 

wishing to be intemperate.’ 

The distinction between end and means, which plays so 

important a part throughout the moral system of Aristotle, 

comes out, as might be expected, very prominently in Book 

ILl., where what must be called a sort of elementary psycho- 

logy of the Will is given. But no application is there made 

of the scheme of the syllogism. Indeed a mathematical 

formula seems used in Book III., where a logical formula is 

63 Hth. vt. xii. 10. Ot yap avado- 64 Eth, wt. v. 13. “Ett 8 adoyov Tov 

yout tay mpaktey apxhy exovrés | adicovyTa py BovAcoOa &dicov elvat 7) 

€iow, emeid) toidvde To TéAOS Kal To | TY dxoAaTTalvoyTa aKdAaTTOY. 

&piorov, | 
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in Book VI.; for in the former, the process of deliberation is s 

compared to the analysis of a diagram (Hth. ut. iii. m); in 

the latter, error of deliberation is spoken of as a false syl- 

logism, where the right end is attained by a wrong means, 3 

that is, by a false middle term.” 

It is to Books VI. and VII. that we must look to see the 

use made of the practical syllogism. It is applied, first, to 

the explanation of the nature of Thought (gpovners), which — 

is shown to contain a universal and a particular element. 

2. To show the intuitive character of moral judgments and 

knowledge. 3. To prove the necessary and inseparable — 

connection of wisdom and virtue.® 4. In answer to the 

question, how is it possible to know the good, and yet act 

contrary to one’s knowledge? In short, how is incontinence 

possible? This phenomenon is explained in two ways ; either 

the incontinent man does not apply a minor premiss to his 

universal principle, and so the principle remains dormant, 

and his knowledge of the good remains merely implicit ; or, 

again, desire constructs a sort of syllogism of its own, in- 

consistent with, though not directly contradictory to, the 

arguments of the moral reason.® Incontinence therefore — 

implies knowing the good, and at the same time not know- 

ing it. It would be impossible to act contrary to a com- 

plete syllogism which applied the knowledge of the good toa 

case in point; for the necessary conclusion to such a syllo- 

65 Hth. vi. ix. 5. “AAN @ort kat 

TovTov Wevder TUAAOYIT UG TUXELY, Kal d 

| pvotatua vdaTa gaddAa, 7) drt Todi 

Boptorabuoy. 

bev det moijom TvxEiv, 5” oF & ov, 

GAAG Wevd7) Toy écov Spoy Elva. 

68 Bth 

ppdvnois tev KabdAoV pedvoy, GAG Set 

VI. vil. 7. O08 eorly 7 

kal Ta Kal’ Exacta yywpicew, K.7.A., 

VI. Vili. 7. “Ett 4 Gwaptia 7 mep) rd 

Kafddrou ev TS BovdctoacOa 7) wept 7d | 
so + ‘ og , \ 

Kal ckacToy* 7) yap OTL TayTa Ta Ba- | 

67 Hth, vi. xi. 4. Kal 6 vows Tov 

eoxdtay em dupdrepa, K.T.A, 

6 Bth, vi. xii, 10, “Eort 8 7 ppd- 
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gism would be good action. But there is broken knowledge 

and moral obliviousness in the mind of the incontinent 

man, and the practical syllogism gives a formula for express- 

ing this. 

The foregoing references serve to show, that in itself this 

formula is only a way of stating certain psychological facts. 

The question whether people do really go through a syllogism 

in or before every action, is much like the question whether 

we always. reason in syllogisms. Most reasonings seem to be 

from particular to particular, that is to say, by analogy ; and 

yet some sort of universal conception, if it be only the sense 

of the uniformity of nature, lies at the bottom of all in- 

ference. And so too in action, most acts seem prompted by 

the instinct of the moment, and yet some general idea, as 

for instance, the desire of the creature for its proper good, 

This theory 

acknowledges 7 that the mind constantly passes over one of 

might be said to lie behind this instinct. 

the premisses of the practical syllogism, as being obvious ; 

that we act often instantaneously, without hesitation, just 

because we see an object of desire before us. Thus it is 

merely a way of putting it, to say that we act from a syllo- 

gism. 

powerful analytic instrument. 

But granting the formula, it becomes immediately a 

It seems to suggest and clear 

the way for a set of ulterior questions, in which important 

results would be involved. For now that action has been as 

it were caught, put to death, and dissected, and so reduced to 

70 De Mot. An. vii. 4, 5. “Qoep cOjoe mpds Td ov Eveka 7) TH payTacia 

de tev epwrdytwy Eviol, oVTH Ti 

Erépay mpdtacw thy SnAnv odd 7 dud- 
> ” ~ > /, © > vou epictaca ckomel ovdEy* oioy ci Td 

BadiCey ayabby avOpHmm, bre 

&Opwmos, ovk eydiarpi Bet. 

auTos 

Awd kal boa 

HA) Aoyicdmevor TpaTToOmey, TAXY Tpat- 

Tomev, “Otay yap evepynon 7) Ti ai- 

aX. col ~ ec ° / > \ cal . > 

7) T@ VG, ov Opeyetat, evOds ToLel* aT 
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the level of abstract reasoning, it seems that we have only to 

deal with its disjointed parts in order to know the whole 

theory of human Will. We have only to ask what is the 

nature of the major premiss, and how obtained? What is 

the nature of the minor premiss, and how obtained? The 

answer to these questions in the Ethics is not very explicit. 

This is exactly one of the points on which a conclusive theory — 

“seems to have been least arrived at. With regard to our. 

possession of general principles of action, there appear to be 

three different accounts given in different places. 

(1) They are innate and intuitive (vi. xi. 4, VII. vi. 6,7). 

(2) They are evolved from experience of particulars (v1. 

VAIO): 

(3) They depend on the moral character (VI. xii. Io, VII. 

vili. 4). 

These three accounts are not, however, incompatible with 

one another. For as in explaining the origin of speculative 

principles (Post. An. 11. xix.) Aristotle seems to attribute them 

to reason as the cause and experience as the condition ; so in 

regard to moral principles, we might say that they were per- 

ceived by an intuitive faculty, but under the condition of a 

certain bearing of the moral character, which itself arises out 

of and consists in particular moral experiences. This recon- 

ciliation of the statements is not made for us in the Lthies. 

There the different points of view stand apart, and there is 

something immature about the whole theory. So too with 

regard to the minor premiss in action; on the one hand we 

are told that it is a matter of perception (VI. viii. 9), as if it 

belonged to everybody; on the other hand we are told that 

the apprehension of these particulars is exactly what distin- 

gushes the ‘ thoughtful’ man.” But it is unnecessary to at- 

! TIpaxtixds ye 6 ppdvimos* tay yap eoxdtwy tis. Eth. vit. ii. 5. 
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tempt to go beyond the lead of the Hthics in answering these 

questions, for we should ourselves most probably state them 

in an entirely different way. 

We see in these applications of the Practical Syllogism 

by the Peripatetics the progress of psychology, and the 

tendency now manifesting itself to give attention to the 

phenomena of the Will. The manner in which the theory is 

stated, abstractedly, and with a full belief in logical formula, 

rather than an appeal to life and consciousness,—shows some- 

thing of the scholastic spirit. To reduce action to a syllo- 

gism dogmatically is a piece of scholasticism. Plato would 

have put it in this way for once, and would then have passed 

on to other modes of expression. But it is remarkable that 

this formula is one of those that remains most completely 

stamped upon the language of mankind. When we talk of 

‘acting on principle,’ or speak of a man’s ‘ principles,’ perhaps 

we do not reflect that this expression is a remnant of the 

Practical Syllogism of the Peripatetics. ‘Principle’ is no 

other than the Latinised form (principium) of dpy7, or the 

major premiss of a practical syllogism. And this, as we saw 

above, is in Aristotle’s language ‘a universal conception 

affirming that one ought to do (or not to do) some kind of 

thing.’ 7 

72 De An. Lc.  pev nadddrou brddnpis Kal Adyos . . . Acyet Gre Bet toy 

TowovToy 7) ToLbvdE MPATTELY. 
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On the Physical and Theological Ideas in the Ethies 
of Aristotle. 

—- 

LTHOUGH Aristotle endeavoured completely to separate : 

Practical from Theoretic philosophy; and though in 

the present treatise he professed to adhere exclusively to an — 

ethical (or, as he called it, a political) point of view; and — 

though on this account he postponed, as belonging to another ~ 

branch of philosophy, the consideration of several important — 

questions '—yet still it was perhaps impossible for a system 

of morals to be composed bearing no trace of the writer’s — 

general views of the Universe, the Deity, and the Human 

Soul. And accordingly, we find more than one passage of © 

the Nicomachean Ethics influenced by and indicating such 

general views. To understand these, and to obtain possession 

of that which inthe mind of Aristotle must have been the 

setting of the entire piece, we have to follow him to some 

extent beyond the limits of his Practical writings. To 

collect a few of Aristotle’s more salient dicta on Nature, God, 

and the Soul, will be an interesting task, but we must not be 

" As, for instance, the metaphysical 

question concerning the good, as a 

universal, Lith. 1. vi. 13. The question 

of Divine Providence in relation to 

happiness, 1. ix. 13. The question 

whether, scientifically speaking, the 

Soul is divisible into parts, 1. xiii. 
8-10. The question whether in nature, 

as a general principle, the like seeks 

the like, or each thing seeks its oppo- 

site, vi. 1. 7, &e. 
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expected to set forth a complete and definite system on these 

subjects, for in regard to them Aristotle’s extant writings are 

far from containing entirely definite results, and it may even 

be doubted, whether in his own mind he ever succeeded in 

arriving at such. 

In deducing Aristotle’s opinions on any question from his 

extant works, we must not leave out of consideration the 

probable order and mode of composition of these works, as 

indicated by internal evidence (see above p. 70 note). It 

seems highly probable that Aristotle—having during the 

previous course of his life thought out the divisions of 

philosophy, the leading ideas of each department, and the 

phraseology in which everything was to be expressed, and 

having also collected great stores of materials on all the 

subjects which his predecessors had treated of—set to work, 

when about fifty years old, to make his exposition of the 

whole, as a settlement of questions and a xrhma ets aet for 

the world. Heappears to have commenced with that which 

was not part of Philosophy, but was a necessary prelude to 

Philosophy, namely, the discussion of Method under the two 

forms of Dialectic, or the Logic of Probability, and Analytic, 

or the Logic of Science. His treatises on these subjects were 

collectively entitled by his editors? Organon, or the In- 

strument of Philosophy. Collaterally, and almost simul- 

taneously with these, he appears to have composed his 

Rhetoric, as treating of a subject closely allied to Dialectic. 

And an easy transition led him on to deal next with the 

remaining branches of Practical and Productive philosophy 

in his Ethics, Politics, and Art of Poetry (see p. 70, note). 

Leaving all these more or less unfinished, he seems to have 

2 See Grote’s Aristotle, vol. i. p. 78, and Brandis’ Schol. ad Arist. p. 259, 

a. 48, &e. 
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gone on to the composition of his great series of Physical 

treatises. Of these probably the first to be written was the 

Physical Discowrse,? which contained, as Hegel said, ‘ the 

Metaphysic of Physics, being an account of what Aristotle 

conceived under the terms ‘ Nature,’ ‘* Motion,’ ‘ Time,’ 

‘Space,’ Causation’ (or the Four Causes), and the like. 

After these prolegomena to Physies, he proceeded to treat: of 

the Universe’ in orderly sequence, beginning with the 

divinest part, the periphery of the whole, or outer Heaven, 

which, according to his views, bounded the world, being com- 

posed of ether,” a substance distinct from that of the four 

elements and identical with that which constitutes the vital 

principle and reason in the creatures of the earth. This 

region was the sphere of the Stars; and below it, in the 

Aristotelian system, was the planetary sphere, with the seven 

Planets (the sun and moon being reckoned among the 

number) moving in it. Both Stars and Planets he seems to 

have regarded as conscious, happy beings, moving in fixed 

orbits, and inhabiting regions free’ from all change and 

chance ; and these regions formed the subject of his treatise 

On the Heavens. Next to this he is thought® to have 

composed his treatise On Generation and Corruption, in 

order to expound those principles of physical change 

(dependent on the hot, the cold, the wet, and the dry) 

which in the higher parts of the Universe had no existence. 

This work formed the transition to the sublunary sphere, 

3 ducks ’Akpoacews A, B, K.T.A. 

Axpéacis means a scientific, as op- 

posed to a popular, discourse or 

lecture. 

4 The treatise On the 

(Mepl Kéeuwov) which appears among 

Universe 

the works of Aristotle, is spurious, 

being the compilation of some later 

Peripatetic. 

5 De Celo, I. iti. 13, &e. 

® See Spengel, Ueber die Reihenforge 

der Naturwissenschaftlichen Schriften 

des Aristoteles, in the Transactions 

of the Royal Academy of Bayaria, 

1848. 
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immediately round the Earth, in which the meteors and 

comets moved, which was characterised by incessant change 

and by the passing of things into and out of existence, and 

which formed the subject of his Meteorologics. The last 

book of this treatise brings us down to the Earth itself, and 

indeed beneath its surface, for it discusses, in a curious 

theory, the formation of rocks and metals. From this point 

Aristotle would seem to have started afresh with his array of 

physiological treatises, the first written of which may very 

likely have been that On the Parts of Animals, as containing 

Next it 

seems: probable that the work On the Soul was produced. 

general principles of Anatomy and Physiology. 

This, as Spengel points out, was not intended in the first 

instance to be a treatise on Psychology, but a physiological 

account of the vital principle as manifested in plants, 

animals, and men. A set of ‘ appendices,’ as we should now 

eall them, on various functions connected with life in general, 

such as Sensation, Memory, Sleep, Dreaming, 

Death, &e., were added by Aristotle to his work On the Soul. 

Afterwards the ten books of Researches on Animals,’ and the 

Longevity, 

five books On the Generation of Animals—together with the 

minor treatise On the Progression of Animals, and with a 

collection of Problems,’ which Aristotle probably kept by 

him, and added to from time to time—made up the series 

of Aristotle’s Physiological and Physical writings, so far as he 

lived to complete them. Treatises On the Physiology of 

7 Tlep) ra ZGa ‘loropidy A, B, K.7.A. § Prantl, in the Transactions of 
The work is always referred to under 
this title by Aristotle. The Latin 

name Historia Animalium is there- 

fore a mistranslation. Out of this 

mistranslation, however, the term 

‘Natural History, to denote a par- 

ticular department of BeloHes: seems 

to have arisen. 

VOL. I. 

the Royal Academy of Munich, 1852, 
shows that while there is probably 

an Aristotelian nucleus to the colleec- 

tion of Problems which haye come 

down to us under the name of Aris- 

totle, the great bulk of the collection 

is by a variety of Peripatetic hands, 

and is full of inconsistencies. 
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Plants and On Health and Disease had been promised by 

him, but were never achieved (see above, p. 68). Simul- 

taneously with some of the works now mentioned, but in idea 

last of all his writings, the Metaphysics were probably in 

progress of composition when the death of Aristotle occurred. 

It seems strange that Valentine Rose should strenuously have — 

argued® in favour of the hypothesis that the Metaphysics 

were composed before the Physical writings of Aristotle. 

For, against this we may say that in four places of the 

Physical Writings !° questions are reserved to be discussed in 

the Metaphysics ; that in twelve places of the Metaphysics " 

the Physical writings are referred to; that in no work of 

Aristotle’s are the Metaphysics quoted ; that the very name Ta 

péta Ta Pvorxa embodies a strong tradition of antiquity, that 

Aristotle’s Prima Philosophia, or Theology, followed his 

Physics both in idea and in order of composition; and 

finally, that there was another tradition of the ancients (see 

above, p. 30) to the effect that the Metaphysics were edited 

by Eudemus after the death of Aristotle, and indeed 

patched together by him, parts having been lost, or, as we 

might with probability conjecture, never having been com- 

pleted. Such, or some such, having been the order in which 

the works of Aristotle were composed, we may observe, by 

comparing the probably subsequent with the probably 

prior writings, the following peculiarities:—(1) All the 

more general forms of the philosophy, such as the four 

causes, the opposition of the potential and the actual, the 

laws of the syllogism, the conception of the method of state- 

ment, &c., were pretty well cut and dried before the writing 

of any of the extant books commenced. (2) Even a consider- 

° De Ar. Lib. Ord. et Auct. pp. | vol. ii. p. 4. 

135-232. ie ex, I 

” Quoted by Bonitz, Ar. Metaphys. 
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able portion of the special matter of the separate treatises 

was stored up ready beforehand. Thus there is a rich 

instalment of ethical matter in the Rhetoric, of political 

matter in the Ethics, of metaphysical matter in the Physical 

Discourse, &e.; (3) But when Aristotle came to concentrate 

his mind on a particular subject he invariably made a great 

advance in the conception of it: thus the analysis ef ethical 

phenomena in the Hthics goes far beyond that arrived at in 

the Rhetoric ;'? (4) Out of an ostensible regard for strict 

orderly arrangement and the due apportionment of subject- 

matter to the separate sciences, Aristotle constantly put off 

the solution of particular questions for ‘another’ or ‘a later’ 

enquiry. We say ostensible, because in some cases it looks 

as if the excuse were a convenient one for postponing 

questions to which he was not prepared with an answer. 

On the other hand, either from neglecting his own rules of 

method, or from not having as yet seen the limits of a 

particular science, and from having to write tumultuously 

and under pressure,—he sometimes launches out into not 

Thus in the Art of Poetry 

he goes on into questions of Style, which belonged properly 

strictly appropriate discussions. 

to the Rhetoric, and even into elementary questions of 

Grammar, which rather should have had a treatise to them- 

selves. And in the work On the Soul, which is professedly a 

physiological 13 treatise, he transcends the limits of Physic- 

logy or Physics, and introduces discussions on the theory of 

Knowledge, on the relation of Subject to Object, on the 

is elsewhere ® As, for instance, in the theory | 

of the nature of Pleasure. See above, 

p. 246. 
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Active and Eternal Reason, &e:, which, so far as they go, are 

anticipations of his Prima Philosophia, or metaphysies. 2 | 

But these last-mentioned discussions are only partly anticipa- ; 

tions, they are not complete or satisfactory in themselves, — 

they are only fragmentary indications, and they stand to the 

entire metaphysical system which was afterwards to be 

expounded, as the forestalments of ethical doctrine in the 

Rhetoric, stand to the completion of that. doctrine in the 

Ethics themselves. But the difference is, that the meta- 

physical system of Aristotle was, so far as we know, never 

completed. And thus the result of an examination of the 

works of Aristotle as a whole, seems to be, that while he was 

engaged in finishing off, according to his views, the ex- 

position of each separate science, he was. constantly deferring — 

the greatest and deepest questions of all for final exposition 

in a system of Metaphysics, which was to form the key-stone 

of the entire arch. But of this final exposition only a 

fragment has reached us; probably no more than this 

fragment was ever composed, and the appearance it presents 

is such as to suggest the belief that Aristotle while composing 

it, at the end of his life, was still only feeling his way to a 

theory of the relation borne by God to Nature, the Universe, 

and the Human Soul. 

With Aristotle’s faults or merits as a Physicist we are 

not, for the present purpose, much concerned, for they do not 

affect his ethical system either one way or the other. But 

it may be mentioned here, in passing, that Aristotle’s 

Physical Philosophy has been made the subject both of the 

most extravagant eulogy, and also of extreme disparagement. 

See Aristotle: a Chapter from | an example of the opposite extreme, 

the History of Science, by G. H. | making the case against Aristotle's 

Lewes (London, 1854), pp. 154-155, | failures in physical science far wors 

where a specimen of these eulogies is | than needs be. 

given. Mr. Lewes himself furnishes | 
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On the one hand he has been spoken of as if he had antici- 

pated many of the discoveries of modern times; on the other 

hand he has apparently been blamed for not having done so. 

But it should surely have been remembered that ‘ Truth is 

the daughter of Time,’ and that this is especially the case 

with regard to the Sciences ‘of Observation, which creep on 

from one vantage point to another. Aristotle, then, ought 

not personally to be blamed for the erroneous views of Astro- 

nomy, or even of Physiology, which he puts forth. In these 

he only represents a particular point in the general history of 

Science, arrived at more than 2,000 years ago. He doubtless 

added considerably, by his industry in collecting and storing 

up facts, to the knowledge of Natural History and Physiology 

previously existing, and by his masterly mapping out of the 

whole field of science he opened the way to a distinct and 

lucid enquiry into all parts of nature. It was only owing to 

political causes—to the influence of the Stoical and Epicu- 

rean schools taking men’s minds in a different direction, to 

the decline of the Greek nation, and to the inferiority of 

the Roman intellect—that his example was not more fruit- 

fully followed. Aristotle has been accused of ‘ explaining 

Nature by means of the syllogism :’!° but no one could have 

made this avcusation who had ever read his works. He has 

also been accused of ‘ preaching Induction, while neglecting 

to practise it;’' but this is far more undoubtedly true of 

Lord Bacon himself, who, however, gets boundless glory for 

what he preached, and no blame for his mistakes and failures 

in such small scientific enquiries as he essayed to make. 

Another fallacy ef this kind consists in supposing that the 

early philosophies of Greece '’ were superior as explanations 

* Bacon, Novum Organum. the British Association at Belfast, 

6 By Professor Tyndall, in his | August 1874. 

Opening Address to the Meeting of 17 Bacon, Nov. Org. 
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of Nature to the philosophy of Aristotle. The early systems 

were mere guesses based on some slight analogy of super- 

ficial facts. Thus, though they curiously anticipated by their 

conjectures some of the modern theories, yet they had no 

solidity or power of self-demonstration. They were a kind 

of * false dawn’ which appeared and faded away again. Thus 

the anticipation of the Nebular Theory by Anaximander, that 

of the Solar System by the Pythagoreans, that of the Atomic 

Theory by Democritus, and something like that of the theory 

of Natural Selection by Empedocles—were rejected by the 

ee 2d 
general voice of Greece and by Aristotle. Aristotle’s 

theories of an eternal universe, with the earth as its centre, ; 
4 

and closed in by the periphery of the Heavens, were neither 

worse, nor better, than these. All Cosmologies in the fourth 

century B.C. were equally incapable of verification, Aristotle 

longed for Science, and strove after it; but the conditions of 

Science, as yet, did not exist. And yet, there are certain 

ultimate questions about the Universe in regard to which 

the thoughts of Aristotle have a value, even at the present 

day. 

The most interesting notices of Aristotle’s general views 

of Nature may be gathered from the second book of his Phy- 

sical Discourse. He speaks of * nature’ !* as ‘a principle of 

motion and rest implanted and essentially inherent in things, 

whether that motion be locomotion, increase, decay, or altera- 

tion.’ ‘It is absurd!’ to try to prove the existence of nature; 

to do so would be to ignore the distinction between self — 

evident and not self-evident things.’ ‘ Nature ?° may be said 

8 Nat. Ausc. 11.1. 2. ‘Qs otons tis | ov duvapévou xptvew earl rd bv aitd 

picews apxis Twds kal aitias Tod Ki- | Kal wh BV abtd yydpimor. 

veivOakal npewety ev trdpxer mpdTws 20 Nat. Ausc. 1.1. 8. “Eva pev oo 

ka’ aird Kal wh Kate cuuBeBnkds. tpbrov obTws 7 pias A€yeTaL, ) TPOTH 

Nat. Ause.u.1. 4. ‘Os ® early | Exdor@ troxemévn An Ta exdvTov ev 
f ~ / n~ A. 3 
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in one way to be the simplest and most deep-lying substratum 

of matter in things possessing their own principle of motion 

and change; in another way it may be called the form and 

law of such things.’ That is, nature is both matter or poten- 

tiality and form or actuality. It is also the transition from 

one to the other. ‘ Nature,’ ?! says Aristotle, ‘ spoken of as 

ereation is the path to nature.’ Again, ‘ Nature ” is the end 

or final cause.’ In relation to this system of causation, it 

remains to ask what place is to be assigned to chance or the 

fortuitous, to necessity and to reason? ‘Some? deny the 

existence of chance altogether, saying that there is a definite 

cause for all things.’ ‘Others,”4 again, have gone so far as 

to assign the fortuitous as the cause of the existence of the 

‘Others ® believe in the 

existence of chance, but say that it is something mysterious 

heaven and the whole universe.’ 

and supernatural, which baffles the human understanding.’ 

With none of these opinions does Aristotle seem exactly to 

agree. He will not hear of attributing the existence of ‘ the 

heaven *° and the divinest things that meet our eyes’ to blind 

chance. Again, while allowing the existence of chance as an 

undefined or incalculable principle of causation, and awarding 

to it a certain sphere, namely, things contingent, he does not 

appear to have believed in anything supernatural attaching 

to it. 

sidering ‘ chance’ to be only a species of the former, and re- 

He distinguishes ‘ the fortuitous’ from ‘ chance,’ con- 
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stricted to the sphere of human.actions.” As a proof of this 

he alleges that ‘good fortune is held to be the same or nearly 

so with happiness; now happiness is a kind of action, 2.¢. 

doing well.” Where there is no action, there is no chance. 

Hence no inanimate object, nor beast, nor child, does any- 

thing by chance, because it has no choice, nor have these 

either good or bad fortune, except metaphorically, in the 

same sense that Protarchus said ‘ the stones of the altar were 

fortunate, because they were honoured.’ The fortuitous and 

chance both are merely accidental, and not essential principles 

of causation; they therefore presuppose the essential, since 

the accidental is posterior to and dependent on the essential. 

Therefore ?* of whatever things chance may be the cause, it 

necessarily follows that nature and reason, which are essential 

causes, should be presupposed—that they should be in short 

the causes of the universe. 

Has necessity, then, a conditional ® or an absolute sway 

in relation to nature? To say that it had an absolute sway, 

would be equivalent to assigning as the cause of the existence 

of a wall that the heavy stones must be put at the bottom 

and the light stones and earth a-top. In reality, however, this 

necessity in regard to the wall is only a necessary *° condition, 

not a cause, of the making of the wall. Given a certain end, 

and certain means to this are necessary; thus far and no 
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farther has necessity a sway in regard to nature. But the 

end is the real cause, the necessary means are a mere subor- 

dinate condition. 

Lastly, What is the position of design or intelligence in 

relation to nature? Some reduce all nature to a mechanical 

principle ; if they recognise any other principle at all (as 

Empedocles spoke of ‘ love and hatred,’ and Anaxagoras of 

‘reason’), they just touch it and let it drop.*! They say 

it rains, not that the corn may grow, but from a mechanical 

necessity, because the vapours are cooled as they are drawn 

up, and being cooled are compelled to fall again, and by 

coincidence this gives growth to the corn.” ‘ Why should it 

not also be by accident and coincidence, they ask, that in the 

teeth of animals, for instance, the front teeth grow sharp 

and suitable for cutting, while the hind teeth grow broad and 

suitable for grinding ?’ Hence their theory is, that whenever 

blind necessity did not hit by coincidence on results as perfect 

as if they had been designed, its products perished, while the 

lucky hits were preserved ; and thus Empodocles says that 

whole races of monsters perished *? before a perfect man was 

attained. 

Aristotle says, ‘It is impossible that this theory can be 

true ; 34 our whole idea of chance and coincidence is some- 

thing irregular, out of course of nature, while nature is 

the regular and the universal. If, then, the products of 

_ nature are either according to coincidence or design, it follows 

that they must be according to design. We see how a house 

is built; if that house were made by nature, it would be 

made in exactly the same way, 7.é. with design, and according 

31 Nat. Ausc. i. vill. 1. Kal yap 38 Nat. Ausc. 1. vill. 4. “Ooa 6€ 
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to a regular plan. The same.adaptation of means to ends 

we see in the procedure of the animals which makes some 

men doubt whether the spider, for instance, and the ant 

do not work by the light of reason or an analogous faculty. 

In plants, moreover, manifest traces of a fit and wisely 

planned organisation appear. The swallow makes its nest 

and the spider its web by nature, and yet with a design and 

end: and the roots of the plant grow downwards and not 

upwards, for the sake of providing it nourishment in the 

best way. It is plain, then, that end and design is a cause 

of natural things. And if nature be figured both as matter 

and as end, we may surely regard the matter as a mere 

means to an end, and the end itself as really and essentially 

the cause. The failures of nature, the abortions and monsters 

which Empedocles spoke of as if they were the normal 

products of nature, are in reality its mere exceptions. They 

are mistakes and errors, exactly analogous to the failures in- 

art. It is absurd to doubt the existence of design because 

we cannot see deliberation actually taking place. Art does 

not deliberate. If the art of ship-building were inherent in 

the wood, ship-building would bea work of nature. Perhaps 

the best conception we can have of nature is, if we think of 

a person acting as his own doctor and curing himself.*° 

On these views of Aristotle’s several observations at once 

suggest themselves. They contain a recognition quite as 

strong as that in Paley’s Natural Theology of the marks of 

design in creation. But we see that it is possible to re- | 

cognise these marks of design, and to be led by them toa 

different view from that of Paley; that Aristotle does not 

discover in them, as it were, the works of a watch, and pro- 

ceed immediately to infer the existencé of a watchmaker; 
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but rather that the products of nature appear to him accord- 

ing to the analogy of a watch that makes itself. If we ask, 

how it is that the watch makes itself? Aristotle would 

reply, that all things strive after the good; that on the 

idea of the good, as seen and desired, the whole heavens and 

all nature depend. Aristotle views the world with a kind of 

natural optimism. He says (Hth. 1. ix. 5), ‘All things in 

nature are constituted in the best possible way.’ If we ask, 

what is it that perceives the good—what gives to nature this 

eye of reason to perceive an idea and to strive after it ?—on 

this head Aristotle is not explicit. He says there is something 

divine in nature. ‘ Even ** in the lower creatures there is a 

natural good above their own level, which strives after the 

good proper for them.’ We see the indistinctness of this 

phrase. He speaks of ‘the natural good’ striving after 

‘their proper good.’ If it be said that Aristotle’s theory is 

Pantheism, this would not be exactly true, for Aristotle does 

not identify God with nature, nor deprive Him of per- 

sonality. But what the relation is of ‘ the divine’ in nature 

to God, it must be confessed that Aristotle does not make 

clear. We only see that Aristotle, while tracing design, 

beauty, and harmony in the world, is not led to figure to 

himself God as the artist or architect of this fair order, but 

as standing in a different relation to it. If we ask, how can 

the beginning be accounted for, how did the watch begin to 

make itself? Aristotle would say, in looking back we do 

not find in the past merely the elements (dvvayus) of a watch, 

we find of necessity the idea and the actuality (évépyea) of 

the watch itself (see above, p. 238). <A perfect watch must 

always precede the imperfect one. It is impossible to think 
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of nature as having had a beginning. ‘The universe is 

eternal’ (Eth. ut. iii. 3). ‘The parts*” may be regarded as 

changeable, but the whole cannot change, it is increate and 

indestructible ’ (De Colo, 1. x. 10). 

One of the most interesting points to notice in this part 

of the subject is the way in which Aristotle regards man in 

relation to nature as a whole. His view appears to be twe- 

fold; on the one hand he regards man as a part of nature. 

He says,** ‘You may call a man the product of a man, or of 

the sun.’ He looks at the principle of human life as belong- 

ing to the whole chain of organised existence. Man has 

much in common with the animals and the plants. On the 

other hand, he looks at the human reason and will asa 

principle of causation, which is not part of nature, but dis- 

tinct. ‘ Man,’ he says, ‘is the cause of his own actions.’ 

Thus he classifies causation into ‘nature, necessity, chance, 

and again reason and all that comes from man’ (th. 111. iii. 7). 

‘In art * and in action the efficient cause rests with the 

maker or doer, and not as in nature with the thing done.’ 

Aristotle’s Ethical theory depends on this principle, that the 

moral qualities are not by nature, 7. ¢. self-caused, but pro- 

duced in us in accordance with the law of our nature, by the 

exercise of will, by care, cultivation, and in short the use of 

the proper means. We have already observed (see above, 

p- 149) that one of the first steps of Grecian Ethics, as ex- 

hibited in the philosophy ef Archelaus and Democritus, con- 

sisted in severing man and human society from the general 

framework of nature. This Aristotle follows out in his 

Ethics, and he seems so easily to content himself with the 
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practical assumption of freedom for man, as to give a narrow 

and unphilosophical appearance to part of his writing. 

While, however, assuming freedom for human actions, 

Aristotle seems to do so, not so much from a sense of the 

deep importance of morality, but rather from an idea of the 

slightness of man and of his actions in comparison with 

nature, and what he would call the ‘diviner parts’ of the 

universe. There is a strange passage in his Metaphysics 

(XL. x. 2-3), which is obscure indeed, but it seems to bear 

on the question. He says,’? ‘All things are in some sort 

ordered and harmonised together, fishes of the sea, birds of 

the air, and plants that grow, though not in an equal degree. 

It is not true to say that there is no relation between one 

thing and another; there is such a relation. All things 

are indeed arranged together towards one common centre ; 

but as in a household the masters are by no means at liberty 

to do what they please, but most things, if not all, are ap- 

pointed for them, while the slaves and the animals do but 

little towards the common weal, and mostly follow their own 

fancies. For so the nature of each of the different classes 

prompts them to act.” This curious metaphor seems to re- 

present the universe as a household. The sun and stars and 

all the heaven are the gentlemen and ladies, whose higher 

aims and more important positions in life prevent any time 

being left to.a merely arbitrary disposal; allis filled up with 

a round of the noblest duties and occupations. Other parts 

of the universe are like the inferior members of the family, 

the slaves and domestic animals, who for most part of the 
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day can sleep in the sun, and pursue their own devices. 

Under this last category it seems almost as if man would — 

be here ranked. Aristotle does not regard the unchanging 

and perpetual motion of the heavenly bodies as a bondage, 

but rather as a harmonised and blessed life. All that is 

arbitrary (67s érvyz) in the human will, Aristotle does not — 

consider a privilege. And man (especially in regard of his a 

actions, the object of dpévnaus and aodctix) he does not — 

think the highest part of the universe ; he thinks the sun and 

stars ‘' ‘far more divine.’ This opinion is no doubt con- 

nected with a philosophical feeling of the inferiority of the 

sphere of the contingent, in which action consists, and with 

which chance intermixes, to the sphere of the absolute and 

the eternal. In this feeling Plato shared, but in Plato’s mind 

there was set against it, what Aristotle seems deficient in, a 

deep sense of the even eternal import of morality. To the 

heavenly bodies both Plato and Aristotle appear to have 

attributed consciousness, which explains in some degree the 

sayings of Aristotle. We see, however, that there was 

necessarily something pecuhar, contrasted with our views, 

in the way Aristotle approached Ethics. He might, indeed, 

seem to coincide with the utterance of the Psalmist, ‘ What 

is man in comparison with the Heavens?’ But with him 

the Heavens were not a mere physical creation; rather the 

eternal sphere of Reason, the abode of pure Intelligences, the 

source of all emanations of Reason and Intelligence through- 

out the world. Compared with this higher sphere individual 

man, with his practical and moral life, appeared insignificant ; 

and yet the End-in-itself, even for the individual, Aristotle 

acknowledged to be worth an effort, while man in organised 

societies, in the city or the nation, he recognised as affording 

scope for the realisation of something more noble and divine 

! So Eudemus, Eth. v1. vii. 4. 
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(Eth. 1. ii. 8. ayamnrtov wev yap Kal évi pov [i.e. TO Tédos |], 

Kaddiov 52 Kat Oevdtepov tOver kal wodeow). But again, the 

individual man, according to Aristotle, shared in that 

Reason which is the divinest part of the Universe, and by 

development of this into philosophy he could become like to 

God (see Eth. x. vii. 8). Thus there were two human things 

about which Aristotle could be enthusiastic—the life of an 

ideally well-ordered state, and the moments of philosophical 

consciousness in the mind of an individual thinker. 

We can never, perhaps, adequately comprehend Aristotle’s 

philosophical conception of the Deity. The expression of his 

views that has come down to us seems so incomplete, and 

contains so much that is apparently contradictory, that we 

are in great danger of doing Aristotle injustice. Even had 

we a fuller and clearer expression, there might be yet some- 

thing behind this remaining unexpressed, as an intuition in 

the mind of the philosopher. The first thing we may notice 

is Aristotle’s idea of ‘Theology’ as a science. In classifying 

the speculative sciences, he says (Metaphys. x. vii. 7), 

‘Physics are concerned with things that have a principle 

of motion in themselves; mathematics speculate on per- 

Manent, but not transcendental and self-existent things ; 

and there is another science separate from these two, which 

treats of that which is immutable and transcendental, if 

indeed there ‘exists such a substance, as we shall endeavour 

to show that there does. This transcendental and perma- 

nent substance, if it exists at all, must surely be the sphere 

of the divine—it must be the first and highest principle. 

Hence it follows that there are three kinds of speculative 

Science—physics, mathematics, and theology.’ In the same 

strain he speaks in the succeeding book (Metaphys. x1. viii. 

IQ), as if the popular polytheism of Greece were a mere per- 

verted fragment of this deeper and truer ‘ Theology,’ which 
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he conceives to have been, in all probability, perfected often 

before in the infinite lapse of time, and then again lost. 

He says,*? ‘The tradition has come down from very ancient 

times, being left in a mythical garb to succeeding genera- 

tions, that these (the heavens) are gods, and that the divine 

And round this idea other 

mythical statements have been agglomerated with a view to 

embraces the whole of nature. 

influencing the vulgar, and for political and moral ex- 

pediency ; as, for instance, they feign that these gods have 

human shape and are like certain of the animals ; and other 

stories. of the kind are added on. Now, if any one will 

separate from all this the first point alone—namely, that 

they thought the first and deepest grounds of existence to be 

yods—he may consider it a divine utterance. In all proba- 

bility, every art and science and philosophy has been over 

and over again discovered to the farthest extent possible, and 

then again lost, and one may conceive these opinions to have 

been preserved to us as a sort of fragment of those lost 

We see then to some extent the relation of 

Aristotle 

philosophies. 

the popular belief to those ancient opinions.’ 

having thus penetrated to a conception, which he imagined 

to lie behind the external and unessential forms of the 

Grecian religion, that is, the conception of a deep and 

divine ground for all existence, proceeds now to develope it 
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for himself, and in doing so, he lays down the following posi- 

tions (Metaphys. x1. vi.—x.). 

(1) It is necessary to conceive an eternal immutable 

existence, an actuality prior to all potentiality. According to 

this view, all notions of the world having sprung out of chaos 

must beabandoned. God is here represented as the eternal, 

unchangeable form of the whole, immaterial (dvev duvduews), 

and free from all relation to time. 

(2) With this idea it is necessary to couple that of the 

source of motion, else we shall have merely a principle of im- 

mobility. We must therefore conceive of a ceaseless motion ; 

this motion must be circular, no mere figure of philosophy,” 

but actually taking place. Thus the highest heaven with its 

revolutions must be looked on as eternal. In this we make 

a transition to the world of time and space. The succession 

of seasons and years flows everlastingly from the motion 

of the circumference of the heavens. It would seem as if we ~ 

were thus attributing local and material conditions to the 

Deity himself, if we say that God moves the world by moving 

the circumference of the heaven. But here, again, Aristotle 

is saved from this conclusion by merging physical ideas into 

metaphysical. He says, ‘The mover ‘** of all things moves 

them without being moved, being an eternal substance and 

actuality, and he moves all things in the following way :— 

the object of reason and of desire, though unmoved, is the 

cause of motion.’ 

(3) God has been thus represented as the cause of all 

things by being the object of contemplation and desire to 

nature and the world. In this doctrine, as before mentioned, 

there is something unexplained; for to attribute thought and 

rational desire, as well as the power of motion, to nature, 

4S Kal ori ti del Kivotpuevov Klynoiwv | ovdAdywpudvoy GAN Epy@ S7Aov, XI. Vii: I. 
c tmavorov, aitn & i KvKA@* Kal To0TO 44 See above, p. 221, note. 
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seems really to place the Deity in nature as a thinking 

subject, as wellas outside nature in the form of the object of 

thought and wish. Aristotle, however, does not explicitly do 

so; in relation to nature he seems to represent God only as 

an object, and he now passes on to depict God in relation to 

Himself as a subject, as a personal being, possessing in Him- 

self conscious 4° happiness of the most exalted kind, such as 

we can frame but an indistinct notion of, by the analogy of 

our own highest and most blessed moods. This happiness is 

everlasting, and God ‘has or rather is’ continuous and 

eternal life and duration.*® 

(4) Aristotle next reverts to the impersonal view of God, 

and asks whether these principles are one or manifold? 

Whether there be one highest heaven or more than one? 

He concludes that there can be one only, for multeity implies 

matter, and the highest idea or form of the world must be 

absolutely immaterial.4” 

(5) But again, figuring to ourselves God as thought; on 

what does that thought think? Thought thinking upon 

nothing is a contradiction in terms; thought with an ex- 

But God as the 

supremest and best cannot be altered or determined by an 

ternal object is determined by that object. 

external object. With God, object and subject are one; the 

thought of God is the thinking upon thought. 

(6) Lastly, how is the supreme good of the world to be 

represented—whether as existing apart from the world, like 

the general of an army, or as inherent in the world, like the 

45 See above, p. 243, note. 
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discipline of an army??? In other words, are we to hold that 

the Deity isimmanent or transcendent? Aristotle gives no 

direct answer to this question; but seems to say that God 

must be conceived of both ways, just as the army implies 

both discipline and general, but it is the general who pro- 

duces the discipline. In these speculations we see an 

attempt made by Aristotle to approach from various sides the 

metaphysical aspect of the existence of the Deity. All meta- 

physical views of God are entirely foreign to most minds. 

The profound difficulty of them may be appreciated, if we 

set before ourselves this question, for instance, If the Deity 

be immaterial, how can He act upon a material universe ? 

Aristotle does not appear to make any endeavour to obtain a 

complete view, or to reconcile the contradictions between his 

different statements,—between the impersonal view of God 

as the chief good and object of desire to the world, and the 

personal view of Him as a thinking subject. He acknow- 

ledges these two sides to the conception, ‘ the discipline in 

the army’ and‘ the general ruling the army,’ but does not 

attempt to bring them together. 

In the Ethics there are several popular and exoteric allu- 

sions to ‘ the gods,’ as, for instance, that ‘It would be absurd 

to praise the gods’ (I. xii. 3); ‘The gods and one’s parents 

one cannot fully requite, one must honour them as much as 

possible ’ (1x. ii. 8), &c. There are also some traces of Aristo- 

tle’s thoughts as a metaphysician; for instance, he speaks 

of ‘the good under the category substance’ being ‘ God and 

reason (1. vi. 3). And he gives an elaborate argument (x. 

vili. 7) to demonstrate that speculative thought and the 
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exercise of the philosophic consciousness is the only human 

quality that can be attributed to the Deity. In thisargument 

it is observable that he first begins by speaking of ‘ the gods,’ 

saying, ‘ We conceive of the gods as especially blessed and 

happy. What actions can we attribute to them? whether 

those of justice? but it would be absurd to think of their 

buying and selling, &e. He then argues that ‘If hfe be 

assigned to them, and all action, and still more, all production, 

be taken away, what remains but speculation?’ And he 

coneludes, ‘ The life of God then, far exceeding in blessedness, 

can be nothing else than a life of eontenplation.’ Thus he 

reverts to a monotheistic form of speaking, though he says 

again afterwards, ‘The gods have all their life happy, man’s 

life is so, in as far as it has some resemblanee to the divine 

consciousness of thought.’ This passage then contains a sort 

of transition from exoterie to philosophical views. Aristotle 

attributes to ‘the gods’ that same mode of existence, which 

in his own metaphysical system he attributed to God, accord- 

ing to the deepest conception that he had formed of Him.*° 

It is true, however, that in assigning speeulative thought to 

the Deity, there is no mention made of the distinetion which 

exists between the thought of the philosopher where object is 

distinct from subject, and the thought of God in which 

subject and object are one. 

The passage to which we are referring in the Ethics eon- 

tains not only a positive assertion with regard to the nature 

of God, but also a negative one. It asserts that all moral 

virtue is unworthy of being attributed to God. This, as we 

have before noticed (see above, p. 214), wasa total departure 

5° The same point of view is main- ) consciousness of immutability.’ In 

tained in the Endemian Book, vm. xiv. | the Magna Moralia, 1. xv. 3-5, there 
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irom the view of Plato. Still more opposed is this view of 

Aristotle to modern ideas. We are accustomed to feel that 

however great may be the metaphysical problems about the 

nature of God, the deepest conception of Him that we can 

attain to is a moral one. 

There are yet two other passages in the Hthics where 

theological considerations are entertained. These are both 

connected with the question of a divine providence for and 

eare of men. The first is where it is asked (Hth. 1. ix. 1) 

whether happiness comes by divine allotment (xatdé twa Oelav 

Hoipav) or by human means. The second is where the philo- 

sopher is spoken of (x. viii. 13) as being most under the 

favour of God (@zopirgotatos). With regard to Aristotle’s 

general views of the question of providence, it is often argued 

that he must have denied its existence, inasmuch as he 

attributes no objective thought to God. But Aristotle does 

not himself argue this way ; when the question comes before 

him, he does not appeal to his own & priori principle, and 

pronounce contrary to the general belief—rather he declines 

to pronounce at all. In the former of the two passages 

mentioned, he says, ‘One would suppose that if anything 

were the gift of God to men, happiness would be so, as it is 

the best of human things. But the question belongs to 

another science. Happiness, if not sent by God, but acquired 

by human means, seems at all events something divine and 

blessed.’" The latter part of this argument partly seems to 

be a setting-aside of the question, partly to be a sort of 

reconciliation of the existence of a providence (Ody tv) with 

the law of cause and effect. In the second passage Aristotle 

repeats from Plato the assertion that the philosopher is under 

the favour of heaven (eogudgotartos). He says, ‘If there is 

any care of human things by the gods, as there is thought to 

be (@o7ep Soxet), we may conclude that they take pleasure 
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in the highest and best thing, reason, which is most akin to 

themselves, and do good to those who cherish and honour it.’ 

In these words there may possibly be an esoteric sense, 

meaning that the philosopher in the exercise of his thought 

realises something divine. Aristotle may imply that the 

popular doctrine of providence admits a deeper explanation, 

but he by no means here or elsewhere denies it. Nor can 

we presume to tell what Aristotle would include in his con- 

ception of the subject-object thought of God. As we saw 

before, he is not explicit as to the relation of God to nature, 

neither is he as to the relation of God to man. 

If we ask now, What were Aristotle’s opinions as to the 

nature of the human soul, so far as we can gather them? we 

find that (advancing, as he shows us, upon the more or less 

indistinct views of his predecessors) he conceives of the wuyn 

as a vital principle manifesting itself*! in an ascending scale 

through vegetable, animal, and human life. To thisscale of 

life Aristotle appeals in the Ethics (1. vii. 10-12). ‘He there 

argues that man must have some proper function. ‘ This 

cannot be mere life in its lowest form, 7.e. vegetable ; nor 

again merely sensational, 7.¢. animal life; there remains 

therefore the moral and rational life.’ From this point of 

view man is regarded as part of the chain of nature. Aris- 

totle doubts, but on the whole concludes, that the yuyy is 

the proper subject of physical science.°? This he justifies by 

the fact °? that the psychical phenomena, anger, desire, and 

the like, are inseparable from the body, and from material 

conditions. Reason itself, if “dependent on conceptions 

derived from the sense (4 advev davtacias), will fall under 

51 De Anima, i. iv. 2. mdoxew ovde moreiv, o1ov opyiCerPat, 
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the same head. Following out this direction of thought, 

Aristotle defines the yuy7 to be ‘The * simplest actuality 

of a physical body, which potentially possesses life, that is, 

of an organic body.’ Of the meaning of the word évteAéyeua, 

used here, we have spoken above (see p. 234); the whole of 

this definition we see accords with Aristotle’s physical philo- 

sophy in general, which conceived great and beautiful results 

coming out of physical conditions, not by any mechanical 

system of causation, rather that these ends necessitated the 

means; the whole was prior to and necessitated the 

parts. The yuy7, says Aristotle, is to the body as form 

to matter,” as the impression to the wax, as sight to the eye. 

It is the essential idea of the body (ro ti jy eivas 76 Todt 

c@puatt). Itis as the master®® to the slave, as the artist to 

the instrument. It is the efficient, the final, and the formal 

eause of the body. It is impossible to treat of the wuyy 

without taking account of the body ; ‘as to the Pythagorean 

doctrine of the transmigration of souls, they might as well 

speak of the carpenter’s art clothing itself in flutes. For 

a soul °? can no more clothe itself in a foreign body, than an 

art can employ the instruments of some foreign art.’ While 

maintaining this close connection between the wuyn and the 

body, as between end and means, Aristotle was kept aloof by 

the whole tenour of his philosophy from anything like 

materialism. He sums up this part of his reasonings in the 

following words :—‘ That the yyy, therefore, is inseparable 

from the body is clear, or at all events some of its parts, if it 

be divisible. Nothing,®® however, hinders that some of its 
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parts may be separable from the body, as not being actualities 

of the body at all. Moreover, it is not certain whether the 

yuyn be not the actuality of the body in the same way that 

the sailor is of the boat.’ 

Here then is the point at which the interest in Aristotle’s 

conception of the yvy7 begins for us. As long as the soul is 

described as bearing the relation to the body of sight to the 

eye, of a flower to the seed, of the impression to the wax, we 

may be content to consider this a piece of ancient physical 

philosophy. Our interest is different when the soul is said to 

be related to the body ‘as a sailor to his boat.’ But here is 

the point also where Aristotle becomes less explicit. Having 

once mooted this comparison, he does not follow it up. The 

only further intimations of his opinion that he affords us are 

to be found in the places where he speaks of ‘those parts of 

the yuy7 which are not actualities of the body at all” A 

striking notice on this subject is to be found in his treatise 

De Generatione Animalium” (1. iii. 10), where he argues 

that ‘ The reason alone enters in from without, and is alone 

divine; for the realisation of the bodily conditions contri- 

butes nothing to the realisation of its existence.’ We have had 

before a contradictory point of view to this, in the saying 

that ‘ Reason may be looked on as dependent on conceptions 

derived from the senses,’ which is also elsewhere repeated. 

But this contradiction is reconciled in Aristotle’s account of 

the two modes of reason, the receptive or passive (vods taQy- 

Tixos), and the creative or active (vous trountixos). * These 

two modes,’ he says, ‘ it is necessary should be opposed to each 

other, as matter is opposed everywhere to form, and to all 
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that gives the form. The receptive reason,®° which is as 

The 

creative reason gives existence to all things, as light calls 

matter, becomes all things by receiving their forms. 

colour into being. The creative reason transcends the body, 

being capable of separation from it, and from all things ; it 

is an everlasting existence, incapable of being mingled with 

matter, or affected by it; prior and subsequent to the indi- 

vidual mind. ‘The receptive reason is necessary to individual 

thought, but it is perishable, and on the other hand the higher 

and immortal reason carries no memory with it, because it 

is unimpressible (ov urnwovevopuer 52, 6TL TodTO wey arabes), 

In the Ethics this distinction between the Active and the 

PassivesReason is not entertained. The reason is there 

spoken of in its entirety, as containing in itself the synthesis 

of the two opposite modes. It is spoken of as constituting 

in the deepest sense the personality of the individual.®! On 

the other hand, it is spoken of as something divine, and akin 

to the nature of God.® 

ness constitutes what Aristotle calls ‘the divine’ in happi- 

The evocation of this into conscious- 

ness; it gives us, according to him, a momentary glimpse of 

the ever-blessed life of God. 

But the above-quoted passage from the third book of the 

Treatise On the Soul has made more sensation in the world 

than all the rest of the writings of Aristotle put together, 

After slumbering quietly, perhaps much of the time in the 

cellar at Scepsis, this sentence was brought out into 
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prominence by Alexander of Aphrodisias, at the end of the 

second century A.D.,and gave rise to innumerable controversies, 

which lasted not only during the final centuries of Greek 

philosophy, but also all through the Middle Ages. Averroes 

and his followers in the Arabian school made it the basis of 

a doctrine of Monopsychism, to the effect that the Active 

Reason is one, undivided, substance; that it is one and the 

same in Socrates, Plato, and all other individuals ; whence 

it follows that individuality consists only in bodily sensa- 

tions, which are perishable, so that nothing which is individual 

can be immortal, and nothing which is immortal can be 

individual. These doctrines spread from the Arabs to the 

Jews of Spain, and from them to the Christian schools, and 

Averroism became a leaven in the Scholastic philosophies, 

causing, as might be expected, the most virulent strife 

between the opponents and supporters of the theory of 

Monopsychism.®* This all arese from a pushing out an 

isolated sentence of Aristotle’s to its extreme logical con- 

sequences. ht 

The same text has of late again been made to fur- 

nish hard and dogmatic conclusions, coinciding almost ver- 

bally with those of Averroes. Grote, in his Aristotle (vol. 

li. p. 233) says, ‘The theorising Nots, as it exists in 

Socrates, Plato, Demokrites, Anaxagoras, Empedokles, 

Xenokrates, &c., is individualised in each, and individualised 

differently in each. It represents the result of the Intellectus 

Agens or Formal Nots, universal and permanent, upon the 

Intellectus Patiens or noétie receptivity peculiar to each ° 

individual; the co-operation of the two is indispensable to 

sustain the theorising intellect of any individual man. But 

* See M. Renan’s dverroes et | logical philosophy is most interestingly 
UAverroisme (Paris, 1852), in which | traced. 
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the intellectus Patiens, or Receptivus, perishes along with 

the individual. Accordingly the intellectual life of Socrates 

cannot be continued farther. It cannot be prolonged after 

his sensitive and nutritive life has ceased; the noétic func- 

tion, as its exists in him, is subject to the same limits of 

duration as the other functions of the soul. The intellectual 

man is no More immortal than the sensient man,’ &e. 

These conclusions, however, have been drawn for 

Aristotle and never by him. In the passage now referred to, 

the words ov pvnpovevouev O24, te TodTO pév aTrabés were pro- 

bably only meant as an argument, in passing, against Plato’s 

doctrine of avaurnots. This doctrine, says Aristotle, cannot 

be true, because the Active Reason which existed elsewhere 

before our birth, receives no impressions, therefore we cannot 

be said to recollect things seen by the Reason in its ante- 

natal state. Logically, of course, this argument may be 

carried further, and it may be said that, according to Aris- 

totle, the Reason in surviving death will carry no recollec- 

tions, 2. e. no individuality with it. 

Only Aristotle himself does not say so. When at the 

beginning of the treatise On the Soul he says ‘ All nature 

yearns after immortality, but, being unable to attain this in 

the individual, she attains it in the species’ ®™ he is writing, 

as a physiologist, of the whole animated kingdom of nature. 

The question of what we mean by the immortality of the 

soul, was one for metaphysics, or as he called it ‘ theology.’ 

And such questions he was always putting off. Therefore 

we are left in doubt as to his views, or as to whether he had 

decided views. And people are accordingly at liberty to 
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believe a good deal as they may wish on the subject. 

Spengel thinks that too much stress should not be laid on 

the ‘ brief and obscure’ intimations regarding the dvavontuxy 

wvy) which occur in a treatise on 9 Wuy7 7 TOV Cow 

and he approves of the saying of an unknown ancient 

Anonym. de vita Pythag. p. 112), ‘Plato and Aristotle 

equally declare the soul to be immortal, however much some, 

who do not fathom the mind of Aristotle, think that he pro- 

nounces it to be mortal.’® This, however, is going farther than. 

any data warrant us in following. Torstrik, in his critical 

edition of the De Anima, thinks that he discerns a Plato- 

nising spirit in the editors or copyists of the treatise, and 

that this has caused the introduction of a spurious negative 

in the passage above quoted (see page 297 note), adX't ovy 

Ste pév vost, 6te & ov vost. Such a spirit seems to show itself 

in the dictum cited by Spengel. Taking Aristotle as we find 

him, he ‘pronounces’ nothing as to the immortality of the 

soul. In his lost dialogue entitled Hudemus, said to have 

been written when he was about 30 years of age, he appears to 

have discoursed on the subject.°’ Eudemus of Cyprus, an 

early friend of Aristotle, (and not to be confounded with his 

scholar and posthumous editor, Eudemus of Rhodes,) being 

sick at Phere, received ina vision three prophecies, (1) that 

he should recover, (2) that Alexander the tyrant of Phere 

would shortly die, (3) that in five years he would be restored 

to his home. The two first prophecies having been at once 

fulfilled, Eudemus and his friends looked out for some chance 

which should restore him to Cyprus, whence he had been 

exiled; but at the end of the appointed five years he fell in 

8 “Or. TlAdtwr, pol, nal ’Apioto- 66 Ar, De An. recensuit A. Torstrik 

TéAns GOdvarov duolws éyovo. thy | (Berlin, 1862), p. 185. 

Wuxnv, kav ties eis Toy ’Apiotorédous 87 See LGernays, Die Dialoge des 

voov ovk euBabvvoytes bunrivrouiCovow | Aristoteles (Berlin, 1863), pp. 21, 143. 

avroy A€yety, 
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battle, and thus in another sense was ‘restored to his home.’ 

This story was made the subject of the dialogue in question, 

of which the fragments seem to show that it argued the inde- 

pendence of the doctrine of immortality from Plato’s theory 

of Ideas. From so early a production, if indeed we could be 

certain of its genuineness, we can conclude nothing, except 

that when it was written Aristotle could not have ‘ pronounced 

the soul to be mortal.’ When we turn to the Ethics we find 

him unwilling: (1. xi. r) even to affirm that the dead cannot 

be affected and made more or less happy by the fortunes of 

their descendants and friends upon earth, because ‘ this would 

seem a heartiess doctrine and opposed to general belief’ (Aéav 

dpirov haivetar nal tats Sofas gvavtiov). Aristotle thus 

shows great tenderness in dealing, or affecting to deal, with 

an important question. But in the end, having allowed, as 

a concession to popular feeling, that the dead may be affected 

by the fortunes of the living, he argues that this effect on 

them must be almost unappreciable, and he reminds us, in 

conclusion, of the extreme doubtfulness ® as to whether the 

dead do share at all in the interests of the world. In this 

discussion one phrase oceurs in which the real feeling of 

Aristotle, for the moment at least, seems to be let out. He 

asks (Hth. 1. x. 2),‘Can Solon have meant that a man is 

happy when he has died?’ and’ replies, ‘This would be an 

absurdity, especially since we consider happiness to be an 

évépyeia. However we translate évépyeva, whether as the 

exercise of the powers, the consciousness of life, or however 

else (see Essay IV.), it is clear that we have here a brief 

indication that death destroys those potentialities that result 

in happiness. It wouldseem then that the only immortality 

which is left possible by this belief is a Buddhist nirvana. 

88 Hith. 1. xi. 4. See notes on this passage. 
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Aristotle, however, in his Hthics was not entering on such 

a question. It may be that, like many other men who have 

lived and died, he did not see his way to a clear opmion on 

the subject. He did not, like Plato, base a belief upon 

grounds of faith. Nothing that he says about man’s moral 

nature seems to have any connection with the idea of a 

future life. His doctrine of the End-in-itself seems indeed 

rather to supersede such an idea; it does not contradict it, 

but rather absorbs all consideration of time and space, of 

present and future, in itself, as being the absolutely sufficient 

for men’s thoughts. 



ESSAY VI. 

The Ancient Stoies. 

OWN to the time of Aristotle, Greek philosophy may be 

said to have lived apart. It contained within itself a 

gradual progress and culmination of thought, but the great 

philosophers who were the authors of this progress moved on 

a level far above the ordinary modes of comprehension. 

After the death of Aristotle, a new spectacle is presented,— 

philosophy no longer an exclusive and esoteric property of 

the schools, but spreading its results over the world. 

The immediate cause which brought about this change— 

which turned philosophy into a universal leaven, leavening, 

under one form or another, the thoughts of all cultivated 

men—must be sought for in the changed position of Ethies 

in relation to the other parts of philosophy. In spite of the 

exclusive attention of Socrates to ethical investigations, in 

spite of the exclusive effort of the Cynics and Cyrenaies to 

promulgate respectively a conception of practical life for the 

individual, in spite of the moral earnestness of Plato and the 

brilliant contributions to anthropology, in the way of accu- 

mulation, analysis, and classification of data, made by 

Aristotle,—Ethies had hitherto continued to occupy a really 

subordinate position in the mind of Greece. With Socrates 

the paramount interest had been the attainment of universal 
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conceptions ; with him Ethics were rather the field for 

scientific experiments in method, than an ultimate end to 

which all else was to be subordinated. The ‘ one-sided So- 

craticists’ had been regarded as merely exceptional and 

paradoxical non-conformists to the ordinary mode of life. 

In the mind of Plato Ethics blended themselves with 

aspirations after a perfectly ordered State, and to him ‘the 

contemplation of all time and all existence’ under the light 

of idealism was as dear as was the education of the individual 

soul. Aristotle, in the process of reconstructing all the 

departments of thought and knowledge, took Ethics, so to 

speak, in his stride. He allotted to man, as a practical 

being, an important position in the scale of the universe, but 

still he said that the good attainable in a life of moral 

virtue was ‘secondary’ to that attainable in a life of 

philosophy (th. x. viii. 1); that ‘the end-in-itself for a 

State was more beautiful and divine that that for an indi- 

vidual’ (1. ii. 8); and (as Eudemus expressed it, Hth. vi. vii. 

4), that ‘there are in the universe many things diviner than 

man. Such sayings imply that Ethics are inferior in 

practical interest to Politics, and in intellectual interest to 

the speculative branches of philosophy. But after Aristotle, 

the order which he had given to the hierarchy of the sciences 

became subverted. All considerations of the State now 

dropped out of sight, as of a subject no longer capable of 

being entertained ; Ethics came to the fore-front, as if the 

practical interests of the individual were of paramount and 

absorbing importance; andall other departments of enquiry, 

whether logical, metaphysical, or physical, were cultivated 

only as subsidiary to the one great object of obtaining a 

theory for the regulation of individual life. 

These features were equally characteristic of the two 

great post-Aristotelian schools, the Stoic and the Epicurean. 
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To account for them it does not seem quite sufficient to refer, 

with Zeller,! to the political condition of Greece. The loss 

of independence in the Greek States might reasonably 

account for the abandonment of Politics as a science ; but the 

times do not seem to have been dangerous and oppressive, 

such as would force the mind by fears and interruptions 

away from philosophical enquiry. Political freedom does 

not appear to be an absolute necessity for freedom of specu- 

lation, for in Germany the greatest achievements in philo- 

sophy were made at a time when the liberties of the people 

were most scanty. And in Athens during the third century 

B.c., there was a vast amount of active philosophising on 

almost all the great subjects, though these now received a 

peculiar turn in their mode of treatment. And Plutarch? 

speaks of the early Stoics, Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus, 

as living at Athens ‘as though they had eaten of the lotus, 

spell-bound on a foreign soil, enamoured of leisure, and spend- 

ing their long lives in books, and walks, and discourses.’ 

Athens was still a genial home for philosophy ‘native To 

famous wits, or hospitable, in her sweet recess.’ And other 

causes, besides political circumstances, must be sought for the 

peculiar character of the philosophical schools that now arose 

within her walls. That they exhibited a decline in force of 

thought, is indubitable : but in this world it appears as if a 

succession of great geniuses can never be long maintained. 

In Germany the great idealistic systems of philosophy were 

succeeded by a strong reaction in the direction of materialism. 

And in Greece the same phenomenon presented itself after 

the death of Aristotle. Zeno and Epicurus displayed an 

equal aversion to that idealism which characterises the 

" The Stoics, Epicureans,and Scep- | (London, 1870), p. 16 sq. 

tics, translated from the German of * De Repugnantiis Stoicis, e. 2. 

Dr. iE: Zeller, by Om: Reichel, &e. 

VOL. I. x 
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thought of Aristotle no less than Plato; each denied the 

existence of anything immaterial; and each reverted to the 

physical system of a pre-Socratic philosopher as a more 

reasonable explanation of the world than that which Plato 

or Aristotle had given. Zeno thus espoused the physics of 

Heraclitus, and Epicurus those of Democritus. Besides this 

reaction towards pre-Socratic materialism, there was another 

reaction in which both these philosophers shared, namely, 

towards the pre-Aristotelian individualism of the Cynies and 

Cyrenaics. The character of the times certainly favoured 

the rehabilitation and development of this principle; the 

scope for public life and action was gone, and thus in- 

dividuality supplanted the idea of citizenship. To find out 

the way of happiness for the individual soul, became now, 

not one problem among many, but the one great problem 

for philosophy, to which all others were to be secondary and 

subordinate. Thus a new era of thought commenced with 

Zeno and Epicurus, in which Ethics was elevated to the first 

place and became the architectonic science. And the 

causes for this, so far as we have reviewed them, were 

common to both Zeno and Epicurus, consisting in a decline 

of personal ability and philosophic power, in an inability to 

keep up to the level of the speculative and idealistic systems, 

and also in the circumstances of the times, which encouraged 

a monkish exclusiveness of attention to the subjective and 

practical well-being of the individual soul. 

But there was another special cause which contributed 

greatly to give its pecuhar character to the Stoical school, 

and which is the source of much of the interest that attaches 

to the history of that school. In a former edition of this 

Essay it was suggested that the striking features and 

attitude exhibited by the Stoical doctrine were attributable 

to the Race from which its founders sprang. This idea has 
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subsequently been accepted and worked out,’ and may be 

now considered to have been established. If we cast our 

eyes on a list of the early Stoics and their native places, we 

cannot avoid noticing how universally the leaders of this 

school came from the East to Athens, how many of them 
came from Semitic towns or colonies. Zeno was from 

Citium, a Pheenician colony in Cyprus, and himself belonged 

to the Semitic race, as is testified by the soubriquet of ¢ the 

Of his disciples, 

Perszeus came also from Citium; Herillus was from Car- 

Pheenician’* commonly applied to him. 

thage; Athenodorus from Tarsus; Cleanthes from Assus in 

the Troad. The chief disciples of Cleanthes were Sphzrus of 

Chry- 

Sippus was succeeded by Zeno of Sidon, and Diogenes of 

the Bosporus, and Chrysippus from Soli in Cilicia. 

Babylon ; the latter taught Antipater of Tarsus, who taught 

Pantius of Rhodes, who taught Posidonius of Apamea in 

Syria. There was another Athenodorus, from Cana in Cilicia ; 

and the early Stoic Archedemus is mentioned by Cicero as 

belonging to Tarsus. The names of Nestor, Athenodorus, 

Cordylion, and Heraclides, may be added to the list of Stoical 

Seleucia sent forth Diogenes ; 

Epiphania Euphrates ; Basilides ; 

Antibius ; Tyre Antipater ; Sidon Boéthus ; Ptolemais Dio- 

teachers furnished by Tarsus. 

Seythopolis Ascalon 

genes. We see then what an Oriental aspect this catalogue 

presents. Nota single Stoic of note was a native of Greece 

proper. 

and Apamea, from Babylon and Carthage, the future ‘ doctors 

From Tyre and Sidon, and Ptolemais and Ascalon 

3 See especially 

‘ Dissertation ’ 
the interesting 

on ‘St. Paul and 
Seneca’ given by the Rev, Canon 

(London, 1869). 

4 Cf. Diog. Laert. n. 

3, where Crates 

114, Zihvwva 

Toy olvika, Vil. 

Lightfoot, D.D., &¢., in his edition 

of the Epistle to the Philippians (1st 

ed. London, 1868), pp. 268-326. 
There is a 2nd edition of this work 

says to him, ri pedvyes, & Powiktd.ov ; 

§ 25. Powiuikds, § 30. ci € mdtpa 

Solvicca tis 5 pOdvos; § 7. ayremot- 

otyto 8 avrod Kat of ev Bdavi Kirtiets. 
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of the Stoie fur’ come flocking to Athens (‘in Ilissum de- 

fluxit Orontes’). No country more Greek than Rhodes or 

Phrygia, is the home of any. On the whole, Cilicia and the 

Semitic colony in Cyprus are the chief head-quarters whence 

the leaders of this sect were derived. : 

These facts give us an insight into the fundamental and 

essential character of Stoicism. Its essence consists in the 

introduction of the Semitic temperament and a Semitic 

spirit into Greek philosophy. 

The meeting of Eastern and Western ideas had been pre- 

pared by the conquests of Alexander, and the production of 

Stoicism was one of its first fruits. We moderns have all 

been imbued with the Semitic spirit in its highest manifes- 

tations by the pages of Holy Writ. Other manifestations of 

that spirit, as for instance the Mahomedan religion, exhibit 

it as an intense, but narrow, earnestness, averse on the 

whole to science and art, but tending to enthusiasm and 

even fanaticism for abstract ideas of religion or morality. 

The Semitic spirit found a new and favourable field for its 

development in Athens at the close of the fourth century 

B.C. If philosophy in general was then tending from other 

causes to the exaltation of Ethics over Metaphysics, this 

tendency just suited the Semitic moral earnestness. Ethics 

were taken up by the Pheenician Zeno, and came out from 

his hands with a new aspect. A phase of thought now 

appears for the first time on Hellenic soil, in which the moral 

consciousness of the individual—the moral ego—is made 

the centre and starting-point. Such a point of view, with 

various concomitant ideas, such as duty and responsibility, 

and self-examination, and the sense of short-coming, and 

moral self-cultivation, is familiar to us in the Psalms of 

David and afterwards in the writings of St. Paul, but it was 

not to be found in the conversations of Socrates, nor in the 
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dialogues of Plato, nor in the Ethics of Aristotle. It was 

alien indeed from the childlike and unconscious spirit of the 

Hellenic mind, with its tendency to objective thought and 

the enjoyment of nature. Our own views in modern times 

have been so much tinged with Hebraism, that the highest 

degree of moral consciousness seems only natural to us, and 

thus Stoicism, which introduced this state of feeling to the 

ancient Hellenic world, may be said to have formed a 

transition step between Greek philosophy and the modern 

ethical point of view. So it is that in many modern 

books of morals, and even in many practical sermons, we 

come upon much that has a close affinity with the modes of 

thinking of the ancient Stoics, while with the modes of 

thinking of Plato and Aristotle such productions have 

rarely any affinity at all. And this is the secret of the 

interest that Stoicism has for modern times. 

Epicurus, the son of Athenian parents, handled the pro- 

blem of his epoch—that of the well-being of the individual 

soul—in a sense widely different from that of Zeno. Much 

as the two schools, Stoicism and Epicurism, had originally 

in common, they each followed out their fundamental ten- 

dencies so as to diverge ultimately into the sharpest con- 

trast and to stand in the sharpest antithesis to each other. If 

we ask on what does this antithesis rest ? we shall find that 

it rests on the twofold essence of man, as a thinking and as 

a feeling: subject ; as consisting, on the one hand, of spirit, 

or free and self-determined thought ; and, on the other hand, 

of nature, or an existence determined by physical laws ex- 

pressing themselves in the sensuous feelings and desires. 

These two sides of man’s being may often stand in opposition 

to each other; or again, they may be harmonised so as to 

give either the one side or the other the precedence and 

authority. Either we may say ‘a thing is good because it 
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is pleasant,’ and thus refer the decision to the natural 

feelings; or we may say ‘it is pleasant because it is good,’ 

and thus refer the decision to the inner spirit or reason. 

How far these two sentences actually express the leading 

principles of the Stoic and the Epicurean schools, we may 

best see by considering the ideal of man which they each 

proposed to themselves. The Epicurean ideal was a being 

moving harmoniously according to natural impulses; one, in 

short, in whom the spirit and thought should rather form a 

part of the natural life than prominently control it. The 

Stoic ideal, on the contrary, was a being in whom the natural 

impulses and desires should be absolutely subjected to the 

laws of abstract thought. Epicurism is essentially Greek 

and essentially Pagan; the ‘beautiful and genial Greek 

mythology is but a deification of the natural powers and 

impulses. Stoicism is a reaction against this; it consists 

in an inner life, in a drawing away from the body, and in 

disregarding as worthless and of no moment the ‘ law in the 

members. Epicurism and Stoicism both received as an 

inheritance the results of Grecian speculation, but in both, 

the moral attitude was what was essential. Of both it has 

been truly said that they were less and more than philosophy. 

Less, because they were thoroughly unspeculative in their 

character, and indeed consisted in the popularising of specu- 

lation; more, because they were not mere systems of know- 

ledge, but a principle for the whole of life. They soon lost 

their local and restricted character as schools; they assi- 

milated to themselves more and more broadly human 

thought, and became ‘ the two great confessions of faith of 

the historical world.’> Thus were these two ideas set against 

each other. Regarding, however, Stoicism, with its weak- 

® Dr. Draniss, Uebersicht des Ent- | lau, 1842), p. 218, whence several 

wicklungsganges der Philosophie (Dres- | points of this comparison are taken. 
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ness and its strength, as far the more interesting and im- 

portant, as it is, of course, also far the higher tendency of 

the two, we shall henceforth, in tracing its history, only 

incidentally allude to the fortunes of its rival.® 

In the history of Stoicism, the following parts of the 

subject seem naturally to stand apart from each other, and 

to demand in some sort a separate treatment :—First, the 

period of the formation of the Stoical dogmain Athens, from 

Zeno to Chrysippus; second, thegperiod of the promulgation 

of Stoicism and its introduction to the knowledge of other 

civilised nations; third, Stoicism in the Roman world, its 

different phases, and its influence on individual thought and 

I. The first period of 

Stoicism takes us down to the year. 207 B.c., which was the 

on public manners and institutions. 

date of the death of Chrysippus. The chronology of the 

commencement of this period is difficult to fix. Zeno pro- 

bably lived till after the year 260 B.c.,and he may have been 

born rather before 340 B.c. It is uncertain whether he came 

to Athens in his twenty-second or his thirtieth year. On the 

whole, we may assume that he did not arrive there till after 

the death of Aristotle, which took place in the year 322 B.c. 

Chrysippus may possibly in early youth have heard some of 

the discourses of Zeno; but Cleanthes, who succeeded Zeno 

as leader of the Porch, was the true link between them. By 

these three the Stoical doctrine, properly so called, received 

its completion. Nothing was afterwards added to it, except 

6 Among the posthumous papers 

published in the Appendix to Grote’s 

Aristotle, we find (pp. 434-443) a 

short and lucid account of ‘ Epiku- 

rus. Grote’s editors tell us that he 

aimed ‘at setting in its true light a 

much-maligned system of thought.’ 

The same generous spirit which made 

_ him the apologist of the Sophists in- 

duced him to become the vindicator 

of Epicurus. But he does not exactly 

tell us whether he considers the sys- 

tem of Epicurus to be one that it 

would be desirable for the majority of 

men to follow. This paper and Grote’s 

fragment on the Stoics are worth 

consulting ; but all detail of accurate 

information in these schools must be 

sought in Zeller’s account of them, 

referred to in note I. 
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the eclectic amalgamation of other doctrines. These three 

personages come before us with great distinctness. The 

anecdotes that have been handed down about them, though 

perhaps in some cases mythical, are at all events highly sym- 

bolical, and give us a very definite conception of their sepa- 

rate characteristics. Zeno is described’ asa slight, withered 

little fellow, of a swarthy complexion, and with his neck on 

one side. The story goes, that in trading to Athens he was 

shipwrecked at the Piraeus and was thus ‘cast on to the 

shores of philosophy.’ Going up to the city, he sat down at 

the stall ofa bookseller, where he read the second book of the 

Memorabilia of Xenophon, and asked with enthusiasm ‘ where 

such men lived?’ Crates, the Cynic, happened to be passing 

at the moment, and the bookseller cried ‘ Follow him.’ Zeno 

then studied under Crates, but held himself aloof from the 

extravagant unseemliness of Cynicism. He is also said to 

have studied under the Megarians, Stilpo, Cronus, and Philo, 

and under the Academicians, Xenocrates and Polemo. After 

twenty years, he opened his school in the Stoa Peecile, the 

porch adorned with the frescoes of Polygnotus. Zeno appears 

to have impressed the Athenians with the highest admiration 

for his character. Their treatment of him was a contrast to 

their treatment of Socrates. It is perhaps an apocryphal 

tradition which relates that they deposited the keys of their 

citadel with him, as being the most trustworthy person; but 

it may be true that they decreed to hima golden crown, a 

brazen statue, and a public entombment. In extreme old 

age he committed suicide. Cleanthes, the disciple of Zeno, 

was perhaps the most zealous disciple that a philosopher 

ever had. He is said to have been originally a boxer, and 

to have come to Athens with four drachmas in his possession. 

7 Diog. Laert. vir. i, I, 
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By his strength, his endurance, and his laborious life, he 

acquired the name of ‘ the New Hercules.’ ‘ Falling in with 

Zeno,’ ® it is said, ‘he took the philosophy most bravely.’ He 

wrote notes of his master’s lectures on potsherds and the 

bladebones of oxen, not being able to afford to purchase 

paper. He was summoned before the Areopagus to give an 

account of his way of living, since his whole days were passed 

in philosophy, and he had no ostensible calling nor means of 

support. He proved to his judges that he drew water by 

night for a gardener, and ground the corn for a flour-dealer, 

and thus earned a maintenance. The story goes on that his 

judges, on hearing this account, voted him ten mine, which 

the rigid Zeno forbade him to accept. There is something 

quaint about the whole personality of Cleanthes. He was 

nicknamed ‘the Ass,’ for his stubborn patience. He seems 

to have left the impression that it was this indomitable per- 

severance, rather than the superiority of his genius, that gave 

him precedence over other noteworthy disciples of Zeno. 

‘High thinking,’ however, appears to have accompanied the 

‘plain living’ of Cleanthes. His reflections on Destiny, and 

his Hymn to Jupiter, will best be treated of hereafter. When 

asked,?‘ What is the best way to be rich?’ he answered, ‘ To 

be poor in desires.’ No reproaches or ridicule ever ruffled the 

sweetness and dignity of his presence. His calm bearing, 

when satirized on the stage by the comic poet Sositheus, 

caused the spectators to applaud him and to hiss off Sositheus. 

The idea of death seems to have been long present to his 

mind. Being taunted with his old age, he said, ‘Yes, I am 

willing to be gone, but when I see myself sound in every part, 

writing and reading, I am again tempted to linger.’ The 

story of his death is characteristic. Having suffered from an 

8 Diog. Laert, vi. v., I. 9 Stobeeus, Florileg. xciv. 31. 5 ] 
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uleer on the tongue, he was advised by his physician to abstain 

from eating for a while in order to facilitate the cure. 

Having fasted for two days he was completely cured, and 

his physician bade him return to his usual course of life, 

but he said that ‘Since he had got so far on the road, it would 

be a pity not to finish the journey ;’ so continuing his absti- 

nence, he died. 

Hardly any personal details of the life of Chrysippus 

have come tous. On the other hand, we have more frag- 

ments of his actual writings than of those of all the early 

Stoies put together. In Chrysippus the man seems swallowed 

up in the writer and disputer. He is said!® to have been 

slight in person, so that his statue in the Cerameicus was 

totally eclipsed by a neighbouring equestrian figure, and from 

this circumstance Carneades nicknamed him Crypsippus. His 

literary activity was most unrivalled: he wrote above seven 

hundred and five works on different subjects. Epicurus alone, 

of the ancient philosophers, outstripped him in voluminous- 

ness of writing. He is said to have been keen and able 

on every sort of subject. He told Cleanthes that he ‘ only 

wanted the doctrines and he would soon find out the proofs.’ 

This boast appears to betray a want of earnestness as to the 

truth, and somewhat too much of the spirit of a dialectician. 

In this respect Chrysippus must have differed widely from 

his two distinguished predecessors, with whom Stoicism was 

above all things a reality and a mode of life. However, 

there is no doubt that Chrysippus did great service to the 

Stoie school by embodying their doctrines and stating them 

in manifold different ways. Hence the saying, ‘But for 

Chrysippus, the Porch would never have been.’ He de- 

veloped Stoicism on its negative and antagonistic side by 

© Diog. Laert. vit. vil. 4. 
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arguing with trenchant dialectic against Epicurus and the 

Academy. We shall see that he really mooted and boldly 

strove toreconcile some of the deepest and most difficult 

contradictions of human thought—difficulties which are ever 

present in modern metaphysics, but which had never truly 

occupied the ancients before the death of Aristotle. We know 

most about Chrysippus from Plutarch’s book On the Incon- 

sistencies of the Stoics, It consists really of the inconsis- 

tencies of Chrysippus, extracted from various parts of his 

voluminous writings. This interesting book gives the im- 

pression that Plutarch is unphilosophical, though we are not 

able to exonerate Chrysippus from inconsistency. Such rapid 

and extensive writing, such a warm spirit of advocacy, such 

an attempt to round off and complete a doctrine in spite of 

all difficulties, such a various controversialism, such an 

elevated theory, paradoxical even in the grandeur of its aims, 

combined, on the other hand, with an extremely practical 

point of view,—could not fail to give rise to manifold incon- 

sistencies. Chrysippus was inconsistent, just as Seneca after- 

wards was inconsistent, because it suited the genius of Stoi- 

cism to abandon the stern simplicity and unity of a scientific 

principle. Stoicism became learned, complex, and eclectic ; 

embracing in its grasp a far greater variety of problems 

than the philosophy of Plato or Aristotle had done, it treated 

these more loosely, and often oscillated between mere empiri- 

cism anda more philosophical point of view. 

Taking now the Stoical doctrine as it gradually formed 

itself during the entire course of the third century B.c., we 

may proceed to trace its essential features, though in the 

lack of direct writings ' of the successive masters of the 

No fragment even, of any length, | anthes. Our main sources of informa- 

belonging to the early Stoies, has come | tion with regard to them are Cicero, 

down to us, except the hymn of Cle- | Plutarch, Sextus Empiricus, Diogenes, 
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school we must give up attempting to fix their several con- 

tributions, and their differences from each other. Early 

Stoicism consisted of two elements—the one might be called 

dynamical: it was the peculiar spirit, tendency, and mental 

attitude assumed; the other element was material, being 

an adaptation of the results of existing philosophy. The 

material side of Stoicism was comparatively unimportant. 

This it was, however, which caused Cicero '? to make the mis- 

taken observation that Zeno was no real innovator, but only 

a reproducer of the Peripatetic doctrines. And indeed it is 

sufficiently striking at first sight of the Stoical compendia, 

that their ethic seems a patchwork of Peripatetic and Pla- 

tonic formule; their logic, a development of the doctrine 

of the syllogism ; and their physic, a blending of Heraclitus 

with Aristotle. Yet, in spite of all this, Zeno was no mere 

eclectic; all that was Peripatetic in his system was the out- 

ward, and not the inner and essential part. And in short, 

the vestiges of previous Greek philosophy existing in Stoical 

books may be said, mutatis mutandis, to bear the same 

relation to Stoicism as the vestiges of Jewish and of 

Alexandrian ideas existing in the New Testament bear to 

Christianity. What we have called the dynamical element 

This it derived 

partly from the idiosynerasy and perhaps the national cha- 

of Stoicism constitutes its real essence. 

racteristics of its founder, partly from the peculiarities of the 

Cynical school in which it was nurtured. 

Zeno agreed with Crates, and Stoicism coincides with the 

Cynic view thus far, that it makes the starting-point of all 

The setting of this thought to be the conception of a life. 

We have the 

doctrine in the 

Laertius, and Stobeeus. in the later literature of antiquity may 

reflection of their be easily combined into a complete 

writings of the Roman Stoies, Seneca, 

Epictetus, and Mareus Aurelius; and 

numberless scattered allusions to them 

and tolerably certain view. 

12 De Hin. 1v. i. 3, IV. SXvie 72: 
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moral and practical conception above all speculative philo- 

sophy separates Zeno from the previous schools of Greece. 

We have now to ask, What is it that distinguishes him from 

Crates ?—what is the essential difference between the Stoic 

and the Cynic creeds? ‘This is generally stated as if the 

former were merely a softened edition of the latter. The 

Cynic said, ‘ There is nothing good but virtue; all else is 

absolutely indifferent.’ The Stoic said, ‘Yes, but among 

indifferent things some are preferable !* to others; health, 

though not an absolute good, is, on the whole, preferable to 

sickness; and this, though not an evil, is, on the whole, to 

be avoided.’ Again, it is said that Cynicism is unseemly and 

brutal, and tramples upon society ; Stoicism is more gentle, 

and outwardly conforms with the world. But this com- 

parison does not go sufficiently deep, and does not explain 

the facts of the case, for the Stoics were often as paradoxical 

as the Cynics in denying that anything was a good besides 

virtue; and if they were outwardly less ferocious, we want to 

know what was the inward law of their doctrine that made 

them so. Perhaps we nearest touch the spring of difference, 

by observing that Cynicism is essentially mere negation, 

mere protest against the external world ; while Stoicism is 

essentially positive, essentially constructive, and tends in 

many ways to leaven the external world. Cynicism despised 

the sciences, disdained politics, exploded the social institu- 

tions, and ridiculed patriotism or the distinctions of country. 

Zeno, on the contrary, re-arranged the sciences according to 

his views: he enjoined the wise to mix in affairs; and he 

conceived not a mere negation of patriotic prejudices, but 

‘3 This was the famous Stoical dis- ; paradox that ‘nothing is good but 

tinction between things mpoyyueva and | virtue,’ and the practical facts of life. 

amomponyueva ; sce Diog. Lacrt. va. i. | Stoicism is foreed to be full of such 

67. Itwas a compromise between the | compromises. 
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the positive idea of cosmopolitanism. Cynicism, therefore, 

is a withdrawal from the world into blank isolation, while 

Stoicism is the withdrawal into an inner life, which forms 

to its votaries an object of the highest enthusiasm. Hence 

the elation, often hyperbolical, which tinges the Stoical 

austerity; hence the attractiveness of the doctrine and its 

spread over the world. And connected, too, with the positive 

and constructive impulse of Stoicism, we may reckon its 

plastic character, its external eclecticism, and its tendency 

to be influenced and modified by the course of surrounding 

civilisation. 

Lists have been preserved \ for us by the ancients of the 

different formule in which the Stoical masters expressed the 

leading principle of life. They are all modifications of the 

same idea, that ‘the end for man is to live according to 

nature.’ Nature here means that which is universal—the 

entire course of the world, as opposed to individual and 

special ideas and impulses. Until we remember this inter- 

pretation, the Stoical formula appears surprising ; for how 

could they enjoin life according to nature, whose whole 

endeavour was to be superior to nature—to overcome and 

subdue desire, sorrow, pain, the fear of death, and all that 

in another sense we are accustomed to call the natural 

instincts? If ‘nature’ were taken to mean the involuntary 

and immediate impulses, then the phrase ‘ follow nature’ 

would express not the Stoical, but the Epicurean, principle. 

The Stoical ‘ nature’ was the conception of an abstract and 

universal order, and was to be apprehended by the discursive 

Reason. This clear-sightedness and authority of the Reason 

is, of course, only slowly arrived at, and the Stoics explained 

their theory by saying that ‘all our duties come from nature, 

1 Stobeeus, Zel. ii. 134; Clemens Alexandrinus, Strom. ii.; Diog. Laert. 

Vil. 1. 53- 
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and wisdom among the number. But as, when a man is 

introduced to anyone, he often thinks more of the person to 

whom he is introduced than of him who gave the introduc- 

tion,—so we need not wonder that, while it was the in- 

stinctive impulses of nature that led us to wisdom, we hold 

wisdom more dear than those impulses by which we arrived 

at her." In order to avoid seeming to approximate to 

the Epicureans, they denied that pleasure and pain are 

among the principles of nature. In short, starting from 

nature, the Stoics came round utterly to supplant nature (in 

the usual sense), and to substitute in her room pure thought 

and abstract ideas. 

The phrase ‘ follow nature,’ to express the highest kind of 

life, has never yet established itself in language. ‘ One touch 

of nature makes the whole world kin ’—that is, any perfectly 

simple and instinctive feeling, the very opposite of anything 

abstract or cultivated. Again, the ‘natural man,’ as opposed 

to the ‘spiritual man,’ denotes something utterly different 

from the Stoical idea of perfection. Thus, common parlance 

retains its own associations connected with the term nature, 

and rejects those of the Stoics. But it is interesting to 

observe that Bishop Butler has espoused their formula, and 

has argued that ‘nature’ does not mean single impulses or 

desires, but the idea of the constitution of the whole, reason 

and conscience as regulative principles being taken into con- 

sideration. Butler’s object in maintaining this position was 

obviously one relative to his own times. As in appealing to 

a selfish age he thought it necessary to assert that virtue was 

not inconsistent with the truest self-love, so also he argued 

that virtue was not against nature, but in reality man’s 

natural state. He here takes up, just like the Stoies, an 

% Cicero, De Fin. 11. vii. 23. 
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abstract ideal of nature; for he makes the basis of his rea- 

soning a proviso that the moral rules of conscience not only 

exist, but that they have authority—that is, that they con- 

trol, as they ought to do, the rest of the human principles. 

The commonest ideal of virtue according to nature is the 

picture of mankind in a state of innocence, whether the scene 

be laid in some far-off island, or remote in point of time, in 

the golden age of the world. To imagine a primitive and 

pastoral existence, in which every impulse is virtuous and 

every impulse is to be obeyed,—this is an easy reaction from 

a vitiated and over-refined civilisation. Some have supposed 

that the Stoics made this ideal of uncorrupted nature part of 

their views; but in reality it would not suit the genius of - 

Stoicism to do so. Though they railed at the actual state 

of the world, their remedy was placed rather in the power of 

the will, in the effort to progress, than in dreams of a bygone 

state of innocence. The only allusion which we can trace in 

their fragments to this conception is a saying of the later 

Stoic, Posidonius, that ‘in the golden age the government 

was in the hands of the philosophers.’ !® The context, how- 

ever, of this remark, makes it appear rather as a rhetorical 

praise of philosophy than as a serious piece of doctrine. 

Seneca, in one of whose epistles it is quoted, comments upon 

it in an interesting manner. After echoing for a while the 

strain of Virgil, and praising those times of innocence ‘ before 

the reign of Jupiter, when men slept free and undisturbed 

under the canopy of heaven, he returns to the true Stoical 

point of view, and asserts that in those primitive times there 

was, in fact, no wisdom. If men did wise things, they did 

them unconsciously. They had not even virtue; neither 

justice, nor prudence, nor temperance, nor fortitude. It is 

6 Seneca, Ep. xe. 
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a profound truth that Seneca perceives—namely, that the 

mind and the will evoked into consciousness and perfected 

even by suffering, are greater possessions than the blessings, 

if they were attainable, of a so-called golden age and state of 

nature. 

The Stoical principle of ‘ life according to nature’ would 

have been a blank formula, were it not for the further 

exposition of their doctrine which they have left us in their 

ideal of the Wise Man. This ideal exhibits not the pursuit 

of wisdom for its own sake—not the excellence of philosophy 

in and for itself, as Plato and Aristotle used to conceive it, 

but rather the results of wisdom in the will and character— 

results which Zeno summed up in the terms an ‘ even flow 

of life” 17 The notion that equanimity is the most essential 

characteristic of a philosopher is perhaps traceable to this 

conception of the Stoics; according to whom the Wise Man 

is infallible, impassive, and invulnerabie.!® And _ while 

possessing this external immunity from harm, he is in him- 

self full of divine inspirations—he is alone free, alone king 

and priest, alone capable of friendship or affection. These 

and other splendid and exclusive attributes did the Stoics 

attach to their imaginary sage, till Chrysippus, becoming 

conscious in one place ! of the paradoxical character of the 

picture, allows that he ‘may seem, through the pre-eminent 

ereatness and beauty of his descriptions, to be giving 

utterance to mere fictions, things transcending man and 

human nature. At the Stoical paradox Horace laughed. 

Plutarch wrote a book (now lost, but of which the outlines 

remain) to prove that it surpassed the wildest imaginations 

of the poets. But in truth ‘the curtain was the picture ;’ 

the paradox was an essential part of the doctrine. For of 

17 Evpowa tod Biov. Stob. Ecl. ii. 138. 18 Diog. Laert. vi. i. 64. 

1° Plutarch, De Repug. Stoic, ¢. xy. 
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necessity these pictures of the inner life are paradoxical. 

They speak of a boundless freedom and elevation, with which 

the narrow limits of external reality come into harsh con- 

trast. And in the vaunts of the Stoics we only see what is 

analogous to one side of Lord Bacon’s famous ‘ character of 

a believing Christian, drawn out in paradoxes and seeming 

contradictions.’ ‘He is rich in poverty, and poor in the 

midst of riches; he believes himself to be a king, how mean 

soever he be; and how great soever he be, yet he thinks 

himself not too good to be servant to the poorest saint.’ 

Some of the qualities of the Stoic ideal seem inferior to the 

conception of goodness afterwards developed by the school. 

The Wise Man of Zeno was represented as stern and pitiless, 

and as never conceding pardon to any one. This forms a 

great contrast with the gentle and forgiving spirit of 

Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius. Such harsher traits of the 

picture are Semitic in tone ; they were afterwards discarded 

during subsequent transmutations of the Stoical principle. 

More inward meaning is there in the saying, para- 

doxical as it might appear, that nothing the Wise Man 

ean do would be a crime. Cannibalism, and incest, and 

the most shocking things, are said to be indifferent to the 

sage. This however, though stated so repulsively, can only 

have meant something resembling the principle that ‘ what- 

ever is of faith is no sin.’ One of the interests of the Stoical 

ideal consists in the parallel it affords at many points to 

different phases of religious feeling. Such for instance is the 

tendency, more or less vaguely connecting itself with the 

Stoic doctrine, to divide all the world into the good and the 

bad, or, as they expressed it, into the wise and the fools—an 

idea evidently belonging to the inner life, and hard to bring 

into conformity with external facts. Entirely in the same 

direction, the Stoics said that short of virtue—in other words, 

\ 
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short of the standard of perfection—all faults and vices were 

equal. Chrysippus, indeed, tried to soften down this asser- 

tion; but in its extreme form it only reminds us of certain 

sayings which have been heard in modern times, about the 

‘worthlessness of morality.’ In the presence of a dazzling 

ideal of spiritual perfection, the minor distinctions of right 

and wrong seem to lose their meaning. 

The Stoics, after portraying their Wise Man, were free to 

confess that such a character did not exist, and indeed never 

had existed. With small logical consistency, but with much 

human truth, while they allowed their assertions about the 

worthlessness of all except absolute wisdom to remain, and 

always held up this unattained and unattainable ideal, they 

admitted another conception to stand, though unacknow- 

ledged, beside it—namely, the conception of ‘advance.’ 

Zeno and the rest, though they do not claim to be wise, yet 

claimed to be ‘advancing.’ This notion of conscious moral 

progress and self-discipline is too familiar now for us easily 

to believe that it was first introduced into Greece in the third 

century B.c. It may be said, indeed, to be contained im- 

plicitly in Aristotle’s theory of ‘habits ;’ but it is in reality 

the expression of a new and totally different spirit. By this 

spirit we shall find the later Stoics deeply penetrated. It 

constituted perhaps the most purely ‘moral’ notion of 

antiquity, as implying the deepest associations which are 

attached to the word ‘ moral.’ 

Another great idea, of which the introduction is generally 

attributed to the Stoics, is the idea of ‘duty ;’ but on con- 

sideration, we shall perceive that this, entirely conformable 

as it was with their point of view, was not all at once enun- 

ciated by them, but was only gradually developed in or by 

0 xpokom}, mpokdrrev (Diog. Laert., vit. i. 54). In Latin, profectus, pro- 

Jicere (Seneca, Ep. 71). 
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means of their philosophy. There were two correlative terms 

introduced by the early Stoics, signifying the ‘ suitable’?! 

and the ‘right.’ The ‘right’ could only be said of actions 

having perfect moral worth. The ‘ suitable’ included all that 

fitted in harmoniously with the course of life—everything’ 

that could on good grounds be recommended or defended. 

This term, the ‘ suitable,’ seems to fall short of the moral sig- 

nificance of what we mean by duty; and yet it is remarkable 

that this term became translated into Latin as officium, and 

thus really stands to our word ‘ duty’ in the position of lineal 

antecedent. So much casuistical discussion took place upon 

what was, or was not, ‘suitable, that a train of associations 

became attached to the word, associations which were in- 

herited by the Romans. Thus the idea of duty grew up, 

more belonging, perhaps, to the Roman than to the Greek 

elements in the Stoical spirit, fostered by a national sternness 

and a love of law, and ultimately borrowing its modes of ex- 

pression from the formule of Roman jurisprudence.” 

The most prominent conception in the Stoical system 

being the effort to attain a perfect life in conformity with 

universal laws, we may now ask what forms the background 

to this picture? Aristotle and Plato would certainly have 

conceived to themselves a limited state, essentially Greek in 

character, the institutions of which should furnish sufficiently 

favourable conditions for the life of the Wise Man. But in 

the third century B.c. these restricted notions had become 

*) KabjjKoyv and cardpbwpa, Stob. Kul. | duty. 

ii. 158. Cicero's De Officiis is taken, | * Tor instance, the word ‘obliga- 

with but little alteration and addition, | tion’ is a Latin law term. The word 

from the work of Panztius, wept rav ‘law’ itself is employed with a moral 

kaOykédvtrwy. Cicero complains that | meaning, and on consideration it will 

be found that our notions of duty 

(‘ what is owing’) are intertwined in- 

extricably with legal associations, 

Panetius gave no definition of his | 

subject (De Off. 1.11.7). Thus we see | 

that the Greek Stoics had really no | 

formula to express what we mean by 
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exploded. Zeno now imagined, what surpassed the Republic 

of Plato, a universal state, with one government and manner 

of life for all mankind. This admired polity,?’ which Plutarch 

calls ‘a dream of philosophic statesmanship,’ and which, he 

rhetorically says, was realised by Alexander the Great, owed, 

no doubt, its origin to the influence upon men’s minds pro- 

duced by the conquests of Alexander. This influence, partly 

depressing,—in so far as it diminished the sense of freedom, 

and robbed men of their healthy, keen, and personal interest 

in politics,—was also partly stimulating, since it unfolded a 

wider horizon, and the possibility of conceiving a universal 

state. Thus were the national and exclusive ideas of Greece, 

as afterwards of Rome, changed into cosmopolitanism. The 

first lesson of cosmopolitanism, that said, ‘there is no differ- 

ence between Greece and barbarians—the world is our city,’ 

must have seemed a mighty revelation. To say this was 

quite natural to Stoicism, which drawing the mind away from 

surrounding objects, bids it soar into the abstract and the 

universal. By denying the reality and the interest of na- 

tional politics, the moral importance of the individual was 

immensely enhanced. Ethics were freed from all connection 

with external institutions, and were joined in a new and close 

alliance to physics and theology. 

The cosmopolitanism of the Stoics was a cosmopolitanism 

in the widest etymological sense, for they regarded not the 

inhabited earth alone, but the whole universe, as man’s city. 

Undistracted by political ideas, they placed the individual in 

direct relation to the laws of the Cosmos. Hence Chrysippus 

said,” that ‘no ethical subject could be rightly approached 

except from the preconsideration of entire nature and the 

ordering of the whole.’ Hence his regular preamble to every 

*3 Plutarch, De Alexandri Magni *4 Ap. Plutarch, De Repug. Stoicis, 

Sortund aut virtute, ec. vi. Cn UX 
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discussion of good, evil, ends, justice, marriage, education, 

and the like, was some exordium about Fate or Providence. 

So close and absolute a dependence of the individual upon 

the Divine First Cause was asserted by the Stoics, that their 

theological system reminds us, to some extent, of modern 

Calvinism, or of the doctrines of Spinoza. Body, they said, 

is the only substance. Nothing incorporeal could act upon 

what is corporeal, or vice versa. The First Cause” of all is 

God, or Zeus—the universal reason, the world-spirit, which 

may also be represented as the primeval fire, just as the soul 

of man, which is an emanation from it, consists of a warm 

ether. God, by transformation of his own essence, makes 

the world. All things come forth from the bosom of God, 

and into it all things will again return, when by universal 

conflagration the world sinks into the divine fire, and God is 

again left alone. The universe is a living and rational whole; 

for how else could the human soul, which is but a part of that 

whole, be rational and conscious? If the Cosmos be com- 

pared to an individual man, then Providence is like the spirit 

ofa man. Thus all things are very good, being ordered and 

preordained by the divine reason. This reason is also des- 

tiny, which is defined to be* ‘the law according to which 

what has been, has been; what is, is; and what shall be, 

shall be. The round world hangs balanced in an infinite 

vacuum. It is made up of four elements—fire and air, which 

are active powers; water and earth, which are passive mate- 

rials. Within it are four classes of natural objects—inorganic 

substances, plants, animals, and rational beings. First and 

highest among rational beings are the sun and the stars and 

25 For the particulars of their phy- | account. 

sical and theological system, and the | 26 Plutarch, De Placitis Philosopho= 

authorities which establish the various | rum, i, 28. 

parts of the doctrine, see Zeller’s 
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all the heavenly bodies, which, as Plato and Aristotle used 

to say, are conscious, reasonable, and blessed existences. 

These, indeed, are created gods, divine but not eternal. They 

will at last, like all things else, return into the unity of 

the primeval fire. Other gods, or rather other manifestations 

of the one divine principle, exist in the elements and the 

powers of nature, which, accordingly, are rightly worshipped 

by the people, and have received names expressive of their 

different attributes. Heroes, also, with divine qualities, are 

justly deified; and the Wise Man is divine, since he bears 

a god within himself. In this city of Zeus, where all is 

holy, and earth and sky are full of gods, the individual man 

is but a part of the whole—only one expression of the uni- 

versal law. 

Abstractedly, the theology of the Stoics appears as a mate- 

rialistic pantheism; God is represented as a fire, and the 

world as a mode of God. But, practically, this aspect of the 

ereed is softened by two feelings—by their strong sense, first, 

of the personality of God; and secondly, of the individuality 

of man.. These feelings express themselves in the hymn of 

Cleanthes, the most devotional fragment” of Grecian an- 

tiquity. In this hymn, Zeus is addressed as highest of the 

gods, having many names, always omnipotent, leader of nature, 

and governing all things by law. 

‘Thee,’ continues the poet, ‘it is lawful for all mortals 

to address. For we are thy offspring, and alone of living 

creatures possess a voice which is the image of reason. 

Therefore, I will for ever sing thee and celebrate thy power. 

All this universe rolling round the earth obeys thee, and 

follows willingly at thy command. Such a minister hast thou 

in thy invincible hands, the two-edged, flaming, vivid, thun- 

27 Preserved by Stobeeus, Hel, Phys. 1. 30. 
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derbolt. O King, most high, nothing is done without thee 

either in heaven or on earth, or in the sea, except what the 

wicked do in their foolishness. Thou makest order out of 

disorder, and what is worthless becomes precious in thy 

sight ; for thou has fitted together good and evil into one, 

and hast established one law that exists for ever. But the 

wicked fly from thy law, unhappy ones, and though they 

desire to possess what is good, yet they see not, neither do 

they hear, the universal law of God. If they would follow 

it with understanding, they might have a good life. But 

they go astray, each after his own devices—some vainly 

striving after reputation, others turning aside after gain 

excessively, others after riotous living and wantonness. 

Nay, but, O Zeus, giver of all things, who dwellest in dark 

clouds, and rulest over the thunder, deliver men from their 

foolishness. Scatter it from their souls, and grant them to 

obtain wisdom, for by wisdom thou dost rightly govern all 

things; that being honoured we may repay thee with 

honour, singing thy works without ceasing, as is right for us 

to do. For there is no greater thing than this, either for 

mortal men or for the gods, to sing rightly the universal 

law.’ 

In this interesting fragment we see, above all, a belief in 

the unity of God. This, Plato and Aristotle had most cer- 

tainly arrived at. Even in the popular ideas it probably lay 

behind all polytheistic forms, as being a truth necessary to 

the mind. But Monotheism here, as in the early Hebrew 

Scriptures, is co-existent with a mention of other gods be- 

sides the one highest God. These are represented as inferior 

to Zeus, and singing his praises. The human soul is here 

depicted as deriving all happiness from wisdom and a know- 

ledge of God. The knowledge of God and a devotional 

regard to Him are mentioned as needs of the human soul, 
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though the knowledge spoken of appears partly under the 

aspect of an intuition into the universal and impersonal law. 

When Cleanthes speaks of ‘ repaying God with honour,’ we 

see a strong assertion of the worth of the individual. 

Heraclitus had said of old that ‘Zeus looks on the wisest 

man as we look on an ape.’ But now the feeling about 

these things was changed, and Chrysippus * even went so far 

as to say, that ‘the sage is not less useful to Zeus than Zeus 

is to the sage,’—a saying which is rendered less offensive by 

taking it partly in a metaphysical sense, to mean that the 

individual is as necessary to the universal law as vice versa. 

As strong an assertion as this would seem almost required 

to counterbalance the absorbing necessarian element in early 

Stoicism. At first it excites surprise that a system putting 

so great store on the moral will should on the other hand 

appear to annihilate it. If all proceeds by destiny, what 

scope is left for individual action, for self-discipline and 

moral advance? But we must leave this contradiction un- 

resolved. Other systems with a profoundly moral bearing 

have also maintained the doctrine of necessity. And it was 

plainly the intention of the Stoics that the Wise Man, by 

raising himself to the consciousness of universal necessity, 

should become free, while all those who had not attained to 

this consciousness remained in bondage. ‘ Lead me, Zeus, 

and thou Destiny,’”? says Cleanthes, in another fragment, 

‘whithersoever I am by you appointed. I will follow not 

reluctant ; but even though [am unwilling through badness, 

I shall follow none the less.’ Yet still with the Stoies the 

individual element remained equally valid; the individual 

28 Plutarch, Adversus Stoicos, 33. | as efoual y' Korvos* hy 5é wh OérAw 
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consciousness was the starting-point of their thought; and 

hence the difficulty arose, as in modern times, how to recon- 

cile the opposite ideas of individual freedom, and of a world 

absolutely predetermined by divine reason. To the task of 

this reconciliation Chrysippus devoted himself, and Cicero 

deseribes him as ‘labouring painfully to explain how all 

things happen by Fate, and yet that there is something in 

ourselves.’ °° To effect this, he drew a distinction between 

‘ predisposing’ and ‘ determinant’ causes, and said that only 

the ‘ predisposing’ causes rested with Fate,*! while the ¢‘ de- 

terminant’ cause was always in the human will. This dis- 

tinction will hardly bear much scrutiny. When Chrysippus 

was confronted with what philosophers called the ‘lazy 

argument,®?—namely, the very simple question, Why should 

I do anything, if all is fated? Why, for instance, should I 

send for the doctor, since, whether I do so or not, the ques- 

tion of my recovery is already fixed by fate ?—to this he 

replied, It is perhaps as much fated that you should send for 

the doctor, as that you should get well; these things are 

‘confatal. In other words, the fate of the Stoies was, of 

course, a rational fate, acting, not supernaturally, but by the 

whole chain of cause and effect. The reasonings of Chry- 

sippus are interesting historically, as being the first attempt 

to meet some of the difficulties of the doctrine of human 

freedom ; and much that he urges has been repeated in after 

times. We have already seen the optimism of Cleanthes 

expressed in his hymn. He says on the one hand, that 

nothing is evil in the hands of God ; God fits good and evil 

together into one frame. On the other hand, he says that 

© Fragment of Cicero, De Fato, ap. | taprichy pdvoy éroretro Thy Eiuapwevny. 

Aul. Gell. vi. ii. 15. | 32 apyds Adyos (Cicero, De Fato, 
81 Plut. De Repug. Stoic. xlvii.: on | xii-xiii.). 
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‘God does all that is done in the world, except the wicked- 

ness. Chrysippus, touching on the existence of evil and the 

afflictions which happen to good men, says that the existence 

of evil is necessary, as being the contrary to good ;*° without 

it, good could not exist. Again, that as in a large family a 

little waste must occur, so in the world there must be parts 

overlooked and neglected. Again, that the good are afflicted 

not as a punishment, but ‘ according to another dispensation.’ 

Again, that evil demons may preside over some parts of the 

world. Of these inconsistent arguments the first is, perhaps, 

the most philosophical. Itis taken from Heraclitus, accord- 

ing to whom all things exist by the unity of contradiction. 

Plutarch objects to this argument, that if good can only 

exist by implying evil, what will become of the good after 

the conflagration of the world, when Zeus is all in all? If 

- evil is destroyed, then good will be destroyed also; an ob- 

jection hard to answer from the point of view of Chrysippus. 

The Stoics generally professed themselves onthe side of the 

‘common notions. They accepted the popular theology in 

an allegorising spirit, as being a slightly perverted expression 

of the truth. Though denying the marvellous and the 

supernatural, and being quite unable to attribute to Goda 

meddling in the minutie of human affairs, they yet declared ** 

for the reality of omens, oracles, and portents. They explained 

their belief by saying that there was no special revelation, 

but that certain signs were universally preordained to accom- 

pany certain events. The portent and the thing to be sig- 

nified were ‘confatal.’ Thus the world was full of divine 

coincidences, if men could but discern them. We can well 

fancy that this theme would suit. the subtle intellect of Chry- 

33 Plutarch, De Repug, Stoic, xxxv.— | 34 Cicero, De Divinatione, 1. ili., Ke. 

XXXVIi. —Seneca, Quest. Nat, ii. 52. 
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sippus, who appears to have written two books on Divination, 

one on Oracles, and one on Dreams. But a difference on the 

subject afterwards arose in the school, and Panztius expressed 

his doubts as to the reality of divination. With regard to the 

doctrine of future rewards and punishments, the Stoics were 

opposed to the general belief. Chrysippus finds fault with 

Plato for having, in the person of Cephalus, adopted such a 

vulgar bugbear.** But they asserted the moral government 

of the world, saying that the good alone are happy, and that 

misfortunes happen to the wicked by Divine Providence. The 

Stoics would seem excluded by their theological system from 

holding the immortality of the soul. If all the world by con- 

flagration sinks into the essence of God, how can the indi- 

vidual soul continue to exist? But Cleanthes and Chry- 

sippus spoke of the continuance of the souls of the wise, and 

the possible continuance of all souls, until the next con- 

flagration. And, as Zeller * says, ‘since the Stoics thus 

admitted a future existence of limited, but yet indefinite, 

length—the same practical results followed from their belief 

as from the current belief in immortality. The statements of 

Seneca that this life is a prelude to a better; that the body 

is a lodging-house, from which the soul will return to its 

own home; his joy in looking forward to the day which will 

rend the bonds of the body asunder, which he, in common 

with the early Christians, calls the birthday of eternal life ; *7 

his description of the peace of the eternity there awaiting us, 

of the freedom and bliss of the heavenly life, of the light of 

knowledge which will there be shed on all the secrets of 

nature ;** his language on the future recognition and happy 

: sos a eS Ge Ab Ane : 
35 dy mepl Tay wd TOD Oeod KoAdT EWN | 86 Zeller's Stoics and Epicureans, 

Adyoy, ws ovdty diapepovra tis Akkods 

Kal TiS AAgitovs, bt Gy Ta TaddpiatoD | 

English translation, pp. 207-209. 

37 Sencea, Hp. 102, 22. 

KakooXoAEly al yuvaikes avelpryovo1.— 38 Consol. ad Marc. 24. 3. 

Plut. De Repug. Stoic. ec. xii. 
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society of souls made perfect; *%® his seeing in death a great 

day of judgment, when sentence will be pronounced on 

everyone ;*° his making the thought of a future life the 

great stimulus to moral conduct here ;*! even the way in 

which he consoles himself for the destruction of his soul by 

the thought that it will live again in another form hereafter * 

—all contain nothing at variance with the Stoic teaching, 

however near they may approach to Platonic or even 

Christian modes of thought. Seneca merely expanded the 

teaching of his school in one particular direction, in which 

it harmonises most closely with Platonism.’ 

In like manner we see the Roman Cato fortifying his 

last hours with arguments and ideas drawn not from the 

orthodox authorities of Stoicism, but from the Phedo of 

Plato. It was but natural that in the history of Stoicism 

a tendency should be evinced to sympathise with Plato in 

exalting the idea of a future life. If there be any principle 

in the human mind, short of revelation, which could lead 

men to trust and believe in their own immortality, it must 

assuredly be that principle which so largely animated the 

Stoics, the principle of aspiration, of moral energy, of a life 

above all ordinary pleasures and interests. And the 

working of this principle belied and neutralised the logical 

conclusions of a pantheistic materialism. 

The culminating act of self-abnegation with the Stoies 

was suicide. The first leaders of the school, by their 

precept and example, recommended the wise, on occasion, to 

‘usher themselves out’ ‘** of life. If suicide, thus dignified 

by a name, were an escape from mere pain or annoyance, it 

8° Consol. ad Mare, 25, 1. 43 etdyew Eavtovs,—etaywyi is the 
© Ep. 26,4, regular word with the Stoies for sui- 

41 Ep. 102, 29. cide.—Diog. Laert. viz. i. 66. 

4% Hp. 36, 10. 
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would be an Epicurean act; but as a flight from what is 

degrading—as a great piece of renunciation, it assumes a 

Stoical appearance. The passion for suicide reached its 

height in the writings of Seneca, under the wretched 

circumstances of the Roman despotism; but, on the whole, 

it belongs to immature Stoicism—Epictetus and Marcus 

Aurelius dissuaded from it. In saying this, we cannot for a 

moment pretend that the Stoical principle ever entirely 

became clear of alloy; it was too wanting in objective 

elements—it had too little to draw men out of themselves 

ever to satisfy the human spirit, ever to be otherwise than 

very imperfect. Stoical pride will always be a just subject 

of reproach ; for the development of the subjective element 

of morality necessary to the deepening of the thoughts of the 

world was overdone by the Stoics, and they supplied nothing 

in counterbalance. It is not as a complete system, or with 

any inherent capacity for completeness, certainly not as a 

rival to Christianity, that we regard the Stoical Idea; but 

only as a strange and interesting doctrine which has played 

an important part in the history of the world. 

II. The Stoical doctrine was not destined to remain the 

property of a mere school in Athens; owing to the active 

intercommunion of nations round the shores of the Mediter- 

ranean which took place after the conquests of Alexander, 

this influence, as well as others, rapidly spread. We have 

seen how Stoicism owed its origin to the East, and upon the 

East it apparently reacted at a very early period. This is 

especially exemplified in the history of the Jews. There 

seems little doubt that during the third century B.c., many 

of the Jews became indoctrinated with the teaching of one 

or other of the two great Greek schools, the Stoic and the 

Epicurean. The original founder of the sect of the Sadducees 

was Antigonus of Socho (the master of Zadok), who taught 
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that men shonld not serve God like hirelings, for a reward. 

This Antigonus appears to have lived during the former half 

of the third century, and he is the first Jew who is recorded 

to have borne a Greek name. It is conjectured‘ that he 

had travelled in Greek cities, and through admiration for 

Greek philosophy and culture, adopted a Greek name, and 

that he had heard Epicurus, or one of his followers, at Athens, 

and that his subsequent theological teaching became modified 

by the Epicurean repudiation of future rewards and punish- 

ments. However this may be, it is, to say the least, remark- 

able that the sect of the Pharisees should have arisen about 

this time, bearing a relation to that of the Sadducees so 

much analogous to the relation of the Stoics to the Epicu- 

reans. Josephus (Antig. xvul. i. 2) says that the Jews had 

had for a long time three kinds of philosophy, and ( Vita, 2) 

that the sect of the Pharisees came very near that of the 

Stoices (1) wapamAnavos gore Th Tap’ EXXnot Stark AEyouevy). 

And in describing the Pharisaic doctrines he uses terms that 

seem borrowed from Stoicism; he says (Bell. Jud. m. viii. 

14) that ‘ the Pharisees ascribe all things to Fate and God.’ 

(ivappévy Te Kal 0G mpocdntover Tdv7a);* that (1b.) accord- 

ing to them ‘to act what is right or the contrary lies principally 

in the power of men, although Fate does co-operate in every 

action ;’*° that (Jb.) they teach that ‘the souls of good men 

only are removed into other bodies;’ and that (Antig. xvi. 

i, 3) those who have lived virtuously will have liberty to live 

* See Leclesiastes ; a Contribution , of adoption, out of compliment to 

to its Interpretation, by Thomas Tyler, | Athens, in lieu of Semitic, or ‘ barbar- 

M.A., &c. (London, 1874). The | ous, appellations. This fact may ac- 

Greek name of the Jew Antigonus | count for the repetitions of the same 

may remind us of the Greek names | name which occur, e.g., Zeno, Diogenes, 

borne by the Pheenician, Babylonian, | Antipater, Athenodorus, &c. 

Syrian, and Carthaginian founders © Compare the saying of Cleanthes, 

of the Stoic school (see above, page | quoted above, page 329. 

- 307). These must all have been names 46 See above, page 330, 
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again (paotwrny tod avaBvodv), which seems to be a modifi- 

cation of the Stoical eschatology. It is said by the author 

lately referred to,‘7 that the Chasidim, or Assideans of 

Maccabean times, invested their conservative Judaism ‘ to 

some extent with a Stoic garb, and that the Fourth book of 

Maccabees ‘ exhibits to us Stoicism associated and interwoven 

with Judaic legalism.’ It is the object of the same writer to 

prove that the book of Heclesiastes, to which he assigns a 

date about 200 B.c., contains references to both Stoical and 

Epicurean tenets,** and was written with the object of dis- 

suading from the study of both these philosophies, which at 

the time ‘ were exerting among the theocratic people an 

influence adverse to the ancient faith of Judaism.’ The 

relation of Stoicism to the Talmud is a question which, if 

worked out, might probably furnish some interesting results. 

And of the influence produced by the Stoical modes of 

thought and phraseology *? upon the mind of St. Paul, his 

epistles furnish ample evidence. 

St. Paul was born at Tarsus, a meeting point between 

the East and the West, the congenial soil and chief father- 

land of Stoicism. Six of the eminent Stoic teachers had 

their home there, Chrysippus and Aratus belonged to the 

neighbouring Soli, and three other leaders of the sect to 

Mallos, which was also a Cilician town. St. Paul was 

47 Mr. Tyler's Ecclesiastes, page 45. | and folly,’ Eccl. i, 17, ii. 12, vii. 25, 

48 Mr, Tyler finds the Stoical doe- | ix. 3, x. 13; the Epicurean doctrine 

trine of ‘following Nature’ in the | that men are but as beasts in Keel. 

passage on ‘Times and Seasons,’ Eccl. | ili. 18-20; and the Epicurean con- 

iii. 1-8; the Stoical doctrine of Fate | ception of Pleasure as the chiéf good 

in ‘Time and Chance happen unto | in Eccl. v. 18-20. 

all,’ Eccl. ix. 11-12; the Stoieal doe- * This point has been most ably 

trine of Cycles in ‘whatever hath | investigated by Canon Lightfoot, in 

been, it had been long before,’ Heel. | his Dissertation on ‘St. Paul and 

iii. 15; the Stoical identification of | Seneca,’ and of his conclusions we 

Folly with Madness, in the frequent | ayail ourselves. 

conjunctions of these terms ‘madness 
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brought up as a Pharisee, in a sect which had a natural, and 

probably an historical, affinity with the Stoical doctrines. 

His master was Gamaliel, ‘the most liberal teacher of the 

day, who had no dread of Greek learning. St. Paul’s 

writings show him to have imbibed the current Greek 

cultivation. When he came to Athens, after encountering 

certain philosophers of the Epicureans and of the Stoics, he 

‘stood up in the midst of Mars’ Hill’ and addressed the 

multitude. While speaking to the mass of the Athenians, 

and making its popular superstition his starting-point, St. 

Paul appears to appeal to the philosophic part of his 

audience, weaving in their ideas into his speech, referring to 

their literature, and producing ‘a studied coincidence with 

their modes of expression.’ Thus the cosmopolitan theory 

of the Stoics seems distinctly assumed,®® and both Aratus 

and Cleanthes may be comprehended under the terms ¢ cer- 

tain of your own poets have said’; °! and in the saying that 

‘God dwelleth not in temples made with hands’ St. Paul 

agrees remarkably with the expressions of Zeno (ap. Plutarch 

De Repug. Stoic. c. 2). But it was not merely when he was 

addressing an Athenian audience that St. Paul made use 

of Stoical forms of expression. ‘As the speculations of 

Alexandrian Judaism had elaborated a new and important. 

theological vocabulary, so also to the language of Stoicism, 

which itself likewise had sprung from the union of the 

religious sentiment of the East with the philosophical 

thought of the West, was due an equally remarkable deve- 

lopment of moral terms and images. To the Gospel, both 

the one and the other paid their tribute. As St. John (nor 

St. John alone) adopted the terms of Alexandrian theosophy 

*° *God hath made of one blood all | yap nal yévos éouév, in the hymn of 

nations of men,’ &c., Acts xvii. 26, Cleanthes (see above, page 327), “Ex 

5! In Aratus the words are Tod | cod yap yévos eopuér. 

VOL. I. Z 
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as the least inadequate to express the highest doctrines of 

Christianity, so St. Paul (nor St. Paul alone) found in the 

ethical language of the Stoics expressions more fit than he 

could find elsewhere to describe in certain aspects the duties 

and privileges, the struggles and triumphs, of the Christian 

life.’°? Instances of ‘the characteristic commonplaces of 

Stoic morality’ emerging in the writings of St. Paul are 

as follows: (1.) The Stoical ideal of the wise man (so full of 

paradox, see above, page 321), with his perfect self-suffi- 

ciency—who alone is free, alone is happy, alone is rich, alone 

is king and priest—was a topic that furnished to St. Paul 

many a passage both of irony and earnestness. ‘ Even now 

are ye full, he says to the Corinthians,** ‘even now are ye 

rich, even now are ye made kings without us’; ‘we are 

fools for Christ, but ye are wise in Christ: we are weak, but 

ye are strong: ye are glorious, but we are dishonoured.’ * 

‘All things are yours.® And of himself he speaks ‘as 

being grieved, yet always rejoicing ; as beggars, yet making 

many rich; ashaving nothing and yet possessing all things.’ © 

‘In everything at every time haying every self-sufficiency 

(avtapxeiay), in everything being enriched’** ‘I have 

learnt, in whatsoever circumstances I am, to be self-sufficing. 

I have all strength in him that giveth me power. I hayeall 

things to the full and to overflowing.’*’ (2.) The Stoical 

cosmopolitanism, the idea of a city coextensive with the 

universe (see above, page 325), furnished another set of 

images to St. Paul. ‘Our citizenship is in heaven,’ 

‘Therefore ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but 

fellow-citizens with.the saints and members of God’s house- 

8 Canon Lightfoot’s Philippians | * 2 Cor. vi. 10. 

(1st ed.), page 302. 83°29 Cor, 1k. Fhe 

Bor Cor iv: 8, *8 “Phil 29. Td, ¥3;-1o. 

54 Jb. iv. 10. 59 Phil, ili. 20, 
ade Ii ept ba a 
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hold. ‘Fulfil your duties as citizens worthily of the 

gospel of Christ.’°' ‘We being many are one body in 

Christ, and members one of another.’®? ‘There is neither 

Jew nor Greek; there is neither bond nor free; there is no 

male or female ; for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.’ ® *¢ Not 

Greek and Jew, circumcision and uncircumcision, barbarian, 

Scythian, bond, free: but Christ is all things and in all.’ & 

Such was the noble use that St. Paul made of Stoical ideas 

and forms of thought; with him the spirit of Christianity 

purifies these ideas from their alloy and turns them into 

pure gold. But it cannot be doubted that Stoicism, by the 

early and not uncongenial influence which it had produced 

upon the mind of St. Paul, contributed something to the 

form under which Christian doctrine was set forth by its 

greatest expositor. On the other hand there are no good 

grounds for believing that Stoicism ever received any in- 

fluence from Christianity. The hypothesis of an intercourse 

between St. Paul and Seneca has no historical foundation. 

And internal evidence forbids our supposing that either 

Seneca, or any other Stoical writer, borrowed from, or was 

acquainted with, the Christian doctrines. 

Having now traced some indications of the effect pro- 

duced by Stoicism on the eastern shores of the Mediter- 

ranean, let us turn to watch its promulgation in the West 

and throughout the Roman world in general, where it was 

destined to play the part of, to some extent, a regenerating 

element in the last days of Pagan civilisation. There was a 

direct succession, as we have seen above (p. 307), in the lists 

of the Stoic doctors from Chrysippus to Posidonius, and 

Posidonius was master to Cicero. During the interval 

60 Hphes. li. 19. 68 Gal. ili. 28. 

ON INE saa S$ "Col, il, BY. 

2 om, Xi, 5. 
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spanned by these successive teachers (from 200 B.C. to 50 

B.C.), many circumstances turned the tide of philosophy to- 

wards Rome, and commenced the intellectual subjugation of 

the victors in the domain of thought as well as of imagi- 

native literature. The first awakenings of the national 

curiosity are somewhat obscured. Aulus Gellius records a 

decree of the Senate, of the date B.c. 161, for banishing from 

Rome philosophers and rhetoricians, at the instance of M. 

Pomponius, the pretor. This fact appears to stand in 

isolation. Six years later (B.c. 155), we hear of the famous 

embassy of the philosophers sent from Athens to Rome to 

obtain the remission of a fine. Doubt ® has been thrown on 

the reality of this event. But independently of the constant 

oral tradition from Scipio and Lelius down to Cicero, 

the historical certainty of the embassy is established by a 

reference which Cicero makes to the writings of Clito- 

machus, a Carthaginian philosopher who settled at Athens, 

and was disciple to Carneades immediately after the date 

assigned to the embassy, and who therefore is an undoubted 

authority for the facts. However, we may easily believe 

that the story has been decked out and improved. In some 

accounts, Carneades the Academic, and Diogenes the Stoie, 

are mentioned as the envoys; but other accounts, probably 

for completeness’ sake, add Critolaus the Peripatetic. And 

hence it came to be said that these three represented the 

three styles of oratory—the florid, the severe, and the 

moderate. Cicero ® tells us of a philosophic party at Rome, 

in compliment to whom these particular ambassadors were 

sent; while, on the other hand, Cato the Censor viewed 

with impatience their favourable reception, and urged upon 

* Mr. Merivale’s History of the | Academics, ii. xxv. 

Romans under the Empire, ii. p. 511, 67 Aulus Gellius, vii. xiy. 3. 
note. 88 De Oratore, ii. XxxYU. 
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the Senate their speedy dismissal. The most interesting 

anecdote connected with this embassy is that quoted from 

the works of Clitomachus,—that A. Albinus, the pretor, 

said to Carneades in the Capitol, before the Senate, ‘Is it 

true, Carneades, that you think I am no pretor because 

Tam not a wise man, and that this is no city, and that 

there is no true state in it?” To which Carneades replied, 

‘I don’t think so, but this Stoic does.’ This story amusingly 

represents the confusion in the mind of the Roman pretor, 

who did not distinguish between the philosophical schools, 

but was struck by the great paradox he had heard, and was 

not able to comprehend that inner point of view from which 

it was said that mighty Rome was no city, and the august 

preetor had no real office or authority at all. 

The anti-philosophical party seem to have continued their 

exertions at Rome, and under the date 93 B.c. we read © of 

a decree of the censors Domitius Anobarbus and Licinius 

Crassus against the schools in which a new sort of learning 

was taught by those who called themselves Latin rhetoricians, 

and where youths wasted their whole days in sloth. This 

decree is in fine grand Roman style; it says, ‘these things 

do not please us.’ But it was in vain to attempt resisting 

the influx of Greek philosophy, when the leading and most 

able men warmly welcomed it. Africanus, C. Leelius, and L. 

Furius were extremely pleased at the embassy, and always 

had learned Greeks in their company. A little later than 

150 B.C., no one was more instrumental in recommending 

Stoicism to the Romans than Pansetius of Rhodes, whose in- 

structions in Athens were attended by Leelius and his son- 

in-law, C. Fanucius, and also by the conqueror of Carthage. 

Panetius accompanied the latter on his famous mission to 

69 Aulus Gellius, xy, xi. 
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the courts in Asia Minor and Egypt. He is always spoken 

of as the friend and companion of Scipio and Lelius. He is 

recorded to have sent a letter to Q. Tubero, on the endurance 

of pain. Not only by personal intercourse did Panzetius 

influence the cultivated Romans, but also still more by his 

books. These seem to have been of a character eminently 

fitted for the comprehension of the Romans, being extremely 

practical, avoiding the harshness and severity of the early 

Stoics, and being free from ‘the forms of dialectic.’7° One 

peculiarity above all, while it made Panetius a worse Stoic, 

made him at the same time a more attractive expositor of 

philosophy, and was only a fulfilment, after all, of the destiny 

of Stoicism—namely, his tendency to eclecticism. He con- 

stantly had Plato, Aristotle, Xenocrates, Theophrastus, Dicz- 

archus, in his mouth; he was always speaking”! of Plato as 

divine, most wise, most holy, and the Homer of philosophers. - 

We can form a very good conception of his writings from 

Cicero’s work On Offices, which is taken almost exactly from 

Panetius’ On Things Suitable. An extract verbatim, from 

the latter, is preserved by Aulus Gellius. It recommends 

those who are mixed up in affairs to be on their guard, like 

pugilists, against every sort of attack. It is in rhetorical 

style, and full ofa sensible worldly prudence. Such prudence 

is nomore alien from a particular phase of Stoicism, than it 

is from a particular phase of religion. 

Posidonius (B.C. 135-50) maintained the same intercourse 

with the Romans, and the same eclectic tendencies as his 

master. After the death of Panetius (B.c. 112), he made 

some extensive travels for the sake of physical enquiry. At 

Cadiz he spent some time in observations on the sunset; he 

visited Sicily, Dalmatia, and other countries, and finally 

© Cicero, De Fin. iv. xxvii. 79. 

1 Cicero, Tusculan, Disputat, i. XXX. 79. 
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settled in Rhodes. Strabo, with a sympathy for his geo- 

graphical knowledge, called him ‘the most learned philo- 

sopher of the day.’ In the year 86 3B.c. he was sent as am- 

bassador to Rome, and became acquainted with Marius. 

Pompey visited Posidonius twice in Rhodes (67 and 62 B.C.) ; 

and the story goes that on one of these occasions, Posidonius 

having a bad fit of the gout, discoursed from his bed to Pom- 

pey on the topic ‘that virtue is the only good, and that pain 

is no evil.’ Cicero also studied under him in Rhodes; and 

finally, coming to Rome in his old age (B.c. 51), he died 

there a short time afterwards, having had as his hearers 

C. Velleius, C. Cotta, Q. Lucilius Balbus, and probably Brutus. 

Posidonius wrote a commentary on the Timceus of Plato, 

apparently to reconcile it with the Stoical physics. He ap- 

proximated in some things to Aristotle, and even, it is said, 

to Pythagoras. On divination, however, he reverted to the 

old Stoical view, abandoning the scepticism of Paneetius. 

The ancients make mention of the elegance of his style; and 

Cicero, while dissenting from his opinions on fate and other 

subjects, speaks of him at the same time with the greatest 

respect. 

Besides those Stoics who were of eminence and originality 

enough to advance, though only by amalgamation, the tra- 

ditionary doctrine, there were by this time many others who 

received it merely and adopted it as an article of faith, with- 

ont thinking of addition or change. Such was -probably 

Antipater of Tyre, who became the friend and instructor of 

Cato the younger. And now we find, in the last half-century 

before Christ, frequent instances of a new fashion in Rome— 

namely, for a great man to maintain a philosopher in his 

house, as in modern days a private confessor. Of this custom 

Cato 7? of Utica was himself an instance, for he is reported 

72 Plutarch, Cato Minor, c. x. 
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to have made a journey to Pergamus with the express object 

of inducing the famous Stoic Athenodorus, surnamed 

Cordylion, to accompany him to Rome, in which mission he 

succeeded, and brought back the sage in triumph, who ended 

his days in the house of Cato. After this, at Utica, Cato 

appears to have had among the members of his family 

Demetrius a Peripatetic, and Apollonides a Stoic. On the 

night before Cato’s suicide, they disputed with each other 

on the paradox that the Wise Man only is free, Cato warmly 

supporting the Stoical side. Another’? Athenodorus, of 

the same sect, but surnamed Cananites, was highly honoured 

by the great Augustus. Attracting the notice of the 

Emperor at Apollonia, where he held a school, he was invited _ 

to Rome, and had the young Claudius placed under his in- 

struction. In his old age returning to Tarsus, he seems to 

have procured some advantages for his country through his 

influence with Augustus. Among the few works attributed 

to him there is one with an eminently Stoical title, On 

Earnestness and Education. 

Arguing by analogy from these external indications, we 

may imagine the Roman nation at this period imbibing 

Greek philosophy, or so-called philosophy, at every pore. 

The Romans, indeed, had not the slightest stomach for meta- 

physics, and in no one of their writers do we find any trace 

of a real acquaintance with the systems of Plato or Aristotle. 

But we can find abundant traces of an acquaintance with 

Epicurus and Chrysippus, and Paneetius and Posidonius. 

The inducement of the Romans in taking up with this kind 

of literature was twofold: first, a natural affinity for practical 

moralising and maxims of life; second, a rhetorical necessity 

—the desire to turn sentences, to be terse, apposite, and 

3 Smith’s Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography, sub voce. 
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weighty. The constant practice of declamation gave an 

immense stimulus to the sermonising tendency of the day, 

and as the despotism of the Empire shut up other subjects, 

declamation became more and more exclusively moral. In- 

struction under some Greek rhetorician became part of the 

education of a Roman youth, and in Athens, Rhodes, Mar- 

seilles, and Alexandria, everywhere throughout the great 

Roman world, Sophists and declaimers might be heard setting 

forth the theses of the different schools, among which the 

florid paradoxes of the Stoics were no doubt most striking 

and attractive. 

The Romans who took any side in philosophy invariably 

became either Epicureans, Stoics, or Academics, or else, as was 

not unfrequent, they combined the Academical opinions on 

knowledge with the Stoical morals or some admixture of the 

Stoical physics. This was the case with L. Lucullus, with 

M. Brutus, and Terentius Varro. Cicero’s creed we know to 

have been a learned and sensible eclecticism, a, qualified 

Stoicism with a use of the Academic arguments, and an 

approach in some things to the Peripatetic views. Such a 

compound was suitable to a statesman anda man of letters; 

it exhibits acuteness, refinement, breadth of view, and an 

affinity to what is elevated in the different systems: but at 

the same time it avoids all extremes, and shuns that unity 

of principle on which philosophy, properly so called, depends. 

When such a balance as this was wanting, the Romans 

joined the opposite ranks of the Stoics or the Epicureans. 

To either side they had certain elements that inclined 

them. Their capacity for the physical enjoyment of life, 

their taste for rural ease and the delights of their beautiful 

villas, and that healthy realism which we find expressed by 

Lucretius, all tended to recommend the Epicurean doctrine 

to the Romans. And added to these predisposing causes 
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was the fact that the first book of philosophy written in 

the Latin language was the work of one Amafinius,” setting 

forth Epicurism. This treatise, though of no merit 

according to Cicero, had immense influence, and brought 

over the multitude to adopt its views. ‘ Other works of a 

similar character followed, and through their popular style 

took possession of the whole of Italy.’ Of this phase of 

feeling hardly any trace remains to us, if we except the 

splendid poem of Lucretius, and the record of one or two 

ereat names among the Roman Epicureans, such as Atticus, 

the friend of Cicero, Cassius, the murderer of Cesar, L. Tor- 

quatus, and C. Velleius. Perhaps its most lasting result 

was the spread of ‘a wisdom,’ as Livy calls it, ‘which had_ 

learned to despise the gods.’ Epicurism was transient in 

Rome, like Sentimentalism in England, because alien to 

the national characteristics; for on the whole the Romans 

were far more disposed to energy and sublime virtue, and 

the conquest of external circumstances, than to easy and 

harmonious enjoyment. Without a great intellectual capa- 

city for the apprehension of the universal, there was yet 

something abstract about their turn of mind; this is shown 

in their love of law, and in the sternness of the high Roman 

mood. It has been often said that the old Roman worthies 

were unconscious Stoics. And now, from Cato to M. Au- 

relius, we find through the Roman empire an immense 

diffusion of Stoical principles and of the professors of Stoi- 

cism.” 

™ Cicero, Tusc. Disp. iv.m1.; Acad. | tinct. He says of Sextius that he was 

Post. Il, ‘a great manand a Stoie, although he 

> Among the most celebrated of | | himself denied this, Sextius appears 

these is to be named Q. Sextius, con- | to have followed Pythagoras in some 

points, and to have enjoined absti- 

founded a school. This school, Seneca | nence from animal food. Sotion, the 

tellsus (Quest. Nat. vu. xxxii.), began | disciple of Sextius, was Seneca’s mas- 

with great éclat, but soon became ex- | ter, and induced him to practise this 

temporary with Julius Cesar, who | 
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III. These professors assumed, it appears, not only dis- 

tinetive principles, but also certain external marks and 

badges of their sect. We read in Juvenal” of the ‘long 

robe’ as synonymous with Stoicism; in Persius we read of 

their close-cropped hair,” and their look of having sat up 

all night; in Tacitus,’* of their set countenances and gait 

expressive of virtue. Like their Jewish counterpart, the 

Pharisees, they were formal, austere, pretentious, and not 

unfrequently hypocritical. Under the mask of asceticism, 

they appear sometimes to have concealed gross licentious- 

ness,?? and under their sanctimonious face the blackest 

heart. With bitter indignation does Tacitus *® record the 

perfidy of Publius Egnatius Celer, the Stoic philosopher, the 

client, the instructor, and the false friend of Barea Soranus, 

whom, with his daughter, he betrayed to Nero, by giving the 

lying evidence which procured their deaths. Such cases as 

this, however, are to be regarded like stories of the corrup- 

tion of priests and monks, and to be judged apart, as giving 

no sufficient clue to the working of the system. Partly they 

illustrate the maxim that ‘that corruption is worst which is 

the corruption of the best ;’ partly they show that an elevated 

and spiritual creed is apt, by the very nobleness of its 

appearance, to attract unworthy followers. We may also 

add that, beside the antinomian tendencies which might 

kind of asceticism at one time; but | ii. II5. 

after a year’s trial of it, he was per- 7 ‘Insomnis ... et detonsa juven- 

suaded by his father, who ‘hated phi- | tus.’—Sat. lil. 54. 

losophy,’ and who dreaded the impu- 78 «P. Eenatius...auctoritatem Sto- 

tation of certain foreign superstitions, | ice sectze preferebat, habitu et ore ad 

to return to the common mode of diet. | exprimendam imaginem honesti exer- 

(Bp. eviii.) What is most remarkable citus.’—Annal. xvi. 32. 

about Sextius is his daily habit, ac- 79 «Frontis nulla fides, quis enim 

cording to Seneca (De Ira, 111. xxxvi.), non vieus abundat 

of self-examination. This shows the Tristibus obsecenis ?’ 

spirit of the times. Juv. Sat, ii. 8. 

76 ¢Facinus majoris abolle.’— Sat, 80 Ann, Xvi. 32; 33: 
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logically be connected with this creed,*! there was a narrow- 

ness in the intensity of Stoicism, and an abstract unreality 

about its ideas, not favourable to the development of the 

more human virtues. Acknowledging these things, we may 

turn away from this ungracious side of the system, and leave 

it to the tender mercies of the satirists. For even externally, 

Stoicism, on the whole, presented a better aspect and won a 

better opinion than this from intelligent observers during the 

early Roman empire. Nothing can be more significant than 

the accusation brought against C. Rubellius Plautus * by 

Tigellinus. This Plautus was son of Julia, and great-grand- 

son of Tiberius. Becoming an object of suspicion to Nero, 

he retired—not from the Roman world, for that was impos-= 

sible, but from the Court—to Asia, where he lived in the 

pursuit of the Stoic philosophy. Tigellinus, to stir up Nero’s 

hatred against him, declared, ‘ That man, though of immense 

wealth, does not even pretend a wish for enjoyment, but is 

always bringing forward the examples of the ancient Romans. 

And he has now joined to these ideas the arrogance of the 

Stoics—a philosophy which makes men turbulent and rest- 

less.’ It is easy to see that this accusation was a panegyric. 

It was followed up by an order sent from Nero that Plautus 

should be put to death. His friends counselled resistance, 

but Caranus and Musonius Rufus, two philosophers who 

were with him, preached the doctrine of resignation and 

fortitude; and armed with their suggestions, he met his 

death unmoved. This manner of death and life was not 

confined to Plautus: the reigns of Claudius and Nero ex- 

hibit a constellation of noble characters, formed on the 

81 See above, p. 322. dkelas pioeis emiapares kal rapaBorov* 

® Tacitus, Annal. xiv. 57. Cf. | Babe? d€ Kal mpdw Kepavytmevos HOet 

Plutarch, Vit. Cleom.— Exec tt 6 | wddwora cis Td oiketov &yabdy emdldwot. 
Srwikds Adyos mps Tas peydAas Kal 
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model of the younger Cato, and showing the same repub- 

‘lican front and the same practical conception of Stoicism as 

he did. Such were Czecina Peetus and his heroic wife Arria, 

who died at the command of Claudius. Such was Soranus 

Barea, already mentioned, and such Thrasea, and his son-in- 

law Helvidius. Seneca, too, in his death, at all events, must 

be added to the list—a list of martyrs at atime when all 

good eminence was sure to attract the stroke. There is 

something perhaps theatrical and affected about the record 

of these death-scenes. When we think of Cato arguing on 

the freedom of the wise man, and then reading the Phwdo 

through the night, before he stabs himself; when we think 

of Thrasea pouring out a libation of his own blood to Jupiter 

the Liberator, and discoursing in his last moments with the 

Cynic Demetrius on immortality—it seems as if these men 

had played somewhat studied parts. Such scenes appeal to 

the rhetorical faculty, rather than to the imagination and 

the heart. But it is the privilege of certain unhappy periods 

to be rhetorical. It is the privilege of patriots in miserable 

days to be excited, strained, unnatural. And hence we can 

understand how it was that from the Girondists in France 

the Roman Stoics obtained such sympathy and admiration. 

And now let us take some notice of the character and 

the thought of Seneca, a man who has been most differently 

estimated, according to the temperament of his judges, and 

according as he has been taken at his best or his worst. 

Probably we may admit almost all the accusations against 

him, and yet end without judging him too hardly. When 

just rising into success, Seneca was banished by Claudius, on 

an obscure charge preferred by Messalina. From Corsica, 

his place of banishment, he addressed what was called a 

‘ Consolation’ to Polybius, the freedman of the Emperor, on 

the death of his brother. Seneca’s object in this ‘Consolation’ 
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was to effect his own recall, and the means he used were the 

most fulsome and cringing terms of flattery towards Claudius. — 

His mean adulation quite failed in obtaining his pardon; 

and he was only recalled after eight years’ exile, through the 

influence of Agrippina, who made him tutor to her son 

Domitius, the future emperor Nero. In the museum at 

Naples one sees frescoes brought from Pompeii, which repre- 

sent a butterfly acting as charioteer to a dragon. These 

designs were meant to caricature the relationship of Seneca 

to his pupil Nero. No doubt he was drawn violently and 

without the power of resistance through much that was 

unseemly by his impetuous charge. No doubt he tried, with 

the help of Burrus, to keep the reins straight. But he was 

obliged to connive and even assist at things which made 

people say, with natural surprise, ‘This is a strange part for 

a Stoic to play. The poor painted butterfly behind the dragon 

could not choose what part he should play. Other things 

that have been complained of in Seneca are his violent re- 

action of spite against Claudius, shown in the satire which he 

wrote upon his death ; his reputed avarice, and the enormous 

fortune which in a short time he actually amassed under 

Nero; certain scandalous intrigues, with regard to which 

there really is not evidence enough to enable us to say 

whether Seneca was guilty of them or not; and lastly, his 

possible complicity in the murder of Agrippina. Seneca was 

no Roman, but a Spaniard,** and we can fancy how the milk 

of his flattery towards Claudius turned sour during his eight 

years’ exile, and how deep resentment settled in his heart. 

With regard to his accumulating wealth when it was in his 

§§ Canon Lightfoot thinks that | with Pheenician settlers, and the name 

Seneca may have had Semitie blood | Sevex&s appears im a list of Jewish 

in his veins, as his native province, | names. This, however, is mere con- 

Betica, had been thickly populated | jecture. 
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power to do so, we may perhaps explain it to ourselves, by 

remembering that many ecclesiastics professing a still more 

unworldly creed than Stoicism have done the same. With 

regard to his privity to the death of Agrippina, all that can 

be said is that Seneca was, towards the end of his career, so 

thoroughly scared by Nero, that all power of independent 

action was taken from him. Physically timid and gentle by 

nature, Seneca was not born to play a consistent and unyield- 

ing part. Considering his hideous position, we may well con- 

done his offences. If we study his writings, and especially 

his letters, we shall see that he possessed one essentially 

Stoical characteristic, namely, the intense desire for advance 

and improvement. ‘The picture of the inner life of Seneca, 

his efforts after self-discipline, his untiring asceticism, his 

enthusiasm for all that he esteems holy and of good report 

—this picture, marred as it is by pedantry, and rhetoric, and 

vain self-conceit, yet stands out in noble contrast to the 

swinishness of the Campanian villas, and is in its complex 

entirety very affecting. 

The works of Seneca are over-harshly judged by those who 

have no taste except for metaphysical philosophy, or who, 

expecting to find such in Seneca, have been disappointed. 

But if we approach these writings from a different side, and 

look at them historically and psychologically, as the picture 

of the times and the man, we find them full of interest. If 

we can endure being a little cloyed with excess of richness in 

the style, if we can pardon occasional falsity and frequent 

exaggeration, we shall discover in them a most fertile genius, 

and a vein of French wit, so to speak, which is always neat 

_ and clever, and often surprising, on the tritest moral subjects. 

Of all sets of letters that have ever been preserved, there is 

none that exhibits better and more vividly the different phases 

of a peculiar idiosyncrasy—of a mind under the dominion 
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of a peculiar kind of thought—than the Epistles of Seneca. 

Let us take a glance at the more striking features of their 

contents, and see what sort of a working in the heart was 

produced by Stoicism under the circumstances of the case. 

The Epistles of Seneca consist of one hundred and twenty- 

four letters, written almost continuously in the old age of 

their author, and all addressed to a person of the name of | 

Lucilius. The first point to be noticed about them is their 

entire abstraction from all public events of the day, an 

abstraction very Stoical in itself, and very significant also of 

the ungenial atmosphere of the political world. Only one 

allusion is there to Nero, where Seneca takes occasion (Hp. 

73) to find fault with the opinion that philosophers are 

necessarily turbulent and refractory, and despisers of the 

ruling power. ‘On the contrary,’ he says, ‘none are more 

grateful to him who affords them security and tranquillity of 

life. They must regard the author of these blessings in the 

light of a parent.’ ‘ Like Tityrus, they must say that a god 

has provided them tranquillity, and left their cattle to roam 

and themselves to play the pipe.’ ‘The leisure thus granted 

them is indeed godlike, and raises them to the level of the 

gods.’ In such terms does Seneca appreciate the hours of 

gilded oppression and treacherous reprieve which were con- 

ceded him. Most naturally the topics of his correspondence 

were not political. His letters were uniformly didactic and 

moral. In them we see developed the passion for self- 

improvement and for the cultivation of others. Both by 

nature and from the influences of Stoicism, Seneca was 

essentially a schoolmaster; it was evidently the foible of his 

life to be bringing some one on; he was a pedagogue to him- 

self, and he wanted somebody else whom he might lecture. Of 

this tendency Lucilius was made the victim. On one occasion 

he seems to have remonstrated, and to have reminded Seneca 

| 

| 
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that he was forty years of age, and rather old for schooling 

(Hp. 25). But Seneca will not be deterred. He says it shall 

not be his fault if his friend does not improve, even though 

the success be not very brilliant. In every shape and from 

every side he urges upon him cultivation, and once fairly 

tells him he cannot remain on the footing of friend unless 

he cultivates himself and improves (Hp. 35). He hails his 

good deeds with triumph ; rejoices to hear that Lucilius lives 

on terms of familiarity with his slaves (Hp. 47)—‘ are they 

not, he asks, ‘men like ourselves, breathing the same air, 

living and dying like ourselves ?’—praises a book he has 

written, lectures him on the economy of time (Hp. 1); tells 

him to be select in his reading (Hp. 2); bids him examine 

himself to see whether he is progressing in philosophy or in 

life, since only the latter is valuable (Hp. 16); above all, 

exhorts him without ceasing to get rid of the fear of death, 

‘that chain which binds us all’ (Lp. 26), though he is half 

afraid, as in one place he naively confesses (Hp. 30), that 

Lucilius may come to dread his long-winded letters more 

even than death itself. However, as a compensation, he pro- 

mises his friend that these epistles shall ensure him a literary 

immortality, just as the letters of Cicero had made the name 

of Atticus immortal (Hp. 21). 

Such is a specimen of the didactic element in the letters 

of Seneca; the indications of his own self-discipline and 

conscious self-culture are equally pregnant and still more 

characteristic. One sentence of his might be taken as the 

summary and expression of his entire spirit. In speaking of 

the state of the ‘advancing man’ as distinguished in Stoical 

parlance from the ‘ wise man,’ he says (Lp. 71), ‘It isa great 

part of advance to will to be advancing. Of this I am con- 

scious to myself; I will to advance, nay, I will it with my 

whole heart.’ In the will thus fixed and bent there is often 

Won. I. AA 
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a sort of unreal triumph, independent of actual success or 

failure. Seneca does not conceal from us his failures in 

realising his conception of philosophic behaviour. But while 

he confesses, he is never humbled. Rather he seems proud 

of detecting his own falling off. On one occasion (Ep. 87) 

he relates an excursion which he made into the country with 

a friend, and in which he says they spent ‘two delightful 

days. They took very few slaves, and one rustic vehicle. 

On meeting with persons riding in grander equipages, he tells 

us, he could not refrain from blushing, and secretly wished 

that they should not think that this sordid conveyance be- 

longed to him. ‘I have made but little progress as yet,’ he 

sighs, ‘I dare not yet openly assume frugality. I mind the_ 

opinions of passers-by. Whereupon he proceeds to lecture 

down this weakness in the grandest terms, and occupies many 

pages of a letter in proving that riches are not a good. On 

another occasion he recounts a voyage which he had under- 

taken from Naples to Puteoli (Zp. 53). In these few miles 

the sea became rough, and the philosopher grew sick, and, 

unable to endure the horrible sufferings of his position, he 

commanded the pilot to set him ashore. ‘ As soon as I had 

recovered my stomach,’ he says, ‘I began to reflect what a 

forgetfulness of our defects follows us about.’ Pursuing 

this train of reasoning, he enters upon the praises of philo- 

sophy, and soaring far above sea-sickness, he exclaims, 

Philosophy sets one above all men, and not far behind the 

gods. Indeed, in one point the wise man might be said even 

to surpass the Deity ; for the Deity is fearless by the gift of 

nature, but the wise man by his own merits.’ This last 

saying, which is often quoted against Seneca, is perhaps the 

most foolish thing he ever said, and must not be taken as an 

average specimen of his thoughts. One failure which he 

ascribes to himself may be justly reckoned as a merit ; for — 
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while dissuading Lucilius (#’p. 63) from overmuch grieving 

at the loss of a friend, he says, ‘I myself so immoderately 

wept for Annus Serenus, that I must rank among the bad 

examples of those who have been overcome by grief.’ And 

he reflects that the reason of this weakness must have been 

that he had not sufficiently considered the possibility of his 

friend dying first. We may also attribute it to the existence 

in Seneca of an affectionate heart, which had not been entirely 

supplanted by the abstractions of Stoicism, not entirely 

‘sicklied o’er by the pale cast of thought.’ After alluding 

to cases where Seneca confessed to have fallen from the 

philosophic height, it is surely fair not to leave unrecorded 

an occasion where he effected an important triumph of the 

will. The kind of self-discipline chosen was somewhat 

surprising ; it is related in the Fifty-sixth Epistle, where 

Seneca tells his friend that he had taken lodgings ‘ over a 

bath.’ He details with minuteness the various mixed and 

deafening sounds by which his ears were perpetually assailed. 

He could hear distinctly the strong fellows taking their exer- 

cise—throwing out their hands loaded with the dumb-bells 

—straining and groaning—hissing and wheezing—breathing 

in every kind of unnatural way—at another moment some 

a hue one haying his shoulders slapped by the shampooer 

and cry after a thief—a man practising his voice in the 

bath— people leaping and splashing down into the water—. 

the various cries of the piemen and sellers of baked meats, 

as they vended their wares—and several other sounds, to all 

of which Seneca compelled his mind to be inattentive, being 

concentrated on itself. The power of abstraction gained by 

such a discipline he seems to have thought very valuable. 

At the end of his letter, he declares that as the experiment 

is quite successful, and as the sounds are really abominable, 

he has now determined to change his quarters. 

AA2 
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About such moral peddling as this, there is of course 

nothing great. But the spirit which actuates it is in its 

origin deep and good, and is only not admirable when it 

becomes perverted. ‘The conscious desire for moral progress 

becomes unfortunately very easily perverted ; it degenerates 

too often into small self-analysis, and that weak trifling which 

is most utterly opposed to real progression. We find Seneca 

remaining in his moral nature a strange mixture of the 

pedant and the schoolboy; on the one hand always teaching 

himself, and on the other hand with everything to learn ; 

and yet still, with all its imperfections, we may question 

whether this attitude is not more human and better than 

anything like an Epicurean acquiescence and content in one’s- 

nature as it is. That self-reflection, that communing of 

man with his own heart, which the tendencies of Stoicism 

and the course of the world’s history had now made common, 

produced in Seneca occasionally intuitions into the state of 

the human race, which he expresses in language curious to 

meet with in the writings of a Pagan. He says (De Cle- 

mentia, I. vi.) :— 

‘ Conceive in this vast city, where without cease a crowd 

pours tbrough the broadest streets, and like a river dashes 

against anything that impedes its rapid course—this city, 

that consumes the grain of all lands—what a solitude and 

desolation there would be if nothing were left save what a 

severe judge could absolve of fault! We have all sinned 

(peccavinus omnes), some more gravely, others more lightly, 

some from purpose, others by chance impulse, or else carried 

away by wickedness external to them; others of us have 

wanted fortitude to stand by our resolutions, and have lost 

our innocence unwillingly and not without a struggle. Not 

only we have erred, but to the end of time we shall continue 

to err. Even if anyone has already so well purified his 
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mind that nothing can shake or decoy him any more, it is 

through sinning that he has arrived at this state of 

innocence.’ 

Those who have been anxious to obtain the authority of 

Aristotle for the doctrine of ‘human corruption’ will find on 

consideration that this idea, which was historically impossible 

for a Greek of the fourth century B.c., came with sufficient 

vividness into the consciousness of persons in the position of 

Seneca, but not till much later than Aristotle, probably not 

before the beginning of our era. On the other hand, we are 

not to fancy that the thoughts of Seneca received any in- 

fluence from Christianity. We learn from passages like 

that above quoted, not that Seneca had any acquaintance 

with Christian doctrines, but that some of the thoughts and 

feelings which St. Paul had about the world were held also 

by Pagans contemporaneous with him. 

There is one more characteristic of the letters of Seneca 

which ought not to be left unmentioned, and that is, the way 

in which they are perpetually overshadowed by the thought 

of death. The form assumed by this meditatio mortis is a 

constant urging of arguments against fearing to die. These 

arguments are, as might be expected, infinitely varied and 

ingenious. ‘ Death,’ he says, ‘ lurks under the name of life. 

It begins with our infancy.’ ‘It isa great mistake to look 

forward to death, since a great part of it is already over. 

We die daily’ (Zp. 1). ‘Death isno punishment, but the 

law of nature. ‘ Children and idiots do not fear death, why 

cannot reason attain to that security which folly has 

achieved?’ (Ep. 36). ‘Death is the one port in a stormy 

sea—it is either end or transition (aut finis est aut tr ansitus) 

—it brings us back to where we were before birth—it must 

be a gain or nothing.’ ‘The apparatus of death is all a 

cheat; if we tear off the mask, there is nothing fearful.’ 
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‘ Behind fire and steel and the ferocious crowd of executioners 

there is death hiding—merely death, which my slave or my 

waiting-maid has just despised’ (Hp. 24). Not content 

with bringing forward these considerations dissuasive of 

terror, Seneca in other places does all he can to familiarise 

the mind with the idea of suicide. He says, ‘There is 

nothing more contemptible than to wish for death. Why 

wish for that which is in your power ?—die at once, if you 

wish to do so’ (Ep. 117). He relates with approbation the 

suicide of his friend Marcellinus, who being oppressed with 

a long and troublesome invalidism, was recommended by a 

Stoic to give up the trivial round of life; whereupon, having 

distributed his goods among his weeping slaves, he effected 

death by a three-days’ abstinence from food, betaking him- 

self to a hot bath when his body was exhausted, wherein he 

fainted and died (Hp. 77). Other instances of self-destruc- 

tion are scattered through the letters of Seneca, some of 

which give a sad illustration to the unhappiness of the times. 

It seems to have been not uncommon for the wretched 

captives who were doomed to the conflicts of the arena to 

steal themselves away, sometimes by the most revolting 

modes of death. And it is surely a miserable sign when 

cultivated men of the day look on such deeds with pleasure 

and admiration. So great was the tendency to suicide 

under Claudius and Nero, that even Seneca on one occasion 

acknowledges that it is excessive. He says, ‘ We ought not 

to hate life any more than Ceath, we ought not to sink into that 

mere life-weariness to which many are prone who see nothing 

before them but an unvarying routine of waking and sleep- 

ing, hungering and eating.’ But the majority of Seneca’s 

arguments are in the other direction. They are the results 

of a deep sense of unhappiness and insecurity, which existed 

side by side with his philosophic self-complacency. They 
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were connected, on the one hand, with a timidity of nature 

and a real love of life; on the other hand, with a presenti- 

ment of evil and a sense of the necessity of preparing for 

the worst. When death suddenly and actually came upon 

Seneca,— like Cicero, he met it with fortitude, in spite of 

his timidity, and probably not on account of his previous 

reasonings, but from an innate elevation of mind called out 

on emergency. We have observed that Seneca spoke of 

death as ‘either end or transition ;’ this sums up his views 

of the future under an alternative. But his real tendency 

was to Platonic * visions of the soul freed from the trammels 

of the body and restored to freedom. He is unwilling that 

Lucilius should arouse him from the ‘ pleasant dream’ of 

immortality. He likes to expatiate on the tranquillity of 

mind and absolute lberty which await us ‘when we shall 

have got away from these dregs of existence into the sublime 

condition on high.’ *° 

It isa great contrast if we turn from Seneca to Epictetus. 

It is going from the florid to the severe, from varied feeling 

to the impersonal simplicity of the teacher, often from idle 

rhetoric to devout earnestness. No writings of Epictetus 

remain, but only (what is perhaps equally interesting for us) 

records of his didactic conversations, preserved as near as 

4 See above, page 332, where in an 

extract from Zeller we have antici- 

physical discoveries of future ages (see 

his Naturales Questiones, vu. Xxxi.). 

pated the mention of Seneca’s fond- 

ness for dwelling on the imagination 

of a future state. . 

8 We have not entered upon the 

analysis of Seneca’s philosophical 

works, because, in short, they are not 

speculative and philosophical, but of 

the same moralising stamp as his 

letters. It is, however, Just to pay a 

tribute to the force of imagination 

shown by him in preconceiying the 

‘Quam multa animalia hoe primum 

cognoyimus szeculo! quam multa ne- 

gotia ne hoc quidem! Multa venientis 

evi populus ignota nobis sciet. Multa 

seeculis tune futuris, cum memoria nos- 

tri exoleverit, reservantur.’ Through 

his vividness of mind, this Spaniard of 

the first century has got the credit of 

predicting elsewhere, in terms re- 

markably coincident, the discovery of 

America. 
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possible in his own words by Arrian, the historian, who 

studied under him at Nicopolis. Epictetus was a lame 

slave, the property of Epaphroditus, who was himself the 

freedman and the favourite of Nero. While yet a slave, 

Epictetus was won over to the Stoic doctrine by Musonius 

Rufus.*® Obtaining his freedom, he taught in Rome, and 

afterwards, when the philosophers were banished from the 

city by Domitian, in Nicopolis of Epirus. What is most 

striking about his discourses is their extremely religious 

xpirit, and the gentle purity of the doctrines they advocate. 

In them Stoicism reached its culmination, and attained an 

almost entirely un-pagan character; its harsher traits were 
\ abandoned, and while Epictetus draws the picture of the 

wise man under the name of Cynic, there is hardly a trace of 

anything cynical in the life which he recommends. To 

mention the subjects of some of his discourses may serve to 

give an idea of their nature. ‘The following headings strike 

the eye :—‘ On things in our power and not in our power.’ 

‘ How to preserve one’s own character in everything.’ ‘ How 

to follow out the conception that God is Father of mankind.’ 

‘On moral advance.’ ‘On Providence. ‘On equanimity.’ 

‘ How to do all things pleasing to the Gods.’ ‘ What part of 

a sin is one’s own. ‘On moral training.’ As might be 

conjectured, there is nothing speculative in these discourses. 

Epictetus both received and imparted philosophy as a fulfill- 

°° Musonius Rufus, whom we have | ings of peace and the dangers of war, 

| but was soon compelled to put an 

Rubellius Plautus in Asia, ‘returned | end to his unseasonable eloquence.’ 

from exile on the accession of Galba; | (Smith’s Dict. of Greek and Roman 

and when Antonius Primus, the gene- | Biog.) He afterwards obtained the 

ral of Vespasian, was marching upon | condemnation of Publius Celer, the 

Rome, he joined the ambassadors that traducer of Barea. (Tac. His?. iii. 81; 

were sent by Vitellius to the victorious | iv. 10, 40.) Fragments of his philo- 

general, and going among the soldiers | sophy are preserved by Stobzeus. 

of the latter, descanted upon the bless- 

noticed before as the companion of 
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ing of the needs of the soul, not as a mere development of 

the intellect. His words on this and other subjects present 

very often a strange coincidence with the language of the 

Gospel. He says (Dissert. 1. xi. 1), ‘The beginning of 

philosophy is the consciousness of one’s own weakness and 

inability with regard to what is needful.’ ‘The school of the 

philosopher is a physician’s house; you should not go out 

from it pleased, but in pain. For you come not whole, but 

sick —one diseased in his shoulder and another in his head’ 

(Dissert. m1. xxiii. 30). ‘ Young man, having once heard 

these words, goaway, and say to yourself, ‘‘ Epictetus has not 

spoken them to me (from whence came they to him ?), but 

some kind god by his means. It would not have come into 

the mind of Epictetus to say these things, since he is not 

accustomed to reason with anyone. Come, then, let us obey 

God, lest weshould move God toanger.”’*’ ‘The true Cynic 

should recollect that he is sent as a messenger from Zeus to 

men, to declare to them concerning things good and evil, 

and to show them that they seek good where it is not to be 

found, and where it is to be found they do not desire it’ 

(Dissert. 111. xxil. 23). 

With regard to the manifestations of Providence, 

Epictetus says (Dissert. i. 16, 19):—‘ What, then; since ye 

are all blind, is there not need of one who should fill up this 

place, and sing in behalf of you all the hymn to God? Of 

what else am I capable, who am a lame old man, except to 

sing the praises of God? Were I a nightingale, I would do 

as the nightingale ; were I a swan, I would do as the swan. 

But now, since I have reason, I must sing of God. This is 

my office, and I perform it, nor will I leave my post, as far 

as in me lies, and I exhort you to join in the same song.’ 

87 iva wh OeoxdrAwtor Gwev (Dissert, ut. i. 36). 
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‘If anyone will properly feel this truth, that we are all 

especially born of God, and that God is the father of men 

and gods, I think that such a one will henceforth allow no 

mean or unworthy thoughts about himself. If Caesar were 

to adopt you, would not your pride be unbearable ; and now 

that you are the son of Zeus, will you not be elated ?’ 

Ciissert. 4.935. 1"). 

Such sayings as these are a specimen of the vein of piety 

which runs through the teachings of Epictetus. In moral 

life, he exhorts to purity, equanimity, and forgiveness of in- 

juries. He draws a broad line of distinction between things 

in our power and things out of our power. Within our 

power are the will and our opinion of things ; beyond our 

power, the body, possessions, authority, and fame. The will 

itself nothing can touch; bonds, imprisonment, and death 

itself, do not impair the internal freedom of the will. Lame- 

ness impedes the leg, but not the will. True wisdom and 

happiness consist in placing all one’s thoughts and hopes on 

things within our power—that is to say, on the will itself 

and the internal consciousness. This attitude will render 

happiness impregnable, for the wise man will enter no con- 

test save where he is sure of the victory. 

In an exaltation of the will, and in thus withdrawing 

into its precincts, the Stoicism of Epictetus declares itself. 

To some extent he provided an objective side for his thought, 

by the pious and theological reflections which he introduced 

into his philosophy. But they were not sufficiently made to 

pervade his whole system, and with regard to the question 

of immortality he contented himself, as far as we know, with 

certain brief remarks, implying the utter resolution of per- 

sonality after death. ‘Come,’ he says, ‘ but whither ?—to 

nothing dreadful, but only to what is near and dear to thee, 

to the elements whence thou hast sprung’ (Diss. 11. xiii. 
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14). ‘This is death, a mighty change, not into the non- 

existent, but into what is now non-existent. ‘ Shall J then 

not exist ?” No, thow wilt not exist, but something else of 

which the universe has need’ (Diss. 111. xxiv.94). While 

placing the will in our own power, Epictetus at the same 

time adopted an entirely necessarian scheme. He followed 

Plato in making vice the result of ignorance, and he con- 

sidered that men differed from brutes, not in freedom, but 

only in consciousness (Diss. 1. viii. 4). 

The same spirit as that of Epictetus the slave expresses 

itself in Marcus Aurelius the emperor, whose thoughts have 

come down to us in the shape of a monologue in twelve books. 

These two last great Stoical writers appear both to have been 

influenced by Neo-Platonic views, for which Stoicism, on 

its spiritual side, had a considerable affinity. The weakness 

of humanity is a leading idea with M. Aurelius. 

‘Of human life,’ he says (ii.17), ¢ the duration is a point ; 

the substance is fleeting; the perception is dim; the fabric 

of the body is corruptible, the soul is an idle whirling; for- 

tune is inscrutable, and fame beyond our judgment. In short, 

all that there is of the body is a stream, and all that there is 

of the soul isa dream and a smoke. Life is a war, and a 

lodging in a strange country ; the name that we leave behind 

us is forgetfulness. What is there, then, that can conduct 

us? Philosophy alone..... Oh, my soul! wilt thou ever be 

good, and simple, and one, and naked, and more transparent 

than the body which clothes thee? Wilt thou ever be full 

and without a want, desiring nothing, hankering after no- 

thing, whether animate or inanimate, for the enjoyment of 

pleasure, but content with thy present condition?’ (x. 1.) 

Such are the mystical ecstasies into which Antoninus 

rises in communing with himself. With these, honest self- 

examinations and humility of feeling are often combined, and 
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the whole is tempered by a cold spirit of Stoical resignation. 

Of the philosophy of the Emperor we need not add anything 

further beyond one slight point, namely, that we find in him §8 

the same psychological division of man into body, soul, and 

spirit, as had also been employed by St. Paul. We may take 

our leave of the monologue of Antoninus by quoting from it 

his feeling about the Christian martyrs. ‘The soul,’ he says, 

‘when it must depart from the body, should be ready to be 

extinguished, to be dispersed, or to subsist a while longer 

with the body. But this readiness must proceed from its own 

judgment, and not from mere obstinacy, as with the Chris- 

tians; it must be arrived at with reflection and dignity, so 

that you could even convince another without declama- 

tom 2t(xiee,3))s 

In Marcus Aurelius we appear at first sight to have the 

desire of Plato fulfilled. We see a philosopher on the throne. 

But even absolute power does not give influence or sway. 

Plato wished the whole State to bend and turn under the 

control of omnipotent wisdom, as the ihmbs of a man would 

follow the impulses of his mind. But very far was Marcus 

Aurelius from being gifted with that sort of electrie force 

which could put itself out and transform the world, even if 

the Roman empire were not too huge and too corrupt for such 

a process. Philosophy in general must be considered as some- 

thing incapable of coming immediately into contact with 

politics and practical life, and the philosophy of Antoninus 

consisted peculiarly in a withdrawal from the world, in self- 

examination, moral progress, and thoughts about God. While 

88 QO ri more TOUTS cit TapKla earl Paul, Thessal. 1. v. 23. Td mvedua 

Kal mvevpdriov Kat Td HyeuoviKdy (11. 2), kat ) Wuy?) Kal To cOua. The mvetua a 1 Wx?) Kl Ic 
Cf, iii. 16. Sapua, Wuxn, vots xii. | of St. Paul answers to the vods or 

-3. Tpla éeotly e& wy cuvéornkas, | 7ryenovixdy of Antoninus. 

cwudtiov, mvevuatiov, vovs. Cf. St. 

\ 
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the Emperor was thus busied more with his own soul than 

with penetrating State reforms, the world enjoyed a halcyon 

time. The ruler was mild, just, and forgiving; he had only 

one deficiency, but that the greatest which could possibly 

attach to him, namely, an utter want of insight into charac- 

ter. The sole exception to his clemency was that, excited 

probably by the narrow malignance of his fellow Stoics—he 

condescended to persecute the Christians. The adoration of 

the people showed how much the gentleness of Marcus Au- 

relius was appreciated,—but it is not the mild monarchs 

who leave permanent blessings to their country. Among his 

most public tastes seems to have been a fondness for juris- 

prudence; he produced several volumes of Constitutions. 

This province of industry was the one most attractive of the 

day. In the absence of literature, Roman jurisprudence is 

the one ereat and lasting product of the age of the Antonines. 

And now a word must be said upon an often mooted and 

never thoroughly discussed subject—the influence of the 

Stoic philosophy upon Roman law. Acquaintance with 

Grecian philosophy in general began at Rome contempo- 

raneously with a change in the laws. The first epoch of 

Roman law was an epoch of rigid forms, and a narrow but 

coherent system, exclusively adapted to Roman citizens. Com- 

merce and conquest made it necessary that law should widen 

so as to embrace the inhabitants of the Italian States. Hence 

the growth of the prator’s adjudicating power. By degrees 

the decisions of the pretors in regard to the hitherto over- 

exclusive laws of property, and the rights of persons born out 

of the Roman city, grew up into a body of equity by the side 

of the civil law. This body of equity, which was framed on 

the principles of natural reason, of course reflected the highest 

general enlightenment and the most cultivated ideas of the 

jurisconsults of the day. We have already seen that during 
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the first and second centuries B.C. the most eminent Romans 

attached themselves to the direct study of Greek philosophy. 

To the list of the disciples of the Stoics we may add some 

names more immediately connected with jurisprudence. Q. 

Mutius Sczevola (as well as Q. AZlLius Tubero) appears to have 

been among the hearers of Panetius. C. Aquilius Gallus 

and Lucilius Balbus, distinguished jurisconsults of the time 

of Cicero, studied again under Sczvola; and Balbus, who in 

Cicero’s De Natura Deorum is made the expositor of the 

Stoical view, was teacher of Servius Sulpicius. Equity at- 

tained in the eyes of such persons an immense preference 

over the civil law. To this tendency of opinions Cicero gave 

a great stimulus, maintaining, as he did always, that justice_ 

must be based on humanity and reason, and ‘ that the source 

and rule of right were not to be sought in the laws of the 

Twelve Tables, but in the depths of the human *° intelligence.’ 

Now, if we wish to form an idea to ourselves of the sort of 

way in which philosophy at Rome influenced jurisprudence, 

we may think of the philosophy of Cicero, that is, a philo- 

sophy not exclusively Stoical, but eclectic, practical, and 

human. Even the philosophers of the Stoie school them- 

selves were by this time, as we have seen, all eclectic. Much 

more, then, would the lawyers avoid any rigid adherence to 

one set of formule; they would be sure to accept a certain 

mixture and modification of views. A number of humane 

and enlightened principles were now diffused, and it is per- 

haps true that the most noble of these ideas were due primarily 

to Stoicism—as, for instance, the cosmopolitan thought, that 

the world is our State, and that mankind are of one race, 

being all the children of God. But it is true also that the 

general course of history had tended to foster and develope 

this and other ideas which Stoicism forcibly enunciated. 

8° Mr, Merivale’s History of the Romans under the Empire, vol. ii. p. 528. 
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In the growth, then, of the Roman ‘ Jus Gentium,’ and in 

the amelioration and softening of many austere legal usages 

(as, for instance, the absolute authority of fathers over their 

children), we see not simply and solely the influence of Stoi- 

cism, but of a generally enlightened practical philosophy, 

in which Stoicism was not more than an important element. 

But besides the material alterations which occurred in the 

spirit of the Roman laws, besides the era of the Jus Pre- 

torium, we must look in another direction—to the era of 

‘codification, if we wish to trace philosophical influences. 

An eminent authority maintains that ‘ the Stoical philoso- 

phy was to Roman jurisprudence what Benthamism has been 

to English law’—namely, a directing influence that came 

into play in the absence of any absolutely determining causes. 

These two principles of action might be said to be diametri- 

cally opposite to each other ; for Benthamism, which looks to 

utility, commences with the concrete ; while it is the essence 

of Stoicism to take an abstract point of view. The writings of 

Zeno and Chrysippus on the ‘ universal state’ are lost, so we 

know not its details as conceived by them, but we may be 

sure that if Stoicism had had the framing of the laws for the 

Roman empire entrusted to its hands, there would have been 

a logical deduction from the principle of the natural freedom 

and equality of the whole human race. But what do we find ? 

That slavery, even under Justinian, was mitigated, and not 

abolished; that men of different ranks were not equal in the 

sight of the law; that the civil incapacity of women (which 

Zeno had denied) still remained; that the application of 

cruel punishments, and even of torture, were treated by the 

new codes in a way which showed more a respect for existing 

usage and for the old statutes than a disposition to legislate 

synthetically from philosophical principles. ‘ Gaius, Ulpian, 

Papinian, and Paulus, appear very timid by the side of 
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Seneca and Epictetus.°® Perhaps this belongs of necessity 

to the progress of jurisprudence, that it must not break too 

hastily with the past; but we are obliged, if this view be 

correct, to confine the influence of Stoicism on Roman law 

to the introduction of an idea of form, to the endeavour to 

bring the actual under the scope of certain abstract formule. 

We must not expect to find the logical and systematic 

development of these formule, but rather we must recognise 

a frequent antithesis between abstract principles and the 

details where one might have expected them to be applied. 

And yet again it appears, if we look a little further, that 

the philosophical ideas to which the Jurists appealed, though 

not immediately triumphant over all other considerations in 

the Roman Code, did yet in some cases come into direct 

application; and what is of far more importance, that these 

principles, being enunciated with reverence, were held up for 

the admiration of posterity, and so came to exert an in- 

fluence on the whole bearing of subsequent jurisprudence. 

When we read in the Digest the stately preamble concerning 

the Jus Naturale—which nature has taught all animals, and 

which is prior even to the Jus Gentium prevailing among 

the human race—we are apt to be most struck with the 

abstract and, we might almost say, futile appearance of such 

a principle, followed out afterwards with so little consistency. 

But the idea of the ‘ Law of Nature,’ enunciated here and 

elsewhere in the Roman Code, being taken up by Grotius 

and the Continental Jurists, became a leading idea of juris- 

prudence, the characteristic principle of a particular school, 

and the antithesis of Benthamism. What is the meaning of 

this conception, the * Law of Nature,’ and whether it has 

. © M. Denis, Histoire des Théories et des Idées Morales dans P Antiquité, 

yol. il, p. 215. Paris, 1856. 
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any reality or value as separate from, or opposed to, utility 

and experience, is a matter of keen debate amongst philoso- 

phical Jurists. It is not the province of the present Essay 

to enter upon this question. That which is our concern we 

may dismiss with only two remarks of recapitulation :—First, 

the idea of the Law of Nature, as introduced into the Roman 

law, was not by any means purely Stoical, but was the result 

of the general growth of ideas in the first century B.c., and 

was vividly apprehended by the eclectic and practical Cicero ; 

second, this idea, though subsequently so influential, was not 

by any means uniformly applied in the details of the Corpus 

Juris. 

Whatever fragments of Stoicism were preserved in the 

Roman law descended, no doubt, as a contribution not only 

to modern law, but also to modern morals. In other channels 

the direct connection of our own thoughts with the ancient 

Stoies is hard to trace, because, long before modern thought 

began a separate existence, Stoicism had sunk into the world, 

and had influenced the ideas of men far beyond its own im- 

mediate school. But in acknowledging the influence of 

ancient civilisation at all, in acknowledging the impress of 

Cicero and Tacitus, and even of the Fathers of the Church, 

we acknowledge to an appreciable extent a debt to Stoicism. 

This, while arising in a form of a Greek philosophy, was at 

the same time a reaction, from a Semitic point of view, against 

the Grecian and the philosophical spirit. Hence its affinity 

to modern feelings. We have seen how it held up the delights 

of an inner life as preferable to all tangible and palpable 

enjoyments, however innocent they might be; we have seen 

how it drew the mind away from external realities into an 

abstract ideal; how it delighted in the conception of moral 

progress and the triumph of will; how it developed the 

thought of duty and the responsibility of the indi- 

VOL. I. BB 
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vidual; how, deserting the restrictions of national politics, 

it raised itself to conceive of all mankind as one brotherhood, 

each member standing in direct relation to God; finally, we 

have seen how, following its natural tendencies, Stoicism 

became more and more exclusively theological in its views. 

To some extent, then, this doctrine supplied the needs of the 

human soul and the wants of a spiritual religion. Running 

parallel with Christianity, and quite uninfluenced by it, it yet 

exhibited the development of pure, gentle, and unworldly 

thoughts in the mind. It showed us how high it was possible 

for the Pagans to reach. At the same time it bore upon its 

face its own imperfection, its onesidedness, and its unnatural 

and paradoxical character. 

oe ee ee ee 
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On the Relation of Aristotle's Ethics to Modern 

Systems. 

T was not by means of his Ethical Treatise that Aristotle 
obtained his great and lasting influence over the mind 

of Europe. We have seen how, almost immediately after the 
death of Aristotle, Ethics in Greece were constructed afresh,— 
from a Greek point of view by Epicurus, and in a Semitic 
spirit by Zeno and the Stoics. Henceforth the Platonico- 
Aristotelian moral system may be said to have been super- 
seded. Systems less philosophical and artistic, but which 

responded more directly to the wants of the individual soul, 

now occupied the attention of antiquity. When we come to 

Cicero, who may be regarded as a fair representation of the 

philosophical culture of the first century B.c., we find that he 

knows nothing about Aristotle’s Ethics, while he is deeply 

imbued by many of the Stoical writings. Afterwards the 

tribe of professional Sophists increased and multiplied, so 

that Lucian said that ‘it would be easier to fall into a ship 

without touching timber, than to go into any town without 

encountering a Sophist.’ These persons—who were different 

in many ways from their predecessors of the fifth century B.c., 

and of whom Dion Chrysostomus was one of the highest 

specimens—were like modern popular preachers, and often 

BE 2 
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itinerant, like the mendicant orders of friars. They mixed 

up the sometimes incompatible theories of Plato, Aristotle, 

Zeno, and Epicurus, and compounded out of them a moral 

doctrine for the people. In the meanwhile philosophy 

proper (as it then existed), under the forms of Stoicism or 

Neo-Platonism, was always becoming more and more theolo- 

gical ; and a scientific, but limited, system of ethics, like that 

of Aristotle, which treated Man as the happy citizen of a 

Greek republic, and which excluded all metaphysical and 

theological considerations, can have had no attractions for 

even thoughtful minds under the Roman Empire. ‘ Then 

came the inundation of Barbarians, with whose uncultivated 

and instinctive natures a wise and refined philosophy had- 

nothing in common. ‘The tale of Christianity appealed to 

their child-like imaginations, and its simple morals to their 

unsophisticated hearts, and throughout the Middle Ages a 

religion inspired with a divine spirit, but whose outward 

materials consisted of a mixture of Jewish with Greco-Latin 

traditions, reigned supreme over men’s minds. Happiness, 

which the philosophers had sought to find in this world in 

the practice of virtue, was postponed to a life to come, and 

Pain became the ideal of man upon earth. But as this ideal 

was insufficient for the conduct of society, primitive Christi- 

anity appropriated to itself the fragments of ancient wisdom 

which had survived the shipwreck, and the teaching of the 

Gospel spread them abroad.’! Thus Aristotle, too, was 

saved from oblivion. Owing, probably, to the labours of 

Andronicus, his works as a collective whole were still in exist- 

ence. At first excommunicated as ‘atheistical’ and kept 

aloof by the Church, he was afterwards received and adopted 

for the sake of his method, and then almost incorporated with 

1 L’Année Philosophique ; études | générales, par M. F. Pillon (Paris, 

critiques sur le mouvement des idées | 1868), p. 145. 
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Christianity. His Greek and philosophical point of view was 

utterly ignored, but his words were used to set forth the 

ideas of ecclesiastics and schoolmen, and his peculiar for- 

mule—logical, metaphysical, and ethical—became stamped 

to a remarkable extent upon the language of the world. But 

it must not be supposed that Aristotle, even in any sense, 

was read and known throughout the Middle Ages. For some 

centuries it appears that only the Categories and the treatise 

On Interpretation (neither of them, probably, genuine works 

of Aristotle) were studied by the schoolmen, and these only 

in the Latin translations of Boéthius; and yet these two 

treatises were the sole armoury from which the Nominalists 

had to fight the Realists. Afterwards the Arabian Averroes 

(1120-1198 A.D.) introduced a richer knowledge of Aristotle, 

through Spain, into Europe; and then, after the Crusades 

(1270), western Christendom obtained translations of all 

the works of Aristotle,? partly from Arabian copies in 

Spain, partly from Greek originals which the Crusaders 

brought with them from Constantinople, or other Greek 

The first of the works translated at this time into 

Latin by a western writer seems to have been the Hthics,— 

cities. 

translated by Hermannus Alemannus at Toledo, in Spain. 

Afterwards the Hthics were commented on by St. Thomas 

Aquinas, and with this commentary Dante appears to have 

2 In the years 1260-70, Thomas | of a strange Latinity, which arises 

Aquinas prepared, through the instru- 

mentality of the monk Wilhelm of 

Moerbecke, his mew Latin translation 

of the works of Aristotle after Greek 

originals. This goes by the name of 

the Vetus Translatio, and its verbal 

accuracy is considered to place it on 

a level with the best MSS (Stahr, in 

Smith’s Dict. of Greek and Roman 

Biog.). The Vetus Translatio is full 

out of a transliteration, often incor- 

rectly made, of Greek words into the 

Roman character. Thus we find 

‘chaymus’ as the translation of 

Xadvos, ‘epyichia’ of émelxea, ‘ mi- 

chrochindinus’ of pukpokivduvos, &e. 

And medizyvalisms occur occasionally, 

such as the word ‘costa’ for a side 

instead of ‘ latus.’ 
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been acquainted. If one turns it over, one is struck by the 

straightforward manner in which it is composed ; its only 

object seems to be to convey exactly what Aristotle said, 

especially by the enucleation of his arguments. Occasionally, 

however, it introduces a word or two for the sake of recon- 

ciling Aristotle with the doctrine of the Church. For 

instance, when Aristotle says (Hth, 1. x. 2) that ‘it is absurd 

to speak of a man being happy after he is dead, Aquinas 

observes, ‘ Est notandum, quod Philosophus non loquitur hie 

de felicitate future vite, sed de felicitate presentis vite, 

utrum attribui possit homini dum vivit vel solum in morte.’ 

And when Aristotle denies (th. x. viii. 7) that moral virtue 

cannot be attributed to the gods, Aquinas explains ‘ Diis, id 

est substantiis separatis,—-substantiis superioribus, thus 

softening Greek polytheism into the doctrine of Angels. But 

there can be no doubt that to some extent Aristotle exercised 

a secularising and pagan influence upon the churchmen who 

studied him so laboriously. He was now recognised as the 

great Encyclopedist, as the ‘ Master of those that know,’ as 

the strongest of the ancients, to whom Socrates and Plato and 

the rest must look up. For such a position Aristotle had 

unconsciously laid himself out by setting himself ‘ to philoso- 

phise upon every department of knowledge, and not to regard 

mere practical utility, but as far as possible to leave nothing 

unexplored.’* And yet ‘could he have re-appeared among 

later generations, he would have been the first to repudiate 

the servility of his followers, the first to point out the 

inanity of Scholasticism.’° He would have justly complained 

——— ee 

* Dante, Inferno, Canto iy. 131. | Quivi vid’ io e Socrate e Platone, 

Sous): ; Che innanzi agli altri piu presso gli 
‘ Vidi il Maestro di color che sanno, taviiie? 2 aie 2 stanno. 
Seder tra filosofica famiglia. 4 eh ties 8 g 

Tutti lo miran, tutti onor gli fanno; | . 5 ae ie : ess J 
ewes, Aristotle, p. y 
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of the prolonged monopoly of study and the undue predomi- 

nance given to his Logical treatises, which he had intended 

to be mere prolegomena to the great body of knowledge. 

He would have complained that so much which he had left 

unfinished and arrested by his death, should be regarded as 

complete and final, to the repression of all further enquiry. 

When the revival of learning came, he ‘ would have been the 

first to welcome and extend the new discoveries, and to have 

sided with Galileo and Bacon against the Aristotelians.’ 6 

The Kthics of Aristotle do not appear at any period of 

the Middle Ages to have held a foremost place in the consi- 

deration of men; with this treatise Aristotle was not pri- 

marily identified, either for praise or blame. And thus the 

reaction made by Ramus and others against the garbled 

philosophy of the Aristotelians was an attack against their 

method in physics, and not against their ethical doctrines. 

Patricius, writing in 1580 a.p., gives a list of the works of 

Aristotle lectured on in the Italian schools.’ In this list 

neither the Hthics nor Politics are included. The works 

enumerated as constituting a four years’ curriculum of 

study are the Predicables (by Porphyry), the Categories, On 

Interpretation, a few chapters of the Prior and Posterior 

Analytics, 4 books of the Physical Discourse, 2 books of 

the treatise On the Heaven, 2 of that On Generation and 

Corruption, the whole of the work On the Soul, and the 4 

most important books of Metaphysics. Patricius speaks of 

this as if it had been a curriculum intended for medical 

students, to qualify them for their profession as soon as 

possible. If so, it is curious that the treatise On the Parts 

of Animals and that On the Generation of Animals 

6 Lewes, Aristotle, p. 382. 

7 Discussiones Peripatetic, Tom. t. lib. xiii. p. 173. 
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should not have been studied. Rather, this looks like a: 

scheme for general liberal education, and what we have to 

notice is, that the Ethics should not have been admitted 

into it. 

The Renaissance and the Reformation gave rise to a 

fresh start in philosophy, which commenced anew in Des- 

cartes and Bacon, with two divergent but highly fruitful and 

important tendencies. Ethics also were opened afresh, quite 

independently of ancient systems, but still bearing traces of 

the ten centuries of Theology which had brooded over 

Europe. Two great conceptions, both of them Semitic in 

character, Theology had bequeathed to Ethics,—the concep- 

tions, namely, of the will of God and of the will of Man. 

And the first speculative ethical systems of modern times, as 

conceived by Spinoza and Leibnitz, essayed to fix the rela- 

tion to each other of these two conceptions by the attain- 

ment of a higher point of view from which they might be 

reconciled. The question of Free-will and Necessity was now 

the natural apy7 for Ethical science. And this consideration 

alone would be enough to show how much Aristotle’s system 

had been left behind, how little it would suffice to meet the 

exigencies of modern thought. Neither to the Theological 

question, How is the freedom of the will compatible with. 

the omnipotence of God? nor to the Metaphysical question, 

How is the independence of the will reconcilable with the 

unalterable sequence of cause and effect in nature? do 

Aristotle’s Hthics attempt any answer. It is not merely that 

the treatise takes a ‘ political’ point of view, and defers all 

metaphysical and theological questions. Aristotle argues 

against the Platonic view that vice, being ignorance, is in- 

voluntary. But he does so (th. 111. v. 2-6) on the assump- 

tion that virtue is voluntary, and with the practical postulate 

that man is the originator of his own actions. The real 

\ 
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thing is, that the question of Free-will and Necessity, as it 

came up in moder times, had not forced itself upon 

Aristotle. 

A second question, which differentiates modern systems 

from the Ethics of Aristotle, is the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries’ question of the ground of action, Why 

am I obliged to do this rather than that? To which in 

England there came various answers from Hobbes, Cudworth, 

Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Butler, Mandeville, Adam Smith, 

Hume, and Paley ; some of whom placed the ground of action 

in enlightened selfishness, or utility, with or without religious 

sanctions added, and others in an authoritative internal prin- 

ciple, the dictates of conscience, or an intuitive moral sense ; 

while Kant, afterwards taking up the question, rejected, as 

unworthy, all external motives and inducements to right 

action, and endeavoured to reduce all to the idea of duty, as 

an @ priori law of the will. On this point the utterances 

of Aristotle were simpler than those of the modern writers 

above mentioned. He took a broad view of man, as a 

creature in the Universe, and asked what is the chief good 

for man, and howis it attainable? And he answered that the 

chief good consists in the sense of vital action in accordance 

with the law of man’s being (évépyesa Yruyhs cata THv oikelav 

apetnv); that this is only permanently attainable by the for- 

mation of habits; and that habits, or formed states, arise out 

of acts. .On the inducements to particular acts he speaks 

only incidentally. He says (Ath. ut. i. 11) that the beauty 

of an act may put us under a sort of compulsion to do it; 

that we have an intuitive sense of moral beauty (aic@ntixy 

pecoTns, see above p. 256); that we have a general wish for 

the good (Hth. ut. iv. 4) which furnishes the idea of the end 

to be aimed at in action, and that it is only a very foolish 

person (rouidy avarcOynrov, Hth. i. v. 12), who does not take 
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the right means to this, or who forgets that a single bad act 

tends to the formation of a bad habit. All this absorbs the 

Right in the Beautiful and the Good, and refers everything 

in life to the law of man’s being; it is a great and simple 

theory. Yet still the conception of the Right is deeper than 

that of the Beautiful and the Good. It springs perhaps 

from a Semitic source, and with its cognate conceptions of 

Duty and Obligation, it predominates over the ethical systems 

of modern times, which are thus strongly distinguished in 

character from a Greek system of the fourth century B.c. 

The Ethics of modern Europe are far more psychological 

than those of Aristotle. They start with the possession of a 

mass of long-inherited distinctions, the foundations of some of - 

which had been laid by Aristotle. He it was who, following 

out the suggestions of Plato, gave the first impulse to psy- 

chology by his division of the soul into rational, irrational, 

or semi-rational (peTéyov Aoyouv) elements; by another 

division of mental phenomena into duvayes, maby, and 

é&ers ; by the distinction of different forms of the voluntary 

into PovAnois, BovAEvors, and tTpoaipeois; and by separating 

the two spheres of the practical and the speculative reason. 

But these various analyses of the mind were thrown out in a 

somewhat cursory manner; they were not laid down as the 

basis of ethical science, whereas a modern writer, like 

Dugald Stewart—whose Philosophy of the Active and Moral 

Powers of Man might be taken as the representative of a 

large class of modern systems—considers the analysis of the 

‘active propensities ’ in men to be the ‘only way in which 

the light of nature enables us to form any reasonable con- 

clusions concerning the ends and destination of our being, 

and the purposes for which we were sent into the world.’ 

Dugald Stewart thus makes it the object of ethics to learn 

the desigus of God in placing man in the world,—which is 
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considerably different from Aristotle’s enquiry into the tédos 

for man (see above, page 222),—and he make the means to 

this to consist in a psychological classification of man’s 

powers and propensities. Aristotle only goes so far in the same 

direction as to say that the chief good for maa must be found 

in the employment of that faculty which is highest in man, 

but it is hardly by psychology that he arrives at the conclu- 

sion that Reason is the highest faculty in us. This is rather 

a metaphysical datwm,—Reason being, according to Aris- 

totle’s general philosophy, ‘the only divine thing in the 

world.’ For the rest, Aristotle does not obtain his lists of 

the Virtues from a classification of man’s ‘ appetites,’ 

‘ desires,’ ‘ affections,’ and the like; he accepts ready-made 

the cardinal and subordinate virtues recognised by Greek 

society. And in the same way he accepts the idea of Friend- 

ship, as current in his times, without basing it on any special 

need or tendency to be found by a partition of the mind. 

The most striking ethical term of modern days is the 

term ‘ Conscience.’ This term, which owed its first origin and 

currency to the thoughts and expressions of the Stoics and 

St. Paul, naturally assumed a great prominence and import- 

ance in the history of the Church, especially owing to the 

practice of the Confessional. Then arose the conflict of 

different obligations with regard to the same act, and hence 

‘cases of Conscience,’ and ‘ Casuistry,’ the science of dealing 

with such cases. The Jesuits especially applied themselves 

to this science ; they compiled great systems of Casuistry to 

meet every conceivable question. as to moral, or rather 

religious, obligation, and these systems for the time being 

usurped the place of ethical science. Aristotle had no one 

word to express what we mean by ‘ Conscience ;’ his moral 

psychology had not advanced so far as this; the idea of the 

‘relief of conscience’ by confession, or otherwise, being un- 
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Greek, would have been alien from his modes of thought. He 

describes, indeed, in graphic terms the self-reproach and un- 

happiness of a man who has yielded to temptation, and who 

‘could have wished that those pleasures had not happened to 

him ’ (Zith. 1x. iv. 10), but this deseription is given in simple 

and concrete form, and Aristotle does not make an abstraction 

of the Conscienee. His azop/a or difficult: questions on 

different points of morals have sometimes the appearance 

of questions in Casuistry (cf. Hth. 1x. i.iii.), but in 

reality they stand on the same footing with dzrop/ae in all 

other sciences ; they are a mode of testing some general defi- 

nition by bringing forward apparent exceptions to it; they 

are merely an intellectual instrument for obtaining clearness 

of conception. 

Ethics in the modern world have tended, ever and anon, 

more and more to free themselves from Theology. Of late, 

not content with the analysis of man’s nature as it is, they 

have entered upon the speculative question, How has man’s 

moral nature come to be what it is? This is the enquiry of 

certain Schools which commence by denying the reality of 

any & prvore ideas in Morals or in any other subject. This 

being assumed, a genesis for each moral idea must be sought 

in experience; it must be shown how mankind out of mere 

animal instincts of self-preservation and desire for pleasure 

slowly built up the ideas of Justice, Purity, Truth, Benevo- 

lence, Modesty, the Right, and all kindred notions. Many 

of these ideas are, it is true, as old as the history of mankind, 

and some philosophers go so far as to assert generally that 

moral ideas admit of no advance. The late Mr. Buckle, who 

took this view, gladly quotes® Sir James Mackintosh as 

saying ‘ Morality admits of no discoveries. . . . More than 

® History of Civilisation in England, vol. i. p. 180, note (ed. of 1868). 
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three thousand years have elapsed since the composition of 

the Pentateuch ; and let any man, if he is able, tell me in 

what important respect the rule of life has varied since that 

distant period. Let the Institutes of Menu be explored with 

the same view ; we shall arrive at the same conclusion. The 

fact is evident that no improvements have been made in 

practical morality. The facts which lead to the formation of 

moral rules are as accessible, and must be as obvious, to the 

simplest barbarian as to the most enlightened philosopher.’ 

But these remarks involve a great exaggeration; instead of 

its being true that ‘no improvements have been made in 

practical morality,’ it is far rather ‘evident’ that morality 

improves and must improve with the growth of knowledge 

and other civilisation. To traee, as far as possible, the for- 

mation and growth of moral ideas, is a most legitimate 

enquiry. And contemporary writers, with the view of 

throwing light on this subject, have brought together many 

curious facts from the traditions of early society and from 

the customs observed to exist among savage peoples who are 

still in an infantile condition. Such investigations are an 

endeavour to account for the actual ‘ content’ of man’s moral 

nature, to explain how the otherwise blank formule of morality 

have come to be filled up in a particular way. It is another, 

and still more speculative, endeavour to go on and ask, What 

is the genesis of the moral faculties themselves? In answer 

to this we have the famous ‘ Evolution theory’ of the present 

day, which points to hereditary habits and tendencies in the 

nervous and cerebral organisations of animals, and argues 

that the moral nature of modern civilised man is but the 

complex result of a long series of these hereditary transmis- 

sions,—the habit or tendency, so transmitted, having been in 

each case the result of some experience of life. And thus, by 

going back from the complex present to the simple past, we 
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arrive at the early ancestry of man’s moral nature in the 

‘ Ascidians’ of Mr. Darwin, or in some portion of matter 

possessing the power of contractility. In this speculation ce 

west que le premier pas qui cotite. Man’s moral nature has 

its basis in Reason, and if it can be conceived that Reason 

has grown out of Matter, without having originally existed 

in Matter or in relation to Matter, then Mr. Darwin’s theory 

of the genesis of man’s moral nature may be received ;— 

it is, in fact, nearly identical with that of Democritus, 

Epicurus, and Lucretius in old times, though, up toa certain 

point, better supported than theirs by observations and 

analogies. 

Aristotle’s Ethics, and indeed his philosophy in general, 

are left far in the background by these recent systems. In 

comparison with all modern scientific accounts of the deve- 

lopment of this Earth and of Man, Aristotle’s views are of no 

value. He repudiated the theory of Democritus, and believed 

in the eternity of the world, the same as a whole, and pretty 

much the same in its parts, during an infinite past. He 

admitted a certain progress and development in human 

societies, and even accepted a strange theory thrown out by 

Plato (Laws, 677 A.) that the human race had periodically 

been destroyed by floods, all but a few individuals, who had 

in each case the task of beginning civilisation anew (see 

above, page 288). But he considered that the possession of 

Reason by the individuals who were left, would always insure 

the fresh perfecting of art and science, for in Reason every- 

thing is included. To say that Reason could be developed 

out of Matter, would have seemed to Aristotle a contradiction 

in terms. Reason was with him the absolute antithesis to 

Matter. He thought that in man the Reason was in no way 

connected with his physical organisation,—that it was ¢ some- 

thing of the nature of God, which came into him from 
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without.’? While admitting that Reason in the individual 

is of the nature of a potentiality ever and anon evoked into 

actuality, and then again subsiding (see above, page 250), 

Reason in the Universe was figured by him as évépyesa dvev 

duvawews, as that which never is, nor ever could have been, in 

abeyance. When all has been said and done by the great 

physical investigators of the present day, they will still have 

to settle with Aristotle this metaphysical question: Can 

Reason be conceived as a mere result growing out of the 

blind and accidental changes of Matter, or must Reason be 

regarded as a pre-existing and absolutely necessary con- 

dition to the historical development of the material and 

intellectual world ? 

There is one other phase of Modern Ethics which may be 

mentioned in comparison, or rather contrast, with the system 

of Aristotle, namely, the modes of thinking, now pretty 

widely spread, which have arisen out of, or have an affinity 

to, Comte’s Religion of Humanity. These modes of thought 

have a negative side, being founded on atheism, and they 

have also a constructive side, in so far as they endeavour to 

supply other considerations which may fill up the vacuum 

caused by the negation of God and of a future life. The 

following sentences may serve to give a specimen of the 

results arrived at:—‘ All moral action arises from the indi- 

vidual’s acting in consonance with the idea of his kind. To 

realise this, in the first place, and to bring himself as an in- 

dividual, into abiding concord with the idea and destiny of 

mankind, is the essence of the duties which man owes to him- 

self. But in the second place, to practically recognise and 

promote in all other individuals also this permanently en- 

during kind, is the essence of our duties to others.’ Obliga- 

° De Gen. An, i. iii. 10, quoted above, p. 296, note. 
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tions of gratitude are specified to the Family, and then to the 

State: ‘From the nation we have received our language and 

the entire culture connected with language and literature ; 

national habits are also the basis of family life; to the nation 

we must be ready to consecrate our best energies—if need be, 

our lives. But we must recognise our own nation to be but 

one member of the body of humanity, of which we must not 

wish any other member, any other nation, to be mutilated, or 

stunted; as humanity can only flourish as a whole in the 

harmonious development of all her members; as again, her 

stamp is to be recognised and respected in every single indi- 

vidual, to whatever nation he may belong.’ ‘ Ever remember 

that thou art human, not merely a natural productien ; ever 

remember that all others are human also, and, with all indi- | 

vidual differences, the same as thou, having the same needs 

and claims as thyself: this is the sum and substance of 

morality.’ Then follow duties of man to Nature: ‘Man is 

labouring in his own special vocation, if not one of Nature’s 

creatures appears to him too insignificant for the investiga- 

tion of its structure and habits, but neither any star too 

remote to be drawn within the sphere of its observation for 

the calculation of its motions and its course.’ ‘Finally man’s 

duties to the brute creation are indicated. ‘ He knows that 

the animal is as much a sentient being as himself.’ He will 

spare the sufferings of animals, in their necessary deaths, as 

much as possible and render their service as tolerable 

as possible. ‘The manner in which a nation in the 

aggregate treats animals is one chief measure of its real civi- 

lisation.”!° All this, and much more of the same kind, if 

we can forget its negative and atheistical origin, and treat it 

merely as a system of Ethics entirely divorced from Theology, 

10 Strauss. The Old Faith and the New (English translation, London, 1873) 

PP- 274, §99- 
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is in itself sufficiently noble. It inculcates the principles of 

self-sacrifice, love of one’s neighbour, persistent effort for the 

good of society, striving after knowledge of all kinds, ten- 

derness to all, even to the dumb animals. The Comtist 

morality, to a somewhat striking extent, resembles Budd- 

hism, which also seems to have consisted in the union of 

positivist views regarding God, with a tender sympathy for 

mankind and the animals. But the resemblance is ac- 

cidental, as there is no trace of Comte having copied the 

doctrines of Buddha. On the other hand, the best features of 

the Comtist morality cannot claim to be original. What is 

there in the doctrine of our duties to ‘ humanity,’ which cannot 

be found first in Stoicism, and afterwards, in a simpler and 

sweeter form, in Christianity itself? Aristotle’s Ethics 

therefore exhibit the same contrast to the morality of Comte 

as they do to that of Stoicism or of the Gospel. rst, in 

the Grecian narrowness of their view, since the idea of 

the brotherhood of mankind had not dawned on Aristotle ; 

to him Greek and Barbarian, Bond and Free, were in perpe- 

tual antithesis. Secondly, in their upholding the institution 

of Slavery as a matter of theory. Practically, indeed, 

Stoicism only served to mitigate, without abolishing, 

Slavery. And Christianity had existed for more than eigh- 

teen centuries in the world before any serious effort was made 

to abolish the Slavery of inferior races. But this was only 

a failure of carrying out the spirit and prineiples of 

Stoicism and Christianity. On the other hand, Aristotle 

supported the institution of Slavery in deliberate theory. 

Some thinkers of his age had considered slavery to be a mere 

institution of custom (vou), and unjust and unnatural, 

because based on no difference of nature between the master 

and the slave.! But Aristotle maintained on the contrary 

N Politics, 1. iil. 4. 

oVOL. I. CC 
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that part of mankind are by nature slaves, being only fitted 

to be under control, not having a law of reason (Adyov) in 

themselves, and only sharing in it, so far as to be able to 

understand it when enunciated.!? And hence he deduced the 

detestable doctrine that it is justifiable to make war for the 

purpose of reducing to slavery those who, having been 

by nature intended to besubject, refuse to be so.!? Domestic 

slavery in Athens was probably mild, and the lot of an 

Athenian slave may have been far better than that of many 

a free labourer in modern times. But the question is one of 

theory :—Aristotle plainly denied the rights of humanity to 

a slave. He said, ‘you cannot conceive a slave sharing in 

Happiness, any more than in a career in the State’ (Hth. x. 

vi. 8). 

Perhaps enough has been said to indicate the differ- 

ences of point of view, which separate Aristotle from all 

modern systems. One difference is that between the Hel- 

lenic and the Semitic spirit; between a simple, joyous, 

and artistic theory of life, which points out how the Beau- 

tiful is attainable in action, and a Happiness ‘ more than 

mortal’ in philosophic contemplation,—and a mode of 

thought which removes Happiness to a region beyond the 

grave, makes this life a mere means to the attainment of a 

better life hereafter, and, so far as this world goes, raises 

Self-abnegation and Pain into objects to be chosen for their 

own sakes. Again, all the differences have to be taken into 

account which divide a system only contemplating a small 

Greek republic, and reflecting many of its peculiarities, from 

the wider views and changed circumstances of the modern 

world, The progress of Psychology and its abstractions, 

deepened by religion and religious morality, is another 

12 Pol. I. Vv. 9. 18 {Polo i) ville 12. 
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matter in which Aristotle is left behind. The conception of 

the development of the Earth and of Man to which Palson- 

tology and other sciences have given rise, is of purely modern 

origin, and influences to some extent even the theory of 

Morals. Lastly, the bold materialism of the last few years 

offers conclusions utterly irreconcilable with the philosophy 

of Aristotle. 

Many of Aristotle’s peculiar terms and phrases still live 

in ethical phraseology, having been perpetuated in modern 

language by the schoolmen. But they have for the most 

part lost their original philosophic import, and are used to 

express ideas quite out of the Aristotelian context. ‘ Habits’ 

is no doubt only the Latinised form of #£es, but the meaning 

which attached to Z&s does not remain pure in ‘ habit,’ which, 

as it is generally used, rather implies 20s, 1.e. that process 

by which a és is formed. The ‘ passions’ with us, though a 

translation of wa@, do not quite correspond with them, 

they more nearly answer to the ém@vpiar of Aristotle. 

‘Motive’ is properly the ‘ efficient cause’ (60ev 4 Kivnots), 

but applying it to action we use it invariably for the ‘final 

cause’ (ov évexa) which was Aristotle’s term for the motive 

of an action. ‘Principle, as above mentioned (p. 269), 

corresponds with the dpy7 of the practical syllogism, but 

according to the Peripatetic system this major premiss con- 

tained an idea of the good, while our ‘ principle’ is meant to 

imply an idea of the right. ‘Energy,’ though identical in 

form with évépryea, has quite lost all notion of a contrast 

and correlation with évvauis or potentiality, and implies 

merely the existence of physical or moral force. In saying 

‘extremes meet,’ we forget the philosophical antithesis 

between the extremes and the mean, and all which that 

‘mean’ originally implied. In translating Aristotle’s »@c« 

apetn by the terms ‘moral virtue’ we omit to notice how 

Cole} 
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much all these associations connected with the individual 

will, which go to make up our conception of ‘ moral,’ were 

wanting in Aristotle’s 761) dpet7}, while this, strictly 

speaking, might perhaps be better represented by the words 

‘excellence of the character ;’ and, as has been already made 

apparent, in speaking of ‘the end of man,’ we substitute a 

religious for a philosophical association. The above-men- 

tioned terms, however, have all a direct affinity to, and a 

lineal descent from, the system of Aristotle. They have 

only suffered that degree of change to which all language is 

liable, and which so many ancient words have undergone in 

their transition to modern use. Modern terms of this deri- 

vative character present, for the most part, two character-_ 

istics, as contrasted with their antique originals. In the first 

place, they are more definite. In the second place, they are 

less philosophic. The philosophy, however, that once sur- 

rounded them and formed their proper context, in ebbing 

away from them has really sunk into the general thought of 

the world and become absorbed in it. If ‘energy’ no longer 

represents évépyeva, ‘actuality’ and many other forms of 

thought contain and reproduce all that was philosophical in 

the original word. If ‘ habit’ is not exactly es, the ‘ law of 

habits’ isa received doctrine in all practical Ethics. And so 

in a variety of ways Aristotle has influenced modern forms of 

expression. 

But in the matter of morals the world has clearly out- 

grown the Ethics of Aristotle. And so, in a utilitarian age, 

the question may be raised, Why, then, should this treatise 

be any longer studied? ‘To this, perhaps, dozens of answers 

might be offered, but we may content ourselves with a few. 

It might suffice to say in the words of a recent writer, 

‘nothing which has ever interested living men and women 

can wholly lose its vitality—no language they have spoken, 
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no oracle by which they have hushed their voices, no dream 

which has once been entertained by actual human minds, 

nothing about which they have ever been passionate, or ex- 

pended time and zeal.’'* But, if this answer be deemed 

inadequate by the utilitarian, then let him believe that the 

study of Aristotle is an essential part of high cultivation. 

If cultivation consists primarily in an acquaintance with the 

thoughts and words of the greatest writers of the world, 

Aristotle undoubtedly is one of those greatest writers. Again, 

cultivation consists in a knowledge of the past, for without 

this knowledge we cannot understand the present. And, in 

tracing the progress of the thought of Europe a knowledge 

of Aristotle is an essential ingredient. As a training for 

youthful minds the Ethics, Politics, Rhetoric, and Art of 

Poetry of Aristotle are found by experience to have a peculiar 

value. The rich knowledge of life and human nature (the 

same in all ages) which they contain, their method of ex- 

haustive classification, and their manly handling of all 

questions which arise, render these works a suitable prope- 

deutik for many careers in life. And the late Dr. Arnold of 

Rugby ' used to set especial store on these studies as a main 

part of the curriculum of the University of Oxford. But 

again, if, apart from general education, a man would wish to 

form himself to be a philosopher, he can hardly dispense with 

a knowledge of the ancient systems, of which Aristotle is the 

culmination,—the want of this knowledge is a deficiency and 

the source of a certain weakness in some of the most eminent 

English philosophers of the present day. Finally, it may cer- 

tainly be good for us all, as a supplement to, and sometimes 

as a corrective of, our ordinary modes of thought, to imbibe a 

4 Studies in the History of the 18 The Life and Correspondence of 

Renaissance, by W. H. Pater, &e. Thomas Arnold, D.D., by Dean Stan: 

(London, 1873), p. 38. ley, vol. ii. letter 274. 
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portion of the Hellenic spirit and to endeavour to infuse it ~ 

into our daily life. And there are three great ideas, all too 

much neglected by the modern world, which we may learn 

from the Ethics of Aristotle to restore to their proper im- — 

portance ; and these are—the Beauty attainable in action, 

the high pleasure attainable in Philosophy, and the value 

and grandeur of a noble Friendship. 
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On the Ethical Method of Aristotle. 

OME notice of Aristotle’s Ethical method seems necessary 

for completeness ;—it is a subject too long for a note and 

too short for an Essay, and may be briefly despatched here. 

Incidentally we have already alluded to several characteristics 

of his point of view. And in the last resort a philosopher’s 

method, whatever be the subject or science, depends on the 

whole bearing of his mind and thought. With regard to 

Ethics, we may first observe, that while Aristotle seems to 

occupy himself much with the logic of the science, and the 

question, What is its appropriate method ? he is quite tenta- 

tive and uncertain, and to some extent confused, in all he . 

directly answers to this question. In the second place, we 

may notice that his method unconsciously declares itself, not 

in the abstract but in the concrete, throughout the pages of 

his treatise. 

At the very outset of his work, in the first seven chapters, 

he has no less than three digressions on the logic of Ethics. 

In the first (Hth. 1. iii. 1-4), he cautions his readers against 

expecting too much dx«piPea in the present science. This 

term axpiBea (see the notes on Eth. 1. vii. 18) seems to 

imply both mathematical exactness, and also metaphysical 

subtlety. The Ethical treatise of Spinoza might be said to 
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exhibit axp/Beva in both senses of the word, on account of its 

demonstrative statement, combined with its metaphysical 

character of thought. Kant’s system, without aiming at a 

mathematical method, might be called axpy8ys, on account of 

its speculative depth of view. The question then is, of how 

much axiBea is this ‘branch of Politics’ (aodstexn Tes) 

capable? Aristotle tells us, that ‘the matters of which it 

treats—virtue and justice—have so much about them that is 

fluctuating and uncertain, as even to have given rise to the 

opinion that they are only conventional distinctions. Hence, 

with such conceptions on which to reason, we cannot expect 

demonstrative and exact conclusions, we must be content 

with rough and general theories.’ It is to be observed here, _ 

that Aristotle departs from the point of view with which he 

had started. He started with an @ priori conception of the 

End-in-itself, which ‘must be identical with the chief good 

for man.’ Here he goes off into another point of view— 

that which looks at action from the outside, recognises the 

variations in the details of action, and allows the empirical 

casuistry of the Sophists to have an influence in determining 

the character of his science. 

In his second digression upon this topic (Hth. 1. iv. 5) he 

shows even more plainly a tentative and uncertain attitude. 

He says, ‘ We must not forget the distinction drawn by Plato 

between the two methods of science—the method which pro- 

ceeds from principles, and that which proceeds ¢o principles. 

The question is, Which must we adopt at present ? We must 

begin, at all events, with things known. But again, things 

are known in two ways, absolutely and relatively. Perhaps 

we—i.e. as ethical philosophers—may be content to begin 

with what we know (%.¢., relative and not absolute truths), 

Hence the necessity of a good moral training previous to the 

study of this science. For one who has been so trained is in 
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possession of facts which either already do, or soon can, 

stand in the light of principles.’ In this passage there 

appears to be more than one play upon words:—(1) In 

saying, ‘perhaps then we must begin with what we know,’ 

there is a sort of implication that the method of Ethics 

must be inductive, starting from relative and individual 

facts. But there is a fallacy in such an insinuation, because, 

though the individual must begin with what ‘he knows,’ 

there is nothing to prevent an absolute truth (7d amos 

yvopysov) forming part of the intuitions and experience of 

the individual. (2) There appears to be a play on the word 

apxyn; for while Aristotle implies that the procedure must be 

to principles, and not starting from them, he says, on the 

other hand, that ‘the fact is a principle.’ Now, this may 

mean two things. It may mean that ‘a moral fact or 

perception really amounts to a law.’ But, in this case, the 

science of Ethics, beginning with moral facts, really begins a7’ 

apyav. Or it may mean that ‘the fact is a beginning or start- 

ing-point for discussion.’ In this latter case the word apyy 

should not have been used, as it introduces confusion into 

the present passage—the upshot of which, on the whole, 

seems to be, to assert in a very wavering way that Ethics must 

be inductive rather than deductive, and must commence with 

experience of particulars rather than with the intuitions of 

the universal. 

The third digression on the same subject occurs Hh. t. vii. 

17-21, where Aristotle points out his definition of the chiet 

good as ‘a sketch to be filled up ;’ and also, it would appear, 

as an apy7 or leading principle, which in importance amounts 

to ‘more than half the whole’ science. In filling up the 

sketch, he again cautions us that too much dxp/Seva is not to 

be expected. But it is plain that he has deserted his former 

view of the science as inductive; he now makes it depend on 
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a general conception of the chief good, which is to be 

applied and developed. 

Elsewhere in the Hthics Aristotle appears puzzled how to 

deal with the casuistry of his subject. He says (Hth. I. ii. 

3-4) that ‘the actions and the interests of men exhibit no 

fixed rule, any more than the conditions of health do; and if 

this is the case with the universal theory, still more is the 

theory of particular acts incapable of being exactly fixed, for 

it falls under the domain of no art or regimen, but the actors 

themselves must always watch what suits the occasion, as is 

the way with the physician’s and the pilot’s art. And yet, 

though the theory is of such a kind, we must do what we can 

to help it out.’ He reverts to the same point of view, Eth. 

Ix. ii. 6, mentioning some casuistical difficulties, and saying 

it is impossible to give a fixed rule on such points. 

Much as Aristotle speaks of the logic of science, we find, 

when we come to examine his real procedure, how little he is 

influenced by his own abstract rules of method. It has been 

sometimes said that his Ethics exhibit a perfect specimen of 

the analytic method. But this is not the entire case. The 

discussions are very frequently of an analytic character, 

different parts and elements of human life are treated sepa- 

rately, and indeed are not sufficiently considered in their 

mutual relationship. And in subordinate questions the 

strength of his analytic investigation is manifest. Take, for 

instance, his treatment of Friendship,—by analysing 70 

guynrov into the good, the pleasant, and the useful, he at 

once obtains an insight into the whole subject. But the 

leading principles of his ethical science are not obtained by 

this sort of analysis, there is not by any means a procedure é7” 

apxdas. Aristotle’s bias of mind was only on one side analy- 

tical, he was on the other side speculative and synthetical, 

and viewed all the world as reduced to unity under certain 
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forms of thought, and, as we have said before, every 

philosopher’s modes and forms of thought, his genius, his 

breadth of view, and his power of penetration, will constitute 

in reality his logic of science and his method of discovery. 

Aristotle’s Ethical system, as we saw more in detail in 

Essay IV., depends on certain @ priori conceptions, end, 

form, and actuality. We are enabled to some extent to 

trace how these conceptions grew up out of Platonism, but 

in their ultimate depth and force they must be regarded as 

lightning-flashes from the genius of Aristotle. These ideas, 

by which human life is explained, are no mere results of an 

induction, no last development of experience, rather they 

come in from above, and for the first time give some 

meaning to experience. Aristotle shows how his definition 

of the chief good includes all the previous notices of the 

requisitions for happiness. But his definition is not derived 

from combining these, nor yet from any analysis of happiness 

in the concrete, but from an inner intuition of a law of good 

as manifested in life. The same procedure manifests itself 

throughout. Whatever use Aristotle may make of his azropiat, 

of appeals to language and experience, of the authority of 

the many and the few, these are only means of testing, 

correcting, illustrating, and amplifying his conceptions, and 

not the source from whence they spring. However, the 

maintenance of this constant reconciliation with experience 

and with popular points of view is characteristic of Aristotle’s 

method. That it gives rise at times to an empirical and 

unphilosophical mode of writing, we have had more than 

once an opportunity of observing. But it is Aristotle’s 

strength as well as his weakness. His width of mind, which 

is as distinguished as its profundity, enabled him to sum up 

allthe knowledge of ancient times, as well as all its philo- 

sophy. Bacon accuses him of being ‘a dogmatic,’ and of 
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resembling the Ottoman princes who killed all their brethren 

before they could reign themselves. This accusation is an 

exaggerated and somewhat invidious way of stating the real 

case. Aristotle is ‘a dogmatic,’ inasmuch as his philosophy is 

yvepiotixy ov mepactixy, conclusive, and not merely starting 

the questions; and in the same sense almost every philo- 

sopher, who writes, is ‘ dogmatic,’ for he would not write at all, 

unless he thought that he had got a better system than any 

before him. Aristotle shows the relationship of all previous 

philosophies and contemporary opinions to his own system, 

by which he does not so much ‘ kill his brethren’ as demon- 

strate that they are evidently ‘ younger brethren,’ leaving his 

own right to the throne indefeasible. His relations, indeed, 

to Plato, in this respect are not entirely satisfactory; he 

never seems conscious of the enormity of his debt to Plato, 

and how much all the matter of his philosophy, as distin- 

guished from a more precise and scientific mode of statement, 

had been suggested to him by the works of Plato. But if 

in the term ‘ dogmatist ’ arrogance or assumption is implied, 

this would not be true either of Aristotle’s style of writing, 

or tone of thought. And he is by no means dogmatic on all 

points; on some, as we have already seen (in Essay V.), he 

declines to decide. 
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On the "EEOQTEPIKO! AOPLOI. 

N six places of the undoubted writings of Aristotle, and in 

three passages of the Ethics of Hudemus, reference is 

made to ‘Exoteric discourses,’ or ‘arguments’ (é&wtepiKol 

Noyor). Ever since the revival of letters this phrase has at- 

tracted a wonderful amount of notice, and a whole literature 

of works has been composed in support of the different 

meanings which have been attributed to it. This literature 

begins perhaps with Octavianus Ferrarius (1575),' and, after 

receiving contributions from all the great modern authorities 

on Greek philosophy, it ends with the names of Bernays,? 

Spengel,? and Grote. We must endeavour now to give 

some results of this controversy. in which, however, no 

important question has ever been involved ;—except so far 

as everything connected with Aristotle, and his mode of 

writing, is interesting and important. 

Before .the period when 

brought to Rome and edited 

! Octaviani Ferrarii Hieronymi F. 

Mediolanensis De Sermonibus Exote- 

ricis Liber, ad Bartholemeum Capram 

Joannis F. Jurisconsultum. Venetiis 

MDLXXxy. apud Aldum. 

2 Die Dialoge des Aristoteles in 

the Aristotelian MSS. were 

by Andronicus, we know that 

Ihrem Verhiltuiss zu seinen wibrigen 

Werken (Berlin, 1863). 

8 Aristotelische Studien, 1. 

(Miinich, 1864). 

4 Aristotle, vol. i. p. 63 qq. (Lon- 

don, 1872). 

p- 13 
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many Dialogues, ascribed to Aristotle as their author, had 

been spread over the world and much read and admired, even 

to the exclusion’ apparently of any knowledge of the more 

important treatises which we look upon as the works of Aris- 

totle. When these latter works had been brought to light, 

they were contrasted by the ancients with the lighter 

works in dialogiec form which had before been known. And 

thus Cicero tells us, probably on information received by 

him from the learned Tyrannion (De Finibus, v. 5, 12), that 

‘On the summum bonum (Aristotle and Theophrastus) had 

two classes of books, one in popular style, which they 

called “ exoteric,” the other written in a more exact manner, 

which they left behind in their commentaries (or note- 

books),’ and that this difference in the style of treatment gave 

rise to an appearance of inconsistency of view, which, how- 

ever, was not real. This, then, was the state of things in 

the time of Cicero—that the Dialogues attributed to Aris- 

totle were considered genuine, and spoken of as § exoteric’ 

writings. The Greek Commentators treated them in the 

same way, but there is no evidence that these dialogues were 

identified by the ancients with those particular references, in 

which Aristotle appeals to the ‘ exoteric discourses.’ 

The writers of the later empire, who were accustomed to 

the idea of mystical and hierophantic teachings, as professed 

by the neo-Platonic and neo-Pythagorean sects, got hold of 

this word ‘ exoteric, and out of it created the fable that 

Aristotle had a double doctrine, the one form of it ‘ esoteric,’ 

5 See above, page 8. commentariis reliquerunt, non semper 

6 «De summo autem bono quia duo | idem dicere videntur, nee in summa 

genera librorum sunt, unum popula- | tamen ipsd aut yarietas est ulla apud 

riter scriptum, quod éwrepixdy ap- | hos quidem, quos nominay3, aut inter 

pellabant, alterum limatius, quod in ipsos dissensio,’ 
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secret, and confined to an intimate circle of initiated scholars, 

the other ‘exoteric,’ containing only superficial truth with 

which the profane vulgar might be put off and satisfied. In 

accordance with this notion, Aulus Gellius (xx. 4) gives the 

apocryphal story that Alexander the Great, having heard that 

the Acroatic (7.e. abstruse and intimate) discourses had been 

published, wrote from the East to complain of what had been 

done, ‘since he should now have no superiority over the 

common herd,’ and that Aristotle replied that ‘ the treatises, 

though published, were not published, for nobody would 

understand them.’ Such a statement does not require refu- 

tation. After the Renaissance, when the works of Aristotle 

in their original form were widely studied, all the nonsense 

about his double doctrine was at once dissipated; and the 

simple, plain-sailing character of his philosophy was admitted 

on allhands. The only question then which remained, was, 

whether on the few occasions when Aristotle mentions 

‘exoteric discourses, he means to refer to his own more 

popular writings, or to something else. About the meaning 

of the term ‘ exoteric’ itself, as used by Aristotle, there 

is no divergence of opinion. ‘ Exoteric’ is not to be taken 

as opposed to ‘esoteric’ or secret, but the é£wrepixos 

Aoyos is the external, non-philosophical, non-scientific treat- 

ment of a subject, opposed to the otxé?os Adyos, or internal, 

appropriate, and scientific treatment of it. Such being the 

case, whenever Aristotle says, ‘Enough is said on such or 

such a point, even in the exoteric discourses,’ the only doubt 

is whether he means to refer to those works of his own in 

which he had treated of philosophical questions after a not 

strictly scientific method, or to the ordinary debates and dis- 

cussions on such subjects, rife enough in Athenian society, 

but of course unscientifically conducted. The latter is the 
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view of Madvig, Zeller, and Spengel, and Grote’s opinion 

would seem to be in the same direction.’ Bernays, on the 

other hand, argues that the points which Aristotle refers to 

as having been debated and settled in exoteric discourses 

‘were too abstruse and subtle to have been handled ‘in the 

salons and coffee-houses (or what corresponded thereto) of 

Athens.’ In an elaborate monograph he essays to prove that 

whenever Aristotle mentions ‘ the exoteric discourses’ he is 

alluding to some passage in his own, now lost, Dialogues. 

The attempt, however, is infelicitous, and the result uncon- 

Three which the éwrtepiol 

Noyou are mentioned, but which make against Bernays, he 

vincing.® passages in 

ignores, or but slightly mentions. The first of these occurs _ 

in the Physical Discourse, tv. x. 1; the other two in 

the Eudemian Ethics. Spengel very properly observes 

that any discussion on the nature of the 2&wrepixol Aédryou 

should start from an examination of the passage in the 

* Grote identifies ‘ exoteric’ with the 

‘ dialectical’ treatment of a subject, 

and says: ‘ Properly speaking, the 

“exoteric’” does not designate, or 

even imply, any positive doctrine at 

all. It denotes a many-sided contro- 

versial debate, in which numerous 

points are canvassed and few settled; 

the express purpose being to bring 

into full daylight the perplexing as- 

pects of each. There are a few ex- 

ceptional cases in which “ exoteric 

discourse” will of itself have thrown 

up a tolerably trustworthy result ; 

these few Aristotle occasionally singles 

out and appeals to.’ This judgment, 

however, is unsatisfactory, and does 

not settle the question. ‘ Exoteric 

discourses’ were doubtless ‘ dialec- 

tical’ and not demonstrative, but this 

might apply equally to Aristotle’s 

Dialogues, or to the discussions of 

cultivated circles. 

the confidence 
one might otherwise feel in him as a 

scholar, by an unfortunate slip in 

page 135 of his work, where he says, 

‘Nach Diogenes Laertius 5, 19, soll 

Aristoteles an Platon einen, ‘“ Vor- 

sprung des Naturells (mporépnua 

gvcews)” anerkannt haben.’ Whereas 

what Laertius really said was, that 

‘ Plato defined Beauty as “a natural 

superiority.”’ The sentence occurs 
in a list of Aristoteliana :—Td kaAdos 

mavTos €Aeyev 

8 Bernays shakes 

émoToAlov ovaTari- 

K@tepov. Oi 5& TovTo pevy Aroyevn 

paoly dpicacba adrdy b€, Spor cimeiv 

evmopplas’ Swkpdrn 5€, odvyoxpdvioy 

Tupavvida: TpOT Epnie 

ptoews’ K.T.A. 

TAdtwva, 
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Physical Discowrse of Aristotle, which actually gives speci- 

mens of them. The question is as to the nature of Time, on 

which Aristotle says canos Zyev Siamropioas mept avtod Kaidia 

Tov eEwTEpLKOV Noyov TOTEpov TOV dvTwY goTLY i) TOV [1) OVTY, 

eita tis 1) pvows avtod, and then follows a string of these 

‘exoteric arguments,’ which are dialectical reasons for 

doubting whether Time can be said to exist, and dialectical 

difficulties as to its attributes. There seems no reason for 

holding, with Bernays, that such arguments were too abstruse 

for discussion in educated society, outside the philosophic 

schools, in Athens. The whole of the Topics of Aristotle, 

not to mention the Dialogues of Plato (which are obviously 

meant to have a dramatic truth), are against Bernays upon 

this point. And, at all events, it is impossible that Aristotle 

by the term é€wtepixot Adyor, in the passage now quoted, 

can have been referring to his own Dialogues. 

Again, in the Hthics of Eudemus (1. viii. 4) we find it 

said of Plato’s doctrine of Ideas, that the subject belongs to 

another department, and is too subtle for discussion in an 

ethical treatise ; that the writer (if he must briefly indicate 

his opinion) considers the Ideas to be vain abstractions ; 

and that ‘the question has already received manifold consi- 

deration both in exoteric and in philosophical discussions.’ ° 

Here there is evidently no reference to the Dialogues of Aris- 

totle. Eudemus is only mentioning, as Aristotle so often 

did,!° two classes of opinions and arguments on any subject,— 

| 9 Bi 8¢ Set curvtduws cimety mepl | Tivos éuodoyotar Tots kata pidocodiay 

avrav, Aéyouey Uti mpHTov mev Td clvae | Adyots, ev vis SidpioTas wepl TAY NOKay, 

id€ay wh pdvov aryadod GAAG Kal HAAov | ‘people in general (=o ékwr. Ady.) 

6tovoty A€yeTat AoyiKas Kal Kev@s* | agree with the philosophical theories 

eméokentat 8& moAdAois ep) avtod | of ethics. LHth. 1. vili. 1. Sxewreov 

tpémois Kat ev Tots eEwrepucots Adyors | 5€ wept adtijs ov udvoy ex TOD TUMMEpA- 

kal ev Tots Kara pirdocodlay. gpuatos kal e& wy 6 Adyos (=eK TaV 

lo Cf, Pol, mt, xii. 1. Soxet de macw | Kata pidocodlay) aAAG Kal eK TaY 

toov ti 7d Sixotoy elvar Kal méxpe ye | Acyoucvwr wep airijs, Ke. 

VOL. I. DD 
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the popular and the philosophical. A few pages later in the 

same work (th. Hud. u. i. 1), we find the old and common 

division of goods, into ‘external goods and goods in a soul,’ 

mentioned in the following terms, Ildvra 8) taya0a i) eros 

i) &v Wey}, Kab tovTwv aipetotepa Ta ev TH Wuyy, Kabarep 

Svarpovueba Kat év Tois éEwrepixots Aéyous* Hpdvycis yap Kab 

apetn Kai Sovy év Woyh, ov Ea i Wdvta Tédos elvar Soxet 

tmacw. Eudemus says that we make this distinction ‘even 

when speaking popularly,’ ‘for all men consider either 

thought, virtue, or pleasure, to be an end-in-itself.” Thus 

the opinions !! of ‘all men’ are identified with the é£wrepuxot 

Aoryol. 

In the fifth book of his treatise (Eth. Nic. vi. iv. 2) 

Eudemus makes a similar appeal to the distinctions estab- 

lished, apart from philosophy, in popular opinion and 

language, Zgrepov © éotl moinows Kai mpagis' miatevomev 68 

Kat tols éwtepiKots Aoyos. Bernays, however, considers 

that the distinction of woijais from mpafis was too funda~ 

mental a doctrine in the Aristotelian system to be merely 

taken for granted, or accepted as having been established 

by the discussions of cultivated society. He therefore con- 

jecturally infers that Aristotle must here be citing the 

conclusions arrived at in his own dialogue TIept [lourév, 

though none of the fragments of that dialogue, now existing, 

in the least bear out this supposition. On the other hand, 

it must be remembered (1) that in all probability Eudemus, 

and not Aristotle, wrote this passage, (2) that Plato (in 

Charmides, p. 163) describes an ‘ exoteric argument’ between 

1 Aristotle himself (2th, 1. viii. 2) (Kata ye TavTny thy Sékav madrcudy 

mentions the distinction here referred | odsav Kal duodroyoupévny brd Tay 

to, as one of the Aeydueva on the | gidocopotytwy). It is therefore out 

subject of Happiness. He says that | of the question to suppose that 
it is an old opinion, which has te- Eudemus should seek to derive it 

ceiyed the approval of philosophers | from the Dialogues of Aristotle: 
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Critias and Socrates on the difference between roénos and 

mpakts. The distinction there given is imperfect, and is 

meant as a caricature of the manner of Prodicus (see above, 

p- 124), but still it shows that the question itself had been 

mooted at a comparatively early period in Athenian talk. 

And there is no reason for doubting that in the century (or 

thereabouts) which intervened between Prodicus and Eu- 

demus, the cleverness of the Sophists, and of the society in 

which they moved, should have sufficed to settle so simple a 

matter as the difference between ¢‘ making’ and ‘acting.’ 

Returning now to the undoubted works of Aristotle, we 

find in Metaphys. xi. i. 4, the sentence Sxerréov mpatov pav 

TEpt TOV pwaOnuaTiKev,—ereita EeTa Talta Ywpls mei TOV 

ideav dmrhads cab dcov vouov xdpw * TeOpUAAnTaL yap Ta TOARA 

Kat umd tov éEwtepieav Adywv—* We have first to consider 

mathematical substances (their nature, &e.), and afterwards 

we must enter into a separate consideration of the Ideas, 

looking at them by themselves, and only so far as courtesy 

demands (écov véwov yapuv), for most points regarding them 

have been made common property even by the exoterie dis- 

cussions upon them.’ The first thing that strikes us in this 

passage is the parallel which it presents to the Hudemian 

saying (Lith. Hud. 1. viii. 4), that ‘the doctrine of Ideas had 

already received manifold consideration both in popular 

and in philosophical reasonings.’ It is possible, indeed, that 

Aristotle may in this place of the Metaphysics be referring to 

those dialogues of his own in which, according to ancient 

authority (see above, page 212, note), he was ‘always 

declaring his inability to sympathise with the doctrine of 

Ideas.’ But if he does go, he does it by implication, not 

mentioning his own dialogues, but merely referring to the 

general class of ‘exoteric discussions, in which his own 

dialogues would be included. On the other hand, it is easy 

DZ 
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to believe that Aristotle’s early dissent from Plato’s doctrine 

of Ideas gave rise to much talk in the intellectual circles of 

Athens, and it is more consonant with the expressions used 

that Aristotle is merely alluding to the results of that talk. 

The next passage to be examined is Politics, 111. Vi. 5, 

ArrAa pny Kab Ths dpxyfhs tovs Aeyopevous TpoTous pad.ov 

Suzhetv' nal yap év tots eEwtepixols Noyous Siopifopela crept 

auT@v ToAAaKis—-<It is easy to classify the so-called forms 

ef government, for even in unfcientific discussion we often 

draw distinctions about them.’ Here we have the same 

formula as in the Hudemian remark about the common 

division of goods (Ka@dzrep Svatpovus0a Kat év Tols éEwrepixois 

Aoyous). The very term Aeyougvovs points to matter of- 

widely-spread, ordinary, cognisance. Bernays, however, 

rejecting this simple explanation, conjectures a reference to 

the four dialogues, mentioned in the catalogue of Aristotle’s 

writings, Tloxutexos, Lept Baowreias, Hepi Azrocar@v, Tepi 

Atxavoovvns, Which all may have discoursed on the forms of 

government. And this, he says, would justify the adverb 

modvdks. It would not, however, justify the present tense 

Siopifou2Ga, which, if taken as Bernays suggests, would imply 

that Aristotle, when he wrote his Politics, was still going on 

with dialogues and exoteric discourses. And this it is im- 

possible to believe. If Aristotle ever wrote dialogues, he 

wrote them in his youth, and had left them far behind him, 

both in thought and manner, when he came to compose his 

systematic philosophy. 

In Politics, vu. i. 2, it is said, Awd de? rp@rov opororyetabai 

tis 0 TaoW ws Eire aipsetHtatos Bios * eta é TODTO, TéTEPOY 

Kown Kal ywpis oO avTos i) &tepos. Nouioavtas ovv ikavas Toda 

Aéyer0ar Kat Tov ev Tots ewrEpiKois NOyoLs Tepl Tis apioTys 

Cws Kal viv ypnotéov avtous—‘ Considering, then, that many 

of the statements made on the subject of the Best Life even 
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in not strictly philosophical discourses are adequate, we must 

even now make use of them.’ The expressions used in this 

passage aré different from those in any of the passages pre~ 

The phrase, ‘ we must even now make use 

Tt looks as if Aristotle, for once 

viously reviewed. 

of them,’ is very striking. 

and away, was condescending to avail himself of a portion of 

one of his earlier writings. And this supposition is borne out 

by the strange appearance of what follows. Bernays is quite 

right in remarking that ‘one who has been long accustomed 

to the severe atmosphere of Aristotle’s ordinary style, finds 

himself greeted by a breath of unwonted mildness’ in the 

paragraphs which immediately succeed that now quoted.'? A 

fulness and even redundancy of expression, very unlike the 

usual crabbed brevity of Aristotle, now shows itself. The 

sentences are harmoniously rounded. A hortatory and some- 

what fervent tone is observable. The whole passage, down 

to the end of the chapter, looks like the peroration of a dia- 

logue, on alevel—say with the Menexenus. The concluding 

words, which would have been suitable to such a peroration, 

look out of place in their present position in the Politics. 

Weare willing, then, to concede to Bernays, that in the first 

chapter of the seventh book of the Politics we have not 

only a reference to, but an actual excerpt from, one of the 

2 The following quotations may 
illustrate the style of this passage :— 

Oddels yap by hain pakdpioy roy uunOey 

héptoy 2xovra avdplas uydé cwppoodvys 

pydé Sixaroodyns wnde ppovioews, AAG 

debidTa tv Tus TapameTouévas mulas, 

Gmexduevoy BE undevds, dy emOuuhon 

TOU carycty 7) meiy, Tay eoXATwr, 

ever, 5& Teraptnmoplov SiapOdpovra 

Tovs iATdrous ptdous, duotws Se Kar 

7a mepl Thy Bidvowy otTws Hppova Kal 

Siepevopevoy homep TL madiov 7) wouvd- 

pevoyv.— Ort pty oby Exdot@ THs evdaL- 

fovias émBddAAcL ToTOvTOy baoy mep 

dperis kal pporijicews cal Tod mpdrrev 

Kata TaUTasS, €oTW TUYwWLOADYHMEVOY 

Hew, wdptup. Te OG Xpwuevors, bs 

evdalumy mey ore ka) wakdptos, dv obey 

b& TOY ekwrepiKav ayad@v, ar\AX OP 

abtdoy ards Kal TG mods Tis Elva Thy 

ptow.—tlpds 5€ trols dupicByntodvtas, 

éedoaytas emt THs viv weOd5cu, SiacKen- 

Téoy UoTEpoy, Ef TLS Tots E;NMEVOLS 

TuyXdvEL my TELOdusvos, 
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‘exoteric discourses’ of Aristotle. Bernays does not pro- 

nounce with certainty to which of the dialogues this passage 

originally belonged ; he thinks it may have come either from 

a moral dialogue, called in the catalogue Nypiw6os, but 

which may perhaps be identified with that mentioned 

elsewhere under the name Kopiv6i0s,—or from the [potpe- 

mrixos, or ‘ Exhortation to Philosophy.’ 

The last passage to be noticed is Hth. 1. xiii. 9, where, in 

speaking of the soul, Aristotle says, Aéyetau 6& rept avtijs 

kal év tots éEwtepixois Aoyois apKovyTws Evia Kal ypnoTEéoV 

avtois * olov TO ev Groyov avTHs Eivat, TO bz Adyov Exov—* But, 

some points about the soul seem to be sufficiently stated 

even in the unscientific discussions of the subject, and we 

must avail ourselves of them ;-—as, for instance, that part of 

it is irrational and part rational.’ The terms used here are 

nearly the same as those in the last-quoted passage, only 

with the important omission of cat viv before ypnoréov. Ber- 

nays finds herea reference to the dialogue of Aristotle called 

Eudenws (on which see above, page 300). But there is no 

appearance of any writing here likely to have come from 

such a work. And after the publication of Plato’s Republic, 

there seems no reason to think it impossible that a society 

which gave rise to the Topics of Aristotle (see above, 

page 131), should have arrived at the dichotomy of the soul 

into rational and irrational, as one of the results of its discus- 

sions. And of this rough basis of psychology Aristotle here 

seems to avail himself. 

The conclusions, then, to which we venture to come with 

regard to the é€wtepiKxol Aoyor, are as follows :— 

(1.) That Aristotle always uses the phrase generically, 

8 Themistius, Or. xxiii. p. 356. 
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in a sense capable of including both his own not strictly 

scientific writings, and also the informal and dialectical dis- 

cussions of other men. 

(2.) That in different places he makes a different specific 

application of this generic term. 

(3.) That in Phys. tv. x. 1, he uses it in reference to 

dialectical difficulties and questions, as to the nature of time, 

in vogue at Athens. 

(4.) That in Metaphys. xu. i. 4; Pol. 1. vi. 53 and 

Eth, 1. xiii. 9, he indicates by it the results arrived at by the 

extra-scholastic discussions and theories of the day. 

(5.) That in Pol. vu. i. 2, he uses it in especial reference 

to one of his own earlier works, and actually proceeds to in- 

corporate an extract from that work with his Political 

treatise. 

(6.) That Eudemus, in the three places where he employs 

the phrase, means by it ‘ popular,’ as opposed to ‘ philoso= 

phical’ discussion. 

The available fragments of the lost Dialogues of Aristotle 

have been collected by Valentine Rose, and are now prefixed 

to the splendid Index to Aristotle which forms the conclusion 

to the great Berlin Edition. The question of the genuineness 

of these fragments cannot here be thoroughly attempted. We 

cannot go with Valentine Rose the entire length of believing 

that Aristotle never wrote anything of the kind. Indeed, 

the passage in Pol. vit. 1. 2 would be sufficient to prevent our 

holding such an opinion. There often occur fanciful and 

ornamental phrases in the works of Aristotle, which he may 

have ‘availed himself of’ from his earlier writings. Such, 

for instance, are:—pia yap yediowv zap od qrovet (Hth. 1. 

Vii. 16), dia TO modAOvs THY ev Tais eEovolais dpuo.oTrabety 

Lapsavarrdrw (1b. 1. v. 3), and ov Eorepos ovf Ewos ovTw 
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Gavpacros (adopted by Eudemus, Lith. y. i. 15). Thes> and 

many more such ‘purple patches’ may have originally ap- 

peared in the more youthful works of Aristotle. But that a 

considerable element of forgery contributed to the making 

up of the long catalogue of Aristotle’s writings, we cau hardly 

doubt. 
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On the Political Ideas in the Ethics of Aristotle. 

T may seem a strange omission. that, while we have so 

often alluded to Aristotle’s identification or confusion of 

Ethics with Politics, we have never specified any very im- 

portant consequences of this view; except, indeed, that we 

have noticed sometimes a restricted mode of dealing with 

certain questions, more appropriate to Politics than to philo- 

sophy. It remains then to ask, were there any such conse- 

quences? Does Aristotle write on Ethics differently because 

he considered that his science was a kind of Politics? Is the 

individual in his eyes always regarded as a citizen? Do his 

views of law, the state, and different questions of the consti- 

tution influence his views upon moral action? Every one 

will be ready to answer that such effects are hardly traceable. 

We read the Ethics as containing discussions on happiness, 

virtue, friendship, pleasure, and philosophy; we find it 

replete with anthropology, dealing with the heights and the 

depths of the human consciousness, and quite away from any 

consideration of the welfare of masses of mankind. Hap- 

piness, as here described, does not depend on any particular 

constitution or form of government. Aristotle, indeed, speci- 

fies the various forms of government, and declares which is 

the best among them (#th. vit. x.), but this is only for the 

purpose of illustration, for the sake of comparing the dif- 
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ferent degrees of equality in various kinds of friendship 

with the different degrees of liberty in various forms of the 

constitution. Aristotle’s entering into detail here with 

regard to the governments is not so much a mark of consist- 

ency in preserving a political point of view, but rather it is a 

want of art and an entrenchment upon the subject of Politics 

proper. It would be called too long a digression, supposing 

there were a settled coordination of subject between the 

different parts of Aristotle’s system. A still greater entrench- 

ment on the province of Politics occurs in the theory of 

justice given in Book V. It is remarkable that this book, 

in all probability by Eudemus, sets forth a closer depend- 

ence of moral on political principles that any other book_ 

in the Hthics. Eudemus, as we saw before (p. 18), does not, 

at the outset like Aristotle, commence under the name of 

Politics. But in Book V. he probably merely reproduced, 

in perhaps imperfect form, the theory of Aristotle. Justice 

is here defined according to principles of Jurisprudence and 

Political Economy. To make these a part of morals would 

be a confusion we should never now fall into; though we 

might confess that it would be hard to give the ethical idea 

of justice its full content without appealing to these extra- 

neous sciences. 

Other allusions to Politics occur (Hth. 1, xiii. 21), where 

Aristotle says that ‘ the true politician must study the nature 

of virtue ;’ (1m. i. 1) where he says that ‘a theory of the 

voluntary and involuntary will be useful to legislators ;’ 

(vill. i. 4) ‘friendship holds states together ; legislators seem 

more anxious for this than for justice.’ Lastly, we have the 

most remarkable place of all, when at the conclusion of his. 

ethical treatise (x. ix. 8), he makes the transition to Polities 

proper, by saying that *‘ for virtue, not only nature, but habits 

and teaching are requisite, and these last must be provided 
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by the state. Hence,’ he says, ‘the nurture and the discip- 

line should be fixed by law, and use will make them easy. 

Not only, perhaps, ought men while youths to receive good 

discipline, but also we want laws about their conduct when 

they are grown up; and, in short, about the whole of life, 

For the many will rather obey necessity than reason, punish- 

ment than the inducements of the beautiful’? __ 

With these evidences before us, let us now sum up the 

bearing of Aristotle’s political thought upon what we now 

eall the Hihics. There seems to be an analogy between 

Aristotle’s views of man in relation to the state, and his 

views of man in relation to nature. We have seen before 

(Essay V.) that in his Physics he considers man as part 

of nature, and, because he is a part, inferior to and less 

divine than the heaven and the universe; so, too, in his 

political system, he considers the state prior to and greater 

than the individual (Politics, 1. ii. 13), just as the whole 

is prior to and greater than the part. The individual 

without the state has no meaning; the state must be pre- 

supposed; man is not a whole in himself (adtdpxns), he is 

born to live in relationship to others (oXutuxés), if he lived 

alone he must be either more or less than man (7) @npiov 

H Gees). Just as Aristotle said ‘the universe is diviner than 

man,’ so he says ‘the End for the state is diviner than that 

for the individual.’ Politics, then, are the greatest science, 

the legislator is an dpyitéxtwy, a master builder laying the 

plan of that greatest practical thing, a fitly framed human 

society. This idea, if it were carried out, would tend to 

overwhelm all individuality. It actually does so in Plato’s 

Republic, and the lest-quoted passage (Hth. x. ix. 8) isa 

reproduction of the same feeling as Plato’s. The laws are to 

regulate the whole of life, and to force a good discipline on 

those who would not choose virtue for its own sake. This 
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idea, then, forms one side of Aristotle’s view, it is a sort of 

background to his ethical system. The End for the state, 

he depicts it (see above, p. 227), is something almost 

mystical, it is like the identification of state and church, 

But the other side of his view is that which seems forced on 

him by the truth, as soon as he commences a course of ethical 

enquiries. It consists in an acknowledgment, to the full, 

of the absolute worth of the individual consciousness. Not 

only is a reaction thus made against the system of Plato, 

but also, by the whole treatment which Aristotle gives 

his subject, Ethics are virtually and for ever separated from 

Politics. 
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PLAN OF BOOK I. 

HIS Book may be roughly divided into the following four 

parts :— . 

(1.) The statement of the leading question of political science ; 

namely, What is the Practical Good? Ch. L—VI. 

(2.) The answer to this question as given by Aristotle himself 

Ch. VII. 

(3.) A comparison of Aristotle’s definition of the Good with 

existing opinions on the subject. Ch. VIII.—XII. 

(4.) A commencement of the analysis of the different elements 

which constitute his definiticn. Ch, XIII. 

With respect to these divisions, we may remark that they are 

not with entire precision separated from one another. For the first 

part professes to examine the most important opinions on the subject 

of Happiness or the Good (Ch. IV. § 4), and accordingly reviews 

men’s conceptions of it as exhibited in their lives (Ch. V.), and 

refutes Plato’s theory that the Good is a transcendental Idea, on the 

‘ground of its being both metaphysically untenable and practically 

inapplicable. 

After developing his own conception, Aristotle returns (in 

Ch. VIII., sg.) to compare it with ra Aeyoperva— that goods of the 

mind are highest ;’ ‘that happiness consists in virtue, &c. Now 

we may ask, Why did not a statement of these theories open the 

Book? Both in Part 1st and Part 3rd we have to do with the 

existing opinions. Had Aristotle pursued his usual method, he 

would have preluded his Ethics with a brief critical history of the 

previous progress of the science, in which the leading systems would 

have been refuted or shown to be inadequate. But it seems as if 

he did not set out with so clear a conception of ethics as he does of 
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physics and metaphysics. Before Aristotle, Ethics cannot be said 

to have existed as a separate science. Even in the present work 

there is no name for it as yet. Though 79xot Adyou and ra 7OuKe 

are spoken of in the Politics (III. xii. 1, VII. xiii. 5), and in the 

Metaphysics (1. i. 17), yet the word 70x does not oceur. The 

science is still rodirexh tee (Leth. I. ii. 9); as in the Rhetoric it had 

been specified as ) wept 7a 79) mpaypareia iy Cikay ore Tpooa- 

yopevery ToXurexyy (I. il. 7). 

Hence we may recognise something tentative and uncertain in 

Aristotle’s treatment of the subject. He seems not clear as to how 

far he is entering on a merely practical and political science, and 

how far on something speculative. He professes to lay the founda- 

tions for his science inductively (Ch. IV. §§ 5-7) in experience, 

but really obtains his own theory from & prior? grounds, arguing 

what the Good must be. ‘That Aristotle’s principle, thus obtained, 

is truly profound, we need not fail to acknowledge. Only, with 

regard to the science as a whole, we see that he was feeling his way ; 

and we must not expect to find, even in the First Book of his Ethics, 

a finished work of art. 

With this proviso, we may rapidly trace the sequence of ideas 

contained by the Book, as follows, The distinction between means 

and ends characterises every part of life and action. Given the 

subordination of means to ends, there must be some end which is 

never a means. This End-in-itself of all action is obviously iden- 

tical with the Practical Chief Good (¢iAov we rovr ay ein rayabor 

kat TO apiarov). What, then, is this Chief Good—which must be 

the determinator of life—and which is the object of Politics, the 

supreme practical science ? 

To this question no answer is to be obtained from the common 

opinions of men; nor from their lives, for the most part; nor from 

the metaphysical system of Plato. 

The Good and the End are always identical; hence, as already 

said, the Chief Good is identical with the End-in-itself. In this 

conception the idea of absoluteness and all-sufficiency would seem 

to be implied (70 yup reAevov dyaboy avrapkec eivar doxer). It must 

be realised in the proper sphere of man, which a consideration of 

the scale of life leads us to see must be a rational and moral existence. 

To give meaning to the conception of this existence, we must assume 

that it falls under the category of the actual; in other words, that it 
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> and this must is ‘ vital action’ or ‘the realisation of man’s nature ; 

be in accordance with its own proper law of excellence, and not 

frustrated by external adversity or shortness of duration. Hence 

we get a definition of the Chief Good for man—that it consists in ‘a 

rightly harmonized consciousness in adequate external conditions.’ 

Comparing this fundamental principle (apy) with the opinions 

and theories of others, we find that it includes or supersedes them. 

From it we get an answer to the common question, ‘ Is happiness to 

be acquired by human efforts?’ and by means of it we are able to 

see the shallowness of Solon’s view implied in the saying that ‘ No 

man can be called happy while he lives.’ It at once renders nugatory 

the question, Is happiness praiseworthy or above praise ? 

Assuming, then, the definition as above, let us examine its com- 

ponent parts. And, first, what is that law of excellence (peculiar to 

man) which is to regulate his mind? A popular psychology serves 

as a basis for discussing this. Man is a compound of a rational and 

an irrational nature. Part of his irrational nature (the passions) rises 

into communion with reason. This part, then, and the reason itself, 

are two elements in which human excellence may be exhibited: 

According to this division, we distinguish, on the one hand, intel- 

lectual excellence; on the other hand, moral excellence or virtue : 

and these two may henceforth be separately discussed. 

- VOL. I. E EF 
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[12% TExvn xal mao p-24000¢, spolwg 08 mpakls re 
xal mpoaiperic, ayalod tivdg edlerfas doxei> O10 

I. The opening of Aristotle’s Hthics 

might be paralleled with that of his 
Metaphysics—mnayres tvOpwrot Tod €- 

Sévar opéyovra: gioe. As there it is 
first said that ‘ all by a natural instinct 

desize knowledge,’ and then Aristotle 

proceeds to distinguish among the 

various kinds of knowledge a supreme 

kind, which is Philosophy or Meta- 

physics; so here he says that every 

human impulse is prompted by the 

desire of some good, or is, in other 

words, a means to some end, and 

among ends there is one supreme end, 

which is never a means, the object of 

politics—the chief good, or human 

happiness. The beginning of the 

Politics is also very similar. All 
actions are done for the sake of what 

is thought to be good. Therefore all 

societies aim at some good, and that 

society which includes all others aims 

at the highest good. See Essay I. p. 20. 

I waca téxvn—Boxet] ‘ Every art 

and every science, and so, too, each 

act and purpose, seems to aim at some 

good,’ ¢e. ‘every exercise of the 
human powers. The enumeration 

here given answers to the division of 

the mind (Hh. vt. ii.) into speculative, 

productive, and practical. Mé@odos 
is literally ‘way’ or ‘road’ to know- 

ledge, ¢.e. a research or inquiry. The 

metaphor still appears in such places 

as Plato's Republic, vu. p. 533 ¢, 4 

diadreKTiky meOod0s dwn TavTy Topeve- 

tat. Phedrus 269 Dd, ovx f Ticlas— 

mopeveTar Soxet wor halverbar 7 pebo- 

dos. It is farther used in the sense 

of a regular or scientific method, and 

it stands here, as elsewhere (Eth. 1. 

ii. 9, Poet. xix. 2, Phys. 1. i, 1), for 

science itself. The word is well de- 

fined by Simplicius (in Arist. Phys. 

fol. 4), 7) weTa 6500 Tivds ebTaKTOV Tpdo- 

Ses éxi Tb yrwordy, TMpatis and mpoat- 

peots, action and purpose, go to make 

up one conception, that of ‘moral ac- 

tion.’ They are related as language to 

thought, the outerto the inner. Aoxe? 

does not imply any doubt in the asser- 

tion. Sometimes it denotes the opi- 

nion of others, not of Aristotle him- 

self (th. 1. iii. 2, X. vill. 13, where see 

note), but sometimes it is a part of 

style, to avoid the appearance of dog- 

matism. With this use of doxe? may 

be compared that of similar words, 

such as tows, ‘no doubt,’ (rv. viii. 9) 

fer 8 Lows Kal okwmrew (Kwdvew) ; 

oxeddy, ‘nearly,’ ‘something like,’ (1. 
Vili. 4) ox eddy yap ed(wla Tis eXpnrat iat 

evmpatia; udAicta, ‘upon the whole,’ 

(I. v. 2) Tpeis ydp eior pddrwra of 

EE 2 
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mpotxoyres (Blot). Such phrases arise 
partly from Attic usage, partly from 

the genius of Aristotle’s philosophy. 

A similar hesitation or moderation of 

statement is observable in his use of 

interrogations ; e@g. (I. vi. 12) GAN’ 

dpa ye TO ap’ Evds eivar; In such ques- 

tions mérepoy is very frequent, (I. vii. 

II) TWdérepov ov téxtovos piv kal 

okutéws eotly épya tia Kal mpdters; 

and 4, which generally introduces the 

opinion to be preferred, /./. } KaOdmep 

op0arnod—otrw Kal avOpérov Tapa 

mdyra TavTa Bein Tis dy epyov tt; Also 

% frequently stands by itself, (1. vii. 

1) rh oby Exdorns Tayabdv ; 7} ob Xdpiy 

Th AOLTA MpaTTETAL ; 

510 KaA@s—epiera| ‘ Hence people 

have well defined the good to be, that 

at whieh all things aim,’ This same 

definition is mentioned in the Rhetoric, 

I, vi. 2, I. vii. 3. Itis of uncertain 

authorship. At first sight its intro- 

duction here appears parenthetical ; 

but rather it constitutes a sententious 

way of opening the subject. ‘All we 

do aims at good, the very idea of 

good is that which is aimed at. But 

among ends (or aims) there is a subor- 

dination of one to the other.’ 

27a pevy yap—épya tiva] ‘ For 

sometimes the end consists in the 

exercise of a faculty for its own sake, at 

other times in certain external results 

beyond this.’ Strictly, according to 

the Aristotelian system, to speak of | 

a S) Say ~ / c \ , 

ooal n £10b TWY TOLOGUTWY UTO bay 

an ’Evépyea not containing its end in 

itself is a contradiction in terms. 

But in a subordinate and relative 

sense, just as some TéAy are also 

means to ulterior ends, so some func- 

tions may be called éevépyera, which 

are also mere yevéoets of external re-— 

sults; cf. Metaphysics, x. ix. 11, and 
see Essay IV. p. 235. 

4 bom 8 cicl—didnera] ‘Now all 

such operations as fall under some one 
faculty,as under riding, bridle-making, 

and all other manufactures of the in- 

struments of riding ; while this again, 

and every warlike operation, falls 

under strategy ; and so (8) in the 

same way, other operations under 

some different faculty—in all, I say 

(5€), the ends of the master faculties 

are more excellent than all those that 

are subordinate, for, for the sake of the 

former, the latter are sought after.’ 
This sentence exhibits many of the 

peculiarities of Aristotle—(1) the in- 

definiteness of om. Cf. a similar in- 

definiteness as to the substantive re- 

ferred to in wep) adrijs (Eth. 1. viii. 1). 

It would be most natural to supply to 

the first oa: the word zmpdtets, to the 

second the word téxva. But réxvn 

and mpaés are not here sharply distin- 

guished, as appears by the words zroAe- 

fuk) mpaéis, (2) Avvauts is here used 

in a sense from which the modern 

application of the word ‘faculty’ to 

law and medicine, &c., has been de- 
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rived, throughtheterm facultas, which | arts and sciences subject to themselves 

was used by the Schoolmen. This | the lower; cf. Hth, 1. il. 7, vi. viii. 2. 

belongs to the associations connected 5 Siapeper 8 —emiorguay] ‘But it 

with dvvauis in Aristotle’s metaphysi- | makes no difference (to our argument) 

eal system. The use of this word | whether the development of faculties 

for ‘an art’ appears, though less dis- | be in itself the end of the different 

tinctly, in Plato. Aristotle, opposing | actions, or something beyond this 

dvvauis to evépyeia, treats the arts as | again, as in thecase of the arts above 

a class of dSuvduets, i.e, certain capa- | mentioned,’ i.e. the principle of sub- 

bilities of action ; though they differ- | ordination in the scale of means and 

ed from other Suvdme:s in being them- | ends will not be affected by the fact 

selves not only developed into éevép- | that evépyera are ends as well as épya, 
yetat, but also formed out of them; cf. | In taking a walk, the end is walking 

Eth. 1. i. 4, Metaph. vi. vy. 1, and | for its own sake, «.e., an évépyea. In 

see Essay tv. p. 190. (3) 5€ in é&» | house-building, the end is the house, 

anaoas 5é€ is used to mark the | an external result, or épyov. But 

apodosis. This is common in Ari- | walking may again be viewed as sub- 

stotle, ef. Eth. vu. iv. 5, X. 1x. II. | ordinate tosome other end, e.g. health 

Looking to the protasis ca, we must | or life, just as the house is. 

also say that the sentence is an ana- émiotnpav| When speaking strictly 

eoluthon. The whole style might be | (£¢A. 11. iii. 9), and in his later ter- 

called a oxia mpds Td onuavduevoy. | minology, as represented by Eudemus 

(4) The adjective apxirexrovixds, as | (Hth, v1. iii. 1), Aristotle distinguishes 

applied to the ‘hierarchy’ of the | between émorqun and réxvn. But 

sciences, is not found in writers before | he frequently uses the former indis- 

Aristotle. The metaphor implied by | criminately with the latter (cf. Hth. 1. 

it may have been suggested by Plato; | vi. 15), as also Plato had done, ef. 

ef. Politicus, p.259 B: Kal yap dpxiré- | Philebus, p. 57 #, and as ‘science’ is 

KTwy ye Tas ovK avTds epyatixds, AAAG | now in common language often used 

epyatayv &pxwy. The architect con- | for ‘art.’ 

ceives the design, the labourers carry 

out the details: the former is con- II. 1 Ei 5)—&porov] ‘If then 

cerned with the end, the latter with the | there is some end in the sphere of ac- 

means. In like manner the higher | tion which we wish for its own sake, 
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while we wish all other things for the 

sake of this—and if we do not choose 

all things merely as means to some- 

thing beyond (since in that case the 

process will be infinite, so that our 

desire will be empty and useless), it is 

plain that this end in the sphere of ac- 

tion must be the chief good and the 

best.’ This is the argument upon 

which the whole system of the Ethics 

is based. But from the undogmatic 

way in which it is expressed it is ren- 

dered at first sight obscure. It might 

be put thus: We have desires, these 

eannot be in vain; hence we cannot 

always be desiring means. There 

must be some end which is never a 

means, and which constitutes the 

true object of desire. 

TéAos Tév TpakT@y] Aristotle is not 

enquiring after a metaphysical and 

transcendental good, like the Platonic 

Idea, but after a good attainable in 

action. 7& mpaxtd implies the whole 

class and sphere of means and ends 

which fall under the control of human 

will. A sort of scholium upon this 

term is to be found in the Hudemian 

Ethics, 1. vii. 4. 

mpdeict yap oTw eis &metpor] 

The opposite and correlative terms 

i€vat eis &metpoy and forac@a are 

used with various nominatives in 

Aristotle, and sometimes, as here, 

impersonally. Cf. Eth. 1. vii. 7, eis 

&retpov mpdeiow. VI. vill. 9, oTHoETAL 

yap Kaket, 

dor’ elvat Kevhy, k.7.A.] Aristotle 
applies here to the human mind and 

to the human desires his principle of 

universal import, ovdév areAés woe? 

gvots. As everything in nature has 
its proper end, so too has human de- 

sire. There must therefore be some 

absolute good, desirable for its own 

sake, towards which our life ought to 

be directed. : 

2 &p’ oty—8éovros] ‘ Must it not be, 
then, that for the conduct of life the 

knowledge of the good is of weighty 

influence, and that, like archers who 

have a mark to aim at, we shall be 

more likely to attain the requisite?” 
Cf. Rhet. 1. vy. 1: Bxeddv SE kal idia 

éxdoTy Kal Kowh Tact cxomds Tls eat, 

ov oroxaCdpevor Kal aipodyta Kal pev- 

yovow, 

HadAov] i.e. ‘more than if we lived 
at haphazard without knowledge of 

the true end to be aimed at.’ The 

metaphor of the archers comes from 

Plato; ef. Repub. p. 519 B: avdyKn 

pate Tovs amadetTous tkavas y woTe 

ev 

matdela ewuevous SiatpiBew 51a TéAovs, 
méAw €miTpoTedoal, hte Tous 

Tous peyv rt oKomv ev TE Blw odK 

éxovow Eva, ov orToxaCouevous det 

arayta mpattey & by mpdttwow idla 

Te kal Snuocla, Tos 5é, k.7.A. 

Tov d€ovros] not ‘our duty’ in the 

modern sense, this conception not 

having been as yet developed, but 

more generally ‘ what we ought to do’ 

from any motive. The word déov was 

a received term with reference to 

moral subjects. Cf. Plato’s Repub. p. 

336 p, where Thrasymachus, calling 

upon Socrates to define justice, says, 

‘Mind you don’t tell me that it is the 

deoyv, or the aPéAmoy, or the Avorre- 

Aody, or the kepdadcop, orthe Euupépor,’ 

Cf. also Charmides, p. 164 B. Xen, 
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Memorab, 1. ii. 22. But the exact 

import of the term was not fixed. 
Aristotle in the Topics, 11. iii. 4, men- 

tions among the moAAax@s Acydueva, 

Ofoy «i 7d Séov ear) rd cuupepor } 7d 
Kady. 

3 «i 8 oftw—duvduewy] ‘But if 

this be the case, we must endea- 

vour to comprehend, in outline at all 

events, what it is, and which of the 

sciences or faculties it belongs to.’ 

Aristotle, proceeding tentatively to 

work, does not ask, ‘What science 

treats of the supreme end ?’—but ‘ To 

what science or art does its production 

belong?’ He seems at first encum- 

bered with Platonic associations—that 

virtue is a science—that there is an 
art of life, &c. Just as in a Platonic 

dialogue we might have found this 

train of questions—‘ What is the sci- 

ence of healing called ?’—Medicine. 

‘What is the science of counting 

called ?’—Arithmetic. ‘ What then is 

the science of the welfare of states 

and individuals called ?’—Politics. 

So here Aristotle says, ‘ Every art has 
anend. There is some supreme*end : 

of what art then is it the end?’ Ac- 

cordingly he starts with the impres- 

sion that the present treatise is an 

art rather than a science (cf. Eth. 1. 
lii. 6, u. ii. 1). He speaks of his 

present method aiming at the chief 
good. (1. iii. 1) ‘H pév ody w€0080s Tov- 

twv edplera: modiTiKh tis ovoa. Cf, 

I. iy. 1, Th €oriy ob A€youev Thy TOAL- 

Tikhy epiéoOa, Afterwards (Eth. x. 

ix. 1) he makes an imperfect separa- 
tion between the scientific theory of 

virtue and the practical attainment 

of it. 

4 ddfere 8 by—apyxitextovinajs | 

‘Now it would seem to be the end of 

that which is the most absolute, and 

most of a master science. The word 

KupiwTdatns seems used somewhat in- 

definitely. Two trains of association 

are mixed up in it. «vpios means (1) 

whatisauthoritative, what determines ; 

ef. Hth. 1. xX. 9, Kvpiat evdatuovlas. 

(2) What has validity, especially the 

validity of custom, what is established. 

Cf. Poet, xxi. 5, 6, and Rhetor. 11. 

li. 2, where kvpioy dvoue stands for ‘a 

word in its proper sense,’ opposed to 

all uncommon turns and applications. 

In Eth. vi. xiii. 1, kupla dpern is 

‘virtue in the full sense of the term,’ 

opposed to gvaikh aperh, ‘a virtu- 

ous disposition.’ Hth. vi. iii. 14, 
Tis Kuplws emothuns elvar SoKovons, 

‘that which might properly be called 

science. Hence Td kvpiov comes to 

mean that which is striking, charac- 

teristic, and essential in a conception. 

Cf. Eth. 1. vii. 13, KupiTepov yap 

airy Soke AéyeoOa., Ix. ix. 7, Td de 

KUpioy ev TH evepyela. In the passage 

above, kupiwrarns seems partly to 

mean ‘most authoritative’ or ‘abso- 

lute,’ partly ‘that which is most 

absolutely a science.’ 
5 Toavtn 8 H moduTiKh palverat| 

Plato generally represents virtue as a 

science, and politics as inseparable 

from dialectic or metaphysics. In 

the Euthydemus, however, (p. 291 B) 

he describes politics as the supreme 

art, in terms from which the present 

passage is obviously borrowed. See 

Essay III. p. 190. Aristotle says that 

all the other arts and faculties, how- 

ever dignified, are subordinate to this 

(émd ravrnv) and are its instruments 

(xpwméevns tadrns Tais Aowrais). Their 

very existence depends on the fiat of 
polities (rlvas elva: xpedy diardocet). 
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Hence, as all others are means to it, 

the end of politics must embrace the 

ends of all the other arts. Politics 

will be the art whose end is the chief 

human good. 

8 ef yap cal tavtdv—mércow] ‘ For 

even supposing the chief good to be 

identical for an individual and a state, 

that of the state appears at all events 

something greater and more absolute 

(reAewtepov) both to attain and to 

preserve. Even for an individual by 

himself it is indeed something one 

might well embrace with gladness, 

but for a nation and for states it is 

something more beautiful and divine.’ 

In Aristotle’s Polities (vm. iii. 8) 

the chief good, or end-in-itself, for 

a state is portrayed as consisting in 

the development and play of specu- 

lative thought, all fit conditions and 

means thereto being implied and pre- 

supposed. To this high, but inde- 

finite, ideal, the term @efoy would be 

naturally applied. Like the word 

‘divine’ with us, @efos is used by 

Aristotle to express the highest kind 

of admiration, tinctured with a feeling 

of enthusiastic joy, but also with some 

degree of vagueness. It is specially 

appropriated by him to the various 

manifestations of Reason (voids) in the 

universe: thus (1) to the substance 

of the Heavens, De Ceio, 1. ii. 9, 

ovcla oduatos Betorépa Kal mporépa 

TovTwy amdytwy (see Essay V. p. 272), 

(2) to the Heavenly Bodies, Zé. 11. xii. 

13, TGv Twpdtwy Tay belwy, (3) to the 

intellect of man, De Part. An. ty. x. 8, 

51a 7d THY How adtod Kal Thy ovclay 

civat Oelay* epyoy 5& rod Peiotdtov 7d 

voety kal ppoveiv, (4) to the life of con- 

templation, Eth. x. vii. 8, od yap F 

&vOpwrds cot ottw Bidcerat, GAN F 

Gcidv tT év adt@ bwdpxet, (5) to happi- 

ness in general, Eth. 1. ix. 3, patverat 

Tay OeoTratwy eiva, (6) to superhuman 

virtue, consisting in unalloyed reason, 

Eth, vu. i. 1, hpwikhy ria (aperhv) 

kal Oeiay, (7) to the instinct of bees, 

De Gen. An. 111, X. 27, Oeidy Te (Exe) 

Td yévos T) TaY WEAITTOY. 

9 TodiTiKh Tis obca] Aristotle has 

not yet arrived at the conception of 

Ethics as a separate science. He 
still, following Plato, identifies it with 

polities, or makes it ‘a kind of poli- 

ties.’ By his treatment however of 

the questions of Ethics he prepared 

the way for its separation from poli- 

ties, which indeed was partly made 

by Eudemus, and afterwards entirely 

by the Stoies. 
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III. In connexion with cyery 

science, Aristotle never fails to pay 
attention to the logic of science,—to 

ask what the proper method of the 

science ought to be. In Ethics, where 

he is entirely feeling his way, without 

predecessors to guide him, it was 

especially natural that he should make 

& pause to enquire what is the pro- 

per form and logical character of 

the science on which he is entering. 

Accordingly we find three digressions 

relative to the logic of Ethies in this 

first book. (1) In the present chapter 

he decides that it cannot be an exact 

science. (2) Chapter 4th, §§ 5—7, he 

declares, though not dogmatically, that 

it must be rather inductive, than based 

on @ priori principles. (3) In chap- 

ter 7th, §§ 17—21, not quite consist- 

ently with the last assertion, he dwells 

upon the importance, for the future 

development of the science, of the 

principle (¢pxf) which he has evolved 

in his definition of the chief good; 

which principle is henceforth to be 
applied to the elucidation of all diffi- 

culties in detail. 

I Aéyorto & by ixarGs—Snuiovpyou- 

Héevois] ‘Now’ we must be satisfied 
with the statement of our science, if 

its distinctness be in proportion to the 

nature of the subject-matter. For 

exactness is not to be expected equally 

_in all reasonings, any more than in all 

the productions of art.’ Matter as op- 

posed to form was called by Artistotle 

vAn, or 7d Smoxetwevoy, that which 

underlies the form. Cf. Pol. 1. viii. 2: 

Aéyo 5€ Any 7d broxeiuevoy e& oF TI 

VOL. I. 

amoTeAcirar Epyoy, oiov bpartn pey 

The 

matter of a science, z.e. the facts or 

conceptions with which it deals, must 

determine its method or form, aceord- 

ing as they admit of being stated with 

more or less adxpiBe. It is one of 

the first questions about a science, 

how much akpiBea it admits: ef. De 

Anima, 1. i. 1; Metaphys. a! @iattor, 

iii. 2, &e. On the different shades 

of meaning implied in the word 

aplBeia, see below, I. vii. 18, note. 

It combines the notions of mathe- 

matical exactness, metaphysical sub- 

tlety, minuteness of detail, and de- 

finiteness of assertion. Alsoas applied 

to the arts (év rots dyusovpyouuevors) 

it denotes finish or delicacy. 

27% 5€ Kaka—ph] ‘But things 

beautiful and just, about which the 

political science treats, exhibit so 

great a diversity and fluctuation that 

they are thought to exist by convention 

only, and not by nature.’ Nothing can 

be more characteristic of Greek mo- 

rality than these words, ‘the beautiful’ 

and ‘the just,’ applied to sum up all 

that we should call ‘ the right.’ The 

former is the more enthusiastic term, 

and is connected with all the artistic 

feelings of the Greeks. In the present 

passage we may notice two indications 

of the immaturity of Aristotle’s ethical 

system. (1) Ho speaks of Politics as 

the science treating of right action. 

(2) He scems to accept for the mo- 

ment, as at all events worth consi- 

dering, the scepticism of the Sophists, 

and to start accordingly with an em- 

epia, avdpiaytomoim dS yaadrdv. 

es , 

Oo 
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pirical point of view about moral dis- 
tinctions, which in reality his subse- 

quent procedure entirely sets aside.— 

vouw pdvov elvat, vce 5€ wh. On the 

pesition of this opinion in the history 

of philosophy, see Essay II. pp. 

149—140. 

3 Toadrny 8 Twa wAdyny exer Kal 

7aya0a] ‘And things good also ex- 

hibit a similar sort of fluctuation,’ 
The two leading questions of morals 

may be said to be, what is right ? and 

what is good? The ancient Ethics 

rather tend to absorb the former into 

the latter, the modern systems vice 

versa. Aristotle here, from his present 

empirical ground, says there is an 

equal uncertainty about things good, 

as about things right. Cf. Lith. v.1.9 ; 

Xen. Mem. rv. li. 33. 

4, 5 &yarntdy otv—memadevpévos | 

‘We must be content then, while 

speaking on such subjects, and with 

such premises, that the truth should 

be set forth roughly and in outline, 

and, as we are reasoning about and 
from things which only amount to 

generalities, that our conclusions 

should be of the same kind also. In 

the same way must each particular 

statement be received. The man of 

cultivation will in each kind of subject 
demand exactness so far as the nature 

of the thing permits: 

equally absurd to accept probable rea- 

soning from a mathematician and to 

for it appears 

demand demonstration from an orator. 

Every one judges well of things which 

he knows, and of these he is a good 

critic. In particular subjects then the 
man of particular cultivation will 

judge, and in general the man of ge- 

neral cultivation.’ 

mept TowovT, Kal éx TowodT.| A com- 

mon formula in Aristotle. Cf. Rhetor. 
ieee Bp a 

yévos] is with Aristotle the object 
of a single science: pla émorhun éotly 

H €vds yevous (Anal. Post. 1. xxviii.). 

Cf. the whole of Met. m. iii. 

memaidevevov] In his preliminary 

inquiries as to the right method of 

different sciences, Aristotle elsewhere 

adds that it will be the office of radela, 

or the memad5eupévos, to arbitrate on 

the question. Tadela has of course 

in these places a restricted sense. It 

does not imply the cultivation of the 

whole man, but a certain special cul- 

tivation in relation to science, in short 

much the same state of acquirement 

as in modern times is expressed by the 

name connoisseur. The chief passage 

on this subject occurs De Partibus 
Animal, 1. i. 1: mepl maicav Oewplay 

Te Kal webod0v, Suoiws TamevoTépay TE 

kal Tiyuuwtépay, S00 dalvovra: tpdrot 

Tis Ekews elvat, Gy Thy mev emoThunv 

Tov mpdyuatos KaA@s Exet mpooaryo- 

pevely, Thy © ofoy maidelay twa. Then 

follow the characteristics of the ze- 

maideupévos, which are said to be xpivas 
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Thus the chief function 

of this ‘cultivation’ is acute criticism. 

It is critical as opposed to science, 

which is productive. It will have cer- 

tain standards (8povs) by reference to 

which it will form a judgment on the 

shape and manner of the propositions 

_ presented, quite independently of their 

~ truth and falsehood (amoSeterar roy 

ow 6 Aéyov. 

_ tpbmoy Tay Sekvunevov Xwpls Tod mas 

exet TaANDEs, etre oUTws elre HAws). 

This, which was a current popular 

conception of madeta, Aristotle not 
only accepts as related to all matters 

of science (tov bAws mematdevuévoyv—— 

mepl mdytwy ws cimety Kpitindy Tia 

voutCouev)—but also he adds a refine- 

ment on his own part by constituting 

& special maidela in relation to each 
Separate science (rept trios pioews 

apwpioperns etn yap uy Tis Erepos mep? 

ev udpiov), The idea of the memadev- 

#évos as a judge of method is to be 

found in Plato. “Cf Timeus, p. 53 ¢: 

GAAG yap émel wetéxeTe THY KaTa Tral- 

Sevow ddav, 80 ay evdelxvuTIa Td 

Aeyoueva avdynn, ~vvéperOe, In the 

Eraste, p. 135, a popular description 

of the philosopher is given, exactly 

answering to Aristotle's wema:Seupeévos, 

Among the qualifications is mentioned 

ws eids &vopa eAcdOepdy Te Kal memat- 

Beupevoy, émaxodovdjoal Te Tots Aevyo- 

Mévos bd Tod Snusoupyod vicy Te ecivat 

Soerates 

on this remarks, that it makes the 

philosopher like a Pentathlos,— 8ma- 

Siapepdvtws Tay TapdyTwy, 

kpds tts, or second-best in all special- 

ities.—We see in the present passage 

Aristotle’s distinction of mepl may 

mematd. from Kad’ Exactoy menatd. The 

latter term shows that not only is a 

general knowledge of logic (avadutiK7) 

requisite to constitute maSela (cf. Me- 

taph. i. min. il. I, WI. ii. 5, WH. iv. 2); 

but also that some acquaintance with 

the special subject is requisite for the 

connoisseur of that subject. Cf. Pol.11. 

Xl. IL: “Iatpbs 8 6 re Snusovpyds Kal 

56 apxirexrovikos Kat tplros 6 wema- 

devwévos wept thy Téexvnv* cial yap TIVES 

TowvTot Kal wep) masas ws eimely TUS 

Texas, Grodloouey be TO Kplvey ovdEY 

HT Tov Tots WemaLdeupevols 4) Tors Elddawy, 

Cf. Eth. Hud. 1. vi. 6. 

MaOnuarixod, KT. A.) Taken from 

Plato, cf. Theeteius, p. 162 w: ei €b€éAot 

@cd5wpos 7) wAAos Tis TAY yemmeTpav 

(7@ eixdtt) xpspevos yewmetpety, &kios 

ovd’ evds pdvov by en. okoTetTe ody ob 

Te Kal Oeddwp0s ei amodéker Oe miBayo- 

Aoyla re Kal eixdot wept TovTwy AEyo- 

fevous Adyous. 

5 deb rijs moAuTiKs, K.T.A.| T'rom 

a want of sufficient knowledge of the 

special subjects to be treated, the youth 

is not fit to be a hearer, z.e. (1) critic, 

(2) student of political science. 

6 &r1 }&—mpatis| ‘Nay, moreover, 

FF 2 
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as he is given to follow his passions, 

he will hear usclessly and without 

profit, since the end (of our science) 

is not knowledge but action.’ Aristotle 

goes off into a digression here, and 

adds that the youth will not only be 

an incompetent, but also an unprofit- 

able, student, on account of a moral 

disqualification in the weakness of his 

will. In saying of Politics that ‘its 

end is action,’ we must not suppose 

that Aristotle meant to imply that it 

was ‘practical’ in the modern sense, 

z.¢. hortatory, as opposed to philoso- 

phical. As before, he is viewing Po- 

litics as a sort of supreme art. Cf. 

Eth. u. ii. 1. Afterwards, Pol. mt. 

viii. I, he takes quite a different atti- 

tude ; he excuses himself for prolixity 

by saying 7@ 5€ mepl Exdorav pé0odoy 

pidocopoiyrt kat ph ud: ov amoBA€morTe 

apos To mpatTey oiketéy eaTt TO BN 

mapopay unde Tt KaTaAdelrely, 

patatws &kovoerat| Shakespeare had 

seen the present passage quoted some- 

where, and by a remarkable anachron- 

ism he puts it into the mouth of Hector. 

Cf. Trotlus and Cressida, act 1. se. 2. 

‘Paris and Troilus, you haye both 

said well; 

And on the cause and question now 

in hand 

Have glozed—but superficially; not 
much 

Unlike young men, whom Aristotle 

thought 

Unfit to hear moral philosophy,’ 

7 ov yap mapa Toy Xpdvoy 7 EAAENpS] 

‘For the deficiency is not caused by 

time.” Cf. Thucyd. 1. 141, ob yap mapa 
Tv éavTod auéAciay oterar Ade, 

Arnold compares mapdé in this sense 

with the English vulgarism, ‘all along 

of? Cf. Eth. m1. v. 19, Tt Kal wap’ 
avTov, 

IV. 1 Returning from a parenthe- 

tical discussion of method, Aristotle 

takes up (A€yopev 5 avaraBdrres) the 

original question, ‘What is it that 

politics aim at, what is the highest 

practical good?’ The original four 

terms Téxvn, @éOodos, mpatis, mpoal- 

pects, are here reduced to two, yvaois 

and mpoafpects, In the latter mpagis 

is implied. And réxvn is omitted as 

falling under the practical powers in 

man (cf, Eth. v1. ii. 5). Thus human 

nature, which was before classified as 

productive, scientific, and moral, ishere 
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summed up as moral and intellectual. 

2 There is a verbal agreement, but 

under this an essential difference, be- 

tween men as to their opinion of the 

chief good. All use the same word, 

‘happiness.’ They goa step beyond 

this together, and say it consists in 

‘living-well and doing-well’ Any 

further attempt at definition shows 

the discrepancy of their notions. On 

theories of the chief good, see Essay 

II. pp. 1o1—102. 
of woAAol Kal of xaplevres] ‘The 

many and the refinel.’ This clas- 

sifies the whole body of thinkers. 

The many are opposed to the philo- 

sophers (of copol) and to the educated, 

the refined, the few. This opposition 

has always existed. It appears most 

strongly in the philosophic isolation of 

Heraclitus the 6xAcAol5opos, It is a 

natural distinction, since philosophical 

views are not inborn, but acquired, 

and imply education, leisure, deve- 

lopment. That both classes, however, 

are in a different way possessed of 

thetruth (wholly or partially), Aristotle 

would always acknowledge. Cf. Eth, 

i Away 

ed mpdrrew is an ambiguous phrase. 

Th its usual acceptation it would rather 

mean ‘ faring-well’ than ‘acting-well.’ 

It occurs in the Gorgias of Plato, p. 

507 c, ina way which seems to contain 

the transition between these two ideas 

—ToAA} avayKn, @ KadAliaAes, 7d 

cdéppova, domep SinrAOouey, Sikatoy byra. 

Kal dydpetov ral Soisv Gyabdy avdpa 

elvat TeA€ws, Toy He ayabby ed TE Kat 

Kad@s mpatrew & ty party, Toy 8 ed 

mpattoyTa pacdpidy Te Kal evdaluova 

elvat, Toy de Tovnpoy Kal Kak@s MpaTToyTa 

&dAvov, Aristotle was at no pains to 

solve the ambiguity. Cf. Hth. v1. i. 5. 

3, of wey yap—aryaba] ‘Tor the one 

class (7.c. the many) specify something 

palpable and tangible, as, for instance, 

pleasure, or wealth, or honour; in 

short, different of them give different 

accounts, and oftenthe same individual 

gives an answer at variance with 

himself, for when he has fallen sick 

he calls it health, but being poor 

wealth; and when people are con- 

scious of ignorance they look up with 

admiration to those who say some- 

thing fine and beyond their own 

powers. On the other hand certain 

(philosophers) have thought that be- 

yond all these manifold goods there 

is some one absolute good, which is 

the cause to these of their being good,’ 

“Eviot 5€ corresponds to of peév yap. 

‘Palpable and tangible’ are analogous 

though not identical metaphors with 

evapyay Tt kal havepay. 

ouvetSétes, K.7.A.] Consciousness of 

ignorance makes people fancy wisdom 

to be the chief good.—So the Para- 

phrast explains the passage. 

15) 
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Goxtéoy psy ouv arb Thy yywpinay, TATA OF 

' BAAO TLKAd’ abTd elvar] This of course 

relates to Plato’s theory of the Idea. 

4 fkavby 6&—Adyoy] ‘But it is 

sufficient to examine the opinions most 

in vogue, or that seem to have some 

reason in them. A similar canon of 

authority is given, Eth. 1. viil. 7. 

émimodaCotcas| ‘Lying on the top,’ | 
‘obvious,’ The original sense is found 

in Hist. Anim. vut. il. 17: TMlovotor 

d€ Kal ardAAvyTat TOAAGIS (ai XEAD- 

vat), Stay emiemoddCovta tnpuvOariy 

bd Tod HAlov* KaTapepetOa yap maAww 

ov dtvavra padiws. Hence émmoda es 

and émiméAaios come to mean ‘what 

lies on the surface,’ ‘is easily to be 

found” Eth. tv. viii. 4, émtmoAd(ov- 

Tos Tov ‘yeAolov, ‘constantly turning 

up:’ and in the Ariochus which 

bears Plato’s name, p. 369 D, €« THs 

Aeoxnvelas. éxtmoAagovons Ta viv 

Rhet. wt. X. 4, emimbadaia yap Aéyouey | 

7a math djAa Kat & wndey Set CytAoa. 

Eth, Eud. 1. ii. 4, ote 8 0b wavy | 

yvépyoy To mdBo0s ov8 emimdAcuoy. 

From this meaning to that of ‘ super- 

ficial’ is but a slight transition. 1. vy. 

4, patverar 8 emimodadtepov elvat tod 

Cnroupevov, 

5 From hence to the end of the 

chapter follows the second digression 

on the method of ethics. The question 

now is, whether the Science is to be 

inductive or deductive, whether the 

Teasoning is to be ‘to principles,’ or 

‘from principles.’ Aristotle gives a 

| qualified decision in favour of the 

former of these alternatives. 

ed yap—ard@s] ‘For Plato rightly 

used to doubt and question whether 

the way was from principles or to~ 

principles, as, in the stadium, whether 

from the judges to the goal, or reversely. 

We must begin, at all events, with 

things known, and these are of two: 

kinds ; for some things are known re- 

latively, and some things absolutely.’ 

There is no particular passage in the 

works of Plato, which we can say is 

here referred to. That at the end of 

Book vr. of the Republic has a widely 

different scope. It does not compare 

the Inductive with the Deductive Me- 

thod, but describes dialectic as a pro- 

gress up the ladder of hypotheses to 
the idea of good, and a descent again 

without any help from the senses, by 

successive steps, which are ideas, and 

are connected with the idea of good. 

The use of the word TWAdrav here 

without the article shows that a per- 

sonal reference to the philosopher is 

intended (see note on Eth. yi. xiii. 3). 
The use of the imperfect 7méper shows 

that the reference is general; when 

Aristotle quotes from a particular pas- 

sage in the Laws of Plato (Evh. 11. iii. 

2), he says @s 6 NAdrwm pyaty. 

Tavita 5¢ dittas* Th pwev Huiv, Te BE 

ad@s] This is Aristotle’s favourite 
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division of knowledge, into things | his habits whois to study aright things 

‘relatively’ and things ‘absolutely’ | beautiful and just, and in short the 

known, The former implies the know- | whole class of political subjects. For 

ledge of experience, so far as it de- | the fact is a principle, and if the fact 

pends on the individual perception; | be sufficiently apparent we need not 

it is therefore concrete (éyy¥Tepoy | ask the reason. Now he who has 

THs aicOhnoews, Post. Analyt. 1. ii. 5), | been well trained either has principles 

while the latter is abstract (r& mopp- | already, or can easily obtain them,’ 

tepov), but being independent of in- | He returns to the qualifications of the 

dividual experience, it is absolute (r& | Gxpoarfjs. But here previous know- 

capeotepa TH pice: Kal yywpy.dtepa, | ledge seems required in a different 

Phys. Ausc. 1,1. 1). We must observe | way from that mentioned above (1. iv. 

that the distinction is not between | 5). The object is here not xplivew 7a 

things relatively and absolutely | Aeyéueva, but émlotac0x, 

‘knowable,’ but ‘known.’ The highest &px yap To br1] The same is re- 

truths are actuallyin themselves better | peated below (1 vii. 10), The term 

known than the phenomena of the | apy appears to be used here am- 

senses, This is said independently of | biguously. It may either mean a 

individual minds, and implies a refer- | starting-point, ora universal principle. 

ence to the impersonal and absolute | It seems to hover between those 

reason; when Aristotle speaks of the | meanings, and to express that a moral 

universal being in itself more known | fact has something at all events po- 

than the particular, this is as much | tentially of the nature of a universal. 

as to say it has a more real existence, | ’Apxds (in § 7) is used definitely for 

just as Plato said that the Ideas were | universal principles. 

most ¢7we, while phenomena only par- 6 5& rowdTos| i.e, 6 KaAGs iypévos. 
take of truth (weréxer Tis GAnGelas), Such a one is in possession of moral 

6 tcws oty—yvwpluwy] ‘Perhaps | facts, which either stand already in 

then we at all events must commence | the light of principles, or can be at 

with what we know.’ Aristotle was | once recognised as such on the sug- 

probably unconscious of the sort of | gestion of the philosopher. In the 

pun in this sentence. He merely | former case he will resemble Hesiod’s 
asserts that we (i.e.) ethical philo- | wavdpicros, in the second ease the 

sophers must start from a basis of | éo#Abs ds eb eiwdvts ridnta: If he 

personal experience. can neither discover nor recognise 

6—7 did dei—fgdiws] ‘Therefore | principles, he is axphios ayip. 

_he should haye been well trained in obros meév, K.T.A.] Hesiod, Works 

6 

Z 
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ParsoTa of mpovyovres, O TE 

and Days, 291—295. After vofen in 

the editions of Hesiod, in some MSS. 

of the Ethics, and in the Paraphrase, 

comes this verse, ppacoduevos Ta 1’ 

The 

whole passage succeeds one quoted by 

Plato, Repub. 1. 364; Legg. wv. 718 

BE; and by Xenophon, Memorad. 11. 1. 

20, on the difficulty of virtue. The 

sentiment is borrowed by Livy, xxm. 

xxx. Cf. Cicero pro Cluentio, c. Xxx. ; 

Soph. Azxtig. 720; Herod. vit. xvi. 

<7 , 

éreita Kat es TEAOS Fo auelvw. 

V. 1 ‘Huets d¢—brodauBavery] * But 

to return from our digression,—since 

people seem with reason to form their 

conceptions of the chief good and of 

happiness from men’s lives,’ (se. ‘let 

us examine these’). The ydép shows 

that the above clause explains the 

object of this chapter, which is, to 

examine men’s opinions of the chief 

good, in the conerete, by a criticism 

of their lives. Men’s lives exhibit prac- 

tically their ideas of what is desirable. 

ex tTav Blwy| Blos is the external 

form, opposed to (wf, the internal 

principle of life. Thus Bios is ‘line of 

life,’ ‘ profession,’ ‘career.’ Cf. Lith. rx. 

ix. 9, x. vi.8; Plato, Repub. x. 618 a, 

7a TOY Bluy wapadelypara, | 

2 of pwev—Oewpntixds| ‘Now the 

many and the yulgar (conceive) plea- 

sure (the chief good), whence also 

they follow the life of sensuality. For 

the mcst prominent lives are on the 

whole (ud¢Acora) three in number, that 

just mentioned, and the political life, | 

Tpelg yap lor 
~ > , Ne X. = \ 

yuov ELOY LSVOS HOL O TOASTEXOG 

and thirdly the life of contemplation,’ 

With tiv ndovny, trodkauBavovot Taya- 

édv must be supplied, though it was 

used in a different way in the sentence 

before. The punctuation of Zell has 

been adopted. Bekker places no stop 

after troAauBavew, but ends the sen- 

tence after 7dorvhv. 

amodavorixdy] a word not occurring 
in Plato, nor perhaps in any writer 

before Aristotle. 

tpets yap, «.7.A.] In the celebrated 

metaphor attributed to Pythagoras 

(cf. Cicero, Zusc. Disp. v. 3), the world 

is compared to an Olympic festival, 
in which some are come to contend, 

for honour; others to buy and sell, 

for profit; the best of all, as spectators, 

for contemplation. In Plato a similar 

division occurs, Repub, 1x. 581 c: 

Ata Taira 5h Kad dvOpOrwv Aéyapev Ta 

mpara tpitTa yevn elvat, pidcoopor, 

pirdverkov, pirokepdés; Komidy ye, 

This passage appears to be alluded 

to in the words at the opening of the 

chapter, otk GAdyws eolkacw ex Tay 
Biwy trodauBdvew, The Paraphrast 

explains Aristotle’s omission of the 

life of gain by saying that ‘the seekers 

both of pleasure and honour are wont 

to amass money also. Plato, on the 
contrary, says that pleasure and gain 

are merely two forms of concupiscence. 

The life of pleasure then was included 

under Plato’s yévos piAoxepdés. Ari- 

stotle’s classification, which separates 

these, is much more true to nature, 

But the reason given by the Paraphrast 
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is untenable. Aristotle omitted the 

Bios xpnuatiorhs, as he tells us pre- 

sently, because, as not being purely 

voluntary (iads T1s), it does not exhi- 
bit a conception of happiness. Though 

it may have many adherents, these 

do not seek it spontaneously, as con- 

taining happiness in itself. 

3 0f wey otyv—Zapdavardd\»| The 

life of sensuality is that which the 

vulgar propose to themselves as their 

ideal of happiness. This they would 

pursue if they could obtain the ring of 

Gyges (Plato, Repub. 1. p. 359, ©). 

And though Aristotle repudiates it 

immediately as vile and abject, yet he 

places it on the scale (tuyxdvouar do- 

you) because great potentates (woAAods 

Tay ev Tais etovoias) show themselves 

of the same mind as Sardanapalus, 

thinking nought but sensuality ‘ worth 

a fillip,’ while they have everything at 

their disposal, and are of all men most 

free to choose. 
Tvyxdvovc. Adyou| ‘ They obtain 

consideration,’ i.e. both in the eyes of 

men in general, and also in the pre- 

sent treatise. Cf. th, x. vi. 3. 

Sapdavardrw | Cicero, in T'use. Disp. 

y. xxxy. (cf. De Finibus, u. xm.), 

mentions the epitaph of Sardanapalus 

as quoted by Aristotle. ‘Ex quo Sar- 

danapali, opulentissimi Syriz regis, 

error agnoscitur, qui incidi jussit in 

busto : 

Hee habeo, que edi, quegue exsatu- 

rata libido 

YOL. I. G 

Hausit ; at illa gacent multa et pre- 

clara relicta. 

Quid aliud, ait Aristoteles, in bovis, 

non in regis sepulero inscriberes ?’ 

No such passage is to be found in 

any of the extant works of Aristotle. 

4 of 8€ xaptevtes—reAos]| ‘ But the 

refined and active conceive honour to 

be the chief good; for this may be — 

said to be (cxeddv) the end of the 
political life.’ of 5é answers to of wev 

mToAAol Kal popticétato:. The desire 

for honour is of course a higher instinct 

than the desire for pleasure. It is 

‘the last infirmity of noble minds.’ 

Honour is the price paid for political 

service, the garland of the magistrate 

and the statesman. Cf, Eth. v. vi. 7: 

pucdds apa tis dor€os, TovTO bE Timh 

kal yépas. 

palverar ®—povTevdueba] ‘But it 

appears too superficial for that which 

we are in search of, for it seems to 

rest more with the honourer than the 

honoured; whereas we have a pre- 

sentiment that the chief good must be 

one’s own, and not in the power of 

others to take away.’ Honour is evi- 

dently a precarious advantage de- 

pending on others. No labours or 

merits could prevent its being with- 

held by an ungrateful or unappreciat- 

ing age. 

payrevducba] A phrase worthy of 

attention. It occurs Hth. vi. xiii. 4: 

éolkact 5) pavtTeverOal mws G&mayTes 

Ste i ~osavTn Ekis GpeTh eoTw, 7) KATA 

G 
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thy gpévnow. Cf. also Rhet. 1. xiii. 2: | Past merits, or the passive possession 

| of qualities, whose existence depends 

Kowoy Straov Kal &dixov. It is pro- | on the attestation of fame, cannot be 

bably suggested by Plato, in whom | thought to constitute the chief good. 

both payreveoOa: and arouavrevecOa: | Very different from this is évépyeim 

frequently occur; ¢.g. Crat. 411 B: | kar’ d&perhy, an actual life of virtue in 

Son yé pot ov Kaxds payreverGat 0 kal | the present. 

voy 8) evevonoa, OT, K.T.A. et wh O€ow Siabvddttay] ‘ Unless 

5—6 Moreover, honour is not only | defendinga paradox.’ @égeis in de- 

an insecure possession, but it seems | monstration are those unproved prin- 

not even desired forits own sake. It | ciples necessary to the existence of 

is desired by mon as an evidence of | each separate science, justas atidpara 

their merits. Cf. Eth, vim. viil. 2, | are to the existence of reasoning in 

where he says more at length that | general (Post. Analytics, 1. ii. 7), but 
most men appear to seek honour xara | Oéce:s in dialectic (the kind here 

ovu.BeByxds ; the many seek it at the | meant) are paradoxical positions rest- 

hands of those in power,as anearnest | ing cn the authority of some great 

of future advantage ; the good seek it | name; Topics, 1. xi. 4: Oécis d€ éoTw 

from the excellent and from com- | trdAnbis tapddotos tay yrwpluwy tds 

petent judges, as a confirmation of | kata piAocodiay, oiov, bri ovK eorw 

their own opinion about themselves. | avTiAcyev, Kadarep epn *Avriobevys, 

Thus the consciousness of virtue is | k,7.A. The above paradox (étt a@b- 

the end, to which honour is themeans. | tdpxns 7 dpeth xpds thy eddapoviay) 

If virtue then be regarded as the end | was onethe Stoicsafterwards ventured 

of the political life, will this answer | to maintain. Cicero (Paradoxa 1.) 

to the chief good? No, it falls short | defends it with rhetorical arguments— 
of being a supreme_end (areAcorépa | arguing the greatness of Regulus in 

kal airy). For it might subsist ina | his misfortunes, as though that were 

life of absolute inaction, or of the | identical with his happiness. 

heaviest misfortunes. And to call kal mep) wev—abradv] ‘But enough 

this happiness would be paradoxical. | on this subject, for it has been suffi- 
exovta Thy aperijv] It is the ets | ciently discussed even in ‘popular 

Tis aperis, virtue regarded as a mere | philosophies.’ Cf. De Celo, 1. ix. 16: 

quality, which Aristotle repudiates, | Kad yap Kabamep ey Tots éyruKAlots p:Ao- 

toti yap 6 pavtevoryral Tt mavTes dUceEL 
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AENWATIOTIS Pharos Tig eoTIV, xal 6 TAGITOS OHAoy OTE o 

cophuact mept Ta Dela ToAAGKIS Tpo- 

galverat tots Adyos Bri Td Geto 

GperaPAntoy avaykatoy elvar may Td 

mp@rov kat axpdtarov, on which Sim- 

plicius notes with regard to éyiuKat- 

ois—titiva wat ekwrepuc Kadety clade, 

We. may translate the passage, ‘As 

in the popular philosophical doctrines 

about things divine, it is often set 

forth in argument that the divine 

must necessarily be unchangeable, 

being the First and the Highest.’ 

(There seems to be something wrong 

in the Greek text. Perhaps we should 

read dv for may.) This evidently 

refers to no work of Aristotle’s, but 

to the common unscientific discourses 

of men upon scientific subjects. So 

above, it is intimated that the insufli- 

ciency of virtue for happiness had 

been the subject of commonplace dis- 

cussion. “EyxveAos is used three 

times in the Politics of Aristotle to 
express ‘that which belongs to the 

daily round of life.’ Pol. 1. vii. 2, 

Te eynvicria Staxovnuata, ‘daily duties 

of servants ;’ cf, 1. v. 4, Tas Siaxovias 

Tas éykuKAlovs: II. 1X. 9, xpnoiuou d 

ovens THS OpacitnTos mpds ovdev TaY 

eyxukAlwy, ‘Boldness is of no use for 

every-day life.’ Hence the word comes 

to mean ‘commonplace,’ ‘popular,’ 

‘ unscientific.’ Two other explanations 

need only be mentioned to be rejected : 
(1) Eustratius thinks that a poem of 

Aristotle's is meant, ending with the 

same line with which it began—hence 

called Encyclic; (2) Julius Scaliger 

refers us to two books, ’Eyrukalwy, a’, 

8’, mentioned in the list of Diogenes 
Laertius, vy. 26. 

7 tpitos 8—romodpueda| ‘Third 

-ig the life of contemplation, about 
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which our investigation shall be made 
hereafter. This promise is fulfilled 

in Book x. We have here undoubted 

proof of an idea of method, of a con- 

structive whole; see Essay I. p. 45. 

8 6 8€ xpnuariorhs—xdpw] ‘ But 

the life of gain is ina way compulsory, 

and it is plain that wealth is not that 

good we are in search of, for it is an 

instrument and means to something 

else’ With xpnuatiorfis understand 

Blos. Lambinus finds in two MSS. 

Xpnuariatis Blos Bids tls éort. This 

is evidently a gloss. Blaios is to be 

explained by comparing the parallel 

passage in Eth. Hudem. 1. iv. 2! 
Arnpnmevav 6& Tay Bly, Kat ToY wey 

[ov8 | aupicByrovvTwy THs TowdTns 

edqueplas, GAN Os TaY dvaryKalwy Xaply 

orovdaouevwy, oloy TOY wep Tas TEXVAS 

TaS PopTiKas Kal TOY Tepl XpnuaTiT Moy 

kal ras Bavatloous—rTay dé cis dywyhv 

eVdatmoviKyy TaTTOMevav TplGv dYTwY. 

‘Now the lives of men being divided, 

and the one class laying no claim at 

all to this kind of good fortune, but 

being devoted to the obtaining the 

necessaries of life, as for instance those 

engaged with mean arts and lIncre and 

sordid crafts; while the others, which 

are ranked severally as in the enjoy- 

ment of Happiness, are three in 

number. Here ov6’ is restored by 

the absolutely certain conjecture of 
Bonitz. Blads ts exactly corresponds 

with ov’ adudisBytevyvtwy—orovdaCo- 

Bévwy, and so it is understood by the 

Paraphrast : kal €or: Blawos. Ovre yap 

To ayaboy SidKet, obte Tayu SoKEl 

didkewv, “OOev ov modAois eatly épa- 

ords* GAtyot yap elAoyTo TaoNS Tis EV 

Big omovdis TéAos TH KpHwaTa EXEW. 

It is to be taken in a passive, not an 

@Ga2 
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Tatra pty ody adziobe * 

active sense. It is the opposite of 

éxovo.os, meaning ‘forced,’ asin Eth. 

i. i. 3. It implies that no one 

would devote himself, at the outset, 

to money-making, except of necessity, 

‘parce quil faut vivre.” It assigns 

the reason for not discussing the life 

of gain. An additional and final 

reason is subjoined—that wealth is a 

mere means. Other and mistaken ex- 

planations of this place are (1) that of 

Eustratius. ‘The usurer is violent,’ 

Sri Blay évdelkvuTat mpds Td KTHTaTOa. 

The same has been adopted in the | 

Latin translations, where ‘ violentus’ 

is used. In Dante’s Znferno, Canto 

XI., is a complete commentary on 

this. Dante, who only knew Aristotle 

in the Latin, but studied him much, 

places usurers among ‘the violent’ in 

hell, and gives learned reasons for 

this classification. (2) That of Gipha- 
nius, who, rightly taking Bios to be 

the omitted word, interprets ‘ vita 

nature contraria.’ It is true that in 

several places Blaos is opposed to 

kat&® iow, and in such contexts 

means ‘unnatural;’ Phys. Ause. rv. 

Vill. 4, v. vi. 6; Politics, 1. 11. 4. But 

without such a context, it cannot 

simply stand for mapa picw. Besides 

it is not easy to see why the life of 

gain, more than the life of ambition, 

should be called ‘unnatural.’ 

kairo.—KkaTaBéBAnyro| The general 

meaning is: ‘Although much has 

been said to show that each of these 

is the chief good, it has been unayail- 

ing.” But a doubt remains as to the 

precise force of karaBéBAnvra. Does 

it mean, ‘haye been wasted?’ or 

/ 

To 02 xaborov PéAriov tows 

simply ‘have been laid down, pro- 

mulgated?’ This latter rendering is 
confirmed by De Mundo, vi. 3: ddKad__ § 
TOY TaAGLa@V Elmeiy TIVES TMponXOnTar, 

bri wayTa TavTd éort OeGy TACA. ... 

TH mev Cela Suvduer mpémoyta KaTa- 

BadAduevot Adyov, od phy TH ye ovata. 

By a slight extension of meaning we 

have in the Politics, karaBeBAnuevar 

pabjoes (vit. ji. 6), KaTaBeBAnuéeva 

madedpara (VII. iii, 11), ‘ordinary, 

usual branches of learning.’ 

VI. Aristotle now proceeds to 

examine, or rather to attack, the Pla- 

tonic doctrine of the Idea of Good. To 

test the worth of this criticism be- 

longs to a consideration of the entire 

relation of Aristotle to the views of 

Plato. See Essay III. The argu- 

ments used are as follows: (1) the 

Platonists allow that where there is 

an essential succession between two 

conceptions, these cannot be brought 

under a common idea—but there is 

such between different manifestations 

of good, e.g. the useful is an essen- 

tially later conception. (2) If all 

good be one, it ought to fall under 

only one category, whereas it can be 

predicated under all. (3) If it were 

one, it would be treated of by only 

one science. (4) The Idea is, after 

all, only a repetition of the phenomena, 

for with these it is really identical. 

(5) Even the most essential and abso- 

lute goods seem incapable of being 

reduced to one idea. (6) It is more 

natural to consider good an analogous 

word, and to assign to it a nomina- 
listic, rather than a realistic, unity. 
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(7) But however this may be, it is 
plain that the idea can have no rela- 

tion to practical life, and therefore it 

does not belong to ethics. 

I 7d 5€ KabdAov—aAybeav] ‘But 

perhaps it were as well to consider the 

nature of the universal term (good) 

and to discuss in what sense it is 

predicated, although an inquiry of 
this kind is rendered disagreeable 

owing to those who are our friends 

haying introduced their doctrine of 

Ideas. Still it is the best course and 

even incumbent on us, where the 

safety of truth is concerned, to sacri- 

fice even what is nearest to us, espe- 

cially as we are philosophers, For 

where both are dear, friends and the 

truth, it is our duty to prefer the truth,’ 

7d xa8ddov] As part of the logic 

of Ethics Aristotle is proceeding to 

inquiry into the nature of the uni- 

versal term —-Good—when he is 

stopped by the necessity of consider- 

ing Plato’s doctrine of the Idea of 

Good. His answer to the question is 

given in §§ 11—12. Aristotle also 
held the necessary existence of uni- 

versals, only more as a conceptualist, 

saying that they were kard moAA@y 

(predicable of particulars), not mapa 

7% moAAd (existing independent of 

particulars). Cf. Post. Anal. 1. xi. 1: 

Edn pév ody ely 7) Ev Tt mapa Te 

TOAAG ovK avdyRn et dmrddeatis ora, 

civat pév tor &v Kkat& moAA@y aAnBes 

cimely dydykn* od yap €orat Td KabdAoUv 

by wh TodTo 7. 

kalwep mpocdytovs| The personal 
feeling expressed by Aristotle towards 

Plato, here as elsewhere, is in the 

highest degree cordial. But in the 

arguments used there is something 
captious, 

kal 7a oiketa, avarpetv] Cf, Thue. r. 

| 41: eet cal 7a oixeia xetpov TiOevTat 

pidovetkias Eveka THs abtixa, 

doloy mpoTimay Thy aAnveay] This 

is Plato’s own sentiment about Ho- 

| mer; Lepub. x. p. 595 c, GAN ov apd 

YE TIS GAnGelas tyunréos aviip. THe 

also applies the word 8c.ov in a si- 

milar context, Repub. 1. p. 368 3B: 

Bedcixa yap wh ov8 Boiov 7 maparye- 

vomevov Stkaoctyy Kaknyopoumevn am- 

aryopevely, K.T.A, 

2 of S€ Kouloayres—xaresketator] 

‘Now they who introduced this opinion 

used not to make ideas of things of 

which they predicated priority and 

posteriority, and hence they con- 

structed no idea of numbers.’ 

kouloavres| Cf. Top. vit. v. 6, koul- 

Covres GAAotplas détas, The words 

ddtav tabtny and emolovy is€as seem 

used, as if purposely, to express an 

arbitrary and fictitious system. With 

the above ef. Metaph. 1. iii. 10: &rt 

ev ois 7d mpdtepoy Kad borepdy eorw, 

odx oidy Te Td ml TobTwy elvat Ti mapa 

TavTa* oloy et mpdtn Tay apiOuay 

duds, obi Eore Tis apiOuds mapa Ta etdy 

Eth. Eudem. t. viii. 8: 
ert é€v boos bmdpxer 7d mpdtepoy Kad 

Pees ~ 
TOV ap.buar. 

torepoy, ob ott Kowdy Tt Tapa Tadra 

kal ToUTO Xwpiaréy* etn yap Ev Tt Tod 

mpawtou mpdtepov. TIpdrepoy yap rd 

kowoyv kal xwpiotov 614. 7d avatpoumévou 

TOU Ko.vov avatpeioOa Td Tp@Tov, Oty 

ei Td SimAdoloy mpOtov Tav moAAaTAG- 
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olwy, ove evdéxeTar TO TOAAATAACLOY 

7d Koh KaTnyopovmevor Elvat Xwpiot ov" 

éorat yop tov SimAaclov mpdtepoy, et 

cupBalver To Kody eivat Thy idéay, 

Aristotle often remarks about Plato, 

that he distinguished with regard to 

number, making two species of it, 

mathematical number, and transcen- 

dental or ideal number. We may ask 

of which kind of number it is here 

asserted, that it contains priority and 

posteriority, and therefore admits of 

being brought under no one idea? 

The answer is to be found, Arist. 

Metaph, xu. vi. 7: Of pév ody dmpore- 

pous pacly elvan Tos apiOmods, Toy pmey 

éxovTa Td mpdtepoy kal botepoy Tas 

idéas, Toy 5& pabnuariKdy mapa Tas 

idéas. It is the ideal numbers of 

which Aristotle says that they stand 

in essential and immutable succession 

to and dependence on each other, and 

therefore can be brought under no 

common idea. Hence the mention of 

the duds and the 8:rAdcioy in the 

aboye-quoted passages, which refer to 

the Platonie doctrine of the Suds 

adpioros, which by union with the one 

becomes 4 mpérn duds, the first actual 

number. This dvds is itself the first 

idea of all number, there can be no 

idea of it. (Cf. Met. xm. vii, 18 sqq.) 

In some cases the ideas are identical 

with the manifestations 

ideas. 

of those 

Cf. Metaph. vi. xi. 6: kal ray 

Tas idéas AeydyTwy of wey abtoypaymhy 
A , c \ > nn nn 

Thy 5udda, of 5€ Td eldos THs ypapurs 

évia pev yap elvat tabt& 7d eldos Kad 

eri érel rayahoy icaya@>s AgyzTar TO emel Tayaboy ioayids reyes 

ov 7d eldos, olny Sudda Kat 7d eldos 

5uddos, 

mapapvadi—ovros]| ‘For this may be 

compared to an offshoot and accident 

of substance.” Cf. Rhet. 1. ii. 7, cup- 

Balver thy pytopikhy ofoy mapapves TL 

THs SiadekTiKys elvat. Aristotle argues 

that the relatively good (ev r@ mpds 

7:) must be a sort of deduction from 

the substantively good (é€v T¢ ti éor:), 

therefore posterior to it in thought, 

and therefore incapable of being 

brought under a common idea. 

3 ert ered Tayabby—T@ byti—BjjAov 

—udyn| ‘Again, since the good is 

predicated in just as many ways as 

existence is, it plainly cannot be a 

common universal, or a unity, else 

it would not have been predicated in 
all the categories, but in one alone. 

Good cannot be one, because it is 

predicated in all the categories. This 

is a logical, not a metaphysical test of 

Plato's doctrine. That Aristotle made 

ten categories—that these were meta- 

physical semma genera, or an ulti- 
mate classification of all existence, is 

rather a deduction from his philoso- 

phy than what he had actually ar- 

rived at. The Categories with Ari- 

stotle were a classification of the 

modes of predication, and the number 
ten seems by no means fixed. The 

so-called book of the ‘ Categories’ is 

in all probability not from the hand 

of Aristctle himself, but it shows a 

tendency in the Peripatetic school to 

merge the logical into a metaphy- 
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sical classification. 

12, 
4 There are many sciences of the 

good, therefore it cannot be reduced 

to unity.—This argument is certainly 

unsatisfactory if applied to Plato's 

point of view. Plato would say dia- 

lectic is the science of the Idea of 

good, and in this all other sciences 

find their meeting-point. Even of the 

mpaxtoyv ayabdy it might be said that 

according to Aristotle’s own account 

it falls (in all its manifestations, whe- 

ther as means or ends) under the one 

supreme science—Politics. 

5—6 amopicee 3 dy Tis—epne- 

pov| ‘Now one might be puzzled to 

say what they mean by an “absolute” 

thing—if for instance in man and 

absolute-man there is one and the 

Cf. Topics, 1. iv. 

same conception of man, For qua 

man they will not differ. If so, the 

same will apply to good. Nor is it 

any use to say that the absolute good 

-will be more good by being eternal, 

since what is ever so old is not whiter 

than that which lasts but a day.’ 

Aristotle brings against the idea an 

accusation which he has also used in 

the Metaphysics (1. ix. 1), that it only 

multiplies phenomena, as it exhibits 

the same law or conception as they. 

He adds to it a captious objection, 

that it is no use to say the absolute 

differs from the conditional, in being 

eternal, since length of duration does 

not constitute a distinction between 

identical qualities ;—as if length of 

duration were the same as eternity. 

Cf. Eth, vi. iii, 2; and see Essay III. 
p. 209. 

7 mibavérepoy 8 —BSore?] *‘ But the 

Pythagoreans seem to give a more 

probable account of it, placing unity 

in the row of goods ; whom Speusip- 

pus too, it must be observed (6%), 

appears to follow.’ We have to deal 

here with the subtle differences be- 

tween the Greek schools of metaphy- 

sical philosophy. There came in 
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suecession,—first, the Eleatie princi- 

ple, that ‘the One’ is the only really 

existent. Second, the Megarian de- 

velopment of this, ‘the One is iden- 

tical with the good.’ Third, Plato’s 

adoption of this with modifications,— 

the One is the idea, opposed to plu- 

rality, or phenomena; the highest idea, 

and most essential, is that of the 

Good; this is transcendental, self- 

existent, the cause of existence to 

phenomena, and also of our knowing 

them; phenomena, however, have still 

a conditional existence, dependent on 

the idea (weréxet THs ovolas). Fourth, 

opposed to Plato, and here contrasted 

with him, we find the Pythagorean 

doctrine which places ‘the One’ 

among the various exhibitions of 

good, whether as causes of good, or 

manifestations of it. The Pytha- 

gorean system was said to be devoid 

of dialectic (StaAektucfjs od weretxor, 

Ar. Metaph. 1. vi. 7). We do not find 

in them anything like ‘critical’ phi- 

losophy, nor any rationale of cogni- 

tion. They seem content to have 

seized on a few principles, the con- 

ception of harmony, order, and pro- 

portion in the world, &e. Their sys- 

tem, however, had a definite bearing, 

and part of this seems to have been 

the ignoring any transcendental prin- 

ciple, any principle otherwise than as 

exhibited in phenomena. In Metaph. 

XI. vii. 10, we find Aristotle repudi- 

ating a doctrine which Speusippus 

shared with the Pythagoreans, namely, 

that good is rather a result of things 

than their cause. Speusippus, nephew 

of Plato and successor to him as head 

of the Academy, seems, after the | 

death of his master, to have mani- 

fested in several points a Pythagorean 

leaning (see Essay II. p. 216). It is 

> A \ ay 7 
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mentioned, Metaph. xim. iv. 10, that 

of those who held the doctrine of 

ideas, some considered ‘the One’ as 

identical with ‘the good,’ others not 

as identical, but as an essential ele- 

ment. If the one be identified with 
the good, it follows that multeity, or, 

in other words, matter, will be the 

principle of evil. To ayoid making 

‘the many’ identical with evil, some 

Platonists denied the identity of the 

one with the good. Of this section 
Speusippus was leader. He accord- 

ingly adopted a Pythagorean formula, 

saying that ‘the one’ must be ranked” 
among things good. In the present 

place Aristotle must be regarded as 

not really entering on the question. 

His own metaphysical system stood 

quite beside all these mentioned. But 

he does not enter here upon a metaphy- 

sical consideration of the Good, as not 

belonging to ethics. He merely states 

objections to Plato’s doctrine, and in 

a cursory way alleges a prima facie 

preference (m@averepoy éolkacw dé- 

yetv) for the Pythagorean theory, ac- 

cording to which the good wes not 

transcendental, or separate from phe- 

nomena. 
8 GAAG wept mev ToUTwY BAAOS EoTH 

Adyos] ‘But let us put off to another 

occasion the discussion of these ques- 

tions,’ i.e. the whole subject of the 

good and its relation to unity—to 

existence—to the world. This is, in 

short, the scope of Aristotle’s entire 

Metaphysics. We need not confine 

the reference of wep) to’trwy to the 

Pythagoreans and Speusippus, or 

refer it, with some commentators, to 

the books mentioned in the list of 

Diogenes (v. 25), wep! T&v Tv@ayopelwy, 

a’. wep) ris Smevolmmou Kal Hevoxpd- 

Tous, a, 
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ros 5& AEexXGeiow—tAdrovy] ‘But | duals. The Platonic idea was meant 

against my arguments an objection | to be not only an i€a, or absolute 

suggests itself, namely, that the | existence, transcending the world of 

Platonic theory was not meant to | space and time, but also an «idos, or 

apply to every good (8:4 7d wh wep) | universal nature, manifesting itself in 

mayros drya8ov tovs Adyous eipjcOa), | different individuals. This latter 

but that under one head are classified | property, Aristotle argues, will be 

those goods that are soughtand loved | lost if we keep denying of different 

in and for themselves (kaé’ atrd), | attainable goods, even those that 

while things productive of these, orin | seem most plainly so, that they are 

any way preservative of them, or pre- | goods in themselves.’ 

ventive of their opposites, are spoken Il @povncews| ‘Thought. The 

of as “secondary goods” (8& Taira), | word is used in a general sense as the 

and in another fashion.’ It seems | substantive of g¢povety (cf. Hth. vn. 

best to refer tovs Adyous to the Pla- | xii. 5), and not in its technical sense 

tonic theory. The words kaé’ éy | as defined in (the Eudemian) Book v1. 

eidos are used not in the peculiarly Tyujs d€—ayabd] * Now honour, 

Platonic sense, ‘under one idea, but | thought, pleasure, exhibit distinct and 

in the more common and also Aristo- | differing laws when viewed as goods.’ 

telian sense, ‘ under one species.’ The same instances are given below, 

10 # ov8 %dAo—eldos] ‘Or is | 1. vii. 5, of goods sought for their own 
none of these, nor anything except | sake. Obviously here Aristotle is not 

the idea, to be called an absolute | doing full justice by the question he 
good? in which case the class good | has started. What are the ‘different 

will be devoid of content and indiyi- | laws’ of good in these objects, ealls for 
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CUYTEALLY, 7 PAAAGY XAT AvArOyIaAY, WO YAS EY TWLATL 
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~ \ > , \ ~ = 

TAUUTA puev adeTeoy TO vu 
a 7 , 

arANS ay sin DiAccodias olxesoTepoy, 

GAN tows 

tEaxoiPoiv yao trio avTaéy EaxpiPotv yap tmep 
jpoiws OF xab mepk 

~ bINwA > \ Naor a \ ~ , 

TH ideas “EL YAD Xb EOTIY EY TL TO XOLYY mS 

cyalioy 7 7) Aeopreray Ti auTO. xad AUTO, O7rov 5 oux ay ely 

mpc oy ovo: xTNTOY aipare viv Of ToloUTOY TI Garet fe 

Taye Of Tw doFeev ay LEATOy Elva yywplSey adTo 
\ \ \ \ \ ~ > CW ug alee \ , 

pos TA RKTYTA HAS TPAkT OR TwMyY ayabay oLoyv V4? TAO 
> ~ 9 = PON pana 24 Vi LEN Seles 4e 
OELY LO TOUT EXOVTES pa OY ELOOILE AHXKaAITA Ub AYAIX, 

\ bina 

HAY ELOWILEY, 
] é / > ~ 

exiTevSousda QAUTWY. 
, \ ~ 

Tibavorynta [ev ouY 

v \ € / ay X\ ~ ° 7 INS ~ 

exe TIVA O AOYOS, EOIxXE 0: Tals pease ae Osadwyely 

TOT Ob yap ayafoi ThvO¢ Eddie yas Hab TO evdees émiGnTou- 

a subtle investigation; whereas there 

is here a summary assertion. We 

might urge, on the other hand, that 

honour is not an instance of an abso- 

lute good (ef. 1. v. 5), that pleasure 

and thought really exhibit the same 

law of good—as being both évepyera, 

But Aristotle here partly trifles, and 

partly dogmatises. He would, of 

course, refer us to metaphysics for 

the question in point. 

II—I2 

‘Good, therefore, is not something 

generic under one idea. But how 

then is the term used? For it does 

not seem like an accidental coincidence 

of name. Shall we say then that it 

is so used because all goods spring 

from one source, or because they all 

tend to one end, or rather that it is on 

account of an analogy between them ?’ 

> v > f 
ove  eoTIv—avadoyiay| 

“Ouevups answers to ‘equivocal’ words 

in logic. The so-called ‘ Categories’ 

of Aristotle | 

ay byoua pdvoy Kowdv, A nominalistic 

yegin ‘Oudvupa Adyerat 

oe 

explanation of the general conception 

of good is here substituted provi- 

sionally for the realism of Plato. 

13 GAN’ Yows—(ytetrat] ‘But perhaps 

we should dismiss these questions for 

| the present, for to refine about them 

belongs more properly to another kind 

of philosophy. So too about the idea. 

Even if there is any one good uni- 

versal and generic, or transcendental 

(xwptordy) and absolute, it obviously 

can neither be realised nor possessed 

by man, whereas something of this 

latter kind is what we are inquiring 

after. Cf. Hth. x. ii.4. The whole 

foree of the present chapter is con- 

tained in this sentence. The Idea is 

not mpaxrov tt, and therefore does not 

belong to ethics. The concluding 

| paragraphs of the chapter are occupied 

with proving that the Idea is not 

available even as a model (rapddevyua) 

| for practical life. 
15 évdeés| Cf. Pol. vit. xvii. 15: 

masa yop Téexvn Ka Taidela Td mpoc- 
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Actmoy BolActa Tis Picews avarAn- | idea. In this its many-sided character 
pour, _ he would make it affect life, as well as 

15—I16 Kkatto.—redeapevos| ‘And knowledge; for by contemplation of it 

yet it is not likely that all artists the mind would become conformed to 

should be ignorant of, and never so it. Cf. Repub. vu, and see Essay 
_much as inquire after, so great anaid, | III. p. 204. 

if really existing. But it is hard to 

see in what a weaver or carpenter VII. 1 wdéAw 8 emrayéAOwpev—ety | 

will be benefited with regard to their | ‘ But let us return to the good we are 

respective arts by knowing the abso- | in search of, and ask what is its 

lute good; or how one is to become a | nature.’ 7 Gjrobdmevoy is emphatie ; 

better doctor or general by having | it distinguishes the mpaxrdy dya0dy of 

contemplated the absolute Idea.’ It | ethics, here ‘ sought for,’ from the 

has been objected that Aristotle fixes | transcendental supreme good of meta- 

on too mean specimens of the arts, | physics. Failing to obtain a satisfac- 

that he might have spoken differently | tory answer to his question, either 

if he had adduced the fine arts. But | from the common opinions of men, or 

the question is, whether for practical _ from the philosophers, Aristotle starts 

life the Idea, that is, a knowledge of | anew, by asserting that though the 

the absolute, could be made available? | conception of good may vary ‘in each 

This forms a great point of divergence | art and action,’ yet it has this unvary- 

between Plato and Aristotle. The | ing characteristic, that it is the ‘end.’ 

latter seems to regard the Idea as an | From this starting-point the argument 

object of the speculative reason alone,  casily comes round to the position 
Something metaphysical and standing already anticipated (ueraBaivwv 5} 5 

apart; and between the speculative | Adyos eis tabTbv apikra), that the 

and practical powers of man he sets a | zpaxrtby d&yaOdy is identical with the 

gulf. Plato, on the other hand, speak- | réAos réActoy, or end-in-itselfof action, 

ing without this analytical clearness, | and with this basis, by a series of 

Seems to think of the ideaasanobject | a priori principles, some already 
for the imagination, as well as the | enunciated by Plato and others pecu- 

Teason, as being anideal as well asan | liar to his own system, Aristotle de- 

HH 2 
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velopes his conception of happiness or 

the chief good. (1) It is TéAetov; (2) 

Also, it must be airapres; (3) It 

must be found in the*Epyov of man. 

(4) This *Epyov is a rational and moral 

life; (5) We must conceive of it ‘in 

actuality,’ in other words, as ‘conscious 

life ;7 (6) We must add the condition 

of conformity to its own proper law; 

(7) And also the external condition of 

sufficient duration and prosperity. 

3 oioy mAotTOv avAovs Kal BAws TH 

ipyave. | 

flutes, and instruments in general,’ 

Wealth is a mere means (cf. 1. y. 8). 

AvaAol seems a stock example with 

Aristotle of the instruments to an 

art. Cf. De Animéd, 1. ili. 26, where 

he argues against the doctrine of the 

migration of souls, saying 

‘As for instance, wealth, 

, you might 

as well speak of the carpenter’s art 

migrating into flutes: mapamAho.oy 

8& Acyoutw worep ef Tis paln Thy 

TEKTOVIK}Y Eis avAovs evOver Oa: —det 

~ N9'- cle EEN / / 
TOLOUTOY O 7 EVOKIMLOVIA [KLA- 

yap Thy wey TéexvNY XpHTOa Tots dpya- 

vos, Tiv d€ Wuxhvy TH oawpatr. Cf. 

Xenophon, con. 1. 10, where Socrates 

says: domep ye addod TG pev emoTta- 

| mev@ atlws Adyou avrAeiy Xphuara eiot, 

TG OE pH emloTauevm ovdey paAAov 7) 

axpnrrot Alor, ei ph amodid0iTd ye 

avtous, 

4. kal amA@s—Aro]| ‘ And therefore 
we call that absolutely of the nature 

of an end which is desirable in and for 

itself always, and never in order to 

anything else.’ The conception of 

ends was not fully developed in Plato ; 

at the beginning of the second book 

of the Republic, those are said to be 

the highest goods which are desired 

both for themselves and for their re- 

sults (ef Hth. 1. vi. 10). Aristotle’s 

conception of the practical chief good 

is that while it is solely an end, it yet 

sums up the results of all means. 

Hence he adds that it is not only 

TéXevov, but avrapxes, These two 
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qualities are attributed to the chief 

good in the Philebus of Plato, p.20c: 

Thy Taya0od moipay moTEpoy avdyKn 

TEXEOY 7) fu) TéACOY clvat; TadvTwY SH 

mov TEAEMTATOV, @ SwKpares, Ti O¢; 

ixavoy raryabdy; w&s yap o¥; K.T.A. 

6 7d 8 avtapres—a&vOpwros| ‘We 

donotapply the term “self-sufficiency ” 

only to the individual who leads a 

solitary life, but in reference to parents 

and children, and wife, and in general 

_ friends and fellow-citizens, since man 

is by nature social.’ The Greek odx 

avT®e wdvy—GAAd Kab yovetor is de- 

fective in the grammar; the meaning 
apparently is, that adtdpreta does not 

imply isolation. 

7 Tovrwy S¢—emioxentéoy| ‘ But of 

these we must take some limit; for if 

one extends the circle to parents and 

descendants and the friends of a man’s 

friends, it will go on to infinity. But 

this point we must consider hereafter.’ 

Man, as a social being, having been 

represented as the centre of a circle, 

Aristotle adds we must fix some 

limit to this circle within which his 

a’tdpKeta is to radiate. He promises 

to return to the question. Some think 

that this promise is fulfilled in e. xi. 

of this book, but perhaps Aristotle 

rather had in mind his intended dis- 

cussions on Friendship (see 1x, ix.— 

Xi. ): 

8 &re 5& mévrwy—ael] ‘Moreover 

we think it (otéue@a) the most desir- 

able of all goods, provided it be not 

(un) reckoned as one among them; 

but if it were so reckoned, it is plain 

that it would become more desirable 
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with the addition of the slightest 

good, for the addition constitutes 

a preponderance of goods, and the 

greater good is always the more de- 

sirable. This remark points out the 

difference between the téAcoy kab 

avrapkes ayaddv and any other thing 

to which the word ‘best’ can ever be 

applied. The all-comprehensive and 

supreme good, happiness, is indeed 

the best, but not as being really 

placed on a level with other goods, 

or ranked among them; not as 

being ‘best of the lot,’ but as in- 

eluding all the lot in itself, so that 

beside it there is no good left that 

could possibly be added to it. The 

Paraphrast gives exactly this meaning 

to the passage, rendering the word 

ovvapiuouperny by ovaToixoy ois 

dAAois ayabots. Kal ei ovoTOLXOY avTHY 

Tois UAAOLS TolnTomey Gyabots, ave- 

poy 811, ef mpooOjcomey TL Tay BA- 

Awy adr, alperwrépay mojoomer, Kad 

orws ov by ein adth Td &Kpoy TeY 

aiperav. And that the above was the 

meaning of Aristotle is shown by the 

author of the Magna Moralia (1. ii. 7), 

who starts the question: Mdés 7d 

upiotoy det okoTeiy ; WOTEpoY OUTWS wS 

kal adrod cvvapiOmovmevov; to which 

he answers: ’AAA’ &romoy. 7d yap upt- 

oToy emetdn eats TEAOS TéAELOV, TO SE 

TEELOY TEAOS WS ATAGS Eimreiy ovOeY dy 

tdAo Sdkerev civat 7 evdatmovla,— edy dy 

7) BéAtioTOY oKoTay Kal adTd cuva- 

puis, abrd avrod Eora BéeArioy* adTd 

yap BéAticrov €orat. In other words, 

the end is the sum of the means, and 

| therefore cannot be compared with the 

means, for that would only be com- 

paring it with itself. The whole con- 

sists of parts, and cannot be called 

the best of the parts. Nor can it be 

made better by the addition of one of 

the parts, than it was in itself. The 

present passage is quoted by Alex- 

ander Aphrodis. ad Ar. Topica, m1. 

2, (Brandis’s Scholia, 274b, 1. 17) to 

illustrate the point that knowledge 

plus the process of learning cannot be 

called better than knowledge by it- 

self, dr 7d pavOdvey dia Thy emorn- 

pny atpovucda, "AA ovde evdaimovia 

beTa TOY GpeTav aipeTwrépa THS Evdat- 

fovlas pdyns, emel ev TH evdamovia 

mepiexovTat Kal at aperal—ov yap cuva- 

piOuetrat Tots mepiexovol Twa Ta mepie- 

Xéueva tr adbTay, ws ey TE TPWTH TOV 

"HOixav €p6néy. The word cuvapid- 

eto a in the sense of ‘to be reckoned 

as one of a class,’ ‘to be placed in the 

same scale,’ occurs Jhet. 1. vil. 3: 

avayKn Ta TE TAclw, TOD Evds Kal TOY 

eAatTévay, cuvapiOuoumevov Tov Evds 7} 

TaY ehatTévwy, pmeicoy aryabdby civat. 

‘The more numerous must be a 

greater good than the fewer, if they 

be placed in the same scale of com- 

parison with it.’ Eustratius takes the 

passage to mean that ‘happiness 

would be the most desirable of all 

things, even if not joined with other 

good, though with any addition it 

would be a fortiori better.” This con- 

tradicts the very principle that Ari- 
stotle wished to establish, that ‘ best’ 

and ‘ most desirable’ are to be applied 
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to the supreme good, not meaning 

that which merely as a fact is better 

than other things, but, ideally, that 

than which nothing can be better. 

Aristotle accepts from the Platonists 

the doctrine, that the chief good 

is incapable of addition. Cf. Eth. 

Ball, 3: 

Il mérepoy ovy TéKtovos K.T.A.]| 

This argument—by which, from the 

analogy of the different trades, of the 

different animals, and of the separate 

parts of the body, the existence of a 

proper function for man is proved— 

comes almost verbatim from Plato’s 

Republic, 1. 352—3. The épyov of 

anything Plato there defines as that 

which can alone or best be accom- 

plished by the thing in question. 

*Apa oty totto ay Oelns Kal irmov 

kal &AAov érovoiy Epyov 0 by 7) pdve 

exelyp mom tis 7) &picta; OF course 
épyov in this sense is to be distin- 

guished from such uses as in Eth. 1.1. 

2, where it means an ‘external re- 

Bult; rv. 11. 10, ‘a work of art;’ 11. ix. 

2, ‘a labour,’ or ‘ achievement,’ 

12 7d ev yop Civy—exovtos| ‘ Now 

mere life is shared even by the plants, 

Whereas we are seeking something 

peculiar. We may set aside therefore 

the life of nutrition and growth, 

Succeeding this will be a principle of 

life that may be called the percep- 

tive; but this too appears shared by 

horse and ox and every animal. 

There remains then what may be 

ealled a moral life of the rational 

part. The argument here as to the 

proper function of man, and the divi- 

sion on which it is based, belongs 

entirely to the physiological and psy- 

chological system of Aristotle. See 

Essay V. p. 295. The meanings of the 

word mpaxrids are (1) with a genitive 

‘able to do,’ or ‘disposed to do,’ as 

TV. iil. 27, dAlywy mpaxrirdy, 1. ix. 8, 

(2) ‘ Active,’ 

‘practical,’ opposed to quiescent or 

speculative, 1. v. 4. Of 5& xapleytes 

Vij Ville 25) (3) 

‘Moral,’ as here, opposed to the 

life of animal instinet. Cf. vt. il. 2, 

TG TH Onpla atcOnow mev Exe, mpatews 

TPUKTLKOUS TOY KAA@Y. 

Ka) mpakticol Tiny. 

Or, aS VI. lv. 2, VI. 

| Xi. 10, opposed to the artistic and the 

dé pl) Kowwveiy, 

scientific. 

13 tovTov 6€—Siavvotuevoy] With 

_ regard to the present passage, Bekker 

exhibits no variation in the MSS., and 

the Paraphrast evidently had it in his 

text. All that can be said, therefore, 

| is that the present sentence inter- 

| rupts the sense and grammar of the 

I! 
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Oirr@s 08 xal radTys Aeyomévys THy xaT’ evépyeiav Oeréov* 
xupLOTEpoy yap alTy doxer Acyer4as. ef 0 Early Epyov 
> y ~ Se N / Dy \ » , \ 
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p) aur dapsy Epyov elvau 7® yever Toude xab TOUS ie 
dalov, worep xibapiorod xal omovdatoy xifapiorod, xal 
arAGs Oy ToT exl ravTwWY, TpooTIOEnevng TG xUAT’ apE- 

Tiy bmEepoyng mpog To Epyov' xibapioTod piv yap To 
/ / SS \ y > > of > / \ 

xiapiCew, omovdaiov OF TO ed* ei 0 odTwWS, avOowrou dF 
/ o/ 7 7 \ ~ See, A 

Tibemev epyov Cwry tTiva, TauTyy 02 Wuyig evépyeray xal 
, \ , ay DY 9» x > & ‘ 

mpage peta Adyov, Trovdatov 0 avds0g ed Tatra xa 

context, and that it is conspicuously | means reason, partly a law or standard 

awkward in a book which forthe most | (cf. £th, 1. ii. 2). As compared with py 
part reads smoothly. tivev Adyou, KaT& Adyoy would express 

Sirra@s 5&—AéyeoOat] ‘ But further, | a marked, direct, and prominent con- 

since this life may be spoken of intwo | trol. In the evpujs and the cddpar, 

ways’ (either as an existing state or | where the desires flow naturally to 

developed into actuality), ‘we must | what is good, reason would seem 

assume it to be in actuality; for this | rather to be presupposed {08 od« &vev) 

seems the more distinctive form of the | than directly to assert itself. The 

conception.’ Kaé’ ety is the opposition | more significant expression, however, 

to nat’ éevépyerav. Cf. 1. vill. 9. is that which follows, mpdtes per& 

14 We have here a fourfold pro- | Aéyov. A machine might be said to 

tasis: «i 8 early &pyov—rd 8 aitéd | move kara Adyoy, ‘in accordance with 

gapev epyov—avOpdrov dt rideuev— | a law,’ but not perd Adyov, ‘with a 

exaotov 8 ed, The apodosis to all of | consciousness of a law.’ It is this 

these is e 8 ofrw, 7d avOpdémwov | consciousness of the law, which, ac- 

aya0dv, where yiverat is used as de- | cording to Hegel, distinguishes mora- 

noting a deduction from premises, | lity (Moralitiit) from mere propriety 

just as the future tense is often em- | (Sittlichkeit). On the transition of 

ployed. Similar long-drawn argu- | meaning from kar’ évépyetay to evepyera 

ments occur i. Vi. 9. It. v. 17, &e. wWuxjs, andon the translation of these 

ei 3° éorly—Adyou] ‘Now if the | terms, see Essay IV. p. 236, 242. 
proper function of man be vital action 7d & aitd—xiOapiorod] ‘And we 

according toa law, or implying a law.’ | say that the function is generically the 

yux7, substituted for the previous | same of such a one, and such a one 

term ¢w7, denotes the entire principle | good of his kind, as, for instance, of a 

of life, thought, and action, in man. | harper, and of a good harper.’ gamev 

The additional term xat& Adyor gives | is an appeal to language and general 

an equivalent to mpakri4, since the | consent. rovbe is used indefinitely as 

reason necessarily introduces a moral | above, 1. vi. 16, Thy Todde, ‘ the health 

point of view into every part of life | of such and such an individual ;’ vi. 

(cf. De Anima, 1.x. 7). It is difficult | xi. 6, #5¢ 7 NAuKla, &e. The present 

to translate xara Adyov, because the | passage vindicates the introduction of 

word Adyos is ambiguous. Partly it | Kar’ dperjy into the definition by 
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al émidores mavTos yap moooJeivas TO eAnrEeirov. 

showing there is nothing illogical in 

doing so, that by taking a genus in 

its best form we do not go off into 

another genus. 

15 €xacroy 8 cb—amoteAcira | ‘And 

everything is well completed in accor- 

dance with its own proper excellence.’ 

Cf. Eth. u. vi. 2. This principle of 

the connexion between the proper 

_ function of a thing and the peculiar 

- law of excellence of that thing is 

taken from Plato ; cf. Repub. 1. p. 353- 

It is introduced here to justify the 
term kar’ apetjy in the definition of 

happiness. This term is not at once 

to be interpreted ‘according to virtue,’ 

which would destroy the logical se- 

quence of the argument. It comes in 

at first in a general sense, ‘according 

tothe proper law of excellence in man,’ 

whatever that may be. 

ei 8 oftw—rerciorarny| ‘If so, I 

say, it results that the good fer man 

is vital action according to the law of 

excellence; and if the excellences be 

more than one, according to that which 

is best and most absolutely in itself 

desirable.’ Whatever awkwardness 

and strangeness there may appear in 

this attempt to render the definition 

of Aristotle, it will be found on con- 

sideration to approach, at all events, 

fe YOL.: I I 

abev xak réy Teyvioy yeyovaciy 

pAEpev- 

nearer to his meaning than the usual 

rendering: ‘an energy of the soul, 

according to virtue,’ &c. 

16 ér1 8 ey Biw—xpdvos| ‘But we 

must add also “in a complete period 

and sphere of circumstances.” For 

one swallow does not make a summer, 

nor does one day ; and so neither one 

day nor a brief time constitutes a 

man blest and happy.’ Bios, the ex- 

ternal form and condition of life, im- 

plies both fortunes and duration. By 

adding this last consideration, Ari- 

stotle gives a practical aspect to his 

definition. Ideally, a moment of con- 

sciousness might be called the highest 

good, independent of space and time. 

TéAeios, as we have seen above (§ 4), 

means ‘that which is of the nature of 

an end,’ ‘that which is desirable for 

its own sake.’ But no doubt the popu- 

lar sense of the word comes in to 

some degree in the present passage ; 

partly Aristotle had before his mind 

the conception of a ‘complete’ 

‘perfect’ duration of life, partly of an 

external history and career that could 

be designated as ‘desirable for its own 

sake.’ 
17 mwepiyeypdpw—erretrov] ‘Thus 

far, then, for a sketch of the chief 

good; for we ought surely to draw the 

I 

or 

15 

16 

17 
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he 

outline first, and afterwards to fill it 

up. And it would seem that any one 

could bring forward and complete 

what fits in with the sketch, and that 

time is a good discoverer of such 

things, or at least a good eooperator. 

Hence it is, too, that the development 

of the arts has taken place, for every 

man can supply that which is defee- 

tive” From this point to the end of 

the chapter, Aristotle dwells on the 

importance of a principle (like his de- 

finition of the chief good) as an outline 

or comprehensive idea, afterwards to 

be developed and filled up (ef. a’simi- 

lar phrase in De Gen. Anim. u. vi. 29: 

kal yap of ypapeis troypdvavres Tails 

ypapats o§rws evarelpovar rots xpa- 

pact td (Gov), He adds, however, 

the caution that mathematical exact- 

ness must not be required in filling up 

the sketch. He seems here to dwell 

with some pride on the foundation he 

has laid for ethies: a similar feeling 

betrays itself with regard to his logi- 

cal discoveries, Sophist. Elench. xxxiii. 

13, where is a parallel passage to the 

present on the importance of épxat: 

Ta 5t ek Srapyis ecbpiokdmeva pikpay Td 

mparov eridocw AauBdvew elwbe, xpnot- 

HaTEpoy mévTOL TOAAG Tis borepoy ex 

Tov’Twv abiirews, peyirroy yap tows 

&pxh mavrds, bawep Aéyerat 

18 thy dxplBevav—emi(ynreiy] Cf. 1. 

uti. The word ’Axp(Bea, with its 

cognate axpiB7s, has different shades 

of meaning which may be here speci- 

fied. (1) ‘Minuteness of details.’ Cf. 

Plato, Repub. m1. 414 A, as ev rime, 

bh BV dxpiBelas. Eth, 11. vii. 5. (2) 

‘Mathematical exactness,’ which im- 

plies every link of argument being 

stated, and the whole resting on de- 

monstrative grounds. Cf. Metaph. 

a’ &arrov, iii, 2, Eth, vu. iii. 3. (3) 

‘ Definiteness,’ or ‘fixedness. Cf. 

Vill, Vii. 5, “AxpiBrs odk Zoriy dpiouds, 
Ir. ii, 4, ‘O Adyos obk %xer TaKpiBes, 

answering to éo7nkds, IX. ii. 2, M1. 

iii, 8. (4) Applied to the arts it de- 
notes ‘finish.’ Cf. 1. iii, I, I. vi. 9, 

vi. vil. I. (5) By a slight transition 

from the last, when applied to sciences, 

it means also ‘metaphysical subtlety.’ 

This transition is made vr. vii. 2: ef, 

x. iv. 3; De Animd, 1. i. 1. In the 

passage before us dxplBea seems to 

combine several of the above-men- 

tioned meanings. It seems to say 

that mathematical exactness is not 

suited to ethies—that too much sud- 

tlety is not to be expected (kal yap 

réxtoy Kal yewméerpyns, Kk. T.A.)—that 

too much detail! is to be avoided (8rws 

sh Td Wapepya, K.T.A.). 

20 o’k—apxi| ‘Nor must we de- 
mand the cause in all things equally, 

—in some things it is sufficient that 

the fact be well established, as is the 

case with first principles. Now the 
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fact constitutes a first point and prin- | 

ciple.’ The bearing of this somewhat 

obscure sentence seems to be to repeat 

the remark made, I. iv. 6—7, that in 

morals a fact appealing to the indivi- 

dual consciousness has a paramount 

yalidity. Just as in the other sciences 

we do not ask the why and wherefore 

of the axioms, so in morals we accept 

the facts because we feel them without 

their being demonstrated. Cf. Eth. 

Vi. Vill. 9. 

‘ But 

of principles some are apprehended by 

21 Tay apxay 5'—éndueva| 

induction, others by intuition, others 

by a sort of habituation of the mind, 

and, in short, different principles in 

different ways. But we must endeavour 

to attain each in the natural way, and 

we must take all pains to have them 

rightly defined, for they are of great 

importance for the consequences drawn 

from them. ‘This digression seems 

partly suggested by the immediately 

preceding paragraph on the relation of 

facts in morals to principles of science, 

partly it belongs in general to this 

part of the subject. Aristotle, having 

laid down his ground-principle of 

ethics, makes a pause, in which some 

remarks are introduced on principles, 

their importance, and the method of 

attaining them. The words kal %AdAa 

3 %Aws show that the list of methods 

is not meant to be exhaustive. The 

commentators, misunderstanding the 

Greek, have inquired by what ‘other 

methods other principles’ could be 

- Hk 

sought? But, of course, these words 

only generalize the whole proposition 

(cf. Eth. 1. iv. 3, BAAot & Ado). 

Dewpovyrat] ‘are perceived ;’ cf. v1. 

lil, 2, vit. ili, 5. Answering to me- 

T.evar we have the term Onpevew dpxds, 

Prior Analytics, 1. xxx. 2. With 9 

repvxac. we must understanda passivo 

infinitive, ‘in the way in which they 

are meant by nature to be reached.’ 

As to the method of obtaining prin- 

ciples, cf. Prior Analytics, 1. xxx. I, 

where the study of nature and of facts 

is pointed out as the only scource of 

&pxat or universal premises. ‘H piv 

ovv 6dds Kara TdvTwY 7) adTH Kad Trepl 

pirocoplay kal mepl tTéxvnyv Sroiavoty 

Kad udOnua’ Set yap T% bmapxovTa Kab 

ois brapxer mepl ExacToy aOpciy.—Ad 

TOS mey apxas Tas mep) ExaoToy eu- 

meiplas €oTt mapadotva. Connecting 

then the recognition of apxaf with the 

knowledge of facts, we see that (1) 

éraywy? is the evolution of a general 

law out of particular facts, (2) ato@yows 

is the recognition of the law in tho 

fact. Atc@nots is not to be restricted 

to the perception of the senses, or 

confined (as the Paraphrast would 

haye it) to the physical sciences, 

Rather it is opposed to éraywyh, as 

intuition to inference. Cf. Hth. vi. 

xi. 5, TovTwy ody Exew Set alabnow, 

attn 8 é€a7l vovs. (3) eOouds is a 

sort of unconscious induction, a pro- 

cess by which general truths may be 

said to grow up in the mind. Nor is 

this process peculiar to moral truths 

2 a 
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alone: it is a question whether even 

the truths of number do not derive 

part of their validity as necessary 

axioms from their frequent repetition. 

See Mill’s Logic, book 1. ch. v. 

VIII. We now enter upon a fresh 

division of the Book, From hence to 

the end of Chapter 12th Aristotle 

tests his great ethical principle, his 

definition of the chief good, by com- 

paring it with various popular or 

philosophie opinions, and by applying 

to it certain commonly mooted ques- 

tions and distinctions of the day. 

dy—TaAnbés| * We 

must consider it (2.e. the first princi- 

ple) therefore not only from the point 

of view of our own conclusion and 

premises, but also from that of say- 

ings on the subject. For with what 

is true all experience coincides, with 

what is false the truth quickly shows 

a discrepancy.’ 

/ 
I OKETTEOV 

mept abrfs| especially with 5, can 
only be referred to 7 épx7 in the pre- 

ceding line, This is a general doe- 

trine of science, though Aristotle im- 

mediately exemplifies it with regard 

to his definition of happiness. 

ef Gy| is compressed for e& éxelvwv 
ef av, The clause 7@ pwev—rarnbes 

contains an indistinctness and a diffi- 

culty overlooked by the commenta- 

tors. Tor they content themselves 

with explaining that ‘truth in the 

thought is identical with existence in 

\ Ov / \ A ) 4 \ 
TAS 0 m pagers Hal TAG EvEepysbag TAS 

tho thing’ *O yap ev Te Adyw 7d 

GANGES, TOUTO 7 Urapkis ev TH mpayyare 

dtay ody TX SmdpXovTa TH TMpdypate 

auvadet Tots mepl adTod Aeyouevots, 

djrov by etn, Bt. aAnOys 6 Adyos 

(Eustratius). The difficulty is, that 
Aristotle is not talking of comparing 

theory with facts, but his own theory 

with the theories of others. Ta brdp- 

xovra, however, cannot exactly mean 

‘opinions’ or ‘theories.’ It is plain 
that there is some confusion in the 

expressions used, which is increased 

by the word raAn6és in the second 

part of the sentence answering to 7é& 

There is here 

a mixing up of the objective and the 

subjective sides of knowledge. Our 

word ‘ experience’ may perhaps serve 

to represent 7& bmdpxovTa, meaning 

neither ‘ facts’ nor ‘opinions,’ but facts 

as represented in opinions. In the 

same way TaAn6és is not simply the 

true fact, nor the true theory, but 

‘the truth,’ that is, fact embodied in 

theory. 7a érdpxovra would usually 
mean the natural attributes of a thing, 

the facts of its nature. Cf. Prior Anal, 

I, Xxx. I (quoted above). Eth. 1. X. 7. 
2 veveunuevwv—ayabd| ‘To apply 

our principle (54), goods have been di- 
vided into three kinds, the one kind 

being called external goods, and the 

others goods of the mind and body; 

and we call those that have to do with 
the mind most distinctively and most 

especially goods.’ This classification 

brdpxovta. in the first. 
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is attributed by Sextus Empiricus, 
adv, Ethicos xt. 51, to the Platonists 

and Peripateties ; but in the Hudemian 

Ethics 1. i. 1, it is spoken of as a 

popular division, KaOdmrep Siapodpucba 

Accord- 

ingly here Aristotle calls it ‘an ancient 

division that is admitted by the philo- 

sophers.’ In is only es in contrast to 

o@ua that we can venture to eall pux7 

‘mind, Our psychological words 

are so much more definite and re- 

stricted than those of Aristotle, that 

we cannot hope to give a uniform ren- 

dering of terms which he employs 

in varying senses. We must follow 

his context, and try to catch the 

association which is for the time most 

prominent. 

3 dp0as S&—extds] ‘And our 

definition is right in that certain 

actions and modes of consciousness 

are specified as the End. For thus 

it comes to be one of the goods of 

the mind, and not one of those that 

are external.’ - mpdtecs stand for the 

development of the moral nature 

of man, évépyesat more generally for 

the development of any part of his 

nature into consciousness. In either 

ease the man departs not out of him- 

self; the good is one existing in and 

for his mind. 

4. ovvgder—evrpatial 

kal ev rots ekwrepixots Adyots. 

‘And with 
our definition the saying’ (ef. Eth, 1. 

iy, 2) ‘agrees that “the happy man 

- lives welland does well.” For we have 

described happiness pretty much as a 

kind of well-living and well-doing.’ 

5 gpatverar 5t&—AcxOevtt] * More- 

over the various theories of what is 

requisite with regard to happiness 

seom all included in the definition,’ 

There is a sort of mixed construction 

here, émi(nrovueva being used in a 

doubtful sense. The meanings of the 

word ém(nret are: (1) to ‘require’ 

or ‘demand,’ vit. xiv. 3, 7d Suvardy 

h pirla emi(nre?: (2) to ‘search after,’ 

I, Vi. 15, @yvoety kal pnd émi(yteiy: 

(3) to ‘examine’ or ‘investigate,’ 1 

Vii. 19, €mu(yTotar Thy dpOhv. vit. i. 6: 

(4) to ‘question, like daopety, 1x. vii. 

1. In the passage before us, Td émi(n- 

Tovueva partly means ‘the things de- 

manded, or thought requisite ;’ partly, 

as going with mep) thy eddamovtay, 

‘the discussions or investigations on 

the subject of happiness.’ The words 

d¢ xaf mark a transition from con- 

sidering the merely popular opinions, 

to the more philosophic ‘ investiga- 

tions’ of the subject. 

yap—oupwapadauBa- 

vovow| As we learn from the next 

section, Aristotle is rather running 

over the chief heads of opinion than 

giving any accurate classification of 

the different schools of philosophy. 

The opinion that identified happiness 

with virtue may perhaps be attributed 

to the Cynics ; with practical thought 

(ppévnais) to Socrates ; with philoso- 

phy (copia) to Anaxagoras (cf, Eth. x, 

6 Tots mey 
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viii. 11), Heraclitus, Democritus, &c. 

‘That it consisted in these things or 

one of these, with pleasure added or 

implied,’ is the doctrine asserted by 

Plato in the Philebus. That ‘ fa- 

vourable external conditions’ must 

be included, seems to have been the 

opinion of Xenocrates, who attributed 

to such external things a Svvayts 

See Essay III. p. 218. 

7 tottwy d&—xaropboiv] One MS. 

omits 7 kal, leaving the sentence 
ovderepous 5& ToiTwy evAoyoy Stapap- 

UanNpeTiKn. 

Tavew Tots dAols, GAN ey yé TL TH 

TAcioTa Katopbovy, for which Dr. 

Cardwell suggests the emendation 

‘It is not likely that 

either class should be altogether at 

fault, but only in some particular 

point, their general conclusions being 

correct.’ This is confirmed by the 
interpretation of the Paraphrast: y 
oder épous etAoyoy THs GAnOelas ev Tact 

Siapaprdavery’ GAG Kal’ ey TL pdvoy 

Yows, ev tots TwAcioTos 5€ GAnOever”. 

But the text, as it stands above, gives 

a sense most in accordance with what 

Aristotle would be likely to say. 

‘ Now some of these are opinions held 

by many, and from ancient times; 

others by a few illustrious’ men; but 

it is not probable that either class 

should be utterly wrong, rather that, 

in some point at least, if not in most 

of their conclusions, that they should 
be right.’ 

8 sqq. Aristotle now prezeeds to 

show his own coincidence with these 

pre-existent theories. It is to be ob- 

KatopOovrTas, 

oe) \ on 4 
TOG [LEY OUY AEYoUGE 

served that he says nothing here in 
reference to those who made happi- 

ness to consist in ‘thought,’ or ‘a 

sort of philosophy.’ This is one of 

the marks of systematic method in the 

Ethics. He will not anticipate the 

relation of gpévnais and copia to 

evdaovia, The rest of the argument 

is very simple. (1) The definition of 

happiness, ‘ vital action under the 

law of virtue,’ agrees with, includes, 

and improves upon the definition that 

says ‘virtue is happiness.’ For it 

substitutes the evocation, employment, 

and conscious development of virtue, 

for the same as a mere possession or 

latent quality. (2) Such a life im- 

plies pleasure necessarily and essen- 

tially (ka atrby novus); for pleasure, 

being part of our consciousness (7d 

bev yap HiecOa Tay WuxiKay, ef. Eth. 

x. iii, 6), necessarily attaches to all 

that we are fond of, or devoted to, or 

that we follow as a pursuit (ExdoT@ 0 

early ndU mpds 0 A€yeTat piAoToLOUTOS, 

ef. Hih, u. iii. I—3), and thus will 

arise out of a life of virtue to him that 
pursues such a life. He will experi- 

ence a harmony of pleasures unknown 
to others (rots piAoKdAas early 75€a 

7d pice Hdea). Hence we may super- 

sede the addition proposed by some 

philosophers of we’ 75ov7}s to the con- 

ception of happiness. Our conception, 

says Aristotle, needs no such adjunct 

‘to be tied on like an amulet.’ (3) 

He accepts the requirements of 

Xenocrates. External prosperity is 

a condition without which happiness 
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eannot practically exist, though it is 

not to be confounded with happiness. 

Thy apethy 7) aperhy twa] ‘ Virtue 

or excellence of some sort.’ The am- 

biguity of the word dpern renders it 

impossible to be translated uniformly. 

It comes into the Ethics with the 

genera] meaning of excellence, but 

constantly tends to restrict itself to 

human virtue, and indeed to moral 

virtue, as distinguished from other 

human excellence. 

9 TH xabedSovrt }} tAAws mws efnp- 

ynkér:] ‘To one asleep, or otherwise 

totally inactive’ Cf. 1 v. 6. 
mpater yap e& avdykns kad eb mpdter] 

Both the terms ‘action’ and ‘well’ are 

implied in évépyem kar’ dpethv. Ev 
mpatet, however, goes off into a diffe- 

rent train of associations. 

‘In the same 

way it is they who act rightly that 

attain to the beautiful and good 

things in life.’ émfBodos repeats the 

metaphor of the archer, Hth, 1, ii. 2; 

o}tra—ylyvovrTat] 

cf. Asch. Prom. 444, Eth, 1. x. 14. 

The expressions here used show 

Aristotle’s bright and enthusiastic 

feelings about the good attainable in 
life. 

II Tots pev ody—idéa] ‘Now to 

most men there is a sense of discord 

in their pleasures, because they are not 

naturally pleasant; but to the lovers 

of what is beautiful those things are 

pleasant which are naturally pleasant.’ 

Tots moAAots is a sort of dativus com- 

modt. The word o:AdkaAos occurs in 

the Phedrus of Plato, where it is said 

that the soul which in its antenatal 

state saw most clearly the Ideas, in 

life enters «is yoy avdpbs yernorouévov 

prrocdpov 7) piAokdAov 7) povotod 

Plato uses it, in 

accordance with his context, to denote 

one with a poetic feeling and love for 

the beautiful, like the verb piAoKaAciv 

in Thucydides, 11. c. 40, In Aristotle 

the meaning is more restricted to a 

love of the noble in action. Zh, 1v. 

Tivos Kad epwTikod. 
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iv. 4, it means one with a noble spirit : 
Toy pirdtimoy eraivoduer ws avdpddn 

kal piAdKadoyv. voc ndéa denotes 

partly things that are, ought to be, 

and must be pleasures, according to 

the eternal fitness of things, in accor- 

dance with the whole frame of the 

world; ef. ptae: Bovanrdy, Eth. 101. 

iv. 3; partly, pleasures which are in 

accordance with the nature of the 

individual,—his natural’ state—his 

highest condition; cf. vu. xiv. 7, 

pice id€a & moet mpatw ris Toaode 

pucews, ‘ Things are naturally pleasant 

which produce an operation of any 

given nature’ (viewed as a whole): 

Vil. Xi. 4, yeveos eis diow aicbyTh, 

‘a perceptible transition into one’s 

natural state.’ On the various mean- 

ings of pious, see below, Eth. 1. i. 3, 

note. 

12 domep mepidmrov tivds| ‘ Like 

an amulet to be tied on.’ Cf. Plutarch, 

Vit. Pericl. § 38: 6 ©edppacros ev tots 

HNOucots Siamophoas ei mpos Tas TUXAS 

TpereT ara HOn,—iotdpyker, Ori vocay 6 

TlepikAjs emiskomouneve TWh TeV pirAwy 

deitere meplamtoy trd Tay yuvaikav TH 

TpaxnrAwmepinptnuevoy. Cf. also Plato, 

Repub. wv. 426 B, 008’ ad érwdat oddé 

meplamTa, K.T.A. 

odd’ eotly ayabds 6 wh xalpwy] This 

anticipates Eth. 11. iii, 1, where it is 

said that pleasure is the test of a étis 

being formed. 
14 Kata Td Andwakdy énlypaypa] 

The Eudemian Ethics commences by 

quoting this inscription, rather more 

cireumlocution being used than here. 

‘O pey ev Afr@ mapa TE Oew Thy abrod 

yveéuny aropnydamevos cuveypaey emt 

7d mporvAaioyv Tod Ant@ov, K.7.A. The 

last line, as there given, stands mdyrav 

The 

verses also occur among the remains 

of Theognis, and the same sentiment 

in iambies is found in a fragment of 

the Creusa of Sophocles, Stobeeus Serm. 

& Hdicrov, ov tis epg 7d TuxXElY. 
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cur. 15. This classification of goods— 

that ‘justice is most beautiful, health 

best, and success sweetest,’ belongs to 

the era of proverbial philosophy in 

Greece ; see Essay II. p. 101. 

I5 aXopiyntoy dvta] We should 

say, by analogous metaphors, ‘ Unless 

sufficiently furnished’ or ‘ equipped.’ 

Cf. rv. ii. 20. 

TOAAG piv yap—rebvacw] Cf. 

Rhetoric, 1. v. 4, ei 84 éorw 7 evdai- 

Hovia To.wvToy, avaryKn avTijs elvar wepn 

evyeverav, moAudiAlay, xpnotodiAlay, 

mAovTOY, EvTEKViav, TOAUTEKVIaY, Evyn- 

play, ri Tas TOD awpuaros apetds, oioy 

byleiay KadAos icxiv péyedos diva 

ayouorihy, SvEav, Tyuhy, evTxiar, 

aperihy* oltw yap ky adtapkéataros etn, 

ci imdpxo adTgG Ta T ev adTG Kal Ta 

e€xtds ayabd* ov ydp eorw &AAa Tapa 

tavta, The expression in the Rhetoric 

—‘parts of happiness,’ is equiva- 

lent to ‘instruments’ of happiness, 

the more accurate designation .in the 

present passage. 

17 KaOdrep ody—éaperhy] ‘As we 

have said then, it seems to require the 

VOL. I. K 

addition of such external prosperity. 

Hence some identify good fortune with 

happiness, as another class of philc- 

sophers do virtue.’ The Cyrenaics 

and Cynics appear to be alluded to 

here. Aristotle’s doctrine contains 

and gives a deeper expression to all 

that is true in both of the two views. 

IX. 1 86ev—mapaylvera] ‘ Whence 

also the question is ratsed whether 

it (happiness) is to be attained by 

teaching, or habit, or any other kind 

ot practice; or whether it comes by 

some divine providence, or lastly by 

chance.’ The word 8@ev expresses the 

thread of connexion, by which this 

new subject of discussion is intro- 

duced, Since happiness seems to be 

a balance of two principles, an internal 

one, virtue, and an external one, cir- 

cumstances, the question arises whe- 

ther it is attainable by the individual 

through any prescribed means, or 

whether it is beyond his control. It 

seems chiefly, however, to be upon 

the word aperyy that Aristotle goes 

K 

15 

16 

17 
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off. The question of the day, wétepov | 

MaOnrody 7 apeTH, comes before him on 

mentioning that some identify happi- 

ness with virtue. Thus he says, not 

quite distinctly, ‘It is questioned 

whether happiness can be learnt.’ 

The question forms an important point 

at issue in the ethical systems of 

Aristotle and of Plato. The conelu- 

sion of Aristotle is directly opposed | 
to that whieh is somewhat tentatively 

stated at the end of the Mino (gg 8): 

&petn by ein ovte pices ovTE SidaKrTdv, 

GAAG Bela polpy mapayryvomwern tivev vod, 

ois by mapaylyyntas. 

2—3 ef pey ovv—eiva| ‘Now it 

must be confessed that if anything 

else at all is a gift of gods to men, it 

seems reasonable that happiness too 

should be the gift of God, especially 

as it is the best of human things. 

But this exact point perhaps would 

more properly belong to another 

enquiry ; at all events, if happiness 

is not sent by God, but comes by 

means of virtue, through some sort of 

learning or practice, it appears to be 

one of the divinest things.’ We have 

here a characteristic exhibition of 

Aristotle’s way of dealing with ques- 

tions of the kind. We may observe : 

(1) His acknowledgment and admis- 

sion of the religious point of view, and 

the prima facie ground for the inter- 

ference of Providence in this case if tz 

any others. (2) His strict mainte- 

nance of the separate spheres of the 

sciences. A theological question cannot 

belong to ethics. (3) His manner of 
dismissing the subject. ‘ Happiness, 

if not given by God, is at all events 

divine’ (ef. Eth. x. vil. 13)—by which 

expression he alters the view, giving it 

a Pantheistie instead of a Theistie 

tendency. (4) His immediate return 

to the natural and practical mode of 

thought. 

4 €ly 8 by wordtKowoy —eripenetas] 

This is an addition to the preceding 

epithets of happiness. Not only is it 

‘something divine and blessed,’ as 

being ‘the crown and end of virtue,’ 

but also ‘it must be widely common 

property, for it may be possessed— 

through a certain course of learning 

and care—by all who are not incapa- 

citated for excellence.’ As it stands, 

this last clause is a petitio principit. 

Afterwaids, however, the assumption 

is justified by arguments in its support 

both from reason and experience, 

Aristotle insisted much less than 

Plato on the innate difference between 

man and man, and approaches much 

more nearly to the mechanical and 

sophistical view, &@pwmos avOpdmou ob 

Tord Siapeper. 

5—6 ei 8 eorly—a&y ein] The ar- 
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gument, which is stated in rather a 

complex way, scems as follows :—‘ If 

it were better that happiness should 

be attainable by certain definite means, 

we may conclude that it is so (be- 

cause in nature, art, and every kind 

of causation, especially in what is 

higher, things are regulated in the 

best possible way). But it is bet- 

ter, because the contrary supposition 

(namely, that the chief good should 

depend on chance) is simply absurd 

and inconceivable.’ It is an @ priori 

argument, based on a sort of natural 

optimism, on a belief in the fitness of 

things. We find a similar classifica- 

tion of causes into nature, chance, and 

human skill, Eth. ut. iii. 7, where 

however necessity is added. Cf. vi. 

iv. 4. The dpiorn airia here meant 

seems to be virtue. Cf. Eth. 1 vi.9, 

and De Juv. et Sen. iv. 1: 
Adyou, bri Thy pdow Spdwev ev wari ek 

tay Svvatay Towodoay 7d KAAALOTOY. 

7—11 The succeeding arguments 

may be briefly summed up. (2) He 

appeals to his definition of the chief 

good, that it is a certain ‘development 

and awaking of the consciousness 

under the law of virtue, and with 

certain necessary or favourable ex- 

ternal conditions. This definition 

obviously implies the contradictory of 

any theory making happiness merely 

Kata de Tov 

and entirely a contingency or chance. 

(3) Since the chief good is the end of 

politics, whose main business it is to 

educate and improve the citizens— 

KK a2 

this shows that education is the re- 

cognised means of happiness. (4) 

Animals are not called happy, because 

they are incapable of the above-men- 

tioned action of the moral consci- 

ousness. (5) The same applies to 

boys, whose age renders them inca- 

pable of that which has real moral 

worth. At this point Aristotle adds 

that happiness requiresabsolute virtue, 

anda completed round of life (aperjjs 

TeAcias Kal Blov TeAclov), and he goes 

off into a new train of thoughts on 

the uncertainty of human affairs, by 

which he is brought into contact with 

the paradox of Solon. 
7 Tey dé Almay ayab@yv—éopyavikas] 

The Paraphrast explains 7a Aoma 

dya0a here to mean Ta cwyatikd, 

which he divides into ta abrod tot 

géparos, such as health, which are 

necessary to the existence of happi- 

ness (dmrdpxew avayxator), and 7d 7epl 

7) oGua, as wealth, friends, &c., 

which are helps and instruments to 

happiness. Aristotle probably had 

not this exact division before his 

mind. He places happiness essen- 

tially in the consciousness ; and then 

speaks of other and secondary condi- 

tions, partly necessary and partly 

favourable. He in fact hovers between 

the ideal and the practical. Sometimes 

he speaks of happiness as that chief 

good which includes everything (Zh. 

1. vii. 8); at other times he analyses 

its more essential and less essential 

parts, and leaves in it a ground open 

2 
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xoug Thy xarAdy. eixoTws ody oUTE Body ouTE Immoy oUTE 
~ f IDX TAN] / 

Arro Thy Cwiwy ovdey etdaspnoy Agyomey * 
~ 7 / oloy Te xolvwvZTas TOLMUT YS Evepyelac, 

3 IDA ~ ’ / S) , 7 \ A ~ 

aitiay oud? raig evdaluwy £oTIv* olrw yao mpuxTixds THY 
7 \ \ c / € X / INES \ > J 

TOMOUTMY Ole THY HAstiay* of OF Asyousvor OI THY 2AmIoa 
’ NOveuue ty: 7 / Vics = 

paxapilovras dt yap, women elroney, xal apeTijg TeAcing 
\ , , \ \ \ A 

xab Biov Tergiou. MOAAaL yap peTaforal yivovras xal 
~ 7 \ ~ Ii X. 39 fd \ 

TAYTOIAL TUYAL RATA Tov (lov, xab evdeyeTas TOY PaAITT 
evSyvouvTa peyarous opens mepirecsiv exh yypws, 

ENDS \ > _w~ 
oudey Yao auTwY 
‘\ Ue X \ 

Oia TAUT YY OF THY 

xalamep & 37) ToLS jpeoixaig meph Il pidjou peubederau : Tov Of 

Tolar ous XPT ojevov TUYAIS xal TeAcuTycAavTA AbALWS 

ovdsig eudaspmovices, 
Tlorepoy oUY OUD GADAOY oOUdZVEEL av)owray evOapL0- 

to chance and circumstances, which 

admits of being improved or impaired. 

duoroyovpeva—rtois ev apxn| ‘In 

agreement with what we said at start- 

ing.” Cf. x. vil. 2: ‘Oworoyodpmevoy 

de Tour’ by Sdéerey elvar Kal Tols mpd- 

TEpov Kal TH GAnNBeE?. 

10 6a tadtyy pakaplCovrar| In 

Politics, 1. chap. xiti., it is discussed, 

from a more external point of view, 

whether boys are capable of the same 

virtue in a household as men. To 

which the conclusion is ’Erel & 6 

Tats aTeAhs, SjAov btt ToOUTOU pey Kal 7) 

apeTh ove avTov mpds avTdy ari, AAA 

mpos Tov TéAcioy Kal Toy yoUmevoY 

(§ 11). The boy’s good qualities have 

not an independent existence; they 

only give the promise of such. The 

sentiment dia thy eAmlda paxaplCovrar 

is neatly expressed by Cicero de Rep. 

(quoted by Servius on dfn. vi. 877): 

‘O Fanni, difficilis 

puerum: non enim res laudanda, sed 

spes est.’ 

causa tlaudare 

II ev6yvovvta] aliter evoevovyra. 

Cf. Rhet. 1. v. 3, evOqvia Kkrnudtey 

kal owudrwy, where also there is the 

variation evo Gévera, 

éy tois ‘jpwikois| aliter Tpwikots, - 

Dr. Cardwell quotes Bentley,who, upon 

Callimachus, Fragm. 208, pronounces 

that jpwes is a false reading for Tpdes. 

Ta jpwika means ‘ the heroic legends.’ 

X. The mention of Blos réAeios 

and of the MpiauKal t¥xu brings 

Aristotle now to consider the famous 

paradox of Solon, that ‘no one can 

be called happy as long as he lives.’ 

The discussion of this question is 

valuable not only for its own sake as 

a criticism upon the old saying, but 

as introducing a practical considera- 

tion of happiness, and tending to settle 

the relation to it of outward cireum- 

stances. Other points of interest are 

mooted rather than set at rest. 

1 mérepoy ody —amobdvn] ‘ Must we 

extend this farther, and call no man 
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paxapiresev avIpwmroyv wo exTos HON Tay xax@y ovTa xal 
~ , y N \ ~ , , 

THY DUTTUY NAT WY, EYE Bev Xai TOUT audio PyTycly Tia’ 
~ \ s / ~ os ry 5 

doxet yap evab Th TW refve@Tt xal naxdy xal apyabay, elmep 
\ w~ ~ \ > / NW e \ Nee / 

a TW Cavti a aio Bavopeven 0g, de ThLOb KOE ATILLOL 
, \ ¢o > > A , 

Hal TExYOY HOI AWS AToyovwy ceuTpAkias TE HAL duoTuyxiou, 
> / X\ \ ~ / . ~ X / 

amoplay 08 xal Tatra mapéyer’ TM yao paxaplwg B=Siw- 
/ , , \ 7 A / 3 NY. 

HOTL LEN DL YIjPWS XA TEASUTYTAYTI HATA AOYoy evdeyeTar 
\ \ / \ \ 5) / \ 

TOAAAS peTaponrnas oup.Palvery Wepk Toug exyovous, xak 

whatever happy as long as he lives, 

but, according to Solon’s saying, look 

to the end? And, if we must allow 

this opinion, can we say that a man 

is happy after he is dead?’ éAos is 

here used, not in the technical Ari- 

‘stotelian sense, but after the common 

usage, as in the Solonian proverb it- 

self. There were two ways in which 

this proverb might be understood. It 
might express : (1) That a man is posi- 

tively happy after death. (2) That 

negatively he now attains happiness, 

that is, safety from change; and thus 

may be retrospectively congratulated. 

} todTé ye—evdamoriay| ‘Nay, 

surely this (the first position) is alto- 

gether absurd, especially to us who 

define happinéss to be a kind of 

actuality.’ 

3 exer wev—tiva] ‘Still even this 

(second way of putting it) is open 

to some difficulty.’ It seems not so 

sure that the dead zs safe and clear 

from the changes and chances of the 

world,—for may he not be affected by 

the fortunes of his posterity ? 

doner yap elvat TL TH TeOvedTi Kad 

kakdy Kal dyabdy, elrep Kal TH COyTe 

by aicbavouéym S€] This is the xead- 

ing of all Bekker’s MSS.; but the 

rendering of the Paraphrast is at 

variance with it, and seems to imply 

a reading of kat instead of uj. His 

words are: mdAw 65€ odk a&pKotca 7 
Avots Soret. ’Amopia yap eotw Ett, et 

Aéyouey elvat TL TS TeOve@ri Kal Kakdv 

Tikal ayady, Kal aicbavomevy dé, bomEp 

kal TG (GvTt. ‘For it is thought that 

the dead has, ay and feels too, both 

good and evil, just as much as the 

living.’ If the common reading be 

retained, we must suppose Aristotle 

first to have stated in the mildest form 

the popular belief that the happiness 

of the dead is connected with the 

fortunes of his family, and afterwards 

(&romoy d€ kat Td wund€v) to have ex- 

pressed this more strongly. In that 

case, he here seems to say that ordinary 

opinion ascribes happiness and misery 

to the dead in a figure, that is, with 

reference to our idea of their happi- 

ness and misery ; just as good and evil 

may be ascribed to the living, who 

are unconscious of them. 

476 yap—kata Adyov] ‘For to 

him who has lived in felicity till old 
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Lack pos Tous yovets TAVYTOOATWS EXEL QUTOUC evoe vera. 

OWAov O OTL xa TOG AmOTTT- 

, \ \ A 
5 ATomoy 67) ylvoiT ay, El CuLpeTaParnra: xal 6 Tebvewsg xal 

IY yf BU \ \ yivoiro OT? pay evoalnoy marw 0 a5r0g. aromoy OF xa 
\ Sv Cy by Le / ~ \ ~ 5) , TO pLydey eyo Erk Tivee xpavov cuvszeveio Bou 70. TON mie 

~ ~ > > 

6 yvwy TOIS yovsUTly, AAA ETaVITEOY ETL TO TMPOTEPOY ATO- 
, / \ a 4 ie; \ \ ~ 3 v. 7 ) E 

px ev, TAXA Yop ay bewey ein “al TO viv ewsCyToupevoy es 
7 exelvov. Eb a To TéA0S opaty Oct xat TOTES parapl fer 
EXT TOY ux ws “OUT O ee) QAN OTs ™paTepov HY, oe 

oux aTOTOY, Ei OT eoTly evdalnwy, wy aAyfenTeTaL xaT 
~ \ iG \ ~ > 

QUTOU TO imaexov Ola TO [La Bovasovon TouG Ga@vras EvOdI- 
provigery Oia TAs peraRoncs, xa) Ole TO pLovimLoy TE THY 
evdarpoviay tmrsiandévar xal pylapds evjeTaPoroy, Tag Oe 

age, and died accordingly,’ xat& Adyoy, 

‘in the same ratio ;’ cf. below, § 15. 

djAov 8’ —evdéxerar] ‘And itis plain 

that in their respective degrees of 

removal (tots aroorhuact) the de- 

scendants may stand in an infinite 

variety of relationships to their an- 

cestors.’ €kyovo. apparently answer to 

the dAws ardéyovo: in the preceding 

section. The Paraphrast omits the 

sentence. The Scholiast gives mpds 

Tovs yovets TOY amoysvav andacTacw 

moAveton elvar Kal moiKiAny dvaryKatoy 

eoTl. 

5 &romoy 5)—yovedow] ‘It would 

be absurd, therefore, if thedead should 

change in sympathy with them, and 

become at one time happy, and then 

again wretched. But it would be 

absurd also that the fortunes of the 

descendants should affect the ancestors 

in nothing, and not for some time at 

least,’ z.e. after death. The second 

part of this sentence, pronounced so 

strongly as it is, seems to contradict 

what one would have supposed to be 

Aristotle’s philosophical creed. But 

he is here speaking from the popular 

pvint of view, and states strongly the 

two sides of the difficulty that presents 

itself. or the nonce he accepts the 

common belief on the subject (cf. 1. xi. 

I, 1. xi. 6), but modifies it so as to 

leave it unimportant. On the ap- 

parently indeterminate views on the 

question of a future life, held by 

Aristotle, see Vol. I. Essay V. p. 299, 

sqq- 
6 ‘But let us return to the former 

difficulty, for perhaps the clue to our 

present question also may be dis- 

covered from it.’ 7d mpdrepoy aaopnbev 

s not a very accurate expression, 
Aristotle, when he stated the question 

now reverted to, ef Se? Td TEAOS Spar, 

gave it two meanings, and showed the 

impossibility of holding the first, and 

the difficulty that attached even to the 

second. He now says ‘let us go back 

to the former difficulty.” What he 

means, however, is clear enough. He 

means to say, ‘may we not after all 

set aside the caution of Solon in what- 

ever way it is stated? May we not 

predicate happiness in the present as 

well as retrospectively?’ By settling 

the question as far as the present life 

goes, we may perhaps get some light 

as to the security or insecurity of the 

dead.’ 

7 Tas 5€ TUXaS TOAAGKIS avaKu- 

KAstoOa meol to's avtovs] ‘And be- 
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INA \ a e / ~ > / yy / 

ovdey vap War eaeonet Tiby avi peomivey epyov Be elsetaeeie 

ws meek Ta evepyslag TAS XAT apsT ay povyndorspor yap 
xal THY EMIT THUY AVTAL DoxoUTH civar, ToUTwWY OD aUTmY 

Ai TILMOTATAL [LOVILOTATAL Oe TO PAaALTTA xal cuvEeYE- 
re 3 ~ \ / ? 

oTaTa xaraviy ev avtTaig Tovg paxaploug’ TouTo yap 

cause fortune makes many reyolutions 

around the same individuals.’ Various 

expressions of this sentiment are 

quoted from the Classics. The most 

beautiful is that which occurs in Soph. 

Trachini@,127, ¢AX em wiwa Kat xape 

Naot kvxAovow, oiov &pxtou otpopddes 

KeAevOoL. 

8 xaparcovta—xal cabpas tépu- 

névov] It has been remarked that 

these words form an iambic line, pro- 

bably quoted from some play. 

9 4 7d wev—evaytiov] ‘ Rather, 

to follow chances is altogether a mis- 

take, for good or evil resides not in 

these, but human life, as we have said, 

requires them as an external con- 

dition ; while what determines happi- 

ness is the rightly regulated mental 

consciousness, and vice wrsd.’ 

IO paptupel OE TG Adyw Kal Td viv 

diaropnbév] ‘And even the present 

difficulty witnesses to our theory,’ ie. 

the difficulty felt in predicating happi- 

ness, except retrospectively, betrays a 

latent sense that happiness must be 

regarded as something more stable 

than the fluctuations of fortune. Ari- 

stotle finds out that this more stable 

essence is to be found in his own con- 

ception of happiness, since he has 

placed it in the individual conscious- 

ness, in that which is the life and soul 

of the man himself. 

wep ovdév yap—AnOnv] ‘For about 

nothing human is there so much stabi- 

lity, as about the most excellent moods 

of the consciousness, for these are 

thought to be more abiding even than 

the sciences. And the highest among 

them are most abiding of all, becau:e 

the happy dwell in them most entirely 

and continuously, which appears to 

give the reason for their never being 

forgotten.’ Aristotle’s doctrine of the 

stability and permanence of mental 

states was inherited by him from the 

Cynic Antisthenes. Cf. Xenophon, Mem. 

I. li. 19: Ovk &y mote 6 Sikaos &dikos 

yevoito, ovdé bd cHppwy bBpiorHs, ovdé 

tAAO ovdEer, Gv wdOnots eoTiy, 6 wabdy 

avemioitnuwv ay more yévoto, To speak 

indeed of human évépyeta: as pdvimoe 

or cuvexets is a sort of contradiction 

of Aristotle’s own philosophy, cf. Hth. 

x. iv. 9; Metaph. vut. viii. 18. The 

more accurate expression of his prin- 

ciple would be to say that while the 
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TOY [LEYEGEL HAL INLOTYTI, TH [LEY [LINDA THY EUTUYYULATOY, 
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N lA oie \ , / 

avaTany 68 cupPatvovta GaiBe xal AupalveTas TO Max 

’Evéepyeia is perpetually blooming out, 

and then disappearing, the “Egs 

abides, and is ever tending to re- 

produce the éevépyera. Life then may 

be regarded as a series of vivid 

moments, with slight intervals or 

depressions between, or again, ideally, 

as a vivid moment of consciousness, 

the intervals being left out of sight. 

Cf. Essay IV. p. 250. 

then zs our life and being, and it would 

be absurd to speak of forgetting this. 

It is ‘ more abiding than the sciences,’ 

i.e. than the separate parts of know- 

ledge, which do not constitute the 

mind itself. The opposition here is 

not between the moral and intellectual 

evépyeiat, aS we may see from § IT, 

where it is said that ‘the required 

stability will belong to the happy 

man, for always, or mostly, he will act 

The evépyea 

and contemplate in accordance with 

the law of his being.’ Zopla, viewed 

as a mood of the mind, is as abiding 

as the moral qualities, and indeed 

admits of more continuous exercise. 

Cf. Eth. x. vii. 2. 

mept adtd| (se. évépyeias). Cf. Eth. 

mt, xii. 2, Pol. vu. xiii. 3, where there 

occur similar transitions to a neuter 

pronoun. 

Il 67 as GAndas ayabds Kat TeTpda- 

ywvos tvev Yoyou] ‘He that is truly 

good, and foursquare without a flaw. 

These terms are borrowed from Simo- 

nides. They are quoted also, and dis- 

cussed, in the Protagoras of Plato, p. 
339: &vdp’ ayabdy nev dAabews Teveaau 
xarerdv, xepol te Kal moot Kat vdq 

Tetpdywvov, &vev Woyou TeTuypEevor. 

Cf. Rhetoric, m1. xi. 2: Tov dyabdy 

tvSpa pdvar ceiver Terpd-ywvov, uerapopd, 

aupw yap TéAcia. Hor. Serm. 1, vii. 

86: in seipso totus, teres atque ro- 

tundus. 

12 diAov &s—movhoe, K.T.A.] The 

distinction between (wn and Bios is 

hardly preserved. ‘Good fortunes, if 

small, obviously do not alter the 

balance of the life and feelings, but if 

considerable, and coming in numbers, 

they will make one’s condition more 

blessed.’ Cf. Eth. 1x. ix. 9, 

kal yop advTa cuvemikoopeiy TépuKe] 

‘For they naturally add a lustre.’ This 

is said from the practical point of view, 

which analyses happiness into the in- 

ternal mood, and the external cireum- 

stances. From the ideal point of view, 

which takes happiness as a whole 

(Eth. 1. vii. 8), nothing can be added 
to it, or make it better. 

avdradw 5&—peyaddyuxos] ‘ While 

contrary circumstances mar and deface 
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felicity, by introducing pains, and often 

hindering the play of the mind. But 

nevertheless, even in these, what is 

beautiful shines out, when one bears 

easily many and great misfortunes, 

not from insensibility, but from being 
of a noble and magnanimous nature.’ 

evdaluwv. Though it is applied to 

Bios in the previous section, it would 

seem generally more applicable to the 

internal feelings. By a false ety- 

mology, Eth. vir. xi. 2, it is connected 

with x¢pe. In the next section it 

is predicated negatively of the evdaiuwr, 

In this place, and in Eth. ut. ix. 4 

(where he describes the brave man 

yoluntarily consenting to death), Ari- 

stotle exhibits a high moral tone, quite 

on a level with the Stoics, and which 

places him above the accusation of 

being a mere Eudzemonist. 

13 ef 8 eciol —¢avra] ‘Now if 
life is determined by its moments of 

consciousness, 2s we haye said, no one 

of the blessed will ever become mise- 

‘rable, for he will never do what is 

hateful and mean.’ pardpios, which 

is used repeatedly here and elsewhere, 

is a more enthusiastic term than 

VOL. I. L 

‘The happy man can never become 

miserable—not, however, that he will 

retain his Joyful state, if he falls into 

the lot of Priam.’ But no very marked 

distinction is kept up between evdai- 

pov and pardptos. 

14 & Te TaY ToLovTwy—erhBoros] 

‘ And after such he cannot again be- 

come happy in a short time, but if at 

all, in a long and complete period, 

having attained great and noble things 

in it” This shows that happiness, 

being deep-seated, and depending on 

the entire state of mind (€éts), is 

neither lost nor won easily. 

L 
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V7 . / ~~ \ \ , 5) 7 A 

ddEass evavTiov® mornrdy 62 xal mayTolas EyovTwy dsahopas 

15 Tt oby—mdytws| ‘What hinders 

then to call him happy, who is in the 

fruition of absolute harmony of mind 

and is furnished sufficiently with ex- 

ternal goods—not for a casual period, 

but an absolute lifetime? or must one 

add—* and who shall live on so and 

die accordingly”—since the future is 

uncertain to us, and we assume hap- 

piness to be an End-in-itself and some- 

thing absolute in every possible way ?’ 

TéAetos, as before said, has two asso- 

ciations; one popular, with the com- 

mon sense of téAos, and thus means 

‘complete,’ or ‘perfect;’ the other, 

philosophic, with the End-in-itself, 

and thus means that which is in and 

for itself desirable, that in which the 

mind finds satisfaction, the absolute. 

The word here seems to hover between 

its two meanings. Aristotle probably 

was not conscious of the collision 

between the frequent use of 7éActoy 

here and the question to which this 

chapter is an answer—ei xp} 7d TéAos 
bpay. 

STLESSo 

we shall call those happy during their 

lifetime, who have and shali have the 

qualities mentioned, but still happy as 

16 €i 8 ofrw—ayvOpérovs] 

men only.’ Solon’s view, which had 

rested on a too great regard to external 

fortune, is accordingly superseded. 

Happiness viewed from the inside— 

from its most essential part—may be 

predicated of the living, though still 

with a reserve, since they are still 

subject to the conditions of humanity. 

XI. 1 He returns to the question 

before incidentally mooted (1. x. 4), 

whether the happiness of the dead 

can be affected by the vicissitudes of 

the world they have left. He will 

not altogether deny that some con- 

sciousness of events may reach the 

dead, but without determining this he 

argues that in any case the impres- 

sion produced by them must be too 

slight and unimportant to affect our 
notion of the dead. 

tais Sdtas evaytioy] In the so-called 

Menexenus of Plato (p. 248 B) we 
find this opinion stated in a wavering 

form.—(The dead are supposed to ad- 
dress their surviving parents) Sedueba’ 

5H Kal matépwy Kal pntépwy TH ath 
tavTn Siavola Xpwuevous roy érldourov 

Blov Sid-yewv, kal eid évar drt ob Opnvooyres 

odd dAopupduevor mas july wddwora 
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Tay cus Boiverreoy, wok Tay py PaAAOY Tuvixvoucvey THY 
0 arrov, xa? zxacrov py ateaspely arpen xah chr pet 
Toy palvera, xaborou o& nex ity xa} TUT THX, ay (aaa 

Exo. ei On, xailoumep xal Tioy Teph abroy AT UX LAT OY TH 

pey exe! Th Bpibos xo} pony m pos Tov Ploy Ta 0 ehabpo- 

TED0IG Zoimev, oUTW xal TH eph TouUC pirous é poles OT Oy 
Tos, drahépes 08 thy rabiy Zxacroy meph sovras 7 q TeAeu- 
THOT US oupsBaivery TOAD LOA AOY i TH TF OLDLVO [LoL xO) Osbvee 

mpoumap very ey TOG Tpaywdboss 7 7, mpatrso bau, TvAAOYI- 

oréoy On xal radryy Tiy diahopay, parroyv 8 ows 7d 
Oramopetobas wepl Tovs xexunxdrag ef Tivos ayahod xomw- 

~ BY ~ 

yoUTIY 7 THY AYTIXELLEvOY* 

XaprovvTat, GAN’ ef Tis Fort Tots TETE- 

AeuTnkdow alcOnois Tov CévTwr, obTws 

axdpioror elev dy pdAtoTa, K.T.A, 

3—4 ef 54—Biapopdy] There is a 
complex protasis, (1) «¢ 54, (2) diapeper 
dé. The apodosis to both is ovAdAo- 

yloréov 54. The argument is, that we 

must bear in mind the difference : (1) 

between misfortunes in themselves, 

light and heavy; (2) between those, 

of whatever kind, happening in our 

lifetime and after our death. ‘If, then, 

it is the same case with regard to the 

misfortunes attaching to the circle of 

one’s friends as it is with those attach- 

ing to oneself, namely, that some have 

a certain weight and influence upon 

life, while others seem lighter; and if, 

again, there is a difference between 

the impression made by events on the 

living and on the dead far greater 

than that between crimes and horrors 

enacted upon the stage or only alluded 

to in tragedies; we must, I say, take 

account of this difference.’ 

mpoitdpxew—i) mpdrrecOa| The 

contrast is that between the actual re- 

presentation of horrors, or the mention 

of them, as ‘ presupposed,’ and done 

off the stage. It is merely the prin- 

-eiple of Horace. A. P. 181. 

guAdoyioTéov] This cannot mean 

7 \ 5) ve > \ 
EOLXE yap EX TOUTWY EL XL 

‘We must conclude;’ else the same 

proposition would form both the pre- 

mises and the conclusion; but ‘we 

must take account of, ie we must 

make ‘this difference’ part of the 

premises we have to go upon in all 

reasoning about the dead. The word 

is used, not in its technical Aristo- 

telian, but rather in its earlier and 

natural sense, according to which it 

meant ‘ to put together the grounds of 

an argument.’ Cf, Plato, Charmides, 

p- 160 D: mdvra Tatra cvAAOYIodmeEvOS 

eimé ed kal avdpeltws, The Paraphrast 

here writes okemréov ovy wept ris dia- 

opus. 

5 MaAXov & tows—aytiketevor] ‘Or 

rather, perhaps’ (we must take into 

account, cvAdroy.or ov understood), ‘the 

fact that a question is raised about the 

dead, as to whether they share at allin 

goodoreyil.’ A difficulty has beenmade 

about 7d Siaropeto@a. ‘ Lambinus ex 

Vet. Int. et Argyrop. emendat réd¢ 

de7, eamque lectionem Zwinger in tex- 

tum recepit, quee hactenus commenda- 

tur, quia sequenti d:¢ absorberi facile 

poterat d€ et det,’—Zell. The conjec- 

ture is supported by the rendering of 

the Paraphrast, who separates this 

clause from the preceding one, cke- 

mT€ov ovv Tept TIS Siapopas, BEeATiov 

1 i 2 

S: 
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OuixvelT ot mpog aurods OTLoUY, EIT ayabey elre Toovavrioy, 

apaupoy v1 xal psepou 7 eax 7 zxeivois elvas, eb 8 bi, 

TOT OUTOY ve xal TOLOUTOY WOTE py ToLeby eddauipovarg TOUS 

TUpe- 
/ X 3 4 ~ 4 ee 

Barrso bos [ey ouy Th DabvovTas ToIg xExNXOTIY Os EUTPO- 
/ ~ , € / NA x € / ~ \ 

Elon THY DiAwY, oMolws OF Kab Ab duompagiot, Tota 08 
\ ~ 7 7 , 

Hal TYAIMAUTA WOTE [TE TOUS eVOaIMovAS [Ly EvOaILovag 
~ ie ee / ~ / , 

TOLL [LT AAO THY TOLOUT@Y [LndEY. 
/ , 6 Aiwpiopiver 02 tovtwy émoxzebopueba mepl Tig evdo- 

/ n ~ b) ~ ~ 

pooviag moTeom Thy ercuveT@Y ETTIy 7 PAAAOY TOY TILlwY" 
~ \ v ~ 

OFAoy yap OTs TMY ‘ye OvvaEewY oUx EOTIY. 

dé ort oKeVacOa Ef KoWwvodoLY, K.T.A. 

But against it these appear to be con- 

clusive reasons: (1) The authority of 

MSS. (2) We should expect d:amopety, 

and that the sentence should stand 

parrov 8 tows rdéde Set Siamopery. 

(3) The alteration would really alter 

and spoil the context. Aristotle does 

not say ‘Perhaps after all we had 

better start the question anew, whe- 

ther the dead are conscious of events.’ 

This would contradict § 6. He only 

says, ‘ While granting the hypothesis 

that they do feel, we must take into 

account the element of doubt which 

still continues to attach to the subject.’ 

6 This section was pronounced sus- 

pect by Victorius on account of its 

being a mere repetition and summing 

up of former conclusions. He says 

it is wanting in some MSS., and that 

it may be a scholium, though a very 

old one. In favour of its genuineness 

we may urge that it is quite in Ari- 

stotle’s manner. Cf. Eth. ui. vy. 22. 

It is found in all Bekker’s MSS., with 

the exception of the words tév piawr, 

dpmolws S€ Kal at Svompakiot ; which are 

omitted in two, the omission being 

obviously due to the similarity of 

evmpatiat and Svompatiok. It is also 

recognised by the Paraphrast and 

Eustratius. 

, x 

daiveras O7 

oupBddrrcobal tt] ‘to contribute,’ 

or ‘communicate something.’ Cf. Eth? 

1. 

Biacbévros. 

i. 12: pndev cupBadrdAopevov Tod 

KX, x EQ: 3 

. 

XII. The question which occupies 
this chapter, namely, in which class 

of goods happiness is to be placed, 

the admirable or the praiseworthy ? is 

one that appears of little ethical in- 

terest, to have no important scientific 

bearing, in short, to degenerate into a 

sort of trifling. Aristotle, however, 

who aims at verbal precision and dis- 

tinctness, and again, who wishes to 

reconcile his theory with all questions, 
doctrines, and forms of language of 

the day, appears to have thought it 
worth a passing consideration. We 

may regard the present question as 

the last of that series of collateral 
questions growing out of his defi- 

nition of happiness. It is answered 
by being stated; for the Chief Good 

and the Absolutely Desirable must 

necessarily be above praise, which is 
only given to the relatively, not to 

the absolutely good. 

I d7Aov yap br Toy ye Suvduewy ovK 

éorivy ‘ For it is plain that it is not a 

merely potential good.” This implies 

a classification of goods into (1) poten- 

tial, (2) actual, which latter are sub- 
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n \ ~ , <— 

moy To emaiveToy TH ToLoy Th Elvas xal Todg TE Teg yeu 
° ~ a) a \ SS dL \ \ > ») ~ Noy 

emaverolar* Toy yap Oixasoy xal Tov avdoeiov xal Crws 
\ \ > A b) ~ \ 

Tov ayaboy xal THy apeTay erosvodpney Did Tag wodkEcc Kal 
Now: \ \ > \ \ A ») \ \ ~ a)/ 

TH EPYa, KAL TOY IO YUPOY HAL TOY OfoUIXOY Xal TWY AAACY 
(oA ~ bf , Ny, \ > 

EXAT TOY TH Toloy Tive Mmehuxévau xal Eye Tws prs aya- 
/ \ 5 ~ Qe NA ~ AVS ~ Ea 

Gov ts xai omovdaiov. d%Aov 08 rodro xal ge Téy wep) 3 
/ ~ \ / \\ ~ Tous Geodg eraivwy' yeroios yap dalvovra: mpdg ancy 

/ “ g A }/ \ avadepomnevol, ToUTO Of cupPalver Dik Td yiverOar Tods 
°’ / Py 2 > ~ a y a > a 2 \ 54 
emaivoug or avadbopic, womep clramev. el zoThy 6 
Yd n iA ~ y: ~ b} 7 

ETAWOS THY TOLOUTWY, OAoY OTL THY AplaTwY ovx ZoTIY 
4 ~Yl \ , 

ETOLVOG, HAAG Leica Th nal EATiOv, xabamen xual daiveras* 
7 \ \ / ~ Tous Te yap Jeovs paxapiSouev xal eddapoviSouey xab rev 

~ NY / 4 / A ~~ 

avopty Tovg Berordrous paxapiSonev, smolwg 08 xal ry 
3 ~ NN \ \ aN / 5) ~ / \ 

ayalioy* obdsig yao Thy sidaspoviay emouvel xabamwep To 
, 4 4 \ f , ~ 

OlxaIOY, KAN Ws Oeroreooy Ts xml PZAtioy peaxcpiSe:, Doxzis 
\ \ vv ~ ~ \ ~ > , 
0 xol Eddofos acnids Suva yopirak ment rey dpiorelay ry 
NOovn* To yap [a emasveiobas Tey wyabdy odoay pnb 

~ / ~ ~ ~ Ss 

WerTo OTs xpeitTOv ors THY eraiveTw@y, To1oliToy 8 ives 
\ \ A > [ie \ ~ A \ x > 

Tov Osoy xk rayaboy TPOS TAUTA YAP KOOL THAAM ava- 
f \ / ~ ’ ~ 

depecbasr. 6 pv yao erawog ris apETIG* moaxTIx016 

divided into praiseworthy and admi- 

rable. There is a complete commen- 

tary on the present passage to be 

found in the Magna Moralia, 1. ii. 1: 
"Emel © brép Tobtwy Sidpiota, meipa- 

OGimev A€yewv, Tayabdy ToTAXas AéyeTaL, 

Eot: yap Ty Gyabay TH wey Tha, Te 

& eraiverd, Ta Oe Suvdmers, Td OE Thutoy 

A€yw Tb ToLovToy, Td Oetov, Td BéATLOY, 

oioy Wuxh, vods, Td apxaidrepor, 7 apxh, 

Ta ToWdTa .... TH BE emaiveTd ofoy 

Gperal .... TH SE Suvdmers, oiov apxn 

(rule), tAodros, icxvs, KaAAOS* TOTALS 

yap kal 6 omovdaios €d by Sivnrat xpn- 

carbat Kat 6 patAos kakds, 51d Suvdper 

T&% TowidTa KadodyTa ayabd .... 

Aoumdy 5é Kal réTaptroy Tay ayabay 7d 

cworikby Kal momntikby ayabod, olor 

Yyuuvaows dyretas Kad ef Ti &AAO TOLODTOV. 

3 ‘yeAotor yap palvoyra] se. of Ocol, 

Eth. x. viii. 7. Hence, in the ‘ Ze 

Deum laudamus, laudare is used in a 

different sense from ézauvety. 

dia 7d ylvecOar rods eralyous 8v’ 

avapopas| ‘ Because praise is made by 

a reference to some higher standard,’ 

5 Sore? 5€—dvapépecba] ‘Now 

Eudoxus also seems to haye well 

pleaded the claims of pleasure to the 

first prize, for he argued that its not 

being praised, although it is a good, 

shows that it is above the class of 

things praiseworthy, as God and the 

chief good are, to whom all other 

things are referred.’ On Eudoxus see 

Eth, x. ii. 1—2, Essay III. p. 217. 

The metaphor of the Aristeia here 

seems borrowed from the Philebus of 

Plato, p,22u: ’AAAG why, & Sdxpares, 

Euovye Soke? viv ev Hdovy vor TETTW- 
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~ we ] UA ~ v7 yop Thy xardy ard TabTyg' Ta 0 eyxwpia Thy Epywy 
c / \ ~~ ~ \ ~ n ’ A ~ 

OVOLWS HAL TOY TWOPATIKOY KAb TOY Woxixdy. AAA THUTO 
~ ~ \ A ] f 

pav tows oixerorepov eSaxpiBoiv roig mepl TH eyxmpse 
~ ~ ~ / a = \ e 

WEeTovnevorc, jty OF OjAoy ex THY Eelonfeev@Y OTL ETIY 7 
S) / ~ , \ / 

8 evdainovin Ty Tiniwy xab TEAsiOY. 
oy 9 4 yy 
EOIxE O OUTWS EEL 

\ \ \ > 5 tg Ve \ / \ \ U4 xal Od TO elvan Apyy’ TAUTYS yap Yap TA ATA TAYTE 
TAYTES TpaTToOMEy, THY apyyy OF xal Td alrioy Thy ayalay 

7 / A ~ / 

ThLbOy TL HOS Getoy ribemev. 

"Eel 0 éorly 4 eddaipovia Wuyig evipyed Tig xaT 

Kevar KaOamepel TANyEtoa Vd TOY VoV 

5) Adyov' Tay yap viKntnpleay mépt 

UAXOMEVN KEITAL. K.T.A. 

9 Praise is of qualities: * encomia 

are for achievements, whether bodily 

or mental” Cf. Rhetoric, 1. ix. 33, 

where the same distinction is given: 

Zor 8 Ematvos Adyos eupaviCwy wéryebos 

apeTas... 70 0 eykKomloy TaY Epywy 

early... O10 Kad eyKwpid Couey mpatav- 

Tas, TH dé Epyacnucia THs ELews eoTW, 

émel émaivotmey dv Kab ph memparydra. ef 

Cf. Eth. 

Eud, 1.1. Td wey yap eykadusov Adyos 

Tov Kal’ Exagrov epyov... 65 evdai- 

MLOTEVOLMEY ElVaL TOLOUTOY. 

soviouds TEAOUS. 

7 G\Aa—rerovnuevors| ‘But per- 

haps to go into the details of the 
subject belongs more properly to the 

writers on encomia.’ 

deponent form, as in Eth, 1. xiii. 2. 

Encomia, in the hands of the Sophists, 

seem to have become a complete 

branch of literature, so as to have 

been treated as a separate art with its 

own proper rules. 

8 €owKe 3 —rideuer] 

TETOVNMEVOLS, a 

‘And this 
seems also the case from its being a 

principle ; for we all do all things else 

for the sake of this. Now the prin- 

ciple and the cause of goods we assume 

to be something admirable and divine.’ 

The two senses of apxjn—apx} ovolas 

and &pxi) yvdoews (cf. Metaph. rv. xvii. 

2), the origin of being and the origin of 

knowing—the cause and the reason— 

scem here to flow together. Happi- 

ness, or the practical chief good, is 

the apx4 of life, as being the final 
cause or TéAos. In this sense épx7 and 

Tédos, the first and the last, become 

identical. But the idea of happiness 

when apprehended becomes an apxf 

in another way, namely, a major pre- 
mise or principle for action (cf. Eth. 

vi. xii. 10). When Aristotle speaks 

of ‘something admirable and divine, 

the principle and the cause of all 

goods, he uses terms that approach 

those of Plato with regard to the Idea 

of Good, though his point of view is 

different. Cf. Essay III. p. 203. 

XIII. With this chapter commences 

a new division of the treatise. Ari- 

stotle now opens the analysis of the 

terms of his definition. If happiness 

be ‘vital action in conformity with 

the law of absolute excellence,’ the 

question arises, what this law of ex- 

cellence is ?—a question essentially 

belonging to Politics. The answer to 

this Aristotle gives by the aid of a 

popular and empirical Psychology. 

Without attempting to sound the 

depths of the subject, he assumes, as 

sufficient for his present purpose, a 

threefold development of the internal 

principle (Wuvx) into (1) the purely 

physical or vegetative, (2) the semi- 
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aperty rerclay, wep) aperiig eTIOXEMTEOY? TAYR Yop 
oUTMWS ay Berrioy xal mepl Tig eodcuipovicns Sswpioarser. 
Ooxel OF xb 6xaT " aencidevey ON VENRDG mph TAUTHY para ro. 2 

memovno bas Povreras yap Tovs moAiTas aryaiods Tosety 
\ ~ 7 

xal Thy vomoy carqrcous. morpadsry pw 08 TobTwy enopeey 3 
Tos Koyraéy xat Aaxedasmoviwy vouolérac, xal «ef tive P4 p ad S; $ 
eTep08 TOLOUTOL yeyevyyras. el Of Tio woAITIxyG eorly 7 4 

f 4 ~ a / > € 4 \ \ 5) oxedis alty, O4Aoy OT1 yevait av 7 Syryoig xara Tiy 2& 
apyng mpoaloerty. 
wy Baroy OTh. 

\ > ~ wy ws) , > wy, mepl aperiig 02 emioxerréoy avioumi- « 
zal yop Tevyaiey av)pdmivoy eCyrovpey 

xol THY eddaupoviay dvb peom ivy. apeTyy og Agyomsv aviow- 6 

mivyy ov THY TOU TWLATOG KAAK THY THs Wuyiig xalb ray 

eudaupoviay 08 Wuyic evényeav Adyoucy. 21 08 TAUD oT ws 4 

rational or appetitive, (3) the purely 

rational. The first being excluded 

from all share in virtue, or human 

excellence properly so called; the 

second is considered the sphere of 

moral, and the third that of intellec- 

tual virtue. This division regulates 

the methodical arrangement of the 

Ethics. Also it may be said to have 

regulated almost all subsequent human 

thought on moral subjects. On Ari- 

stotle’s general philosophy of the wuxh 

see Essay V. p. 294. 

2 Soke? 6¢—imykdous| ‘ This, too, 

seems to have been the main concern 

of the true politician, for he wishes to 

make the citizens good and obedient 

to the laws.’ As we find in Plato 

aAnGea is the quality most character- 

istic of the Ideas, so kar’ aAndeay 

here implies a thing being absolutely, 

deeply, essentially what it is to the ex- 

clusion of all mere seeming. The con- 

trast here would be to those mpaxtixo) 

moditikol mentioned Hth. vr. viii. 2. 

Also to those historical and eminent 

statesmen whom Plato attacks in the 

Gorgias, p. 515 c sq., as having been 

entirely devoid of this object—making 

the citizens better. 

3 Tapdderyua Se—yeyévnvra] ‘As 

an instance of this we have the law- 

givers of the Cretans and Lacedsemo- 

nians, and if there have been any 

others such like.’ Aristotle seems to 

have inherited the preference felt by 

Plato and by Socrates for the Spartan 

constitution ; not so much as a his- 

torical fact, but rather as a philoso- 

phical idea. It presented the scheme 

of an entire education for the citizens, 

though Aristotle confesses that this 

became degraded into a school for 

gymnastic. 

5 mepl dperis 5& emiokerréov dvOpw- 

mlyns SHAov br] ‘ Now it is obviously 

about human excellence that we have 

toenquire.’ This passage would prove, 

if it were necessary, the indeterminate 

sense with which the term dperh is 

introduced into Aristotle’s Hthics. At 

first it appears merely as tho law of 

excellence, quite in a general signifi- 

cation. Afterwards this is gradually 

restricted to human excellence, and 

then physical or bodily excellence is 

finally excluded. 

7 ei 5 tavé’—iarpixjs|] ‘But if 

this be so, it is plain that the politician 

must know in a way the nature of the 
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yet, OnAov Crs det Tov woAsTixdy eldévar mwG Ta wel 
? oe \ \ >’ A 7 A ~ Wux7jy, Women xal Tov odbarpovg Fepamevoovra xa méy 

ope, xab PaArOY 6ow TinswTépa xal PerTioy 7 ToAsTINY 
4 

Tig iarpixins. 
, \ \ ~ / ~ 

8 TEVOYTAL TEDL THY TOU TWUATOS YYWoY, 

~ + ~ ec , \ Thy O larpay of yaplevTes TOAAG mporyy.o- 
bewpyréov oy xa 

TH TOAITIAD wept Wuyis, ewpyréov 02 ToUTwWY yaply, xa) ; a A Gul onan sl aap all FSi outage 
. (ad ~ BS) 

ep’ oooy ixaviog Eyer mpog Ta CyTovpevar TO yap emt 
marslov eFax pi[sotiv epywoeorepoy lows ear} Tey Tpoxepevey, 

>d \ 6 \ ~ ~ 

QAgyerar Of mepl auTng wat ev Tolg EFwrepixoig Aoyoss 
7 li \ / 5) ~ 

APROUVT WG EVLA, XA YoyTTEOY AUTOIC. 
n 5 \ X\ , 7 

10 aUTHS Elves, TO OF Adyoy Eyov. 

? \ X ” 
oloy TO LEY Aroyov 

~ \ / Rw 

TavTa OF TOTEpOy O6w@ps- 
~ / ~ 

oto xabamep TH TOU TWLATOS pdpIA xal TAY TO LEpLrToY, 
3 ~ , / 5) \ b , , , 5) ~ 
7] TO Adyw dv0 erly aywpiota wehuxdra xabamep ev TH 

/ \ XN \ \ ™, ahs / ‘ mepihepeig TO xuproy xak To xolrov, udev diadéoer mpdg 

internal principle, justas he who is to 

cure the eyes must know also the whole 

body. And this holds good the more 

in proportion as Politics is higher and 

better than medicine. <A different 

interpretation is given by some com- 

mentators ; thus Argyropulus, follow- 

ing the scholium of Eustratius, trans- 

lates: ‘Quemadmodum et eum, qui 

curaturus est oculos totumque corpus, 

de ipsis scire oportet ;’ as if the ana- 

logy between the farpés and the 7o- 

Aurucds were this, that they both are 

concerned to know the nature of that 

which they propose to benefit. The 
Paraphrast, however, takes itas above, 

referring xa) wav c@ua not to Pepa- 

mevoovTa but to det eidevar. That this 

is the true interpretation is rendered 

almost certain by a passage in Plato 

(Charmides, p. 156 B), from which the 

present comparison was in all proba- 

bility taken: GAr’ Scmep tows H5n Kal 

or a&Kikoas Tov dyalGy iarpay, emeddy 

ai’tots mpooéAOn Tovs dbSadrpovs 

a yav, A€youcl mov, bri ovx oidy TE 

a TOUS .dvoUS EmLXELpEty TOYS GbOaAMovS 

aoOut, GAN avarykaioy ein Gua Kad Thy 

keparyy Oepamevew, ci méeAAL Kal 7d 

TOY Guudtay eb exew* Kal ad Td Thy 

Kepadyy otecOat ay more Yepamevocn 

avThy ep’ EauTijs &vev GAov TOV céuatos 

ToAAiy dyoway elvat. The general sense 

here evidently is that as the oculist 

must know to a certain extent the rest 

of the body, so the politician, who has 

not by any means to deal with the 

whole of the ~uxf, must yet, in some 

measure, know its entire nature. This 

knowledge, however, is to be limited 

(§ 8) by a practical scope. With 
xaptertes cf. De Sensu, i. 4: wat tay 

iatp&y of pirtocopwrépws Thy TéXVNY 
peTiOvTes. 

Q Aéyera—exov] ‘Now even in 

popular accounts certain points are 

sufficiently stated with regard to the 

internal principle, and we will avail 

ourselves of them; as, for instance, 

that part of it is irrational and part 

rational.’ For an account of the 

etwrepucol Adyou, and for arguments 

showing that they do not designate a 

separate class of Aristotle’s own works, 

see Appendix B to Essays. 

10 Tatra 6¢—nrapdy] ‘ But whether 

these are divided like the limbs of the 

body, and all other divisible matter, 
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or whether they are only distinguish- 

able in conception, while in nature 

they are inseparable, like the concave 

and convex in the circumference of 

a circle, makes no difference for our 

present purpose. The above-men- 

tioned division of the pux%, which is 

attributed to Plato, Magna Moralia, 

I. i. 7, is attacked by Aristotle, De 

Anima, 1. y. 26, and again, more de- 

finitely, De Anima, ut. ix. 3. He here 

avails himself of it as popularly true, 

though he indicates also that from a 

higher point of view it will not hold 

good—that at all events it is a dis- 

tinction and not a division. 

II Tod GAd-you—ruivd | ‘ Now of the ir- 
rational division part appears common 

and vegetative, I mean that which is 

the cause of nourishment and growth; 

for this sort of power of the internal 

principle one must assume as existing 

in all things that are nourished, and 

even in embryos, and this same also 

in full-grown creatures, for it is more 

reasonable to suppose this than any 

other to be the cause of nutriment and 

growth.’ To 7d pév Coke koe corre- 

spond the words (§ 15), “Eoue 5€ Kat 

BAA Tis QUGis, K.7.A. Aristotle first 

vou. I. 

makes theirrational sidedouble. After- 

wards (§ 19) he says that, viewing it. 

differently, you may call the rational 

twofold. Kow@, z.e. ‘not distinctive 

of man.’ teAeiois is used in the non- 

philosophical sense. Aristotle’s psy- 

chology is of course constructed upon 

a physical basis. The principle of life 

developes itself into perception and 

reason, but the lower modes of it are 

necessary conditions to the higher, 

and exist in them. So Dryden says 

(Palamon and Arcite, mm, sub fir.) 

that man is 

‘ First vegetive, then feels, and reasons 

last ; 

Rich of three souls, and lives all three 

to waste.’ 

12—13 ‘Now excellence in this 

respect seems common, and not pe- 
culiarly human; for this part or 

faculty seems to operate especially in 

sleep, and the good and bad are 

least distinguishable in sleep. Hence 

they say that for the half of life the 

happy are no better off than the 

wretched. Now this result is as might 

haye been expected, for sleep is an in- 

action of the internal principle, viewed 

M M 

II 

13 
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as something morally good or bad, 

except so far as certain impulses may 

to a trifling extent reach it, and in this 

way the visions of the good will be 

better than those of the common sort.’ 

The physical principles here enun- 

ciated are stated at length in the 

interesting treatises De Somno et 

Vigiliad, De Insomniis, et De Dwwina- 

tione per Somnum, which occur among 

Aristotle’s Parva Naturalia. It may 

be sufficient now to allude to his de- 

finition of sleep and its cause (De 

Somno iii. 30)—that it is a sort of 

catalepsy of the consciousness, caused 

by the rising of the vital warmth so as 

to clog the perceptive organ, and re- 

sulting necessarily from the functions 

of animal life, which its object is to 

preserve, by providing a rest for them. 

He speaks also (De Somno i. 15) of 

the nutritive particle performing its 

office more during sleep than waking, 

‘since creatures grow most during 

sleep. In his discussions about 

dreams we find a frequent recurrence 

of the words here used, mwnoers—o&- 

He defines 

a dream to be ‘that image resulting 

from the impulsion of the sensations 

which arises in sleep, and is dependent 

on the peculiar conditions of sleep.’ 

iKVOUYTaiL— payTao mata. 

(De Insom. iii. 

amd TIS KWhoEews TOV aidOnudTwey STav 

% Kabevder, TovT’ 

19) Td pdvtacua +d 

ev T@ Kadevde 7, 

éotly évimuiov In his excellently 

wise treatise on prophetic dreams he 

seems especially to dwell upon the 

fact that in dreaming the moral dis- 

tinctions between men are lost, hence 

dreams cannot be sent by God. (i. 3) 

76 Te yap Ocdy civa Toy TEuMOVTA, mpos 

TH &AAN GAroyia, Kal Td wh TOIs BeAtt- 

oTols Kal ppoviswTaros GAAG Tois TU- 

(This is well 

illustrated by Plato, Republic 1x. p, 

571 c sqq.) Inanother place, how- 

ever, he connects the illusions of 

dreaming with the personal character, 

just as the coward, he says, and the 

lover would form different mistakes 

about a distant object. (De Insom. 

ii. 15). This last coincides with what 
is said above about the gavtacpara 

TOV eTELKOY. 

Xov 1 were &roTov. 

Cf. on dreams gene- 

rally Aristotle’s Problemata xxx. 

Xiv. 

15 — 16 Zoixe 5€—@ytiBaivov] * But 

there seems also to be another 

nature in the internal principle which 

is irrational, and yet in a way partakes 

of reason. For in the continent and 

the incontinent man we praise the 

reason, and that within them whieh 
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possesses reason, for this exhorts them 

rightly, and to what is best; but 

there appears also to be something 

else in them besides the reason, which 

fights and strives against the reason. 

For just as paralysed limbs of the 
body, when we mean to move them 

to the right, go in the opposite diree- 

tion to the left, so it is with the mind. 

For the tendencies of the incontinent 

are in the opposite direction to reason. 

In the body we see the false movement, 

but with regard to the mind we do not 

see it. But perhaps not the less ought 

we to believe that there is in the mind 

something besides the reason which is 

opposed to it, and goes against it.’ 

Zell mentions a conjecture, Tod yap 

But a slight 

consideration of the context shows 

that no change is required. It has 

been said that this passage exhibits 

the doctrine of ‘human corruption,’ 

To say this introduces a set of asso- 

clations foreign to Aristotle. Ari- 

stotle’s remark.(1) does not go so deep 

"as to the contrast between sin and 

holiness, purity and corruption: (2) 

it does not point out a radical and 

incurable defect in the whole race of 

man; on the contrary, he says pre- 

sently that in the cdppey ‘all things 

are in harmony with reason.’ How- 

ever, we may well esteem the present 

observation, especially when first made, 

as one of the most penetrating pieces 

eyxpatous Kal ebcparods. 

7 No 5) , / , \ imal , \ 

ETL O bows EUnxowTepoy oT TO TOU Twdpovog xal 
» ee ee \ c ~ ~ 4 : 
avopsiou mavTa yap opohwyel THO Adyw. / NAN 

haiveras on 
\ X\ \ \ SAN ~ 

TO Bev yap dutTixoy oudaum@s 

Aristotle’s 

purpose is to establish the existence 

of a principle, weréxov Adyou, which 

is to be the sphere of the practical 

virtues. This he exhibits in the case 

of the continent and incontinent (¢.e. 

man in a state of moral conflict) as 

opposing and fighting against the 

reason. 

nature. 

of moral psychology. 

This is given as a fact of 

This same fact viewed from 

the side of personal repentance might® 

be well expressed in the language of 

St. Paul. Before attributing any- 

thing like the above-mentioned doc- 

trine to Aristotle, we should require 

to examine the whole bearing of his 

moral theories, instead of deciding 

from an isolated passage. 

17 was © 

This shows that Aristotle does not 

propose here to seek deeply for the 

rationale of these phenomena in our 

moral nature. 

ért 3 Yows—Adyo] 

Erepov, ovdev diaper] 

‘And perhaps 

it is still more obedient in the tempe- 

rate and the brave. For in them all 

things are in harmony with reason,’ 
In Book vit. the éyxparjs, who main- 

tains virtue by a conflict, is opposed 

to the o@ppwy, in whom there is an 

absolute harmony between the passions 

and the reason. Here the ay5peios is 

added, as being one whose instincts 

coincide with his reason. This place, 

Book ut. vi.—xii., and Book vm, 

exhibit different points of view. 

M M 2 
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Tik@y] ‘ But the appetitive part, and 

generally speaking that which desires, 

in a way partakes of reason, inas- 

much as it is subject and obedient to 

it. In like manner we speak of “ pay- 

ing attention to” one’s father or one’s 

friends, not in the same sense as we 

speak of “ paying attention to” mathe- 

“Exew Adyov or petéxew 

emiOuuntikoy—pabnua- 

matics. 

Aéyov must be said of the passions in 

a different way from that in which it 

is said of the rational part of our 

nature. Aristotle illustrates this by 

adducing the use of €xew Adyor with 
a genitive, which exhibits also a shade 

of variety in the meaning. With 

éxew Adyov matpés, cf. Eurip. Alces- 

51, exw Adyoy 5} Kal mpobuutay 

aé0ev, The passions are like the slave, 

as defined in Politics 1. v. 9: ”Eott yap 

ptoet SovdA0s 6 koiwwyay Adyou ToTOUTOY 

bcov aicbdverbat GAAG wh EXEL. 

Tov pabnuarikay| here apparently 

means, not ‘the mathematicians,’ as 

Eth. 1. iil. 4, but ‘mathematics,’ as v1. 

viii. 9. Soit is taken by the Para- 

phrast: Airr@s 5€ A€yerat 7b Adyov 

petéexew Kabdrep kal rb Adyou Exe, 

Aéyouev yap Tov maTpds Kal Tay plirwy 

Adyov exe, Td emiatpepetbor mpds ad- 

Tovs, Kal ois KeAevovow ekakoroubervy, 

Acyouey 5& kal Tay wabnuatinay Ad-yor 

exe, Td eld€var adTa Kal yvaoly tia 

Partly 

there is a play on the words Adyov 

éxew, which it is impossible to trans- 

late; and partly there is an analogy 

between the obedience of the passions 

to the reason and the submission one 

pays to the advice of others ; and, on 

the other hand, between the purely 

intellectual process of mathematical 

study and the independent action of 

the reason itself. 

20 di0piCerai—Ae€youev] * Accord- 

ing to this division also is human 

excellence divided. For we speak of 

intellectual excellences, and moral 

excellences ; philosophy, intelligence, 

and thought being intellectual, libe- 

rality and temperance moral. For 

when speaking of the moral character 

we do not say that aman is philosophie 

or intelligent, but that he is gentle or 

temperate: yet we praise the philoso- 

phic man also, with regard to his 

state of mind, and praiseworthy states 

of mind we call excellences.’ The old 

difficulty of translating less definite 

ancient words into more definite 

modern ones occurs here. Aristotle 

Kal emorThunv avtav exe. 
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is founding the distinction between the 

Intellectual and the Moral which has 

lasted ever since. But he uses the 

word aperj as applicable to both 

spheres, whereas the instinct of men, 

whether rightly or wrongly, inclines 

to confine the name of virtue and the 

award of praise to the moral side,— 

to acts or states in which the will is 

prominently exerted. On this point 

we can trace a progress even in the 

Peripatetic school, for while the sen- 

tence émawoduev 5 Kal roy cody is 

repeated in the Eudemian Ethics (un. i. 

18), it is corrected in the Magna 

Moralia (1. v. 3), Kata yap Tatras 

émavetol Aeyéucba, Kata Sé tas Tov 

Tov Adyor ExovTOS ovdels ematvetTat 

ovre yap bt copds, ovdels eraweirat, 

ove O71 Ppdvimos, ovd’ GAws Kata TL TOY 

The last line in the 

first Book contains an anticipation of 

much that is demonstrated in Books 

II. and III. 

TotovTwy ovder, 



PLAN OF BOOK _ll. 

HE Second Book of the Hthics goes far to determine the 

course of the entire succeeding work, by laying down a 

programme of the separate moral virtues, which is afterwards 

followed in Books III. and IV.; and by suggesting for future 

consideration the conceptions of ’Op80¢ Adyoe arid of Lpoaépecte. 

But it cannot be said that this book itself exhibits traces of pre— 

conceived arrangement or artistic design. On the contrary, it 

bears the same tentative character as Book I. Its parts are at 

first confused with each other, and design seems only to grow up 

as the book proceeds. Its contents may be arranged under the 

following heads :— 

(1) A preliminary discussion on the formation of moral 

states. Ch. I—IV. 

(2) The formal definition of virtue according to its genus and 

differentia. Ch. V.—VI. 

(3) The exhibition of this theory in a list of the separate 

virtues. Ch. VII. 

(4) The relation of extremes, or vices, to each other, and to 

the mean or virtue. Ch. VIII. 

(5) Rules for action, with a view to attaining the mean. 

Ch. IX. 

Of these heads the first can with difficulty be divided from the 

second. The first four chapters implicitly contain the whole of the 

definition of virtue which is afterwards formally drawn out in 

Chapters V. and VI. And though the reservation of ’Op6d¢ Adyoe 

(II. ii. 2) for future analysis really afterwards gives rise to Book 

VL., and the account of intellectual aper); yet here ’Op60c¢ Adyoe is 

only cursorily, and by implication, identified with intellectual aper# 

(ri Eatuv 0 dpbodc AOyoc, Kai THE EXEL TPOC Tac AdXac Gperae), and the 
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whole conception of Book VI. seems to belong to a later develop- 

ment of the Psychology of Aristotle, whether due to himself or to 

his school. Other marks of crudeness in detail will be adverted to 

in the notes. At the same time it would be unjust not to recognise 

the analytic penetration exhibited by Aristotle in the different parts 

of his theory of Virtue. The merit of this theory can only be ap- 

preciated by a comparison with the results which had been previously 

arrived at, as they exhibit themselves in Plato. 
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J. 1 The discussion is taken up 

from the point last arrived at in the 

analysis of happiness, namely, the dis- 

tinction of intellectual from moral 

apern. We are not immediately told 

that the consideration of the former 

is to be deferred. That indeed only 

comes out incidentally, when (it. ii. 2) 

the discussion of ép@ds Adyos is de- 

ferred, which 6p6ds Adyos is afterwards 

(vi. xiii. 3) identified with ¢pévyors, 

the perfection of the practical reason. 

Here the mention made of the two 

forms of apeth only goes to imply 

that neither of them is innate—that 

they are both acquired. After this 

first paragraph, the book confines 

itself to moral virtue, discussing how 

it is acquired and what is its nature. 

nH mev ‘ Now 

intellectual excellence, for the most 

part, takes both its origin and its 

growth from teaching, and therefore 

it requires experience and time, but 

moral virtue results from habit ; 

diavontixh—eous | 

whence also it has, with a slight de- 

flection, derived its name’ (76:Kq 

from @@os); a derivation which is 

doubtless suggested by Plato, Laws, 

VII. p. 792 E: kupiétatov yap ovv éu- 

‘pvera mot TéTE (scil. in youth) may 

HOos 81a €80s. A mechanical theory 

is here given both of the intellect and 

the moral character, as if the one 

could be acquired by teaching, the 

other by a course of habits. That 

Aristotle inclined to this mechanical 

view has been already noticed (Hth. 

1. ix. 4). It is qualified, however, by 

admissions with regard to edpula, 

puoixy apern, &e. (Cf. m1. v. 17.) 

2 e ob—éyylvera:] ‘Whence also 
it is plain that none of the moral 

virtues arises in us by nature.’ 

Additional proofs of this position are 
subjoined. (1) The laws of nature 

are unalterable, and independent of 

habit. (2) According to the doctrine 

of duvdues and evepyeia (see Essay 

IV.), moral faculties are distinguished 
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from physical faculties in that the 

former are developed out of acts, and 

do not merely find a development in 

acts. (3) The whole idea of legis- 

lation is based on the supposition 

that virtue may be cultivated. (4) 

The analogy of the arts shows that 

out of practice grows perfection. 

We need only compare the theory 

of virtue in this book with the dis- 

cussions in the Meno of Plato, to see 

how immensely moral philosophy had 

gained in definiteness in the mean- 

time. While becoming definite and 

systematic, however, it had also to 

some extent become scholastic and 

mechanical. 
3 ovr’ &pa—eOovs| ‘Therefore the 

virtues arise in us neither by nature, 

nor against nature, but on the one 

hand we have a natural capacity of 

receiving them, and on the other hand 

we are only made perfect by habit.’ 
(Cf. Eth. vi. xiii, I—2, on the relation 

of puoikh apeth to Kupia apery.) It 

may be well, for the sake of clearness, 

to collect here some of the chief ap- 

plications of the word vais to moral 

subjects in Aristotle, without going 

into the deeper philosophy of his con- 

ception of pvois in relation to God, 

&e. vais is defined (Metaph. tv. iv. 
8) as 7 ovcla 7 Tay exdvTwY apxiy 

kwhoews ev aitots 7 adtd. ‘The essence 

of things having their efficient cause 

mn themselves, by reason of what they 

are. Here, then, we have two notions 

blended together, (1) the essence of 

things, their matter and form; (2) 

the productive principle of that essence, 

= VOL. I. N 

which is nothing external, but in the 

things themselves. From this general 

conception, we see the term applied in 

various ways. 

I. dots denotes the self-produced, 

or self-producing, principle, opposed 

3 

especially to that which is produced . 

by the intelligence or will of man: 

thus to art (Eth. vi. iv. 4) or to the 

moral will, care, or cultivation (x. ix. 

6). It is that for which we are irre- 

sponsible (zdid.), 7d wév ob THs picews 

dijAov ws ovK ed Huy trdpxet. That 

which comes of itself (v1. xi. 6), #5e 

7 nAtkta vody exer kal yodunv, as THs 

That which is 

innate, and out of the sphere of the 

will, (vi. X1il. 1), maou yap Sone? Exacta 

U ee ~ 
PvgEews aiTlas ovens, 

Tov nOay imdpxew pioer ws, (IIL. V. 

18), Td TéAos Gioe 7 btws SHroTe 

gaiverat It is opposed to habit, as 

the original tendeney to that which is 

superinduced, (vil. x. 4) pdov os 

Also, to the re- 

sult of cireumstances, (111. Vv. 15) TUpPA@ 

pvoe 7) ek vooov ex mAnyis- 

II. From the idea of the selt-caused 

(xa0’ aid), it comes to mean that 

which is under a fixed law opposed to 

the variable, (v. vii. 2) 7d wey pice 

Or, to the arbitrary and 

conventional, (1. iii. 2) vdug pdvov, 

gvoe 5€ uy. The absolute opposed 

to the relative, (1m. iv. 3) Td pice 

BovaAnrdy. 

II. It means not only a law, but 

also a tendency, as Vv. vii. 4, pdce 7 

deka KpeltTov, 

IV. The character and 

of a thing, whether good or bad, 

N 

MeTaKivijoat picews. 

aktyntoyv. 

attributes 
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t nw Ui a XQ z cn 

4 oupévorg 03 Oia TOU B4oug, ETL oo prev Duos yulvy Tapa- 
5 / / / ad 

ylveTal, TAG Suvaers TOUTMY mpOTepoy xousSouEda, UETELOY 
XV ‘ >. / > N/> a > \ ~ . 4 7 

68 Tas evepyslag arooinousy, Oomsp ek TWVY aboUnoS@MY 
Nw 3 \ 5) ~ , 2 ~ Ey) fp > ~ 

OFAOY* OU Ya EX TOU TOAAGHIC LOSlY 7) TOAAAKIC AxXOUT HE 

TAS abo diosis enabousy, AAR avararw Zyovtes eypyoa- 
p25, ou Xpngapsvos Bo Xo[sey. Tas O° operas AapPavorey 

evepyaravT ss T POT ELOY, @omep xal ex) Toy aAAwy Texveoy* 
a yap Ost pabdvrag mostv, TadTa mowdyTes pavdavoner, 
vlov oixodopodyTes vixodomos ylvovTas xat xibapiSovTes xI- 

bagiotal. odTw 08 xal Ta pay Olxaim mparTovTss Oixcsos 
yivousha, TH OF cwdpova TwMpoves, TA O avdpsia Avdpetos. 

5 paptupel 08 xal TO yivousvov ev Taig ToreoWv’ of yap 
youolzras ToUs moriTas e4iovteg wolovoL ayadovs, xal Td 

them. But the virtues we acquire 

only after having first acted, which is 

also the ease with the arts: for these 

the powers possessed by a thing, (1. 

lil. 4) ) Tod mpdyuwatos picts, (IU. 

7) & thy avOpwrivny piow imep- 

relvet. 

V. The whole constitution of a 

thing, viewed as realising its proper 

zédos, or the idea of good in itself, 

the perfect or normal state of any- 

thing. (vi. xi. 4) yéveots eis pvow 

aigOnrh. (111. xii, 2) ) Mey Ada 

étictnot Kat pGelper tHv Tov EXov- 

Cf. Politics, 1. 11. 8: 
= , 

yap Exaordy eoTt TIS yEvETEwsS TEAE- 

Tos pucw. oiov 

abctans, TatTny payer Thy piow elvat 
co os > L 7 > f 
ExaOTOV, GoTEp avOpwrou, trou, Oiklas. 

VI. The word is sometimes almost 
p : ; z 

periphrastic ; n TOV 

Wevious purots. 

Topics, 1s. 3/3; 

Similar to this is the 

usage in Eth. Nic. 1. xiil. 15: GAAn TIs 

vows THS WuxIs UAoyos. 

4 &rt boa—dv Spector] ‘Again, in the 

case of every faculty that comes to us 

by nature, we first of all possess the 

capacity, and only afterwards exhibit 

it in actual operation. This is clear 

with regard to the senses, for we did 

not get our senses by hearing often or 

seeing often, but on the contrary we 

used them because we had them, and 

did not have them because we used 

things which we must learn before we 

ean do, we learn by doing; as for ex- 

ample, men become builders by build- 

ing, and harpers by playing on the 

harp. In the same manner we become 

just by doing just actions, temperate 

by doing temperate actions, and braye 

by doing brave actions. On the 

plilosophy of this doctrine, see Ar, 

Mcetaph. vi. viii, and Essay IV. 

above, from which it will be seen that 

‘acts’ or ‘operations’ is an inadequate 

On Ari- 
stotle’s position with regard to the 

question whether sight is an inherent 

or an acquired faculty, see below, v1. 

Vili. 9, note. 

Tay &AAav Texvav| ‘The arts be- 

side,’ not as if virtue were reckoned 

On the idiom, cf. 

Plato, Gorgias, p. 473 C: evdamori(6- 

Bevos td TOY ToALT@Y Kal Tay BAAwV 

translation for évépyetat. 

among the arts. 

tévwy. of &%AAOL seems to imply a 

separate class in juxtaposition, as in 
the French idiom, ‘vous autres. Cf. 

Eth. are ii. Se 
pavepwrepwr, 

éml trav &AAwY TOV 
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XV Ie) Or \ he ~ > 3 { cA de A ir 

pay Bovranpa mavros vowolétou Totr early, door OF ay ev 
i) ~ \ , 7 

QUT) TovoW anapTavovTly, xal Ciadbeser TOUTH ToAITEia 
U > \ 7 SA > ~ x ww 5 \ \ ~ 

TOALTELAS ayady, Pavan. Ets ex THY auTw@y xal dia Toy 6 
x, Aw \ / ~ >’ \ Ni , / auTdy xal yiverar Taoa apeTy xal Dbciveras, opolwe 32 

\ / > \ ~ / \ xal Teyvy* éx yap tod xiGapiSew xab of ayabol xal of 
\ 4 , Sai De \ € > Nw xaxol yivovTos xibapiotal. avaroyoy 08 xal oi oixodomo 

\ / \ ~ > ~ xal of AolTOL MavTEG’ Ex [LEY YaD TOU ED olxodoMElY Aya- 
> x \ 

el yap By 7 
of > ’ \. oo Ne ’ ’ \ oUTWS Elyev, oudiv ay Ede TOU OidaEavTOC, AANA TavTEes AV 

Ue \. aN , 

eyivovta ayaol 7) xaxol. 

\ ae / of 5) NDS ~ ~ lA 
Got oixod0/L08 EO OVTAL, EX 0€ TOU HAHIOG XAXOL. 

ad NA \ ~ \ ~ > ~ 

OUTW O07 XL ETL Twy ADETWY 
Bf A \ ~ f ~ 

Eyck * TPATTOYTEs yap Ta ey TOS TUVAAAAYLATL TOG 
N \ > / / ¢ X >/ GNNS LSIN 

= 0 & mpog Tous avOowMmous yivop.sba Ob [LEV ObXQbOb OF OF HOIXOL, 
/ SA A > ~ N ~ \ ° yl ~ 

mpadrrovres OF TH ev ToIG dziwolg xab EUCounevor dofetrbas 
ED a) ~ € \ 3S ~ € ds S 4 e / rv A \ 
% Vappely ob fev avocetos os OE GEbAOl. Ofolwg OF xaL TH 

\ Ni 3 / / \ \ \ x > 

Teph TAS emifumiac BYEL HOE TH Teps TAS opyas* ob [ee 
X\ fe s\ ~ / « »9 > , \ 

yap Twdhpoves Hab Tenor ybyovTal, OF 0 AXDARTTOL xOb 
> [n ¢€ X\ 2 ~ ¢c \ 2 > ~ > / z A) c 

OPYbAOl, Ob LEY EX TOU OUTWOL EY AUTOIC avactpedeo Ol, Ob 
aN ~ , 

O& &x TOD OUTWOI. 
ee Or Ao: . ~ € / 2 a 

HAL EVE OF Yo Ex TWy OfLolwy SVep~ 

~ sé / ~ \ > / \ 

yetov ai 221g yivovras. 010 del Tag evzpyslag molas aro- 8 

6 ér ex—xibapiorat] ‘ Again, every 

virtue, as well as every art, is pro- 

duced out of and by the same things 

that destroy it; for itis by playing on 

the harp that both good and bad 

players are formed.’ 

éx Ty avTay| i.e. the circumstances 

and acts are generically the same, 

only differing as to well and ill. 

The doctrine here stated is no doubt 

true. with an addition. For it must 

not be supposed that all men start 

equal, either as artists or in morals. 

What is it that determines the well or 

ill of the first essays in art or in 

action? In the one case we say 

genius, talent, aptitude, or the re- 

verse; in the other case, evpula or 

the natural bent of the character as 

modified by circumstances. Such a 

difference between man and man is 

quite admitted in the New Test., see 

Matth. xxv. 14—30. 

7 Kat évt 8)—ylvovta] ‘And, in 

one word, states of mind are formed 

out of corresponding acts.’ This is 

Aristotle’s famous doctrine of habits, 

to appreciate the importance of which, 

we must think of it not as a philo- 

sophie or even as a practical doctrine 

for modern times, but rather as a new 

discovery and in contrast with the 

state of moral science in Aristotle’s 

own time. We can see that it arose 

in his mind from a combination of 

his penetrating observation and expe- 

rience of life with the peculiar forms 

of his philosophy. By means of 

divauis and évépyei, he finds it 

possible to explain the formation of 

virtue, just as he does the existence 

of the world. In each act and mo- 

Nw 2 
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v7 “i \ XN , ing AN ) ~~ 

AiOoval* KATA yap Tag TouTwWY diadopas axorovoourw at 
a > iN > N / \ (v4 a 4 AN > 

eEzic. 00 puxpov aby diadbéepst TO oUTWS 7 OUTHS eufug ex 
, / \ la ~ \ ~ 

vey eiSeo bat, AAAK TOLTOAV, LAADOY 0: To Way. 
5 ~ , > , or 19 

Exe) oby 7 mapotoa mpnypatela ov Jewpiag evexa erty 
fod c LAA ’ \ 7? POR 2 [Pow c > < \ 

Women ai arras (cu yao W elo@mev Th eoriy 4 apETy 
/ > Sif >’ \ s ’ \ INA » ss 

oxerToucda, AAD by ayabol yevapcda, Emel OvOEY AY YY 
4 7 aw > ~/ . / \ ‘ \ 

aderog autis), avayxaloy eos oxebaoba: Ta mepl TAS 
. / nw £ > ff - / fe A 

umpagets, TOG TOAKTEOY MUTAG* AUTAL yap slob KUpIOL XaL 
= \ , \ & , ee, \ N 

2 TOV 7TO0Ia’ yevio Gon TAC ESEIC, xalames ELOY HALEY, TO bey 

> NWN, BAN / , \ Ve / 
OUV HATA TOV op Soy Aoyoy WPaTT Eby xOlVOY XE iroxeicda, 

tat ltrs helo 

ment at the outset of life, something 

which was potential in us and quite 

indeterminate for good or evil (Svvauis) 

is brought into actuality (évépyea), 

and now is determinately either good 

or bad. ‘This determination, by the 

law of habits, reproduces itself, and 

thus there is no longer left an am- 

biguous Sdvauis, but a eis, or de- 

“finite tendency for good or evil, is 

superinduced (see Essay IV. p. 238, 

sqq.). It will be observed that why an 

act tends to reproduce itself Aristotle 

does not inquire. He contents him- 

self with stating the fact as a universal 

law, and expressing it in his own for- 

mula ;—(7d & dt: mp@rov kal apxt, I. 

Vil. 20). 

II. 1 ’Erel otv—eipfkaper]| ‘ Since 

then this present science does not 

aim at speculation, like the others 

(for we do not inquire in order to 

know what virtue is, but in order 

that we may become virtuous, else 

there would be no profit in the in- 

quiry), it is necessary to consider with 

regard to actions, how they should be 

done; for these are what determine 

the quality of the states of mind 

which are produced in us, as before 

stated,’ 
stotle and his commentators to denote 

the whole body of a separate science, 

mpayyatela is used by Ari- 

N pvoikh mparyyarela, ) woALTLKN mpary- 

pareia, &e, In Plato the word only 

occurs in a general sense, denoting 

‘business, ‘undertaking,’ ‘employ- 

ment, &e. Accord= 

ing to this classification, sciences will 

be divided into speculative and prac- 

tical ; elsewhere a third class is added, 

the productive. On Aristotle’s con- 

ception of the nature of Politics, see 

above I. 11. 8, 9, notes. 

avtis| Sc. Tis oxépews or THs Tpary- 

&aomep ai &AAat. 

parelas. 

avira yap] i.e. ai mpaters, which are 

thus identified with the évépyemm of 

the last chapter. 

2 Td wey oby—aperas | ‘That we must 

act according to the right law—this 

indeed is a general principle, and may 

be assumed as a basis of our concep- 

tion—but we shall discuss hereafter, 

both what the right law is, and how 

it is related to the other virtues.’ 

The meaning of kody is made plainer 

by vi. i. 2 infra. ori 5€ 7d wey etwety 

(scil. Kata tov dpOdy Adyor) aAnbes 

The Paraphrast 

has in the present passage, aAn@es mév, 

Mev, ov0Ey BE capes. 

ovk €ort OE ikavdy Tas Mpdkes onmaval, 

Cf. Hth. 1. vii. 9. 

broxe(oOw| The MSS. are at issue 

upon this word, the number of them 

giving tmepxelo@w, which reading is 
followed bythe Paraphrast. breprelabw 
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© ta x, 9 \ > ~ \ IA a) ¢,9 \ , pnijcetas 0 vorepoy mepl aurod, xal Ti eotiy o op4bG 2O- 
~ U \ \ / , ~ 

os, xl WHS Est WLOG TAG AAAAG aoETAS. éexetvo d3 ™ p0- 
J y ~ € Ni ~ ~ id , 

dioporoyelobw, OTs wag 6 wep THY ToAxTHY Adyos TOrw 

XO ox ax pies Obsings Agyer Gas, Oor=ep xal xaT’ apyoas 
wv d \ \ a € / > / is \ > 

EITOMEV OTL KATA THY VAYY Ol AOyoL aAmaiTHTé01* TAO ev 
~ A \ / INA c iy a 

Taig medFeos xa Ta cundhépovra ovdey soryx0G EXEL, WOTED 

would mean, ‘must stand over,’ and 

it would be taken in close connection 

with fy@jcera 5 torepoyv. But the 

authority of Bekker, and the usage of 

Aristotle, seem sufficient to establish 

broxelaOw. Cf. Eth. u. iii. 6, v. i. 3, 

Rhet. i. xi. 1: 

Thy ndovny Kivnoly twa Tis Wuxis. 

Pot. Wal. i. 13": 

TOTOUTOY, K.T.A. 

kata Toy dpObv Adyov] We find the 

phrase 6p@ds Adyos occasionally occur- 

ring in Plate, thus Phedo, p. 73 A, it 

is coupled with émorhun—ei wh erby- 

Xavev avrots 

tbrokeloOw 5 juty eiva 

vov Se wsbmokeloOw 

éemioThun evovoa Kal 

ép0ds Adyos, where it means ‘a sound 

understanding.’ In the same dialogue, 

Pp: 94 A, it occurs with the signification 

‘sound reasoning.’ kara toy dpbdy 

Adyov kaklas ovdeula Wuxh pcbéter, 

elrep apuovia eotiv, Elsewhere Adyos 

is found joined with pévynois. Cf. 

Repub, rx. p. 582 A, 

gppovncer kal Adyw. It is easy to see 

eumeipia Kad 

that 6p0ds Adyos was in Plato a floating 

idea; in Aristotle it is passing into a 

fixed idea, as is the case with many 

other terms of psychology and morals. 

But even in Aristotle something in- 

definite must still attach to. a word 

used in such a variety of kindred 

sensesasAdyosis. Itmeans ‘argument’ 

(Eth, x. ii. 1, emoredovto 8 of Adyar, 

I. v. 8, woAAol Adyor), ‘ inference,’ op- 

posed to intuition (VI. viii. 9, dy ov 

€or: Adyos), ‘ratio’ (Vv. iv. 2, Kara Tov 

Adyov tov av’tdy), ‘reckoning’ (v. iii. 

15, ev awyabovd Adyw), ‘ conception’ (1. 

Vi. 5, 6 avrbs Adyos 6 Tov avOpdrov), 

‘definition’ or ‘formula’ (1, iii. 5, 

ind Tov Adyou SiopiCerc. 11. Vi. 7, TOY 

Adyoy Toy Ti Hv elvar Aéyovra), ‘theory’ 

as opposed to ‘fact’ (x. vill. 12, Ad-yous 

bmoAnmreov), &e. In Eth. 1. xiii. 9, 

To de Adyov €xov, it means ‘ reason,’ 

but still in the present passage it 

seems best to avoid translating kar& 

Tov opbdy Adyov, ‘according to right 

reason,’ as is usually done, (1) because 

of the article, which seems to show 

that Adyos is used in a general sense 

here, and not to denote a particular 

faculty of the mind; (2) in reference 

to the train of associations which 

must have been in Aristotle’s mind, of 

‘standard,’ ‘proportion,’ ‘law,’ &e. 

(see Essay IV. p. 256). 

mpos Tas &AAas &perds] These words 

cursorily imply that 6 6p0ds Adyos is 

an aperh, if indeed Tas %Aas is not to 

be explained as above, i. 4, note. 

3—4 Ta 8 ey tats mpdteoi—xv- 

Bepyntixjs| ‘Now the actions and 

the interests of men exhibit no fixed 

rule, any more than the conditions of 

health do. And if this is the case 

with the universal theory, still more 

is the theory of particular acts ineapa- 

ble of being exactly fixed, for it falls 

under the domain of no art or regimen, 

but the actors themselves must always 

watch what suits the occasion, as is 

the case with the physician’s and the 

pilot’s art.’ 7a 8 év tats mpateor Kab 

Ta suudepovTa refers to the two classes 

specified, Hth. 1. iil. 2, 3, Ta S€ KaAd 

kal Te Slkata—ToadT ny Sé Tiva TAGYNY 

éxet kal réya0d K.7.A. On the mean- 

ing of 7d cuupépoy in morals, ef. Hh, 

WM. i. 15, note. 
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i oo ~ U 
To1ovTov 0 ovTog To xaforov Adyov, 

wv ~~ € \ loa so ~ > ” > 

ETI MAADAOY 6 wept Thy xal’ ExaoTA AdyoS oux EYEL TAXpI- 
Le Ed \ eo ON , if? 22. \ , > ly 

Beg- tte yap ume TEXVHY oud oro TAPAYYEALLY oudsmlay 
, ~ > > \ > N ‘ / \ \ \ 

TWITTEL, det b QuTovg ast Tove WPATTOVTAS Ta mw pos Toy 

XN ~ v \ \ ~ e] ~ / ‘ ~ 

HabpOY THOMEIY, WOTED HAL ETL THS InTpIXTS Eye xab THG 

5 xuPepyyrixys. 
6 Adyou meiparéov Poretv. 

> \ 7 7 if ~ 

AAA XAbTE OYTOS TOLOUTOU TOU TapovTos 
~ ns ~ / 

TPwWToy ouy TOUTO bewpytéov, 

OT1 Ta TomavTa méduxev bro evdslag xat brepoarns §el- 

peo dau, (dei yap trip tév adhavey Toig davepoig papru- 
~ fad nw , ~ , ~ ploig ypijobas) women eri Tg loyvog xal THE Dylelag bpW- | 

; , \ e ' , \ NS 4 
fev’ Ta TE yap UmrepPanrrovre YULVATIN HAL TH EAAEI- 

, \ B) 7 € f \ \ \ \ ‘ \ movta Pbsize: THY ioyuy, buolws 08 xal TA ToTa nal TA 

7a byeivd| Aristotle is fond of the 

analogy between health and morals. 

He speaks of health as a relative, not 

an absolute, balance of the bodily 

constitution, ef. Hth. x. ili. 3. 

to.ovtou & byros TOU KabdAOU Adyou| 

It seems an over-statement of the un- 

certainty and relative character of 

morals, to say that ‘the universal 

theory’ is devoid of all fixedness. 

Rather it seems true to say (1) That 

in some things there is an absolute, 

immutable law of right and wrong. 

This Aristotle would himself acknow- 

ledpe: a(CiaeHiietitsnvis LO; 20>)(2)) 

That in a large class of cases there is 

a law universal for the eonduct of all 

men, but admitting also of modifica- 

tion in relation to the individual. (3) 

That there is a sphere of actions yet 

remaining, indeterminate beforehand, 

entirely depending on relative and 

temporary circumstances for their de- 

termination. Aristotle however may 

say with truth that, on the one hand, 

the theory of action cannot be reduced 

to universal axioms, like those of 

mathematics ; on the other hand, that 

it is impossible to do what the easuists 

would attempt, namely, to settle 

scientifically the minqtie of particular 

actions. 

5 tetparéoy Bondety| This is said 

in the spirit of the Platonic Socrates, 

only the uncertainty which Aristotle 

attributes to morals, he, from a diffe- 

rent point of view, attributed to all 

knowledge. 

6 Set yap—xpioba] ‘ For in ilus- 

tration of immaterial things we must 

use material analogies.’ This sen- 

teuceis repeated in the Magna Moralia 

(i. v. 4) with a context that seems at 

first sight startling, 87: dé 7 &vdea Kat 
H brepBory Pbeiper, Tovr’ idety ori ex 

Tay HOuKay. Act 8 brtp trav apavay 

Tots pavepots wapTuptots xpjnada. One 

might almost fancy that the writer 

was quoting the Ethics of Aristotle. 

Spengel, however (Transactions of 

Philos.-Philol. Class of Bavarian Aca- 

demy, 1. 513), remarks that the true 

reading must be not ék ray 76iKay, 

but é« Td aic@joewy, confirming this 

conjecture by the words of Stobzeus, 

who with regard to the Peripatetic 
ethies says, mpds 5& thy det tov- 

Tou Tois ek TaY aidOjoewy japTuplos 

The writer therefore is 

only borrowing, not quoting, from 

Aristotle. 

xXpavrat. 

domep em rijs iaxvos-—io xiv] Taken 

perhaps from Plato, cf. Hraste, p. 134, 

where, to prove that philosophy is not 
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, / Act 5: U , i \ rs, Wea 

OITIL TWAEW XA EAATTW YLVOU.EVH 4zives THY vylsbav, TO 
Y , \ ~ \ ” \ , bd o y \ 

S TUMmETLA xa Moist HOI AVES xal TWSEL. ov TwWS ody xal 
>) \ ig \ S / ” A ~ ~ 

exl Twdpoouryg xa avopelag Eyer xal Thy AAAWY apeTaY* 
o \ , , x , \ NNEC , 
6 TE yap mayTa devywy xai DoPovpmevog xak wydev broue- 

A / (cA a fe \ 

yoy OsiA0g yiveTal, 6 Te UDEV CAME HoBovpmsveg BAAA TpdG 
U DY4 4 , € / = » \¢ X\ , ey ~ 

movTa PadiSwy Ipacug. bpolws 08 xal 6 wiv dong ydovijg 
> va \ “ fod id € 

ATOAQKUWY HOLL [LNOELLAG ATE YOLEVOS AXOAAT TOG, O02 TATAS 
la od > ~ , 

devywy, women of aypoixo1, avabobnrog Tig P4eiveras 
\ e re Ni > iN , fad (d ~ ~ 

yap 7 cwhporuvy xak 4 avdpsia two Tig UmELorys xal TIS 
2 / ceaN SN ~ 4 she ’ ? > 
erarsibews, UO OF TYG [LETOTYTOG TDWOETAHI AAA ov 

7 / \ > ? \ ’ ~ 

peavoy ai yeveoess xal ai avEyjosig xual ai dbopal ex Thy av- 
~ \ \ ~ a 4 6) 7 z 

TOY HO OTO THY AUTM@yY yivoyTal, AAA xal ab evéoyeran ev 
~ 5) ~ \ \ ~ we ~ 

Tog AUTOS EOOYTaL’ xal yap eri THY aAAwWY TY davepu- 
/ a Y ca \ ~ “4 

TEpwv oUTwWS EEL, Oloy Ex THG IoYVOG* yiveTaL yap ex 
~ \ \ / \ 

TOU TOAAYY Tpoday AapPoavery xal TOoAAOUS Tovous Um ope- 
\ 7 NZ ~ ~ , r) 

VEL, HAL PAMITTA OuYATAL TATA Mosely 6 ioyusoG. ovTwW 
Yd \ aes ~ ~ / ~ 

O Eyer xal eri ray aperiby’ Ex Te yap To améyer4as 
~ ~ / \ + 

THY yoovoy yivoneda cwhpoves, xal yevdusvor parioTa 
/ s ~ / wn > 

Ouvapela améverIas auTmy. bmolws 02 xab exh THg av- 
, 5) / N a es Bs \ 

Opzlag* eiConevor yap xatadpovely tTwy doPepay xai 
, > \ , N ~ A , 

Oropevely AUTA yivousda AvopElol, Hab YEvOMEVOL PAALTTA 
/ / \ / 

duvycopsda bromevery TH DoPecd. 

moAuwadia, Socrates argues that iAo- 8 Gar’ ov pdvov—icxupds] ‘ But 

yvupvacrtais not moAvmovia, but exercise 

in moderation. To which his opponent 

agrees (C), AAA’ duoroya uy Ta TOAAG 

GAAG TH METPLA ‘Yyuuvaow THY evetlay 

eurotety Tots avOperos. Ti d€ 7a o1Tla ; 

Te werpia 2} TX TOAAG; K.T.A. - There 

are three points which this chapter 

and the next contribute tentatively to 

the theory of virtuous actions: (1) 

From the analogy of life, health, and 

strength, they must exhibit the law of 

the balance between extremes; (2) 

Virtue reproduces the actions out of 

which it was formed ; (3) It is essen- 

tially concerned with pleasure, and is 

indeed entirely based on a regulation 

of pleasures and pains. 

not only do the formation, the in- 

crease, the destruction of these quali- 

ties arise out of the same given cir- 

cumstances, and by the same means,— 

the exercise also of the qualities, when 

formed, will be in the same sphere. 

We see this to be the case with things 

more palpable, as for instance, strength. 

For it arises out of taking much food 

and enduring much toil, and these 

things the strong man is especially 

able to do.’ Virtue is developed out 

of, and finds its development in, the 

But only 

those which sueceed the formation of 

same class of évépyeia. 

virtue are to be called virtuous, see 

below, Chapter IV. 

Z 

9 
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A > \ \ \ , y \ Cian? S459) “ SD A X 

Tepk YOovag yap xab AuTaGg eoTly 7 74127) AbETH * OK LEY 

III. 1 Snuetov 5&—Seirds] ‘Now 

we must consider the test of a formed 

state of mind to be the pleasure or 

pain that results on doing the par- 

ticular acts. For he who abstains 

from bodily indulgence, and feels 

pleasure in doing so, is temperate, 

but he who does it reluctantly is in- 

temperate ; and he who endures danger 

gladly, or at all events without pain, 

is brave, while he that does it with 

pain is a coward.’ The doctrine ex 

pressed here has been already antici- 

pated, £th. 1. viii. 12. It is an ideal 

perfection of virtue, in which all 

struggle has ceased, and nothing but 

pleasure is felt in the virtuous acts. 

Temperance and courage are pictured 

in this ideal way, Hth. 1. xiil.17. The 

terms akéAaotos and de:Ads above 

seem used merely as the contradictories 

of céppwy and avdpetos, so that axd- 

Aaoros has not the more technical 

sense which it receives farther on in 

the treatise. According to Aristotle’s 

expanded doctrine, to abstain with 

difficulty, or to meet danger with re- 

luctance, shows not intemperance or 

cowardice, but only imperfect self- 

control. 

mep) ndovas yap Kal AUmas éotly 7 

791% dpeth| ‘For moral virtue has 

to do with pleasures and pains.” On 

this sentence the chapter goes off, 

giving proofs of what is here affirmed. 

These proofs, to some extent, run into 

each other, and the whole chapter 

may be accused of want of method, 

both in itself and in relation to the | 

entire Ethics. But we must remember 

that there is still something tentative 

about Aristotle’s theory of virtue; 

that psychology was still in its in- 

fancy ; that Aristotle was only gradu- 

ally winning his way to establish 

moral virtue as a state of the will in 

contradistinction to former systems, 

which had confounded it with a state 

of the intellect. From this point of- 

view we may see the importance of 

urging the close connexion of morality 

with the feelings, instincts, desires, in 

short with pleasures and pains. The 

arguments are (1) Pleasures and pains 

induce and deter; whence Plato said 

that true education consists in learning 

to like and dislike the right things. 

(2) Virtue is an affair of actions and 

feelings, hence of pleasure and pain, 

which are inseparable from these. (3) 

Punishment consists in pain, and 

therefore vice, which it corrects, must 

consist in pleasure. (4) So much 

have pleasures and pains to do with 

the corrupting of the mind, that some 

have defined virtue to consist in insen- 

sibility to these. (5) There are three» 

principles which form the motives for 

action: the good, the profitable, the 

pleasant. Of these the last is in itself 

the most widely extended, and it 

enters into both the others. (6) Plea- 

sure is a natural instinct from infancy 

upwards, which it is impossible to get 

rid of. (7) We all, in a greater or 

less degree, adopt pleasure and pain 

as the measure of actions. (8) The 

very difficulty of contending with 
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these motives proves their claim to be 

the matter of virtue, and the objects 

of the highest science, namely, Politics. 

A glance at these arguments is suffi- 

cient to show that they might have 

been more scientifically stated. It is 

obvious that they are written pre- 

viously to Aristotle’s analysis of plea- 

sure, as it appears in Book X. The 

deeper method would have been to 

state the connexion of pleasure with 

éevépyeiw, and of evépye with moral 

virtue on the one hand, and happiness 
on the other. 

2 as 6 TlAdtwy gpyoty] The refer- 

ence is to Plato, de Legibus, u. p. 653 

A: héyw Tolvuy Toy Taldwy maLdiKyy elvar 

TpeTny aicOnow jdovyv Kat AdTny, Kal 

ev ois apeti) Wuxn Kal KaKia maparyt- 

vera Tp@tov, TadT’ elyar—raidelay 5h 

Aéyw Thy Tapayryvomevny mp@Tov moo ly 

Gpethv, Hdov) SE Kal oirla kal Avy 

Kad pioos dy opbds ev Wuxais eyylyvwr- 

Tar whmw Suvyapevav Adyo AauBavery, 

AaBdytwy 5E Thy Adyov cUUpaVvhowsr 

T@ A6yw, bpOas -€iDloOa brs THY mpo- 

onkdyvtwy eOay: avtns 8 7 kvupwria 

tdumaca pev apeth, Td Se Tep) Tas 

noovas kat Admas TeOpaupevoy avTis 

6p0Gs, Hore miceiy pev & xp miceiv 

evOds ef apxis méxpt TéAOUS, oTEpryey 

dé & xph oTepyelv, TOUT av’Td amoTE“oY 

T? Adyw Kal madelay mpocayopevwy 

Kara ye Thy euhy opbas ky mpocaryopevas. 

4 ai 5€ iarpeia dia Tay evayTiwy 
mepikact yiverOa| ‘But it is the 

VOL. I. 

nature of remedies to be the contrary 

of that which they cure.’ This prin- 

ciple is stated by Hippocrates, Aphor- 

ism Xx. § 2, and repeated Eth. x. 

ix. 10, 

5 €r, ws Kal mpdrepov—mpooribe- 

‘Again, as we have already 

said, every mental state is essen- 

tially related to, and concerned with, 

those things by which it is na- 

turally made worse or better; now 

our mental states are corrupted by * 

pleasures and pains, from pursuing 

and avoiding them, either those which 

one ought not, or at the wrong time, 

or in the wrong manner, or what- 

ever other points of the kind are 

specified in the definition. Hence it 

is that people define the virtues to be 

certain apathies and quietudes,—not 

rightly, however, because they state 

this absolutely without adding, “ as is 

right,” and “as is wrong,” and “ at the 

proper time,” and all the other quali- 

fications.’ 

as «at mpérepov| The Laurentian 

MS. (Kb) reads @s kal mpénv, which 

is adopted by Dr. Cardwell. But 

there does not seem to be any instance 

of a similar usage in Aristotle, by 
which zpénv might be justified. The 

reference is to the preceding chapter, 

§§ 8, 9, where it is stated that 

virtue finds its development in those 

same acts and feelings out of which 

it sprung. 

Tat| 

0 Oo 
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THY Abpea TApaxonroudel ° 

xO4v7) TE yap AUTY, noe US xo TAC Tols oro 
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xal yap TO xaAOY xa TO CO UlL- 

&s un Set 4 bre ov Se7] The od must 

be taken immediately with de?, so as 

to form a positive conception, ‘ when 

it is wrong ;’ else of course “7 would 

be required. 

trd tov Adyou] Not ‘ by reason, 

but ‘by the formula of definition.’ 

Cf. Physics, u. 1x. 5: 

ov Evexa, Kal H apxh amd Tod dpicpod 

kal tov Adyov. The notion of a regu- 

lar formula for defining virtue occurs 

Eth. vi. Sill. 4: Syuetov Se° 

viv mayres, Otay 6piCwyTa: Thy apEeTHe, 

kal Td TEAOS TO 

kal yap 

mpoorOeacr Thy ew, eimdvTes Kal mpds 

& €or, Thy Kata Toy dpOd1 Adyov. 

Aw Kal dpi¢oyra| Especially the 

Cynics, but other philosophers also, 

as for Democritus, who 

seems to have placed the highest 

Cf. Stobeeus, Fel. 

Thy & evOuutay Kal everto kal 

instance 

good in atapatia, 

ae 7 ON 

apuwoviay ounpetplay te Kal arapatiov 

kaAet. Aristotle appeals to this defi- 

nition, as being an evidence, though 

an over-statement, of the truth that 

virtue consists in a balance of the 

feelings. He appeals to a similar 

oyer-statement of the truth that pro- 

sperity is necessary for happiness, 

Eth. i. viii. 17. 

ovx et 5€, bt. GrA@s] Amongst 

other oppositions, arA@s is frequently 

opposed to kata mpdabeow, or mpoc- 

Ojxnv, ‘absolutely’ opposed to ‘ with 

Cf. Hth. vit. iv. 3: 

. . GAN arras 

a qualification.’ 

ov Kata mpdcbecw . 

This shows the force of mpug- 

Tl@erat above. 

povoyv. 

6 brdnerra:—rovvaytioy] ‘We may 

begin by assuming then, as a ground 

for future inquiries, that this kind of | 

excellence (¢.¢. moral) is concerned 

with pleasures and pains, and tends | 

with regard to them to the perform- | 

ance of what is best, while vice is 

the opposite. The chapter might 

have ended here, but Aristotle re- | 

opens the discussion with fresh argu- 

ments, and again sums it up in 

Sule 
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Amopyoes 0 ay Tic, THo Aeyomey Cri Ost TH ty ince 4 

8 é1 ® ek vywiov—aAvrn] ‘ Again, 

it has grown up along with us all 

‘from our infancy, and this makes it 

hard to rub off a feeling that is in- 

grained into our life. And all of us, 

in a greater or less degree, make 

pleasure and pain our standard of 

actions.’ 
xarerdy amotphpacba: — eyKkex pw- 

ouévov| The metaphor, though not 

its precise application, seems taken 

from Plato, Repub. tv. p. 429 D, 

where the effects of right education 

are compared to a dye, with which 

the mind is to be imbued, so as to 

resist the detersive effects of pleasure 

and pain. 
10 é@rt 5¢—‘HpdkAertos| ‘ Again, 

it is harder to contend with pleasure 

than with anger, which, as Heraclitus 

says, is a hard antagonist.’ The 

saying of Heraclitus is given in full, 

Politics, v. xi. 31: Gped@s yap 

éavt@y €xovow of bia Oupdy emxel- 

_podvtes, Kabdmep kad ‘HpdkAciros eime, 

xarerdy pdckwy elvar Ouud pwaxeobat: 

WuxiIs yap wveioOa (i.e. that men are 

ready to gratify their anger at the 

cost of their life). It is repeated 

also Hth. Eudem. u. vii. 9. We see 

that Heraclitus only spoke of anger ; 

the comparison of anger with plea- 

sure is not due to him. 

IV. I ’Amopjoete & By tis] The 

theory thus far given of the yéveots of 

virtue is now supplemented by the 

starting and answering of a difficulty. 

The theory, as stated, is a paradox. 

How can it be said that we become 

just by doing just things? If we do 

just things we must be just already, 

as he that performs music is already a 

musician. The answer to this diffi- 

culty is (1) in the arts, to whose 

analogy appeal is made, mere perfor- 

mance is no proof of art. The first 

essays of the learner may by chance, 

or by the guidance of his master 

(amd TUXS Kab AAO brofeuEvov), at- 

002 
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tain a sort of success and an artistic 
appearance, but the learner is no 

artist as yet. (2) A fortiori, if mere 

performance is no proof of art, much 

less is it any proof of morals. For 

the outward result in art is some- 

thing sufficient in itself. But the 

outward act in morals is not enough. 

Hence those ‘just acts’ by which we 

acquire justice, are, on nearer in- 
spection, not really just; they want 

the moral qualification of that settled 

internal character in the heart and 

mind of the agent, without which no 

external act is virtuous in the highest 

sense of the term. (3) As Aristotle 

rarely meets a difficulty arising out of 

his theories, without adding something 

in depth or completeness to those 

theories, so here, he deepens the con- 

ception of virtue previously given, by 

urging that knowledge is the least im- 

portant element in it ; and that philo- 

sophy without action is impotent to 
attain it. 

3 Knowledge; purpose; purity 

of purpose (mpoatpoduevos & add), 

formed and settled stability of cha- 

racter, are the internal requisites for 

constituting a good act. Knowledge 

is necessary to, and presupposed in, 

purpose. We are told presently that 

knowledge is of slight or no ayail for 

virtue, while the other elements are 

all in all (apbs 5¢ 7d Tas dpetas Td wer 

eldévar puiKpdy 7) ovdey icxter, Ta ® 

dAAa ob uikpdy GAAG Th way Bivarat). 

This is areaction against theSoeratico- 

Platonic doctrine that virtue consists 

in knowledge; but Aristotle only 

means to say—that knowledge, if 
taken by itself, if separate from the 

will, if merely existing in the intel- 

lect, is of no avail. We find after. 

wards a strong statement of the 

opposite view,—that he who has opd- 

vnois has all the virtues. th. vi. 

xiii. 6, Vi. il. 5. 

mpoaipovuevos 5 ata] Here would 

have been the place for introducing 

an allusion to the doctrine of moral 
obligation, had such formed part of 

Aristotle’s system. But he says not 

that ‘good acts must be done with a 

feeling of duty,’ but that ‘they must 

be chosen for their own sake,” A 
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good act must be chosen, loved, and 

done because it is beautiful (dT: 

kaddv). Aristotle does not analyse 

further than this. 

duetakivyitws| No point is more 

insisted on in these Ethics than the 

stability of the moral €fe1s, when once 

fornied we Ofer x0 TO, 1. xe 045 Vin 1X: 

sophy health of mind.’ We often 

hear of ‘the modernisms in Plato,’ 

The above passage might be called a 

modernism in Aristotle. 

V. With this chapter commences 

a new division of the Book, in which 

a formal definition of virtue according 

14. to substance or genus, and quality or 

6 GAN of modAdol—gidocogodytes| | differentia, is given. We find the 
‘But most people, instead of doing 

these things, take refuge in talk about 

them, and flatter themselves that they 

are studying philosophy, and are in a 

fair way to become good men; which 

conduct may be likened to that of 

those sick people who listen atten- 

tively to what their physician says, 

but do not follow a tittle of his pre- 

scriptions. Such a regimen will n€ver 
give health of body, nor such a philo- 

conception of this kind of definition 

already existing in Plato. Cf. Meno, 

Pp. 71 B: euaurdy katapeupouat ws ovK 

elds mep) dpeTjs Td Tapamay’ 0 OE Li) 

oda Th eort, was ty bmotdy yé TL Eidelnv; 

Like other parts of logic it was elabo- 

rated and made systematic by Ari- 

stotle. See Essay III. In the pre- 

sent chapter the ti éoriw; of virtue is 

established, that it is a €gis, or formed 

state of mind, This is arrived at 
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by assuming that every mode of the 

mind must be one of three things, 

either a feeling, a faculty, or a state, 

and by proving that virtue is neither 

a feeling, nor a faculty; whence by 

the exhaustive process it remains that 

it must be a state of mind. The form 

of the argument here is the same as 

that of Eth. 1. vii. g—14, where it is 

demonstrated what is the proper func- 

tion of man, and that of the argument 

in Republic rv. p. 428—433, where the 

nature and province of justice are 

determined. Aristotle does not here 

explain why he assumes that the 

modes of mind are only three; but 

the assumption no doubt rests upon 

his doctrine of Quality. Virtue is a 

quality (1. vi. 3: 

gperat),and the category of Quality is 

subdivided into four divisions (Cat. 

Viii.), (1) €&s and Siadeois. (2) boa Kara 

divauw pvoikhy 7) advvaylay A€yerau. 

> “a ta ec kal é€v TE Tolm ai 

(3) mabyrixal rodrnres. (4) oXTpa Kal 

poppy. Of these the last is in the 

present case excluded by its own 

nature, and it is only necessary to 

eliminate two of the remaining three. 

Apart from the subdivision of the 

category, the threefold partition of the 

mind might be defended upon its own 

merits ; for rd80s may be in a sense 
identified with éevépyem, and es isa 

sort of determinate dtvauis,—a Sbvauts, 

so to speak, on the other side of évép- 

yeu. Granting to the human mind 

the power of development, and of self- 

determination by the law of habits, it 

follows that every mode in which such 

a mind exists, must either be its innate, 

undeveloped, and potential faculties, 

its moments of consciousness, or its 

acquired and formed tendencies and 
states. 

The arguments to prove that virtue 
is not a md@os, are (1) an appeal to 

language. We are called ‘good’ or 

‘bad’ on account of virtue or vice; 

not on account of isolated feelings. 

(2) A passion is by its nature inyolun- 

tary; but virtue implies deliberate 

choice (poatpeois). (3) An appeal 

to language; we speak of being 

‘moyed’ in regard to the feelings; of 

being ‘disposed’ in regard to virtue or 

vice. Again, for the same reason, 

virtue is not a Svvauis. (1) Because 

we are not ‘called good’ for our faeul- 

ties. (2) Because a faculty is some- 

thing natural and innate (Suvaro) pév 

eouey pice), and virtue is not. 

2 Aéyw 5e—ebd] ‘I mean by emo- 
tions, desire, anger, fear, boldness, 

envy, joy, friendship, hatred, longing, 

emulation, pity; in short, everything 

that is accompanied by pain or plea- 

sure. I call those faculties, by reason 

of which we are said to be capable of 

feeling emotions, as, for instance, 

capable of being angry, of suffering 

pain, of feeling pity ; and I call those 

states by which we stand in a certain 
relation, good or bad, to the emotions ; 

as, for instance, with regard to anger, 

we are in a bad condition if our 

anger is too violent, or too slack, in a 
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good one, if we hit the happy medium.’ 
Aristotle contents himself with indi- 

cating what he means by these diffe- 

rent terms, instead of giving anything 

like a scientific definition of them. 

Thus he gives specimens of the feelings 

in which there is no attempt at classi- 

fication, ‘desire’ being a wider term 

than most of the others mentioned, 

‘envy’ and‘ emulation’ being perhaps 

different modes of the same feeling, 

&e. The words used are throughout 

informal, T& év TH WuxH ywdueva—ois 

€metar Ndovyj—Kal &s Svvatol_—Kaé” &s 

It is easy to see that a 

deeper psychology might have stated 

all that is here said in a different and 

better way. In his account of efes 

there is a play on words which it is 

impossible to render, €teis—kaf? &s 

éxouev. Of. the use of mws exwy in 

§ 3 of the preceding chapter. 

4 ai 8 aperai mpootpéces tives] 

mauOyntikol, 

ec 5} 
€ 

> ? vy YN ~ 
apsTy, chOyT Os ° 0&5 

This is an extreme statement, in op- 

position to the Socratic doctrine that 

virtues were gpovjcets, cf. Eth. vi. 

xii. 3. Aristotle immediately qualifies 

it. There has been no proof of this 

position as yet. 
diaketoOat mws| This word is very 

common in Plato (as in other Greek). 

Cf. Repub. 1v. 431 B: axdAaoroy Tov 

oUTw Siareluevoy, &c. In the treatise 

on the Categories, which bears Aris- 

totle’s name, it is made to imply a 

didfeo.s in contradistinction to éxeyr, 

which implies a @éis. Cat. vill. 5: of 

bev yap eters Exovtes Kal SidKewrTat ye 

Siakeluwevor ov > 3 i c A 

TwWS KAT aUTaS, Ot OE 

mavTws Kal ef Exovow, 

VI. Having stated the generic con- 

ception of virtue (zi éo7:)—that it 

is a developed state of mind, Aristotle 

now proceeds to determine it more 

exactly (ola tis). He lays the ground 
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> NA Pe ot ff or ” At ge Pe 

Eb 07, TOUT Sb TWAVTWY OUTWS EXE, Hab 7 TOV 

aviowmov apety ely av Eig ad’ 7g ayabig avIgwrog yive- 

for this more accurate determination, 

by giving a summary (borrowed from 

Plato) of the characteristics of ’Aper?. 

Every excellence is the perfection of 

an object, and of the functions of that 
object. Thus human excellence (or 

virtue) will be the perfection of man, 

and of the functions of man. This 

leads us to inquire more narrowly 
what are the characteristics of a per- 

fect @pyov (the word is ambiguous, de- 

noting ‘work of art,’ or ‘ product of 

nature,’ as well as ‘function’ or 

‘province’). From the conception of 

quantity, whether continuous (auvexés) 

or discrete (d:aperdy), we get the 

conception of more, less, and equal, or 

excess, defect, and the mean, which 

in the case of human action must not 

be arithmetical but proportional (§§ 

4-—7). Nowa glance at the arts shows 

us that the skill of an artist and the 

perfection of a work consist in the 

attainment and exhibition of the re- 

lative mean, so that nothing can be 

added or taken away without spoil- 

ing the effect ($§ 8—9). According 

to this analogy, virtue, which, like 

nature, is finer than the finest art, 

aims at the mean, avoiding excess 

and deficiency in feeling and action 

(§§ 10—13). To this account of the 

essence of virtue witness is borne by 

the Pythagorean doctrine, that right 

is one, and wrong manifold (§ 14). 

We need only qualify our theory and 

our definition of virtue, by adding 

that it is from an abstract point of 

view alone we can call virtue ‘ a mean 

state.’ From a moral point of view 

it is an extreme that is utterly re- 

moved from its opposite, vice (§§ 15— 

17), and we must not apply the notion- 

of the mean and the extremes to 

every act. Some acts are in them- 

selves extremes, as, for instance, acts 

of crime, and it will be impossible to 

find a mean in suchas these (§§ 18— 
20). 

2 pntéov ovtv—modeulovs] * We 

must commence then by asserting 

that every excellence both exhibits 

that thing of which it is an excellence 

in a good state, and also causes the 

perfect performance of that thing’s 

proper function, as, for instance, the 

excellence of an eye makes the eye 

good, and also the performance of 

its function, for we see well from 

the excellence of the eye. So, too, 

the exellence of a horse makes him 

both a good horse, and good in his 

paces, in bearing his rider, and in 

standing a charge.’ This is taken 

almost verbatim from Plato, Repub, 
I. p. 353. B: “Ap &y wore bupara 7d 

aitav epyov Kada@s amepydoawro mh 

éxovra Thy atray oikelay aperiy, K.T.A. 

An illustration had been drawn from 

the horse and its excellence before in 

the same book, p. 335 B. 
3 € 5} TOUT’ emt mdvTwy obtws Exel, 
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kat 7 TOU avOpdémov apeth K.T.A.] Ari- 

stotle treats of human virtue as part 

ofa general law by which al natural 

objects fulfil their several functions, 

and each in accordance with its own 

proper excellence. He next passes to 

the analogy of the arts, though he 

regards virtue as higher than them, 

and more akin to nature. (7 5 aperi 

maons Téexvns axptBeoTépa Kal awelvwr 

éotly, Sorep kal 7 pots.) In the 

present passage we have again to do 

with the conception of the épyov of 
man; see above Eth. t. vii. 14. 

4 mas 5€ TovT’ Hon pmev 

eipxauev] If any special passage is 

referred to, it must be 11. iv. 3. 

ev mavtl 89 quvexet Kal diaipeTo] 

‘Now in all quantity both continuous 

and discrete.’ The terms here are not 

meant to go together, as if it were, 

‘Tn all that is continuous, and at the 

same time capable of division ;’ but 

the two forms of quantity are referred 

to, about which we read Categories v1. 

I: Tov 5& wdécov 7d mey eori diwpiope- 

eor au, 

vov, To BE auvexés.—Eor B& diwpic- 

Mévov pev oioy apibuds Kad Adyos (a | 

VOL. I. P 

word), cuvexés 5€ oioy ypayph, emipd- 

veld, THpa, ET. SE mapa TadTa xpdvos 

Cf. Politics 1. v. 3: 
AY 

yap ek TAcidvwy ouvéeatnke,—elte eK 

kal rémos. bo 

ouvex@y ett’ ex Spnucvev. De Celo, t. 

ee 

5 A€yw 5€ Tov wey mpaypaTos— 

€AAclrret | 

understand that which is equidistant 

from the two given extremes, and 

which is one and the same to all, and 

by a mean relatively to the person 

(mpbs juas), I understand that which 

‘ By an objective mean, I 

is neither too much nor too little’ 

In this, as in many other places of 

Aristotle, we desiderate a formula 

expressive of the opposition between 

the objective and subjective. Not 

that there is a want of clearness here, 

but if he had possessed the formula, 

he would have applied it here, and 

would by it have solyed many an am- 

biguity elsewhere existing. 

7 Kata Thy apOuntixhy avadroyiav | 

i.e.‘ Arithmetical progression, opposed 

to ‘geometrical proportion,’ which 

consists of four terms, cf. Eth. v. 

verze 

ie 
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MiAwy mev yap oAtyoy| This illus- 

tration may remind us of the humour- 

ous turn in Plato’s Republic, p. 338 ¢, 

where, on Thrasymachus defining jus- 

tice to be Td Tov Kpelrrovos Evppépor, 

Socrates answers, @ Opactmaxe, Th 

ToTe AEYELS ; 

ris” 
TayKpatiasTis Kal avT@ tuupeper ra 

ov yap Tv 76 ye ToLdyde 

ei TlovAvodyas nu@y Kpeltrtwy 6 

Bde «peg mpds TO THua, ToOvTO 7d 

o.rtov elvoy kal july Tots HTTOOWw eKelvou | 

Evuupepov Gua kat dickarov. Cf, Hraste, 

p- 134, quoted aboye on 11. il. 6. 

9 «i 5}—épya] ‘If, then, every art 

thus completes its work, namely, by 

looking to the mean and conducting 

its With the theory 

of art here stated ef. Politics ut. xiii. 

21, AjAoy be TovTO Kal emt TGV BAAwV 

results to this.’ 

TEXVaV Kat eriOTHUaY, OUTE yap ypaheus 

edoerey ty Toy bmepBadrAovTa 16da Tis 

cuumetplas Exe Td (gov, ovd' ei 

And on the 

general doctrine of uesdrys, its history, 

and its applications, see Essay IV. 

10 Aéyw 5E tiv HOKhy] The intel- 

lectual dperat are not peadtytes, for 

this simple reason—that they are 

Adyot; the ‘laws’ or ‘ standards’ of 

the balance which is to be introduced 

into the passions. 

Il 7d 8 bre Set—aperijs| ‘ But to 

have these feelings at the right time, 

diab€por Td KaAAOS. 

and en occasion of the right things, 

and towards the right persons, and 

with the right object, and in the right 

manner, this is the golden mean and 

the highest excellence, names which 

are proper to yirtue,’ From the men- 

tion of all these qualifications it is 
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easy to see that Aristotle means by 

his peooy to establish something more 

than a merely quantitative difference 

between vice and virtue. 
14 1 7d wey Gpapravery—povaxas | 

‘Again it is possible to err in many 

ways (for evil belongs to the infinite, 

as the Pythagoreans figured, and good 

to the finite), but to do right is possible 

only in one way.’ See Essays II. and 

IV. The authorship of the verse 

€cOAol wey yap K.7.A. is unknown. 

‘Virtue, 

therefore, is a developed state of the 

moral purpose in relative balance, 

which is determined by a standard, 

according as the thoughtful 

would determine.’ Spengel regards 

15 éoTw t&pa—éploesey] 

man 

wpiruévn aS a Mere misprint in Bek- 

ker’s editions for @ptouévn, which all 

former editions had. It is the pe- 

corns, and not the é€&s, which is de- 

termined by Adyos. In two places 

already, Hth. 1. iv. 3, and 1. v. 4, we 

have met with the tacit assumption 

This 

is justified by the account of mpoat- 

that virtue implies mpoalpecis. 

peots, and its relation to action, in the 

next book. The other terms of the 

definition have been sufficiently es- 

tablished in the progress of this book. 

The reference to the Ppdviwos as an 

impersonation of the ‘law’ or ‘stand- 

ard’ of reason is a necessary modifi- 

cation of what would else be an en- 

tirely relative, individual, and arbi- 

trary, theory of virtue. The ‘thought- 

ful man’ stands as the representative 

of the absolute reason of man mani- 

fested in the individual conscious- 

Ness. 

17 Alo Kata wev Thy ovciay—axpdrns | 

PPQ 

17 
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‘Virtue, therefore, if viewed in the 

light of its essence and its constitutive 

conception, is a mean state, but with 

respect to supreme excellence, and 

rightness, it is an extreme. This 

passage implies that the term Meodrns 

is an abstract and metaphysical ex- 

pression for the law of virtue, esti- 

mated by the understanding (though 

doubtless the deepest view attainable); 

but that viewed in relation to the 

good, or (as we should say) from a 

moral point of view,—virtue is no 

mean state lying between vices (as if 

virtue were a little less vice, and vice 

a little more virtue), Lut an extreme, 

that is, utterly removed from, and 

opposed to, vice. It is a profound 

remark, showing the balance in Ari- 

stotle between an abstract and a 

concrete view of morals. With regard 

to the terminology here employed, 

the word ovcta is, as Aristotle himself 

tells us, to a certain extent ambiguous 

(cf. Mctaphys. vi. iii. 1: Aéyetu & 7 

ovata, ei uh TACOVAXGS, GAN ey TéeTTapat 

ye maAioTa’ Kal yap Td Ti iy civor Kad 

To KaOdAov kal Td yévos ovcia doKel 

elvar Exdotou Kal Tétaptoy Tobtwy Td 

imokeiwevov). It is made definite 

however in the present place by the 

addition of the phrase kat tov Adyov 

Toy TL Hy civat A€yovta, which may be 

regarded here as an explanation of 

ovoia, On Adyov—Aéyorta, cf, De 

Motu Animclium, x. 1: kara pev ody 

Toy Adyuv TOY A€YorTA Thy aiTiay THs 

kwhoews, The formula tt jv elvas, 

like other leading parts of Aristotle's 

philosophy, appears in his works as 

already established. Though no trace 

of it is to be found in Plato, familia- 

rity with its use is presupposed by 

Aristotle, and no account of its genesis 

is given, Its metaphysical import is 

discussed in Metaphis. v1. iv-xi, from 

which we gather (1) that ti jv elvas 

implies the essential nature of a thing 

(€xaotov d Aéyera: Ka’ abrd) to the 

exclusion of all that is accidental; 

(2) that it is the definition of a thing, 

but not of all things, for it excludes 

all material associations, henee that 

to a conception like oimérys you 

cannot assign a 7 Hy elvar; (3) that 

it is no mere abstraction, but closely 

connected with individual existence, 

and implying what the Germans cali 

Daseyn ; hence it is separable from 

the a@déAou or universal element in a 

thing,—it implies this, but also some= 

thing more. From the concreteness 

of its nature, it also differs from the 

Platonic idea, with which it has much 

in common, being the immaterial, 

primai, and archetypal law of the 

being of things ; (4) ‘ The knowledge 

of a thing,’ says Aristotle, ‘ consists 

in knowing its ti qv etvar’ (Metaphys. 

vi. vi. 6). With this important con- 

ception in his theory of knowledge 

and of existence we may compare to 

some extent the ‘Forms’ of Bacon, 

which were no doubt borrowed from 

it. But fully to comprehend the ti 

jv eivat implies mastering the meta- 

physical system of Aristotle. With 

regard to the grammar of the formula 
we are left to conjecture, and accord- 

ingly at least two erroneous explana- 

tions have been given. (1) That of 

Alexander Aphrod.ad Top. 1.( Brandis, 

Scholia, p. 256 a 43), that jv is simply 

used for éoti, whereas we find a fre- 

quent contrast between the formula 

vi qv and ti écrit, (2) The whole 

phrase has been translated ‘ substantia 

que est, etsi preeterita,’ as though tl jv 

could be used for drep jv. Ti vis 

of course a question, and has been 
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represented by the term Quidditas in 

the Scholastic Latin. The preterite 

jv appears used to express the prior, 

i.e. the deeper and more essential 

nature of a thing. ‘What was the 

essence of the thing ?’ (7.e. before its 

present individual manifestation). Cf. 

Metaphys. vt. vii. 6: “Qore cvpBalver 

Tpdmov Tie e byielas Thy byleay ylve- 

0a kal THY oiklay e& oiklas, THS avev 

vAns Thy Exovoay bAnv.—Aéyw 5€ ovciay 

avev UAns To TlHveivar. It is difficult 

to say what was the original phrase of 

which the three words are a disjointed 

remnant. Probably it may have been 

as follows, Té jy avépdmrw civar dvOpdre. 

‘What was that property in man 

which constitutes the conception of | 

his being a man?’ 

Aristotle especially to denote the con- 

ception or inner essence of a thing, 

ef. Eth. v. i. 20. We may observe 

Eiva: is used in 

that «iva: is never affixed to the ques- 

tion ti éort, which implies a more 

superficial and accidental account. 

VII. Aristotle now passes on to 

the exemplification of his general law 

of virtue in the various separate 

virtues. He gives accordingly a list 

of virtues, and shows that they are 

severally mean states between various 

extremes. This list forms a table of 

contents for Books LI. and IV., 

which treat of the virtues here men- 

tioned, and in the order here given. 

The question arises—upon what prin- 

ciple is this list formed? We find 

at once that Aristotle has resorted to 

experience. He has not contented 

himself with applying his law to the 

previously recognised divisions of 

virtue. He has abandoned the old 

enumeration of four cardinal virtues, 

given in Plato’s Republic, p. 428 (and 

on which most of the reasoning in 

20 
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that book depends), namely, courage, 

justice, but 

these all reappear in his list, only not 

temperance, wisdom ; 

on the same level with each other. 

Wisdom is divided into ppéynots and 

copia, of which the first is made the 

standard of moral virtue, and the 

other stands apart as a perfection of 

the pure intellect. Justice is separated 

from other practical virtues, as being 

something externally determined (cf. 

Eth. v. v. 17). Plato gives, in the 

Protagoras, p. 349 8B, another list of 

five virtues, holiness (éo1é7s) being 

added to the other four; this answers 

to evoéBera, which is frequently men- 

tioned as a virtue by the Socrates of 

Xenophon. Aristotle omits it alto- 

gether, probably on account of the 

separation he made between ethics 

and religion. With this exception, 

Aristotle’s list of virtues implies the 

same view of life as Plato’s, only it 

goes more into detail and aims at 

more completeness. In the present 

chapter ten virtues are enumerated, 

to which are added modesty and in- 

dignation, two mean states in the 

feelings; and justice is mentioned as 

something to be treated of separately. 

In departing from the unity of a law 

to enumerate its exemplifications, 

there must always be something arbi- 

Why so many and no more? 

It would seem as if Aristotle applied 

his principle to the virtues ready at 

hand, and then afterwards believed in 

(Cf. Lith. 
Il. Vii. 9, viv 5€ wep) T&v AoiTGy. 11. 

Vil. 11, pytéoyv ody x«.7.A.; UL. Vv. 23, 

dpa 8 sta dijAov Kal wou cicly.) 

In the Phetoric 1. ix. 5—13, we finda 

list of virtues (or, as they are called, 

Mepn apetas) given, which is identical 

with the present (not containing, how- 

trary. 

his own list as complete. 

ever, iAoTimia, evTpameAta, aAnOeLa, 

¢iria), mépn Se dperijs 

aydpla, swpportyn,  peyadompeeia, 

peyadopuxla, 

gpovnots, copla. 

dikaocivn, 

éAcuvepidtns, mpadrns, 

Of those omitted, 

the first may be said to be included 

in peyadopuxia, while the other three 

possess only a minor degree of moral 

importance. Even here Aristotle 

seems to set them on a somewhat 

lower footing than the rest. 

I { xeveérepo| The MSS. vary here 

between kevérepor and Kowdtepor. A 

similar variation is found Eth, 11. vill. 

6. where the readings are moAAG Kevd 

Bekker has decided 

against the majority of MSS. in favour 

of kev@repor. The Paraphrast how- 

ever supports the other reading. He 

renders the passage, T@v yap mepl Tas 
mpaters Adywy of wey KaborArKo) Kotwd- 

repo Kal mAcloow epapud(ovow* of bE 

Dr. Cardwell 

accordingly reads kowédrepo, which 

seems most natural, and is supported 

by the best MSS. K® and L® of Bekker. 

Whichever reading we take, the general 

meaning is not affected, Kevarepot, 

which would be a term of disparage- 

ment, is well illustrated by th, Hud. 

I. Vi. 4: moAAdKts AavOdvovar AcyovTEs 

and 7oAAG kad, 

feepixol GAnOivedTEpot. 

aAAoTplous Adyous THs Tpaywarelas Kar 

Kevols, Kowdédrepot means ‘ more gene- 

ral,’ ‘of wider application.’ Cf. Eth. 1. 

li. 2: 7d pev ody Kata Toy opbdy Adyov 

Ac- 

cordingly with this reading we may 

translate the passage Ae?}e—diaypapis 

as follows: ‘This principle however 

must not only be stated universally, 

but also we must apply it to particular 

eases; for in theories about moral 

actions universal statements are it is 

true of wider application, but parti- 

cular ones are morereal. For actions 

uwpatrew Kowoy Kal brorelobw. 
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are concerned with particulars, and it 

is necessary that our theories should 

be borne out when applied to these. 

Let us take our instances then from 

the table of the virtues.’ 

aAnOivadT por] ‘more real,’ as being 

more concrete 

Plato would have said the universal 

is more real; here, and in Categories 

y. 8, it is said that the particular is 

more real than the universal. In the 

Politics, t. xiii, 10, Gorgias is praised 

for enumerating the separate virtues, 

while others contented themselves with 

general definitions. 

A€yovtes ekamat@ow Eavtovs, bri 7d 

and more definite. 

Kaddaouv yap ot 

ed Exew Thy Puxhv aperh, 7 Td dpOo- 

Tpayew, } Tt TGV TOLOUTwWY: TOAD yap 

&pewvov Aéyovow of ekapiOmovvtes Tas 

apetds, amep Topylas, tay ottws 

ébpiCouevwy. This is directed against 

the Meno of Plato, where Socrates 

urges that it is absolutely necessary 

to know the law of virtue as a unity, 

instead of regarding it in its multi- 

farious exhibitions. Aristotle, wishing 

to establish a practical theory of vir- 

tue, returns to the concrete. 

ex Tis diaypapis | “Croypapiis is the 

word in the corresponding passage of 

the Hudemian Ethics, w. iii., where a 

formal table is given, containing four- 

teen virtues with their respective pairs 

of extremes. In this place either some 

already existing ‘ table’ or ‘ scheme’ 

of the virtues is referred to; or the 

expression may be intended to be 

merely fanciful, ‘the complete table 

of the virtues’ being something ideal. 

It is difficult not to think that the 

present list is tentative, and that the 

one above quoted in the (rhetoric con- 

tains a summary of its results. 

2 6 wev TH apoBia k.7.A.| It is a 

sign that Aristotle is here only work- 

ing his way to his theory of the mean, 

that he at first speaks as if there 

were excess and defect of both the 

two opposite principles, by the balance 

of which virtue is constituted. This 

would make four vices round each 

virtue. But it is obviously more 

simple to speak of each virtue as a 

balance of a positive and a negative 

tendency : which view he afterwards 

adopts, though he retains the present 
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refinement with regard to courage in | way, Siaketo@ar is there opposed to 

the fuller account of this virtue in |! é@yew, whereas, Hth. 1. v. 4, it is used 

Book III. 

5 vorepoy d€ axpiBeotepoy] All de- 

tails with regard to the several virtues 

may be accordingly reserved for con- 

sideration under Books Ii. and IV. 

6 &AdAu Siabéces] ‘other disposi- 

tions.” The word is used here as a 

synonym for éfes, though in Cate- 

gories Vili. 1. €fs is distinguished from 

didBects. 

tis kal ideas AeyéerOwoay * diahéper 

“Ey wey oby eid0s moudtnTOos 

de Ekis Siabecews TH TOAY ypoviwTepoy 

elyat kal povy.wrepov, In the same 

as equivalent to it. 

Q Kata Toy bGNYynUEvov Tpdmov] ‘Ac- 

cording to the method which has 

hitherto guided us,’ tum@ x.7.A. (cf. § 

5). The same phrase oceurs Politics 

Vig te SYP 

emiokoTovel Kata Thy Hpnynmevny weGo- 

The word frequently oecurs in 

Plato. Cf. Protagoras, p. 326 D: kara 

AjjAov 8 éora Td Aceyouevoy 

Sov. 

Thy bonynow Tov ypaupeov. Repub, 11. 

P-403E: ef daoy rods TUTOUS SPnynoal- 

ueOa. Phedo, p. 82 D: i pirocopia 

bpnyetras. 
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‘These also must accordingly be dis- 

cussed, in order to show still more 

clearly that in everything the mean is 

praiseworthy, while the extremes are 

neither right nor praiseworthy, but 

blameable. Now most of these qua- 

lities are without names; but we 

must endeavour, as in other cases, 

to make names ourselves for the sake 

of clearness and of being easily fol- 

lowed.’ After discussing aA7@e1a, the 

author of the Magna Moralia says, 

Ei pév obv eioly atta apetal 7 py 

&AAos ky eln Adyos’ bri SE 

Heodrytés ciot Toy cipnucvwr, SHdrov, of 

VOL. I. 

> 

aperat, 

yap Kar’ avTas (ayres ematvotvTat (I. 

XXXill. 2). 
metpatéoy k,7.A.] Aristotle’s method 

consists partly in accepting experience 

as shown in common language, &ce., 

partly in rectifying it, or re-stating it 

from his own point of view; partly 

in- finding new expressions for it, so 

as to discover men’s thought to them- 

selves. He usually rather fixes the 

meaning of words, than creates new 

ones. For instance, he here assigns 

a peculiar and limited meaning to 

éAnOere and giAia. His influence 

upon the forms of language of civi- 

lised Europe can hardly be overrated. 

QQ 

II 

13 
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It is far greater than has ever been 

exercised by any one man beside. 

14—15 Aristotle winds uphis list by 

adding Aiéés and Neuweors, which he 

does not consider virtues, because 

they are not developed states of mind, 

but he mentions them, because he 

discovers the law of the balance 

(ueodTns), existing even in these 

natural instincts. There is something | 

peculiarly Greek in the conjunction of 

these two names. In Greek mythology 

they are personified and seem to re- 

present the natural and almost in- 

destructible ideas of justice in the 

human mind. Hesiod speaks of these 

two goddesses as being the last to 

clothe themselves in white raiment 

and to leave the earth. (Works and 

Days, 198.) In the fable which Plato 

puts into the mouth of Protagoras 

these qualities are said to have been 

sent down to man as an amelioration 

of his previously wretched condition, 

without society or the political art 

(Plato, Protagoras, p. 322 c, where, 

however, the names are aidés and Sin). 

They seem related to one anotheras | 

the instinct of honour to the instinct 

of right—.e. to be two slightly differ- 

ing phases of the same principle, the. 

first being rather a sensitiveness about 

right iv oneself, the second about right 

external to oneself, Aidés is further 

x / n~ \ ~ ~ 

bovepoc bmrepPanrrwy TOUTOY ET TAT! AUTEl- 
~ / ~ ne | 

EMTLNALEXAXOS TOTOUTOY eArelres TOU Aumetobou 

discussed in Book IV., but Néueots is 

not again alludedto. This is probably 

owing to the unfinished condition of 

the Ethics, which indeed first begias 

to show itself at the close of Book IV. 

See Essay I. pp. 42, 40. 

15 veéweois 5¢—-xalpev| ‘ But in- 

dignation is a balance between envy 

and malice. Now these are concerned 

with pain and pleasure resulting on 

what happens to others. For the 
| indignant man is pained at those who 

prosper unworthily, but the envious — 
man, exceeding him, is pained at all 

(who prosper), while the malicious 

man is so far defective in feeling pain 

as even to rejoice.’ This paragraph 

is a striking instance of crudeness, 

which the least after-reflection would 

have remedied. It is obvious that 

pOdvos (envy), and émxaperania (ma- 

lice), are only different forms of the 

same state of mind. Indeed, Aris- 

totle, when he wrote his Rhetoric, had 

been clear on the point, ef. Rhet. 1. 

ix. 5: ‘O yap abrds eotiv emxaipéera- 

Hence they cannot 

Again, 

the éem:xapéxakos cannot be said to- 

govroy éAAcirew Sore x.7.A., for he 

does not rejoice at the success of the 

good which the envious man grieves 

at. He rejoices at the misfortunes of 

the good, This mistake is set right 

kos Kat d@ovepds, 

be opposed as two extremes. 
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PETOTYTOS, TATA! TATOIG avTIxeivTAl TwS* ai piv yao 
yy \ ~ Je Nous 7 ’ , ey , ean , ; 

ALO HAL TH BETH XA AAAYAGIC EvaYTiON Eigly, 7 OF LEO 
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Taig axpoig' women yap TO loov moog ky TO EAaTToy 

by Eudemus (it. iii. 4), who, in his 

list, writes @@dvo0s, avévupoy, veueots. 

Of course the opposite to pé@dvos must 

be avao@yoia tis. Socrates in Xen, 

Memor. 111. ix. 8 defines p@évos as it 

is here defined. Movous pn Ooveiy 

Tous ém) Tais Tay piAwy evmpatias 

dviamevous. Plato does not separate 

envy and malice, cf. Philebus, p. 48 B: 

‘O p0ovay ye él Kaxots Tois Tay méAaS 

Socrates is 

that @dvos being 

granted to be a painful feeling, it yet 

constitutes the chief element in co- 

medy, so that in comedy there is a 

mixture of pain with pleasure. 

16 GAAw wep pev TovTwy—eicw | 

‘But about these points in the first 

place we shall have another opportu- 

nity of speaking; in the second place 

about justice, since the term is used 

in more senses than one, we will 

separately (werd tavdra) define it and 

show how the two species of it are 

severally mean states.’ 

OomEevos avapavicera, 

there arguing 

This passage 

gives accurately enough beforehand 

the order of subjects for Books III. 

and IV.; the word &AAo#& seems to 

show that he has in view the inter- 

ruption of the argument by the dis- 

cussion upon will, at the beginning of 

the Third Book. The separate treat- 

ment of justice is also announced. 
But it can hardly be said that the 

promise mepl éxarépas époduey «.7.A. 18 

exactly fulfilled in Book V. The two 

kinds of Justice, here referred to, are 

(1) Justice, in the Platonic sense, = 

all virtue. (2) Justice, in a narrower 

sense, =fair dealing with regard to 

property. Cf. Hth. v. i. 

tT Guotws 5& Kal wept Tov AoyiKaY 

&perav| This passage is obelized, 

because of the term Aoyixal, which 

never occurs elsewhere in Aristotle or 

Eudemus, as applied to the 6:a- 

vontikal a&petal—secondly, because of 

the sense, since Aristotle could not 

possibly say that he meant to show 

how the intellectual excellences were 

peoorntes—thirdly, because of the 

extreme likelihood of an interpolation 

here. 

VIII. A new conception is now 

developed of the relation between a 

virtue and the extremes lying on each 

side of it, and that is, the conception 

of ‘contrariety,’ of mutual repulsion 

and exclusiveness between the several 

terms. The extremes are opposed each 

to the other, and both to the mean, 

This addition tends yet further to 

raise the moral distinctions from 

being mere distinctions of quantity, 

into being distinctions of kind. With 

logical inconsistency, though with 

thorough truth, Aristotle proceeds 

to point out that one extreme is 

generally ‘more contrary’ to the 

mean than the other, either because 

of a greater dissimilarity to virtue in 

QQ 
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mpog 68 TO Pero AYTIXEITAL LaAROY 

ed” wy piv 7 EAAsG Eb’ wy 08 7 SrepBoAry, lov avdgzsin 

the tendency itself, or from our fol- 

lowing a natural bent and pushing 

out the tendency to extravagance. 

2 6 yap aydpetos—Seidds] ‘For the 

brave man appears rash in comparison 

with the coward, but a coward in 

comparison with the rash man.’ 

course oppositions of this kind are 

relative and depend upon the point 

If the cowards had to settle 

the question, all bravery would be 

deemed rashness. Hence we see that 

Aristotle’s system depends on faith in 

of view. 

standard inherent in the 

The 

And this 

law or standard of the absolute reason 

a certain 

general reason of mankind. 

mecdtys is wpiouévn Adyo. 

Of | 

finds its exponent in the thoughtful 

man, ws &y 6 ppdvimos dépiceer. 
4 a ee eel | 

5 €7t mpos mev—anexovta] ‘Again, | 

while some extremes appear to have 

a sort of similarity to the mean, as, 

for instance, rashness to bravery, and 

prodigality to liberality ;—the ex- 

tremes have the greatest dissimilarity 

to each other. But things most re- 

moved from each other people define 

to be ‘‘contraries,” therefore things 

more removed are more contrary to 

each other.’ In the present passage 

it is easy to see a logical inconsistency, 

If contraries be 7a wAcio Toy amréxorTa, 

how can we speak of them as mAeiov 

anéxovta? Aristotle commences with 

an idea of absolute contrariety, and 

afterwards takes up one of relative 

contrariety, admitting of degrees. But 

repugnance admits of degrees, if con- 

trariety does not, so the inaccuracy is 

merely verbal. 
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7 81a Sto 8 airias—pardrov] ‘Now 

this takes place from two causes, one 

(external to us) depending on the 

nature of the thing itself; for that 

extreme which is nearer to and 

more like the mean, we do not oppose 

so much to the mean, as its contrary.’ 
The first thing, says Aristotle, which 

makes one extreme more repugnant 

to the mean than the other extreme, 

is a difference of kind. Some faults 

are errors ‘on virtue’s side,’ and 

while rashness, for instance, is the 

same tendency as courage, only car- 

ried too far, cowardice differs from it in 

kind. This difference then is one with 

which the agent has nothing to do. 

I érépa 5&—owppootyn| ‘A second 

cause dependson ourselves ; for those 

things to which we are in a way 

more disposed by nature appear more 

repugnant to the mean. As, for in- 

stance, we are in ourselves more dis- 

posed towards pleasures, hence we are 

more carried away in the direction of 

intemperance, than in that of (exces- 

sive) orderliness. Therefore we call 

those things more contrary to the 

mean in which we run to greater 

lengths; and thus intemperance, which 

is the excess, seems more contrary to 

temperance (than the other extreme).’ 

Passing over the false explanation of 

this passage, which pretends to find 
in it the doctrine of human corruption 

—as if Aristotle said that we are by 

nature prone to what is worst, whereas 

he says that ‘what we are most 

prone to appears to be the worst,’ 

there are two modes of explanation 

left; one is that of the Paraphrast, 

who renders it, émel yap 6 wéAcuos 

T@ orovdal@ mpds Ta &Kpa ylveTai, Thy 

peodtynta (ntodytt, mpos 6 Tay UKpwy 

pela 1] MAXN, EkElvo evayTi@TEpoy TE 

béow Soke? .7.A., namely, that there 

is the greatest struggle in avoiding 

that extreme to which we are prone, 

and therefore it appears most opposed 

tothe mean, This interpretation is 
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slightly favoured by § 4 of the next 

chapter, oxomeiy 5€ det k,7.A.; but on 

the other hand, not a word is here 

said of avoiding either extreme; the 

question is rather of following one’s 

bent. (2) The other explanation is 

that which the author of the Magna 

Moralia espouses, Mag. Mor. 1. ix. 5: 

h oby emldoots yiverat paddAov mpds & 

mepukamey * mpos & SE waAAov emd1d0- 

fev, TadTa kal maAAov evaytia, em- 

didoumev 5& mpds akoAaclay maAAov 7) 

This is surely what 

and his general 

sense may be given as follows: ‘One 

difference is in the act itself, a differ- 

ence of kind; the other difference 

proceeds from ourselves, a difference 

mpos Koop.dTnTa, 

Aristotle means, 

of degree, for wherever we have an 

inclination towards one side, we run 

into extravagance on that side, and 

so aggravate that form of error, and 

make it seem worse than its opposite.’ 

In order to make the words su:t a 

preconceived meaning, people have 

translated émidoois ‘inclination,’ 

whereas it can only mean ‘ advance,’ 

‘ progression,’ ‘development,’ &e. As 

the Magna Moralia give it, mpbs & 

mepvkapey is the ‘inclination,’ and 

eml5oois is the result of this, The 

addition of yfvera: might have been 

sufficient to prevent the above misin- 

terpretation. It is observable that 

cwppoctvn is here first contrasted 

with koowidtns, as if that meant 

‘asceticism,’ and afterwards the corre- 

sponding term is omitted. Aristotle 

seems unwilling to employ the term 

avacOnola, being too strong a word, 

ef. Eth. u. ii. 7: 6 b& mdoas pebyav— 

avaloOnrés Tis. 11. Vii, 3: eAAclrovtes 

dé wep) Tas 7Oovas ov mayu yivoyrat* 

didwep 008’ Gvduatos TetTuxhkacw ovd’ 

of ToLovToOL, EoTwoay BE avaicOnro.. 

IX. The book is concluded with 

certain practical rules for attaining 

the mean. (1) Avoid the worst ex- 

treme ; (2) Find out your bent and go 

even farther than is necessary in the 

direction opposite to it; (3) Beware 

of the delusions of pleasure; (4) 

After all, the appeal must be in the 

last resort to the intuitive judgment. 

2 6:b—eciddT0s.] ‘On this account 
it is a hard task to be good: for it is 

always hard to ascertain the mean; 

as, for instance, not every man, but 

only the mathematician, can find the 

centre of a circle.’ The words of 

Simonides (quoted by Plato, Protag. 

p- 339, and referred to above, Eth. 

I. X. I1), avdp ayabby pey Grabews 

yevérOar xarerdy k.7.A., may have 

been in the mind of Aristotle, who: 

here gives a rationale of them, and 

indeed shows that it is hard not only 
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to become, but to be, good, cnovdatov 

eivat, not only yevéec@a. See Essay 

Wie Ish Os 

3 Kabdmep Kal 7 Kadupe mapaver] 

There 1s a mistake here in which 

Aristotle is followed by the Para- 

phrast. It was Circe (not Calypso) 

who advised Ulysses (Od. x11. 108— 

109), when sailing between Seylla and 

Charybdis, to keep nearest to the 

former, as being less dangerous. Two 

of the MSS., with a view of setting 

Aristotle right, substitute Kipxn for 

the authentic reading. The verse 

here given Homer puts not into the 

mouth of Circe, but of Ulysses ordering 

his pilot, according to the directions 

he had received (Od. x11. 219, 220). 

4 kata toy Sevrepdy pact mAoiv] 

A common Greek proverb, which is 

variously explained. It is sometimes 

said to mean ‘on the voyage home, if 

not on the voyage out’; but it seems 

very much better to take the words 

as meaning ‘with oars, if not with 

sails, an explanation which is twice 
given by Eustathius; p. 661, 6 Tay 

kwmnratovytwy mAovs SebTepos A€yeTat 

TOUS, WS TPHTOV OYTOS TOV TAé€ELY TpdS 

éveuov, Alsoin page 1453. Other in- 

stances of the proverb are Politics, 

Ill. Xlli. 23; Plato, Philebus, p. 19 c; 

Phedo, 99 D. 

5 eis tovvaytlov—rowdtow] ‘But 

we must drag ourselves away in the 

opposite direction; for by bending 

ourselves a long way back from the 

erroneous extreme, like those who 

straighten crooked pieces of timber, 

we shall at length arrive at the mean.’ 

The metaphor is borrowed from Plato 

Protagq. p. 325 D, where it is applied to 

education, not, however, in precisely 

the same sense as here. Kal édy pev 

Exay melOntat: ei 5é wh, dowep EbAov 

diastpepduevov Kal Kaumrduevoy €vO0-~ 

vouow ameiAats Kal TAnyais. 

6 év may7l b¢—apaprncomeba| * But 

in everything we must especially be 

on our guard against the pleasant and 

pleasure. For we are not uncorrupted 

judges in her cause. Therefore, just 

as the old counsellors felt towards 

Helen, so ought we to feel towards 
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pleasure, and in everything apply 

their saying; for by sending her out 

of our sight we shall err the less.’ 

The reference is to Homer, J/iad m1. 

156—160: 

Od veuecis Tp@as kal éiKvnutdas 
*Axatovs 

Tons aupl yuvarl modAty xXpdvov 
dAyea maoxeu, 

Alas GOavarnot Oeffs eis ara 
€oukev. 

GAAG kal Bs roln wep coda” év ynuai 
veéerOw 

pwnd juiv texéecot 7 onlasw aha 
Altroito. 

adéxacro] ‘ Unbribed,’ ‘ uncorrupt- 
ed.” dexd(w, the origin of which is 

obscure, finds a parallel in the Latin 

‘decuriare,’ which meant to bribe the 

tribes at elections. 

Plancio, ¢. xviii. 44. 

8 6 5 wexpe Tivos Kal emt mécoy 

Wexrds] a condensed phrase meaning 

‘to what point and how far a man 

(may go before he) is blameable.’ 

év TH aicOqce 7% Kplois| ‘The de- 

cision of them is a matter of percep- 

Aristotle meant that general 

rules are often inapplicable to particu- 

lar cases, which must then be decided 

by a kind of ‘intuition’ or ‘tact,’ not 

derived from philosophy, but natural. 

Compare 11. iii. 13: émel 8 7 reAcvTala 

See Cicero, pro 

tion.’ 

mpdoracts défa Te aicOnTod kal Kupla Tay 

mpatewy.—bia Td wh) KaOdAOU Nd Emr- 

oTnuovikoy Suolws elvat Soxeiy TG Kabd- 

Aov Toy €xxarov Spor. 

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME. 
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